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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

INTRODUCTION 

JSDF TF0A9908 “India SEWA 2025 Digital Financial Inclusion of Informal Sector” is a Japan Social 

Development Fund-supported and World Bank Group-managed project with the objective of 

fostering increased use of digital financial services (DFS) by women engaged in informal activities, 

who form Self Employed Women’s Association’s (SEWA) membership base. The project works with 

women from low-income and marginalized households and excluded communities in 29 districts 

across six Indian states, namely, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Assam and Meghalaya. 

The project targeted women SEWA members who lack access and capacity to access digital/mobile 

technologies for financial transactions and need to be financially literate to keep pace with 

contemporary market requirements, improve their livelihoods, and increase their incomes. The 

project also supported SEWA in digitizing its service delivery to serve its members better and 

improve the efficiency and productivity of its operations.  

The project also collaborated with the Phase 1 (2019-2022) of the IFC-supported ‘SEWA 

Transformation Plan 2025, a 360-degree transformation plan for SEWA that takes a phased, 

systematic approach to enable SEWA expand its membership base across India, strengthen its 

operating model and significantly improve its service offerings and performance across multiple 

parameters. 

In the beginning of these two projects, the comprehensive baseline study was done to 

assess socioeconomic status and digital readiness of SEWA members and key SEWA 

entities/social enterprises; financial literacy levels amongst SEWA members and key SEWA 

entities/social enterprises; members’ access to Digital Financial Services as well as needs & 

aspirations, access to core SEWA services & products; skill mapping of SEWA members and 

micro enterprises. Data collection was done using individual/household survey; focus group 

discussions and in- depth interviews (IDI) in selected districts across six states of India. 

Individual/household survey for the baseline study was carried out in the six states of India. In 

the baseline study a total of 2662 respondents were interviewed and on an average 160 to 167 

respondents in each district. 75) of the respondents from each district were selected from 

intervention villages and 25) were from control villages. Based on the baseline data the 

intervention for the next three years was designed. 

OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this study is to: 

 Design and administer a comprehensive Endline Survey and Analyze the results 

 Undertake Impact Assessment and Documentation of Project Outcomes 

METHODOLOGY  

Data collection was done using the Individual/Household Survey and Focus Group.    

 

  



FINDINGS  

Profile of Respondents: 

1. The highest SEWA respondents in the 18-25 years age group are in Bihar at 32% and lowest in 

Meghalaya at 5%. The highest Control respondents in the 18-25 years age group are in UP at 

40.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 2.3%. 

2. The highest SEWA respondents in the 26-35 years age group are in Uttar Pradesh at 44.5% and 

lowest in Rajasthan at 24.8%. The highest Control respondents in the 26-35 years age group are 

in Assam at 45.5% and lowest in UP at 23.9%. 

3. The highest SEWA respondents in the 36-50 years age group are in Meghalaya at 46.7% and 

lowest in Bihar at 22%. The highest Control respondents in the 36-50 years age group are in 

Gujarat at 43.9% and lowest in Rajasthan at 26.7%. 

4. The highest SEWA respondents in the 51-60 years age group are in Assam at 14.8% and lowest 

in UP at 3.3%. The highest Control respondents in the 51-60 years age group are in Rajasthan at 

15% and lowest in UP at 6.5%. 

5. The highest above 60 years SEWA respondents are in Gujarat; Rajasthan and Bihar at 2.3% and 

lowest in UP and Assam. The highest above 60 years Control respondents are in Rajasthan at 

10% and none in Meghalaya. 

6. The average age of SEWA respondents ranges from 32.89 years in UP to 39.32 years in Assam 

while the average age of the Control respondents ranges from 32.48 years in Bihar to 39.92 

years in Rajasthan. 

7. Overall, 32.3% SEWA respondents (highest in Meghalaya at 51.7% and lowest in Bihar at 14%) 

have studied till the Primary level, while 36.5% Control respondents overall are illiterate. 

8. Overall, 24.4% of SEWA respondents are illiterate (highest in Bihar at 36.3%) and lowest in Assam 

at 7.4%. 

9. 4.2% SEWA respondents are graduates (highest in UP at 15.6% and one in Meghalaya) and 1.1% 

are postgraduates (highest in UP at 3.3% and Rajasthan at 3.1% and one in Assam and 

Meghalaya). 

10. In Gujarat, all the SEWA and Control respondents can speak in Gujarati while the proficiency 

to read and write goes down by about 25%. In Rajasthan, there are 23.3% SEWA respondents 

who can speak; 15.5% who can read; 5.4% who can write; 10.9% who can read numerals and 7.8% 

who can write numerals in Gujarati. There are a few SEWA respondents in Bihar and UP who 

can manage to communicate in Gujarati but none in Assam and Meghalaya. 

11. All SEWA and Control respondents of Rajasthan; Bihar and UP can speak Hindi. Highest 

number of SEWA respondents to be able to read Hindi are in UP at 77.3% followed by 75.2% in 

Rajasthan and lowest is in Meghalaya at 2.5% - surprisingly 53.3% of them in Assam can read 

Hindi. In Gujarat the proficiency of speaking; reading; writing and numerals in Hindi is below 

50% for SEWA respondents and below 40% among Control respondents. 

12. Highest among SEWA respondents to speak English is in Meghalaya at 26.7% and lowest in 

Gujarat at 10.2%. It is interesting to note that though 19.7% of them in Assam can speak 56.6% 

of them can read English and similarly in UP 21.3% can read and 55.5% can write English. The 

proficiency in English is the lowest among SEWA respondents of Gujarat. 

13. None of the SEWA or Control respondents of Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar and UP know Assamese 

or Khasi language. One SEWA respondent of Assam does not know Assamese but knows 



Khasi. There are 62.5% SEWA and five Control respondents of Meghalaya who can speak 

Assamese while the proficiency to read; write and numerals goes down considerably. 

14. 58.3% of the Meghalaya SEWA respondents can speak Khasi – the rest were administered the 

survey with the help of translators. The proficiency to read; write and numerals goes down 

slightly and one SEWA respondent of Assam knows Khasi very well. 

Socio-Economic Status: 

1. The highest family size is in Bihar among SEWA respondents at 5.98 and lowest is in Assam at 

5.02. The highest family size is 5.93 among Control respondents of Meghalaya and lowest is in 

Assam at 4.86. 

2. In Gujarat; Bihar; UP average number of girls in SEWA respondents’ family in both age-groups 

is lower than that of the boys in both the age-groups. 

3. In Rajasthan average number of girls in SEWA respondents’ family in 0-6 years age-group is 

less than boys in the same age-group but more in the 7-18 years age-group than the boys. 

4. In Assam and Meghalaya, the girls in the 0-6 years age-group are more than the boys in the 

same age-group while girls are less in the 7-18 years age-group compared to boys in the same 

age-group. 

5. Average number of women in the family of SEWA respondents in Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar; 

UP; and Meghalaya is more than the male members in their family; while in Assam the average 

number of women are less than the male family members. 

6. Overall, 99.2% SEWA and 98.2% Control respondents have their Aadhar Card. Barring one SEWA 

respondent in Rajasthan; Bihar; Assam all the respondents have their Aadhar Card. 

7. Rajasthan has the highest average number of family members of SEWA and Control 

respondents engaged in economic activities. The lowest is in Meghalaya among SEWA and 

among Control respondents.  

8. Rajasthan has the highest average annual income among SEWA and Control respondents’ 

family. The lowest is in Bihar among SEWA and among Control respondents. 

9. The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents’ families engaged in agriculture on own 

farm is 55.5 – highest in Assam at 89.3% and lowest in Bihar at 8%. 

10. The WA for animal husbandry is 54.7 among SEWA respondents’ families – highest in Assam 

at 91% and lowest in Bihar at 31%. 

11. The WA for manual labour is 51.1 among SEWA respondents’ families – highest is in Meghalaya 

at 71.7% and lowest in UP at 35.5%. 

12. The WA for agriculture labour is 46 among SEWA respondents’ families – highest in Assam at 

74.6% and lowest in Rajasthan at 20.9% - it is 43% in Bihar which has the lowest percentage of 

families engaged in their own agriculture. 

13. The WA of SEWA respondents (highest in Assam at 91% and lowest in Bihar at 29.7%) engaged 

in animal husbandry is the highest at 54.5 and that of Control respondents at 53.1. 

14. The WA among SEWA respondents engaged in agriculture on own farm is 49.1 (highest in 

Assam at 84.4% and lowest in Bihar at 6.3%) and that of Control respondents it is 50.4.  

15. The WA of SEWA respondents engaged in agriculture labour is 43.2 (highest in Assam at 68% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 18.6%) and that of Control respondents is 47.3. 

16. The highest ownership among SEWA respondents is of residential houses at 92.6 (highest in 

Rajasthan at 97.7 and lowest in Bihar at 89) and 87.3 among Control respondents.  



17. The WA of ownership of vehicles is 58.1% among SEWA (highest in Gujarat at 76.2 and lowest 

in Bihar at 15) and 48.5 among Control respondents.  

18. In almost all the assets the ownership of majority of the assets is in the name of a male family 

member barring Meghalaya where the respondent herself and her female family members 

have individual or joint ownership. 

19. The WA of SEWA respondents’ family having pucca houses is highest at 56.4 (highest in 

Rajasthan at 81.4% and lowest in Assam at 22.1 and Bihar at 38) and at 49.2 among Control 

respondents’ family.  

20. The WA of SEWA respondents living in semi-pucca houses is 27.9 (highest in Meghalaya at 

65.8% and lowest in Rajasthan at 13.2%) and of Control respondents is 28.9.  

21. The WA of SEWA respondents living in kaccha house is 15.7 (highest in Assam at 42.6% and 

lowest in Rajasthan at 5.4%) and that of Control respondents it is 22.0. 

22. All SEWA respondents of Rajasthan live in their own houses while baring two in each of Assam 

and Meghalaya all of the SEWA respondents live in their own houses. In Bihar three of them 

live in rented houses while three live with relatives and three live in the company quarters. In 

UP two live in relative’s house while 11.4% live in rented houses and the rest in their own house. 

In Gujarat 1.3% live in rented houses while five live in relatives houses and one lives on 

government land. 

23. The highest ownership among SEWA respondents is in Rajasthan at an average of 5.14 vigha 

followed by 4.15 vigha in Assam. The lowest ownership of land is in Bihar at 0.11 vigha.  

24. The highest sharecropped land last year was in Assam at an average of 1.36 vigha and lowest 

was in Bihar at 0.11 vigha.  

25. The highest land taken on lease was in Assam at an average of 0.55 vigha and the lowest was 

in Meghalaya and Gujarat at 0.13 vigha. 

26. The highest average land cultivated in the Rabi season is in Gujarat at 2.75 vigha and the lowest 

is in Bihar at 0.24. The highest average land irrigated in the Rabi season is also in Gujarat at 

2.28 vigha and lowest in Bihar at 0.22 vigha.  

27. In Summer the highest average land cultivated is in Gujarat at 1.27 vigha and lowest in 

Rajasthan at 0.03 vigha. The highest land irrigated in summer is in Gujarat at 1.11 vigha and 

lowest is in Rajasthan at 0.03 vigha. 

28. The highest average land cultivated in the Monsoon is in Rajasthan at 3.77 vigha and lowest is 

in Bihar at 0.22 vigha and the highest irrigated land in Monsoon is in Gujarat at 1.96 vigha and 

lowest is in Assam at 0.4 vigha.  

29. The WA, for availability of Clean Water among SEWA respondents is 95.4 (highest in UP at 

98.6% and lowest is in Bihar at 88.3%) and 93.9 among Control respondents (highest Control 

in Assam at 100% and lowest in Rajasthan at 88.3%).  

30. The WA for availability of Electricity among SEWA respondents is 94.7 (all in Rajasthan and 

lowest in Assam at 63.9%) and 93.2 among Control respondents.  

31. The WA for availability of functional Toilet among SEWA respondents is 80.8 (highest in 

Meghalaya at 98.3% and lowest in Bihar at 51%) and among Control respondents it is 62.8.  

32. The WA for availability of Drainage facility among SEWA respondents is 58.4 (highest in UP at 

82% and lowest in Gujarat at 50.3%) and 45.5 among Control respondents. 

Institutional membership: 

1. All the SEWA respondents in all six states are members of SEWA.  



2. The highest membership to SHG (Sakhi Mandal) among SEWA respondents is in Meghalaya at 

98.3%, followed by 81.1% in Assam and lowest in UP at 8.1% - in the other states also it is on the 

lower side – a little above 20%. 

3. The highest membership to SHG (SEWA) is also in Meghalaya at 95.8% followed by 65.6% in 

Assam and 62.9% in Gujarat – it is the lowest in Bihar at 11.7% and in Rajasthan and UP it is 19.4%. 

4. SEWA respondents of only Gujarat (23.3%) and Assam (1.6%) are members of the milk 

cooperative. 

5. One SEWA respondent each in Rajasthan; Bihar and UP; three in Assam and 1.3% in Gujarat are 

members of the Panchayat. 

6. Membership in the Women’s wing is reported by 37.5% of SEWA respondents in Meghalaya 

while one in Assam and eight in Meghalaya are members of farmer’s group and nine are 

members of Producers’ group. 

7. The concentration of SEWA respondents’ duration of membership in SEWA is between 1-5 

years (highest in UP at 89.6% and lowest in Assam at 37.7%) and 6-10 years (highest in 

Meghalaya at 35.8% and Assam at 35.2% and lowest in UP at 9%). 

8. The concentration of SEWA respondents’ duration of membership in SHG (SEWA) is between 

1-5 years (highest in Bihar at 80% and lowest in Up at 23.8%) and 6-10 years (highest in Rajasthan 

at 44% and lowest in Bihar at 17.2%. 

9. The concentration of SEWA respondents’ duration of membership in SHG (Sakhi Mandal) is 

between 1-5 years (highest in UP at 88.2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 17%) and 6-10 years 

(highest in Meghalaya at 72% and lowest in UP at 11.8%). 

10. Majority of the SEWA respondents in all the states have the designation of Member in SEWA. 

11. Majority of SEWA respondents are Members of the SHG (SEWA) – highest in Assam at 98.8% 

and lowest in UP at 78%. 

12. In the SHG (Sakhi Mandal) the majority of SEWA respondents are Members – highest in Bihar 

at 90.3% and lowest in Meghalaya and Rajasthan at 67.8% and 67.9% respectively. 

Access to Financial Products and Services:  

1. The WA for savings done in bank has gone up from 84.6 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and 

lowest in UP at 75.2%) to 86.2 in Endline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Gujarat at 80.9%) for 

SEWA respondents and from 67.9 to 77.2 for Control respondents.  

2. The WA for savings done in SHG (SEWA) has also gone up from 40.1 in Baseline (highest in 

Gujarat at 55.2% and lowest in UP at 3.4%) to 49.2 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 98.8% to 

lowest in UP at 10%) for SEWA respondents and from nil to 5.5 for Control respondents.  

3. The WA for saving cash at home has gone down from 52.5 in the Baseline (highest in Bihar at 

71.3% and lowest in Assam at 16.7%) among SEWA respondents to 26 in Endline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 88.3% and lowest in Assam at 4.1%) and from 53 in Baseline to 37.3 in the Endline 

among Control respondents.  

4. The WA for SEWA respondents not saving has gone up from 2 in the Baseline (none in 

Meghalaya to highest in UP at 5.3%) to 3 in the Endline (highest in Gujarat at 4.3% and none in 

Assam and Meghalaya), while for Control respondents it has gone up from 7.9 in Baseline to 

8.6 in Endline. 

5. In Gujarat, in the Baseline, age to an extent was a determining factor in the SEWA and Control 

respondents’ saving habit, while it is not a determining factor.  



6. In Rajasthan, age is a determining factor in the Baseline and Endline in the SEWA and Control 

respondents’ saving habit.  

7. In Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya age is not a determining factor as to where the 

SEWA respondents kept their savings in Baseline as well as Endline  

8. The WA for having a bank account has gone up from 84.4 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and 

lowest in UP at 79.36%) to 96.6 in the Endline for SEWA respondents (all in Meghalaya and 

lowest in UP at 94.3%), while it has gone down from 94.3 in Baseline to 91 in the Endline for 

Control respondents. 

9. The WA for having an individual bank account has gone up from 87.2 in the Baseline (all in 

Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Gujarat at 79.8% - In Gujarat 25.6% had joint account with 

male family member) to 91.3 in the Endline for SEWA respondents (all in Meghalaya and lowest 

in Gujarat at 88.1% - it has gone down to 11.9% of them having a joint account with a male family 

member), while it has gone up from 32.9 in Baseline to 89 in Endline for Control respondents.  

10. In Gujarat, Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya in the Baseline and Endline age is not a 

determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents having or not having a bank account. 

Similarly, age was not a determining factor in the SEWA and Control respondents having an 

individual account.  

11. In Rajasthan (Bikaner), to an extent age is a determining factor in SEWA respondents having 

or not having a bank account in the Baseline and Endline but in Dungarpur age was not a 

determining factor among SEWA respondents not having a bank account and in the Endline 

all the SEWA respondents have a bank account. Age was not a determining factor in the SEWA 

and Control respondents having an individual account – in Baseline and Endline. 

12. The WA for SEWA respondents having an account in a nationalised bank has gone down from 

88.1 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 92.5% and Gujarat at 92.4% and lowest in Rajasthan at 

64.7%) to 69.3 in the Endline (highest in Assam at 94.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.1%), while 

it has gone down from 77.3% in Baseline to 68 in Endline for Control respondents.  

13. The WA of having an account in a cooperative bank among SEWA respondents has gone up 

slightly from 13.1 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 38.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 7%) to 13.9 

in the Endline (highest in Gujarat at 19.3% and none in Assam and one in Meghalaya and UP), 

while it has gone down from 25.1 in the Baseline to 12.8 in the Endline for Control respondents. 

14. The WA of having an account in a private bank has gone up from 1.5 in the Baseline (None in 

Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya and 2.5% in Gujarat and less than 1% in Bihar and UP) to 5.5 in 

the Endline (None in Gujarat; Assam and Meghalaya and six in UP and three in Bihar) for SEWA 

respondents and gone down from 1.6 in Baseline to 0.2 in Endline for Control respondents.  

15. In the Baseline the respondents had not mentioned having an account in a rural; regional or 

small finance bank. In the Endline the weighted average of SEWA respondents having an 

account in a rural bank is 11.1 (highest in Meghalaya at 59.2% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.3%) and 

that of Control respondents is 13.6.  

16. In Gujarat and Meghalaya age is a determining factor in the type of bank SEWA respondents 

have their account but in the Endline age is not a determining factor in the SEWA and Control 

respondents choosing the type of bank they save in.  

17. In Rajasthan; Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam a pattern is not emerging that shows that age is a 

determining factor in the SEWA respondents and Control respondents having an account in 

any particular type of bank – in Baseline and Endline 



18. The WA for SEWA respondents not using their bank account has gone down from 2.6 in 

Baseline (none in Meghalaya and one in Assam and highest in Rajasthan at 8.6%) to 0.8 in the 

Endline (none in Rajasthan and Meghalaya and two in Bihar and Assam; one in UP and 1% in 

Gujarat), while it has gone down from 2.8 in Baseline to 0.3 in Endline for Control respondents. 

19. The WA for using the bank account by themselves has gone up from 56.2 (highest in Assam at 

89.8% and lowest in Bihar at 43.4%) to 81.3 in the Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 96% and 

lowest in Gujarat at 77.5%), while it has gone up from 52.1 in Baseline to 80.7 in Endline for 

Control respondents.  

20. The WA for using the assistance of family/friends in operating the bank account has gone down 

from 49.5 in the Baseline (highest in Bihar at 71.5% to lowest in Assam at 16.9%) to 29 in the 

Endline (highest in Bihar at 50.5% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.9%), while it has gone down from 

52.5 in Baseline to 33.6 in Endline for Control respondents.  

21. The WA for operating the account through Bank Saathi has gone down from 30.5 in Baseline 

(highest in Bihar at 53.5% and none in Meghalaya and two in Assam) to 10.4 in the Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 38.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.8%), while it has gone down from 32.1 in 

Baseline to 10.9 in Endline for Control respondents.  

22. The WA for operating the account through informal agent has gone down from 2.4 in Baseline 

(none in Assam and Meghalaya and one in Rajasthan and 8.3% in Bihar) to 0.9 in the Endline 

(none in Rajasthan and one in Meghalaya Gujarat and two in Assam and 3% in UP), while it has 

gone down from 3.2 in Baseline to 0.6 in Endline for Control respondents.  

23. In Gujarat, in the Baseline, age was not a determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents 

operating their bank account with majority of them did so with the help of family and friends. 

In the Endline, age is not a determining factor in the use and non-use of their bank account by 

the SEWA and Control respondents but it is a determining factor on how they use their bank 

account – the highest use by themselves..  

24. In Rajasthan, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a deciding factor in how the respondents 

operate their bank account – either by themselves or by taking help from friends/family or the 

bank saathis.  

25. In Bihar, in the Baseline and Endline, age did not determine whether the respondents used 

their bank account or not. Age was also not a determining factor as to who operates the 

respondent’s bank account.  

26. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor in the SEWA and 

Control respondents’ use or non-use of their bank account. Age is also not a deciding factor in 

how the respondents operate their bank account – either by themselves in the Baseline and 

Endline.  

27. In Assam, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor for who did not use their 

bank account, but it was a determining factor for who used their bank account.  

28. In Meghalaya, in Baseline all SEWA respondents used their bank account and age was not a 

determining factor in how they used their bank account though the majority of those using it 

themselves were in the 18-25 years age-group.  

29. The WA for SEWA respondents using their bank account for savings has remained the same at 

94.4 in Baseline (all in Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Rajasthan at 88.7%) as well as in the 

Endline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Bihar at 91.6%), while it has gone down from 94.1 in 

Baseline to 92.4 in Endline for Control respondents.  



30. The WA for using it for withdrawals by SEWA respondents has gone down from 86 in Baseline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 90.8% and lowest in Bihar at 50.4%) to 72.4 in the Endline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 99.2% and lowest in Gujarat at 65.6%), while it has gone down from 86.2 in 

Baseline to 74 in Endline for Control respondents.  

31. The WA for availing government subsidies has gone up from 32.9 in Baseline (highest in Bihar 

at 97.8% and none in Meghalaya) to 33.4 in the Endline (highest in Assam at 79.8% and lowest 

in Rajasthan at 13.5%), while it has gone down from 86.3 in Baseline to 74 in Endline for Control 

respondents.  

32. The WA for payments has gone up from 1.5 in Baseline (3.7% in UP and none in Bihar) to 25.5 in 

the Endline (highest in Assam at 53.8% and lowest in Meghalaya at 15.8%), while it has gone up 

from 1.6 in Baseline to 27 in Endline for Control respondents.  

33. The WA for remittances has gone up from 0.8 in the Baseline (none in Bihar and Assam and 

one in Meghalaya; two in Rajasthan; three in Gujarat and six in UP) to 13.3 in the Endline 

(highest in UP at 37.4% and Bihar at 36.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%), while it has gone 

up from 0.5 in Baseline to 14.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

34. The WA for getting money is 36 for SEWA (highest in Meghalaya at 70.8% and lowest in Assam 

at 24.4%) and 39.6 for Control respondents. 

35. In Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar and Meghalaya, in the Baseline as well as Endline, age is not a 

determining factor as to how SEWA and Control respondents use their bank account – for 

savings or to avail government subsidies or for withdrawals; remittances or payments.  

36. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline age is a determining factor as to how SEWA and 

Control respondents use their bank account – for savings or to avail government subsidies or 

for withdrawals; remittances or payments.  

37. In Assam, in the Baseline age was a determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents using 

their bank account for savings; availing government subsidies but not for withdrawals. In 

Endline, age is not a determining factor for SEWA or Control respondents of Assam in deciding 

on how to use their Bank Account.  

38. The WA for SEWA respondents’ family taking out insurance has gone down from 60.6 in 

Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 73.1% and lowest in Assam at 22.5%) to 52.2 in Endline (highest 

in Meghalaya at 88.3% and lowest in UP at 33.2%), while it has gone down from 50.4 in Baseline 

to 35.4 in Endline for Control respondents’ families.  

39. The WA for medical insurance by SEWA respondents’ family has gone down from 80 in Baseline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 95.3% and lowest in Assam at 7.4%) to 63.6 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 94.3% and lowest and lowest in UP at 17.1%), while it has gone down from 82 in 

Baseline to 67.3 in Endline for Control respondents.  

40. The WA for life insurance by SEWA respondents’ family has gone up from 47.7 in Baseline 

(highest in Assam at 92.6% and lowest in Assam at 10.6%) to 57.2 in Endline (highest in UP at 

94.3% and lowest in Bihar at 35.2%), while it has gone up from 37.2 in Baseline to 46.2 in Endline 

for Control respondents. 

41. In the Baseline a WA of 60.5 SEWA respondents (highest in Bihar at 84.4% and lowest in 

Meghalaya at 31.4%) gave the reason that they did not understand and it has gone up to 69.3 

in the Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 75% and lowest in Assam at 55.1%), while it has remained 

almost the same for Control respondents at 67.4.  

42. The WA for the reason doesn’t know how to access has gone down from 21.7 in Baseline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 40% and lowest in Rajasthan at 4.7%) to 14.5 in Endline (highest in 



Bihar at 37.8% and none in Rajasthan) for SEWA respondents, while it has gone down from 

93.7 in Baseline to 16.1 in the Endline for Control respondents. 

43. The WA for loan taken by respondents’ family in a year has gone up a little from 33.5 in the 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 47.5% and lowest in UP at 19.9%) to 34 in the Endline (highest in 

Assam at 53.3% and lowest in Bihar at 24.7%), while it has gown down slightly from 24.4 in 

Baseline to 24 in Endline for Control respondents.  

44. The WA for loan taken by SEWA respondents’ family for Bank in Baseline was 45.5 (highest in 

Meghalaya at 75% and lowest in Assam at 7%) and in the Endline it is 12 for SBI (highest in 

Meghalaya at 57.9% and none in Rajasthan) and 20 for other banks (highest in Rajasthan at 

26.5% and Meghalaya at 26.3% and lowest in Assam at 3.1%).  

45. The WA for taking loan from SHG (SEWA) has gone up from 17.7 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat 

at 25.5% and lowest in Rajasthan; UP at 2.4% and Meghalaya at 3.1%) to 20 in Endline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 29.8% and lowest in Assam at 1.5% and Rajasthan at 2.9%).  

46. The WA for taking loan from SHG (other) has gone up from 12.8 in Baseline (highest in Assam 

at 49.1% and lowest in Gujarat at 2.9%) to 19 in the Endline (highest in Assam at 70.8% and lowest 

in Gujarat at 4.5%). 

47. The WA for loan taken for household expense by SEWA respondents’ families has gone up from 

19.3 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 40.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 9.4%) to 31.9 in Endline 

(highest in Assam at 56.9% and none in Meghalaya), while it has gone up from 26.8 in Baseline 

to 44 in Endline for Control respondents.  

48. The WA for loan taken for business has gone up from 19.8 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 

40.6% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.1%) to 23.4 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 54.4% and 

lowest in Rajasthan at 5.9%), while it has gone down from 23.8 in Baseline to 19 in Endline for 

Control respondents.  

49. The WA for loan taken for agriculture has gone down from 30.2 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 53.1% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.1%) to 22.7 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 

36.8% and lowest in Assam at 7.7%), while it has gone down from 18.3 in Baseline to 16 in Endline 

for Control respondents.  

50. The WA for loan taken for meeting social responsibility has gone down from 12.5 in Baseline 

(highest in Bihar at 18.7% and none in Meghalaya) to 10.7 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 11.3% 

and none in Assam and Meghalaya), while it has gone down from 16.5 in Baseline to 6.5 in 

Endline for Control respondents. 

Access and Exposure to ICTs:  

1. The WA of SEWA respondents’ family having Smartphone is 60.9 in Baseline (highest in Bihar 

at 92.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.3%) and has gone up to 81.7 in the Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 92.2% and lowest in Assam at 65.6%), while it has gone from 54.1 in the Baseline 

to 73.9 in the Endline for the Control respondents’ families.  

2. The WA for basic feature phone has gone down from 81.5 in the Baseline (highest in Bihar at 

92.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 60%) to 63.3 in the Endline (highest in Bihar at 73% and lowest 

in Meghalaya at 43.3%), while it has gone down from 79.5 in Baseline to 56.8 in Endline for the 

Control respondents.  

3. The WA of SEWA respondents’ family having both the Smartphone and basic mobile has gone 

down slightly from 50.7 in Baseline (highest in UP at 57.8% and Gujarat at 54.9% and nil in 

Rajasthan and Bihar) to 49.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 58.9% and lowest in UP at 



48.8%), while it has gone down from 45.3 in Baseline to 38.2 in Endline for Control respondents’ 

family.  

4. The WA of SEWA respondents’ family not having either the Smartphone or basic phone has 

gone down from 7 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 25.8% and none in Rajasthan and Bihar) 

to 4.5 in Endline (highest in Assam at 14.8% and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.8%). 

5. The WA of SEWA respondents having Smartphone has gone up from 53 in Baseline (highest in 

Up at 58.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 27.5%) to 56.9 in Endline (highest in UP at 68.7% and 

lowest in Assam at 50.8%), while it has gone down from 49.8 in Baseline to 45.6 in Endline for 

Control respondents.  

6. The WA of SEWA respondents having a basic feature phone has gone down from 86.4 in 

Baseline (highest in UP at 95.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 55.8%) to 51.4 in Endline (highest 

in Bihar at 64% and lowest in Meghalaya at 31.7%), while it has gone down from 83.4 in Baseline 

to 41.8 in Endline for Control respondents.  

7. The WA for SEWA respondents having both Smartphone and basic feature phone has gone 

down from 44.9 in Baseline (highest in UP at 56.3% and none in Rajasthan and Bihar) to 28 in 

the Endline (highest in Gujarat at 50.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 8.3%), while it has gone 

down from 41.5 in Baseline to 19 in Endline for Control respondents.  

8. The WA for SEWA respondents having neither basic or Smartphone has gone up from 6.7 in 

Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 31.7% and none in Rajasthan and Bihar) to 19.7 in Endline 

(highest in Assam at 23.8% and Meghalaya at 22.5% and lowest in Gujarat at 3%), while it has 

gone up from 9.5 in Baseline to 36.9 in Endline for Control respondents. 

9. In Gujarat, in the Baseline and Endline age is a determining factor in the usage of basic and 

Smartphone among SEWA and Control respondents.  

10. In Rajasthan’s Bikaner, in the Baseline and Endline, age is a determining factor in the usage of 

basic and Smartphone or both among SEWA and Control respondents – more of the younger 

generation have Smartphones and more of the older generation have the basic mobile. In 

Rajasthan’s Dungarpur in the Baseline, age is not a determining factor in the SEWA 

respondents having a Smartphone; basic feature phone or both but in the Endline, it is a 

determining factor with highest usage of Smartphone in the younger respondents.  

11. In Bihar’s Bhagalpur, in the Baseline, age is a determining factor in the use of basic and 

Smartphone among the SEWA respondents – Use of the Smartphone is highest in the 18-25 

years age-group and it decreases with age, but in the Endline, age is not a determining factor 

in SEWA respondents of Bhagalpur using the basic mobile or the Smartphone. In Bihar’ 

Dungarpur, in the Baseline, age was not a determining factor in the use of basic mobile among 

the SEWA respondents but was a determining factor in the use of the Smartphone and use of 

both types of phones. In the Endline, age is a determining factor in the use of basic mobile, 

Smartphone and both among the SEWA respondents.  

12. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline age is a determining factor in the use of basic 

mobile and Smartphone and other ICTs – it is highest in the younger age-group and goes down 

with increasing age.  

13. In Assam and Meghalaya, in the Baseline and Endline, the younger generation have higher use 

of basic mobile, Smartphone and other ICTs.  

14. The WA of SEWA respondents having their own exclusive phone is 57.6 (highest in Rajasthan 

at 82.9% and lowest in Gujarat at 51.7%) and 43.1 for Control respondents.  



15. The WA of SEWA respondents having an exclusive Smartphone is 58.7 (highest in Rajasthan at 

74.8% and lowest in Bihar at 49.4%) and that of Control respondents it is 52.6.  

16. The WA for having a basic phone without Internet among SEWA respondents is 36.8 (highest 

in Bihar at 50.6% and Assam at 50% and lowest in Rajasthan at 23.4%) and that of Control 

respondents is 40.8.  

17. The WA for having a basic phone with Internet is 12.6 among SEWA (highest in Assam at 26.3% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 1.9%) and 14.1 among Control respondents.  

18. In Gujarat, in the Endline, the highest number of SEWA respondents to have an exclusive 

phone is in the younger age-group as well as those having a Smartphone.  

19. In Rajasthan, age is not a deciding factor in the SEWA or Control respondents of Bikaner and 

Dungarpur having an exclusive phone – be it a basic feature phone with or without Internet 

or a Smartphone.  

20. In Bihar’s Bikaner, age is not a determining factor in SEWA respondents of Bhagalpur having 

an exclusive phone, while in Bihar’s Dungarpur age is a determining factor in the SEWA 

respondents having an exclusive phone.  

21. In Uttar Pradesh, age is not a determining factor in SEWA or Control respondents having 

access to an exclusive phone but the younger generation has an exclusive Smartphone 

compared to the older generation.  

22. In Assam and Meghalaya, age is not a determining factor on SEWA respondents having an 

exclusive mobile phone – but highest use of Smartphone is in the youngest age-group – though 

it is not a deciding factor in the other kind of phones. 

23. The WA of SEWA respondents’ access to Internet has gone up from 33.6 in Baseline (highest 

in Meghalaya at 70.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 30.1) to 51 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 

65.9 and lowest in Bihar at 42.7%), while it has gone up from 34.3 in Baseline to 43.5 in Endline 

for Control respondents. 

24. The WA to the own internet connection accessed by the SEWA respondents has gone up from 

60.5 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 97.1% and lowest in UP at 51.7%) to 85.1 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 98.8% and lowest in Up at 69.1%), while it has gone up from 59.7 in 

Baseline to 79.9 in Endline for Control respondents.  

25. The WA for family connection has gone down from 44 in Baseline (highest in Up at 51.7% and 

lowest in Meghalaya at 2.9%) to 20.3 in Endline (highest in UP at 42.6 and Bihar at 41.4% and 

lowest in Assam at 0.3%), while it has gone down from 44.4 in Baseline to 24.3 in Endline for 

Control respondents.  

26. The WA for connection from friends was 0.8 in Baseline (four in Gujarat and one in UP) but 

none of the SEWA or Control respondents use it in the Endline.   

27. The WA for mobile used to access internet by SEWA respondents has remained almost same 

at 99.5 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan; Bihar; UP; Assam and Meghalaya and 99.1% in Gujarat) and 

99.8 in Endline (all in Gujarat; Rajasthan; UP; Bihar and Meghalaya and 98.4% in Bihar), and it 

is the same for Control respondents – 99.5 in Baseline and 99.7 in Endline. 

28. In Gujarat, in the Baseline and Endline highest access to an Internet connection was with the 

18–25-year-old SEWA respondents and this access went down with increasing age, but age 

was not a determining factor in the type of connection or the devices that that the 

respondents had and used to access the internet.  



29. In Rajasthan, age is not a deciding factor have access to the Internet or in the type of 

connection they have or the device on which they access the Internet – in Baseline and 

Endline.  

30. In Bihar, age to some extent is a determining factor in the SEWA respondents having access 

to the Internet and the type of connection they have – highest in the younger age-groups and 

goes down with age but in the Endline it is not a determining factor. In the Baseline as well as 

Endline, age was not a determining factor in the SEWA respondents choosing the device on 

which to access the Internet as all of them accessed it on their mobile.  

31. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline, age is a determining factor in SEWA and Control 

respondents’ access to an Internet connection. Age was also not a determining factor in the 

devices used by the respondents to access the internet or the devices on which they accessed 

the Internet.  

32. In Assam, in the Baseline and Endline, age is a determining factor in SEWA and Control 

respondents’ access to an Internet connection; type of connection and devices on which they 

access the Internet.  

33. In Meghalaya, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor in SEWA and Control 

respondents’ access to an Internet connection or type of connection and the device on which 

they access the Internet. 

Digital Readiness/Literacy: 

1. The WA for unlocking handset of basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone down slightly from 65.6 in Baseline (highest in UP at 83% and lowest in Assam at 29.2%) 

to 65 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 92.2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 38.3%) 

2. The WA for receiving calls on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

down from 86.9 in Baseline (highest in Up at 97.2% and lowest in Assam at 46.7%) to 78.7 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 97.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 45%). 

3. The WA for making voice call on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up slightly from 64.2 in Baseline (highest in Up at 82% and lowest in Assam at 29.2%) to 

65.6 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 89.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 43.3%).  

4. The WA for reading SMS on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 33.9 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 53.3% and lowest in Assam at 27.5%) to 41.7 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 72.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.   

5. The WA for sending SMS on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 25.3 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 46.7% and lowest in Assam at 21.7 and Gujarat 

at 21.8%) to 37.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 67.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 26.7%).  

6. The WA for Saving names/numbers on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 33.6 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 53.3 and lowest in Gujarat at 29.7 

and Assam at 30%) to 40.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 72.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 

28.3%).  

7. The WA for muting the basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 38.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 56.3% and lowest in Assam at 27.5%) to 42.6 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 74.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 25.8%). 

8. In Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya, in the Baseline as well as 

Endline, the highest percentage of SEWA and Control respondents using the various features 

of the basic mobile without assistance like unlocking handset; receiving calls; making calls; 



reading SMS; sending SMS; saving names/numbers; keeping it on silent were in the 18-25 years 

age-group and this proficiency went down with increasing age.  

9. The WA for unlocking handset of Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 37.6 in Baseline (highest in UP at 53.9% and lowest in Assam at 24.2%) to 56.3 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 78.3% and lowest in Bihar at 49.3%).  

10. The WA for receiving calls on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 53.4 in Baseline (highest in UP at 65% and lowest in Meghalaya at 29.2%) to 69.6 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 89.9% and lowest in Bihar at 60%). 

11. The WA for making voice calls from the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 37.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 51.9% and lowest in Assam at 19.2%) to 58.2 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 80.6% and lowest in Assam at 54.1%).  

12. The WA for making video calls from Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 24.2 in Baseline (highest in Up at 37.9% and lowest in Bihar at 19.7%) to 43.5 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 69% and lowest in Bihar at 30%).  

13. The WA for reading SMS on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 22.5 in Baseline (highest in UP at 35% and lowest in Bihar at 17.6%) to 39.1 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 65.1% and lowest in Bihar at 25%).  

14. The WA for sending SMS from the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 19.2 in Baseline (highest in UP at 30.1% and lowest in Bihar at 16.3%) to 38.3 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 65.9% and lowest in Bihar at 29.3%).  

15. The WA for savings names/numbers on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 21.8 in Baseline (highest in UP at 33% and lowest in Bihar at 18.3%) to 37.3 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 65.9% and lowest in Bihar at 25%).  

16. The WA for muting the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 23.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 34.5% and lowest in Assam at 19.2% and Bihar at 19.4%) 

to 42.3 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 69.8% and lowest in Bihar at 31.7%).  

17. The WA for using IVRS on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 15.1 in Baseline (highest in Up at 15% and lowest in Assam at 0.8%) to 30.9 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 62% and lowest in Bihar at 23%).  

18. The WA for using Facebook on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 15.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 22.3% and lowest in Assam at 10%) to 30.9 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 45% and lowest in Meghalaya at 22.5%).  

19. The WA for using WhatsApp on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 20.8 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 27% and lowest in Assam at 11.7%) to 39 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 72.9% and lowest in Assam at 26.2%).  

20. The WA for watching YouTube on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 23.8 in Baseline (highest in UP at 35.9% and lowest in Assam at 13.3%) to 40.4 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 69.8% and lowest in Assam at 18%).  

21. The WA for using Instagram on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 0.1 in Baseline (one in Rajasthan and Assam each) to 5.4 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 24.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.7%).  

22. The WA for using Google on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 0.1 in Baseline (one in Rajasthan and Assam each) to 0.3 in Endline (one in Bihar and 

six in UP).  



23. The WA for using Snapchat on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents in the 

Endline is 1.2 (none in Assam and Meghalaya and 2.3% in Bihar) while for Shopping without 

assistance it is 0.8 (none in Assam; six in Bihar; four each in Rajasthan and Meghalaya and one 

each in Gujarat and UP). 

24. In Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya, in the Baseline as well as 

Endline, the highest percentage of SEWA and Control respondents using the various features 

of the Smartphone without assistance like unlocking handset; receiving calls; making calls; 

making video calls; reading SMS; sending SMS; saving names/numbers; keeping it on silent; 

IVRS; Facebook; WhatsApp; YouTube are in the 18-25 years age-group and this proficiency 

goes down with increasing age.  

25. The WA for SEWA respondents using the Smartphone with/without assistance has gone up 

from 5.5 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 12.5% and lowest in Bihar at 3.5%) to 33.2 in Endline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 39.2% and lowest in Assam at 26.3%). 

26. The WA for poor given by SEWA respondents has gone down from 29.3 in Baseline (highest in 

Assam at 58.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 19.8%) to 15.5 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 39.3% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.7%).  

27. The WA for average given by SEWA respondents has gone down from 41.4 in Baseline (highest 

in Rajasthan at 34.9 and lowest in Assam at 28.3%) to 35.6 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 44.2% 

and lowest in UP at 17.1%).  

28. The WA for good given by SEWA respondents has gone up from 22.1 in Baseline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 31.7% and lowest in Assam at 12.5%) to 40.1 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 

49.2% and lowest in Bihar at 32.7%).  

29. The WA for excellent given by SEWA respondents has gone up slightly from 7.3 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 13.5% and lowest in Assam at 0.8%) to 8.8 in Endline (highest in UP at 

14.2% and lowest in Gujarat at 0.9%). 

30. In Gujarat; Rajasthan’s Bikaner; Uttar Pradesh; Assam, in the Baseline as well as in the Endline, 

and in Baseline of Meghalaya highest rating of good’ and ‘excellent’ among SEWA 

respondents was the 18-25 years age-group. This rating went down with increasing age.  

31. In Rajasthan’s Dungarpur; Bihar and Endline of Meghalaya age is not a determining factor 

when the SEWA respondents made an assessment in the Baseline and Endline on their ability 

to use the mobile phone.  

Access and Use of Digital Financial Services/Product:  

1. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Banking without assistance has 

gone up from 1 in Baseline (2.5% in Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Bihar at 0.7%) to 11.2 in 

Endline (highest in UP at 13.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 7.5%). 

2. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Payment of Bills without assistance 

has gone up from 0.8 in Baseline (eight in Ahmedabad; two each in Rajasthan; UP and Assam 

and one each in Bihar and Meghalaya) to 10 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 20.2% and lowest 

in Assam at 5.7%).  

3. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Sending/receiving money without 

assistance has gone up from 1.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 1.9% and none in Meghalaya) to 

12.8 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 26.4% and lowest in Assam at 7.4%).  



4. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Shopping without assistance has 

gone up from 2.2 in Baseline (highest in UP at 2.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 14.5 in 

Endline (highest at Rajasthan at 28.7% and lowest in Gujarat at 11.6%). 

5. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Purchase of Tickets without 

assistance has gone up from 0.6 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 2.5% and none in UP) to 4.7 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 9.3% and none in Meghalaya and one in Assam). 

6. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Business/Work without assistance 

has gone up from 0.5 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 2.5% and less than one in all other 

states) to 6.2 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 29.2% and lowest in Assam at 3.3 and Gujarat 

at 3.8%). 

7. In Gujarat; Assam and Meghalaya, in the Baseline as well as the Endline, the younger age-group 

SEWA and Control respondents used their Smartphone for various net transactions like 

banking; payment of bills; sending/receiving money; shopping; purchase of tickets and for 

business (with or without assistance) while none in the above 60 years use it for any of the 

net banking transactions.  

8. In Rajasthan age is not a deciding factor in the SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for 

banking; payment of bills or purchase of tickets; sending / receiving money; shopping or for 

business/work in Baseline and Endline.  

9. In Bihar, Bhagalpur in the Baseline as well as Endline, it is some of the younger age-group 

SEWA respondents that used their Smartphone for various net transactions with or without 

assistance. None of the respondents in Bihar, Patna had used their Smartphone for the various 

online transactions in the Baseline and in the Endline some of the younger age-group SEWA 

respondents used their Smartphone for various net transactions with or without assistance.  

10. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline, age cannot be said to be a determining factor in the access 

and use of some of the digital financial services on their Smartphone. In the Endline, to some 

extent age determines the use of the Smartphone for banking; sending/receiving money; 

shopping; purchase of tickets; for business/work.  

11. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for planning and coordinating with 

people they work with has gone down slightly from 27.9 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 

35.5% and lowest in Assam at 5%) to 27.4 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 50% and lowest in 

Assam at 4.9%). Barring this use the WA has gone up for SEWA respondents using their 

Smartphone for other purposes. 

12. In Gujarat; Bihar, in the Baseline as well as in the Endline, the younger age-group SEWA and 

Control respondents use their mobile for other professional uses like planning and 

coordinating with people with work with; working on children’s school projects; maintaining 

business related contacts; access market and price information, etc.  

13. In Rajasthan; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya, age is not a determining factor on how 

the SEWA respondents use the mobile phone for other uses in their professional life – in 

Baseline or Endline.  

14. The WA for SEWA respondents doing no net banking transaction in a month has gone down 

from 96.3 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 99.7% and lowest in Assam at 76.7%) to 75.7 in Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 89.7% and lowest in Gujarat at 71.1%).  

15. The WA, for SEWA respondents doing 1-5 such transactions in a month has gone up from 3.1 in 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 22.5% and lowest in Bihar at 0.3%) to 21.2 in Endline (highest in 

Gujarat at 25.8% and lowest in Rajasthan and Bihar at 10.9%).  



16. The WA for SEWA respondents doing 6-10 such transactions had gone up from 0.3 in Baseline 

(five in Gujarat and one in UP and none in the other states) to 2 in the Endline (None in Bihar 

and UP and below 3% in the other states).  

17. The WA for SEWA respondents doing more than 10 such transactions gone up from 0.3 in 

Baseline (one in Assam and five in Meghalaya) to 3 in the Endline (None in Bihar and Up and 

7.4% in Assam). 

18. In Gujarat, in the Baseline age was not a determining factor in the number of net banking 

transaction that the SEWA and Control respondents generally do in a month. In the Endline, 

the lowest number of SEWA respondents doing no net banking transactions in a month are in 

the 18-25 years age-group and it increases with increasing age.  

19. In Rajasthan in the Baseline, majority of the SEWA respondents in Bikaner and all of them in 

Dungarpur did not do any net banking transaction in a month and so age does not play any 

role in it. Age is not a determining factor in the SEWA or Control respondents of Bikaner and 

Dungarpur doing net banking transactions in a month in the Endline 

20. In Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya age is not a determining factor in the 

respondents doing net banking other than the fact that the respondent using it is in the 

younger age-group in a month in both Baseline and Endline. 

21. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No NEFT transactions has gone down from 99.8 in 

Baseline (all in Rajasthan, Bihar, Up and lowest in Assam at 98.3%) to 88.4 in Endline (highest 

in Bihar at 98.7% and Assam at 98.4% and lowest in Gujarat at 82.2%).  

22. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No Other Mobile transactions has gone down from 99.7 

in Baseline (all in Rajasthan, Bihar, Up and lowest in Meghalaya at 97.5%) to 94.3 in Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 98.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 91.7%). 

23. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No Debit Card transactions has gone down from 97.5 in 

Baseline (all in Bihar and lowest in Assam at 81.7%) to 82.3 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 97.3% 

and lowest in Assam at 65.6%). 

24. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No Credit Card transactions has gone down slightly 

from 99.2 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan, Bihar and UP and lowest in Assam at 91.7%) to 98.7 in 

Endline (highest in Bihar at 99.7% and lowest at Rajasthan at 91.5%).  

25. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No Mobile Wallet transactions has gone down from 

99.6 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan; Bihar, Assam and Meghalaya and 99.4% in Gujarat and 99.5% 

in UP) to 89.7 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 95% and lowest in Rajasthan at 78.3%).  

26. There is a steady increase in the number of NEFT transactions; other mobile transactions; debit 

card transaction; mobile wallet transactions done by SEWA and Control respondents in the 

Endline but there is not much increase in the number of credit card transactions done by SEWA 

and Control respondents in the Endline. 

27. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about debit card has gone up from 33.6 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 50.8% and lowest in Bihar at 19.4%) to 57.9 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 72.1% and lowest in Bihar at 28%).  

28. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about G-Pay has gone up from 11.8 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 18.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 28.7 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 55% and lowest in Bihar at 3%).  

29. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about Bank Transfer has gone up from 5.5 in 

Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 11.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 28 in Endline 

(highest in UP at 46% and lowest in Assam at 4.1%).  



30. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about PayTM has gone up from 12.7 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 18.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 27.9 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 52.7% and lowest in Bihar at 4%).  

31. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about Credit Card has gone up from 9.2 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 16.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 4.2%) to 21.6 in Endline (highest in 

UP at 46% and lowest in Meghalaya at 5%).  

32. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about Bhim has gone up from 4.2 in Baseline 

(highest in Gujarat at 5.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at nil) to 17.2 in Endline (highest in Gujarat 

at 23.9% and lowest in Bihar at 3.7%).  

33. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about UPI has gone up from 2.4 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 3.2% and lowest in Assam and Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 15.9 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 24.8% and lowest in Bihar at 3.7%).  

34. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about E-Wallet has gone up from 3.6 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 5.8% and lowest at Meghalaya at nil) to 10.9 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 41.1% and nil in Bihar). 

35. The WA for debit card transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 4.4 in 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 20% and lowest in UP at 1.9%) to 24.7 in Endline (highest in Assam 

at 40.2% and lowest in Bihar at 7.7%).  

36. The WA for bank transfer transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.4 in 

Baseline (one respondent each in Gujarat, Rajasthan and Meghalaya and four in Assam and 

none in Bihar and UP) to 13.9 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 18.1% and lowest in Assam at 

2.5%).  

37. The WA for G-Pay transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.8 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 17.6% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 10.1 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 20.9% and lowest in Bihar at 3%).  

38. The WA for PayTM transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 1 in Baseline 

(highest in Bihar at 4.7% and none in Rajasthan) to 8 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 14.7% 

and lowest in Bihar at 3.7%).  

39. The WA for Bhim transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.2 in Baseline 

(one in Gujarat and two in Assam and none in the other states) to 2.8 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 6.2% and none in Meghalaya). 

40. The WA for credit card transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.9 in 

Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 9.5% and none in Bihar) to 2.3 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 11.6% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.3%).  

41. The WA for UPI transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.2 in Baseline (one 

each in UP, Assam and Meghalaya and none in the other states) to 2.3 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 6.2% and none in Bihar).  

42. The WA for E-Wallet transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.1 in Baseline 

(one in Gujarat and Assam and none in the other states) to 2.1 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 15.5% and none in Bihar and Assam). 

43. The WA of SEWA respondents having knowledge of none of the cashless transactions is 33.9 

(highest in Bihar at 52% and lowest in Rajasthan at 22.5%) and that of Control respondents it is 

43.9.  

44. The highest is on an average 22.6 SEWA (highest in Assam at 35.2% and lowest in UP at 13.7%) 

and 24.1 Control respondents have knowledge about any one cashless transaction. The 



average number of SEWA and Control respondents having knowledge about cashless 

transactions goes down – there are some respondents who know about all the eight cashless 

transactions they were asked about (none in Bihar; Assam and Meghalaya). 

45. The WA of not having done any cashless transactions among SEWA respondents is 65 (highest 

in Bihar at 84.3% and lowest is in Assam at 54.9%) and 80.1 among Control respondents.  

46. The WA of SEWA respondents having done one cashless transaction is 21 and that of Control 

respondents it is 14.5.  

47. There are a few SEWA and Control respondents who have done between two and seven 

cashless transactions in the last year. 

48. The WA of facing difficulty in accessing cashless transactions has gone down from 68.4 in 

Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 84.2% and lowest in Assam at 47.5%) to 57.5 in Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 78% and lowest in Rajasthan at 39.5%). 

49. The WA of the difficulty lack of awareness/knowledge has gone down from 95.6 in Baseline 

(all in Assam and lowest in Meghalaya at 86.1%) to 50.6 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 85.9% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 23.5%). 

50. The WA for lack of skills has gone down from 69.4 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 72.6% and 

lowest in UP at 58.3%) to 44.6 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 92.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 

13.7%).  

51. The WA for lack of availability has gone down from 21.2 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 35.1% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 10.8%) to 11.3 in Endline (highest in UP at 41.1% and none in 

Meghalaya).  

52. The WA for lack of hardware has gone down from 13.5 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 23.9% 

and lowest in UP at 6.9%) to 1.8 in Endline (highest in Assam at 22.2% and none in Rajasthan, 

Bihar and Meghalaya).  

53. The WA for lack of connectivity has gone up from 2 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 8.8% and 

none in Meghalaya) to 5.9 in Endline (highest in UP at 44.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 2%).  

54. The WA for Trust Issues has gone up from 2.9 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 4% and 

lowest in Bihar at 1.5%) to 18.9 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 68.6% and lowest in Bihar at 

1.3%). 

55. The WA for reliance on cash has gone down from 8 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 12.9% 

and lowest in Assam at 1.8%) to 5.4 in Endline (highest in Up at 12.6% and none in Meghalaya), 

while it has gone up from 5.2 in Baseline to 8.1 in Endline for Control respondents. 

56. The WA of participation in SEWA Bank and SEWA’s programs by SEWA respondents is 100 and 

that of Control respondents is 12.4. The participation in other financial digital literacy programs 

goes down considerably. 

Access to Core SEWA Services:  

1. The WA of SEWA respondents including grains in their diet at least twice a day has gone down 

from 98.5 in Baseline (all in UP and least in Assam at 89.2) to 94.5 in Endline (highest in Gujarat 

at 99% and lowest in Assam at 60.7%)  

2. The WA of SEWA respondents including pulses in their diet once or twice a week has gone 

down from 67.4 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 85.2% and lowest in Assam at 7.5%) to 36.5 in 

Endline (highest in Gujarat at 51.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 1.7%) and those who include 

them at least twice a day has gone up from 9.1 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 67.5% followed 



by Meghalaya at 55.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.3%) to 25.4 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya 

at 72.5% and lowest in Rajasthan at 4.7%).  

3. The WA of SEWA respondents including vegetables/green leafy vegetables in their diet at 

least twice a day has gone down from 71.7 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 93.3% and 

lowest in UP at 44.7%) to 63.6 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya 71.7 and Gujarat at 71.3% and 

lowest in Bihar at 16.3%)  

4. The WA of SEWA respondents including dairy products in their diet at least twice a day has 

gone up from 46.2 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 66% and lowest in Meghalaya at 6.7%) to 

55.9 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 78.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 6.7%).  

5. The WA of SEWA respondents including eggs/non vegetarian items in their diet at least twice 

day has gone up from 0.9 in Baseline (8.3% in Meghalaya and none in Rajasthan) to 2 in the 

Endline (16.7% in Meghalaya and 1.7% in Gujarat and none in the other states) and it has gone 

up from 57.5 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 96.8% and lowest in Bihar at 4.2%) to 59.9 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 96.9% and lowest in Assam at 0.8%) for including it rarely or 

not including it in their diet. 

6. The WA of SEWA respondents buying from local grocers has gone down from 99.9 in Baseline 

(all states except Gujarat – 99.8%) to 94.6 in Endline (all in Bihar and UP and lowest in Gujarat 

at 91.2%), while it has gone up for buying from Rudi bens from 15.3 in Baseline (22.3% in Gujarat 

and none is the other states) to 20.7 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 41.1 followed by 28.6% 

in Gujarat and 18% in UP and none in the other states) and for using it from own saved harvest 

has gone down from 45.3 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 57.2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 

22.5%) to 43 in Endline (highest in Assam at 89.3% and lowest in Bihar at 11.7%).  

7. The WA of SEWA respondents having appropriate summer clothing for their family has gone 

down slightly from 100 in Baseline to 99.9 in Endline (99.5 in UP and 99.9% in Gujarat and all in 

the other states).  

8. The WA has gone down slightly from 99.5 in Baseline (98.3% in Assam and 99.3% in Gujarat and 

all in the other states) to 99.3 in Endline (all in Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in 

Gujarat at 99%) for winter clothes  

9. The WA has gone down from 98.8 in Baseline (all in UP and lowest in Rajasthan at 94.4%) to 

86.9 in Endline (all in Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Bihar at 68.7%) for monsoon clothes. 

10. The WA for school going children having school uniform in the SEWA respondents’ family has 

gone down from 100 in Baseline to 90.7 in Endline (all in Rajasthan and Assam and lowest in 

Bihar at 67.3%). 

11. The WA of SEWA respondents themselves not having appropriate clothing has gone up from 

76.9 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan and Assam and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 82.2 in Endline 

(one (100%) in Meghalaya; 92.4% in Gujarat and none in Assam),  

12. The WA for adult men has gone down from 73.1 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan and Bihar and none 

in UP and Meghalaya) to 32.5 in Endline (all three in Rajasthan and none in Assam and 

Meghalaya).  

13. The WA for adult women has gone down from 84.6 in Baseline (50% IN Bihar and Assam; 46.7% 

in Gujarat and 42.9% in Rajasthan and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 19.9 in Endline (all in UP 

and none in Assam and Meghalaya).  

14. The WA for female children has gone down from 61.5 in Baseline (50% in Bihar and Assam; 26.7% 

in Gujarat and 14.3% in Rajasthan and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 24 in Endline (one (100%) 

in Meghalaya; 45.5% in UP and none in Rajasthan and Assam).  



15. The WA for male children as gone down from 26.9 in Baseline (50% in Bihar and Assam; 20% in 

Gujrat and 14.3% in Rajasthan and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 18.2 in Endline (36.4% in Bihar 

and none in Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya. 

16. The WA for spending more than Rs. 5000 in a year on clothing by SEWA respondents’ family 

has gone down from 61.1 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 71.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 

37.5%) to 48.5 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 83.3% and lowest in Bihar at 41.3%).  

17. The WA for spending Rs. 1000 to Rs. 3000 has gone up from 11.9 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 

22.1% and lowest in Gujarat at 9%) to 17.1 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 20% and Gujarat at 19.6% 

and lowest in Assam at 4.1% and Meghalaya at 5%). 

18. The WA for SEWA respondents having Solar Lantern has gone up from 6.8 in Baseline (highest 

in Meghalaya at 27.5% and lowest in UP at 1%) to 14 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 36.7% 

and lowest in Up at 3.8%). The WA for SEWA respondents aspiring for the solar lantern has 

gone up from 59.8 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Assam at 26.6%) to 79 in Endline 

(highest in Gujarat at 89.2% and lowest in Bihar at 61.2%).  

19. The WA for SEWA respondents having Hariyali Chullah has gone down from 2.4 in Baseline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 25% and none in Bihar and Assam) to 2 in Endline (5% in Meghalaya, 

3.9% in Rajasthan and 2.1% in Gujarat and none in the other states). The WA for SEWA 

respondents aspiring for the hariyali chullah has gone up from 47.7 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 93.3% and lowest in Assam at 17.5%) to 67 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 77.1% 

and lowest in Meghalaya at 27.2%). 

20. The WA for SEWA respondents having Solar Cooker has gone down from 3.4 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 45.8% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 1 in Endline (1.7% in Meghalaya, 

1.4% in Gujarat and 0.3% in Rajasthan and none in the other states). The WA for SEWA 

respondents aspiring for the solar cooker has gone up from 54.2 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 99.2% and lowest in Assam at 33.6%) to 73 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 83.4% 

and lowest in Bihar at 50.7%). 

21. The WA for SEWA respondents having Solar Heater has gone up slightly from 0.8 in Baseline 

(1.6% in Rajasthan; 1% in Gujarat and 0.5% in UP and 0.3% in Bihar and none in the other states) 

to 1 in Endline (2.5% in Meghalaya and 1.3% in Gujarat and none in the other states). The WA for 

SEWA respondents aspiring for the solar heater has gone up from 55.9 in Baseline (all in 

Meghalaya and lowest in Assam at 28.3%) to 61 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 80.7% and none 

in Rajasthan and Assam). 

22. The WA for SEWA respondents having High Intensity Solar Torch has gone down from 6.3 

Baseline (9.3% in Gujarat and lowest in Rajasthan at 1.6% and Meghalaya at 1.7%) to 3 in Endline 

(10.8% in Meghalaya, 3.5% in Gujarat and 0.5% in Rajasthan and none in the other states). The 

WA for SEWA respondents aspiring for the high intensity solar torch has gone up from 55.2 in 

Baseline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Assam at 24.6%) to 54 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 

73.9% and none in Rajasthan and Assam). 

23. The WA for SEWA respondents spending nothing on common illnesses has gone down from 

10 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 15.9% and none in Assam) to 8.4 in Endline (13.4% in 

Gujarat and none in Bihar).  

24. The WA for SEWA respondents spending more than Rs. 5000 on common illnesses has gone 

down from 34 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 48.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 16.7%) to 27.6 

in Endline (highest in Assam at 71.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 13.2% and UP at 13.7%).  



25. The WA for SEWA respondents spending between Rs. 3000 to Rs. 5000 on common illnesses 

has gone up from 18.9 in Baseline (highest in UP at 22.3% and lowest in Assam at 13.3%) to 24.9 

in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 28.8% and lowest in UP at 13.3% and Assam at 13.9%). 

26. The WA for SEWA respondents sourcing money from household expenses for common illness 

has gone up from 72.6 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 79% and lowest in Meghalaya at 49.2%) 

to 74.2 in Endline (highest in Assam at 86% and lowest in Rajasthan at 39.5%).  

27. The WA for SEWA respondents sourcing money from savings for common illness has gone up 

from 61 in Baseline to 67.6 in Endline (highest in Assam at 87.6% and lowest in Gujarat at 58.1%). 

28. The WA for SEWA respondents sourcing money by borrowing from friends/relatives for 

common illness has gone down from 16.1 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 23.7% and lowest 

in Rajasthan at 11.3% and Assam at 11.7%) to 15.6 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 2% and lowest in 

Meghalaya at 3.4%). 

29. There is a slight increase in SEWA respondents borrowing from SHG and local moneylenders. 

30. The WA for SEWA respondents spending nothing on other illnesses has gone down from 60.2 

in Baseline (highest in UP at 75.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 35.6 in Endline (highest 

in UP at 46.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 15%). 

31. The WA for SEWA respondents spending more than Rs. 5000 has gone up from 31.6 in Baseline 

(highest in Assam at 56.7% and lowest in UP at 21.8%) to 42.7 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya 

at 79.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 19.4%), while it has gone up from 29.7 in Baseline to 33.9 in 

Endline for Control respondents. 

32. The WA for SEWA respondents sourcing money from savings for other illness has gone up 

from 76.4 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 98.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 50%) to 80.2 

in Endline (highest in Assam at 98.1% and lowest in Gujarat at 74.1%).  

33. The WA for SEWA respondents borrowing from friends and relatives has gone down from 50.5 

in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 64% and lowest in Meghalaya at 44.5%) to 42.6 in Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 62.6% and lowest in Rajasthan at 16%). 

34. The highest average number of literate adult women in SEWA respondents’ family are in 

Rajasthan at 1.68 and the lowest is in Bihar at 1 (in Baseline the highest was in Assam at 1.48 

and lowest in Bihar at 0.81).  

35. The highest average number of literate adult men in SEWA respondents’ family are in 

Rajasthan at 1.71 and lowest is in Bihar at 1.05 (in Baseline the highest was in Gujarat at 1.57 and 

lowest in Bihar at 0.91),  

36. The highest average number of literate girls in SEWA respondents’ family are in UP at 0.90 and 

lowest in Gujarat at 0.57 (in Baseline the highest was in Bihar at 0.84 and lowest was in Assam 

at 0.58).  

37. The highest average number of literate boys in SEWA respondents’ family are in UP at 0.90 

and lowest in Gujarat at 0.57. 

38. The WA for children dropping out or have never attended school in SEWA respondents’ family 

has gone down from 19 in Baseline (highest in UP at 24.3% and lowest in Assam at 10.8%) to 6.3 

in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 25% and lowest in Assam at 1.6%). 

39. The WA for boys not being interested in studies has gone up from 22.5 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 50% and lowest in Assam at 7.7%) to 27.9 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 

43.3% and none in Assam).  



40. The WA for could not afford school fees (boys) has gone up from 12.7 in Baseline (highest in 

Assam at 46.2% and none in Meghalaya) to 27.9 in Endline (highest in UP at 86.7% and none in 

Assam).  

41. The WA for not good in studies (boys) has gone up from 19.6 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 

25.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 6.3%) to 22.1 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 26.3% and none 

in Assam).  

42. The WA for responsibilities at home (boys) has gone down slightly from 19.9 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 34% and lowest in Meghalaya at 12.5%) to 19.7 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 

28.9% and none in Meghalaya). 

43. The WA for could not afford school fees (GIRLS) has gone up from 9.5 in Baseline (highest in 

UP at 18% and none in Assam and Meghalaya) to 25.5 in Endline (highest in Up at 90.9% and 

none in Rajasthan and Assam).  

44. The WA for responsibilities at home (girls) has gone up from 16.4 in Baseline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 25% and none in Meghalaya) to 20 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 28.9% and none 

in Assam).  

45. The WA for not interested in studies (girls) has gone up from 14.1 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 25% and lowest in Gujarat at 11.6%) to 20 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 33.3% 

and none in Assam).  

46. The WA for not good in studies (girls) has gone up from 11.4 in Baseline (highest in UP at 18% 

and none in Assam and Meghalaya) to 20 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 28.9% and none in 

Rajasthan and Assam). 

47. The WA of awareness about the Ujjwala Yojana among SEWA respondents has gone down 

from 86.8 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 94.6% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.6%) to 83.1 in 

Endline (highest in Up at 96.2% and lowest in Bihar at 54.7%).  

48. The WA for awareness about Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas has gone down from 79.8 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 84.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 55.5%) to 75.6 in Endline (highest in 

Up at 92.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 55%).  

49. The WA for awareness about Janani Yojana has gone up from 56.3 in Baseline (highest in UP 

at 60.9% and lowest in Assam at 46.4%), to 66.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 86% and 

lowest in Meghalaya at 3.3%). 

50. The WA of SEWA respondents benefitting from Ujjwala Yojana has gone up from 48.4 in 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 92.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 17.2%) to 63.5 in Endline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 91.1% and lowest in UP at 47.3% and Bihar at 47.6%).  

51. The WA of SEWA respondents benefitting from Pradhan Matri Gram Aawas Yojana has gone 

up from 18.6 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 42.9% and lowest in UP at 7%) to 28.3 in Endline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 75.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 21.3%).  

52. The WA for SEWA respondents benefitting from Janani Yojana has gone up from 25.6 in 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 35.9% and lowest in Gujarat at 16.3%) to 28.1 in Endline (highest 

in Meghalaya at 50% and lowest in UP at 16.2%). 

53. The highest WA of SEWA respondents benefitting from Ujjwala Yojana is by other sources at 

62.6 (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Rajasthan at 6.8 – In Rajasthan 89.8% have said that no 

one has helped them in benefitting from this scheme) while through SEWA it is 20.7 (highest 

in Assam at 50% and none in Meghalaya).  

54. In most of the schemes the SEWA respondents have benefitted from other sources across the 

six states.  



55. The WA of training received by SEWA respondents is 79.9 (highest in Gujarat at 89.5% and 

Meghalaya at 89.2% and lowest in Assam at 29.5%).  

56. The WA of whether the training helped SEWA respondents is 90 – all in Assam and lowest in 

Bihar at 64.7. while the WA is 21 for Control respondents. 

Digital Readiness of Key Sewa Entities / Social Enterprises 

1. Over the period of three years starting in the fourth quarter of 2020-21 the digitized 

transaction of RMTCL has gone up significantly in comparison to the cash transaction.  

2. In the fourth quarter of 2020-21 the digitized transactions of RMTCL were 77.9% and in the 

fourth quarter of 2021-22 it has gone down slightly to 67.9% and in all the four quarters of 2022-

23 it has been much ahead of the digital transactions done in the fourth quarter of 2020-21. It 

was 89.6% in the first quarter; 88.3% in the second quarter; 81.6% in the third quarter; 84.8% in 

the fourth quarter and overall, the digitized transactions are 82.2% and the cash transactions 

done have gone down to 17.8%. 

3. In the Endline, it can be seen that due to COVID in the last quarter of 2020-21 and first quarter 

of 2021 the percentage of digital transactions were 70% and zero percentage of cash 

transactions for expenses incurred. Overall, in 2021-22 the digital transactions were 38% and 

Cash transactions were 1%; while it went up to 46% digital transactions in 2022-23. In the fourth 

quarter of 2020-21 the digital sales were 70% and cash sales were 4%; while the overall digital 

sales of 2021-22 were 94% and cash sales were 3%. The overall, digital sales in 2022-23 have gone 

down to 86% and the cash sales are 3%. 

4. In the Endline, the sales figures of Kamla in the last quarter of 2020-21 shows that 30.7% were 

digital and 69.3% were cash. The digital sales in the last quarter of 2021-22 financial year went 

up to 83% and cash sales went down to 17% while it was 60.5% (digital sales) in the last quarter 

of 2022-23. The overall digital sales from 2020-2023 is 56.9% and cash sales are 39.5%. 

5. The Baseline savings in a month was Rs. 2490730 and the project target was a 25% increase i.e., 

Rs. 622682.5 and the achievement was Rs. 648731 and that comes to 26% increase. 

Program Impact:  

1. The Category 1 training has been attended by all the SEWA respondents in all the states. The 

WA for participation in Category 2 training is 89.5 - highest is in Rajasthan at 98.4% and lowest 

in Bihar at 74.3%, while the WA for Category 3 training is 83.3 – highest is in Rajasthan at 95.3% 

and lowest in Bihar at 60.7%. 

2. The WA of the respondents saying that the training that they have received was good is 78.6 – 

highest in Gujarat at 86.6% and lowest in UP at 63% and Assam at 63.1%, while it is 21.3 for those 

who have rated it as average – highest in UP at 37% and Assam at 36.9% and lowest in Gujarat 

at 13.4%. Only one respondent in Meghalaya has rated the training as not good. 

3. The WA of the respondents saying the benefit of the training was them learning how to operate 

the mobile phone is 91.2 (highest in Rajasthan at 98.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 82.5%), while 

it is 27.5 for the strengthening of their personal documentation (highest in Meghalaya at 80.8% 

and lowest in Gujarat at 21.3%); 27 for starting to use the digital wallet (highest in Rajasthan at 

42.4% and lowest in Assam at 9.8%); 21 for starting to withdrawing money from ATM (highest in 

Meghalaya at 35% and lowest in Rajasthan at 9.3%); 18.7 for doing the KYC with the bank (highest 

in Meghalaya at 38.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 5.4%) and 6.7 for issuance of ATM card (highest 

in Meghalaya at 49.2% and none in UP and Gujarat). 



4. The highest WA on how the program helped them in tackling the COVID pandemic is that they 

learnt how to face natural calamities at 76.2 (highest in Bihar at 88.3% and lowest in Meghalaya 

at 35.8%).  

5. The WA for the program helping with their children’s education is 42.3 (highest in Meghalaya at 

57.5% and lowest in Rajasthan at 3.1%).  

6. The WA for helping them with learning to make online payments is 12.8 (highest in UP at 25.6% 

and none in Assam and Meghalaya).  

7. The WA for the program made them aware about Corona is 1.1 (10.1% in Rajasthan, 6.7% in 

Meghalaya and 0.1% in Gujarat and none in the other states).  

8. Three respondents of Meghalaya have mentioned that the program has helped them with 

credit and savings. 

9. The WA of the knowledge about the SEWA Sahayata Number (COVID Crisis Number) is 40.6 

among SEWA respondents – highest in Gujarat at 58.7% and none in Assam.  

10. The WA of those who called the number is 67.9 – all in Bihar and lowest in none in Rajasthan. 

11. Majority of them have called to ask about information on Corona – the WA is 87.7 – highest in 

Gujarat at 92.5% and lowest in UP at 23.1%. There were some respondents in Meghalaya (41.9%); 

UP (53.8%) and Gujarat (0.6%) who called to know about Telemedicine.  

12. The WA for immediate response time is 97.8 – all in Bihar and lowest in Meghalaya at 53.8%. 

13. Barring one respondent in UP all were satisfied with SEWA’s response.  

14. The WA for receiving COVID related message is 65.7 – highest in Gujarat at 82.8% and lowest in 

Assam at 11.5%.  

15. Out of those who received all in Meghalaya and Rajasthan; 98.2% in Gujarat; 92.9% in Assam; 

75.8% in UP and lowest in Bihar at 69.2% got correct information. While 26.7% in Bihar; 14.5% in 

Bihar and 1.3% in Gujarat said that it gave them access to doctors and counsellors. 

 

 

  



Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

JSDF TF0A9908 “India SEWA 2025 Digital Financial Inclusion of Informal Sector” is a Japan Social 

Development Fund-supported and World Bank Group-managed project with the objective of 

fostering increased use of digital financial services (DFS) by women engaged in informal activities, 

who form Self Employed Women’s Association’s (SEWA) membership base. The project works with 

women from low-income and marginalized households and excluded communities in 29 districts 

across six Indian states, namely, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Assam and Meghalaya. 

The project targeted women SEWA members who lack access and capacity to access digital/mobile 

technologies for financial transactions and need to be financially literate to keep pace with 

contemporary market requirements, improve their livelihoods, and increase their incomes. The 

project also supported SEWA in digitizing its service delivery to serve its members better and 

improve the efficiency and productivity of its operations.  

The project also collaborated with the Phase 1 (2019-2022) of the IFC-supported ‘SEWA 

Transformation Plan 2025, a 360-degree transformation plan for SEWA that takes a phased, 

systematic approach to enable SEWA expand its membership base across India, strengthen its 

operating model and significantly improve its service offerings and performance across multiple 

parameters. 

In the beginning of these two projects, the comprehensive baseline study was done to assess 

socioeconomic status and digital readiness of SEWA members and key SEWA entities/social 

enterprises; financial literacy levels amongst SEWA members and key SEWA entities/social 

enterprises; members’ access to Digital Financial Services as well as needs & aspirations, access 

to core SEWA services & products; skill mapping of SEWA members and micro enterprises. 

Data collection was done using individual/household survey; focus group discussions and in- 

depth interviews (IDI) in selected districts across six states of India. Individual/household survey 

for the baseline study was carried out in the six states of India. In the baseline study a total of 

2662 respondents were interviewed and on an average 160 to 167 respondents in each district. 

75) of the respondents from each district were selected from intervention villages and 25) were 

from control villages. Based on the baseline data the intervention for the next three years was 

designed.  

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this study is to: 

 Design and administer a comprehensive Endline Survey and Analyze the results 

 Undertake Impact Assessment and Documentation of Project Outcomes 

 

 

 



1.3 METHODOLOGY 

Data collection was done using the Individual/Household Survey and Focus Group.    

1.3.1 Sampling Frame and Sample Size 

Individual/household survey for the endline survey was to be carried out in a total of 17 districts of 

six states mentioned in the proposed sample size. A total of 2662 respondents were to be 

interviewed in all of which 1985 would be SEWA respondents and 677 would be Control 

respondents. The Baseline respondents were to be interviewed for the Endline survey but in the 

event the baseline respondents were not tracked then they were to be replaced with new 

respondents but those SEWA respondents were to be selected that have been part of the three 

years of intervention to the program.  

Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were to be done with SEWA members from villages that were 

selected for the individual/household survey. One village per district was to be selected for the 

FGDs. 

Table No. 1.1: Proposed Sample Size 

  SEWA Control Total 

Gujarat 1128 372 1500 

Rajasthan 126 48 174 

Bihar 285 90 375 

Uttar Pradesh 206 85 291 

Assam 120 42 162 

Meghalaya 120 40 160 

 TOTAL 1985 677 2662 

1.3.2  Survey Process – Gujarat  

1. The inception report was submitted on 29th December 2022 
2. Action plan and draft tools were shared with SEWA; World Bank and IFC team in the 1st week 

of January 2023 
3. After incorporation of feedback given by SEWA and World Bank team and the Pre-testing of 

the tools all the data collection tools were finalized. The research tools were translated in 
Gujarati, Hindi, Assamese and Khasi.  

4. Training of investigators for Gujarat was undertaken from 14th February 2023. Likewise 
training for other teams was conducted when the data collection was started in each state.   

5. Data Collection in started on 17th February in Gujarat and the last FGD was conducted on 8th 
April 2023.   

6. The data was collected using KOBO Collect 

1.3.3  Research Tools for Data Collection  

For obtaining information from respondents following tools were prepared. 

1. Interview Schedule for individual/household survey  

2. Guideline Schedule for Focus Group Discussion 

  



Chapter 2: Analysis – All States 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Data collected from all the six states are given below in Table No. 2.1.1. In all 2034 SEWA respondents 

and 710 Control respondents were interviewed in the Endline Survey. In Gujarat the data was 

collected in nine districts; in Rajasthan; Bihar it was collected in two districts; in Uttar Pradesh it was 

collected from three districts and in Assam and Meghalaya it was collected from one district each.  

Table No. 2.1.1: Actual Sample Size – All States 

  SEWA Control Total 

Gujarat 1152 380 1532 

Rajasthan 129 60 189 

Bihar 300 92 392 

Uttar Pradesh 211 92 303 

Assam 122 44 166 

Meghalaya 120 42 162 

 TOTAL 2034 710 2744 

 

Map 1: Map – Highlighting the Endline States 



Table No. 2.1.2 shows the overall new and old SEWA and Control respondents interviewed for the 

Endline. The highest number of old SEWA respondents interviewed are in Meghalaya at 73.3% 

followed by Assam at 72.1% and lowest is in Uttar Pradesh at 46.9%. In UP all the Control respondents 

are new and the lowest are in Assam at 25%.  

Table No. 2.1.2: Overall New/Old Respondents 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Old Respondent 745 (64.7) 65 (50.4) 146 (48.7) 99 (46.9) 88 (72.1) 88 (73.3) 

New Respondent 407 (35.3) 64 (49.6) 154 (51.3) 112 (53.1) 34 (27.9) 32 (26.7) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Old Respondent 214 (56.3) 18 (30.0) 47 (51.1) - 33 (75.0) 18 (42.9) 

New Respondent 166 (43.7) 42 (70.0) 45 (48.9) 92 (100) 11 (25.0) 24 (57.1) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

2.2 PROFILE OF RESPONDENT 

2.2.1:  Age 

The highest SEWA respondents in the 18-25 years age group are in Bihar at 32% and lowest in 

Meghalaya at 5%. The highest SEWA respondents in the 26-35 years age group are in Uttar Pradesh 

at 44.5% and lowest in Rajasthan at 24.8%. The highest SEWA respondents in the 36-50 years age 

group are in Meghalaya at 46.7% and lowest in Bihar at 22%. The highest SEWA respondents in the 

51-60 years age group are in Assam at 14.8% and lowest in UP at 3.3%. The highest above 60 years 

SEWA respondents are in Gujarat; Rajasthan and Bihar at 2.3% and lowest in UP and Assam as can 

be seen in the table given below (Table No. 2.2.1) 

Table No. 2.2.1: State-Wise Age-Range of Respondent 

SEWA N 18-25 26-35 36-50 51-60 Above 60 

Gujarat 1152 158 (13.7) 365 (31.7) 480 (41.7) 123 (10.7) 26 (2.3) 

Rajasthan 129 37 (28.7) 32 (24.8) 44 (34.1) 13 (10.1) 3 (2.3) 

Bihar 300 96 (32.0) 109 (36.3) 66 (22.0) 22 (7.3) 7 (2.3) 

UP 211 51 (24.2) 94 (44.5) 58 (27.5) 7 (3.3) 1 (.5) 

Assam 122 12 (9.8) 41 (33.6) 50 (41.0) 18 (14.8) 1 (0.8) 

Meghalaya 120 6 (5.0) 46 (38.3) 56 (46.7) 10 (8.3) 2 (1.7) 

Control N 18-25 26-35 36-50 51-60 Above 60 

Gujarat 380 62 (16.3) 115 (30.3) 167 (43.9) 30 (7.9) 6 (1.6) 

Rajasthan 60 10 (2.3) 19 (31.7) 16 (26.7) 9 (15.0) 6 (10.0) 

Bihar 92 17 (18.5) 32 (34.8) 25 (27.2) 13 (14.1) 5 (5.4) 

UP 92 37 (40.2) 22 (23.9) 26 (28.3) 6 (6.5) 1 (1.1) 

Assam 44 5 (11.4) 20 (45.5) 13 (29.5) 3 (6.8) 3 (6.8) 

Meghalaya 42 6 (14.3) 17 (40.5) 16 (38.1) 3 (7.1) - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

The highest Control respondents in the 18-25 years age group are in UP at 40.2% and lowest in 

Rajasthan at 2.3%. The highest Control respondents in the 26-35 years age group are in Assam at 

45.5% and lowest in UP at 23.9%. The highest Control respondents in the 36-50 years age group are 

in Gujarat at 43.9% and lowest in Rajasthan at 26.7%. The highest Control respondents in the 51-60 



years age group are in Rajasthan at 15% and lowest in UP at 6.5%. The highest above 60 years Control 

respondents are in Rajasthan at 10% and none in Meghalaya.  

The average age of SEWA respondents ranges from 32.89 years in UP to 39.32 years in Assam while 

the average age of the Control respondents ranges from 32.48 years in Bihar to 39.92 years in 

Rajasthan.  

Table No. 2.2.2: Average Age of Respondent 

  SEWA N Control N 

Gujarat 38.31 1152 37.19 380 

Rajasthan 35.67 129 39.92 60 

Bihar 33.25 300 32.48 92 

Uttar Pradesh 32.89 211 38.99 92 

Assam 39.32 122 37.89 44 

Meghalaya 38.57 120 35.98 42 

2.2.2:  Education 

Overall, 32.3% SEWA respondents (highest in Meghalaya at 51.7% and lowest in Bihar at 14%) have 

studied till the Primary level, while 36.5% Control respondents overall are illiterate. Overall, 24.4% of 

SEWA respondents are illiterate (highest in Bihar at 36.3%) and lowest in Assam at 7.4%. Overall, 18.5% 

SEWA respondents have completed their Higher Secondary (highest in Assam at 28.7% and lowest 

in Bihar at 10.7%). 13.4% SEWA respondents have completed their SSC/HSC (highest in Rajasthan at 

30.2% and lowest in Gujarat at 7.9%). None in Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya have done any 

Professional course while five SEWA respondents in Gujarat and one each in Bihar and UP have done 

them. 4.2% SEWA respondents are graduates (highest in UP at 15.6% and one in Meghalaya) and 1.1% 

are postgraduates (highest in UP at 3.3% and Rajasthan at 3.1% and one in Assam and Meghalaya).      

Table No. 2.2.3: Overall Educational Status of Respondents 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya Total 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 N=2034 

Illiterate 304 (26.4) 26 (20.2) 109 (36.3) 26 (12.3) 9 (7.4) 23 (19.2) 497 (24.4) 

Can read and write  31 (2.7) 6 (4.7) 43 (14.3) 22 (10.4) 9 (7.4) 3 (2.5) 114 (5.6) 

Primary 453 (39.3) 23 (17.8) 42 (14.0) 49 (23.2) 28 (23.0) 62 (51.7) 657 (32.3) 

Higher Secondary 236 (20.5) 19 (14.7) 32 (10.7) 37 (17.5) 35 (28.7) 18 (15.0) 377 (18.5) 

SSC/HSC 91 (7.9) 39 (30.2) 59 (19.7) 36 (17.1) 35 (28.7) 12 (10.0) 272 (13.4) 

Professional Course 5 (.4) - 1 (.3) 1 (.5) - - 7 (0.3) 

Graduate 25 (2.2) 12 (9.3) 9 (3.0) 33 (15.6) 5 (4.1) 1 (.8) 85 (4.2) 

Post Graduate 7 (.6) 4 (3.1) 3 (1.0) 7 (3.3) 1 (.8) 1 (.8) 23 (1.1) 

Urdu - - 2 (.7) - - - 2 (0.1) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 N=720 

Illiterate 132 (34.7) 29 (48.3) 52 (56.5) 33 (35.9) 11 (25.0) 6 (14.3) 263 (36.5) 

Can read and write  5 (1.3) 3 (5.0) 9 (9.8) 13 (14.1) 13 (29.5) 2 (4.8) 45 (6.3) 

Primary 139 (36.6) 10 (16.7) 11 (12.0) 19 (20.7) 14 (31.8) 17 (40.5) 210 (29.2) 

Higher Secondary 62 (16.3) 9 (15.0) 5 (5.4) 16 (17.4) 4 (9.1) 10 (23.8) 106 (14.7) 

SSC/HSC 26 (6.8) 9 (15.0) 12 (13.0) 9 (9.8) 2 (4.5) 5 (11.9) 63 (8.8) 

Professional Course - - - 1 (1.1) - - 1 (0.1) 

Graduate 9 (2.4) - 3 (3.3) 1 (1.1) - 1 (2.4) 14 (1.9) 

Post Graduate 7 (1.8) - - - - 1 (2.4) 8 (1.1) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages    

Overall, 36.5% Control respondents are illiterate (highest in Bihar at 56.5% and lowest in Meghalaya 

at 14.3%). 29.2% Control respondents have completed their Primary level (highest in Meghalaya at 



40.5% and lowest in Bihar at 12%). One Control respondent of UP has done a professional course. 

None of them in Rajasthan and Assam are graduates while there are postgraduates in Gujarat 

(seven) and Meghalaya (one) 

In Gujarat, all the SEWA and Control respondents can speak in Gujarati while the proficiency to read 

and write goes down by about 25%. In Rajasthan, there are 23.3% SEWA respondents who can 

speak; 15.5% who can read; 5.4% who can write; 10.9% who can read numerals and 7.8% who can 

write numerals in Gujarati. Four SEWA respondents in Bihar can speak; two can read and one can 

read numerals in Gujarati. Two SEWA respondents in UP can speak; one can read; write; read 

numerals and write numerals in Gujarati, while none in Assam and Meghalaya know Gujarati.  

None of the Control respondents of Bihar; Assam and Meghalaya know Gujarati while two in 

Rajasthan can speak and read Gujarati while four in UP can speak; read numerals and three can 

read in Gujarati.  

All SEWA and Control respondents of Rajasthan; Bihar and UP can speak Hindi. Highest number of 

SEWA respondents to be able to read Hindi are in UP at 77.3% followed by 75.2% in Rajasthan and 

lowest is in Meghalaya at 2.5% - surprisingly 53.3% of them in Assam can read Hindi. In Gujarat the 

proficiency of speaking; reading; writing and numerals in Hindi is below 50% for SEWA respondents 

and below 40% among Control respondents. 

Highest among SEWA respondents to speak English is in Meghalaya at 26.7% and lowest in Gujarat 

at 10.2%. It is interesting to note that though 19.7% of them in Assam can speak 56.6% of them can 

read English and similarly in UP 21.3% can read and 55.5% can write English. The proficiency in English 

is the lowest among SEWA respondents of Gujarat. 

None of the SEWA or Control respondents of Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar and UP know Assamese or 

Khasi language. One SEWA respondent of Assam does not know Assamese but knows Khasi. There 

are 62.5% SEWA and five Control respondents of Meghalaya who can speak Assamese while the 

proficiency to read; write and numerals goes down considerably.  

58.3% of the Meghalaya SEWA respondents can speak Khasi – the rest were administered the 

survey with the help of translators. The proficiency to read; write and numerals goes down slightly 

and one SEWA respondent of Assam knows Khasi very well.     

Table No. 2.2.4: Overall Language Proficiency of Respondents 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

Gujarati 
SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Speak 1152 (100) 30 (23.3) 4 (1.3) 2 (.9) - - 

Read 864 (75.0) 20 (15.5) 2 (.7) 1 (.5) - - 

Write 858 (74.5) 7 (5.4) - 1 (.5) - - 

Read Numerals 872 (75.7) 14 (10.9) 1 (.3) 1 (.5) - - 

Write Numerals 863 (74.9) 10 (7.8) - 1 (.5) - - 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Speak 380 (100) 2 (3.3) - 4 (4.3) - - 

Read 252 (66.3) 2 (3.3) - 3 (3.3) - - 

Write 247 (65.0) - - - - - 

Read Numerals 251 (66.1) - - 4 (4.3) - - 

Write Numerals 247 (65.0) - - - - - 

Hindi 
SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Speak 542 (47.0) 129 (100) 300 (100) 211 (100) 79 (64.8) 40 (33.3) 



  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

Read 491 (42.6) 97 (75.2) 148 (49.3) 163 (77.3) 65 (53.3) 3 (2.5) 

Write 457 (39.7) 96 (74.4) 148 (49.3) 162 (76.8) 57 (46.7) 7 (5.8) 

Read Numerals 477 (41.4) 103 (79.8) 190 (63.3) 191 (90.5) 65 (53.3) 14 (11.7) 

Write Numerals 481 (41.8) 98 (76.0) 179 (59.7) 183 (86.7) 63 (51.6) 4 (3.3) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Speak 141 (37.1) 60 (100) 92 (100) 92 (100) 20 (45.5) 6 (14.3) 

Read 134 (35.3) 33 (55.0) 31 (33.7) 46 (50.0) 8 (18.2) 2 (4.8) 

Write 131 (34.5) 33 (55.0) 31 (33.7) 46 (50.0) 6 (13.6) 2 (4.8) 

Read Numerals 131 (34.5) 35 (58.3) 46 (50.0) 72 (78.3) 12 (27.3) 2 (4.8) 

Write Numerals 136 (35.8) 33 (55.0) 37 (40.2) 69 (75.0) 11 (25.0) 2 (4.8) 

English  
SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Speak 117 (10.2) 30 (23.3) 34 (11.3) 45 (21.3) 24 (19.7) 32 (26.7) 

Read 199 (17.3) 41 (31.8) 109 (36.3) 117 (55.5) 69 (56.6) 36 (30.0) 

Write 197 (17.1) 41 (31.8) 74 (24.7) 74 (35.1) 70 (57.4) 31 (25.8) 

Read Numerals 362 (31.4) 40 (31.0) 133 (44.3) 145 (68.7) 91 (74.6) 57 (47.5) 

Write Numerals 344 (29.9) 38 (29.5) 112 (37.3) 131 (62.1) 84 (68.9) 44 (36.7) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Speak 44 (11.6) - - 13 (14.1) 4 (9.1) 9 (21.4) 

Read 58 (15.3) 2 (3.3) 20 (21.7) 28 (30.4) 9 (20.5) 15 (35.7) 

Write 59 (15.5) 2 (3.3) 7 (7.6) 10 (10.9) 9 (20.5) 12 (28.6) 

Read Numerals 106 (27.9) 1 (1.7) 37 (40.2) 38 (41.3) 21 (47.7) 24 (57.1) 

Write Numerals 106 (27.9) 1 (1.7) 22 (23.9) 34 (37.0) 16 (36.4) 17 (40.5) 

Assamese 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Speak - - - - 121 (99.2) 75 (62.5) 

Read - - - - 105 (86.1) 39 (32.5) 

Write - - - - 109 (89.3) 35 (29.2) 

Read Numerals - - - - 111 (91.0) 46 (38.3) 

Write Numerals - - - - 111 (91.0) 35 (29.2) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Speak - - - - 44 (100) 5 (11.9) 

Read - - - - 23 (52.3) - 

Write - - - - 22 (50.0) - 

Read Numerals - - - - 23 (52.3) - 

Write Numerals - - - - 25 (56.8) - 

Khasi 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Speak - - - - 1 (.8) 70 (58.3) 

Read - - - - 1 (.8) 62 (51.7) 

Write - - - - 1 (.8) 58 (48.3) 

Read Numerals - - - - 1 (.8) 66 (55.0) 

Write Numerals - - - - 1 (.8) 59 (49.2) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Speak - - - - - 42 (100) 

Read - - - - - 33 (78.6) 

Write - - - - - 32 (76.2) 

Read Numerals - - - - - 42 (100) 

Write Numerals - - - - - 32 (76.2) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

 



2.3 SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 

2.3.1:  Family Size 

The highest family size is in Bihar among SEWA respondents at 5.98 and lowest is in Assam at 5.02. 

The highest family size is 5.93 among Control respondents of Meghalaya and lowest is in Assam at 

4.86. 

Table No. 2.3.1: Average Family Size 

 SEWA N Control N 

Gujarat 5.48 1152 5.57 380 

Rajasthan 5.64 129 5.33 60 

Bihar 5.98 300 5.58 92 

Uttar Pradesh 5.81 211 4.92 92 

Assam 5.02 122 4.86 44 

Meghalaya 5.47 120 5.93 42 

In Gujarat; Bihar; UP average number of girls in SEWA respondents’ family in both age-groups is 

lower than that of the boys in both the age-groups. In Rajasthan average number of girls in SEWA 

respondents’ family in 0-6 years age-group is less than boys in the same age-group but more in the 

7-18 years age-group than the boys. In Assam and Meghalaya, the girls in the 0-6 years age-group 

are more than the boys in the same age-group while girls are less in the 7-18 years age-group 

compared to boys in the same age-group. Average number of women in the family of SEWA 

respondents in Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar; UP; and Meghalaya is more than the male members in 

their family; while in Assam the average number of women are less than the male family members.  

Table No. 2.3.2: Segregated Average Family Size 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Girls (0-6) 0.28 0.25 0.42 0.27 0.30 0.28 

Boys (0-6) 0.32 0.26 0.46 0.40 0.23 0.18 

Girls (7-18) 0.62 0.61 0.95 0.78 0.52 0.79 

Boys (7-18) 0.65 0.59 1.06 0.84 0.66 0.97 

Adult female 1.84 2.15 1.65 1.94 1.57 1.7 

Adult male 1.77 1.78 1.43 1.57 1.75 1.55 
 Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Girls (0-6) 0.28 0.4 0.46 0.32 0.3 0.43 

Boys (0-6) 0.36 0.3 0.52 0.37 0.11 0.52 

Girls (7-18) 0.56 0.6 0.76 0.68 0.57 0.76 

Boys (7-18) 0.58 0.7 1.05 0.79 0.59 1.02 

Adult female 1.88 1.65 1.43 1.48 1.7 1.86 

Adult male 1.91 1.68 1.35 1.28 1.59 1.33 

2.3.2:  Identification 

Table No. 2.3.3: Respondents having Aadhar Card 

 SEWA N Control N 

Gujarat 1144 (99.3) 1152 374 (98.4) 380 

Rajasthan 128 (99.2) 129 59 (98.3) 60 

Bihar 299 (99.7) 300 92 (100.0) 92 

Uttar Pradesh 208 (98.6) 211 89 (96.7) 92 

Assam 121 (99.2) 122 44 (100.0) 44 

Meghalaya 118 (98.3) 120 39 (92.9) 42 

Total  2018 (99.2) 2034 697 (98.2) 710 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Overall, 99.2% SEWA and 98.2% Control 

respondents have their Aadhar Card. 

Barring one SEWA respondent in 

Rajasthan; Bihar; Assam all the 

respondents have their Aadhar Card.  



2.3.3:  Economic Activities 

Rajasthan has the highest average number of family members of SEWA (2.27) and Control (2.43) 

respondents engaged in economic activities. The lowest is in Meghalaya at 1.69 among SEWA and 

1.50 among Control respondents.  

Table No. 2.3.4: Average Number of Family Members Engaged in Economic Activities 

 SEWA N Control N 

Gujarat 1.91 1152 1.83 380 

Rajasthan 2.27 129 2.43 60 

Bihar 1.81 300 1.68 92 

Uttar Pradesh 1.91 211 1.58 92 

Assam 1.70 122 1.77 44 

Meghalaya 1.69 120 1.50 42 

Rajasthan has the highest average annual income among SEWA (Rs. 267643.41) and Control (Rs. 

183284.97) respondents’ family. The lowest is in Bihar at Rs. 95582.33 among SEWA and at Rs. 

80543.48 among Control respondents as can be seen in the table given below (Table No. 2.3.4) 

Table No. 2.3.5: Average Annual Income of Family 

    SEWA N Control N 

Gujarat 1,12,533.50 1152 90,500.77 380 

Rajasthan 2,67,643.41 129 1,83,284.97 60 

Bihar 95,582.33 300 80,543.48 92 

Uttar Pradesh 1,11,687.21 211 93,945.65 92 

Assam 2,29,035.20 122 1,54,136.36 44 

Meghalaya 1,49,859.15 120 1,23,880.95 42 

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents’ families engaged in agriculture on own farm is 

55.5 – highest in Assam at 89.3% and lowest in Bihar at 8%. The WA for animal husbandry is 54.7 

among SEWA respondents’ families – highest in Assam at 91% and lowest in Bihar at 31%. The WA 

for manual labour is 51.1 among SEWA respondents’ families – highest is in Meghalaya at 71.7% and 

lowest in UP at 35.5%. The WA for agriculture labour is 46 among SEWA respondents’ families – 

highest in Assam at 74.6% and lowest in Rajasthan at 20.9% - it is 43% in Bihar which has the lowest 

percentage of families engaged in their own agriculture. The other occupations that the SEWA and 

Control respondents’ families are engaged in can be seen in the table given below (Table No. 2.3.5) 

– Detailed table in Annex V – Table No. A-2.3.1       

Table No. 2.3.6: Occupation in which Families are Engaged  

  WEIGHTED AVERAGE (WA) 

  SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

Agriculture on own farm 1128 55.5 403 56.8 

Animal Husbandry 1113 54.7 378 53.2 

Manual Labour 1039 51.1 464 65.4 

Agriculture Labour 936 46.0 362 51.0 

Job 597 29.4 146 20.6 

Other Home-based work 388 19.1 122 17.2 

Shop 57 2.8 21 3 

Own Business 51 2.5 20 2.8 

Driver 24 1.2 1 0.1 

Tea plantation worker     5 0.7 



Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs 

Gujarat: In Ahmedabad, Anand, Aravalli, Chhota Udepur, Gandhinagar, Mehsana, Patan and 

Surendranagar the main occupations that the people are engaged in are agriculture and animal 

husbandry. In Kutch primarily all men are engaged in the driving profession – very few are engaged 

in agriculture due to water scarcity. Women in Kutch are mostly engaged in weaving/embroidery 

work and animal husbandry. The other occupations that the people the districts are engaged in are 

stitching; working in beauty parlours (Ahmedabad); work in cold storage or a job (Anand); some 

work in the police department, are teachers or nearby companies (Aravalli); women work as maids, 

in beauty parlours, do tailoring work (Gandhinagar); sanitation workers; labour work; waste 

collectors; vegetable vendors (Mehsana); teaching; stitching, etc (Patan); gather salt – saltpan 

workers; labour and forestry work (Surendranagar) 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: Women make papads, while men are confectioners (sweet makers), and 

various other people work as labourers for a living. 

Dungarpur: the women shared that the main occupation in their villages was agriculture. The 

secondary occupation they mentioned was working in factories that have been set up in the 

peripheries of these villages. They also engage in daily wage labour work. In the Bikaner FGD the 

women informed that women in the village are engaged in making papad while men are 

confectioners (sweet makers). There are many who earn their living doing manual labour work. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: The main occupations in the village are agriculture and animal husbandry, 

besides that a few villagers also work as laborers. 

Patna: Most of them are labourers, engaged in construction work and some people also work as 

agricultural labourers. 

UP: Lucknow: Earlier, there were fields here, but now the lands (till Vikasnagar) are being sold and 

people have started building houses there. As a result, there is very little agricultural activity now, 

and most people work for their own businesses or do private jobs such as maintaining irrigation 

channels, installing hand pumps and some even work as laborers in agriculture. They have to go 

far, to find work in the fields because there aren't any nearby. More and more women are working 

as domestic workers, do housekeeping and waste disposal. The farming lands are not owned by 

women here. 

Raebareli: Here, maximum people work as laborers in the brick kiln and cold storage. They also 

have agricultural land. There are only about 4 to 5 houses, who do not have their own land. And 

there are around 5 houses who own several lands and therefore are big farmers. Rest all are small 

farmers. 

Assam: The main source of income of the community depends on agriculture and daily wage. 

During the cultivation season the men and women get engaged in the paddy cultivation. Apart 

from this, women also rear silk worm, weave clothes. Since a few years men are migrating to 

Bangalore and Pune for work. They work in some companies or as security guards. So, women 

during rainy season cultivate paddy and in dry season weave clothes, sell them and earn money. 

The women are also engaged in selling vegetables, milk, rear cattle etc. 

Meghalaya: The main occupation of the villagers is farming. Their main cash crop is broom, beetle 

nut, beetle leaves, ginger, black pepper, chilies, oranges, lemons, tamarind, pineapples and other 

local fruits and herbs. The villagers are also engaged in a variety of occupations such as daily wage 

earners, carpenters, construction work (mostly male, however under MGNREGA women are also 

included in construction work of village’s footpath, roads and other developmental activities), few 

men are also supplier of livestock (buys from outside the state and resell to other villages in 



Meghalaya) and taxi drivers. There are 14 women vendors who own and manage small shops in the 

village. Only 11 people have formal jobs – 7 school teachers (3 men; 4 women), 2 ASHA and 2 

Aaganwadi workers. 

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents (highest in Assam at 91% and lowest in Bihar at 

29.7%) engaged in animal husbandry is the highest at 54.5 and that of Control respondents at 53.1. 

The WA among SEWA respondents engaged in agriculture on own farm is 49.1 (highest in Assam 

at 84.4% and lowest in Bihar at 6.3%) and that of Control respondents it is 50.4. The WA of SEWA 

respondents engaged in agriculture labour is 43.2 (highest in Assam at 68% and lowest in Rajasthan 

at 18.6%) and that of Control respondents is 47.3. The other occupations that the SEWA and Control 

respondents are engaged in can be seen in the table given below (Table No. 2.3.6) – Detailed table 

in Annex V – Table No. A-2.3.2    

Table No. 2.3.7: Occupation of Respondents  

Weighted Average  SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

Animal Husbandry 1109 54.5 377 53.1 

Agriculture on own farm 998 49.1 358 50.4 

Agriculture Labour 879 43.2 336 47.3 

Manual Labour 742 36.5 350 49.3 

Other Home-based work 324 15.9 101 14.2 

Job 235 11.6 49 6.9 

Shop 57 2.8 21 3 

Own Business 23 1.1 2 0.3 

Tea plantation worker - - 3 0.4 

2.3.4:   Ownership of Assets   

The weighted average (WA) of main assets owned by SEWA and Control respondents’ families is 

given in the table given below (Table No. 2.3.7). The highest ownership is of residential houses at 

92.6 among SEWA (highest in Rajasthan at 97.7 and lowest in Bihar at 89) and 87.3 among Control 

respondents. This is followed by ownership of vehicles at 58.1% among SEWA (highest in Gujarat at 

76.2 and lowest in Bihar at 15) and 48.5 among Control respondents as can be seen in the table 

given below (Table No. 2.3.7). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.3.3 

Table No. 2.3.8: Main Assets of Household  

Weighted Average  SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

Residential House 1883 92.6 620 87.3 

Vehicles 1181 58.1 344 48.5 

Agricultural land 1156 56.8 411 57.9 

Livestock/Poultry 1113 54.7 378 53.2 

Agricultural implements 660 32.4 231 32.5 

Assets of Irrigation 308 15.1 76 10.7 

Shop 189 9.3 54 7.6 

The WA of ownership pattern of the assets is given in the table below (Table No. 2.3.8). It can be 

clearly seen that in almost all the assets the ownership of majority of the assets is in the name of a 

male family member. The WA of male ownership of agricultural land among SEWA respondents is 

84.9 (highest in Gujarat at 94.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 30% - In Meghalaya ownership by the 

SEWA respondent is 41.3% and joint ownership is 28.8%) and among Control respondents is 87.8. 



The WA of male ownership of residential house is 79.8 among SEWA (highest in Gujarat at 93.4% 

and lowest in Meghalaya at 24.1% - ownership of residential house by SEWA respondent is at 42.2% 

and joint ownership is at 33.6% in Meghalaya) and 81 among Control respondents. The WA for male 

ownership is the highest for vehicles – 94.9 among SEWA (highest is in Gujarat at 98.1% and lowest 

is in Meghalaya at 34.9% - ownership by SEWA respondent is at 25.6% and joint ownership is at 39.5% 

in Meghalaya) and 94.8 among Control respondents. The lowest WA for male ownership is for shop 

at 68.3 among SEWA (highest is in Gujarat at 90.5% and lowest is in Meghalaya at one respondent 

– 57.7% SEWA respondents themselves own a shop and 38.5% have reported joint ownership of a 

shop) and 38 among Control respondents as can be seen in the table given below (Table No. 2.3.8). 

Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.3.4 

Table No. 2.3.9: Ownership Status of Assets of Household – Weighted Average 

  Agricultural Land Residential House Shop 

Weighted Average  SEWA Control  SEWA Control  SEWA Control  

  N=1156 N=411 N=1883 N=620 N=189 N=108 

Female self 74 6.4 24 5.8 175 9.3 67 10.8 30 15.9 5 4.6 

Female (other) 33 2.9 7 1.7 94 5 19 3.1 13 6.9 1 0.9 

Male 982 84.9 361 87.8 1503 79.8 502 81 129 68.3 41 38 

Both 67 5.8 19 4.6 111 5.9 32 5.2 17 9 7 6.5 

  Livestock Poultry Vehicles Agricultural Implements 

  N=1113 N=378 N=1181 N=344 N=660 N=231 

Female self 146 13.1 51 13.5 23 1.9 11 3.2 56 8.5 24 10 

Female (other) 88 7.9 23 6.1 7 0.6 2 0.6 15 2.3 4 1.7 

Male 785 70.5 278 73.5 1121 94.9 326 94.8 518 78.5 177 77 

Both 94 8.4 26 6.9 30 2.5 5 1.5 71 10.8 26 11 

  Assets of Irrigation 

  

  N=308 N=107 

Female self 17 5.5 3 2.8 

Female (other) 8 2.6 1 0.9 

Male 260 84.4 70 64.8 

Both 23 7.5 2 1.9 

The WA of SEWA respondents’ family have pucca houses is highest at 56.4 (highest in Rajasthan at 

81.4% and lowest in Assam at 22.1 and Bihar at 38) and at 49.2 among Control respondents’ family. 

The average number of SEWA respondents living in semi-pucca houses is 27.9 (highest in 

Meghalaya at 65.8% and lowest in Rajasthan at 13.2%) and of Control respondents is 28.9. The WA 

of SEWA respondents living in kaccha house is 15.7 (highest in Assam at 42.6% and lowest in 

Rajasthan at 5.4%) and that of Control respondents it is 22.0. Detailed state-wise table available in 

Annex V – Table No. A-2.3.5  

Table No. 2.3.10: Type of House  

Weighted Average  SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

Kaccha 319 15.7 156 22.0 

Semi-pucca 568 27.9 205 28.9 

Pucca 1147 56.4 349 49.2 
 

All SEWA respondents of Rajasthan live in their own houses while baring two in each of Assam and 

Meghalaya all of the SEWA respondents live in their own houses. In Bihar three of them live in 

rented houses while three live with relatives and three live in the company quarters. In UP two live 

in relative’s house while 11.4% live in rented houses and the rest in their own house. In Gujarat 1.3% 



live in rented houses while five live in relatives houses and one lives on government land – as can 

be seen in the table given below (Table No. 2.3.10)  

Table No. 2.3.11: Ownership Status of House 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Owned 1131 (98.2) 129 (100) 291 (97.0) 185 (87.7) 120 (98.4) 118 (98.3) 

Rented 15 (1.3) - 3 (1.0) 24 (11.4) 1 (.8) - 

Relative 5 (.4) - 3 (1.0) 2 (.9) 1 (.8) 2 (1.7) 

Government Land 1 (.1) - - - - - 

Company quarter - - 3 (1.0) - - - 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Owned 367 (96.6) 60 (100) 92 (100) 48 (52.2) 11 (25.0) 42 (100) 

Rented 9 (2.4) - - 6 (6.5) - - 

Relative 4 (1.1) - - - - - 

Government Land - - - - - - 

Company quarter - - - 38 (41.3) 33 (75.0) - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

2.3.5:  Ownership of Land 

The respondents were asked about the agricultural land that they either owned; sharecropped or 

took on lease in the last year. The highest ownership among SEWA respondents is in Rajasthan at 

an average of 5.14 vigha followed by 4.15 vigha in Assam. The lowest ownership of land is in Bihar 

at 0.11 vigha. The highest sharecropped land last year was in Assam at an average of 1.36 vigha and 

lowest was in Bihar at 0.11 vigha. The highest land taken on lease was in Assam at an average of 

0.55 vigha and the lowest was in Meghalaya and Gujarat at 0.13 vigha as can be seen in the table 

given below (Table No. 2.3.11) 

Table No. 2.3.12: Average Land Holding in Vigha – in last year 

SEWA 
Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Owned 3.62 5.14 0.11 1.63 4.15 1.07 

Sharecropped – Last year  0.51 0.30 0.11 0.44 1.36 0.23 

Take on lease – Last year  0.13 0.53 0.22 0.12 0.55 0.13 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Owned 2.71 5.08 0.68 0.36 2.39 2.39 

Sharecropped – Last year  0.39 - 0.36 0.12 0.25 0.74 

Take on lease – Last year  0.04 0.62 0.07 0.03 0.41 0.17 

The respondents were asked about agricultural land cultivated and irrigated in the three seasons 

of Rabi; Summer and Monsoon. The highest average land cultivated in the Rabi season is in Gujarat 

at 2.75 vigha and the lowest is in Bihar at 0.24. The highest average land irrigated in the Rabi season 

is also in Gujarat at 2.28 vigha and lowest in Bihar at 0.22 vigha. In Summer the highest average land 

cultivated is in Gujarat at 1.27 vigha and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.03 vigha. The highest land irrigated 

in summer is in Gujarat at 1.11 vigha and lowest is in Rajasthan at 0.03 vigha. The highest average 

land cultivated in the Monsoon is in Rajasthan at 3.77 vigha and lowest is in Bihar at 0.22 vigha and 

the highest irrigated land in Monsoon is in Gujarat at 1.96 vigha and lowest is in Assam at 0.4 vigha 

as can be seen in the table given below (Table No. 2.3.12) 



Table No. 2.3.13: Average Land Cultivated/Irrigated in Vigha 

SEWA 

Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

C I C I C I C I C I C I 

Rabi (Oct-March) 2.75 2.28 2.06 1.12 0.24 0.22 1.78 1.78 2.61 1.68 0.68 0.68 

Summer (March-June) 1.27 1.11 0.03 0.03 0.12 0.12 1.03 1.03 0.47 0.47 0.63 0.63 

Monsoon (July-Oct) 3.51 1.96 3.77 0.83 0.22 0.19 1.58 1.57 1.16 0.4 0.66 0.66 

Control 
N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

C I C I C I C I C I C I 

Rabi (Oct-March) 2.23 1.97 2.48 2.09 0.74 0.73 0.41 0.41 1.57 1.2 1.42 1.39 

Summer (March-June) 0.94 1.06 0.42 0.4 0.58 0.58 0.1 0.24 0.16 0.43 1.2 1.39 

Monsoon (July-Oct) 2.57 1.59 3.46 1.78 0.75 0.74 0.39 0.39 0.36 0.36 1.3 1.32 

C=Cultivated; I=Irrigated 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs:  

Gujarat: The farmers in the districts range from small to middle to big farmers with agricultural land 

ownership starting at 2-3 acres to 40-50 acres and some Rajput community farmers owning 

anywhere between 150-200 vigha agricultural land. In Ahmedabad there are farmers from the 

Vankar community as well. In Gandhinagar, Kutch, Mehsana mostly Patels own land while in some 

districts Thakor and Darbar also have landholding. In Ahmedabad, Aravalli farmers have access to 

electricity and water, while in Anand and Mehsana, Surendranagar it costs them money to fed into 

their farming – it is needed in summers and winters. Gandhinagar farmers get water from the 

Narmada Canal and in Kutch the Patel and Darbar have water storage facility and with this they can 

farm for 2 seasons. Since rainfall is rare in this region of Surendranagar, some people also practice 

drip irrigation for farming. 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: wealthy farmers have about 3-4 acres of land and small farmers have about 2-

3 acres of land and they have access to irrigation which costs them around 40-50 rupees and can 

be used for one crop cycle. However, availability of electricity is a bit inconsistent. None of them 

were aware about the Jankari and Sanshodhan Kendra nor had they received any SMS messages 

from them. 

Dungarpur: Farming is possible only in the monsoon as there is no facility for irrigation. However, 

availability of electricity is a bit inconsistent. None of them were aware about the Jankari and 

Sanshodhan Kendra nor had they received any SMS messages from them. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: The wealthy farmers have about 3-4 acres of land and the small farmers have 

about 2-3 acres of land. Irrigation facilities are available, which cost around 40-50 rupees and can 

be used for one crop cycle. However, availability of electricity is a bit inconsistent. 

Patna: Big scale farmers have around 50 acres of land and the medium scale farmers have about 5-

10 acres of land, while the Manjhi and Pasi community, who are very poor, do not have any land or 

have any cattle for animal husbandry. These people only work as labourers. Majority farming 

happens in monsoon and some of the big farmers who provide supply of water charge Rs. 200 for 

an hour. 

UP: Lucknow: There is no farming that happens here, hence none of them own any land. 

Raebareli: Irrigation facilities are available and most people have access to water, but the ones who 

don't, have to pay money for water (Rs. 100 per hour) or have to take water from the river. 

Electricity is also available. The female farmers do not own land here. Also, the animals cause a lot 

of trouble during farming. No matter which season, the animals graze and destroy the crops. 



Assam: Most of the families don’t have agricultural land of their own. The land where they have 

settled is forest land. The government have allocated the land to them. They have at least 1 vigha 

of land – comprises only the house and a small plot is used for vegetable cultivation that is used 

for both consumption and selling. Most of the people take agricultural land on lease for paddy 

cultivation. Those who have good jobs and earning have bought land of their own. The economic 

condition is also one factor for which men are forced to go for work to other cities. There are no 

irrigation facilities. The farmers mostly depend on rainfall for cultivation. 

Meghalaya: They are still practicing traditional methods of farming i.e.; they depend on monsoon 

for irrigation. They use irrigation drains for rice fields, built manually connected to a nearby stream. 

They cultivate and use Raid land for agriculture and do not have to pay a single penny for it. They 

can use such lands as much as they can with prior consent of local traditional bodies. Since they 

are still practicing traditional methods of farming, they are only using manual agricultural tools. 

Hence electricity is not needed for farming. About more than 90% are farmers, mostly women. 

Most of the men tend to go out of the village to earn weekly/monthly cash income and the burden 

of managing (and working) the agricultural lands fall on the women. 

2.3.6: Availability of Facilities 

The WA, for availability of Clean Water among SEWA respondents is 95.4 (highest in UP at 98.6% 

and lowest is in Bihar at 88.3%) and 93.9 among Control respondents (highest Control in Assam at 

100% and lowest in Rajasthan at 88.3%). This is followed by 94.7 WA for availability of Electricity 

among SEWA (all in Rajasthan and lowest in Assam at 63.9%) and 93.2 among Control respondents.  

Table No. 2.3.14: Overall Availability of Facilities  

  WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

  SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

Clean Water 1941 95.4 667 93.9 

Electricity 1927 94.7 662 93.2 

Toilet 1643 80.8 446 62.8 

Drainage 1187 58.4 323 45.5 

The WA for availability of functional Toilet among SEWA (highest in Meghalaya at 98.3% and lowest 

in Bihar at 51%) respondents is 80.8 and among Control respondents it is 62.8. The WA for 

availability of Drainage facility among SEWA (highest in UP at 82% and lowest in Gujarat at 50.3%) 

respondents is 58.4 and 45.5 among Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in 

Annex V – Table No. A-2.3.6 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs: 

Gujarat: There are no water-related issues in Ahmedabad. There is tap water available in the 

villages of Ahmedabad, Anand; Aravalli; Gandhinagar; Kutch; Mehsana, Patan and Surendranagar. 

In Chhota Udepur there are some areas where people have to pump water using a hand pump as 

there is no water supply at their homes. 

It is the responsibility of women to fill/store water in most of the districts – men never help in 

Aravalli, Chhota Udepur, Gandhinagar, Patan. In Kutch though there are taps in every house of the 

village they have access to water only once in every 10-12 days and so, people fill and store water 

in their tanks. Often, there isn't enough water, so they call for tankers which costs around 700 

rupees. In Surendranagar, though every household has access to water taps when there is a water 



shortage people have to go to a canal located one kilo meter away to wash clothes or to fill drinking 

water. 

Rajasthan: Rajasthan-Bikaner: Every household has a tap, and no one has to go outside to fetch 

drinking water. Both men and women are responsible for fetching water. 

Dungarpur: Drinking water is available. There are taps fixed in the village for drinking water and for 

other tasks. Women go and fill the water. And when there is scarcity of water, they have to pay 

money in order to get water. However, they had to fill/collect water using hand pumps and in 

comparison, to it, this facility is much better as it saves time and physical effort 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: Every house has a tap here, so there is no trouble with drinking water. And, It’s 

the women's responsibility to fill water in the houses. 

Patna: There is a tap in every household of the village. Hence, there is availability of water in the 

house itself. However, women are responsible for filling water. 

UP: Lucknow: There are taps in every house and drinking water is available at home itself, so there 

is no need to go outside. Also, the responsibility of filling water lies with the women. 

Raebareli: Currently, there are taps in every house and if there is no municipal tap in a house, they 

still have hand pumps. Hence, there is no need for anyone to go outside to fetch water and the 

responsibility of fetching water lies with the women 

Assam: Assam: Earlier there was difficulty in collecting water for drinking. They had to go to the 

school located in the village for drinking water. Recent changes are seen that now every household 

has wells, tube-wells for drinking water. The government has also under the Jal Jeevan schemes 

given water connection in very house. 

Meghalaya: The village has multiple sources of drinking water and they do not have to pay anything 

for it. They have connected plastic pipes from nearby source (spent out of their own pocket) to 

get drinking water at home even before Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) scheme was implemented in the 

village. Although pipes under JJM are being installed in their house compound but no water is yet 

available. The group highlighted that whether water connection is at home or outside, it is always 

a woman’s duty to collect water since it is part of her household chores. 

2.4 MEMBERSHIP TO INSTITUTIONS 

2.4.1:  Institutional Membership Details 

All the SEWA respondents in all six states are members of SEWA. The highest membership to SHG 

(Sakhi Mandal) among SEWA respondents is in Meghalaya at 98.3%, followed by 81.1% in Assam and 

lowest in UP at 8.1% - in the other states also it is on the lower side – a little above 20%. The highest 

membership to SHG (SEWA) is also in Meghalaya at 95.8% followed by 65.6% in Assam and 62.9% in 

Gujarat – it is the lowest in Bihar at 11.7% and in Rajasthan and UP it is 19.4%. SEWA respondents of 

only Gujarat (23.3%) and Assam (1.6%) are members of the milk cooperative. One SEWA respondent 

each in Rajasthan; Bihar and UP; three in Assam and 1.3% in Gujarat are members of the Panchayat. 

Membership in the Women’s wing is reported by 37.5% of SEWA respondents in Meghalaya while 

one in Assam and eight in Meghalaya are members of farmer’s group and nine are members of 

Producers’ group as can be seen in the table given below (Table No. 2.4.1)  

Table No. 2.4.1: Overall Membership to Institutions 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

SEWA 1152 (100.0) 129 (100.0) 300 (100.0) 211 (100.0) 122 (100.0) 120 (100.0) 

SHG (Sakhi Mandal) 237 (20.6) 28 (21.7) 62 (20.7) 17 (8.1) 99 (81.1) 118 (98.3) 



  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA (SHG) 725 (62.9) 25 (19.4) 35 (11.7) 41 (19.4) 80 (65.6) 115 (95.8) 

Milk Cooperative 268 (23.3) - - - 2 (1.6) - 

Panchayat 15 (1.3) 1 (.8) 1 (.3) 1 (.5) 3 (2.5) 10 (8.3) 

Women's Wing - - - - - 45 (37.5) 

Farmers’ Group - - - - 1 (.8) 8 (6.7) 

PG (Producer Group) - - - - - 9 (7.5) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=40 

SHG (Sakhi Mandal) 56 (14.7) 8 (13.3) 28 (30.4) - 18 (40.9) 41 (97.6) 

SEWA (SHG 22 (5.8) 3 (5.0) - - 1 (2.3) - 

SEWA - - - - - - 

Milk Cooperative 54 (14.2) - - - - - 

Panchayat 3 (.8) - 1 (1.1) - - 3 (7.1) 

PG (Producer Group) - -  - - 2 (4.8) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

The concentration of SEWA respondents’ duration of membership in SEWA is between 1-5 years 

(highest in UP at 89.6% and lowest in Assam at 37.7%) and 6-10 years (highest in Meghalaya at 35.8% 

and Assam at 35.2% and lowest in UP at 9%). There are 4.2% SEWA respondents of Gujarat and one 

each in Assam and Meghalaya who are members of SEWA for more than 20 years. 

The concentration of SEWA respondents’ duration of membership in SHG (SEWA) is between 1-5 

years (highest in Bihar at 80% and lowest in Up at 23.8%) and 6-10 years (highest in Rajasthan at 44% 

and lowest in Bihar at 17.2%. There are SEWA respondents who are members of SHG (SEWA) for 

more than 20 years – 7.4% in Gujarat; one each in Rajasthan and Assam and two in Meghalaya.  

The concentration of SEWA respondents’ duration of membership in SHG (Sakhi Mandal) is 

between 1-5 years (highest in UP at 88.2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 17%) and 6-10 years (highest 

in Meghalaya at 72% and lowest in UP at 11.8%).  Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – 

Table No. A-2.4.1  

Majority of the SEWA respondents in all the states have the designation of Member in SEWA. There 

are eight in Gujarat; one each in Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya who hold the designation of 

President. Twelve in Gujarat; five in Bihar and four in UP are leaders. 

Majority of SEWA respondents are Members of the SHG (SEWA) – highest in Assam at 98.8% and 

lowest in UP at 78%. There are a few SEWA respondents who hold the designation of president; 

deputy president; leader; secretary; bookkeeper among others.  

In the SHG (Sakhi Mandal) the majority of SEWA respondents are Members – highest in Bihar at 

90.3% and lowest in Meghalaya and Rajasthan at 67.8% and 67.9% respectively. Detailed state-wise 

table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.4.2 

2.5 ACCESS TO FINANCIAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

2.5.1:  Savings 

The WA for savings done in bank has gone up from 84.6 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in 

UP at 75.2%) to 86.2 in Endline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Gujarat at 80.9%) for SEWA 

respondents and from 67.9 to 77.2 for Control respondents. The WA for savings done in SHG (SEWA) 

has also gone up from 40.1 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 55.2% and lowest in UP at 3.4%) to 49.2 

in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 98.8% to lowest in UP at 10%) for SEWA respondents and from 

nil to 5.5 for Control respondents. The WA for saving cash at home has gone down from 52.5 in the 

Baseline (highest in Bihar at 71.3% and lowest in Assam at 16.7%) among SEWA respondents to 26 in 



Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 88.3% and lowest in Assam at 4.1%) and from 53 in Baseline to 37.3 

in the Endline among Control respondents. The WA for SEWA respondents not saving has gone up 

from 2 in the Baseline (none in Meghalaya to highest in UP at 5.3%) to 3 in the Endline (highest in 

Gujarat at 4.3% and none in Assam and Meghalaya), while for Control respondents it has gone up 

from 7.9 in Baseline to 8.6 in Endline. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-

2.5.1 

Table No. 2.5.1: Savings done by Respondents  

 BASELINE ENDLINE 

SEWA Control SEWA Control 

Weighted Average N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Bank 1612 84.9 457.0 67.9 1753 86.2 548 77.2 

SHG (SEWA) 761 40.1 - - 1001 49.2 39 5.5 

SHG (other) 522 27.5 134.0 19.9 558 27.4 151 21.3 

Post Office 125 6.6 29.0 4.3 58 2.9 14 2.0 

Informal Group (Chit fund) 5.0 0.3 - - 1 0.0 - - 

Cash (at home) 996 52.5 357 53.0 528 26.0 265 37.3 

Do not save 38 2.0 53.0 7.9 61 3.0 61 8.6 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline, age to an extent was a determining factor in the SEWA and Control 

respondents’ saving habit, while it is not a determining factor (Detailed table available in Annex V 

of Gujarat Report – Table No. A-2.5.2). In Rajasthan, age is a determining factor in the Baseline and 

Endline in the SEWA and Control respondents’ saving habit (Detailed tables available in Annex V of 

Rajasthan Report Table No A-2.5.1a/A-2.5.1b available in Annex V). In Bihar, age was not a 

determining factor as to where the SEWA respondents kept their savings. In the Endline is not a 

determining factor in Bhagalpur but in Patna highest saving in a bank is done by the 18-25 years age 

group and it goes down with age. (Detailed tables available in Annex V of Bihar Report Table No A-

2.5.1a/A-2.5.1b available in Annex V). In, Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline, as well as Endline, age is not 

a determining factor for SEWA respondents in deciding whether to keep their saving in a bank; 

SHG (SEWA); post office; keeping it at home. (Detailed table in Annex V of Uttar Pradesh Report – 

Table No. A-2.5.1). In Assam, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor in the SEWA 

and Control respondents saving in a bank, SHG (SEWA); SHG (other); Post office or keeping the 

savings at home. In Meghalaya, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor in the 

SEWA and Control respondents saving in a bank, SHG (SEWA); SHG (other); Post office or keeping 

the savings at home. (Detailed table in Annex V of Assam/Meghalaya Report – Table No. A-2.5.1a/A-

2.5.1b) 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs 

Gujarat: All women save in the FGD villages – they save in banks; SHGs (SEWA and others); some 

save in the post office too. They save from their household expenses along with from their earning. 

There are a number of SHGs and even Microfinance institutions in these villages. The banks in these 

villages are far and the women have to travel some distance and also spend money to reach there. 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: women in the village save money. They have accounts in the bank and also save 

at home. There is Rajasthan Gramin Bank nearby where all the women have a bank account. Most 

of the women have their individual A/C s as well as joint A/Cs with men. Only a few women go to 

bank. Usually someone accompanies a person who goes to bank, they don’t go alone. The nearby 

bank is Rajasthan Gramin Bank, located within 3-5 kilometers, and if someone needs to go there, 



they take help from someone in their house because there is no proper transportation 

arrangement to go there. There is a bank saathi available in the village now, so if women have to 

withdraw money, they can go and withdraw the money by giving their Aadhaar card and 

thumbprint as identification. They assist for Bank of Baroda and Rajasthan Gramin Bank. ATM is 

not there within the village but about 2-3 kms away from it. 

Dungarpur: The habit of saving is prevalent in these people. They save from their household 

expenses, make commission by helping others to pay online bills or to withdraw money. And when 

they visit Ahmedabad, they buy goods to sell in wholesale and also save the earned profit. They 

save with the help of SEWA as well and have bank accounts for the other members of their family. 

Men have both, current and savings accounts in the bank. Women usually save money with the 

help of SEWA. 

In the village, there are 2 major types of savings groups; one is the saving group (SHG) by SEWA 

and then there is private saving group as well. People save money with these groups according to 

their own wish. Besides the SEWA's savings group, they also save with the private savings group, 

where the main woman in-charge keeps Rs. 5000 at her home. And if they have more money, such 

as up to Rs. 10,000, they deposit it in the bank. The women who attended the discussion mentioned 

that they do not go to banks, they make transactions with the help of SEWA. There is ATM Center 

in Dungarpur, not in small villages. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: Women from the FGD save it in the bank and most of the women save around 

500-600 rupees a month. In the village, there are 2 major types of savings groups; one is the saving 

group (SHG) by SEWA and then there is private saving group as well. People save money with these 

groups according to their own wish. Besides the SEWA's savings group, they also save with the 

private savings group, where the main woman in-charge keeps Rs. 5000 at her home. And if they 

have more money, such as up to Rs. 10,000, they deposit it in the bank. Microfinanciers like Bajaj 

Finance also operates and a woman had recently taken a loan from them, to buy a fridge. Few of 

these women can withdraw as well as deposit money, all by themselves. The Bank is 2 kilometres 

away and usually someone from the family goes along with them. If not, they can go by auto-

rickshaw, which costs around 20 rupees. 

Patna: Ever since the Nari Gunjan women started visiting, the women have been saving some 

money. They save around 10 to 20 rupees every month. And save their money in Punjab Bank. There 

aren't any Self-Help Groups and if anyone needs a large sum of money, they borrow it from 

someone in the village at an interest rate, unaware of how much interest they will have to pay. 

They hardly visit the bank. However, there is a bank in Meena Bazaar and since its nearby, we can 

go alone too. 

UP: Lucknow: Men and women, everyone saves. The women save at home as well. For eg- If 

someone goes to buy something, they spend 90 rupees out of 100 and save 10 rupees. They save 

in the bank as well as in a piggy bank at home. The bank is nearby and at walkable distance. 

Raebareli: Everyone saves, including women. The women have their own bank accounts and the 

bank is located 2 kilometres away from the village. 

Assam: Most of the women do savings and have their own bank accounts. Women have savings in 

banks located in Gohpur. 

Meghalaya: The village as a whole saves some money at the bank and some at home as well. 

Reason given for saving at home is that there is no ATM located in their village or nearby hence, 

they prefer to have more cash at home for any unseen emergencies. Meghalaya Rural Bank and its 

ATM is the only financial institution that they have access to. Located at a nearby town called 



Patharkhmah with a distance of 22 km. Taxi fare (to and fro) from the village to the town is about 

Rs 200. They mostly visit the bank with their family members or female friends. Most of the 

villagers have savings account in this bank. They would visit the Bank in person and their account 

is mainly operated for savings and withdrawal of cash only. 

The WA for having a bank account has gone up from 84.4 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and lowest 

in UP at 79.36%) to 96.6 in the Endline for SEWA respondents (all in Meghalaya and lowest in UP at 

94.3%), while it has gone down from 94.3 in Baseline to 91 in the Endline for Control respondents. 

The WA for having an individual bank account has gone up from 87.2 in the Baseline (all in Assam 

and Meghalaya and lowest in Gujarat at 79.8% - In Gujarat 25.6% had joint account with male family 

member) to 91.3 in the Endline for SEWA respondents (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Gujarat at 

88.1% - it has gone down to 11.9% of them having a joint account with a male family member), while 

it has gone up from 32.9 in Baseline to 89 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise 

table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.5.2 

Table No. 2.5.2: Type of Bank Account of Respondents  

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Have Bank Account 1678 84.4 578 94.3 1965 96.6 649 91 

Don't have Bank Account 311 15.6 95 5.7 69 3.4 61 8.6 

Type of Account N=1678 N=578   N=2034   N=710   

Individual Account 1463 87.2 552 32.9 1857 91.3 629 89 

Joint A/c (with Male FM) 274 16.3 51 3 157 7.7 33 4.6 

Joint A/c (with female FM) 11 0.7 1 0.1 18 0.9 1 0.1 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline and Endline age is not a determining factor in SEWA and Control 

respondents having or not having a bank account. Similarly, age was not a determining factor in 

the SEWA and Control respondents having an individual account. (Table No. A-2.5.4 in Annex V of 

Gujarat Report). In Rajasthan (Bikaner), to an extent age is a determining factor in SEWA 

respondents having or not having a bank account in the Baseline and Endline but in Dungarpur age 

was not a determining factor among SEWA respondents not having a bank account and in the 

Endline all the SEWA respondents have a bank account. Age was not a determining factor in the 

SEWA and Control respondents having an individual account – in Baseline and Endline. (Table No 

A-2.5.2a and A-2.5.2b in Annex V – Rajasthan Report). In Bihar, age was not a determining factor in 

SEWA and Control respondents having a bank account or the type of account they have (individual 

or joint) in Baseline and Endline. (Table No A-2.5.2a and A-2.5.2b in Annex V – Bihar Report). In, 

Uttar Pradesh, age was not a determining factor in the SEWA respondents having a bank account 

and the type of bank account that they had in Baseline and Endline. (Table No A-2.5.2 – Annex V – 

Uttar Pradesh Report). In Assam, age was not a determining factor in the SEWA respondents 

having a bank account and the type of bank account that they had in Baseline and Endline. In 

Meghalaya, age was not a determining factor in the SEWA respondents having a bank account and 

the type of bank account that they had in Baseline and Endline. (Table No A-2.5.2a and A-2.5.2b in 

Annex V – Assam/Meghalaya Report). 

The WA for SEWA respondents having an account in a nationalised bank has gone down from 88.1 

in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 92.5% and Gujarat at 92.4% and lowest in Rajasthan at 64.7%) 

to 69.3 in the Endline (highest in Assam at 94.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.1%), while it has gone 



down from 77.3% in Baseline to 68 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA of having an account 

in a cooperative bank among SEWA respondents has gone up slightly from 13.1 in Baseline (highest 

in Rajasthan at 38.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 7%) to 13.9 in the Endline (highest in Gujarat at 19.3% 

and none in Assam and one in Meghalaya and UP), while it has gone down from 25.1 in the Baseline 

to 12.8 in the Endline for Control respondents. The WA of having an account in a private bank has 

gone up from 1.5 in the Baseline (None in Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya and 2.5% in Gujarat and 

less than 1% in Bihar and UP) to 5.5 in the Endline (None in Gujarat; Assam and Meghalaya and six 

in UP and three in Bihar) for SEWA respondents and gone down from 1.6 in Baseline to 0.2 in 

Endline for Control respondents. In the Baseline the respondents had not mentioned having an 

account in a rural; regional or small finance bank. In the Endline the weighted average of SEWA 

respondents having an account in a rural bank is 11.1 (highest in Meghalaya at 59.2% and lowest in 

Gujarat at 1.3%) and that of Control respondents is 13.6.  Detailed state-wise table available in Annex 

V – Table No. A-2.5.3 

Table No. 2.5.3: Type of Bank  

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1678 N=578 N=1965 N=649 

Nationalised Bank 1478 88.1 447 77.3 1361 69.3 441 68 

Cooperative Bank 220 13.1 145 25.1 274 13.9 83 12.8 

Private Bank 26 1.5 8 1.4 109 5.5 25 3.9 

SEWA Bank 58 3.5 9 1.6 124 6.3 1 0.2 

Rural Bank - - - - 219 11.1 88 13.6 

Regional Bank - - - - 121 6.2 39 6 

Small Finance Bank - - - - 9 0.5 - - 

In Gujarat, age is a determining factor in the type of bank SEWA respondents have their account 

but in the Endline age is not a determining factor in the SEWA and Control respondents choosing 

the type of bank they save in. (Table No. A-2.5.6 – Annex V in Gujarat Report).  In Rajasthan a 

pattern is not emerging that shows that age is a determining factor in the SEWA respondents and 

Control respondents having an account in any particular type of bank – in Baseline and Endline 

(Table No. A-2.5.3a and A-2.5.3b in Annex V – in Rajasthan Report). In Bihar, in the Baseline and 

Endline, age was not a determining factor in SEWA respondents deciding on the type of bank they 

open their account in. (Table No A-2.5.3a/A-2.5.3b – Annex V – in the Bihar Report). In Uttar Pradesh 

in the Baseline as well as in the Endline, age is not a determining factor in the SEWA and Control 

respondents choosing the type of bank that they open their account in. (Table No A-2.5.3 – Annex 

V – in the Uttar Pradesh Report). In Assam, in the Baseline and Endline, age was not a determining 

factor in which bank the SEWA or Control respondent have an account – nationalised or a 

cooperative bank. In Meghalaya, age was a determining factor in the Baseline for SEWA 

respondents to have an account in a nationalised bank but not for them to have an account in a 

cooperative bank. In the Endline, age was not a determining factor for them to choose to save any 

bank. (Table No A-2.5.3a/A-2.5.3b – Annex V – in the Assam/Meghalaya Report). 

The WA for SEWA respondents not using their bank account has gone down from 2.6 in Baseline 

(none in Meghalaya and one in Assam and highest in Rajasthan at 8.6%) to 0.8 in the Endline (none 

in Rajasthan and Meghalaya and two in Bihar and Assam; one in UP and 1% in Gujarat), while it has 

gone down from 2.8 in Baseline to 0.3 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for using the 



bank account by themselves has gone up from 56.2 (highest in Assam at 89.8% and lowest in Bihar 

at 43.4%) to 81.3 in the Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 96% and lowest in Gujarat at 77.5%), while it 

has gone up from 52.1 in Baseline to 80.7 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for using the 

assistance of family/friends in operating the bank account has gone down from 49.5 in the Baseline 

(highest in Bihar at 71.5% to lowest in Assam at 16.9%) to 29 in the Endline (highest in Bihar at 50.5% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.9%), while it has gone down from 52.5 in Baseline to 33.6 in Endline for 

Control respondents. The WA for operating the account through Bank Saathi has gone down from 

30.5 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 53.5% and none in Meghalaya and two in Assam) to 10.4 in the 

Endline (highest in Bihar at 38.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.8%), while it has gone down from 

32.1 in Baseline to 10.9 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for operating the account 

through informal agent has gone down from 2.4 in Baseline (none in Assam and Meghalaya and 

one in Rajasthan and 8.3% in Bihar) to 0.9 in the Endline (none in Rajasthan and one in Meghalaya 

Gujarat and two in Assam and 3% in UP), while it has gone down from 3.2 in Baseline to 0.6 in Endline 

for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.5.4     

Table No. 2.5.4: How Respondents Use Bank Account  

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1678 N=578 N=1965 N=649 

Don't Use Bank Account 44 2.6 16 2.8 16 0.8 2 0.3 

Use By Self 917 56.2 292 52.1 1598 81.3 524 80.7 

Assistance from family/friends 807 49.5 294 52.5 570 29 218 33.6 

Through Bank Saathi 497 30.5 180 32.1 205 10.4 71 10.9 

Through Informal Agent 39 2.4 18 3.2 17 0.9 4 0.6 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline, age was not a determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents 

operating their bank account with majority of them did so with the help of family and friends. In the 

Endline, age is not a determining factor in the use and non-use of their bank account by the SEWA 

and Control respondents but it is a determining factor on how they use their bank account – the 

highest use by themselves. (Table No. A-2.5.8 in Annex V of Gujarat Report). In Rajasthan, in the 

Baseline and Endline, age is not a deciding factor in how the respondents operate their bank 

account – either by themselves or by taking help from friends/family or the bank saathis. (Table No 

A-2.5.4a/A-2.5.4b – Annex V in Rajasthan report). In Bihar, in the Baseline and Endline, age did not 

determine whether the respondents used their bank account or not. Age was also not a 

determining factor as to who operates the respondent’s bank account. (Table No A-2.5.4b/A-2.5.4b 

– Annex V in Bihar Report). In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining 

factor in the SEWA and Control respondents’ use or non-use of their bank account. Age is also not 

a deciding factor in how the respondents operate their bank account – either by themselves in the 

Baseline and Endline. (Table No A-2.5.4 – Annex V in Uttar Pradesh report). In Assam, in the Baseline 

and Endline, age is not a determining factor for who did not use their bank account, but it was a 

determining factor for who used their bank account. In Meghalaya, in Baseline all SEWA 

respondents used their bank account and age was not a determining factor in how they used their 

bank account though the majority of those using it themselves were in the 18-25 years age-group. 

(Table No A-2.5.4a/A-2.5.4b – Annex V in Assam/Meghalaya report) 

The WA for SEWA respondents using their bank account for savings has remained the same at 94.4 

in Baseline (all in Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Rajasthan at 88.7%) as well as in the Endline 



(all in Meghalaya and lowest in Bihar at 91.6%), while it has gone down from 94.1 in Baseline to 92.4 

in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for using it for withdrawals by SEWA respondents has 

gone down from 86 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 90.8% and lowest in Bihar at 50.4%) to 72.4 

in the Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 99.2% and lowest in Gujarat at 65.6%), while it has gone 

down from 86.2 in Baseline to 74 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for availing 

government subsidies has gone up from 32.9 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 97.8% and none in 

Meghalaya) to 33.4 in the Endline (highest in Assam at 79.8% and lowest in Rajasthan at 13.5%), 

while it has gone down from 86.3 in Baseline to 74 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for 

payments has gone up from 1.5 in Baseline (3.7% in UP and none in Bihar) to 25.5 in the Endline 

(highest in Assam at 53.8% and lowest in Meghalaya at 15.8%), while it has gone up from 1.6 in 

Baseline to 27 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for remittances has gone up from 0.8 in 

the Baseline (none in Bihar and Assam and one in Meghalaya; two in Rajasthan; three in Gujarat 

and six in UP) to 13.3 in the Endline (highest in UP at 37.4% and Bihar at 36.1% and lowest in 

Meghalaya at 0.8%), while it has gone up from 0.5 in Baseline to 14.5 in Endline for Control 

respondents. The WA for getting money is 36 for SEWA (highest in Meghalaya at 70.8% and lowest 

in Assam at 24.4%) and 39.6 for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex 

V – Table No. A-2.5.5  

Table No. 2.5.5: Uses of Bank Account 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1634 N=560 N=1949 N=647 

Savings 1542 94.4 527 94.1 1840 94.4 598 92.4 

Withdrawals 1405 86 483 86.3 1411 72.4 479 74 

Avail government subsidies 537 32.9 170 30.4 651 33.4 182 28.1 

Payments 24 1.5 9 1.6 497 25.5 175 27 

Remittances 13 0.8 3 0.5 259 13.3 94 14.5 

To get money -   -  - -  702 36 256 39.6 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline as well as Endline, age is not a determining factor as to how SEWA and 

Control respondents use their bank account – for savings or to avail government subsidies or for 

withdrawals; remittances or payments. (Table No. A-2.5.10 – Annex V in Gujarat report). In 

Rajasthan, age is not a deciding factor either in the Baseline or the Endline as to how SEWA and 

Control respondents use their bank account – for savings or to avail government subsidies or for 

withdrawals; remittances or payments. (Table No A-2.5.5a/A-2.5.5b – Annex V in Rajasthan report). 

In Bihar, in the Baseline or the Endline, age is not a determining factor in SEWA respondents using 

of their bank account for savings or withdrawals. (Table No A-2.5.5a/A-2.5.5b – Annex V in Bihar 

report). In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline age is a determining factor as to how SEWA 

and Control respondents use their bank account – for savings or to avail government subsidies or 

for withdrawals; remittances or payments. (Table No A-2.5.5 – Annex V in Uttar Pradesh report). In 

Assam, in the Baseline age was a determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents using their 

bank account for savings; availing government subsidies but not for withdrawals. In Endline, age 

is not a determining factor for SEWA or Control respondents of Assam in deciding on how to use 

their Bank Account. In Meghalaya, in the Baseline age was not a determining factor for the SEWA 

respondents in deciding on using their bank account for withdrawals; Payments and remittances – 

all used it for keeping their savings and none used it for availing government subsidies. In the 

Endline, age is not a determining factor in the SEWA respondents in Meghalaya deciding on using 



their bank account for withdrawals; Payments and remittances. (Table No A-2.5.5a/A-2.5.5b – 

Annex V in Assam/Meghalaya report) 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs: 

Gujarat: In most of the village women don’t go to the bank – in Ahmedabad they are accompanied 

by someone when they visit a bank. In Anand they are capable of going alone and doing their 

transactions. In Aravalli they don’t go to the bank because they get paid online and they use 

PhonePe for making payments. The banks are also far and they have to either walk or be taken by 

someone who has a vehicle (no transport) is available. In Chhota Udepur the women do go to the 

bank when they have to withdraw money but for every visit they have to spend Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 as 

the bank is far – mostly they are accompanied by a family member. They avoid going to the bank 

in Gandhinagar; Mehsana and Surendranagar as they operate through their account through the 

SEWA bank. In Kutch and Patan they don’t go to the bank as it is far and they have pay a lot for 

conveyance. In Surendranagar, they don’t go to the bank, as they make financial transactions with 

the help of their SEWA account. There are no bank saathis in any of the villages. 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: Only a few women go to bank. The nearby bank is Rajasthan Gramin Bank, 

located within 3-5 kilometres, and if someone needs to go there, they take help from someone in 

their house because there is no proper transportation arrangement to go there. 

Dungarpur: The women who attended the discussion mentioned that they do not go to banks, they 

make transactions with the help of SEWA. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: Yes, few of these women can withdraw as well as deposit money, all by 

themselves. The Bank is 2 kilometres away and usually someone from the family goes along with 

them. If not, they can go by auto-rickshaw, which costs around 20 rupees. 

Patna: We hardly visit the bank. However, there is a bank in Meena Bazaar and since its nearby, we 

can go alone too. 

UP: Lucknow: Yes, women can go to the bank alone to deposit or withdraw money themselves. 

Earlier, they went to the bank and took help from bank saathi there, but now they can fill out the 

form themselves. They walk to the bank, making no expenses. And if they don't want to go alone, 

they ask a family member to accompany. 

Raebareli: Yes, the women go and make financial small transactions at the bank. There is a bank 

Saathi as well, to assist them. The Bank is only 2 kilometres away from here as well as the ATM. The  

women walk to the bank by themselves or go along with their family members. 

Assam: Women have savings in banks located in Gohpur 

Meghalaya: Meghalaya Rural Bank and its ATM is the only financial institution that they have access 

to. Located at a nearby town called Patharkhmah with a distance of 22 km. Taxi fare (to and fro) 

from the village to the town is about Rs 200. They mostly visit the bank with their family members 

or female friends. Most of the villagers have savings account in this bank. They would visit the Bank 

in person and their account is mainly operated for savings and withdrawal of cash only. They do 

not use phone or any digital devices for net banking. 

2.5.2: Insurance  

The WA for SEWA respondents’ family taking out insurance has gone down from 60.6 in Baseline 

(highest in Gujarat at 73.1% and lowest in Assam at 22.5%) to 52.2 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya 

at 88.3% and lowest in UP at 33.2%), while it has gone down from 50.4 in Baseline to 35.4 in Endline 

for Control respondents’ families. The WA for medical insurance by SEWA respondents’ family has 



gone down from 80 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 95.3% and lowest in Assam at 7.4%) to 63.6 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 94.3% and lowest and lowest in UP at 17.1%), while it has gone 

down from 82 in Baseline to 67.3 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for life insurance by 

SEWA respondents’ family has gone up from 47.7 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 92.6% and lowest 

in Assam at 10.6%) to 57.2 in Endline (highest in UP at 94.3% and lowest in Bihar at 35.2%), while it 

has gone up from 37.2 in Baseline to 46.2 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise 

table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.5.6 

 Table No. 2.5.6: Insurance Taken out By Respondents’ Family 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Insurance Taken Out 1205 60.6 339 50.4 1061 52.2 251 35.4 

Type of Insurance N=1205 N=339 N=1061 N=251 

Medical Insurance 964 80 278 82 675 63.6 169 67.3 

Life Insurance 575 47.7 126 37.2 607 57.2 116 46.2 

Crop Insurance 43 3.6 8 2.4 10 0.9 - - 

Weather Insurance -  -  -  -  6 0.6 1 0.4 

Accident Insurance 2 0.2 -  -  32 3 3 1.2 

Tractor Insurance -  -  -  -  13 1.2 - - 

Vehicle Insurance -  -  -  -  10 0.9 1 0.4 

Pension -  -  -  -  1 0.1 2 0.8 

The WA of the reasons for SEWA respondents’ families not taking out insurance are given in the 

table below (Table No. 2.5.7). In the Baseline a WA of 60.5 SEWA respondents (highest in Bihar at 

84.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 31.4%) gave the reason that they did not understand and it has 

gone up to 69.3 in the Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 75% and lowest in Assam at 55.1%), while it 

has remained almost the same for Control respondents at 67.4. The WA for the reason ‘don’t know 

how to access’ has gone down from 21.7 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 40% and lowest in 

Rajasthan at 4.7%) to 14.5 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 37.8% and none in Rajasthan) for SEWA 

respondents, while it has gone down from 93.7 in Baseline to 16.1 in the Endline for Control 

respondents. The WA of the other reasons for not taking out insurance in Baseline and Endline are 

given in the table below (Table No. 2.5.7). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. 

A-2.5.7 

Table No. 2.5.7: Reasons for not taking out Insurance 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=784 N=334 N=973 N=459 

Don't understand 474 60.5 225 67.4 679 69.8 311 67.8 

Don't know how to access 170 21.7 313 93.7 141 14.5 74 16.1 

Don't believe that getting a payout 29 3.7 8 2.4 166 17.1 91 19.8 

Claim process is very complicated     96 9.9 49 10.7 

Cannot afford to pay the premium 13 1.7 16 4.8 335 34.4 176 38.3 

No insurance required     17 1.7 4 0.9 

 

 



2.5.3: Loans/Credit 

The WA for loan taken by respondents’ family in a year has gone up a little from 33.5 in the Baseline 

(highest in Assam at 47.5% and lowest in UP at 19.9%) to 34 in the Endline (highest in Assam at 53.3% 

and lowest in Bihar at 24.7%), while it has gown down slightly from 24.4 in Baseline to 24 in Endline 

for Control respondents. In the Baseline, the average term of loan among SEWA respondents was 

the highest in Meghalaya at 31.22 months and it has gone up to 36.42 months in the Endline in 

Meghalaya itself, while the highest average term of loan for Control respondents in Baseline was 

in Meghalaya at 27.4 and 22.4 in the Endline. The lowest average term for SEWA respondents was 

17.61 months in Assam in the Baseline and it is 15.25 months in UP in the Endline, while the lowest 

average term of loan for Control respondents in Baseline was in Rajasthan at 14.94 and it is 11.4 

months in UP in the Endline. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.5.8 

Table No. 2.5.8: Details of Loan taken by Respondents’ Family 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Loan taken 666 33.5 164 24.4 692 34 168 24 

Average Term of the Loan (Months)  N  N  N  N 

Gujarat 24.34 419 26.22 92 17.59 397 18.55 66 

Rajasthan 19.74 42 14.94 17 16.68 34 16.33 18 

Bihar 18.95 75 16.25 20 19.95 74 12.29 31 

Uttar Pradesh 27.78 41 21.53 19 15.25 65 11.4 10 

Assam 17.61 120 20 42 15.38 65 15.46 13 

Meghalaya 31.22 120 27.4 40 36.42 57 22.4 30 

The WA for source of loan taken by SEWA respondents’ family for Bank in Baseline was 45.5 

(highest in Meghalaya at 75% and lowest in Assam at 7%) and in the Endline it is 12 for SBI (highest 

in Meghalaya at 57.9% and none in Rajasthan) and 20 for other banks (highest in Rajasthan at 26.5% 

and Meghalaya at 26.3% and lowest in Assam at 3.1%). The WA for taking loan from SHG (SEWA) has 

gone up from 17.7 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 25.5% and lowest in Rajasthan; UP at 2.4% and 

Meghalaya at 3.1%) to 20 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 29.8% and lowest in Assam at 1.5% and 

Rajasthan at 2.9%). Similarly, the WA for taking loan from SHG (other) has gone up from 12.8 in 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 49.1% and lowest in Gujarat at 2.9%) to 19 in the Endline (highest in 

Assam at 70.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 4.5%). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table 

No. A-2.5.9 

Table No. 2.5.9: Source of Loan  

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=666 N=164 N=692 N=168 

Bank (SBI) - - - - 80 12 27 16 

Bank (any other) 303 45.5 84 51.2 140 20 41 24 

SHG (SEWA) 118 17.7 - - 139 20 1 0.6 

SHG (other) 85 12.8 28 17.1 132 19 46 27 

SEWA District Association 1 0.2 - - 9 1.3 8 4.8 

SEWA Bank 56 8.4 - - 59 8.5 - - 

Local Money Lender 50 7.5 11 6.7 6 0.9 8 4.8 



  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Micro Finance Companies 4 0.6 - - 85 12 13 7.7 

Finance Companies (NBFCs) 16 2.4 6 3.7 33 4.8 8 4.8 

Local Trader - - - - 12 1.7 3 1.8 

Local Shopkeeper - - - - 2 0.3 7 4.2 

Friends 39 5.9 13 7.9 55 7.9 22 13 

Relatives 95 14.3 23 14 78 11 32 19 

Company 1 0.2 - - - - - - 

Milk Cooperative 1 0.2 - - - - - - 

Micro Finance - - - - - - - - 

Don't Know - - 1 0.6 - - - - 

The WA for purpose of loan taken for household expense by SEWA respondents’ families has gone 

from 19.3 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 40.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 9.4%) to 31.9 in Endline 

(highest in Assam at 56.9% and none in Meghalaya), while it has gone up from 26.8 in Baseline to 

44 in Endline for Control respondents.     

Table No. 2.5.10: Purpose of Loan 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=666 N=164 N=692 N=168 

Household expenses 128 19.2 44 26.8 221 31.9 74 44 

Business 132 19.8 39 23.8 162 23.4 31 19 

Agriculture 201 30.2 30 18.3 157 22.7 26 16 

Social responsibilities 83 12.5 27 16.5 74 10.7 11 6.5 

Medical Emergency 91 13.7 24 14.6 94 13.6 8 4.8 

Housing loan 77 11.6 12 7.3 60 8.7 6 3.6 

Vehicle loan 31 4.7 7 4.3 21 3 3 1.8 

Children’s Education 14 2.1 5 3 30 4.3 6 3.6 

Pay off Debts - - - - 1 0.1 - - 
Animal Husbandry & Poultry Farming 11 1.7 4 2.4 10 1.4 9 5.4 

Making a Toilet 1 0.2 - - - - - - 

Solar panels 1 0.2 - - - - - - 

Don’t know - - 2 1.2 - - - - 

Shop - - 1 0.6 - - - - 

The WA for taking loan for business has gone up from 19.8 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 

40.6% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.1%) to 23.4 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 54.4% and lowest 

in Rajasthan at 5.9%), while it has gone down from 23.8 in Baseline to 19 in Endline for Control 

respondents. The WA for taking loan for agriculture has gone down from 30.2 in Baseline (highest 

in Meghalaya at 53.1% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.1%) to 22.7 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 

36.8% and lowest in Assam at 7.7%), while it has gone down from 18.3 in Baseline to 16 in Endline 

for Control respondents. The WA for loan taken for meeting social responsibility has gone down 

from 12.5 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 18.7% and none in Meghalaya) to 10.7 in Endline (highest in 

Gujarat at 11.3% and none in Assam and Meghalaya), while it has gone down from 16.5 in Baseline 

to 6.5 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. 

A-2.5.10 

 

 



Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs: 

Gujarat: In Ahmedabad they apply for a loan from SEWA bank. In Aravalli they used to take loan 

from SEWA but now they and in other districts get loan from the savings groups that they are a 

part of. They are charged an interest of 2% and in some districts, it goes up to 8 t0 10%. Local 

moneylenders charge them a very high rate of interest and for that they have to pawn their gold 

jewellery. In Gandhinagar, majority of them take loans for health, education or purchase of 

small/large things. Women who were present informed that they don't borrow money on interest 

anymore, since they can get a loan through SEWA. 

Rajasthan: Rajasthan-Bikaner: If they wish to borrow money, they borrow it from friends in the 

village. They are just aware that if someone urgently needs a loan of around 15,000 to 20,000 

rupees, they can borrow it from someone who can lend it and pay it back with interest as per the 

lender says. 

Dungarpur: Usually, they contact SEWA when they require loan. They can borrow up to 2 lakhs and 

re-pay it as per SEWA's policies. In this group, someone else mentioned that at times they are 

provided gold loans too. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: Generally, when someone requires a loan, they contact the bank. Just a little 

while ago, a woman had taken a loan of 50,000, with an interest rate of 10%. Apart from that, if a 

higher amount is needed, they can also go to Bandhan Bank and the repayment period for that is 

around 1 or 2 years. The repayment deadline is usually determined on the basis of the borrowed 

amount. 

Patna: Loans re only taken from the village, and there isn't complete information about the interest 

rate. 

UP: Lucknow: If a small amount of loan is required, they borrow from each other and survive, but 

if a larger amount is required, they borrow from small lenders who charge an interest rate of about 

1.5% to 3% pm and the loan must be repaid within a year. Here, there is no SHG (Self-Help Group) or 

Microfinance company as of now. People save only in the bank. Microfinance companies do visit, 

but people do not contact them. Usually, they take small loans from each other but when they 

require a larger amount, say one lakh or more, they take loans from the bank or from small money-

lenders. 

Raebareli: They have the SEWA Committee there, as well as the Mission Mangalam group. In the 

village, there are a total of 5 such groups that operate, and the people can get loans at 1% interest 

rate. If they need more money, they can also get loans from the bank quickly, because they share 

a good relationship with the bank. All members of the group are women. They go to the bank as 

well as take loans from their groups (Committee). When there is an emergency, they can get an 

emergency fund of up to Rs. 10,000, with an interest rate that is usually quite reasonable, around 

1% pm. One option is that they take loans from the group (Finance Committee). And the other 

option is that they take loans from a bank. 

Meghalaya: There are about 15 Self Help Groups in the village with women only membership. Their 

main activities is saving and credit. Generally, they would borrow from their own family 

members/relatives during emergencies. There is no interest rate or duration for repayment of loan 

when they borrow from their own family. When being asked about the loan amount they did not 

look comfortable and said that it was not that big of an amount. As per their knowledge, only 1 

woman had taken loan from her own SHG to buy a saw machine for her husband. The interest rate 

is always 1 %. All SHGs are linked to the nearest bank which is Meghalaya Rural Bank located at 

Patharkhmah. They all have accounts in Meghalaya Rural Bank. 



2.6 ACCESS AND EXPOSURE TO ICTs 

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents’ family having Smartphone is 60.9 in Baseline 

(highest in Bihar at 92.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.3%) and has gone up to 81.7 in the Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 92.2% and lowest in Assam at 65.6%), while it has gone from 54.1 in the 

Baseline to 73.9 in the Endline for the Control respondents’ families. The WA for basic feature 

phone has gone down from 81.5 in the Baseline (highest in Bihar at 92.7% and lowest in Meghalaya 

at 60%) to 63.3 in the Endline (highest in Bihar at 73% and lowest in Meghalaya at 43.3%), while it 

has gone down from 79.5 in Baseline to 56.8 in Endline for the Control respondents. The WA of 

SEWA respondents’ family having both the Smartphone and basic mobile has gone down slightly 

from 50.7 in Baseline (highest in UP at 57.8% and Gujarat at 54.9% and nil in Rajasthan and Bihar) to 

49.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 58.9% and lowest in UP at 48.8%), while it has gone down 

from 45.3 in Baseline to 38.2 in Endline for Control respondents’ family. The WA of SEWA 

respondents’ family not having either the Smartphone or basic phone has gone down from 7 in 

Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 25.8% and none in Rajasthan and Bihar) to 4.5 in Endline (highest 

in Assam at 14.8% and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.8%). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – 

Table No. A-2.6.1 

Table No. 2.6.1: Household Ownership of ICTs  

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Desk Computer 45 2.3 10 1.5 40 2 1 0.1 

Laptop 54 2.7 18 2.7 80 3.9 13 1.8 

Tablet 65 3.3 12 1.8 81 4 3 0.4 

Smart phone 1212 60.9 364 54.1 1662 81.7 525 73.9 

Feature phone 1622 81.5 535 79.5 1288 63.3 403 56.8 

Both (S-F) 1008 50.7 305 45.3 1007 49.5 271 38.2 

None (S-F) 139 7 71 10.5 91 4.5 53 7.5 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs: 

Gujarat: The prevalence of women having a phone – be it a Smartphone or a basic feature phone 

has increased over the years. It is the younger women rather than the older who have the 

Smartphone. In most of the villages the older women have the simple keypad phone. 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: Everyone is well aware of computers, laptops, tablets, and smartphones. And, 

a few (3-4) girls here who study in college, have also been given tablets from college. Most of the 

people know about smartphones. They have heard about computers, tablets, and laptops, but 

they don't have much information about its usage. Youth understands it and teach the girls as well 

who use it well. Initially they learn from the smartphone available in their home, and later they also 

learn from each other in college. Many women often use mobile phones to watch serials now.  

Amongst the elderly men and women in the village, women do not have phones, and the men have 

simple keypad phones. Girls going to schools have phones as well. So, if there is any problem, they 

can immediately inform their parents; so girls are given phones, also for safety purposes. Guys also 

have phones. Thus, there is no gender-specific restriction on using phones. Children also use 

phones for their school projects and to watch cartoons. There is no Restriction on using phones 

for communication and education. The ones who can afford surely have phones with them and 



boys like to have their own phone. Most women don't have phones, so those who do have phones 

use them to talk and very few use the internet and use Facebook, Instagram to watch videos. 

Dungarpur: The group is familiar with laptops, computers, smartphones, tablets, etc. and they 

became more aware post the training provided by SEWA during COVID. Hence, due to the training 

by SEWA, people became familiar with these devices. 

There are no restrictions on the access or usage of phones among men, women, and young boys 

and girls. Everyone who were present had a smartphone. Children use phones to watch cartoons. 

Adolescent Girls and Boys create reels, use social media (Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp), as 

well as YouTube. Women use it to pay bills, for entertainment and to learn more about farming 

and animal husbandry. They use mobile phones to keep track of their accounts too. Mostly the 

men and young guys use mobile phones for their entertainment. Women use it for small 

transactions, paying bills, learning new things and to keeping accounts. Children use it for 

education. Not all men use it for entertainment, they also use it for their work. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: In the village, almost everyone has a mobile phone. Even women have their own 

mobile phones now, only very few of them use the simple keypad phones while the rest have 

smartphones. Young boys and girls use phones too, and there are no restrictions on girls, 

everybody uses the mobile phones equally. Kids use it as well to watch cartoons and sometimes to 

study. Youngsters chat with each other using apps like WhatsApp, Instagram and other apps. Older 

men and women use mobile phones to talk to each other, and some of them use WhatsApp as 

well. 

Patna: People from other communities may be using phones, but within this community, no one 

has a phone. Even if there is one phone in the house, it is usually a simple one with key-pads and 

no features. When someone calls on it, they just know to pick it up. 

UP: Lucknow: Although most of the women have their own smartphones, a few of them also have 

simple keypad phones. Presently, 4G connection is available. the women present here use the 

internet through their own or their husband's or any of the other family member's mobile phone. 

Most people have access to internet on their phones, and those who don't have it use Wi-Fi. 

Everyone uses phones according to their own requirements, such as for using apps like WhatsApp, 

Facebook, YouTube, etc, as well as to shop or check things online.  

Raebareli: Everyone present here owns a phone. Here, 4G connectivity is accessible and everyone, 

including men, women, youngsters and children use the internet for Facebook, WhatsApp, 

Snapchat, watching Reels and so on. In the village, every group of people use the internet for 

entertainment purpose and to stay in touch/contact with each other. And everyone uses the 

internet on their phones. Women also use the internet for various purposes such as for using 

Facebook, WhatsApp, Snapchat, watching reels, serials and movies, etc. 

Assam: As per the group’s response, usage of mobile has increased in comparison to earlier years. 

Reason for this is adapting with the current times. Calling and receiving phone calls was the primary 

purpose of mobile phones both by men and women. There was no gender disparity in this activity. 

In addition, SMS, photography, WhatsApp, Facebook were the other functions and applications 

used mostly by young people. There are no such restrictions or social taboo for women and young 

girls to use mobile phones. However due to time constraints, women including teenage girls do 

not get much time to use phone. Reasons given are: in addition to their livelihood work they also 

have to perform household work, care for children and sick elderly people, feeding livestock, care 

for kitchen garden, etc. One young mother said “When I am busy in the kitchen, I would give my 



phone to my kids to keep them busy and that they would be in my sight, so where will I get the 

time to explore my Smartphone”. 

Meghalaya: According to the respondents, Smartphone owners in the village have 4G connections. 

There is very little or no network at all in the village. They also highlighted that even if they have 

digital skills, due to poor connectivity they will not be able to use the internet-based apps. When 

being asked about WI-FI internet connections – they presume that it is the same as the phone 

internet connection. The facilitator had to explain about WI-FI internet and the group shared that 

as per their knowledge, no one in the village has such connections in their homes. They access 

internet mostly on their phones only when they are in areas with good connectivity which is mostly 

in nearby towns. 

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents having Smartphone has gone up from 53 in 

Baseline (highest in Up at 58.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 27.5%) to 56.9 in Endline (highest in UP 

at 68.7% and lowest in Assam at 50.8%), while it has gone down from 49.8 in Baseline to 45.6 in 

Endline for Control respondents. The WA of SEWA respondents having a basic feature phone has 

gone down from 86.4 in Baseline (highest in UP at 95.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 55.8%) to 51.4 

in Endline (highest in Bihar at 64% and lowest in Meghalaya at 31.7%), while it has gone down from 

83.4 in Baseline to 41.8 in Endline for Control respondents.  

Table No. 2.6.2: Use of ICTs by Respondents  

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Desk Computer 28 1.4 6 0.9 44 2.2 3 0.4 

Laptop 16 0.8 11 1.6 63 3.1 7 1 

Tablet 36 1.8 7 1 75 3.7 5 0.7 

Smart phone 1055 53 335 49.8 1158 56.9 324 45.6 

Feature phone 1718 86.4 561 83.4 1045 51.4 297 41.8 

Both (S-F) 893 44.9 279 41.5 570 28 135 19 

None (S-F) 133 6.7 64 9.5 401 19.7 262 36.9 

The WA for SEWA respondents having both Smartphone and basic feature phone has gone down 

from 44.9 in Baseline (highest in UP at 56.3% and none in Rajasthan and Bihar) to 28 in the Endline 

(highest in Gujarat at 50.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 8.3%), while it has gone down from 41.5 in 

Baseline to 19 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for SEWA respondents having neither 

basic or Smartphone has gone up from 6.7 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 31.7% and none in 

Rajasthan and Bihar) to 19.7 in Endline (highest in Assam at 23.8% and Meghalaya at 22.5% and 

lowest in Gujarat at 3%), while it has gone up from 9.5 in Baseline to 36.9 in Endline for Control 

respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.6.2 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline and Endline age is a determining factor in the usage of basic and 

Smartphone among SEWA and Control respondents. (Table No. A-2.6.3 – Annex V – in Gujarat 

report). In Rajasthan’s Bikaner, in the Baseline and Endline, age is a determining factor in the usage 

of basic and Smartphone or both among SEWA and Control respondents – more of the younger 

generation have Smartphones and more of the older generation have the basic mobile. In 

Rajasthan’s Dungarpur in the Baseline, age is not a determining factor in the SEWA respondents 

having a Smartphone; basic feature phone or both but in the Endline, it is a determining factor with 

highest usage of Smartphone in the younger respondents. (Table No A-2.6.1a/A-2.6.1b – Annex V in 

Rajasthan report). In Bihar’s Bhagalpur, in the Baseline, age is a determining factor in the use of 



basic and Smartphone among the SEWA respondents – Use of the Smartphone is highest in the 18-

25 years age-group and it decreases with age, but in the Endline, age is not a determining factor in 

SEWA respondents of Bhagalpur using the basic mobile or the Smartphone. In Bihar’ Dungarpur, in 

the Baseline, age was not a determining factor in the use of basic mobile among the SEWA 

respondents but was a determining factor in the use of the Smartphone and use of both types of 

phones. In the Endline, age is a determining factor in the use of basic mobile, Smartphone and both 

among the SEWA respondents. (Table No A-2.6.1a/A-2.6.1b – Annex V in Bihar report). In Uttar 

Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline age is a determining factor in the use of basic mobile and 

Smartphone and other ICTs – it is highest in the younger age-group and goes down with increasing 

age. (Table No A-2.6.1 – Annex V – in Uttar Pradesh report). In Assam, in the Baseline and Endline, 

the younger generation have higher use of basic mobile, Smartphone and other ICTs. In Meghalaya, 

in the Baseline and Endline, the younger generation have higher use of basic mobile, Smartphone 

and other ICTs. (Table No A.2.6.1a/A.2.6.1b – Annex V in Assam/Meghalaya report) 

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents having their own exclusive phone is 57.6 

(highest in Rajasthan at 82.9% and lowest in Gujarat at 51.7%) and 43.1 for Control respondents. Out 

of those who have an exclusive phone the weighted average of SEWA respondents having a 

Smartphone is 58.7 (highest in Rajasthan at 74.8% and lowest in Bihar at 49.4%) and that of Control 

respondents it is 52.6. The WA for having a basic phone without Internet among SEWA 

respondents is 36.8 (highest in Bihar at 50.6% and Assam at 50% and lowest in Rajasthan at 23.4%) 

and that of Control respondents is 40.8. The WA for having a basic phone with Internet is 12.6 

among SEWA (highest in Assam at 26.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 1.9%) and 14.1 among Control 

respondents.  Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.6.3 

Table No. 2.6.3: Overall Exclusive Phone Used by Respondent 

 Weighted Average SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

Has Own Phone 1172 57.6 306 43.1 

Type of Phone N=1172 N=306 

Smartphone 688 58.7 161 52.6 

Feature phone without Internet 431 36.8 125 40.8 

Feature Phone with Internet 148 12.6 43 14.1 

In Gujarat, in the Endline, the highest number of SEWA respondents to have an exclusive phone is 

in the younger age-group as well as those having a Smartphone. (Table No. A-2.6.4 – Annex V in 

Gujarat report). In Rajasthan, age is not a deciding factor in the SEWA or Control respondents of 

Bikaner and Dungarpur having an exclusive phone – be it a basic feature phone with or without 

Internet or a Smartphone. (Table No. A-2.6.2a/A-2.6.2b – Annex V in Rajasthan report). In Bihar, age 

is not a determining factor in SEWA respondents of Bhagalpur having an exclusive phone, while in 

Dungarpur age is a determining factor in the SEWA respondents having an exclusive phone. (Table 

No. A.6.2a/A.6.2b – Annex V in Bihar report). In Uttar Pradesh, age is not a determining factor in 

SEWA or Control respondents having access to an exclusive phone but the younger generation has 

an exclusive Smartphone compared to the older generation. (Table No. A.6.2 – Annex V in Uttar 

Pradesh report). In Assam, age is not a determining factor on SEWA respondents having an exclusive 

mobile phone – but highest use of Smartphone is in the youngest age-group – though it is not a 

deciding factor in the other kind of phones. In Meghalaya, age is not a determining factor on SEWA 

respondents having an exclusive mobile phone – but highest use of Smartphone is in the youngest 

age-group. (Table No. A.6.2a/A.6.2b – Annex V in Assam/Meghalaya report). 



The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents’ access to Internet has gone up from 33.6 in 

Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 70.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 30.1) to 51 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 65.9 and lowest in Bihar at 42.7%), while it has gone up from 34.3 in Baseline to 43.5 in 

Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.6.4 

Table No. 2.6.4: Access to Internet by Respondents 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Have Access 668 33.6 231 34.3 1037 51 309 43.5 

Don't have Access 1321 66.4 442 65.7 997 49 401 56.5 

The weighted average (WA) to the own internet connection accessed by the SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 60.5 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 97.1% and lowest in UP at 51.7%) to 85.1 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 98.8% and lowest in Up at 69.1%), while it has gone up from 59.7 

in Baseline to 79.9 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for family connection has gone down 

from 44 in Baseline (highest in Up at 51.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 2.9%) to 20.3 in Endline 

(highest in UP at 42.6 and Bihar at 41.4% and lowest in Assam at 0.3%), while it has gone down from 

44.4 in Baseline to 24.3 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for connection from friends 

was 0.8 in Baseline (four in Gujarat and one in UP) but none of the SEWA or Control respondents 

use it in the Endline. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.6.5   

Table No. 2.6.5: Type of Internet Connection  

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=618 N=196 N=1037 N=309 

Own connection 374 60.5 117 59.7 882 85.1 247 79.9 

Family Connection 272 44 87 44.4 211 20.3 75 24.3 

Friends 5 0.8  -  -  -  -  -  - 

The weighted average (WA) for mobile used to access internet by SEWA respondents has remained 

almost same at 99.5 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan; Bihar; UP; Assam and Meghalaya and 99.1% in 

Gujarat) and 99.8 in Endline (all in Gujarat; Rajasthan; UP; Bihar and Meghalaya and 98.4% in Bihar), 

and it is the same for Control respondents – 99.5 in Baseline and 99.7 in Endline. Detailed state-

wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.6.6 

Table No. 2.6.6: Devices on which Internet is accessed by Respondents 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=618 N=196 N=1037 N=309 

Mobile Phone 615 99.5 195 99.5 1035 99.8 308 99.7 

Desktop 7 1.1 4 2 9 0.9 - - 

Laptop 8 1.3 11 5.6 31 3 4 1.3 

Tablet 16 2.6 8 4.1 32 3.1 2 0.6 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline and Endline highest access to an Internet connection was with the 18–

25-year-old SEWA respondents and this access went down with increasing age, but age was not a 

determining factor in the type of connection or the devices that that the respondents had and used 

to access the internet. (Table No. A.2.6.5 – Annex V in Gujarat report). In Rajasthan, age is not a 

deciding factor have access to the Internet or in the type of connection they have or the device on 



which they access the Internet – in Baseline and Endline. (Table No A-2.6.3a/A-2.6.3b – Annex V in 

Rajasthan report). In Bihar, age to some extent is a determining factor in the SEWA respondents 

having access to the Internet and the type of connection they have – highest in the younger age-

groups and goes down with age but in the Endline it is not a determining factor. In the Baseline as 

well as Endline, age was not a determining factor in the SEWA respondents choosing the device on 

which to access the Internet as all of them accessed it on their mobile. (Table No A-2.6.3a/A-2.6.3b 

– Annex V in Bihar report). In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline, age is a determining factor 

in SEWA and Control respondents’ access to an Internet connection. Age was also not a determining 

factor in the devices used by the respondents to access the internet or the devices on which they 

accessed the Internet. (Table No A-2.6.3 – Annex V in Uttar Pradesh report). In Assam, in the Baseline 

and Endline, age is a determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents’ access to an Internet 

connection; type of connection and devices on which they access the Internet. In Meghalaya, in the 

Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents’ access to 

an Internet connection or type of connection and the device on which they access the Internet. 

(Table No A-2.6.3a/A-2.6.3b – Annex V in Assam/Meghalaya report) 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs: 

Gujarat: In all the district they have access to the 4G network. In Ahmedabad they use Jio cards 

more than the Airtel cards. 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: Connectivity technologies such as 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G, etc exist and the younger 

generation is well aware of them, but older people aren't. Younger generation is more aware about 

Wi-Fi, than the others. Everyone uses internet on their phones. Children use it to watch cartoons 

and for online classes. Young boys and girls also use phones for studies, entertainment and for 

work purposes. Some women watch serials on their mobile phones. Only a handful of women are 

aware of the Interne and very few use it. 

Dungarpur: Here, everyone has access to 4G and most people use Airtel's SIM cards. They are 

familiar with apps like Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, and various other online apps. Everyone 

here is aware of Wi-Fi. Internet is used to watch serials, to learn new things from YouTube, for 

online shopping to. Children use it to watch cartoons, it’s also used to pay and keep track of bills. 

Majority of women present there were technology-savvy and they use internet too. They all had 

Smartphones. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: Everyone uses mobile phones, but nobody has a laptop or tablet yet, they are 

familiar with mobile phones and use them as well. Here, everyone has 3G, 4G, and 5G connectivity, 

and the network is also available without any problem. Everybody can use the internet to use apps 

like Facebook, WhatsApp, and many more. Yes, Wi-Fi is available at homes and women also have 

internet on their phones. All the women here are familiar with this technology and majority of them 

also use the internet. 

Patna: They use a basic phone and only receive calls on it and there are only three or four women 

who know how to make calls. As far as connectivity is concerned, they are aware that 4G works 

here and that, the Airtel Network works particularly well 

Assam: They have 4G connectivity and the internet connection in the village is fast as the tower of 

Jio is installed in the village. Those who don't have their own smartphone, have at least one 

smartphone at home, and so use internet on it. Those who have their own smartphones, use the 

internet on their phones. And almost everyone in the village has a phone, also use the internet on 

it. 



2.7 DIGITAL READINESS/LITERACY 

2.7.1:  Use of Features of Basic Mobile 

The weighted average (WA) for unlocking handset of basic mobile without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone down slightly from 65.6 in Baseline (highest in UP at 83% and lowest in 

Assam at 29.2%) to 65 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 92.2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 38.3%), 

while it has gone down from 64.2 in Baseline to 50.1 in Endline, for Control Respondents.  

Table No. 2.7.1: Features of Basic Mobile Used With/Without Assistance 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

 Unlocking Handset 

Without Assistance 1305 65.6 432 64.2 1323 65 356 50.1 

With Assistance 394 19.8 123 6.2 235 11.6 112 15.8 

Do not use 290 14.6 118 5.9 476 23.4 242 34.1 

Receiving Calls 

Without Assistance 1728 86.9 569 84.5 1600 78.7 475 66.9 

With Assistance 131 6.6 33 1.7 122 6 70 9.9 

Do not use 144 7.2 72 3.6 312 15.3 165 23.2 

Making voice calls   

Without Assistance 1277 64.2 417 62 1335 65.6 375 52.8 

With Assistance 474 23.8 152 7.6 211 10.4 112 15.8 

Do not use 238 12 104 5.2 488 24 223 31.4 

Reading SMS 

Without Assistance 675 33.9 284 42.2 848 41.7 212 29.9 

With Assistance 254 12.8 75 3.8 252 12.4 87 12.3 

Do not use 1060 53.3 435 21.9 934 45.9 411 57.9 

Sending SMS 

Without Assistance 504 25.3 179 26.6 763 37.5 195 27.5 

With Assistance 245 12.3 72 3.6 287 14.1 95 13.4 

Do not use 1240 62.3 422 21.2 984 48.4 420 59.2 

Saving Name/Nos.               
Without Assistance 668 33.6 215 31.9 824 40.5 208 29.3 

With Assistance 535 26.9 166 8.3 302 14.8 94 13.2 

Do not use 786 39.5 292 14.7 908 44.6 408 57.5 

Muting                 
Without Assistance 757 38.1 242 36 866 42.6 211 29.7 

With Assistance 417 21 120 6 283 13.9 101 14.2 

Do not use 815 41 311 15.6 885 43.5 398 56.1 

The WA for receiving calls on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

down from 86.9 in Baseline (highest in Up at 97.2% and lowest in Assam at 46.7%) to 78.7 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 97.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 45%), while it has gone down from 84.5 

in Baseline to 66.9 for Control respondents. 

The WA for making voice call on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up slightly from 64.2 in Baseline (highest in Up at 82% and lowest in Assam at 29.2%) to 65.6 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 89.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 43.3%), while it has gone down 

from 62 in Baseline to 52.8 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The WA for reading SMS on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 33.9 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 53.3% and lowest in Assam at 27.5%) to 41.7 in Endline 



(highest in Rajasthan at 72.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.3%), while it has gone down from 42.2 

in Baseline to 29.9 in Endline for Control respondents.   

The WA for sending SMS on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 25.3 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 46.7% and lowest in Assam at 21.7 and Gujarat at 

21.8%) to 37.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 67.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 26.7%), while it 

has gone up slightly from 26.6 in Baseline to 27.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The WA for Saving names/numbers on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 33.6 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 53.3 and lowest in Gujarat at 29.7 and Assam 

at 30%) to 40.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 72.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.3%), while it 

has gone down from 31.9 in Baseline to 29.3 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The WA for muting the basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone up from 

38.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 56.3% and lowest in Assam at 27.5%) to 42.6 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 74.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 25.8%), while it has gone down from 36 in Baseline 

to 29.7 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table 

No. A-2.7.1 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline as well as Endline, the highest percentage of SEWA and Control 

respondents using the various features of the basic mobile without assistance like unlocking 

handset; receiving calls; making calls; reading SMS; sending SMS; saving names/numbers; keeping 

it on silent were in the 18-25 years age-group and this proficiency went down with increasing age. 

(Table No. A-2.7.2 – Annex V in Gujarat report). In Rajasthan, majority SEWA respondents who could 

unlock their basic mobile; receive calls; read SMS; Send SMS; Save names and numbers and mute 

their basic mobile without assistance were in the 18-25 years age-group and it decreased with 

increasing age – in Baseline and Endline. (Table No A-2.7.2a/A-2.7.2b – Annex V in Rajasthan report). 

In Bihar, in the Baseline and Endline, age was a determining factor in SEWA respondents’ 

proficiency in using the various features of the basic mobile. (Table No A-2.7.2a/A-2.7.2b – Annex V 

in Bihar report). In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline, proficiency in using the various 

features of the basic mobile with or without assistance was the highest in the 18-25 years age-group 

of the SEWA respondents and this proficiency went down with increasing age. (Table No A-2.7.2 – 

Annex V in Uttar Pradesh report). In Assam, in the Baseline and Endline, proficiency in using the 

various features of the basic mobile with or without assistance was the highest in the 18-25 years 

age-group of the SEWA respondents and this proficiency went down with increasing age. In 

Meghalaya, in the Baseline and Endline, proficiency in using the various features of the basic mobile 

with or without assistance was the highest in the 18-25 years age-group of the SEWA respondents 

and this proficiency went down with increasing age. (Table No A-2.7.2a/A-2.7.2b – Annex V in Assam 

/Meghalaya report).   

2.7.2:  Use of Features of Smartphone  

The weighted average (WA) for unlocking handset of Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone up from 37.6 in Baseline (highest in UP at 53.9% and lowest in Assam at 

24.2%) to 56.3 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 78.3% and lowest in Bihar at 49.3%), while it has 

gone up from 36.8 in Baseline to 40 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for receiving calls on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone up from 53.4 in Baseline (highest in UP at 65% and lowest in Meghalaya at 

29.2%) to 69.6 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 89.9% and lowest in Bihar at 60%), while it has 

gone up from 7.7 in Baseline to 13.4 in Endline for Control respondents. 



The weighted average (WA) for making voice calls from the Smartphone without assistance for 

SEWA respondents has gone up from 37.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 51.9% and lowest in Assam 

at 19.2%) to 58.2 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 80.6% and lowest in Assam at 54.1%), while it has 

gone from 36.1 in Baseline to 45.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for making video calls from the Smartphone without assistance for 

SEWA respondents has gone up from 24.2 in Baseline (highest in Up at 37.9% and lowest in Bihar at 

19.7%) to 43.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 69% and lowest in Bihar at 30%), while it has gone 

from 23.6 in Baseline to 31 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for reading SMS on the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone up from 22.5 in Baseline (highest in UP at 35% and lowest in Bihar at 17.6%) 

to 39.1 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 65.1% and lowest in Bihar at 25%), while it has remained 

almost same for the Control respondents at 28.4.  

The weighted average (WA) for sending SMS from the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone up from 19.2 in Baseline (highest in UP at 30.1% and lowest in Bihar at 16.3%) 

to 38.3 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 65.9% and lowest in Bihar at 29.3%), while it has gone up 

from 18.7 in Baseline to 26.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for savings names/numbers on the Smartphone without assistance for 

SEWA respondents has gone up from 21.8 in Baseline (highest in UP at 33% and lowest in Bihar at 

18.3%) to 37.3 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 65.9% and lowest in Bihar at 25%), while it has gone 

up from 20.5 in Baseline to 26.9 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for muting the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 23.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 34.5% and lowest in Assam at 19.2% and Bihar at 

19.4%) to 42.3 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 69.8% and lowest in Bihar at 31.7%), while it has 

gone up from 22 in Baseline to 27.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for using IVRS on the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone up from 15.1 in Baseline (highest in Up at 15% and lowest in Assam at 0.8%) 

to 30.9 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 62% and lowest in Bihar at 23%), while it has gone up from 

9.2 in Baseline to 19.6 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for using Facebook on the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone up from 15.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 22.3% and lowest in Assam at 10%) 

to 30.9 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 45% and lowest in Meghalaya at 22.5%), while it has gone 

up from 13.1 in Baseline to 17.6 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for using WhatsApp on the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone up from 20.8 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 27% and lowest in Assam at 

11.7%) to 39 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 72.9% and lowest in Assam at 26.2%), while it has gone 

up from 19.3 in Baseline to 24.8 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for watching YouTube videos on the Smartphone without assistance 

for SEWA respondents has gone up from 23.8 in Baseline (highest in UP at 35.9% and lowest in 

Assam at 13.3%) to 40.4 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 69.8% and lowest in Assam at 18%), while 

it has gone up from 22.3 in Baseline to 26.1 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for using Instagram on the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone up from 0.1 in Baseline (one in Rajasthan and Assam each) to 5.4 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 24.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.7%), while it has gone up from 0.1 in Baseline 

to 2.3 in Endline for Control respondents.  



The weighted average (WA) for using Google on the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents has gone up from 0.1 in Baseline (one in Rajasthan and Assam each) to 0.3 in Endline 

(one in Bihar and six in UP).  

The weighted average (WA) for using Snapchat on the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA 

respondents in the Endline is 1.2 (none in Assam and Meghalaya and 2.3% in Bihar) while for 

Shopping without assistance it is 0.8 (none in Assam; six in Bihar; four each in Rajasthan and 

Meghalaya and one each in Gujarat and UP). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table 

No. A-2.7.2 

Table No. 2.7.2: Features of Smartphone Used With/Without Assistance 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

 Unlocking Handset 

Without Assistance 748 37.6 248 36.8 1145 56.3 284 40 

With Assistance 303 15.2 95 14.1 262 12.9 119 16.8 

Do not use 938 47.2 330 49 627 30.8 307 43.2 

Receiving Calls 

Without Assistance 1062 53.4 336 49.9 1416 69.6 396 55.8 

With Assistance 162 8.1 52 7.7 187 9.2 95 13.4 

Do not use 765 38.5 285 42.3 431 21.2 219 30.8 

Making voice calls   

Without Assistance 738 37.1 243 36.1 1184 58.2 323 45.5 

With Assistance 368 18.5 116 17.2 254 12.5 109 15.4 

Do not use 883 44.4 314 46.7 596 29.3 278 39.2 

Making Video Calls 

Without Assistance 481 24.2 159 23.6 884 43.5 220 31 

With Assistance 297 14.9 90 13.4 279 13.7 89 12.5 

Do not use 1211 60.9 424 63 871 42.8 401 56.5 

Reading SMS 

Without Assistance 447 22.5 191 28.4 796 39.1 201 28.3 

With Assistance 143 7.2 42 6.2 237 11.7 72 10.1 

Do not use 1399 70.3 561 83.4 1001 49.2 437 61.5 

Sending SMS 

Without Assistance 382 19.2 126 18.7 779 38.3 188 26.5 

With Assistance 154 7.7 49 7.3 244 12 79 11.1 

Do not use 1453 73.1 498 74 1011 49.7 443 62.4 

Saving Name/Nos. 

Without Assistance 434 21.8 138 20.5 759 37.3 191 26.9 

With Assistance 268 13.5 83 12.3 240 11.8 75 10.6 

Do not use 1287 64.7 452 67.2 1035 50.9 444 62.5 

Muting 

Without Assistance 459 23.1 148 22 861 42.3 195 27.5 

With Assistance 219 11 65 9.7 238 11.7 99 13.9 

Do not use 1311 65.9 460 68.4 935 46 416 58.6 

Interactive voice response system (IVRS) 

Without Assistance 174 8.7 62 9.2 606 29.8 139 19.6 

With Assistance 62 3.1 29 4.3 206 10.1 70 9.9 

Do not use 1753 88.1 582 86.5 1222 60.1 501 70.6 

Facebook 

Without Assistance 301 15.1 88 13.1 629 30.9 125 17.6 

With Assistance 80 4 16 2.4 157 7.7 70 9.9 



  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Do not use 1608 80.8 569 84.5 1248 61.4 515 72.5 

WhatsApp 

Without Assistance 414 20.8 130 19.3 793 39 176 24.8 

With Assistance 76 3.8 16 2.4 179 8.8 86 12.1 

Do not use 1499 75.4 527 78.3 1062 52.2 448 63.1 

YouTube 

Without Assistance 473 23.8 150 22.3 822 40.4 185 26.1 

With Assistance 100 5 29 4.3 212 10.4 104 14.6 

Do not use 1416 71.2 494 73.4 1000 49.2 421 59.3 

Instagram 

Without Assistance 2 0.1 1 0.1 109 5.4 16 2.3 

Do not use 1987 99.9 672 99.9 1925 94.6 694 97.7 

Snapchat 

Without Assistance -  -  -  -  25 1.2 1 0.1 

Do not use -  -  -  -  2009 98.8 709 99.9 

Shopping 

Without Assistance -  -  -  -  16 0.8 1 0.1 

Do not use -  -  -  -  2018 99.2 709 99.9 

Google 

Without Assistance 2 0.1 -  -  7 0.3 2 0.3 

Do not use 1987 99.9 673 100 2027 99.7 708 99.7 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline as well as Endline, the highest percentage of SEWA and Control 

respondents using the various features of the Smartphone without assistance like unlocking 

handset; receiving calls; making calls; making video calls; reading SMS; sending SMS; saving 

names/numbers; keeping it on silent; IVRS; Facebook; WhatsApp; YouTube are in the 18-25 years 

age-group and this proficiency goes down with increasing age. (Table No. A-2.7.4 – Annex V in 

Gujarat report). In Rajasthan, in the Baseline as well as Endline, the highest percentage of SEWA 

and Control respondents using the various features of the Smartphone without assistance like 

unlocking handset; receiving calls; making calls; making video calls; reading SMS; sending SMS; 

saving names/numbers; keeping it on silent; IVRS; Facebook; WhatsApp; YouTube are in the 18-25 

years age-group and this proficiency goes down with increasing age.  (Table No A-2.7.4a/A-2.7.4b – 

Annex V in Rajasthan report). In Bihar, in the Baseline as well as Endline, age was a determining 

factor in the proficiency of using the various features of the Smartphone among SEWA 

respondents and it was also the highest in the younger age-group. These proficiencies went down 

with increasing age. Looking at the use of web-based applications highest use is among the 18-25 

years age-group and this goes down with increasing age. (Table No. A-2.7.4a/A-2.7.4b – Annex V in 

Bihar report). In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline, proficiency in using the various features 

of the Smartphone with or without assistance was the highest in the 18-25 years age-group of the 

SEWA respondents and this proficiency went down with increasing age. Looking at the use of web-

based applications – the usage among the SEWA respondents is still low and out of those who use 

it the highest use is among the 18-25 years age-group and this goes down with increasing age. 

(Table No. A-2.7.4 – Annex V in Uttar Pradesh report). In Assam, in the proficiency in using the 

various features of the Smartphone with or without assistance was the highest in the 18-25 years 

age-group of the SEWA respondents and this proficiency went down with increasing age. Looking 

at the use of web-based applications – the usage among the SEWA respondents is still low and out 

of those who use it the highest use is among the 18-25 years age-group and this goes down with 

increasing age. In Meghalaya, in the proficiency in using the various features of the Smartphone 



with or without assistance was the highest in the 18-25 years age-group of the SEWA respondents 

and this proficiency went down with increasing age. Looking at the use of web-based applications 

– the usage among the SEWA respondents is still low and out of those who use it the highest use 

is among the 18-25 years age-group and this goes down with increasing age. (Table No. A-2.7.4a/A-

2.7.4b – Annex V in Bihar report). 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents using the Smartphone with/without assistance 

has gone up from 5.5 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 12.5% and lowest in Bihar at 3.5%) to 33.2 in 

Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 39.2% and lowest in Assam at 26.3%), while it has gone up from 5.3 

in Baseline to 19.3 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex 

V – Table No. A-2.7.3 

Table No. 2.7.3.: Smartphone Used With/Without Assistance 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

With/Without Assistance 109 5.5 36 5.3 675 33.2 137 19.3 

Do Not Use 1880 94.5 637 94.7 1359 66.8 573 80.7 

 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs:  

Gujarat: Girls and younger women are familiar with WhatsApp; Instagram; Facebook; YouTube 

Videos; shopping site Meesho as well as Serials. In Chhota Udepur not all women use these apps 

as they don’t have Internet. In Patan women do use WhatsApp even if they have to use it on 

someone else’s phone in the family. The men in the village also use the above social media Apps. 

In Aravalli the women mentioned that men use the phone more for work but they do use it for 

entertainment. In many districts young boys and girls use the phone for their studies but also use 

Facebook; WhatsApp; Instagram and watch videos on it. They also mentioned that younger 

children in their village used the phone to watch cartoons and play games. There are many women 

who also use it for online purchases and women have started using PhonePe to make payments. 

In Chhota Udepur Smartphones are used mostly by boys of the household as they have just one 

Smartphone between the whole family. In Gandhinagar, they use the mobile for sending/receiving 

money, education and for creating reels and making video calls. 

Rajasthan: Rajasthan-Bikaner: Some of these women know to use the phone pretty well, however 

some of them don't. 

Dungarpur: Most of the women and girls present in this group were smartphone savvy. They were 

using various apps on their mobile phones and were also aware of all the features of their mobile 

phones. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: The older men and women only use phones to make calls and communicate, 

whereas young boys, girls and women can also use apps on the phone like Facebook, WhatsApp, 

Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat, Telegram, etc. They can make videos as well as shop online.  

Patna: Phones are used only to talk to each other via call, as for the rest, smartphones with touch 

screens are not owned by anyone. 

UP: Lucknow: Generally, a phone is used to talk to each other. However now, among youngsters 

many other uses are also common. They use WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube 

and apps for online shopping and online payments. Few of them still find it a bit difficult to transfer 

money online. However, they find it easy to use Facebook, WhatsApp, watch videos on YouTube, 



and talk to each other through video calls. There are around 1 or 2 women, who can even pay their 

light bills online and several other women now shop online. Men and youngsters can use their 

phones in all ways. 

Raebareli: The first and foremost usage of mobile phones, is to talk/communicate with each other. 

However now, it is also used for social media and digital transactions. They find it very easy to talk 

on the phone with each other, using Facebook, WhatsApp, Snapchat, Instagram and Reels. And 

manage to purchase things online with the help of others. There are around 4 to 5 women who 

know how to make online payments, and the others seek help from their family members.  

Assam: All women have phones, either smartphones or simple keypad phones, and those who have 

simple phones use their husbands' smartphones and thus use the internet too. The older men and 

women only use phones to make calls and communicate, whereas young boys, girls and women 

can also use apps on the phone like Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat, etc. They 

can make videos as well as shop online. Now they feel that their knowledge and skills about various 

features of the mobile are too good 

Meghalaya: About 80% of them learnt how to operate their Smartphone from peer-to-peer 

learning/other young members of the family. It is also learnt that most of the school/college going 

(located in State’s capital) young people of the village have average or good digital knowledge due 

to their exposure. Majority of the villager people own smartphones and it is mostly the elderly 

people that own phones with basic features. There are no gender differences in terms of 

ownership of phones. They said that they have minimal skills about the various features of the 

mobile. Especially the age-group between 35–50 years old consider themselves as old people and 

their usage of phone is basically making and receiving calls. The young mothers (age group 

between 19 to 25 years old) consider themselves as average in their digital skills since besides 

phone calls they are also using their Smartphone for photography and keeping in touch with their 

family and friends through social media apps like WhatsApp and Facebook. 

The weighted averages (WA) for SEWA respondents assessing their own proficiency in using the 

mobile is given in the table below (Table No. 2.7.4). The WA for poor given by SEWA respondents 

has gone down from 29.3 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 58.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 19.8%) 

to 15.5 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 39.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.7%), while it has gone down 

from 35.1 in Baseline to 26.9 in Endline for Control respondents.  

 Table No. 2.7.4: Own Assessment on Use of Mobile  

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Poor 582 29.3 236 35.1 315 15.5 191 26.9 

Average 823 41.4 263 39.1 723 35.6 304 42.8 

Good 439 22.1 121 18 816 40.1 172 24.3 

Excellent 145 7.3 53 7.9 180 8.8 42 5.9 

The WA for average given by SEWA respondents has gone down from 41.4 in Baseline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 34.9 and lowest in Assam at 28.3%) to 35.6 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 44.2% and 

lowest in UP at 17.1%), while it has gone up from 39.1 in Baseline to 42.8 in Endline for Control 

respondents. The WA for good has gone up from 22.1 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 31.7% and 

lowest in Assam at 12.5%) to 40.1 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 49.2% and lowest in Bihar at 

32.7%), while it has gone up from 18 in Baseline to 24.3 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA 



for excellent has gone up slightly from 7.3 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 13.5% and lowest in 

Assam at 0.8%) to 8.8 in Endline (highest in UP at 14.2% and lowest in Gujarat at 0.9%), while it has 

gone down from 7.9 in Baseline to 5.9 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table 

available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.7.4 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline as well as in the Endline, highest rating of good’ and ‘excellent’ among 

SEWA respondents was the 18-25 years age-group. This rating went down with increasing age. 

(Table No. A-2.7.5 – Annex V in Gujarat report). In Rajasthan’s Bikaner in the Baseline majority SEWA 

respondents who have said that they are either ‘Good’ or ‘Excellent’ in the use of the mobile are in 

the 18-25 years age-group and in Endline also age is a determining factor in how they have rated 

their proficiency in the use of the mobile. In Rajasthan’s Dungarpur age is not a determining factor 

when the SEWA respondents made an assessment in the Baseline and Endline on their ability to 

use the mobile phone. (Table No A-2.7.5a/A-2.7.5b – Annex V in Rajasthan report). In the Baseline 

and Endline, age was determining factor in how the respondents of Bihar had rated themselves in 

their proficiency in using the mobile phone. (Table No A-2.7.5a/A-2.7.5b – Annex V in Bihar report). 

In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline as well as Endline, majority SEWA respondents in the 18-25 years 

age-group rated their proficiency in the use of the mobile as ‘good’ – this rating went down among 

the SEWA respondents with increasing age. (Table No. A-2.7.5 – Annex V in Uttar Pradesh report). 

In Assam, in the Baseline as well as in the Endline, highest rating of good’ and ‘excellent’ among 

SEWA respondents was the 18-25 years age-group. This rating went down with increasing age. In 

Meghalaya, in the Baseline, highest rating of good’ and ‘excellent’ among SEWA respondents was 

the 18-25 years age-group and this rating went down with increasing age. In the Endline, age is not 

a deciding factor in how the respondents have rated their proficiency in the use of the mobile 

phone. (Table No. Table No A-2.7.5a/A-2.7.5b – Annex V in Assam/Meghalaya report).   

2.8 ACCESS AND USE OF DIGITAL FINANCIAL SERVICES/PRODUCT 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Banking without 

assistance has gone up from 1 in Baseline (2.5% in Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Bihar at 0.7%) 

to 11.2 in Endline (highest in UP at 13.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 7.5%), while it has gone up from 

1.5 in Baseline to 6.5 in Endline for Control respondents. 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Payment of Bills 

without assistance has gone up from 0.8 in Baseline (eight in Ahmedabad; two each in Rajasthan; 

UP and Assam and one each in Bihar and Meghalaya) to 10 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 20.2% 

and lowest in Assam at 5.7%), while it has gone up from 1.2 in Baseline to 4.7 in Endline for Control 

respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Sending/receiving 

money without assistance has gone up from 1.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 1.9% and none in 

Meghalaya) to 12.8 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 26.4% and lowest in Assam at 7.4%), while it 

has gone up from 2.5 in Baseline to 6.1 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Shopping without 

assistance has gone up from 2.2 in Baseline (highest in UP at 2.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) 

to 14.5 in Endline (highest at Rajasthan at 28.7% and lowest in Gujarat at 11.6%), while it has gone up 

from 2.5 in Baseline to 6.5 in Endline for Control respondents. 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Purchase of Tickets 

without assistance has gone up from 0.6 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 2.5% and none in UP) to 



4.7 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 9.3% and none in Meghalaya and one in Assam), while it has 

gone up from 0.9 in Baseline to 2.1 in Endline for Control respondents. 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Business/Work 

without assistance has gone up from 0.5 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 2.5% and less than one 

in all other states) to 6.2 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 29.2% and lowest in Assam at 3.3 and 

Gujarat at 3.8%), while it has gone up from 0.3 in Baseline to 2 in Endline for Control respondents. 

Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.8.1 

Table No. 2.8.1: Features of Smartphone Used With/Without Assistance 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Banking 

Without Assistance 20 1 10 1.5 228 11.2 46 6.5 

With Assistance 31 1.6 11 1.6 217 10.7 60 8.5 

Do not use 1938 97.4 652 96.9 1589 78.1 603 85 

Payment of Bills 

Without Assistance 16 0.8 8 1.2 203 10 33 4.7 

With Assistance 32 1.6 14 2.1 190 9.3 37 5.2 

Do not use 1941 97.6 651 96.7 1641 80.7 639 90.1 

Sending/Receiving Money 

Without Assistance 21 1.1 17 2.5 260 12.8 43 6.1 

With Assistance 35 1.8 15 2.2 208 10.2 37 5.2 

Do not use 1855 93.3 641 95.2 1566 77 629 88.7 

Shopping 

Without Assistance 43 2.2 17 2.5 298 14.6 46 6.5 

With Assistance 38 1.9 14 2.1 163 8 31 4.4 

Do not use 1908 95.9 642 95.4 1573 77.3 632 89.1 

Purchase of Tickets 

Without Assistance 11 0.6 6 0.9 95 4.7 15 2.1 

With Assistance 31 1.6 10 1.5 116 5.7 20 2.8 

Do not use 1947 97.9 657 97.6 1823 89.6 674 95.1 

Business/Work 

Without Assistance 10 0.5 2 0.3 127 6.2 14 2 

With Assistance 27 1.4 11 1.6 93 4.6 16 2.3 

Do not use 1952 98.1 660 98.1 1814 89.2 679 95.8 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline as well as the Endline, the younger age-group SEWA and Control 

respondents used their Smartphone for various net transactions like banking; payment of bills; 

sending/receiving money; shopping; purchase of tickets and for business (with or without 

assistance) while none in the above 60 years use it for any of the net banking transactions. (Table 

No. A-2.8.2 – Annex V in Gujarat report). In Rajasthan, Bikaner in the Baseline, none of the SEWA 

respondents used their Smartphone for Banking, Payment of Bills or Purchase of Tickets and in the 

Endline age is not a determining factor in their use of the mobile for banking; payment of bills or 

purchase of tickets; sending / receiving money; shopping or for business/work. In Rajasthan, 

Dungarpur age is not a deciding factor in the SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for 

banking; payment of bills or purchase of tickets; sending / receiving money; shopping or for 

business/work in Baseline and Endline. (Table No A-2.8.2a/A-2.8.2b – Annex V in Rajasthan report). 

In Bihar, Bhagalpur in the Baseline as well as Endline, it is some of the younger age-group SEWA 

respondents that used their Smartphone for various net transactions with or without assistance. 



None of the respondents in Bihar, Patna had used their Smartphone for the various online 

transactions in the Baseline and in the Endline some of the younger age-group SEWA respondents 

used their Smartphone for various net transactions with or without assistance. (Table No A-

2.8.2a/A-2.8.2b – Annex V in Bihar report). In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline, age cannot be said to 

be a determining factor in the access and use of some of the digital financial services on their 

Smartphone. In the Endline, to some extent age determines the use of the Smartphone for 

banking; sending/receiving money; shopping; purchase of tickets; for business/work. The younger 

generation is more comfortable using it for the above purposes than the older generation – it 

decreases with age. (Table No. A-2.8.2 – Annex V in Uttar Pradesh report). In Assam, in the Baseline 

as well as the Endline, the younger age-group used used their Smartphone for banking; payment 

of bills; sending/receiving money; shopping; purchase of tickets and for business/work to some 

extent – with and without assistance. In Meghalaya, in the Baseline as well as the Endline, the 

younger age-group used used their Smartphone for banking; payment of bills; sending/receiving 

money; shopping; purchase of tickets and for business/work to some extent – with and without 

assistance. (Table No A-2.8.2a/A-2.8.2b – Annex V in Assam/Meghalaya report)  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for planning and 

coordinating with people they work with has gone down slightly from 27.9 in Baseline (highest in 

Gujarat at 35.5% and lowest in Assam at 5%) to 27.4 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 50% and 

lowest in Assam at 4.9%), while it has gone down from 28.5 in Baseline to 18.6 in Endline for Control 

respondents. Barring this use the WA has gone up for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone 

for other purposes as seen in the table given below (Table No. 2.8.2) Detailed state-wise table 

available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.8.2 

Table No. 2.8.2: Other Uses of Mobile-Weighted Average 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Plan and Coordinate with people work with 555 27.9 192 28.5 558 27.4 132 18.6 

Market information on milk//livelihood products services 52 2.6 20 1 442 21.7 109 15.4 

Maintain relationship/contacts related to business 58 2.9 16 0.8 469 23.1 120 16.9 

Access market and price information 82 4.1 27 1.4 396 19.5 58 8.2 

Children’s school projects 122 6.1 28 1.4 351 17.3 22 3.1 

Transport of goods and services 50 2.5 15 0.8 298 14.7 56 7.9 

Follow-up on payment 64 3.2 16 0.8 287 14.1 46 6.5 

Access market information for agriculture 37 1.9 7 0.4 273 13.4 51 7.2 

Check/Confirm, Prices from Various sources 39 2 6 0.3 257 12.6 40 5.6 

Learn new agricultural practices 29 1.5 5 0.3 229 11.3 38 5.4 

Access weather information for agriculture 39 2 6 0.3 227 11.2 47 6.6 

Market information on non-farm goods 35 1.8 4 0.2 223 11 25 3.5 

Learn about innovations in agriculture 29 1.5 3 0.2 182 8.9 28 3.9 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline as well as in the Endline, the younger age-group SEWA and Control 

respondents use their mobile for other professional uses like planning and coordinating with 

people with work with; working on children’s school projects; maintaining business related 

contacts; access market and price information, etc. (Table No. A-2.8.4 – Annex V in Gujarat report). 

In Rajasthan, age is not a determining factor on how the SEWA respondents use the mobile phone 

for other uses in their professional life – in Baseline or Endline. (Table No A-2.8.3a/A-2.8.3b – Annex 

V in Rajasthan report). In Bihar, though the usage of the mobile is low for other professional 



purposes it is mostly used by the SEWA respondents in the 18-25 and the 26-30 years age-group 

and in the Endline, age is a determining factor in the usage by the SEWA respondent of Bhagalpur 

for other professional purposes. (Table No. A-2.8.4a/A-2.8.4b – Annex V in Bihar report). In Uttar 

Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor in the SEWA and Control 

respondents using their mobile for other work-related uses. (Table No. A-2.8.4 – Annex V in Uttar 

Pradesh report). In Assam age is not a determining factor in the Baseline and Endline in the SEWA 

and Control respondents using their mobile for other work-related uses. In Meghalaya age is not a 

determining factor in the Baseline and Endline in the SEWA and Control respondents using their 

mobile for other work-related uses. (Table No. A-2.8.4a/A-2.8.4b – Annex V in Assam/Meghalaya 

report). 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents doing no net banking transaction in a month 

has gone down from 96.3 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 99.7% and lowest in Assam at 76.7%) to 

75.7% in Endline (highest in Bihar at 89.7% and lowest in Gujarat at 71.1%), while it has gone down 

from 97.2 in Baseline to 83.7 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA, for SEWA respondents 

doing 1-5 such transactions in a month has gone up from 3.1 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 22.5% 

and lowest in Bihar at 0.3%) to 21.2 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 25.8% and lowest in Rajasthan 

and Bihar at 10.9%), while it has gone down from 18 in Baseline to 15.8 in Endline for Control 

respondents. The WA for SEWA respondents doing 6-10 such transactions had gone up from 0.3 in 

Baseline (five in Gujarat and one in UP and none in the other states) to 2 in the Endline (None in 

Bihar and UP and below 3% in the other states), while it has remained the same for Control 

respondents at 0.1. The WA for SEWA respondents doing more than 10 such transactions gone up 

from 0.3 in Baseline (one in Assam and five in Meghalaya) to 3 in the Endline (None in Bihar and Up 

and 7.4% in Assam). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.8.3   

Table No. 2.8.3: Number of Net banking transactions done in a month 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

None 1916 96.3 654 97.2 154 75.7 594 83.7 

1-5 61 3.1 18 2.7 432 21.2 112 15.8 

6-10 6 0.3 1 0.1 40 2 1 0.1 

More than 10 6 0.3     22 1.1 3 0.4 
 

In Gujarat, in the Baseline age was not a determining factor in the number of net banking 

transaction that the SEWA and Control respondents generally do in a month. In the Endline, the 

lowest number of SEWA respondents doing no net banking transactions in a month are in the 18-

25 years age-group and it increases with increasing age (Table No. 2.8.2 in Gujarat report). In 

Rajasthan majority of the SEWA respondents in Bikaner and all of them in Dungarpur did not do 

any net banking transaction in a month and so age does not play any role in it. Age is not a 

determining factor in the SEWA or Control respondents of Bikaner and Dungarpur doing net 

banking transactions in a month in the Endline. (Table No. A-2.8.4a/A-2.8.4b – Annex V in Rajasthan 

report). In Bihar age is not a determining factor in the respondents doing net banking other than 

the fact that the respondent using it is in the younger age-group in a month in both Baseline and 

Endline. (Table No. A-2.8.5a/A-2.8.5b – Annex V in Bihar report). In Uttar Pradesh in the Baseline as 

well as in the Endline, age is not a determining factor in the number of net banking transactions 

done in a month by the SEWA and Control respondents. (Detailed table is available in Annex – V of 



Uttar Pradesh report). In Assam, in the Baseline none of the SEWA and Control respondents n the 

above 50 years age-group did any net-banking transactions in a month. In Endline, those who do 

any net banking transaction in a month are majorly in the 26-35 and the 36-50 years age-group. In 

Meghalaya, in the Baseline none of the SEWA and Control respondents in the above 50 years age-

group do any net-banking transactions in a month. In the Endline, age is not a deciding factor in 

the SEWA respondents doing any net banking transactions in a month. (Table No A-2.8.5a/A-2.8.5b 

– Annex V in Assam/Meghalaya report). 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents doing No NEFT transactions has gone down 

from 99.8 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan, Bihar, Up and lowest in Assam at 98.3%) to 88.4 in Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 98.7% and Assam at 98.4% and lowest in Gujarat at 82.2%), while it has gone 

down from 99.9 in Baseline to 90.8 in Endline for Control respondents. There is a steady increase 

in the number of NEFT transactions done by SEWA and Control respondents in the Endline as seen 

in the table given below (Table No. 2.8.4) 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents doing No Other Mobile transactions has gone 

down from 99.7 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan, Bihar, Up and lowest in Meghalaya at 97.5%) to 94.3 

in Endline (highest in Bihar at 98.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 91.7%), while it has gone down from 

99.9 in Baseline to 98.6 in Endline for Control respondents. There is a steady increase in the number 

of other mobile transactions done by SEWA and Control respondents in the Endline. 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents doing No Debit Card transactions has gone 

down from 97.5 in Baseline (all in Bihar and lowest in Assam at 81.7%) to 82.3 in Endline (highest in 

Bihar at 97.3% and lowest in Assam at 65.6%), while it has gone down from 98.4 in Baseline to 91.7 

in Endline for Control respondents. There is a steady increase in the number of debit card 

transactions done by SEWA and Control respondents in the Endline.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents doing No Credit Card transactions has gone 

down slightly from 99.2 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan, Bihar and UP and lowest in Assam at 91.7%) to 

98.7 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 99.7% and lowest at Rajasthan at 91.5%), while it has gone down 

from 100% in Baseline to 99.7 in Endline for Control respondents. There is not much increase in the 

number of credit card transactions done by SEWA and Control respondents in the Endline.   

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents doing No Mobile Wallet transactions has gone 

down from 99.6 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan; Bihar, Assam and Meghalaya and 99.4% in Gujarat and 

99.5% in UP) to 89.7 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 95% and lowest in Rajasthan at 78.3%), while it 

has gone down from 98.5 in Baseline to 95.9 in Endline for Control respondents. There is a steady 

increase in the number of mobile wallet transactions done by SEWA and Control respondents in 

the Endline. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.8.4 

Table No. 2.8.4: Number of Digital Transactions in Previous Month-Weighted Average 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

NEFT / RTGS / IMPS Transactions 

None 1985 99.8 672 99.9 1798 88.4 645 90.8 

One 1 0.1 1 0.1 74 3.6 27 3.8 

Two 1 0.1     107 5.3 26 3.7 

Three 1 0.1     41 2 5 0.7 

Four         6 0.3 2 0.3 

Five and more 1 0.1     8 0.4 5 0.7 

Other Mobile Banking Transactions 



  BASELINE ENDLINE 

None 1983 99.7 672 99.9 1919 94.3 700 98.6 

One 3 0.2     33 1.6 1 0.1 

Two 2 0.1 1 0.1 37 1.8 2 0.3 

Three         23 1.1 3 0.4 

Four         6 0.3 2 0.3 

Five and More 1 0.1     15 0.7 2 0.3 

Debit Card Transactions 

None 1940 97.5 662 98.4 1674 82.3 651 91.7 

One 23 1.2 6 0.9 159 7.8 32 4.5 

Two 10 0.5 3 0.4 111 5.5 13 1.8 

Three 9 0.5     47 2.3 6 0.8 

Four 1 0.1 1 0.1 17 0.8 1 0.1 

Five and More 6 0.3 1 0.1 25 1.2 6 0.8 

Above Ten         1 0 1 0.1 

Credit Card Transactions 

None 1974 99.2 673 100 2007 98.7 708 99.7 

One 10 0.5     11 0.5 1 0.1 

Two 2 0.1     7 0.3 - - 

Three 1 0.1     3 0.1 1 0.1 

Four         1 0 - - 

Five and more 2 0.1     5 0.2 - - 

Mobile Wallets 

None 1981 99.6 663 98.5 1824 89.7 681 95.9 

One 4 0.2 6 0.8 42 2.1 6 0.8 

Two 1 0.1 1 0.1 53 2.6 6 0.8 

Three         30 1.5 9 1.3 

Four     2 0.3 29 1.4 2 0.3 

Five and more 3 0.2 1 0.1 49 2.4 6 0.8 

Above Ten         7 0.3 - - 
E Mitra- bank sakhi -Aadhar card 

None         124 6.1 54 7.6 

One         5 0.2 6 0.8 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about debit card has gone up from 

33.6 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 50.8% and lowest in Bihar at 19.4%) to 57.9 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 72.1% and lowest in Bihar at 28%), while it has gone up from 26.2 in Baseline 

to 48.9 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about G-Pay has gone up from 11.8 

in Baseline (highest in UP at 18.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 28.7 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 55% and lowest in Bihar at 3%), while it has gone up from 8.8 in Baseline to 17.2 in 

Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about Bank Transfer has gone up 

from 5.5 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 11.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 28 in Endline 

(highest in UP at 46% and lowest in Assam at 4.1%), while it has gone up from 5.3 in Baseline to 22.3 

in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about PayTM has gone up from 

12.7 in Baseline (highest in UP at 18.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 27.9 in Endline (highest 

in Rajasthan at 52.7% and lowest in Bihar at 4%), while it has increased from 11 in Baseline to 18 in 

Endline for Control respondents.  



The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about Credit Card has gone up 

from 9.2 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 16.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 4.2%) to 21.6 in 

Endline (highest in UP at 46% and lowest in Meghalaya at 5%), while it has gone up from 7.6 in 

Baseline to 13.1 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about Bhim has gone up from 4.2 

in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 5.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at nil) to 17.2 in Endline (highest in 

Gujarat at 23.9% and lowest in Bihar at 3.7%), while it has gone up from 4.3 in Baseline to 7.6 in 

Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about UPI has gone up from 2.4 in 

Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 3.2% and lowest in Assam and Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 15.9 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 24.8% and lowest in Bihar at 3.7%), while it has gone up from 2.8 in Baseline 

to 6.1 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about E-Wallet has gone up from 

3.6 in Baseline (highest in UP at 5.8% and lowest at Meghalaya at nil) to 10.9 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 41.1% and nil in Bihar), while it has gone up from 3.1 in Baseline to 4.8 in Endline for 

Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.8.5 

Table No. 2.8.5: Respondents Know About Cashless Transactions 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Debit Card 669 33.6 176 26.2 1177 57.9 347 48.9 

G-Pay 234 11.8 59 8.8 583 28.7 122 17.2 

Bank transfer 110 5.5 36 5.3 569 28 158 22.3 

PayTM 252 12.7 74 11 568 27.9 128 18 

Credit Card 183 9.2 51 7.6 440 21.6 93 13.1 

Bhim 83 4.2 29 4.3 350 17.2 54 7.6 

UPI 48 2.4 19 2.8 323 15.9 43 6.1 

E-Wallet 71 3.6 21 3.1 221 10.9 34 4.8 

The weighted average (WA) for debit card transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 4.4 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 20% and lowest in UP at 1.9%) to 24.7 in Endline (highest 

in Assam at 40.2% and lowest in Bihar at 7.7%), while it has gone up from 3.1 in Baseline to 10.7 in 

Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for bank transfer transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 0.4 in Baseline (one respondent each in Gujarat, Rajasthan and Meghalaya and four in 

Assam and none in Bihar and UP) to 13.9 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 18.1% and lowest in Assam 

at 2.5%), while it has gone up from 0.3 in Baseline to 10.1 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for G-Pay transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 

0.8 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 17.6% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 10.1 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 20.9% and lowest in Bihar at 3%), while it has gone up from 1 in Baseline to 

3.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for PayTM transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 

1 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 4.7% and none in Rajasthan) to 8 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 

14.7% and lowest in Bihar at 3.7%), while it has gone up from 1.2 in Baseline to 3.1 in Endline for 

Control respondents.  



The weighted average (WA) for Bhim transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 

0.2 in Baseline (one in Gujarat and two in Assam and none in the other states) to 2.8 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 6.2% and none in Meghalaya), while it has gone from nil to 0.8 in Endline 

for Control respondents. 

The weighted average (WA) for credit card transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 0.9 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 9.5% and none in Bihar) to 2.3 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 11.6% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.3%), while it has gone up from 0.1 in Baseline to 0.3 in 

Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for UPI transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.2 

in Baseline (one each in UP, Assam and Meghalaya and none in the other states) to 2.3 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 6.2% and none in Bihar), while it has gone up from 0.1 in Baseline to 0.6 in 

Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for E-Wallet transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 0.1 in Baseline (one in Gujarat and Assam and none in the other states) to 2.1 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 15.5% and none in Bihar and Assam), while it has gone up from nil to 0.4 in 

Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.8.6  

Table No. 2.8.6: Overall Cashless Transactions Done by Respondents in last year 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Debit Card 87 4.4 21 3.1 502 24.7 76 10.7 

Bank transfer 7 0.4 2 0.3 282 13.9 72 10.1 

G-Pay 16 0.8 7 1 205 10.1 25 3.5 

PayTM 19 1 8 1.2 163 8 22 3.1 

Bhim 3 0.2 0 0 56 2.8 6 0.8 

Credit Card 17 0.9 1 0.1 47 2.3 2 0.3 

UPI 3 0.2 1 0.1 46 2.3 4 0.6 

E-Wallet 2 0.1 0 0 43 2.1 3 0.4 

The weighted average (WA) of how many cashless transactions the SEWA and Control 

respondents have knowledge about has been calculated and shown in the table given below (Table 

No. 2.8.7). The WA of SEWA respondents having knowledge of none of the cashless transactions 

is 33.9 (highest in Bihar at 52% and lowest in Rajasthan at 22.5%) and that of Control respondents it 

is 43.9. The highest is on an average 22.6 SEWA (highest in Assam at 35.2% and lowest in UP at 13.7%) 

and 24.1 Control respondents have knowledge about any one cashless transaction. The average 

number of SEWA and Control respondents having knowledge about cashless transactions goes 

down – there are some respondents who know about all the eight cashless transactions they were 

asked about (none in Bihar; Assam and Meghalaya). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V 

– Table No. A-2.8.7  

Table No. 2.8.7: Knowledge about Cashless Transactions (Number)  

Weighted Average SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

None 690 33.9 312 43.9 

One 459 22.6 171 24.1 

Two 225 11.1 87 12.3 

Three 199 9.8 52 7.3 



Weighted Average SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

Four 118 5.8 33 4.6 

Eight 117 5.8 18 2.5 

Five 101 5 19 2.7 

Seven 63 3.1 8 1.1 

Six 62 3 9 1.3 

The weighted average (WA) of how many cashless transactions the SEWA and Control 

respondents have done in the last year has been calculated and shown in the table given below 

(Table No. 2.8.8). The WA of not having done any cashless transactions among SEWA respondents 

is 65 (highest in Bihar at 84.3% and lowest is in Assam at 54.9%) and 80.1 among Control 

respondents. The WA of SEWA respondents having done one cashless transaction is 21 and that of 

Control respondents it is 14.5. There are a few SEWA and Control respondents who have done 

between two and seven cashless transactions in the last year as can be seen in the table given 

below (Table No. 2.8.8) Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.8.8 

Table No. 2.8.8: Cashless Transactions Done in Last year (Number)  

 Weighted Average SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

None 1322 65 569 80.1 

One 428 21 103 14.5 

Two 119 5.9 21 3 

Three 68 3.3 5 0.7 

Four 51 2.5 6 0.8 

Five 20 1 2 0.3 

Six 12 0.6 2 0.3 

Seven 13 0.6 1 0.1 

The weighted average (WA) of facing difficulty in accessing cashless transactions has gone down 

from 68.4 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 84.2% and lowest in Assam at 47.5%) to 57.5 in 

Endline (highest in Bihar at 78% and lowest in Rajasthan at 39.5%), while it has gone down from 77.9 

in Baseline to 64.1 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex 

V – Table No. A-2.8.9 

Table No. 2.8.9: Difficulty Accessing Cashless Transactions 

  WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

Baseline 
SEWA (N=1989) Control (N=673) 

1361 68.4 524 77.9 

Endline 
SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

1170 57.5 455 64.1 

The weighted average (WA) of the difficulty lack of awareness/knowledge has gone down from 

95.6 in Baseline (all in Assam and lowest in Meghalaya at 86.1%) to 50.6 in Endline (highest in Bihar 

at 85.9% and lowest in Rajasthan at 23.5%), while it has gone down from 93.1 in Baseline to 66.2 in 

Endline for Control respondents. 

The WA for lack of skills has gone down from 69.4 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 72.6% and lowest 

in UP at 58.3%) to 44.6 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 92.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 13.7%), while 

it has gone down from 74.4 in Baseline to 58 in Endline for Control respondents.  



The WA for lack of availability has gone down from 21.2 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 35.1% and 

lowest in Rajasthan at 10.8%) to 11.3 in Endline (highest in UP at 41.1% and none in Meghalaya), while 

it has gone down from 24.8 in Baseline to 16.3 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The WA for lack of hardware has gone down from 13.5 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 23.9% and 

lowest in UP at 6.9%) to 1.8 in Endline (highest in Assam at 22.2% and none in Rajasthan, Bihar and 

Meghalaya), while it has gone down from 11.3 in Baseline to 5.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The WA for lack of connectivity has gone up from 2 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 8.8% and none 

in Meghalaya) to 5.9 in Endline (highest in UP at 44.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 2%), while it has 

gone up from 1.7 in Baseline to 3.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The WA for Trust Issues has gone up from 2.9 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 4% and lowest in 

Bihar at 1.5%) to 18.9 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 68.6% and lowest in Bihar at 1.3%), while it 

has gone up from 5 in Baseline to 24.8 in Endline for Control respondents. 

The WA for reliance on cash has gone down from 8 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 12.9% and 

lowest in Assam at 1.8%) to 5.4 in Endline (highest in Up at 12.6% and none in Meghalaya), while it 

has gone up from 5.2 in Baseline to 8.1 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table 

available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.8.10  

Table No. 2.8.10: Type of Difficulties Faced while Accessing Cashless Transactions 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1361 N=524 N=1465 N=455 

Lack of awareness/knowledge 1301 95.6 488 93.1 742 50.6 301 66.2 

Lack of Skills 945 69.4 390 74.4 653 44.6 264 58 

Lack of availability 289 21.2 130 24.8 166 11.3 74 16.3 

Lack of hardware 184 13.5 59 11.3 26 1.8 25 5.5 

Lack of Connectivity 27 2 9 1.7 86 5.9 16 3.5 

Trust issues 39 2.9 26 5 277 18.9 113 24.8 

Reliance on cash 110 8 27 5.2 79 5.4 37 8.1 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs 

Gujarat: In Ahmedabad; Anand; Gandhinagar; Kutch; Mehsana; Patan the women are slowly 

moving towards using digital financial transactions with the help of SEWA. In Aravalli women make 

2-3 payments a month through PhonePe for milk they buy and in Chhota Udepur they use Google 

Pay with help of others. In Surendranagar the women along with digital transactions keep 

accounts; place orders for groceries and also use You Tube to gain more knowledge on the training 

they have received. 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: It is easy to watch YouTube on the phone, and is easy to use Google pay. 

However, they aren't aware how to make a payment through a bank. 

Rajasthan-Dungarpur: They are not hesitant to use smartphones. They mentioned that they got 

very good training through SEWA, which is why they are able to use mobiles for various activities 

like banking, shopping, accounting, learning new things, social media, etc. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: Currently, it feels very convenient but sometimes it becomes necessary to seek 

someone's help for online shopping. Also, now with the help of Google Pay, one can easily transfer 

money but when it needs to be transferred through a bank, it seems troublesome. Women these 

days pay the electricity bill as well, online. 



Patna: They have simple keypad phones with them, and know only to receive calls, they don't know 

to use anything else. 

UP: Lucknow: Generally, they make about 1 or 2 transactions a month, and the two girls present, 

use it around 3-4 times a month. 

Raebareli: Around 4 to 5 women make digital transactions, by using Google Pay every month and 

the others also do it once a month with the help of their family members 

Assam: Assam: Most women find it easy to talk to each other on the phone. Some of them use the 

phone to pay their light bill, and there are a few who watch videos and serials on YouTube. 

Meghalaya: Meghalaya: They have not explored their Smartphone properly. As per their 

knowledge most of the villagers have never done - banking, sending or receiving money, online 

shopping, purchase of tickets or conducting business through their Smartphone. 

The weighted average (WA) of participation in SEWA Bank and SEWA’s programs by SEWA 

respondents is 100 and that of Control respondents is 12.4. The participation in other financial 

digital literacy programs goes down considerably as can be seen in the table given below (Table 

No. 2.8.11). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.8.11   

Table No. 2.8.11: Participation in Financial Digital Literacy and Awareness Programs 

 Weighted Average SEWA (N=2034) Control (N=710) 

SEWA Bank/SEWA’s Programs 2034 100 88 12.4 

Digital Jagriti Programs 438 21.5 15 2.1 

Common Service Centres (CSCs) 203 10 9 1.3 

Digidhan Melas 36 1.8 0 0 

Other banks/RBI Literacy Programs 72 3.5 16 2.3 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs 

Gujarat: In Ahmedabad; Anand; Aravalli; Chhota Udepur; Gandhinagar; Kutch; Mehsana; Patan and 

Surendranagar they know how to use the phone because of the Lilavati training provided by SEWA 

– they take help of their trainers and also sometimes young girls and boys or other members of 

their family also help them in getting familiar with the functioning of the phone if they get stuck. 

They are aware of various digital devices and also various apps on the phone like WhatsApp; 

Facebook; Instagram; YouTube videos and also Meesho. In Gandhinagar as well as Surendranagar 

the women after receiving the training discuss with their family members as to what they have 

learnt. 

Rajasthan: Rajasthan-Bikaner: Around, 3-4 women who use Google Pay but they do not use other 

banking modes. Yes, everyone knows about the apps. Some women also use Google Pay. After 

training from the SEWA trainer there is no difficulty in using Google Pay and they are also careful 

to not send money to the wrong account by mistake. They also use social media like Facebook, 

WhatsApp, Instagram, and YouTube, and they receive trainings regarding the usage from these 

women. A woman here mentioned that she currently works on sewing dresses and shares photos 

of these dresses with everyone, so that she can receive more orders and run her business through 

these means. 

Dungarpur: Generally, people use Google Pay, PhonePe, YouTube, social media (Facebook, 

WhatsApp, Instagram). They use diaries and similar tools for keeping accounts. Hence, they use 

digital devices for SEWA related work as well as for their personal work. Everybody uses GPay and 

Phone Pe. They don't think that they are facing any difficulties with transferring money. They are 

careful and well - aware that they should not share bank details with anyone or disclose their 



Google or Phone Pe password or PIN to anyone. Even if someone asks them on call, they should 

not provide any information. They are alert about these things and have learnt all of this through 

the training provided by SEWA. To use financial services (such as NEFT transactions; payments 

through Paytm, Gpay, UPI), it is necessary to receive training to use the mobile phones. This 

training was provided by SEWA and it is important to receive it more frequently, is what the women 

informed. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur:  Yes, Google Pay is used. The electricity bill is paid online and online shopping is 

done as well. However, digital payment modes have not been used so far with SEWA. They want 

to receive this training repeatedly so that they don't forget and if something new comes up, we 

can learn that as well. 

Patna: They don’t carry any digital activates/transactions. If one had a phone, training would have 

been useful, but since they don’t have one, what is even the point of taking the training. 

UP: Lucknow: Yes, the SEWA Representative who visited the village, provided the training several 

times for women and besides this, their family members also taught them. Other than the family 

members and SEWA members; when women sit together, they also explain the mobile usage to 

each other. women learnt to use mobile phones; they can also make online payments via Google 

Pay or phone pay. And now, they also do a lot of online shopping, Hence, if they receive further 

training, they can learn more about new things as well as improve their skills. 

Raebareli: SEWA has provided several trainings but they would lime even more trainings so that 

they can learn more. 

Assam: The women who come here from SEWA provided training, but some of the women do not 

have a mobile phone, so they cannot make full use of it, and some need a little more understanding. 

The women expressed that they want more trainings from SEWA on digital technology. They want 

to learn in a simple way so that those who are not literate can also pick up fast. They expressed to 

have training on Digital Financial Literacy. 

Meghalaya: The group highlighted that they need refresher course on the same and would prefer 

to conduct such trainings in an area with better connectivity. 

2.9 ACCESS TO CORE SEWA SERVICES 

2.9.1: Nutrition 

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents including grains in their diet at least twice a day 

has gone down from 98.5 in Baseline (all in UP and least in Assam at 89.2) to 94.5 in Endline (highest 

in Gujarat at 99% and lowest in Assam at 60.7%), while in the Endline the WA for them including 

grain in their diet once or twice a week is 1.8 (one in Rajasthan and Meghalaya each) and of Control 

respondents it is 1.1. The WA for Control respondents including grains in their diet at least twice a 

day has gone down from 97.6 in Baseline to 90.3 in the Endline.  

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents including pulses in their diet once or twice a 

week has gone down from 67.4 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 85.2% and lowest in Assam at 7.5%) 

to 36.5 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 51.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 1.7%) and those who 

include them at least twice a day has gone up from 9.1 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 67.5% 

followed by Meghalaya at 55.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.3%) to 25.4 in Endline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 72.5% and lowest in Rajasthan at 4.7%). The WA for Control respondents including 

pulses in their diet at least twice a day has gone up from 8.2 in Baseline to 22.5 in Endline and gone 

down from 63.9 in Baseline to 34.1 in Endline for including it once or twice a week.    



The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents including vegetables/green leafy vegetables in 

their diet at least twice a day has gone down from 71.7 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 93.3% 

and lowest in UP at 44.7%) to 63.6 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya 71.7 and Gujarat at 71.3% and 

lowest in Bihar at 16.3%) – two new categories have come up in the Endline – the WA for them 

having vegetables once or twice a month is 3 (three in Gujarat, two in Assam and one in Rajasthan) 

and for rarely or not including it in their diet is 0.5 (four in Gujarat). The WA for Control respondents 

including vegetables in their diet at least twice a day has gone down from 65.2 in Baseline to 53.8 

in Endline.  

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents including dairy products in their diet at least 

twice a day has gone up from 46.2 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 66% and lowest in Meghalaya 

at 6.7%) to 55.9 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 78.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 6.7%), while it has 

gone up from 40 in Baseline to 46.9 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents including eggs/non vegetarian items in their 

diet at least twice day has gone up from 0.9 in Baseline (8.3% in Meghalaya and none in Rajasthan) 

to 2 in the Endline (16.7% in Meghalaya and 1.7% in Gujarat and none in the other states) and it has 

gone up from 57.5 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 96.8% and lowest in Bihar at 4.2%) to 59.9 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 96.9% and lowest in Assam at 0.8%) for including it rarely or not 

including it in their diet. The WA for Control respondents including eggs and non-veg in their diet 

at least twice a day has gone down from 4.8 in Baseline to 0.4 in Endline. Detailed state-wise table 

available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.1  

 Table No. 2.9.1: Overall Frequency of Inclusion of various items in Diet 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average 
SEWA Control SEWA Control 

N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Grains 

At least twice a day 1960 98.5 657 97.6 1923 94.5 643 90.6 

Once a day 29 1.5 16 2.4 110 5.7 63 8.9 

Once or twice a week         2 1.8 8 1.1 

Pulses 

At least twice a day 181 9.1 55 8.2 517 25.4 160 22.5 

Once a day 454 22.8 188 27.9 703 34.6 287 40.4 

Once or twice a week 1341 67.4 430 63.9 743 36.5 242 34.1 

Once or twice a month 13 0.7 0 0 61 3 18 2.5 

Rarely/No         10 0.5 3 0.4 

Vegetables /Green Leafy vegetables 

At least twice a day 1426 71.7 439 65.2 1293 63.6 382 53.8 

Once a day 444 22.3 182 27 640 31.5 280 39.4 

Once or twice a week 119 6 52 7.7 91 4.5 45 6.3 

Once or twice a month         6 0.3 2 0.3 

Rarely/No         4 0.2 1 0.1 

Dairy Products 

At least twice a day 919 46.2 269 40 1136 55.9 333 46.9 

Once a day 506 25.4 187 27.8 434 21.3 149 21 

Once or twice a week 246 12.4 88 13.1 206 10.1 96 13.5 

Once or twice a month 154 7.7 75 11.1 111 5.5 56 7.9 

Rarely/No 164 8.2 54 8 147 7.2 76 10.7 

Eggs/non-vegetarian items 

At least twice a day 17 0.9 32 4.8 40 2 3 0.4 

Once a day 47 2.4 6 0.9 144 7.1 19 2.7 



  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Once or twice a week 463 23.3 114 16.9 407 20 151 21.3 

Once or twice a month 318 16 130 19.3 225 11.1 118 16.6 

Rarely/No 1144 57.5 391 58.1 1218 59.9 419 59 

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents buying from local grocers has gone down from 

99.9 in Baseline (all states except Gujarat – 99.8%) to 94.6 in Endline (all in Bihar and UP and lowest 

in Gujarat at 91.2%), while it has gone up for buying from Rudi bens from 15.3 in Baseline (22.3% in 

Gujarat and none is the other states) to 20.7 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 41.1 followed by 

28.6% in Gujarat and 18% in UP and none in the other states) and for using it from own saved harvest 

has gone down from 45.3 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 57.2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 22.5%) 

to 43 in Endline (highest in Assam at 89.3% and lowest in Bihar at 11.7%). The WA for Control 

respondents buying food grains from local grocers has gone down from 99.9 in Baseline to 97.6 in 

Endline, while it has gone up from nil in Baseline to 1.7 in Endline for buying from Rudiben and it 

has gone down from 48.3 in Baseline to 46.8 in Endline for buying from own saved harvest. 

Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.2 

Table No. 2.9.2: Sources for Buying Food grains and other items 
  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Local Grocer 1987 99.9 672 99.9 1924 94.6 693 97.6 

Rudi ben/ Online website App 252 15.3   421 20.7 12 1.7 

Saved from own harvest 902 45.3 325 48.3 874 43 332 46.8 

2.9.2: Clothing 

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents having appropriate summer clothing for their 

family has gone down from 100 in Baseline to 99.9 in Endline (99.5 in UP and 99.9% in Gujarat and 

all in the other states), while it has gone down slightly from 99.5 in Baseline (98.3% in Assam and 

99.3% in Gujarat and all in the other states) to 99.3 in Endline (all in Rajasthan; Assam and 

Meghalaya and lowest in Gujarat at 99%) for winter clothes and it has gone down from 98.8 in 

Baseline (all in UP and lowest in Rajasthan at 94.4%) to 86.9 in Endline (all in Assam and Meghalaya 

and lowest in Bihar at 68.7%) for monsoon clothes. The WA for school going children having school 

uniform in the SEWA respondents’ family has gone down from 100 in Baseline to 90.7 in Endline 

(all in Rajasthan and Assam and lowest in Bihar at 67.3%). The WA for Control respondents having 

appropriate summer clothing has gone up from 99.9 in Baseline to 100 in Endline, while it has 

remained same for winter clothing and gone down from 99.4 in Baseline to 88.2 in Endline for 

monsoon clothes and for school uniform it has gone down from 100 in Baseline to 87.3 in Endline. 

Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.3  

  Table No. 2.9.3: Family having Appropriate Clothing 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Summer 1989 100 672 99.9 2032 99.9 710 100 

Winter 1979 99.5 669 99.4 2019 99.3 706 99.4 

Monsoon 1966 98.8 669 99.4 1767 86.9 626 88.2 

 N=1284 N=445 N=1534 N=502 

School Uniform 1284 100 445 100 1391 90.7 438 87.3 



Out of those who do not have appropriate clothing the weighted average (WA) of SEWA 

respondents themselves not having appropriate clothing has gone up from 76.9 in Baseline (all in 

Rajasthan and Assam and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 82.2 in Endline (one (100%) in Meghalaya; 

92.4% in Gujarat and none in Assam), while it has gone up from 57.1 in Baseline to 85.6 in Endline 

for Control respondents. The WA for adult men has gone down from 73.1 in Baseline (all in 

Rajasthan and Bihar and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 32.5 in Endline (all three in Rajasthan and 

none in Assam and Meghalaya), while it has gone down from 71.4 in Baseline to 39 in Endline for 

Control respondents. The WA for adult women has gone down from 84.6 in Baseline (50% IN Bihar 

and Assam; 46.7% in Gujarat and 42.9% in Rajasthan and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 19.9 in 

Endline (all in UP and none in Assam and Meghalaya), while it has gone down from 42.9 in Baseline 

to 15.6 in Endline. The WA for female children has gone down from 61.5 in Baseline (50% in Bihar and 

Assam; 26.7% in Gujarat and 14.3% in Rajasthan and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 24 in Endline (one 

(100%) in Meghalaya; 45.5% in UP and none in Rajasthan and Assam), while it has gone down from 

57.1 in Baseline to 16.7 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for male children as gone down 

from 26.9 in Baseline (50% in Bihar and Assam; 20% in Gujrat and 14.3% in Rajasthan and none in UP 

and Meghalaya) to 18.2 in Endline (36.4% in Bihar and none in Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya), 

while it has gone down from 28.6 in Baseline to 13.3 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed 

state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.4  

Table No. 2.9.4: Family Members not having Appropriate Clothing 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=26 N=7 N=292 N=90 

Self 20 76.9 4 57.1 240 82.2 77 85.6 

Adult Men 19 73.1 5 71.4 95 32.5 30 39 

Adult Women 22 84.6 3 42.9 58 19.9 14 15.6 

Female Children 16 61.5 4 57.1 70 24 15 16.7 

Male Children 7 26.9 2 28.6 53 18.2 12 13.3 

The weighted average (WA) for spending more than Rs. 5000 in a year on clothing by SEWA 

respondents’ family has gone down from 61.1 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 71.4% and lowest in 

Meghalaya at 37.5%) to 48.5 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 83.3% and lowest in Bihar at 41.3%), 

while it has gone down from 59 in Baseline to 35.6 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for 

spending Rs. 1000 to Rs. 3000 has gone up from 11.9 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 22.1% and lowest 

in Gujarat at 9%) to 17.1 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 20% and Gujarat at 19.6% and lowest in Assam 

at 4.1% and Meghalaya at 5%), while it has gone up from 11.6 in Baseline to 19.3 in Endline. Detailed 

state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.5 

Table No. 2.9.5: Spent on Clothing in a year 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Less than Rs. 1000 41 2.1 13 1.9 49 2.4 48 6.8 

Rs. 1000-3000 236 11.9 78 11.6 347 17.1 137 19.3 

Rs. 3000-5000 495 24.9 185 27.5 651 32.0 272 38.4 

More than Rs. 5000 1216 61.1 397 59.0 987 48.5 253 35.6 

 



2.9.3: Environmentally Friendly Products  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents having Solar Lantern has gone up from 6.8 in 

Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 27.5% and lowest in UP at 1%) to 14 in Endline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 36.7% and lowest in Up at 3.8%), while it has gone up from 1 in Baseline to 2.3 in 

Endline for Control respondents. The WA for SEWA respondents aspiring for the solar lantern has 

gone up from 59.8 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Assam at 26.6%) to 79 in Endline 

(highest in Gujarat at 89.2% and lowest in Bihar at 61.2%), while it has gone up from 50.5 in Baseline 

to 73.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents having Hariyali Chullah has gone down from 

2.4 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 25% and none in Bihar and Assam) to 2 in Endline (5% in 

Meghalaya, 3.9% in Rajasthan and 2.1% in Gujarat and none in the other states), while it has gone 

down from 1.6 in Baseline to 0.3 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for SEWA respondents 

aspiring for the hariyali chullah has gone up from 47.7 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 93.3% 

and lowest in Assam at 17.5%) to 67 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 77.1% and lowest in Meghalaya 

at 27.2%), while it has gone up from 37.8 in Baseline to 65.1 in Endline for Control respondents. 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents having Solar Cooker has gone down from 3.4 

in Baseline (highest in UP at 45.8% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 1 in Endline (1.7% in 

Meghalaya, 1.4% in Gujarat and 0.3% in Rajasthan and none in the other states), while it has gone 

down from 3.4 in Baseline to 0.1 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for SEWA respondents 

aspiring for the solar cooker has gone up from 54.2 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 99.2% and 

lowest in Assam at 33.6%) to 73 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 83.4% and lowest in Bihar at 50.7%), 

while it has gone up from 49.3 in Baseline to 69.5 in Endline for Control respondents. 

Table No. 2.9.6: Have and Aspiration to Use Environmentally Friendly Products 

 Weighted Average BASELINE ENDLINE 

 SEWA  Control  SEWA  Control  

 Have N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Solar Lantern 136 6.8 7 1.0 288 14 16 2.3 

Hariyali Chullah 47 2.4 11 1.6 35 2 2 0.3 

Solar Cooker 67 3.4 10 1.5 18 1 1 0.1 

Solar Heater 15 0.8 1 0.1 18 1 0 0 

High Intensity Solar Torch 125 6.3 14 2.1 53 3 7 1 

Aspiration 

Solar Lantern 
N=1853 N=666 N=1746 N=694 

1108 59.8 336 50.5 1387 79 510 73.5 

Hariyali Chullah 
N=1942 N=662 N=1999 N=708 

927 47.7 250 37.8 1347 67 461 65.1 

Solar Cooker 
N=1960 N=663 N=2016 N=710 

1062 54.2 327 49.3 1481 73 493 69.5 

Solar Heater 
N=1974 N=672 N=2016 N=710 

1104 55.9 324 48.2 1223 61 387 54.5 

High Intensity Solar Torch 
N=1864 N=659 N=1981 N=703 

1028 55.2 308 46.7 1069 54 361 51.4 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents having Solar Heater has gone up from 0.8 in 

Baseline (1.6% in Rajasthan; 1% in Gujarat and 0.5% in UP and 0.3% in Bihar and none in the other 

states) to 1 in Endline (2.5% in Meghalaya and 1.3% in Gujarat and none in the other states), while it 

has gone down from 0.1 in Baseline to 0 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for SEWA 

respondents aspiring for the solar heater has gone up from 55.9 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and 



lowest in Assam at 28.3%) to 61 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 80.7% and none in Rajasthan and 

Assam), while it has gone up from 48.2 in Baseline to 54.5 in Endline for Control respondents. 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents having High Intensity Solar Torch has gone 

down from 6.3 Baseline (9.3% in Gujarat and lowest in Rajasthan at 1.6% and Meghalaya at 1.7%) to 

3 in Endline (10.8% in Meghalaya, 3.5% in Gujarat and 0.5% in Rajasthan and none in the other states), 

while it has gone down from 2.1 in Baseline to 1 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for 

SEWA respondents aspiring for the high intensity solar torch has gone up from 55.2 in Baseline (all 

in Meghalaya and lowest in Assam at 24.6%) to 54 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 73.9% and none 

in Rajasthan and Assam), while it has gone up from 46.7 in Baseline to 51.4 in Endline for Control 

respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.6 

2.9.4: Health 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents spending nothing on common illnesses has 

gone down from 10 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 15.9% and none in Assam) to 8.4 in Endline 

(13.4% in Gujarat and none in Bihar), while it has gone down from 11.3 in Baseline to 9.2 in Endline 

for Control respondents. The WA for SEWA respondents spending more than Rs. 5000 has gone 

down from 34 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 48.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 16.7%) to 27.6 in 

Endline (highest in Assam at 71.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 13.2% and UP at 13.7%), while it has 

gone down from 30 in Baseline to 21.5 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for SEWA 

respondents spending between Rs. 3000 to Rs. 5000 on common illnesses has gone up from 18.9 

in Baseline (highest in UP at 22.3% and lowest in Assam at 13.3%) to 24.9 in Endline (highest in Gujarat 

at 28.8% and lowest in UP at 13.3% and Assam at 13.9%), while it has gone up from 23.9 in Baseline 

to 25.8 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table 

No. A-2.9.7  

Table No. 2.9.7: Average Spending on Common Illness last year 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Nothing 199 10.0 76 11.3 171 8.4 65 9.2 

< Rs. 1000 229 11.5 70 10.4 282 13.9 141 19.9 

Rs. 1000-3000 508 25.5 164 24.4 514 25.3 168 23.7 

Rs. 3000-5000 376 18.9 161 23.9 506 24.9 183 25.8 

> Rs. 5000 677 34.0 202 30.0 561 27.6 153 21.5 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents sourcing money from household expenses for 

common illness has gone up from 72.6 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 79% and lowest in Meghalaya 

at 49.2%) to 74.2 in Endline (highest in Assam at 86% and lowest in Rajasthan at 39.5%), while it has 

gone up from 70.7 in Baseline to 75.9 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for SEWA 

respondents sourcing money from savings for common illness has gone up from 61 in Baseline () 

to 67.6 in Endline (highest in Assam at 87.6% and lowest in Gujarat at 58.1%), while it has gone up 

from 60.3 in Baseline to 67.4 in Endline for Control respondents. The weighted average (WA) for 

SEWA respondents sourcing money by borrowing from friends/relatives for common illness has 

gone down from 16.1 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 23.7% and lowest in Rajasthan at 11.3% 

and Assam at 11.7%) to 15.6 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 3.4%), while 

it has gone up slightly from 11.4 in Baseline to 11.8 in Endline for Control respondents. There is a 

slight increase in SEWA respondents borrowing from SHG and local moneylenders as can be seen 



in the table given below (Table No. 2.9.8) Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. 

A-2.9.8 

Table No. 2.9.8: Source of Spending on Other Illness last year 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1807 N=605 N=1864 N=644 

From Household Expenses 1311 72.6 428 70.7 1384 74.2 489 75.9 

From Savings 1102 61.0 365 60.3 1260 67.6 434 67.4 

Borrowed from friends/Relatives 291 16.1 69 11.4 290 15.6 76 11.8 

Borrowed from SHG 30 1.7 - - 45 2.4 8 1.2 

Borrowed from local moneylender 29 1.6 6 1.0 54 2.9 12 1.9 

Had Insurance 19 1.1 5 0.8 18 1 3 0.5 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents spending nothing on other illnesses has gone 

down from 60.2 in Baseline (highest in UP at 75.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 35.6 in 

Endline (highest in UP at 46.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 15%), while it has gone down from 61.5 

in Baseline to 40.8 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for SEWA respondents spending 

more than Rs. 5000 has gone up from 31.6 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 56.7% and lowest in UP 

at 21.8%) to 42.7 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 79.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 19.4%), while 

it has gone up from 29.7 in Baseline to 33.9 in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise 

table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.9  

Table No. 2.9.9: Average Spending on Other Illness last year 

     BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Nothing 1197 60.2 414 61.5 725 35.6 289 40.8 

Less than Rs. 1000 51 2.6 11 1.6 66 3.2 26 3.7 

Rs. 1000-3000 57 2.9 13 1.9 121 5.9 43 6.1 

Rs. 3000-5000 56 2.8 35 5.2 255 12.5 111 15.7 

More than Rs. 5000 628 31.6 200 29.7 868 42.7 240 33.9 

The weighted average (WA) for SEWA respondents sourcing money from savings for other illness 

has gone up from 76.4 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 98.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 50%) 

to 80.2 in Endline (highest in Assam at 98.1% and lowest in Gujarat at 74.1%), while it has gone up 

from 78 in Baseline to 84.3 in Endline for Control respondents.  

Table No. 2.9.10: Source of Finance to meet Expenses on Other Illness last year 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=792 N=259 N=1332 N=420 

From Savings 605 76.4 202 78.0 1068 80.2 354 84.3 

Borrowed from friends/Relatives 400 50.5 146 56.4 568 42.6 186 44.3 

Had Insurance 55 6.9 17 6.6 42 3.2 15 3.6 

Borrowed from local moneylender 49 6.2 10 3.9 105 7.9 15 3.6 

Borrowed from SHG 37 4.7 4 1.5 130 9.8 25 6.0 

The WA for SEWA respondents borrowing from friends and relatives has gone down from 50.5 in 

Baseline (highest in Bihar at 64% and lowest in Meghalaya at 44.5%) to 42.6 in Endline (highest in 

Bihar at 62.6% and lowest in Rajasthan at 16%), while it has gone down from 56.4 in Baseline to 44.3 



in Endline for Control respondents. Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-

2.9.11 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs 

Gujarat: In Ahmedabad village there is a sub-centre in the village and the PHC is located a few 

kilometers away. They have the ASHA ben and the FHW who visit the village regularly. In the case 

of emergency, they go to Sanand or the Civil hospital in Sola. 108 Ambulance service is also available 

in the village. In Anand village there is a dispensary – it has all facilities and babies used to be 

delivered here but now it has stopped – they just give medicines to people who need them. The 

treatment they receive there is not good. 108 Ambulance comes within 15-20 minutes. ASHA ben 

also visits the village. In Aravalli village they have walk to Talod Patiya which is 3-4 kms where they 

can find conveyance to reach Satamba or Bayad. The 108 Ambulance service is available but only if 

ASHA ben calls and it comes within 15-20 minutes. In an emergency they take an auto at night but 

they charge exorbitantly. In the Chhota Udepur village they have to go to Kosindra or Kanjala, some 

3-4 kms for medical treatment. The conveyance costs them Rs. 30. The ANM visits the village on 

Mamata day. The 108 Ambulance takes 15-20 minutes to reach them. In Gandhinagar village there 

is a fully functional PHC which took care of immunisation of the children as well as check-ups of the 

pregnant women. The healthcare worker is also very well appreciated for the support given to 

people during any health emergencies. They also have 108 Ambulance services. In the Kutch village 

the government pharmacy provides medicines and for emergency delivery cases they go to 

Nakhatrana or Dayapar which is 50 to 85 kms away – the 108 Ambulance also takes 30-60 minutes 

to reach them. The village in Mehsana has a PHC and the people take full benefit from it – but for 

accidents or delivery complications they go to Mehsana. The ASHA ben looks after vaccination and 

also of pregnant women on Mamata day – they also help them to get Ayushman card. 108 

Ambulance service is available to them in case of emergencies. In Patan village there is a 

government run small pharmacy where all types of medicines are available. However, if there is a 

case of urgent delivery, one has to go about 1.5 kilometers away from here. But the service is 

available there. The ambulance service (108) is also available in the village and they arrive 

immediately when called, without any delay. In the Surendranagar village the PHC and the sub-

centre is open regularly. The ASHA workers provide health services – they look after the needs of 

the pregnant women and lactating mothers as well as to the health needs of children. 108 

Ambulance service is available to the villagers. 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: In the village, there is no PHC (Primary Health Center), but there is a small 

pharmacy with provision for glucose drip and common medicines. However, if there is a major 

illness, one has to go to Bikaner, which is about 15 kilometres away from here. If you call 108, the 

ambulance will arrive within 20 minutes. 

Dungarpur: Sub centers, primary health centers, and community health centers are open regularly 

and provide healthcare services. There is availability of 104 and 108 services. They receive benefits 

such as immunizations, medicines, and maternal health benefits. And ASHA workers help and 

spread health related information to people here. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: There are no government-run or private clinics in the village. A medical store was 

opened in the village a while ago, but if one has to go to a government or private clinic, they have 

to travel 3 kms away. There is also this village named Henath, which is around 2.5 to 3 kms away. 

For major operations, they have to go 3-4 kilometres away to Kesari. There are no nurses or ANMs 

in the village, however they know that during a delivery, the government provides some monetary 



help. However, they have no information about other health-related schemes and when they call 

for 108, it turns up within 30 mins. 

Patna: There is a government pharmacy in the village, but they only provide check-ups. The 

remaining medicines have to be obtained from outside, there are private pharmacies too but they 

end up making long and unaffordable bills. Two women present here said that if they write a 

prescription and give, you will have to pay 1000-1200 rupees. 

UP: Lucknow: There is no PHC in the village, but there are many private clinics. And if someone 

requires to visit a government clinic, they have to travel around 3 to 3.5 kilometers, which is much 

inside and off the main road. The ambulance does not arrive immediately after calling 108, so most 

people use their private transportation to go there. However, it is not known how much travelling 

fare is required to go from here to there. 

Raebareli: There is no PHC (Public Health Centre) in the village, but Ashaben visits along with ANM 

(Auxiliary Nurse and Midwife), once a week during the vaccination drive. There is not even a private 

clinic nearby, so if anyone falls ill, they have to go to Harchanpur where there is a PHC. And upon 

calling 108 (emergency medical services), they do arrive in some time 

Assam: The Public Health Centre (PHC) is within the village. If there are an emergency people go 

to Gohpur Civil hospital which is 7 km from the village. There is one nurse who is deputed in the 

health centre.  Otherwise only during health camps the doctor comes to the village. The service 

provided by the ASHA health worker is good and there is no problem in getting the facility of the 

ambulance. 

Meghalaya: Meghalaya: There are 2 ASHA workers and 2 Anganwadis workers in the village. 

Nearest PHC is located at the next village called Warmawsaw at a distance of 3 to 5 km. The 

villagers benefitted equally from the service of the Anganwadis. 108 ambulance services are free 

in their village. In recent times they have also hired private cars during emergencies of childbirth 

and got reimbursement for the same from appropriate authorities. 2 young mothers informed that 

they received Rs. 5000 when they delivered their baby at the PHC. 

2.9.5: Literacy 

Table No. 2.9.11: Average Number of Literate Family Members  

SEWA N Adult women Adult men Girls Boys 

Gujarat 1152 1.34 1.52 0.57 0.62 

Rajasthan 129 1.68 1.71 0.67 0.60 

Bihar 300 1 1.05 0.89 0.70 

UP 211 1.37 1.28 0.90 0.80 

Assam 122 1.23 1.66 0.59 0.56 

Meghalaya 120 1.16 1.09 0.88 0.85 

Control N Adult women Adult men Girls Boys 

Gujarat 380 1.28 1.49 0.46 0.52 

Rajasthan 60 1.13 1.6 0.78 0.62 

Bihar 92 0.88 1.01 0.82 0.79 

UP 92 0.86 0.92 0.58 0.51 

Assam 44 1.09 1.2 0.64 0.48 

Meghalaya 42 1.29 1.02 0.88 0.93 

The highest average number of literate adult men in SEWA respondents’ family are in Rajasthan at 

1.71 and lowest is in Bihar at 1.05 (in Baseline the highest was in Gujarat at 1.57 and lowest in Bihar 

The highest average number of 

literate adult women in SEWA 

respondents’ family are in 

Rajasthan at 1.68 and the lowest is 

in Bihar at 1 (in Baseline the highest 

was in Assam at 1.48 and lowest in 

Bihar at 0.81), while it is highest in 

Rajasthan at 1.13 and lowest in Bihar 

and UP at 0.88 in Control 

respondents’ family. 



at 0.91), while it is highest in Gujarat at 1.49 and lowest in UP at 0.92 in Control respondents’ family. 

The highest average number of literate girls in SEWA respondents’ family are in UP at 0.90 and 

lowest in Gujarat at 0.57 (in Baseline the highest was in Bihar at 0.84 and lowest was in Assam at 

0.58), while it is highest in Meghalaya at 0.88 and lowest in Gujarat at 0.46 in Control respondents’ 

family. The highest average number of literate boys in SEWA respondents’ family are in UP at 0.90 

and lowest in Gujarat at 0.57, while it is highest in Meghalaya at 0.88 and lowest in Gujarat at 0.46 

in Control respondents’ family.     

The weighted average (WA) for children dropping out or have never attended school in SEWA 

respondents’ family has gone down from 19 in Baseline (highest in UP at 24.3% and lowest in Assam 

at 10.8%) to 6.3 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 25% and lowest in Assam at 1.6%), while it has 

gone down from 14.9 in Baseline to 7.3 in Endline in Control respondents’ family as seen in the table 

given below (Table No. 2.9.12) 

Table No. 2.9.12: Children Dropped Out or Never Attended School 

BASELINE SEWA Control 

Gujarat N=1128 224 (19.9) N=372 66 (17.7) 

Rajasthan N=126 24 (19.0) N=48 1 (2.1) 

Bihar N=289 50 (17.3) N=86 6 (7.0) 

UP N=206 50 (24.3) N=85 18 (21.2) 

Assam N=120 13 (10.8) N=42 4 (9.5) 

Meghalaya N=120 16 (13.3) N=40 5 (12.5) 

Weighted Average 
N=1989  N=673 

377 19.0 100 14.9 

ENDLINE SEWA Control 

Gujarat N=1152 38 (3.3) N=380 13 (3.4) 

Rajasthan N=129 4 (3.1) N=60 4 (6.7) 

Bihar N=300 40 (13.3) N=92 3 (3.3) 

UP N=211 15 (7.1) N=92 14 (15.2) 

Assam N=122 2 (1.6) N=44 4 (9.1) 

Meghalaya N=120 30 (25.0) N=42 14 (33.3) 

Weighted Average 
N=2034 N=710 

129 6.3 52 7.3 

The weighted averages (WA) for BOYS dropping out or never attending school in the SEWA 

respondents’ family are given in the table below (Table No. 2.9.13). The WA for not being interested 

in studies has gone up from 22.5 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 50% and lowest in Assam at 

7.7%) to 27.9 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 43.3% and none in Assam), while it has gone down 

from 22 in Baseline to 12.2 in Endline for Control respondents’ family. The WA for could not afford 

school fees has gone up from 12.7 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 46.2% and none in Meghalaya) to 

27.9 in Endline (highest in UP at 86.7% and none in Assam), while it has gone from 9 in Baseline to 

26.5 in Endline for Control respondents’ family. The WA for not good in studies has gone up from 

19.6 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 25.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 6.3%) to 22.1 in Endline 

(highest in Gujarat at 26.3% and none in Assam), while it has gone down from 28 in Baseline to 16.3 

in Endline for Control respondents’ family. The WA for responsibilities at home has gone down 

slightly from 19.9 in Baseline (highest in UP at 34% and lowest in Meghalaya at 12.5%) to 19.7 in 

Endline (highest in Gujarat at 28.9% and none in Meghalaya), while it has gone up from 18 in Baseline 



to 32.7 in Endline for Control respondents’ family. The weighted averages of other reasons for boys 

dropping out or never attending school are given in the table below (Table No. 2.9.13). Detailed 

state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.11   

Table No. 2.9.13: Reasons for BOYS dropping out or Never Attending School 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=377 N=100 N=122 N=49 

Not interested in studies 85 22.5 22 22.0 34 27.9 6 12.2 

Could not afford school fees 48 12.7 9 9.0 34 27.9 13 26.5 

Not good in studies 74 19.6 28 28.0 27 22.1 8 16.3 

Responsibilities at home 75 19.9 18 18.0 24 19.7 16 32.7 

Marriage fixed 1 0.3 1 1.0 10 8.2 6 12.2 

Teaching was not good 9 2.4 6 6.0 9 7.4 3 6.1 

School is far 7 1.9 3 3.0 5 4.1 7 14.3 

Difficulty in reaching school 10 2.7 2 2.0 4 3.3 5 10.2 

Started working 57 15.1 12 12.0 4 3.3 5 10.2 

Illness 11 2.9 4 4.0 4 3.3 8 16.3 

Taking care of younger siblings 1 0.3 1 1.0 3 2.5 1 2.0 

Parents/elders did not want 4 1.1 1 1.0 - - - - 

Decreased income due to covid - - - - 1 0.8 6 12.2 

Disability 2 0.5 - - - - - - 

Lack of Facilities for Online classes during COVID lockdown - - - - - - 2 4.1 

The weighted averages (WA) for GIRLS dropping out or never attending school in the SEWA 

respondents’ family are given in the table below (Table No. 2.9.14). The WA for could not afford 

school fees has gone up from 9.5 in Baseline (highest in UP at 18% and none in Assam and 

Meghalaya) to 25.5 in Endline (highest in Up at 90.9% and none in Rajasthan and Assam), while it 

has gone up from 14 in Baseline to 23.9 in Endline for Control respondents’ family. The WA for 

responsibilities at home has gone up from 16.4 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 25% and none in 

Meghalaya) to 20 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 28.9% and none in Assam), while it has gone up 

from 18 to 23.9 for Control respondents’ family. The WA for not interested in studies has gone up 

from 14.1 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 25% and lowest in Gujarat at 11.6%) to 20 in Endline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 33.3% and none in Assam), while it has gone up from 13 in Baseline to 21.7 

in Endline for Control respondents’ family. The WA for not good in studies has gone up from 11.4 in 

Baseline (highest in UP at 18% and none in Assam and Meghalaya) to 20 in Endline (highest in 

Gujarat at 28.9% and none in Rajasthan and Assam), while it has gone up from 9 in Baseline to 21.7 

in Endline for Control respondents’ family. The weighted averages of other reasons for girls 

dropping out or never attending school are given in the table below (Table No. 2.9.14). Detailed 

state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.12 

Table No. 2.9.14: Reasons for GIRLS dropping out or Never Attending School 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

  SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=377 N=100 N=110 N=46 

Could not afford school fees 36 9.5 14 14.0 28 25.5 11 23.9 

Responsibilities at home 62 16.4 18 18.0 22 20.0 11 23.9 

Not interested in studies 53 14.1 13 13.0 22 20.0 10 21.7 



  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Not good in studies 43 11.4 9 9.0 22 20.0 10 21.7 

Marriage fixed 18 4.8 3 3.0 10 9.1 7 15.2 

Difficulty in reaching school 30 8.0 11 11.0 7 6.4 7 15.2 

Teaching was not good 9 2.4 2 2.0 5 4.5 1 2.2 

School is far 29 7.7 13 13.0 4 3.6 6 13.0 

Illness 15 4.0 7 7.0 4 3.6 3 6.5 

Taking care of younger siblings 9 2.4 4 4.0 3 2.7 2 4.3 

Parents/elders did not want 10 2.7 3 3.0 2 1.8   

Lack of Facilities for Online classes during COVID lockdown     2 1.8   

Decreased income due to covid     2 1.8 4 8.7 

Started working 16 4.2 7 7.0 1 0.9 3 6.5 

Failed exam 1 0.3       

There was no toilet with water 1 0.9       

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs 

Gujarat: In Ahmedabad village there is a school till the 8th grade – for further studies till 12th they 

have to go to Sanand and for college they have to go to Ahmedabad. Girls in the village are better 

at studies than boys and get job in the GIDC. In Anand village, education till the college level is 

available. Both girls and boys are encouraged to study without any discrimination – they are also 

allowed to go and study in Anand as it is not very far and transport is also easily available. In Aravalli 

village the school is till the 8th grade and for further studies they have to go to nearby villages. 

Literacy rate among older men and women is low but they encourage their children to study – girls 

till 8th grade and unfortunately girls are still not given equal opportunities to study and are 

discouraged from going to the nearby villages for higher secondary education. But some girls do 

go for further studies. Similarly, in Chhota Udepur older men and women are not educated much 

but they encourage their children to attend school. There is a school till the 8th grade in the village 

and for further studies they have to go to Bodeli – where they can study till the 12th as well as go to 

college. Girls are encouraged to study till the 12th but many are afraid to send them alone. In the 

Gandhinagar village there is a school till the 12th grade as well as a PTC College. However, the girls 

study only till the 10th grade. The first reason they gave for not educating the girls further, was their 

safety concern and another reason is that post the girl's 10th grade, she will be engaged, so only if 

the In-laws wish, the girl can choose to study. However, very few girls decide to pursue further 

education. Some women also mentioned that if the girl has to anyway work, wash and look after 

the buffaloes, then what’s the point in educating them anyway. In Kutch village, there is a school 

till the 8th grade and if anyone wants to study further, they have to go to the Varmanagar and for 

college they have to go to Dayapar. Girls and boys are encouraged to study – boys don’t study 

much as they don’t get an appropriate job – they get into driving work. In the Mehsana village there 

are separate schools for girls and boys till 8th grade and then there is also a school till the 12th grade. 

Mostly, the girls are educated only up to grade 8 and reasons given for not continuing their 

education are: (1) there is a lot of casteism in this village and they discriminate against children of 

Harijan families, (2) safety concerns for girls, (3) elders don't place much importance on education 

or value it, and (4) the fear of them running away while studying. Only 2% of the population from 

this community sends their daughters to school in Mehsana for further education after grade 12. 

In Patan village, now every family educated their sons and daughters. There is a school till 12th grade 

in the village and some children move out of the village for further studies. Girls also go to college 



now. However, boys cannot find jobs even after completing their education. Thus, they study less 

and start working at a very young age. In Surendranagar, girls are educated up to the 10th grade 

only. The reason why they don't educate their daughters is mostly because of safety concerns. 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: Here in the village, both men and women have very little education, but now 

they encourage their children to study. While boys have less interest in education, girls are studying 

pretty well and even go to college. There is a school in the village up to 12th grade, and after that, 

they have to go to Bikaner for further studies. The reason why some boys don't want to study is 

that they can't find a job here quickly, even after completing their education. Therefore, they start 

working at a young age. There are 3 Anganwadis and children from every community come. 

Teenage boys and girls are also called in here to have meetings. Also, Sanitary pads are distributed 

to girls here. 

Dungarpur: The girls study up to grade 10. However, some women also stated that they are sending 

their daughters for higher education and believe that education is important after they joined 

SEWA. The main reason why other people do not send their daughters to study is because of their 

safety concerns. There are Anganwadis in the village which regularly open to provide nutrition and 

food to children, women, and adolescent girls. Children, women, and adolescent girls from all 

castes are allowed into the Anganwadi and all the services are fully utilized. 

Assam: The school is located within the village. The school has primary level to high school level. 

Children of every household go to school. There are few drop-out students. The ratio of dropout 

students among the boys and girls is equal. The reason for dropout is that sometimes parents 

cannot afford to provide the basic needs. The Anganwadi centre is also located in the village and 

the children are able to avail the facilities of the centre. 

Meghalaya: Most of the villagers are literate. There are 5 Government schools in the village 4 Lower 

Primary Schools and 1 Upper Primary School. There is no gender discrimination when it comes to 

sending their children to school. It is mostly the boys that dropped out of school (up to Class VIII). 

They dropped out of their own choices although their parents could afford to send them to school. 

The biggest contributing factor to this is the COVID lockdown. Young boys lost interest in studying 

since they got the experience to earn during lockdown and are now more interested in earning 

livelihoods. It could be those who are weak in studies did not get any consistent help from teachers 

and when schools reopened such students did not re-join school. There are 2 Anganwadis in the 

village. 

2.9.6: Schemes 

The weighted average (WA) of awareness about the Ujjwala Yojana among SEWA respondents has 

gone down from 86.8 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 94.6% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.6%) to 

83.1 in Endline (highest in Up at 96.2% and lowest in Bihar at 54.7%), while it has gone down from 

86.9 in Baseline to 81.7 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for awareness about Pradhan 

Mantri Gram Aawas has gone down from 79.8 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 84.3% and lowest 

in Meghalaya at 55.5%) to 75.6 in Endline (highest in Up at 92.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 55%), 

while it has gone down from 79.2 in Baseline to 71.7 in Endline for Control respondents. The WA for 

awareness about Janani Yojana has gone up from 56.3 in Baseline (highest in UP at 60.9% and 

lowest in Assam at 46.4%), to 66.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 86% and lowest in Meghalaya 

at 3.3%), while it has gone up from 56.2 in Baseline to 60.9 in Endline for Control respondents. The 

weighted averages of awareness about various schemes among SEWA and Control respondents is 



given in the table below (Table No. 2.9.15). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table 

No. A-2.9.13 

Table No. 2.9.15: Overall Awareness about Various Schemes 

  BASELINE ENDLINE 

Weighted Average SEWA Control SEWA Control 

  N=1989 N=673 N=2034 N=710 

Ujjwala Yojana 1672 86.8 572 86.9 1691 83.1 579 81.7 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana 1537 79.8 521 79.2 1537 75.6 509 71.7 

Janani Yojana 1084 56.3 370 56.2 1353 66.5 432 60.9 

MGNREGA 916 47.5 346 52.6 1326 65.2 476 67 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 936 48.6 303 46.0 1104 54.3 280 39.4 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana 630 32.7 181 27.5 964 47.4 294 41.5 

Drip Irrigation Scheme 469 24.3 137 20.8 734 36.1 232 32.7 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (toilet) 80 4.2 41 6.2 21 1 10 1.4 

Old Age Pension 3 0.2 - - - - - - 

Vahli Dikri Yojana 3 0.2 1 0.2 - - - - 

Solar Light 1 0.1 - - - - - - 

Widow Pension 4 0.2 5 0.8 5 0.2 2 0.3 

Sukanya Yojana 1 0.1 - - - - - - 

Laxmi Fule Yojana 1 0.1 - - - - - - 

Bicycle - - 1 0.2 - - - - 

Atal Pension Scheme - - - - 4 0.2 - - 

Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) - - - - 21 1 - - 

The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents benefitting from Ujjwala Yojana has gone up 

from 48.4 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 92.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 17.2%) to 63.5 in Endline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 91.1% and lowest in UP at 47.3% and Bihar at 47.6%), while it has gone up 

from 52.6 in Baseline to 58.7 in Endline among Control respondents. The weighted average (WA) 

of SEWA respondents benefitting from Pradhan Matri Gram Aawas Yojana has gone up from 18.6 in 

Baseline (highest in Bihar at 42.9% and lowest in UP at 7%) to 28.3 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya 

at 75.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 21.3%), while it has gone down from 32.7 in Baseline to 16.1 in 

Endline among Control respondents. The WA for SEWA respondents benefitting from Janani Yojana 

has gone up from 25.6 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 35.9% and lowest in Gujarat at 16.3%) to 28.1 

in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 50% and lowest in UP at 16.2%), while it has gone down from 

25.7 in Baseline to 18.3 in Endline for Control respondents.   

The weighted averages of SEWA and Control respondents benefitting from various other schemes 

is given in the table below (Table No. 2.9.16). Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table 

No. A-2.9.14 

Table No. 2.9.16: Schemes Respondents have Overall Benefitted from  

Weighted Average -SEWA Baseline  Endline  

Ujjwala Yojana 
N=1672 N=1691 

810 48.4 1073 63.5 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 
N=936 N=1105 

308 32.9 250 22.6 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana 
N=1537 N=1538 

286 18.6 433 28.2 

Janani Yojana N=1084 N=1353 



Weighted Average -SEWA Baseline  Endline  
281 25.9 380 28.1 

MGNREGA 
N=916 N=1327 

255 27.8 519 39.1 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana 
N=630 N=964 

60 9.5 107 11.1 

Drip Irrigation Scheme 
N=469 N=732 

40 8.5 45 6.1 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (toilet) 
N=80 N=21 

53 66.3 21 100 

Widow Pension 
N=4 N=5 

4 100 5 100 

Atal Pension Scheme 
- - N=3 

- - 3 100 

Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) 
- - N=21 

- - 4 19.0 

Weighted Average (Control) Baseline  Endline  

Ujjwala Yojana 
N=572 N=579 

301 52.6 340 58.7 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 
N=303 N=360 

99 32.7 58 16.1 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana 
N=521 N=508 

75 14.4 111 21.9 

Janani Yojana 
N=370 N=432 

95 25.7 79 18.3 

MGNREGA 
N=346 N=475 

120 34.7 160 33.7 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana 
N=181 N=294 

17 9.4 11 3.7 

Drip Irrigation Scheme 
N=137 N=232 

15 10.9 11 4.7 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (toilet) 
N=41 N=10 

27 65.9 7 70.0 

Widow Pension 
N=5 N=6 

2 40.0 6 100 

Atal Pension Scheme 
- - N=1 

- - 1 100 

Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) 
- - N=21 

- - 4 19.0 

Bicycle 
N=1 - - 

1 - - - 

The highest weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents benefitting from Ujjwala Yojana is by 

other sources at 62.6 (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Rajasthan at 6.8 – In Rajasthan 89.8% have 

said that no one has helped them in benefitting from this scheme) while through SEWA it is 20.7 

(highest in Assam at 50% and none in Meghalaya), while for Control respondents it is 73.1 from 

other sources and 11.8 through SEWA. The weighted averages of who helped SEWA and Control 

respondents benefit from various other schemes is given in the table below (Table No. 2.9.17). 

Detailed state-wise table available in Annex V – Table No. A-2.9.15 

 

 



Table No. 2.9.17: Who Helped in Benefitting from Schemes 
Weighted Average SEWA Control 

Ujjwala Yojana N=1073 N=323 

Through SEWA 222 20.7 38 11.8 

No one 180 16.8 49 15.2 

Any Other (specify) 672 62.6 236 73.1 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana N=250 N=50 

Through SEWA 45 18.0 8 16.0 

No one 66 26.4 6 12.0 

Any Other (specify) 139 55.6 36 72.0 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana N=433 N=80 

Through SEWA 88 20.3 10 12.5 

No one 97 22.4 23 28.8 

Any Other (specify) 245 56.6 72 90.0 

Janani Yojana N=380 N=65 

Through SEWA 74 19.5 3 4.6 

No one 77 20.3 12 18.5 

Any Other (specify) 229 60.3 50 76.9 

MGNREGA N=519 N=127 

Through SEWA 121 23.3 15 11.8 

No one 130 25 15 11.8 

Any Other (specify) 268 51.6 97 76.4 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana N=107 N=11 

Through SEWA 29 27.1 2 18.2 

No one 41 38.3 3 27.3 

Any Other (specify) 37 34.6 6 54.5 

Drip Irrigation Scheme N=44 N=10 

Through SEWA 10 22.7 - - 

No one 11 25.0 3 30.0 

Any Other   23 52.3 7 70.0 

SBM N=12 N=6 

No one 11 91.7 6 100.0 

Any Other (specify) 1 8.3 - - 

Widow Pension N=1 N=2 

No one 1 100 2 100.0 

Atal Pension Scheme N=5   

No one 3 60.0 - - 

Any Other (specify) 2 40.0 - - 
Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) N=4  

No one 4 100 - - 
Scholarship N=2  

Any Other (specify) 2 100 - - 
PDS N=9 N=1 

No one 6 66.7 1 100 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs 

Gujarat: There is awareness about Ayushman card; Ujjwala Yojana; Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojan; 

Labour card; Old Age Pension; RtE; Widow Assistance; Vahli Dikri Yojana; Sukanya Scheme; Janani 

Suraksha Yojana; Indira Awas Yojana; Kuverbai nu Mameru; Beti Bachao Beti Padhao Yojana; Atal 

Pension Yojana; Pradhan Matri Matru Vandana Yojana; in the various districts of Gujarat. They have 

also benefitted from various schemes. 



Rajasthan: Bikaner: If the delivery takes place at a government clinic, then the travelling cost is 

provided. They are aware of it and the form is filled out from the Anganwadi for verification. They 

know about the Aayushman card and are also familiar with the Indira Awas Yojana, but nobody has 

received any benefit from it. Participants were unaware of other government schemes. 

Dungarpur: Tarbandi (a type of wire used in the farm's pipleline for irrigation), MNREGA, Indira 

Awas Yojana, Ujjwala, Udan (for Pads/Sanitary Napkins), Chiranjeevi Yojana, Matru Vandana 

Yojana, Scooty (a scheme for girls' education), laptop, and Gargi Kunj Yojana (post 10th and 12th, 

on Vasant Panchmi, they are benefitted from this scheme). SEWA prepared and educated them to 

receive benefits from these schemes. The SEWA Representatives educated/Informed them about 

these government encouragement and schemes and also help us obtain the benefits of it. 

Bihar: They are aware of a few government schemes such as Indira Awas Yojana, Janani Suraksha 

Yojana, Ujjwala Yojana, Shauchalay yojna, Electricity Scheme and Kisan Yojana. However none in 

the village have yet benefited from them because the wealthy ones bribe and get their work done 

and the others are unable to. However, they have benefited from the Kisan Yojana with the help 

of SEWA, 10 people from the village had gotten registered and all of them benefitted under the 

Kisan Yojana. They receive Rs. 6000 annually; Rs. 3000 first and then Rs. 3000 later, in their 

accounts. Besides this, some have also benefited from the toilet scheme. 

Around 3-4 individuals had received the benefit of Indira Aavas, that's all, nothing more. 

UP: Lucknow: We are aware of Government schemes such as the Indira Awas Yojana and those 

related to receiving free benefits post operations, from hospitals, to those who have a card. When 

new schemes are introduced by the government or the local authorities, we are informed about 

them via Anganwadi. We have heard that senior citizens are given pensions, but until now no one 

in our community has received such benefits. When SEWA Representative visits, we hold meetings 

and she informs everyone about the schemes too, including how to fill out the necessary forms. 

Raebareli: Yes, we are aware of the Ujjwala scheme, Prime Minister Crop Insurance Scheme and 

Old Age Pension Scheme. Several people here have applied for the Ujjwala scheme. Some applied 

on their own, while others applied with the help of Sarpanch. Apart from this, there is also the 

Indira Awas Yojana, and the Sarpanch helps in filling out the forms. In addition to this, every 

household has access to toilet facilities as well (with regards to Harr Ghar Sauchalay Scheme). 

Assam: The government schemes like Arunouday have benefitted the women. 

Meghalaya: Most of the villagers are registered under the Meghalaya Health Insurance Scheme 

(which is in convergence with the Rasthriya Swasthiya Bima Yojana) for hospitalization. Some of 

the participants have registered and the rest are applying for it. They have not yet used the 

insurance scheme since they have never been admitted into private hospitals. MGNREGA, PMAY 

Gramin, electricity connections for both APL and poor families, cooking gas for BPL families are the 

schemes that the villagers have benefited. The villagers also received 5 kg/head rice and some 

families received 7kg/head rice under the Public Distribution System (in the village they refer it as 

ration card scheme). The ration card is under the women’s name except 3 young mothers who do 

not have their own ration card, since they are still under their mother’s ration card. The village chief 

assisted them to apply for the mentioned schemes. On further discussion on the topic of 

Government related scheme – the group shared that most people in the village are avoiding 

enrolling for Aadhaar because they believe that it symbolizes the number 666 which is associated 

with the number of the beast as mentioned in the Bible. One respondent said that if we go on 

without Aadhaar we may miss out most of the schemes meant for rural people. Amongst the 



respondents, 8 women do not have Aadhaar card and hence could not apply for certain schemes 

that are Aadhar enabled. 2 of them have applied for Aadhaar. 

2.9.7: Training 

The weighted average (WA) of training received by SEWA respondents is 79.9 (highest in Gujarat 

at 89.5% and Meghalaya at 89.2% and lowest in Assam at 29.5%). The WA of training received by 

Control respondents is 14.5 (highest in Meghalaya at 73.8 and none in Bihar and Assam). The WA 

of whether the training helped SEWA respondents is 90 – all in Assam and lowest in Bihar at 64.7. 

while the WA is 21 for Control respondents.     

Table No. 2.9.18: Trainings Received/Helped 

 Received  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya WA 

SEWA 
N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 2034 

1031 (89.5) 86 (66.7) 200 (66.7) 166 (78.7) 36 (29.5) 107 (89.2) 1626 79.9 

Control 
N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 710 

32 (8.4) 39 (65.0) - 1 (1.1) - 31 (73.8) 103 14.5 

 Helped Gujarat Rajasthan Uttar Pradesh Bihar Assam Meghalaya WA 

SEWA 
N=1031 N=86 N=211 N=300 N=36 N=107 1771 

1023 (99.2) 82 (95.3) 194 (64.7) 155 (93.4) 36 (100) 104 (97.2) 1594 90.0 

Control 
N=32 N=39 N=92 N=92 0 N=31 286 

27 (84.4) 7 (17.9) - - - 26 (83.9) 60 21.0 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Collective Perspectives: Evidences from FGDs 

Gujarat: There are various trainings that they want to receive in Ahmedabad, like agriculture, 

animal husbandry, irrigation techniques and digital literacy, so that they can learn more. In Anand, 

they don’t want any more training but are happy with the trainings they have received so far from 

SEWA. In Aravalli and Chhota Udepur also they are appreciative of the training they have received 

from SEWA. In Gandhinagar and Mehsana, they need more training on sewing work, parlour work 

and digitalisation. In Kutch, Patan they want training that will help them increase their income. In 

Surendranagar, they would like to receive more training on agricultural work, animal husbandry 

and digital literacy through SEWA. 

Rajasthan: Bikaner: They would like to be helped by establishing a system for providing 

employment opportunities so that their sisters and brothers can find work. 

Dungarpur: All the women and young girls who come, mentioned that they received various 

trainings through SEWA. These trainings included topics like agriculture, animal husbandry, 

personality development, Leelawati Training, digital literacy and savings. They said that they 

should continue to receive trainings in order to learn new things. Also, added that they received 

training on the dairy industry too. With the help of these trainings, they have gained confidence 

and started going out and meeting people. Rajasthan happens to follow traditional practices. 

However now, they have developed new skills through the service-oriented trainings. They have 

learned about dairy farming, animal husbandry and also how to cultivate crops and vegetables, 

which has increased their income from both farming and selling vegetables. When they visit 

Ahmedabad, they buy goods in wholesale and sell them here to make profit. They started doing 

this through mobile phones with the help of digital training, which saved them time and money. 

They help others to pay their bills and get some commission in return, which benefits them 

economically. They don't have to purchase fertilizers from outside anymore. Also, they help each 

other for small financial transactions through mobile phones. They have been able to "multitask" 



with the help of trainings organised by SEWA. They want more trainings on agriculture, animal 

husbandry, sewing and digital literacy, it should be emphasized as much as possible so that they 

get to learn more. Hence, training should be frequently provided. 

Bihar: Bhagalpur: Training on agriculture was provided through SEWA, which included instructions 

on drip irrigation, explaining how to irrigate with less water. The visitors who came from outside 

trained them on vermicomposting as well. During that time, they used to make and sell 

vermicompost here, but currently due to the shortage of cow dung, it isn't made. 

UP: Lucknow: A sewing center was opened here, almost 2 years ago which was run by SEWA. 

However, currently it has been closed. If they receive trainings that would help them make some 

money by sitting home and working, then they will definitely take it. They learnt sewing work and 

do their own sewing work at home now. Earlier, they used to get some work, but since so many of 

them are doing the sewing work, almost in every house, they don't get much work from outside, 

so they do our own sewing work. 

Raebareli: With the help of SEWA, they want to learn how to do some work while staying home 

and become Independent, for which training is necessary. 

Assam: Most of the women are members of the Self-help groups. They got trainings on duckary, 

goatery, poultry, farming from the development blocks. The members were taught to write 

proceedings and maintain accounts. The women in this village were rearing silk worm. Then this 

was transformed into thread, made clothes and sold them. Then they transformed it to thread, 

made cloth and sold them. These women were given the opportunity by SEWA, took them to 

Gujarat, trained them in to professional rearing of silk worm so that they take it as an income 

generating activities. They were also trained in candle making, but the organisation was supposed 

to provide help which was not provided and so the women stopped this activity. Now they are 

provided thread to weave clothes and are selling them. They would like to receive more training 

on agricultural work, animal husbandry and digital literacy through SEWA. 

Meghalaya: They have received skill building training in the past such as baking, juice making, 

tailoring, jam making, vermin compost, mushroom cultivation, and piggery. Training related to 

sustainable agriculture and credit & saving was also imparted. No training received related to 

energy conservation. Most of them have attended the mentioned trainings except the young 

mothers. These new mothers back then where still unmarried young girls hence were not active in 

any village activities. Only married women are considered active in the village. Above mentioned 

trainings were good since refreshment, materials and knowledge is received for free. But did not 

inculcate the knowledge received since they have their own livelihood and also most of the 

materials have to be bought which are needed for above work. One participant said that she was 

interested but lost interest when she had to do it alone. 

2.10 DIGITAL READINESS OF KEY SEWA ENTITIES / SOCIAL ENTERPRISES 

2.10.1: RUDI Multi Trading Company Limited 

In the Baseline, RUDI operated in 8 district associations of Gujarat. They procured spices, pulses, 

wheat, rice, cotton, castor and over 32 products from small and marginal farmers. Average 

turnover for RMTCL was between 7-8 crore, of which 75% was from agricultural produce and 25% 

from commodities. Approximate sale per month of Grade A Rudi bens was Rs. 50000 to 1 lakh 

earning them an approximate commission of five to ten thousand. This sale/commission figure 

went down for the Grade B and Grade C Rudi bens.  



Over the period of three years starting in the fourth quarter of 2020-21 the digitized transaction in 

comparison to the cash transaction has gone up significantly as can be seen in the table given 

below (Table No. 2.10.1). In the fourth quarter of 2020-21 the digitized transactions were 77.9% and 

in the fourth quarter of 2021-22 it has gone down slightly to 67.9% and in all the four quarters of 

2022-23 it has been much ahead of the digital transactions done in the fourth quarter of 2020-21. It 

was 89.6% in the first quarter; 88.3% in the second quarter; 81.6% in the third quarter; 84.8% in the 

fourth quarter and overall, the digitized transactions are 82.2% and the cash transactions done have 

gone down to 17.8%. 

Table No. 2.10.1: Sales Figures of RMTCL over a period of three years – Digitised and Cash 
  SALES 
  Online (Card/Wallets/NEFT) Cheque Cash Total Digitised% Cash% 

2020-21 Q4 4329323 0 1226741 5556064 77.9 22.1 

2021-22 

Q1 3755146 0 863160 4618306 81.3 18.7 

Q2 4946908 0 1435186 6382094 77.5 22.5 

Q3 2572931 0 2032988 4605919 55.9 44.1 

Q4 2386948  1129688 3516636 67.9 32.1 

2022-23 

Q1 13822754.94  1602159 15424913.94 89.6 10.4 

Q2 11122980  1472416 12595396 88.3 11.7 

Q3 7973929.6  1794622 9768551.6 81.6 18.4 

Q4 14521653.04  2603300 17124953.04 84.8 15.2 

OVERALL TOTAL 65432573.58  14160260 79592833.58 82.2 17.8 

2.10.2: Sewa Trade Facilitation Centre (STFC) 

SEWA Trade Facilitation Centre (STFC) is purely into handicraft products and Hansiba is the fashion 

brand of STFC. In the Baseline, 15000 artisans from Patan and Kutch districts were part of STFC and 

through Hansiba around 3000 artisans got work. The artisans were paid by cheque. 40% of the 

receipts of the Hansiba outlets were in cash and the rest is by POS machines.  

Table No. 2.10.2: The Online/Cash Expenses and Sales Figures of Three Years of STFC 

  Expenses 

Year  Online Cheque Cash Total Digitised% Cash% 

2020 
Q4 683245 285920 0 9,69,165 70 0 

Total 683245 285920 0 9,69,165 70 0 

2021 

Q1 1001895 423095 0 14,24,990 70 0 

Q2 1838783 1477566 25574 33,41,923 55 1 

Q3 1757721 1513920 81919 33,53,560 52 2 

Q4 1130251 5848167 55751 70,34,169 16 1 

Total 5728650 9262748 163244 15154642 38 1 

2022 

Q1 21,34,984 7,78,385 66,652 29,80,021 72 2 

Q2 15,56,140 12,99,339 1,68,272 30,23,751 51 6 

Q3 11,10,949 12,63,588 1,36,219 25,10,756 44 5 

TOTAL 11213968 12889980 534387 24638335 46 2 

  Sales 
  Online Cheque Cash Total Digitised% Cash% 

2020 
Q4 949600 344500 60000 1354100 70 4 

Total 949600 344500 60000 1354100 70 4 



2021 

Q1 605181 270000 17140 892321 68 2 

Q2 1842310 0 52890 1895200 97 3 

Q3 3550400 0 114065 3664465 97 3 

Q4 2280203 0 60212 2340415 97 3 

Total 8278094 270000 244307 8792401 94 3 

2022 

Q1 1327226 266222 106267 1699715 78 6 

Q2 1998554 384903 90483 2473940 81 4 

Q3 2025641 437720 73450 2536811 80 3 

TOTAL 14579115 1703345 574507 16856967 86 3 

In the Endline, it can be seen that due to COVID in the last quarter of 2020-21 and first quarter of 

2021 the percentage of digital transactions were 70% and zero percentage of cash transactions for 

expenses incurred. Overall, in 2021-22 the digital transactions were 38% and Cash transactions were 

1%; while it went up to 46% digital transactions in 2022-23. In the fourth quarter of 2020-21 the digital 

sales were 70% and cash sales were 4%; while the overall digital sales of 2021-22 were 94% and cash 

sales were 3%. The overall, digital sales in 2022-23 have gone down to 86% and the cash sales are 3%.  

2.10.3: Kamla 

In the Endline, the sales figures of Kamla in the last quarter of 2020-21 shows that 30.7% were digital 

and 69.3% were cash. The digital sales in the last quarter of 2021-22 financial year went up to 83% 

and cash sales went down to 17% while it was 60.5% (digital sales) in the last quarter of 2022-23. The 

overall digital sales from 2020-2023 is 56.9% and cash sales are 39.5% as seen in the table given 

below (Table No. 2.10.3) 

Table No. 2.10.3: Sales Figures of Kamala over a period of Three years (2020-2023) 

    SALES 

Year   Online (Card/Wallets/NEFT) Cheque Cash Total Digitised% Cash% 

2020-21 Q4 517324 - 1169386 1686710 30.7 69.3 

2021-22 

Q1   584280 - 1075494 1659774 35.2 64.8 

Q2   889492 - 1737784 2627276 33.9 66.1 

Q3   1882266 - 2066507 3948773 47.7 52.3 

Q4 1303881 - 266461 1570342 83.0 17.0 

2022-23 

Q1   3281135 - 2627112 5908247 55.5 44.5 

Q2   3753776 - 2845902 6599678 56.9 43.1 

Q3   8102538 - 4377201 12479739 64.9 35.1 

Q4 6993646 - 4557892 11551538 60.5 39.5 

OVERALL TOTAL 27308338 0 20723739 48032077 56.9 43.1 

 

2.10.4: Savings and Credit 

Through 103 leaders (karyakartas) there were 1969 groups with 25613 members saving an amount 

of nearly 25 lakhs every month at the time of the Baseline. Every month on an averagecash 

transactions amounting to Rs. 24,90,730 were done in the form of savings through the Savings and 

Credit Groups operating in the nine survey districts. This was a large quantum of cash transaction 

that was undertaken from the members of the SHG which ultimately reached the SEWA bank after 

passing through several hands. The district wise savings and credit figures are given below.  

 



Figure 1: Details of Savings and Credit in Survey District of Gujarat - Baseline 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Baseline savings in a month was Rs. 2490730 as seen in the figure 1 above and the table below 

(Table No. 2.10.4). The project target was a 25% increase i.e., Rs. 622682.5 and the achievement was 

Rs. 648731 and that comes to 26% increase.   

Table No. 2.10.4: Project Target and Achievement 
Baseline 

(Savings in A month) 
Project Target 

Project Target 
(25%) in Amount 

Achieved Achieved in Percentage 

Rs. 2490730 25% Rs.622682.5 Rs. 648731 26% 

Savings/Loan Collection/Individual DMT and Members Covered 

Month 
Savings 

Collections (Gujarat) 
Loan 

 Collections 
Individual 
DMTs (UP) 

Total 
Members 
covered 

(SHG-Savings) 

March'23* 143550 56960 38450 238960 1960 

April'23* 648731 41000 39394 729125 5020 

Total 792281 97960 77844 968085 6980 

* Only SHG Members 

2.11 IMPACT OF PROGRAM 

The Category 1 training has been attended by all the SEWA respondents in all the states. The WA for 

participation in Category 2 training is 89.5 - highest is in Rajasthan at 98.4% and lowest in Bihar at 

74.3%, while the WA for Category 3 training is 83.3 – highest is in Rajasthan at 95.3% and lowest in 

Bihar at 60.7%.  

Table No. 2.11.1: Types of Training Attended by SEWA Respondents 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya WA 

  N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 N=2034 

Category 1 1152 (100) 129 (100) 300 (100) 211 (100) 122 (100) 120 (100) 2034 100 

Category 2 1087 (94.4) 127 (98.4) 223 (74.3) 159 (75.4) 109 (89.3) 115 (95.8) 1820 89.5 

Category 3 1044 (90.6) 123 (95.3) 182 (60.7) 142 (67.3) 100 (82.0) 103 (85.8) 1694 83.3 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

The weighted average (WA) of the respondents saying that the training that they have received was 

good is 78.6 – highest in Gujarat at 86.6% and lowest in UP at 63% and Assam at 63.1%, while it is 21.3 

for those who have rated it as average – highest in UP at 37% and Assam at 36.9% and lowest in 

Gujarat at 13.4%. Only one respondent in Meghalaya has rated the training as not good.  

 



Table No. 2.11.2: Rating of Training 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya WA 

  N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 N=2034 

 Good 998 (86.6) 93 (72.1) 202 (67.3) 133 (63.0) 77 (63.1) 96 (80.0) 1599 78.6 

 Average 154 (13.4) 36 (27.9) 98 (32.7) 78 (37.0) 45 (36.9) 23 (19.2) 434 21.3 

 Not Good - - - - - 1 (0.8) 1 0.0 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

The weighted average (WA) of the respondents saying the benefit of the training was them learning 

how to operate the mobile phone is 91.2 (highest in Rajasthan at 98.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 

82.5%), while it is 27.5 for the strengthening of their personal documentation (highest in Meghalaya 

at 80.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 21.3%); 27 for starting to use the digital wallet (highest in Rajasthan 

at 42.4% and lowest in Assam at 9.8%); 21 for starting to withdrawing money from ATM (highest in 

Meghalaya at 35% and lowest in Rajasthan at 9.3%); 18.7 for doing the KYC with the bank (highest in 

Meghalaya at 38.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 5.4%) and 6.7 for issuance of ATM card (highest in 

Meghalaya at 49.2% and none in UP and Gujarat).  

Table No. 2.11.3: Benefit of Training 

  N 
Operating 
the Mobile 

Phone 

Personal 
Documentation 
Strengthened 

KYC with 
Bank 

ATM 
Card 

Started 
withdrawing 

money from ATM 

Using 
Digital 
Wallet 

Gujarat 1152 1047 (90.9) 245 (21.3) 248 (21.5) - 244 (21.2) 329 (28.6) 

Rajasthan 129 127 (98.4) 32 (24.8) 7 (5.4) 16 (12.4) 12 (9.3) 56 (43.4) 

Bihar 300 277 (92.3) 91 (30.3) 17 (5.7) 17 (5.7) 51 (17.0) 65 (21.7) 

UP 211 198 (93.8) 50 (23.7) 19 (9.0) - 53 (25.1) 67 (31.8) 

Assam 122 108 (88.5) 44 (36.1) 44 (36.1) 45 (36.9) 25 (20.5) 12 (9.8) 

Meghalaya 120 99 (82.5) 97 (80.8) 46 (38.3) 59 (49.2) 42 (35.0) 20 (16.7) 

WA 2034 
1856 559 381 137 427 549 

91.2 27.5 18.7 6.7 21.0 27.0 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

The program helped the beneficiaries in tackling the COVID pandemic – the highest WA on how the 

program helped them in tackling the COVID pandemic is that they learnt how to face natural 

calamities at 76.2 (highest in Bihar at 88.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 35.8%). The WA for the 

program helping with their children’s education is 42.3 (highest in Meghalaya at 57.5% and lowest in 

Rajasthan at 3.1%). The WA for helping them with learning to make online payments is 12.8 (highest 

in UP at 25.6% and none in Assam and Meghalaya). The WA for the program made them aware about 

Corona is 1.1 (10.1% in Rajasthan, 6.7% in Meghalaya and 0.1% in Gujarat and none in the other states). 

Three respondents of Meghalaya have mentioned that the program has helped them with credit 

and savings.  

Table No. 2.11.4: Program Helped in Tackling COVID Pandemic 

  N 
Face Natural 
Calamities 

Education for 
children 

For Online 
payments 

Corona 
Awareness 

Credit and 
saving 

Gujarat 1152 930 (80.7) 514 (44.6) 142 (12.3) 1 (.1) - 

Rajasthan 129 100 (77.5) 4 (3.1) 9 (7.0) 13 (10.1) - 

Bihar 300 265 (88.3) 91 (30.3) 55 (18.3) - - 

UP 211 142 (67.3) 114 (54.0) 54 (25.6) - - 

Assam 122 69 (56.6) 69 (56.6) - - - 

Meghalaya 120 43 (35.8) 69 (57.5) - 8 (6.7) 3 (2.5) 

WA 2034 
1549 861 260 22 3 

76.2 42.3 12.8 1.1 0.1 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 



The weighted average of the knowledge about the SEWA Sahayata Number (COVID Crisis Number) 

is 40.6 among SEWA respondents – highest in Gujarat at 58.7% and none in Assam. Out of these 

respondents the WA of those who called the number is 67.9 – all in Bihar and lowest in none in 

Rajasthan. Majority of them have called to ask about information on Corona – the WA is 87.7 – 

highest in Gujarat at 92.5% and lowest in UP at 23.1%. There were some respondents in Meghalaya 

(41.9%); UP (53.8%) and Gujarat (0.6%) who called to know about Telemedicine. Three respondents 

in Gujarat and three in UP called to know about Corona vaccine and 6.3% in Gujarat and 23.1% in 

Meghalaya called for information about livelihood and SEWA. The WA for immediate response time 

is 97.8 – all in Bihar and lowest in Meghalaya at 53.8%. Barring one respondent in UP all were 

satisfied with SEWA’s response. The WA for receiving COVID related message is 65.7 – highest in 

Gujarat at 82.8% and lowest in Assam at 11.5%. Out of those who received all in Meghalaya and 

Rajasthan; 98.2% in Gujarat; 92.9% in Assam; 75.8% in UP and lowest in Bihar at 69.2% got correct 

information. While 26.7% in Bihar; 14.5% in Bihar and 1.3% in Gujarat said that it gave them access to 

doctors and counsellors.   



Table No. 2.11.5: COVID Crisis Number - SEWA Sahayata Number 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya WA 

  N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 2034 

Know About the Number 676 (58.7) 8 (6.2) 56 (18.7) 55 (26.1) - 31 (25.8) 826 40.6 

  N=676 N=8 N=56 N=55 - N=31 826   

Called The Number 479 (70.9) - 56 (100) 13 (23.6) - 13 (41.9) 561 67.9 

Called For N=479 - N=56 N=13 - N=13 561   

Telemedicine 3 (.6) - - 7 (53.8) - 13 (41.9) 23 4.1 

Information about Livelihood /SEWA   30 (6.3) - - - - 3 (23.1) 33 5.9 

Information about Corona 443 (92.5) - 37 (66.1) 3 (23.1) - 9 (69.2) 492 87.7 

Corona Vaccine 3 (.6) -   3 (23.1) - - 6 1.1 

How long was Response N=477 - N=37 N=13 - N=13 540 

Immediate 473 (99.2) - 37 (100) 11 (84.6) - 7 (53.8) 528 97.8 

One week 2 (.4) - - 1 (7.7) - - 3 0.6 

More than one week 2 (.4) - - 1 (7.7) - 6 (46.2) 9 1.7 

Satisfied with (SEWA) response 477 (100) - 37 (100) 12 (92.3) - 13 (100) 539 99.8 

COVID-related messages from SEWA 
N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 2034 

954 (82.8) 43 (33.30) 186 (62.0) 120 (56.9) 14 (11.5) 19 (15.8) 1336 65.7 

Messages received N=954 N=43 N=186 N=120 N=14 N=19 1336 

Got Correct information 937 (98.2) 43 (100) 83 (69.2) 141 (75.8) 13 (92.9) 19 (100) 1236 92.5 

Kept income afloat 5 (.5) - 5 (4.2) 18 (9.7) 1 (7.1) - 29 2.2 

Give us Access to doctors/counsellors 12 (1.3) - 32 (26.7) 27 (14.5) - - 71 5.3 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

 



Chapter 3: Findings  

 

3.1 FINDINGS  

Profile of Respondents: 

1. The highest SEWA respondents in the 18-25 years age group are in Bihar at 32% and lowest in 

Meghalaya at 5%. The highest Control respondents in the 18-25 years age group are in UP at 

40.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 2.3%. 

2. The highest SEWA respondents in the 26-35 years age group are in Uttar Pradesh at 44.5% and 

lowest in Rajasthan at 24.8%. The highest Control respondents in the 26-35 years age group are 

in Assam at 45.5% and lowest in UP at 23.9%. 

3. The highest SEWA respondents in the 36-50 years age group are in Meghalaya at 46.7% and 

lowest in Bihar at 22%. The highest Control respondents in the 36-50 years age group are in 

Gujarat at 43.9% and lowest in Rajasthan at 26.7%. 

4. The highest SEWA respondents in the 51-60 years age group are in Assam at 14.8% and lowest 

in UP at 3.3%. The highest Control respondents in the 51-60 years age group are in Rajasthan at 

15% and lowest in UP at 6.5%. 

5. The highest above 60 years SEWA respondents are in Gujarat; Rajasthan and Bihar at 2.3% and 

lowest in UP and Assam. The highest above 60 years Control respondents are in Rajasthan at 

10% and none in Meghalaya. 

6. The average age of SEWA respondents ranges from 32.89 years in UP to 39.32 years in Assam 

while the average age of the Control respondents ranges from 32.48 years in Bihar to 39.92 

years in Rajasthan. 

7. Overall, 32.3% SEWA respondents (highest in Meghalaya at 51.7% and lowest in Bihar at 14%) 

have studied till the Primary level, while 36.5% Control respondents overall are illiterate. 

8. Overall, 24.4% of SEWA respondents are illiterate (highest in Bihar at 36.3%) and lowest in Assam 

at 7.4%. 

9. 4.2% SEWA respondents are graduates (highest in UP at 15.6% and one in Meghalaya) and 1.1% 

are postgraduates (highest in UP at 3.3% and Rajasthan at 3.1% and one in Assam and 

Meghalaya). 

10. In Gujarat, all the SEWA and Control respondents can speak in Gujarati while the proficiency 

to read and write goes down by about 25%. In Rajasthan, there are 23.3% SEWA respondents 

who can speak; 15.5% who can read; 5.4% who can write; 10.9% who can read numerals and 7.8% 

who can write numerals in Gujarati. There are a few SEWA respondents in Bihar and UP who 

can manage to communicate in Gujarati but none in Assam and Meghalaya. 

11. All SEWA and Control respondents of Rajasthan; Bihar and UP can speak Hindi. Highest 

number of SEWA respondents to be able to read Hindi are in UP at 77.3% followed by 75.2% in 

Rajasthan and lowest is in Meghalaya at 2.5% - surprisingly 53.3% of them in Assam can read 

Hindi. In Gujarat the proficiency of speaking; reading; writing and numerals in Hindi is below 

50% for SEWA respondents and below 40% among Control respondents. 

12. Highest among SEWA respondents to speak English is in Meghalaya at 26.7% and lowest in 

Gujarat at 10.2%. It is interesting to note that though 19.7% of them in Assam can speak 56.6% 



of them can read English and similarly in UP 21.3% can read and 55.5% can write English. The 

proficiency in English is the lowest among SEWA respondents of Gujarat. 

13. None of the SEWA or Control respondents of Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar and UP know Assamese 

or Khasi language. One SEWA respondent of Assam does not know Assamese but knows 

Khasi. There are 62.5% SEWA and five Control respondents of Meghalaya who can speak 

Assamese while the proficiency to read; write and numerals goes down considerably. 

14. 58.3% of the Meghalaya SEWA respondents can speak Khasi – the rest were administered the 

survey with the help of translators. The proficiency to read; write and numerals goes down 

slightly and one SEWA respondent of Assam knows Khasi very well. 

Socio-Economic Status: 

1. The highest family size is in Bihar among SEWA respondents at 5.98 and lowest is in Assam at 

5.02. The highest family size is 5.93 among Control respondents of Meghalaya and lowest is in 

Assam at 4.86. 

2. In Gujarat; Bihar; UP average number of girls in SEWA respondents’ family in both age-groups 

is lower than that of the boys in both the age-groups. 

3. In Rajasthan average number of girls in SEWA respondents’ family in 0-6 years age-group is 

less than boys in the same age-group but more in the 7-18 years age-group than the boys. 

4. In Assam and Meghalaya, the girls in the 0-6 years age-group are more than the boys in the 

same age-group while girls are less in the 7-18 years age-group compared to boys in the same 

age-group. 

5. Average number of women in the family of SEWA respondents in Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar; 

UP; and Meghalaya is more than the male members in their family; while in Assam the average 

number of women are less than the male family members. 

6. Overall, 99.2% SEWA and 98.2% Control respondents have their Aadhar Card. Barring one SEWA 

respondent in Rajasthan; Bihar; Assam all the respondents have their Aadhar Card. 

7. Rajasthan has the highest average number of family members of SEWA and Control 

respondents engaged in economic activities. The lowest is in Meghalaya among SEWA and 

among Control respondents.  

8. Rajasthan has the highest average annual income among SEWA and Control respondents’ 

family. The lowest is in Bihar among SEWA and among Control respondents. 

9. The weighted average (WA) of SEWA respondents’ families engaged in agriculture on own 

farm is 55.5 – highest in Assam at 89.3% and lowest in Bihar at 8%. 

10. The WA for animal husbandry is 54.7 among SEWA respondents’ families – highest in Assam 

at 91% and lowest in Bihar at 31%. 

11. The WA for manual labour is 51.1 among SEWA respondents’ families – highest is in Meghalaya 

at 71.7% and lowest in UP at 35.5%. 

12. The WA for agriculture labour is 46 among SEWA respondents’ families – highest in Assam at 

74.6% and lowest in Rajasthan at 20.9% - it is 43% in Bihar which has the lowest percentage of 

families engaged in their own agriculture. 

13. The WA of SEWA respondents (highest in Assam at 91% and lowest in Bihar at 29.7%) engaged 

in animal husbandry is the highest at 54.5 and that of Control respondents at 53.1. 

14. The WA among SEWA respondents engaged in agriculture on own farm is 49.1 (highest in 

Assam at 84.4% and lowest in Bihar at 6.3%) and that of Control respondents it is 50.4.  



15. The WA of SEWA respondents engaged in agriculture labour is 43.2 (highest in Assam at 68% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 18.6%) and that of Control respondents is 47.3. 

16. The highest ownership among SEWA respondents is of residential houses at 92.6 (highest in 

Rajasthan at 97.7 and lowest in Bihar at 89) and 87.3 among Control respondents.  

17. The WA of ownership of vehicles is 58.1% among SEWA (highest in Gujarat at 76.2 and lowest 

in Bihar at 15) and 48.5 among Control respondents.  

18. In almost all the assets the ownership of majority of the assets is in the name of a male family 

member barring Meghalaya where the respondent herself and her female family members 

have individual or joint ownership. 

19. The WA of SEWA respondents’ family having pucca houses is highest at 56.4 (highest in 

Rajasthan at 81.4% and lowest in Assam at 22.1 and Bihar at 38) and at 49.2 among Control 

respondents’ family.  

20. The WA of SEWA respondents living in semi-pucca houses is 27.9 (highest in Meghalaya at 

65.8% and lowest in Rajasthan at 13.2%) and of Control respondents is 28.9.  

21. The WA of SEWA respondents living in kaccha house is 15.7 (highest in Assam at 42.6% and 

lowest in Rajasthan at 5.4%) and that of Control respondents it is 22.0. 

22. All SEWA respondents of Rajasthan live in their own houses while baring two in each of Assam 

and Meghalaya all of the SEWA respondents live in their own houses. In Bihar three of them 

live in rented houses while three live with relatives and three live in the company quarters. In 

UP two live in relative’s house while 11.4% live in rented houses and the rest in their own house. 

In Gujarat 1.3% live in rented houses while five live in relatives houses and one lives on 

government land. 

23. The highest ownership among SEWA respondents is in Rajasthan at an average of 5.14 vigha 

followed by 4.15 vigha in Assam. The lowest ownership of land is in Bihar at 0.11 vigha.  

24. The highest sharecropped land last year was in Assam at an average of 1.36 vigha and lowest 

was in Bihar at 0.11 vigha.  

25. The highest land taken on lease was in Assam at an average of 0.55 vigha and the lowest was 

in Meghalaya and Gujarat at 0.13 vigha. 

26. The highest average land cultivated in the Rabi season is in Gujarat at 2.75 vigha and the lowest 

is in Bihar at 0.24. The highest average land irrigated in the Rabi season is also in Gujarat at 

2.28 vigha and lowest in Bihar at 0.22 vigha.  

27. In Summer the highest average land cultivated is in Gujarat at 1.27 vigha and lowest in 

Rajasthan at 0.03 vigha. The highest land irrigated in summer is in Gujarat at 1.11 vigha and 

lowest is in Rajasthan at 0.03 vigha. 

28. The highest average land cultivated in the Monsoon is in Rajasthan at 3.77 vigha and lowest is 

in Bihar at 0.22 vigha and the highest irrigated land in Monsoon is in Gujarat at 1.96 vigha and 

lowest is in Assam at 0.4 vigha.  

29. The WA, for availability of Clean Water among SEWA respondents is 95.4 (highest in UP at 

98.6% and lowest is in Bihar at 88.3%) and 93.9 among Control respondents (highest Control 

in Assam at 100% and lowest in Rajasthan at 88.3%).  

30. The WA for availability of Electricity among SEWA respondents is 94.7 (all in Rajasthan and 

lowest in Assam at 63.9%) and 93.2 among Control respondents.  

31. The WA for availability of functional Toilet among SEWA respondents is 80.8 (highest in 

Meghalaya at 98.3% and lowest in Bihar at 51%) and among Control respondents it is 62.8.  



32. The WA for availability of Drainage facility among SEWA respondents is 58.4 (highest in UP at 

82% and lowest in Gujarat at 50.3%) and 45.5 among Control respondents. 

Institutional membership: 

1. All the SEWA respondents in all six states are members of SEWA.  

2. The highest membership to SHG (Sakhi Mandal) among SEWA respondents is in Meghalaya at 

98.3%, followed by 81.1% in Assam and lowest in UP at 8.1% - in the other states also it is on the 

lower side – a little above 20%. 

3. The highest membership to SHG (SEWA) is also in Meghalaya at 95.8% followed by 65.6% in 

Assam and 62.9% in Gujarat – it is the lowest in Bihar at 11.7% and in Rajasthan and UP it is 19.4%. 

4. SEWA respondents of only Gujarat (23.3%) and Assam (1.6%) are members of the milk 

cooperative. 

5. One SEWA respondent each in Rajasthan; Bihar and UP; three in Assam and 1.3% in Gujarat are 

members of the Panchayat. 

6. Membership in the Women’s wing is reported by 37.5% of SEWA respondents in Meghalaya 

while one in Assam and eight in Meghalaya are members of farmer’s group and nine are 

members of Producers’ group. 

7. The concentration of SEWA respondents’ duration of membership in SEWA is between 1-5 

years (highest in UP at 89.6% and lowest in Assam at 37.7%) and 6-10 years (highest in 

Meghalaya at 35.8% and Assam at 35.2% and lowest in UP at 9%). 

8. The concentration of SEWA respondents’ duration of membership in SHG (SEWA) is between 

1-5 years (highest in Bihar at 80% and lowest in Up at 23.8%) and 6-10 years (highest in Rajasthan 

at 44% and lowest in Bihar at 17.2%. 

9. The concentration of SEWA respondents’ duration of membership in SHG (Sakhi Mandal) is 

between 1-5 years (highest in UP at 88.2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 17%) and 6-10 years 

(highest in Meghalaya at 72% and lowest in UP at 11.8%). 

10. Majority of the SEWA respondents in all the states have the designation of Member in SEWA. 

11. Majority of SEWA respondents are Members of the SHG (SEWA) – highest in Assam at 98.8% 

and lowest in UP at 78%. 

12. In the SHG (Sakhi Mandal) the majority of SEWA respondents are Members – highest in Bihar 

at 90.3% and lowest in Meghalaya and Rajasthan at 67.8% and 67.9% respectively. 

Access to Financial Products and Services:  

1. The WA for savings done in bank has gone up from 84.6 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and 

lowest in UP at 75.2%) to 86.2 in Endline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Gujarat at 80.9%) for 

SEWA respondents and from 67.9 to 77.2 for Control respondents.  

2. The WA for savings done in SHG (SEWA) has also gone up from 40.1 in Baseline (highest in 

Gujarat at 55.2% and lowest in UP at 3.4%) to 49.2 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 98.8% to 

lowest in UP at 10%) for SEWA respondents and from nil to 5.5 for Control respondents.  

3. The WA for saving cash at home has gone down from 52.5 in the Baseline (highest in Bihar at 

71.3% and lowest in Assam at 16.7%) among SEWA respondents to 26 in Endline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 88.3% and lowest in Assam at 4.1%) and from 53 in Baseline to 37.3 in the Endline 

among Control respondents.  

4. The WA for SEWA respondents not saving has gone up from 2 in the Baseline (none in 

Meghalaya to highest in UP at 5.3%) to 3 in the Endline (highest in Gujarat at 4.3% and none in 



Assam and Meghalaya), while for Control respondents it has gone up from 7.9 in Baseline to 

8.6 in Endline. 

5. In Gujarat, in the Baseline, age to an extent was a determining factor in the SEWA and Control 

respondents’ saving habit, while it is not a determining factor.  

6. In Rajasthan, age is a determining factor in the Baseline and Endline in the SEWA and Control 

respondents’ saving habit.  

7. In Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya age is not a determining factor as to where the 

SEWA respondents kept their savings in Baseline as well as Endline  

8. The WA for having a bank account has gone up from 84.4 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and 

lowest in UP at 79.36%) to 96.6 in the Endline for SEWA respondents (all in Meghalaya and 

lowest in UP at 94.3%), while it has gone down from 94.3 in Baseline to 91 in the Endline for 

Control respondents. 

9. The WA for having an individual bank account has gone up from 87.2 in the Baseline (all in 

Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Gujarat at 79.8% - In Gujarat 25.6% had joint account with 

male family member) to 91.3 in the Endline for SEWA respondents (all in Meghalaya and lowest 

in Gujarat at 88.1% - it has gone down to 11.9% of them having a joint account with a male family 

member), while it has gone up from 32.9 in Baseline to 89 in Endline for Control respondents.  

10. In Gujarat, Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya in the Baseline and Endline age is not a 

determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents having or not having a bank account. 

Similarly, age was not a determining factor in the SEWA and Control respondents having an 

individual account.  

11. In Rajasthan (Bikaner), to an extent age is a determining factor in SEWA respondents having 

or not having a bank account in the Baseline and Endline but in Dungarpur age was not a 

determining factor among SEWA respondents not having a bank account and in the Endline 

all the SEWA respondents have a bank account. Age was not a determining factor in the SEWA 

and Control respondents having an individual account – in Baseline and Endline. 

12. The WA for SEWA respondents having an account in a nationalised bank has gone down from 

88.1 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 92.5% and Gujarat at 92.4% and lowest in Rajasthan at 

64.7%) to 69.3 in the Endline (highest in Assam at 94.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.1%), while 

it has gone down from 77.3% in Baseline to 68 in Endline for Control respondents.  

13. The WA of having an account in a cooperative bank among SEWA respondents has gone up 

slightly from 13.1 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 38.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 7%) to 13.9 

in the Endline (highest in Gujarat at 19.3% and none in Assam and one in Meghalaya and UP), 

while it has gone down from 25.1 in the Baseline to 12.8 in the Endline for Control respondents. 

14. The WA of having an account in a private bank has gone up from 1.5 in the Baseline (None in 

Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya and 2.5% in Gujarat and less than 1% in Bihar and UP) to 5.5 in 

the Endline (None in Gujarat; Assam and Meghalaya and six in UP and three in Bihar) for SEWA 

respondents and gone down from 1.6 in Baseline to 0.2 in Endline for Control respondents.  

15. In the Baseline the respondents had not mentioned having an account in a rural; regional or 

small finance bank. In the Endline the weighted average of SEWA respondents having an 

account in a rural bank is 11.1 (highest in Meghalaya at 59.2% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.3%) and 

that of Control respondents is 13.6.  

16. In Gujarat and Meghalaya age is a determining factor in the type of bank SEWA respondents 

have their account but in the Endline age is not a determining factor in the SEWA and Control 

respondents choosing the type of bank they save in.  



17. In Rajasthan; Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam a pattern is not emerging that shows that age is a 

determining factor in the SEWA respondents and Control respondents having an account in 

any particular type of bank – in Baseline and Endline 

18. The WA for SEWA respondents not using their bank account has gone down from 2.6 in 

Baseline (none in Meghalaya and one in Assam and highest in Rajasthan at 8.6%) to 0.8 in the 

Endline (none in Rajasthan and Meghalaya and two in Bihar and Assam; one in UP and 1% in 

Gujarat), while it has gone down from 2.8 in Baseline to 0.3 in Endline for Control respondents. 

19. The WA for using the bank account by themselves has gone up from 56.2 (highest in Assam at 

89.8% and lowest in Bihar at 43.4%) to 81.3 in the Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 96% and 

lowest in Gujarat at 77.5%), while it has gone up from 52.1 in Baseline to 80.7 in Endline for 

Control respondents.  

20. The WA for using the assistance of family/friends in operating the bank account has gone down 

from 49.5 in the Baseline (highest in Bihar at 71.5% to lowest in Assam at 16.9%) to 29 in the 

Endline (highest in Bihar at 50.5% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.9%), while it has gone down from 

52.5 in Baseline to 33.6 in Endline for Control respondents.  

21. The WA for operating the account through Bank Saathi has gone down from 30.5 in Baseline 

(highest in Bihar at 53.5% and none in Meghalaya and two in Assam) to 10.4 in the Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 38.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.8%), while it has gone down from 32.1 in 

Baseline to 10.9 in Endline for Control respondents.  

22. The WA for operating the account through informal agent has gone down from 2.4 in Baseline 

(none in Assam and Meghalaya and one in Rajasthan and 8.3% in Bihar) to 0.9 in the Endline 

(none in Rajasthan and one in Meghalaya Gujarat and two in Assam and 3% in UP), while it has 

gone down from 3.2 in Baseline to 0.6 in Endline for Control respondents.  

23. In Gujarat, in the Baseline, age was not a determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents 

operating their bank account with majority of them did so with the help of family and friends. 

In the Endline, age is not a determining factor in the use and non-use of their bank account by 

the SEWA and Control respondents but it is a determining factor on how they use their bank 

account – the highest use by themselves.  

24. In Rajasthan, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a deciding factor in how the respondents 

operate their bank account – either by themselves or by taking help from friends/family or the 

bank saathis.  

25. In Bihar, in the Baseline and Endline, age did not determine whether the respondents used 

their bank account or not. Age was also not a determining factor as to who operates the 

respondent’s bank account.  

26. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor in the SEWA and 

Control respondents’ use or non-use of their bank account. Age is also not a deciding factor in 

how the respondents operate their bank account – either by themselves in the Baseline and 

Endline.  

27. In Assam, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor for who did not use their 

bank account, but it was a determining factor for who used their bank account.  

28. In Meghalaya, in Baseline all SEWA respondents used their bank account and age was not a 

determining factor in how they used their bank account though the majority of those using it 

themselves were in the 18-25 years age-group.  

29. The WA for SEWA respondents using their bank account for savings has remained the same at 

94.4 in Baseline (all in Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Rajasthan at 88.7%) as well as in the 



Endline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Bihar at 91.6%), while it has gone down from 94.1 in 

Baseline to 92.4 in Endline for Control respondents.  

30. The WA for using it for withdrawals by SEWA respondents has gone down from 86 in Baseline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 90.8% and lowest in Bihar at 50.4%) to 72.4 in the Endline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 99.2% and lowest in Gujarat at 65.6%), while it has gone down from 86.2 in 

Baseline to 74 in Endline for Control respondents.  

31. The WA for availing government subsidies has gone up from 32.9 in Baseline (highest in Bihar 

at 97.8% and none in Meghalaya) to 33.4 in the Endline (highest in Assam at 79.8% and lowest 

in Rajasthan at 13.5%), while it has gone down from 86.3 in Baseline to 74 in Endline for Control 

respondents.  

32. The WA for payments has gone up from 1.5 in Baseline (3.7% in UP and none in Bihar) to 25.5 in 

the Endline (highest in Assam at 53.8% and lowest in Meghalaya at 15.8%), while it has gone up 

from 1.6 in Baseline to 27 in Endline for Control respondents.  

33. The WA for remittances has gone up from 0.8 in the Baseline (none in Bihar and Assam and 

one in Meghalaya; two in Rajasthan; three in Gujarat and six in UP) to 13.3 in the Endline 

(highest in UP at 37.4% and Bihar at 36.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%), while it has gone 

up from 0.5 in Baseline to 14.5 in Endline for Control respondents.  

34. The WA for getting money is 36 for SEWA (highest in Meghalaya at 70.8% and lowest in Assam 

at 24.4%) and 39.6 for Control respondents. 

35. In Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar and Meghalaya, in the Baseline as well as Endline, age is not a 

determining factor as to how SEWA and Control respondents use their bank account – for 

savings or to avail government subsidies or for withdrawals; remittances or payments.  

36. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline age is a determining factor as to how SEWA and 

Control respondents use their bank account – for savings or to avail government subsidies or 

for withdrawals; remittances or payments.  

37. In Assam, in the Baseline age was a determining factor in SEWA and Control respondents using 

their bank account for savings; availing government subsidies but not for withdrawals. In 

Endline, age is not a determining factor for SEWA or Control respondents of Assam in deciding 

on how to use their Bank Account.  

38. The WA for SEWA respondents’ family taking out insurance has gone down from 60.6 in 

Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 73.1% and lowest in Assam at 22.5%) to 52.2 in Endline (highest 

in Meghalaya at 88.3% and lowest in UP at 33.2%), while it has gone down from 50.4 in Baseline 

to 35.4 in Endline for Control respondents’ families.  

39. The WA for medical insurance by SEWA respondents’ family has gone down from 80 in Baseline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 95.3% and lowest in Assam at 7.4%) to 63.6 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 94.3% and lowest and lowest in UP at 17.1%), while it has gone down from 82 in 

Baseline to 67.3 in Endline for Control respondents.  

40. The WA for life insurance by SEWA respondents’ family has gone up from 47.7 in Baseline 

(highest in Assam at 92.6% and lowest in Assam at 10.6%) to 57.2 in Endline (highest in UP at 

94.3% and lowest in Bihar at 35.2%), while it has gone up from 37.2 in Baseline to 46.2 in Endline 

for Control respondents. 

41. In the Baseline a WA of 60.5 SEWA respondents (highest in Bihar at 84.4% and lowest in 

Meghalaya at 31.4%) gave the reason that they did not understand and it has gone up to 69.3 

in the Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 75% and lowest in Assam at 55.1%), while it has remained 

almost the same for Control respondents at 67.4.  



42. The WA for the reason doesn’t know how to access has gone down from 21.7 in Baseline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 40% and lowest in Rajasthan at 4.7%) to 14.5 in Endline (highest in 

Bihar at 37.8% and none in Rajasthan) for SEWA respondents, while it has gone down from 

93.7 in Baseline to 16.1 in the Endline for Control respondents. 

43. The WA for loan taken by respondents’ family in a year has gone up a little from 33.5 in the 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 47.5% and lowest in UP at 19.9%) to 34 in the Endline (highest in 

Assam at 53.3% and lowest in Bihar at 24.7%), while it has gown down slightly from 24.4 in 

Baseline to 24 in Endline for Control respondents.  

44. The WA for loan taken by SEWA respondents’ family for Bank in Baseline was 45.5 (highest in 

Meghalaya at 75% and lowest in Assam at 7%) and in the Endline it is 12 for SBI (highest in 

Meghalaya at 57.9% and none in Rajasthan) and 20 for other banks (highest in Rajasthan at 

26.5% and Meghalaya at 26.3% and lowest in Assam at 3.1%).  

45. The WA for taking loan from SHG (SEWA) has gone up from 17.7 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat 

at 25.5% and lowest in Rajasthan; UP at 2.4% and Meghalaya at 3.1%) to 20 in Endline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 29.8% and lowest in Assam at 1.5% and Rajasthan at 2.9%).  

46. The WA for taking loan from SHG (other) has gone up from 12.8 in Baseline (highest in Assam 

at 49.1% and lowest in Gujarat at 2.9%) to 19 in the Endline (highest in Assam at 70.8% and lowest 

in Gujarat at 4.5%). 

47. The WA for loan taken for household expense by SEWA respondents’ families has gone up from 

19.3 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 40.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 9.4%) to 31.9 in Endline 

(highest in Assam at 56.9% and none in Meghalaya), while it has gone up from 26.8 in Baseline 

to 44 in Endline for Control respondents.  

48. The WA for loan taken for business has gone up from 19.8 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 

40.6% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.1%) to 23.4 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 54.4% and 

lowest in Rajasthan at 5.9%), while it has gone down from 23.8 in Baseline to 19 in Endline for 

Control respondents.  

49. The WA for loan taken for agriculture has gone down from 30.2 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 53.1% and lowest in Rajasthan at 7.1%) to 22.7 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 

36.8% and lowest in Assam at 7.7%), while it has gone down from 18.3 in Baseline to 16 in Endline 

for Control respondents.  

50. The WA for loan taken for meeting social responsibility has gone down from 12.5 in Baseline 

(highest in Bihar at 18.7% and none in Meghalaya) to 10.7 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 11.3% 

and none in Assam and Meghalaya), while it has gone down from 16.5 in Baseline to 6.5 in 

Endline for Control respondents. 

Access and Exposure to ICTs:  

1. The WA of SEWA respondents’ family having Smartphone is 60.9 in Baseline (highest in Bihar 

at 92.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.3%) and has gone up to 81.7 in the Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 92.2% and lowest in Assam at 65.6%), while it has gone from 54.1 in the Baseline 

to 73.9 in the Endline for the Control respondents’ families.  

2. The WA for basic feature phone has gone down from 81.5 in the Baseline (highest in Bihar at 

92.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 60%) to 63.3 in the Endline (highest in Bihar at 73% and lowest 

in Meghalaya at 43.3%), while it has gone down from 79.5 in Baseline to 56.8 in Endline for the 

Control respondents.  



3. The WA of SEWA respondents’ family having both the Smartphone and basic mobile has gone 

down slightly from 50.7 in Baseline (highest in UP at 57.8% and Gujarat at 54.9% and nil in 

Rajasthan and Bihar) to 49.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 58.9% and lowest in UP at 

48.8%), while it has gone down from 45.3 in Baseline to 38.2 in Endline for Control respondents’ 

family.  

4. The WA of SEWA respondents’ family not having either the Smartphone or basic phone has 

gone down from 7 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 25.8% and none in Rajasthan and Bihar) 

to 4.5 in Endline (highest in Assam at 14.8% and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.8%). 

5. The WA of SEWA respondents having Smartphone has gone up from 53 in Baseline (highest in 

Up at 58.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 27.5%) to 56.9 in Endline (highest in UP at 68.7% and 

lowest in Assam at 50.8%), while it has gone down from 49.8 in Baseline to 45.6 in Endline for 

Control respondents.  

6. The WA of SEWA respondents having a basic feature phone has gone down from 86.4 in 

Baseline (highest in UP at 95.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 55.8%) to 51.4 in Endline (highest 

in Bihar at 64% and lowest in Meghalaya at 31.7%), while it has gone down from 83.4 in Baseline 

to 41.8 in Endline for Control respondents.  

7. The WA for SEWA respondents having both Smartphone and basic feature phone has gone 

down from 44.9 in Baseline (highest in UP at 56.3% and none in Rajasthan and Bihar) to 28 in 

the Endline (highest in Gujarat at 50.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 8.3%), while it has gone 

down from 41.5 in Baseline to 19 in Endline for Control respondents.  

8. The WA for SEWA respondents having neither basic or Smartphone has gone up from 6.7 in 

Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 31.7% and none in Rajasthan and Bihar) to 19.7 in Endline 

(highest in Assam at 23.8% and Meghalaya at 22.5% and lowest in Gujarat at 3%), while it has 

gone up from 9.5 in Baseline to 36.9 in Endline for Control respondents. 

9. In Gujarat, in the Baseline and Endline age is a determining factor in the usage of basic and 

Smartphone among SEWA and Control respondents.  

10. In Rajasthan’s Bikaner, in the Baseline and Endline, age is a determining factor in the usage of 

basic and Smartphone or both among SEWA and Control respondents – more of the younger 

generation have Smartphones and more of the older generation have the basic mobile. In 

Rajasthan’s Dungarpur in the Baseline, age is not a determining factor in the SEWA 

respondents having a Smartphone; basic feature phone or both but in the Endline, it is a 

determining factor with highest usage of Smartphone in the younger respondents.  

11. In Bihar’s Bhagalpur, in the Baseline, age is a determining factor in the use of basic and 

Smartphone among the SEWA respondents – Use of the Smartphone is highest in the 18-25 

years age-group and it decreases with age, but in the Endline, age is not a determining factor 

in SEWA respondents of Bhagalpur using the basic mobile or the Smartphone. In Bihar’ 

Dungarpur, in the Baseline, age was not a determining factor in the use of basic mobile among 

the SEWA respondents but was a determining factor in the use of the Smartphone and use of 

both types of phones. In the Endline, age is a determining factor in the use of basic mobile, 

Smartphone and both among the SEWA respondents.  

12. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline age is a determining factor in the use of basic 

mobile and Smartphone and other ICTs – it is highest in the younger age-group and goes down 

with increasing age.  

13. In Assam and Meghalaya, in the Baseline and Endline, the younger generation have higher use 

of basic mobile, Smartphone and other ICTs.  



14. The WA of SEWA respondents having their own exclusive phone is 57.6 (highest in Rajasthan 

at 82.9% and lowest in Gujarat at 51.7%) and 43.1 for Control respondents.  

15. The WA of SEWA respondents having an exclusive Smartphone is 58.7 (highest in Rajasthan at 

74.8% and lowest in Bihar at 49.4%) and that of Control respondents it is 52.6.  

16. The WA for having a basic phone without Internet among SEWA respondents is 36.8 (highest 

in Bihar at 50.6% and Assam at 50% and lowest in Rajasthan at 23.4%) and that of Control 

respondents is 40.8.  

17. The WA for having a basic phone with Internet is 12.6 among SEWA (highest in Assam at 26.3% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 1.9%) and 14.1 among Control respondents.  

18. In Gujarat, in the Endline, the highest number of SEWA respondents to have an exclusive 

phone is in the younger age-group as well as those having a Smartphone.  

19. In Rajasthan, age is not a deciding factor in the SEWA or Control respondents of Bikaner and 

Dungarpur having an exclusive phone – be it a basic feature phone with or without Internet 

or a Smartphone.  

20. In Bihar’s Bikaner, age is not a determining factor in SEWA respondents of Bhagalpur having 

an exclusive phone, while in Bihar’s Dungarpur age is a determining factor in the SEWA 

respondents having an exclusive phone.  

21. In Uttar Pradesh, age is not a determining factor in SEWA or Control respondents having 

access to an exclusive phone but the younger generation has an exclusive Smartphone 

compared to the older generation.  

22. In Assam and Meghalaya, age is not a determining factor on SEWA respondents having an 

exclusive mobile phone – but highest use of Smartphone is in the youngest age-group – though 

it is not a deciding factor in the other kind of phones. 

23. The WA of SEWA respondents’ access to Internet has gone up from 33.6 in Baseline (highest 

in Meghalaya at 70.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 30.1) to 51 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 

65.9 and lowest in Bihar at 42.7%), while it has gone up from 34.3 in Baseline to 43.5 in Endline 

for Control respondents. 

24. The WA to the own internet connection accessed by the SEWA respondents has gone up from 

60.5 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 97.1% and lowest in UP at 51.7%) to 85.1 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 98.8% and lowest in Up at 69.1%), while it has gone up from 59.7 in 

Baseline to 79.9 in Endline for Control respondents.  

25. The WA for family connection has gone down from 44 in Baseline (highest in Up at 51.7% and 

lowest in Meghalaya at 2.9%) to 20.3 in Endline (highest in UP at 42.6 and Bihar at 41.4% and 

lowest in Assam at 0.3%), while it has gone down from 44.4 in Baseline to 24.3 in Endline for 

Control respondents.  

26. The WA for connection from friends was 0.8 in Baseline (four in Gujarat and one in UP) but 

none of the SEWA or Control respondents use it in the Endline.   

27. The WA for mobile used to access internet by SEWA respondents has remained almost same 

at 99.5 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan; Bihar; UP; Assam and Meghalaya and 99.1% in Gujarat) and 

99.8 in Endline (all in Gujarat; Rajasthan; UP; Bihar and Meghalaya and 98.4% in Bihar), and it 

is the same for Control respondents – 99.5 in Baseline and 99.7 in Endline. 

28. In Gujarat, in the Baseline and Endline highest access to an Internet connection was with the 

18–25-year-old SEWA respondents and this access went down with increasing age, but age 

was not a determining factor in the type of connection or the devices that that the 

respondents had and used to access the internet.  



29. In Rajasthan, age is not a deciding factor have access to the Internet or in the type of 

connection they have or the device on which they access the Internet – in Baseline and 

Endline.  

30. In Bihar, age to some extent is a determining factor in the SEWA respondents having access 

to the Internet and the type of connection they have – highest in the younger age-groups and 

goes down with age but in the Endline it is not a determining factor. In the Baseline as well as 

Endline, age was not a determining factor in the SEWA respondents choosing the device on 

which to access the Internet as all of them accessed it on their mobile.  

31. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline and Endline, age is a determining factor in SEWA and Control 

respondents’ access to an Internet connection. Age was also not a determining factor in the 

devices used by the respondents to access the internet or the devices on which they accessed 

the Internet.  

32. In Assam, in the Baseline and Endline, age is a determining factor in SEWA and Control 

respondents’ access to an Internet connection; type of connection and devices on which they 

access the Internet.  

33. In Meghalaya, in the Baseline and Endline, age is not a determining factor in SEWA and Control 

respondents’ access to an Internet connection or type of connection and the device on which 

they access the Internet. 

Digital Readiness/Literacy: 

1. The WA for unlocking handset of basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone down slightly from 65.6 in Baseline (highest in UP at 83% and lowest in Assam at 29.2%) 

to 65 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 92.2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 38.3%) 

2. The WA for receiving calls on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

down from 86.9 in Baseline (highest in Up at 97.2% and lowest in Assam at 46.7%) to 78.7 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 97.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 45%). 

3. The WA for making voice call on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up slightly from 64.2 in Baseline (highest in Up at 82% and lowest in Assam at 29.2%) to 

65.6 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 89.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 43.3%).  

4. The WA for reading SMS on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 33.9 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 53.3% and lowest in Assam at 27.5%) to 41.7 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 72.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.   

5. The WA for sending SMS on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 25.3 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 46.7% and lowest in Assam at 21.7 and Gujarat 

at 21.8%) to 37.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 67.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 26.7%).  

6. The WA for Saving names/numbers on basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 33.6 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 53.3 and lowest in Gujarat at 29.7 

and Assam at 30%) to 40.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 72.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 

28.3%).  

7. The WA for muting the basic mobile without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 38.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 56.3% and lowest in Assam at 27.5%) to 42.6 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 74.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 25.8%). 

8. In Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya, in the Baseline as well as 

Endline, the highest percentage of SEWA and Control respondents using the various features 

of the basic mobile without assistance like unlocking handset; receiving calls; making calls; 



reading SMS; sending SMS; saving names/numbers; keeping it on silent were in the 18-25 years 

age-group and this proficiency went down with increasing age.  

9. The WA for unlocking handset of Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 37.6 in Baseline (highest in UP at 53.9% and lowest in Assam at 24.2%) to 56.3 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 78.3% and lowest in Bihar at 49.3%).  

10. The WA for receiving calls on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 53.4 in Baseline (highest in UP at 65% and lowest in Meghalaya at 29.2%) to 69.6 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 89.9% and lowest in Bihar at 60%). 

11. The WA for making voice calls from the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 37.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 51.9% and lowest in Assam at 19.2%) to 58.2 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 80.6% and lowest in Assam at 54.1%).  

12. The WA for making video calls from Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 24.2 in Baseline (highest in Up at 37.9% and lowest in Bihar at 19.7%) to 43.5 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 69% and lowest in Bihar at 30%).  

13. The WA for reading SMS on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 22.5 in Baseline (highest in UP at 35% and lowest in Bihar at 17.6%) to 39.1 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 65.1% and lowest in Bihar at 25%).  

14. The WA for sending SMS from the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 19.2 in Baseline (highest in UP at 30.1% and lowest in Bihar at 16.3%) to 38.3 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 65.9% and lowest in Bihar at 29.3%).  

15. The WA for savings names/numbers on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents 

has gone up from 21.8 in Baseline (highest in UP at 33% and lowest in Bihar at 18.3%) to 37.3 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 65.9% and lowest in Bihar at 25%).  

16. The WA for muting the Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 23.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 34.5% and lowest in Assam at 19.2% and Bihar at 19.4%) 

to 42.3 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 69.8% and lowest in Bihar at 31.7%).  

17. The WA for using IVRS on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone up 

from 15.1 in Baseline (highest in Up at 15% and lowest in Assam at 0.8%) to 30.9 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 62% and lowest in Bihar at 23%).  

18. The WA for using Facebook on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 15.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 22.3% and lowest in Assam at 10%) to 30.9 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 45% and lowest in Meghalaya at 22.5%).  

19. The WA for using WhatsApp on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 20.8 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 27% and lowest in Assam at 11.7%) to 39 

in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 72.9% and lowest in Assam at 26.2%).  

20. The WA for watching YouTube on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 23.8 in Baseline (highest in UP at 35.9% and lowest in Assam at 13.3%) to 40.4 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 69.8% and lowest in Assam at 18%).  

21. The WA for using Instagram on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has 

gone up from 0.1 in Baseline (one in Rajasthan and Assam each) to 5.4 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 24.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.7%).  

22. The WA for using Google on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents has gone 

up from 0.1 in Baseline (one in Rajasthan and Assam each) to 0.3 in Endline (one in Bihar and 

six in UP).  



23. The WA for using Snapchat on Smartphone without assistance for SEWA respondents in the 

Endline is 1.2 (none in Assam and Meghalaya and 2.3% in Bihar) while for Shopping without 

assistance it is 0.8 (none in Assam; six in Bihar; four each in Rajasthan and Meghalaya and one 

each in Gujarat and UP). 

24. In Gujarat; Rajasthan; Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya, in the Baseline as well as 

Endline, the highest percentage of SEWA and Control respondents using the various features 

of the Smartphone without assistance like unlocking handset; receiving calls; making calls; 

making video calls; reading SMS; sending SMS; saving names/numbers; keeping it on silent; 

IVRS; Facebook; WhatsApp; YouTube are in the 18-25 years age-group and this proficiency 

goes down with increasing age.  

25. The WA for SEWA respondents using the Smartphone with/without assistance has gone up 

from 5.5 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 12.5% and lowest in Bihar at 3.5%) to 33.2 in Endline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 39.2% and lowest in Assam at 26.3%). 

26. The WA for poor given by SEWA respondents has gone down from 29.3 in Baseline (highest in 

Assam at 58.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 19.8%) to 15.5 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 39.3% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 0.7%).  

27. The WA for average given by SEWA respondents has gone down from 41.4 in Baseline (highest 

in Rajasthan at 34.9 and lowest in Assam at 28.3%) to 35.6 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 44.2% 

and lowest in UP at 17.1%).  

28. The WA for good given by SEWA respondents has gone up from 22.1 in Baseline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 31.7% and lowest in Assam at 12.5%) to 40.1 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 

49.2% and lowest in Bihar at 32.7%).  

29. The WA for excellent given by SEWA respondents has gone up slightly from 7.3 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 13.5% and lowest in Assam at 0.8%) to 8.8 in Endline (highest in UP at 

14.2% and lowest in Gujarat at 0.9%). 

30. In Gujarat; Rajasthan’s Bikaner; Uttar Pradesh; Assam, in the Baseline as well as in the Endline, 

and in Baseline of Meghalaya highest rating of good’ and ‘excellent’ among SEWA 

respondents was the 18-25 years age-group. This rating went down with increasing age.  

31. In Rajasthan’s Dungarpur; Bihar and Endline of Meghalaya age is not a determining factor 

when the SEWA respondents made an assessment in the Baseline and Endline on their ability 

to use the mobile phone.  

Access and Use of Digital Financial Services/Product:  

1. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Banking without assistance has 

gone up from 1 in Baseline (2.5% in Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Bihar at 0.7%) to 11.2 in 

Endline (highest in UP at 13.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 7.5%). 

2. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Payment of Bills without assistance 

has gone up from 0.8 in Baseline (eight in Ahmedabad; two each in Rajasthan; UP and Assam 

and one each in Bihar and Meghalaya) to 10 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 20.2% and lowest 

in Assam at 5.7%).  

3. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Sending/receiving money without 

assistance has gone up from 1.1 in Baseline (highest in UP at 1.9% and none in Meghalaya) to 

12.8 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 26.4% and lowest in Assam at 7.4%).  



4. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Shopping without assistance has 

gone up from 2.2 in Baseline (highest in UP at 2.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 14.5 in 

Endline (highest at Rajasthan at 28.7% and lowest in Gujarat at 11.6%). 

5. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Purchase of Tickets without 

assistance has gone up from 0.6 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 2.5% and none in UP) to 4.7 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 9.3% and none in Meghalaya and one in Assam). 

6. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for Business/Work without assistance 

has gone up from 0.5 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 2.5% and less than one in all other 

states) to 6.2 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 29.2% and lowest in Assam at 3.3 and Gujarat 

at 3.8%). 

7. In Gujarat; Assam and Meghalaya, in the Baseline as well as the Endline, the younger age-group 

SEWA and Control respondents used their Smartphone for various net transactions like 

banking; payment of bills; sending/receiving money; shopping; purchase of tickets and for 

business (with or without assistance) while none in the above 60 years use it for any of the 

net banking transactions.  

8. In Rajasthan age is not a deciding factor in the SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for 

banking; payment of bills or purchase of tickets; sending / receiving money; shopping or for 

business/work in Baseline and Endline.  

9. In Bihar, Bhagalpur in the Baseline as well as Endline, it is some of the younger age-group 

SEWA respondents that used their Smartphone for various net transactions with or without 

assistance. None of the respondents in Bihar, Patna had used their Smartphone for the various 

online transactions in the Baseline and in the Endline some of the younger age-group SEWA 

respondents used their Smartphone for various net transactions with or without assistance.  

10. In Uttar Pradesh, in the Baseline, age cannot be said to be a determining factor in the access 

and use of some of the digital financial services on their Smartphone. In the Endline, to some 

extent age determines the use of the Smartphone for banking; sending/receiving money; 

shopping; purchase of tickets; for business/work.  

11. The WA for SEWA respondents using their Smartphone for planning and coordinating with 

people they work with has gone down slightly from 27.9 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 

35.5% and lowest in Assam at 5%) to 27.4 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 50% and lowest in 

Assam at 4.9%). Barring this use the WA has gone up for SEWA respondents using their 

Smartphone for other purposes. 

12. In Gujarat; Bihar, in the Baseline as well as in the Endline, the younger age-group SEWA and 

Control respondents use their mobile for other professional uses like planning and 

coordinating with people with work with; working on children’s school projects; maintaining 

business related contacts; access market and price information, etc.  

13. In Rajasthan; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya, age is not a determining factor on how 

the SEWA respondents use the mobile phone for other uses in their professional life – in 

Baseline or Endline.  

14. The WA for SEWA respondents doing no net banking transaction in a month has gone down 

from 96.3 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 99.7% and lowest in Assam at 76.7%) to 75.7 in Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 89.7% and lowest in Gujarat at 71.1%).  

15. The WA, for SEWA respondents doing 1-5 such transactions in a month has gone up from 3.1 in 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 22.5% and lowest in Bihar at 0.3%) to 21.2 in Endline (highest in 

Gujarat at 25.8% and lowest in Rajasthan and Bihar at 10.9%).  



16. The WA for SEWA respondents doing 6-10 such transactions had gone up from 0.3 in Baseline 

(five in Gujarat and one in UP and none in the other states) to 2 in the Endline (None in Bihar 

and UP and below 3% in the other states).  

17. The WA for SEWA respondents doing more than 10 such transactions gone up from 0.3 in 

Baseline (one in Assam and five in Meghalaya) to 3 in the Endline (None in Bihar and Up and 

7.4% in Assam). 

18. In Gujarat, in the Baseline age was not a determining factor in the number of net banking 

transaction that the SEWA and Control respondents generally do in a month. In the Endline, 

the lowest number of SEWA respondents doing no net banking transactions in a month are in 

the 18-25 years age-group and it increases with increasing age.  

19. In Rajasthan in the Baseline, majority of the SEWA respondents in Bikaner and all of them in 

Dungarpur did not do any net banking transaction in a month and so age does not play any 

role in it. Age is not a determining factor in the SEWA or Control respondents of Bikaner and 

Dungarpur doing net banking transactions in a month in the Endline 

20. In Bihar; Uttar Pradesh; Assam and Meghalaya age is not a determining factor in the 

respondents doing net banking other than the fact that the respondent using it is in the 

younger age-group in a month in both Baseline and Endline. 

21. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No NEFT transactions has gone down from 99.8 in 

Baseline (all in Rajasthan, Bihar, Up and lowest in Assam at 98.3%) to 88.4 in Endline (highest 

in Bihar at 98.7% and Assam at 98.4% and lowest in Gujarat at 82.2%).  

22. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No Other Mobile transactions has gone down from 99.7 

in Baseline (all in Rajasthan, Bihar, Up and lowest in Meghalaya at 97.5%) to 94.3 in Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 98.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 91.7%). 

23. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No Debit Card transactions has gone down from 97.5 in 

Baseline (all in Bihar and lowest in Assam at 81.7%) to 82.3 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 97.3% 

and lowest in Assam at 65.6%). 

24. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No Credit Card transactions has gone down slightly 

from 99.2 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan, Bihar and UP and lowest in Assam at 91.7%) to 98.7 in 

Endline (highest in Bihar at 99.7% and lowest at Rajasthan at 91.5%).  

25. The WA for SEWA respondents doing No Mobile Wallet transactions has gone down from 

99.6 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan; Bihar, Assam and Meghalaya and 99.4% in Gujarat and 99.5% 

in UP) to 89.7 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 95% and lowest in Rajasthan at 78.3%).  

26. There is a steady increase in the number of NEFT transactions; other mobile transactions; debit 

card transaction; mobile wallet transactions done by SEWA and Control respondents in the 

Endline but there is not much increase in the number of credit card transactions done by SEWA 

and Control respondents in the Endline. 

27. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about debit card has gone up from 33.6 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 50.8% and lowest in Bihar at 19.4%) to 57.9 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 72.1% and lowest in Bihar at 28%).  

28. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about G-Pay has gone up from 11.8 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 18.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 28.7 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 55% and lowest in Bihar at 3%).  

29. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about Bank Transfer has gone up from 5.5 in 

Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 11.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 28 in Endline 

(highest in UP at 46% and lowest in Assam at 4.1%).  



30. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about PayTM has gone up from 12.7 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 18.9% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 27.9 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 52.7% and lowest in Bihar at 4%).  

31. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about Credit Card has gone up from 9.2 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 16.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 4.2%) to 21.6 in Endline (highest in 

UP at 46% and lowest in Meghalaya at 5%).  

32. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about Bhim has gone up from 4.2 in Baseline 

(highest in Gujarat at 5.1% and lowest in Meghalaya at nil) to 17.2 in Endline (highest in Gujarat 

at 23.9% and lowest in Bihar at 3.7%).  

33. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about UPI has gone up from 2.4 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 3.2% and lowest in Assam and Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 15.9 in Endline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 24.8% and lowest in Bihar at 3.7%).  

34. The WA for SEWA respondents’ knowledge about E-Wallet has gone up from 3.6 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 5.8% and lowest at Meghalaya at nil) to 10.9 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 41.1% and nil in Bihar). 

35. The WA for debit card transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 4.4 in 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 20% and lowest in UP at 1.9%) to 24.7 in Endline (highest in Assam 

at 40.2% and lowest in Bihar at 7.7%).  

36. The WA for bank transfer transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.4 in 

Baseline (one respondent each in Gujarat, Rajasthan and Meghalaya and four in Assam and 

none in Bihar and UP) to 13.9 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 18.1% and lowest in Assam at 

2.5%).  

37. The WA for G-Pay transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.8 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 17.6% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 10.1 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 20.9% and lowest in Bihar at 3%).  

38. The WA for PayTM transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 1 in Baseline 

(highest in Bihar at 4.7% and none in Rajasthan) to 8 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 14.7% 

and lowest in Bihar at 3.7%).  

39. The WA for Bhim transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.2 in Baseline 

(one in Gujarat and two in Assam and none in the other states) to 2.8 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 6.2% and none in Meghalaya). 

40. The WA for credit card transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.9 in 

Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 9.5% and none in Bihar) to 2.3 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 11.6% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.3%).  

41. The WA for UPI transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.2 in Baseline (one 

each in UP, Assam and Meghalaya and none in the other states) to 2.3 in Endline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 6.2% and none in Bihar).  

42. The WA for E-Wallet transactions done by SEWA respondents has gone up from 0.1 in Baseline 

(one in Gujarat and Assam and none in the other states) to 2.1 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan 

at 15.5% and none in Bihar and Assam). 

43. The WA of SEWA respondents having knowledge of none of the cashless transactions is 33.9 

(highest in Bihar at 52% and lowest in Rajasthan at 22.5%) and that of Control respondents it is 

43.9.  

44. The highest is on an average 22.6 SEWA (highest in Assam at 35.2% and lowest in UP at 13.7%) 

and 24.1 Control respondents have knowledge about any one cashless transaction. The 



average number of SEWA and Control respondents having knowledge about cashless 

transactions goes down – there are some respondents who know about all the eight cashless 

transactions they were asked about (none in Bihar; Assam and Meghalaya). 

45. The WA of not having done any cashless transactions among SEWA respondents is 65 (highest 

in Bihar at 84.3% and lowest is in Assam at 54.9%) and 80.1 among Control respondents.  

46. The WA of SEWA respondents having done one cashless transaction is 21 and that of Control 

respondents it is 14.5.  

47. There are a few SEWA and Control respondents who have done between two and seven 

cashless transactions in the last year. 

48. The WA of facing difficulty in accessing cashless transactions has gone down from 68.4 in 

Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 84.2% and lowest in Assam at 47.5%) to 57.5 in Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 78% and lowest in Rajasthan at 39.5%). 

49. The WA of the difficulty lack of awareness/knowledge has gone down from 95.6 in Baseline 

(all in Assam and lowest in Meghalaya at 86.1%) to 50.6 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 85.9% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 23.5%). 

50. The WA for lack of skills has gone down from 69.4 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 72.6% and 

lowest in UP at 58.3%) to 44.6 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 92.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 

13.7%).  

51. The WA for lack of availability has gone down from 21.2 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 35.1% 

and lowest in Rajasthan at 10.8%) to 11.3 in Endline (highest in UP at 41.1% and none in 

Meghalaya).  

52. The WA for lack of hardware has gone down from 13.5 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 23.9% 

and lowest in UP at 6.9%) to 1.8 in Endline (highest in Assam at 22.2% and none in Rajasthan, 

Bihar and Meghalaya).  

53. The WA for lack of connectivity has gone up from 2 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 8.8% and 

none in Meghalaya) to 5.9 in Endline (highest in UP at 44.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 2%).  

54. The WA for Trust Issues has gone up from 2.9 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 4% and 

lowest in Bihar at 1.5%) to 18.9 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 68.6% and lowest in Bihar at 

1.3%). 

55. The WA for reliance on cash has gone down from 8 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 12.9% 

and lowest in Assam at 1.8%) to 5.4 in Endline (highest in Up at 12.6% and none in Meghalaya), 

while it has gone up from 5.2 in Baseline to 8.1 in Endline for Control respondents. 

56. The WA of participation in SEWA Bank and SEWA’s programs by SEWA respondents is 100 and 

that of Control respondents is 12.4. The participation in other financial digital literacy programs 

goes down considerably. 

Access to Core SEWA Services:  

1. The WA of SEWA respondents including grains in their diet at least twice a day has gone down 

from 98.5 in Baseline (all in UP and least in Assam at 89.2) to 94.5 in Endline (highest in Gujarat 

at 99% and lowest in Assam at 60.7%)  

2. The WA of SEWA respondents including pulses in their diet once or twice a week has gone 

down from 67.4 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 85.2% and lowest in Assam at 7.5%) to 36.5 in 

Endline (highest in Gujarat at 51.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 1.7%) and those who include 

them at least twice a day has gone up from 9.1 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 67.5% followed 



by Meghalaya at 55.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 1.3%) to 25.4 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya 

at 72.5% and lowest in Rajasthan at 4.7%).  

3. The WA of SEWA respondents including vegetables/green leafy vegetables in their diet at 

least twice a day has gone down from 71.7 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 93.3% and 

lowest in UP at 44.7%) to 63.6 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya 71.7 and Gujarat at 71.3% and 

lowest in Bihar at 16.3%)  

4. The WA of SEWA respondents including dairy products in their diet at least twice a day has 

gone up from 46.2 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 66% and lowest in Meghalaya at 6.7%) to 

55.9 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 78.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 6.7%).  

5. The WA of SEWA respondents including eggs/non vegetarian items in their diet at least twice 

day has gone up from 0.9 in Baseline (8.3% in Meghalaya and none in Rajasthan) to 2 in the 

Endline (16.7% in Meghalaya and 1.7% in Gujarat and none in the other states) and it has gone 

up from 57.5 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 96.8% and lowest in Bihar at 4.2%) to 59.9 in 

Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 96.9% and lowest in Assam at 0.8%) for including it rarely or 

not including it in their diet. 

6. The WA of SEWA respondents buying from local grocers has gone down from 99.9 in Baseline 

(all states except Gujarat – 99.8%) to 94.6 in Endline (all in Bihar and UP and lowest in Gujarat 

at 91.2%), while it has gone up for buying from Rudi bens from 15.3 in Baseline (22.3% in Gujarat 

and none is the other states) to 20.7 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 41.1 followed by 28.6% 

in Gujarat and 18% in UP and none in the other states) and for using it from own saved harvest 

has gone down from 45.3 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 57.2% and lowest in Meghalaya at 

22.5%) to 43 in Endline (highest in Assam at 89.3% and lowest in Bihar at 11.7%).  

7. The WA of SEWA respondents having appropriate summer clothing for their family has gone 

down slightly from 100 in Baseline to 99.9 in Endline (99.5 in UP and 99.9% in Gujarat and all in 

the other states).  

8. The WA has gone down slightly from 99.5 in Baseline (98.3% in Assam and 99.3% in Gujarat and 

all in the other states) to 99.3 in Endline (all in Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in 

Gujarat at 99%) for winter clothes  

9. The WA has gone down from 98.8 in Baseline (all in UP and lowest in Rajasthan at 94.4%) to 

86.9 in Endline (all in Assam and Meghalaya and lowest in Bihar at 68.7%) for monsoon clothes. 

10. The WA for school going children having school uniform in the SEWA respondents’ family has 

gone down from 100 in Baseline to 90.7 in Endline (all in Rajasthan and Assam and lowest in 

Bihar at 67.3%). 

11. The WA of SEWA respondents themselves not having appropriate clothing has gone up from 

76.9 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan and Assam and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 82.2 in Endline 

(one (100%) in Meghalaya; 92.4% in Gujarat and none in Assam),  

12. The WA for adult men has gone down from 73.1 in Baseline (all in Rajasthan and Bihar and none 

in UP and Meghalaya) to 32.5 in Endline (all three in Rajasthan and none in Assam and 

Meghalaya).  

13. The WA for adult women has gone down from 84.6 in Baseline (50% IN Bihar and Assam; 46.7% 

in Gujarat and 42.9% in Rajasthan and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 19.9 in Endline (all in UP 

and none in Assam and Meghalaya).  

14. The WA for female children has gone down from 61.5 in Baseline (50% in Bihar and Assam; 26.7% 

in Gujarat and 14.3% in Rajasthan and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 24 in Endline (one (100%) 

in Meghalaya; 45.5% in UP and none in Rajasthan and Assam).  



15. The WA for male children as gone down from 26.9 in Baseline (50% in Bihar and Assam; 20% in 

Gujrat and 14.3% in Rajasthan and none in UP and Meghalaya) to 18.2 in Endline (36.4% in Bihar 

and none in Rajasthan; Assam and Meghalaya. 

16. The WA for spending more than Rs. 5000 in a year on clothing by SEWA respondents’ family 

has gone down from 61.1 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 71.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 

37.5%) to 48.5 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 83.3% and lowest in Bihar at 41.3%).  

17. The WA for spending Rs. 1000 to Rs. 3000 has gone up from 11.9 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 

22.1% and lowest in Gujarat at 9%) to 17.1 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 20% and Gujarat at 19.6% 

and lowest in Assam at 4.1% and Meghalaya at 5%). 

18. The WA for SEWA respondents having Solar Lantern has gone up from 6.8 in Baseline (highest 

in Meghalaya at 27.5% and lowest in UP at 1%) to 14 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 36.7% 

and lowest in Up at 3.8%). The WA for SEWA respondents aspiring for the solar lantern has 

gone up from 59.8 in Baseline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Assam at 26.6%) to 79 in Endline 

(highest in Gujarat at 89.2% and lowest in Bihar at 61.2%).  

19. The WA for SEWA respondents having Hariyali Chullah has gone down from 2.4 in Baseline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 25% and none in Bihar and Assam) to 2 in Endline (5% in Meghalaya, 

3.9% in Rajasthan and 2.1% in Gujarat and none in the other states). The WA for SEWA 

respondents aspiring for the hariyali chullah has gone up from 47.7 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 93.3% and lowest in Assam at 17.5%) to 67 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 77.1% 

and lowest in Meghalaya at 27.2%). 

20. The WA for SEWA respondents having Solar Cooker has gone down from 3.4 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 45.8% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 1 in Endline (1.7% in Meghalaya, 

1.4% in Gujarat and 0.3% in Rajasthan and none in the other states). The WA for SEWA 

respondents aspiring for the solar cooker has gone up from 54.2 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 99.2% and lowest in Assam at 33.6%) to 73 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 83.4% 

and lowest in Bihar at 50.7%). 

21. The WA for SEWA respondents having Solar Heater has gone up slightly from 0.8 in Baseline 

(1.6% in Rajasthan; 1% in Gujarat and 0.5% in UP and 0.3% in Bihar and none in the other states) 

to 1 in Endline (2.5% in Meghalaya and 1.3% in Gujarat and none in the other states). The WA for 

SEWA respondents aspiring for the solar heater has gone up from 55.9 in Baseline (all in 

Meghalaya and lowest in Assam at 28.3%) to 61 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 80.7% and none 

in Rajasthan and Assam). 

22. The WA for SEWA respondents having High Intensity Solar Torch has gone down from 6.3 

Baseline (9.3% in Gujarat and lowest in Rajasthan at 1.6% and Meghalaya at 1.7%) to 3 in Endline 

(10.8% in Meghalaya, 3.5% in Gujarat and 0.5% in Rajasthan and none in the other states). The 

WA for SEWA respondents aspiring for the high intensity solar torch has gone up from 55.2 in 

Baseline (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Assam at 24.6%) to 54 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 

73.9% and none in Rajasthan and Assam). 

23. The WA for SEWA respondents spending nothing on common illnesses has gone down from 

10 in Baseline (highest in Rajasthan at 15.9% and none in Assam) to 8.4 in Endline (13.4% in 

Gujarat and none in Bihar).  

24. The WA for SEWA respondents spending more than Rs. 5000 on common illnesses has gone 

down from 34 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 48.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 16.7%) to 27.6 

in Endline (highest in Assam at 71.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 13.2% and UP at 13.7%).  



25. The WA for SEWA respondents spending between Rs. 3000 to Rs. 5000 on common illnesses 

has gone up from 18.9 in Baseline (highest in UP at 22.3% and lowest in Assam at 13.3%) to 24.9 

in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 28.8% and lowest in UP at 13.3% and Assam at 13.9%). 

26. The WA for SEWA respondents sourcing money from household expenses for common illness 

has gone up from 72.6 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 79% and lowest in Meghalaya at 49.2%) 

to 74.2 in Endline (highest in Assam at 86% and lowest in Rajasthan at 39.5%).  

27. The WA for SEWA respondents sourcing money from savings for common illness has gone up 

from 61 in Baseline to 67.6 in Endline (highest in Assam at 87.6% and lowest in Gujarat at 58.1%). 

28. The WA for SEWA respondents sourcing money by borrowing from friends/relatives for 

common illness has gone down from 16.1 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 23.7% and lowest 

in Rajasthan at 11.3% and Assam at 11.7%) to 15.6 in Endline (highest in Bihar at 2% and lowest in 

Meghalaya at 3.4%). 

29. There is a slight increase in SEWA respondents borrowing from SHG and local moneylenders. 

30. The WA for SEWA respondents spending nothing on other illnesses has gone down from 60.2 

in Baseline (highest in UP at 75.7% and lowest in Meghalaya at 0.8%) to 35.6 in Endline (highest 

in UP at 46.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 15%). 

31. The WA for SEWA respondents spending more than Rs. 5000 has gone up from 31.6 in Baseline 

(highest in Assam at 56.7% and lowest in UP at 21.8%) to 42.7 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya 

at 79.2% and lowest in Rajasthan at 19.4%), while it has gone up from 29.7 in Baseline to 33.9 in 

Endline for Control respondents. 

32. The WA for SEWA respondents sourcing money from savings for other illness has gone up 

from 76.4 in Baseline (highest in Meghalaya at 98.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 50%) to 80.2 

in Endline (highest in Assam at 98.1% and lowest in Gujarat at 74.1%).  

33. The WA for SEWA respondents borrowing from friends and relatives has gone down from 50.5 

in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 64% and lowest in Meghalaya at 44.5%) to 42.6 in Endline 

(highest in Bihar at 62.6% and lowest in Rajasthan at 16%). 

34. The highest average number of literate adult women in SEWA respondents’ family are in 

Rajasthan at 1.68 and the lowest is in Bihar at 1 (in Baseline the highest was in Assam at 1.48 

and lowest in Bihar at 0.81).  

35. The highest average number of literate adult men in SEWA respondents’ family are in 

Rajasthan at 1.71 and lowest is in Bihar at 1.05 (in Baseline the highest was in Gujarat at 1.57 and 

lowest in Bihar at 0.91),  

36. The highest average number of literate girls in SEWA respondents’ family are in UP at 0.90 and 

lowest in Gujarat at 0.57 (in Baseline the highest was in Bihar at 0.84 and lowest was in Assam 

at 0.58).  

37. The highest average number of literate boys in SEWA respondents’ family are in UP at 0.90 

and lowest in Gujarat at 0.57. 

38. The WA for children dropping out or have never attended school in SEWA respondents’ family 

has gone down from 19 in Baseline (highest in UP at 24.3% and lowest in Assam at 10.8%) to 6.3 

in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 25% and lowest in Assam at 1.6%). 

39. The WA for boys not being interested in studies has gone up from 22.5 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 50% and lowest in Assam at 7.7%) to 27.9 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 

43.3% and none in Assam).  



40. The WA for could not afford school fees (boys) has gone up from 12.7 in Baseline (highest in 

Assam at 46.2% and none in Meghalaya) to 27.9 in Endline (highest in UP at 86.7% and none in 

Assam).  

41. The WA for not good in studies (boys) has gone up from 19.6 in Baseline (highest in Gujarat at 

25.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 6.3%) to 22.1 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 26.3% and none 

in Assam).  

42. The WA for responsibilities at home (boys) has gone down slightly from 19.9 in Baseline 

(highest in UP at 34% and lowest in Meghalaya at 12.5%) to 19.7 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 

28.9% and none in Meghalaya). 

43. The WA for could not afford school fees (GIRLS) has gone up from 9.5 in Baseline (highest in 

UP at 18% and none in Assam and Meghalaya) to 25.5 in Endline (highest in Up at 90.9% and 

none in Rajasthan and Assam).  

44. The WA for responsibilities at home (girls) has gone up from 16.4 in Baseline (highest in 

Rajasthan at 25% and none in Meghalaya) to 20 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 28.9% and none 

in Assam).  

45. The WA for not interested in studies (girls) has gone up from 14.1 in Baseline (highest in 

Meghalaya at 25% and lowest in Gujarat at 11.6%) to 20 in Endline (highest in Meghalaya at 33.3% 

and none in Assam).  

46. The WA for not good in studies (girls) has gone up from 11.4 in Baseline (highest in UP at 18% 

and none in Assam and Meghalaya) to 20 in Endline (highest in Gujarat at 28.9% and none in 

Rajasthan and Assam). 

47. The WA of awareness about the Ujjwala Yojana among SEWA respondents has gone down 

from 86.8 in Baseline (highest in Assam at 94.6% and lowest in Meghalaya at 28.6%) to 83.1 in 

Endline (highest in Up at 96.2% and lowest in Bihar at 54.7%).  

48. The WA for awareness about Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas has gone down from 79.8 in Baseline 

(highest in Rajasthan at 84.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 55.5%) to 75.6 in Endline (highest in 

Up at 92.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 55%).  

49. The WA for awareness about Janani Yojana has gone up from 56.3 in Baseline (highest in UP 

at 60.9% and lowest in Assam at 46.4%), to 66.5 in Endline (highest in Rajasthan at 86% and 

lowest in Meghalaya at 3.3%). 

50. The WA of SEWA respondents benefitting from Ujjwala Yojana has gone up from 48.4 in 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 92.3% and lowest in Meghalaya at 17.2%) to 63.5 in Endline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 91.1% and lowest in UP at 47.3% and Bihar at 47.6%).  

51. The WA of SEWA respondents benefitting from Pradhan Matri Gram Aawas Yojana has gone 

up from 18.6 in Baseline (highest in Bihar at 42.9% and lowest in UP at 7%) to 28.3 in Endline 

(highest in Meghalaya at 75.8% and lowest in Gujarat at 21.3%).  

52. The WA for SEWA respondents benefitting from Janani Yojana has gone up from 25.6 in 

Baseline (highest in Assam at 35.9% and lowest in Gujarat at 16.3%) to 28.1 in Endline (highest 

in Meghalaya at 50% and lowest in UP at 16.2%). 

53. The highest WA of SEWA respondents benefitting from Ujjwala Yojana is by other sources at 

62.6 (all in Meghalaya and lowest in Rajasthan at 6.8 – In Rajasthan 89.8% have said that no 

one has helped them in benefitting from this scheme) while through SEWA it is 20.7 (highest 

in Assam at 50% and none in Meghalaya).  

54. In most of the schemes the SEWA respondents have benefitted from other sources across the 

six states.  



55. The WA of training received by SEWA respondents is 79.9 (highest in Gujarat at 89.5% and 

Meghalaya at 89.2% and lowest in Assam at 29.5%).  

56. The WA of whether the training helped SEWA respondents is 90 – all in Assam and lowest in 

Bihar at 64.7. while the WA is 21 for Control respondents. 

Digital Readiness of Key Sewa Entities / Social Enterprises 

1. Over the period of three years starting in the fourth quarter of 2020-21 the digitized 

transaction of RMTCL has gone up significantly in comparison to the cash transaction.  

2. In the fourth quarter of 2020-21 the digitized transactions of RMTCL were 77.9% and in the 

fourth quarter of 2021-22 it has gone down slightly to 67.9% and in all the four quarters of 2022-

23 it has been much ahead of the digital transactions done in the fourth quarter of 2020-21. It 

was 89.6% in the first quarter; 88.3% in the second quarter; 81.6% in the third quarter; 84.8% in 

the fourth quarter and overall, the digitized transactions are 82.2% and the cash transactions 

done have gone down to 17.8%. 

3. In the Endline, it can be seen that due to COVID in the last quarter of 2020-21 and first quarter 

of 2021 the percentage of digital transactions were 70% and zero percentage of cash 

transactions for expenses incurred. Overall, in 2021-22 the digital transactions were 38% and 

Cash transactions were 1%; while it went up to 46% digital transactions in 2022-23. In the fourth 

quarter of 2020-21 the digital sales were 70% and cash sales were 4%; while the overall digital 

sales of 2021-22 were 94% and cash sales were 3%. The overall, digital sales in 2022-23 have gone 

down to 86% and the cash sales are 3%. 

4. In the Endline, the sales figures of Kamla in the last quarter of 2020-21 shows that 30.7% were 

digital and 69.3% were cash. The digital sales in the last quarter of 2021-22 financial year went 

up to 83% and cash sales went down to 17% while it was 60.5% (digital sales) in the last quarter 

of 2022-23. The overall digital sales from 2020-2023 is 56.9% and cash sales are 39.5%. 

5. The Baseline savings in a month was Rs. 2490730 and the project target was a 25% increase i.e., 

Rs. 622682.5 and the achievement was Rs. 648731 and that comes to 26% increase. 

Program Impact:  

1. The Category 1 training has been attended by all the SEWA respondents in all the states. The 

WA for participation in Category 2 training is 89.5 - highest is in Rajasthan at 98.4% and lowest 

in Bihar at 74.3%, while the WA for Category 3 training is 83.3 – highest is in Rajasthan at 95.3% 

and lowest in Bihar at 60.7%. 

2. The WA of the respondents saying that the training that they have received was good is 78.6 – 

highest in Gujarat at 86.6% and lowest in UP at 63% and Assam at 63.1%, while it is 21.3 for those 

who have rated it as average – highest in UP at 37% and Assam at 36.9% and lowest in Gujarat 

at 13.4%. Only one respondent in Meghalaya has rated the training as not good. 

3. The WA of the respondents saying the benefit of the training was them learning how to operate 

the mobile phone is 91.2 (highest in Rajasthan at 98.4% and lowest in Meghalaya at 82.5%), while 

it is 27.5 for the strengthening of their personal documentation (highest in Meghalaya at 80.8% 

and lowest in Gujarat at 21.3%); 27 for starting to use the digital wallet (highest in Rajasthan at 

42.4% and lowest in Assam at 9.8%); 21 for starting to withdrawing money from ATM (highest in 

Meghalaya at 35% and lowest in Rajasthan at 9.3%); 18.7 for doing the KYC with the bank (highest 

in Meghalaya at 38.3% and lowest in Rajasthan at 5.4%) and 6.7 for issuance of ATM card (highest 

in Meghalaya at 49.2% and none in UP and Gujarat). 



4. The highest WA on how the program helped them in tackling the COVID pandemic is that they 

learnt how to face natural calamities at 76.2 (highest in Bihar at 88.3% and lowest in Meghalaya 

at 35.8%).  

5. The WA for the program helping with their children’s education is 42.3 (highest in Meghalaya at 

57.5% and lowest in Rajasthan at 3.1%).  

6. The WA for helping them with learning to make online payments is 12.8 (highest in UP at 25.6% 

and none in Assam and Meghalaya).  

7. The WA for the program made them aware about Corona is 1.1 (10.1% in Rajasthan, 6.7% in 

Meghalaya and 0.1% in Gujarat and none in the other states).  

8. Three respondents of Meghalaya have mentioned that the program has helped them with 

credit and savings. 

9. The WA of the knowledge about the SEWA Sahayata Number (COVID Crisis Number) is 40.6 

among SEWA respondents – highest in Gujarat at 58.7% and none in Assam.  

10. The WA of those who called the number is 67.9 – all in Bihar and lowest in none in Rajasthan. 

11. Majority of them have called to ask about information on Corona – the WA is 87.7 – highest in 

Gujarat at 92.5% and lowest in UP at 23.1%. There were some respondents in Meghalaya (41.9%); 

UP (53.8%) and Gujarat (0.6%) who called to know about Telemedicine.  

12. The WA for immediate response time is 97.8 – all in Bihar and lowest in Meghalaya at 53.8%. 

13. Barring one respondent in UP all were satisfied with SEWA’s response.  

14. The WA for receiving COVID related message is 65.7 – highest in Gujarat at 82.8% and lowest in 

Assam at 11.5%.  

15. Out of those who received all in Meghalaya and Rajasthan; 98.2% in Gujarat; 92.9% in Assam; 

75.8% in UP and lowest in Bihar at 69.2% got correct information. While 26.7% in Bihar; 14.5% in 

Bihar and 1.3% in Gujarat said that it gave them access to doctors and counsellors. 
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SMS SEWA Manager Ni School 

JSDF Japan Social Development Fund 

DFS Digital Financial Services 

SEWA Self Employed Women’s Association 

IFC International Finance Corporation 

FGD Focus Group Discussion 

SHG Self Help Group 

NGO Non-Government Organisation 

SMC School Management Committee 

ICT Information and Communications Technology 

SMS Short Message Service 

NEFT National Electronic Fund Transfer 

RTGS Real-Time Gross Settlement 

IMPS Immediate Payment Service 

UPI Unified Payment Interface 

GPay Google Pay 

PayTM Pay Through Mobile 

CSC Common Service Centres 

RBI Reserve Bank of India 

LPG Liquid Petroleum Gas 

PHC Primary Health Centre 

CHC Community Health Centre 

ASHA Accredited Social Health Activist 

MGNREGA Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act 

STFC SEWA Trade Facilitation Centre 

GTN Grassroots Trading Network  
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In-Depth Questionnaire (English Version) 

Consent 

Namaste Ben! Kem Cho?  

I am __________and I am from VoxPopuli, an organization collaborating with SEWA to 

conduct a Survey. In the last 3 years SEWA has worked with women SEWA members who 

lack access and capacity to access digital mobile technologies for financial transactions and 

benefits from higher levels of financial literacy to keep pace with current market 

requirements to improve their livelihoods and increase their incomes. Before the project 

initiation, we had conducted a survey (baseline) and we may have come to you for the 

same to find out the level of usage of the digital mobile technologies for financial 

transaction. Now after three years we want to find out the impact of the project and the 

work that has been done by SEWA with you and other women SEWA members in six states 

like Gujarat, Rajasthan, UP, Bihar, Assam and Meghalaya.  

Your participation in this study is purely voluntary, and you may withdraw your 

participation or your data at any time without any penalty to you.  Your ties with SEWA will 

not be affected by your decision to participate or not participate. (Note: do not tell this to 

Non-SEWA members). You may decline to answer any particular question. Your data will 

be kept completely confidential. The data is in electronic form and this data will be stored 

at SMS, without any personally identifiable information. These data may be made available 

to other researchers, again without any personally identifiable information. Your 

participation in this study will take approximately one hour.  If you have any questions 

about the study, they will be answered for you.  

If you have any questions about the study, please contact your local karyakarta/Agewaan 

of SEWA, who will put you in touch with the research team. 

If you agree to participate in this study please sign (or put you right thumb print) 

 

_________________ 

No. Question Answer 

Section I: General Information 

Note to Investigator: Q100 to Q105 – do not ask and make note as per prior information 

Q100 Respondent No. (Note from the List)   

Q101 State 

1 Gujarat 

2 Rajasthan 

3 Uttar Pradesh 

4 Bihar 

5 Assam 

6 Meghalaya  



Q102 District 

1 Ahmedabad 

2 Anand/kheda 

3 Aravalli 

4 Chhota Udepur 

5 Gandhinagar 

6 Kutch 

7 Mehsana 

8 Patan 

9 Surendranagar 

10 Bikaner 

11 Dungarpur 

12 Barabanki 

13 Raebareli 

14 Lucknow 

15 Bhagalpur  

16 Patna 

17 Sonitpur 

18 Ri-Bhoi 

Q103a Village   

Q103b Municipal Corporation/Ward 99 NA 

Q104 Type of Village 
1 SEWA Village 

2  Control Village 

Q105 GPS Location of Respondent  

a Latitude:   

b Longitude:  

Q106 Respondent Name   

Q107 Address:   

Q108 Contact Number:   

Q109 Do you have an Aadhar Card 
1 Yes 

2 No 

Q110 Age 

Write actual age: [                   ] 

1 18-25 years 

2 26-35 years 

3 36-50 years 

4 51-60 years 

5 Above 60 years 

  

Q111 Education 

1 Illiterate 

2 Can read/write (no formal education) 

3 Primary 

4 Higher Secondary 

5 SSC/HSC  

6 Professional Course 



7 Graduate  

8 Post Graduate 

9 Any Other (specify) _______________ 

Q112 

Language Proficiency (1=Speak; 2=Read; 3=Write; 4=Read Numerals; 5=Write 

Numerals) 

Note: Ask separate for each language each option – e.g.: can you speak in 

Gujarati; read in Gujarati; write in Gujarati; read numerals in Gujarati; write 

numerals in Gujarati....and likewise for the other languages 

Note: Show them the card with the numerals – to confirm if they know how to 

read them) 

a Gujarati 1 2 3 4 5 

b Hindi 1 2 3 4 5 

c Assamese 1 2 3 4 5 

d Khasi 1 2 3 4 5 

e English 1 2 3 4 5 

Section II: Membership to Institutions and Access to Financial Products/Services: 

 
Membership to 

any Institution 
1=Yes; 2=No Member since 

Current 

Designation 

 If No in any go to next question 

Q201 
SHG (Sakhi 

Mandal) 
1 2   

Q202 SHG (SEWA) 1 2   

Q203 SEWA 1 2   

Q204 Milk Cooperative  1 2   

Q205 Panchayat 1 2   

Q206 

Any Other 

(specify) 

_________ 

1 2   

Q207 

If yes, where do you 

do your savings? 

 

(Multiple Choice) 

(Note: First let them 

say where they save 

and confirm by 

going through the 

options) 

A Bank 

B SHG (SEWA) 

C SHG (other) 

D Post Office 

E Informal Group (Chit fund) 

F Cash (at home) 

G Any Other (specify) ______________ 

H 
Do not save 

Q208 

Do you have a bank 

account? 

 

(Multiple Choice) 

(Note: Don’t read 

out options) 

A No → Go to 213 

B Yes - Individual Account 

C Yes -Joint A/c (with Male FM) 

D Yes -Joint A/c (with female FM) 

99 
NA 

Q209 A Nationalized Bank 



If you have a bank 

account type of Bank 

 

(Multiple Choice) 

(Note: Don’t read 

out options) 

B Cooperative Bank 

C Rural Bank 

D Regional bank 

E Small Finance Bank 

F Private Bank 

G SEWA Bank  

99 NA 

Q210 

Do you use your 

bank account? 

(Multiple Choice) 

 

(Note: Don’t read 

out options) 

A No → Go to 212 

B Yes – by myself 

C Yes, assistance from family / friends 

D Yes, through Bank saathi 

E Yes, through an informal agent 

F Any Other (specify) ______________ 

99 NA 

Q211 

If yes, what do you 

use it for?  

 

(Multiple Choice)  

(Note: Read out 

options) 

A Savings 

B To avail government subsidies  

C Withdrawals 

D Remittances 

E Payments 

99 NA 

Q212 

If no, why not?  

 

(Multiple Choice) 

(Note: Don’t read 

out options) 

A I don't know how 

B I don't see why. Cash works fine 

C Bank branch is very far 

D It is time consuming to go to the bank 

E Bank officials behave badly with me 

F Bank is often out of cash 

G No access to Bank saathi 

H I do not have the required documents for KYC 

I Any Other (specify) ______________ 

99 NA 

Q213 

Have you or anyone 

in your family taken 

out any insurance 

1 Yes 

2 No → Go to 215 

Q214 

If yes, type of 

insurance taken 

 

(Note: Read out 

options) 

(Note: MAA and 

Ayushman card to 

be included in 

Medical Insurance) 

A Life Insurance 

B Medical Insurance 

C Crop Insurance 

D Weather Insurance 

E Tractor Insurance 

F Any Other (specify) ______________ 

99 

NA 

Q215 
If No, Why? 

(Multiple choice) 

A I don't understand/know about insurance 

B Don't know how to access these insurance products 



 

(Note: Don’t read 

out options) 

C I don't believe I will get a payout 

D Claim process is very complicated 

E Cannot afford to pay the premium 

F Any Other (specify) ______________ 

99 NA 

Q216 

In the last year have 

you or anyone in the 

family taken any 

loan? 

1 Yes  

2 No → Go to 220 

Q217 

If yes, from whom 

have you taken the 

loan?  

 

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Don’t read 

out options) 

A Bank (SBI) 

B Bank (any other) 

C SHG (SEWA) 

D SHG (other) 

E SEWA District Association 

F SEWA Bank 

G Local Money Lender 

H Micro Finance Companies 

I Finance Companies (NBFCs) 

J Local Trader 

K Local Shopkeeper 

L Friends 

M Relatives 

N Any Other (specify) ______________ 

99 NA 

Q218 

What was the term 

of the loan  

(Note: If not fixed 

then write 00) 

 Months [     ] [     ]  

99 NA 

Q219 

Purpose of Loan/s?  

 

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Don’t read 

out options) 

A Meeting household expenses 

B Medical Emergency 

C Children Education 

D For agriculture 

E For business 

F For social responsibilities  

G Housing Loan 

H Vehicle Loan 

I Any Other (specify) ______________ 

99 NA 

Q220 

If no, why no loan 

was taken in the last 

year (Multiple 

Choice) 

A Did not require 

B Difficulty in obtaining 

C Cannot afford to Repay 

D Interest rate is high 

E Loan Application rejected 



F Too much Documentation 

G Did not know the procedure 

99 NA 

 

Section III: Access and Exposure to ICT and Digital Readiness/Literacy 

Q301 
Household Ownership and Use 

of ICTs by Respondent  
Ownership (1=Yes; 2=No) 

Use by Respondent 

(1=Yes; 2=No) 

a Desk Computer 1 2 1 2 

b Laptop 1 2 1 2 

c Tablet 1 2 1 2 

d Mobile Phone (Smart phone) 1 2 1 2 

e Mobile Phone (Feature phone) 1 2 1 2 

Q302 
Do you exclusively have your 

own mobile phone 

1 Yes 

2 No → Go to Q304 

Q303 
If yes, what type of phone do 

you have 

1 Basic Feature phone – without Internet 

2 Basic Feature phone – with Internet 

3 Smartphone 

99 NA 

Q304 

Do you have access to Internet? 

(Multiple choice) 

 

A No → Go to 306 

B Yes – Own connection 

C Yes – Family Connection 

D Yes – Any other (specify) 

Q305 

On what devices do you access 

Internet?  

 

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Read out options) 

A Mobile Phone 

B Desktop 

C Laptop 

D Tablet 

99 NA 

Q306 Which Features of a BASIC MOBILE do you use without Assistance and with Assistance? 

Without Assistance (A) With Assistance (B) 

1 Unlocking handset 1 Unlocking handset 

2 Receiving Calls 2 Receiving Calls 

3 Making calls (voice) 3 Making calls (voice) 

4 Reading SMS 4 Reading SMS 

5 Sending SMS 5 Sending SMS 

6 Saving Name/Nos.  6 Saving Name/Nos.  

7 Muting  7 Muting (keeping on silent mode) 

8 None 8 None 

Q307 Which features of Smartphone mobile do you use without assistance and with assistance? 

Without Assistance (A) With Assistance (B) 

1 Unlocking handset 1 Unlocking handset 

2 Receiving Calls 2 Receiving Calls 

3 Making calls (voice) 3 Making calls (voice) 

4 Making call (video)  4 Making call (video)  



5 Reading SMS 5 Reading SMS 

6 Sending SMS 6 Sending SMS 

7 Saving Name/Nos.  7 Saving Name/Nos.  

8 Muting (keeping on silent mode) 8 Muting (keeping on silent mode) 

9 
Interactive voice response 

system (IVRS) 
9 

Using Interactive voice response 

system  

10 Web-based applications like:  10 Web-based applications like:  

a Facebook a Facebook 

b WhatsApp b WhatsApp 

c YouTube c YouTube 

d 
Any Other (specify) 

__________________ 
d 

Any Other (specify) _____________ 

e None e None 

Q308 

How do you assess your 

knowledge and skills about 

various features of the mobile? 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

1 Poor 

2 Average  

3 Good 

4 Excellent 

Section IV: Access and use of Digital Financial Services/Products 

Q401 
Which features of Smartphone mobile do you use without assistance and with assistance? 

Note: when respondents mark an option in A it cannot be marked in B 

Without Assistance (A) With Assistance (B) 

1 Banking 1 Banking 

2 Payment of Bills 2 Payment of Bills 

3 Sending/Receiving Money 3 Sending/Receiving Money 

4 Shopping 4 Shopping 

5 Purchase of tickets  5 Purchase of tickets (railway, airlines, bus) 

6 For Business/Work  6 For Business/Work 

7 Any Other (specify) _____________ 7 Any Other (specify) _____________ 

8 None 8 None 

Q402 Is the Mobile used also for:  Yes No 

1 Relationship/contacts related to business – suppliers, consumers, clients, etc 1 2 

2 To access market and price information 1 2 

3 To access market information for agriculture 1 2 

4 To access weather information for agriculture 1 2 

5 To learn new agricultural practices 1 2 

6 To Learn about innovations in agriculture 1 2 

7 Market information on milk//livelihood products services 1 2 

8 Market information on non-farm goods (handicrafts, etc.) 1 2 

9 To follow-up on payment 1 2 

10 Transport of goods and services 1 2 

11 Check/Confirm, Prices from Various sources 1 2 

12 Plan and Coordinate with people you work with  1 2 

13 For children’s school projects 1 2 



14 Any Other (specify) _______________ 1 2 

Q403 

How many of the following 

digital transactions did you 

do in the previous month? 

 

 

1 NEFT / RTGS / IMPS transactions   [     ] [     ] 

2 Other mobile banking transactions  [     ] [     ] 

3 Debit cards  [     ] [     ] 

4 Credit cards [     ] [     ] 

5 Payments through mobile wallets  [     ] [     ] 

6 Any Other (specify)__________________ [     ] [     ] 

Q404 
How many net banking transactions do you do 

in a month? (Note: Don’t read out options) 

1 None 

2 1-5 

3 6-10 

4 More than 10 

Q405 
Which of these cashless transactions do 

you know and done last year 

Know how to do Have done in last year 

Yes No Yes No 

1 Debit Card  1 2 1 2 

2 Credit Card 1 2 1 2 

3 Bank transfer (NEFT, RTGS, IMPS) 1 2 1 2 

4 PayTM 1 2 1 2 

5 GPay 1 2 1 2 

6 Bhim 1 2 1 2 

7 UPI 1 2 1 2 

8 E Wallet (Any other -Ex. Mobikwik) 1 2 1 2 

9 Any Other (specify) ______________ 1 2 1 2 

10 None of the above 1 2 1 2 

Q406 
Any difficulty accessing cashless 

transaction 

1 Yes 

2 No → Go to 408 

99 NA 

Q407 

If yes, then what type of difficulty?  

 

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

A Lack of awareness/knowledge 

B Lack of Skills  

C Lack of availability 

D Lack of hardware (phone/ computer) 

E Lack of Connectivity 

F Trust issues (Fear of Financial Frauds) 

G Reliance on cash 

H Any Other (specify) ____________ 

99 NA 

Q408 

Have you participated in any 

financial digital literacy and 

awareness programs?  

(Multiple Choice) 

(Note: Don’t read out options if 

answer is No) 

A No 

B Yes – SEWA Bank/SEWA’s Programs 

C Yes – Other banks/RBI Literacy Programs 

D Yes – Digidhan Melas 

E Yes – Common Service Centres (CSCs)  

F Yes – Digital Jagriti Programs 

G Yes – Other (specify)___________ 

Section V: Socio-Economic Details of Family 



Q501 
Total number of Family Members  

Note:  Include those family members who share the respondent’s kitchen 
[     ] [     ] 

Q502 

Girls (0-6) Boys (0-6) Girls (7-18) Boys (7-18) Adult female 
Adult 

male 
a b c d e f 

      

Q503 

Total Number of Family Members Engaged in Economic Activities 
Note: Economic Activities here mean those where the family members 

get money for work done (men, women, children included). Unpaid 

economic activities are not to be considered 

[     ] [     ] 

Q504 What is the overall household income (Annual) of the Family Rs. ________ 

Q505 

Occupations of family members engaged in economic activities 

Occupation 

Family Engaged in 

this activity 

Respondent Engaged in this 

activity 

1=Yes; 2=No 1=Yes; 2=No; 99=NA 

1 Agriculture on own farm 1 2 1 2 99 

2 Animal Husbandry 1 2 1 2 99 

3 Agriculture Labour 1 2 1 2 99 

4 Other Home-based work 1 2 1 2 99 

5 Manual Causal Labour 1 2 1 2 99 

6 Job 1 2 1 2 99 

7 Any Other (specify) ____________ 1 2 1 2 99 

Q506 

What are the main assets of the household? Who holds ownership of the Assets 

Asset 
(1=Yes; 

2=No) 

(1=Female-self; 2=Female (other) 

3=Male; 4=Both; 99=NA) 

   Whose Ownership 

a Agricultural land 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

b Residential House 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

c Shop 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

d Livestock/Poultry 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

e 
Vehicles (Automobiles, two 

wheelers, etc.) 
1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

f Agricultural implements  1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

g 
Assets of Irrigation (sprinkler/drip 

irrigation) 
1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

h Any other (Specify):  __________ 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

Note: measurement to be used for land has to be in Vigha/Bigha. In each state conversion to 

bigha is at different rates.  

Q507 Agricultural Land – Owned (in Vigha) [     ] [     ] 

Q508 Agricultural Land Sharecropped – Last year (in Vigha) [     ] [     ] 

Q509 Agricultural Land take on lease – Last year (in Vigha) [     ] [     ] 



Q510 

How much agricultural land that 

Sharecropped/owned was cultivated and 

irrigated last seasons? (in Vigha) (99=NA) 
Cultivated Irrigated 

Rabi (Oct-March) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

Summer (March-June) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

Kharif (July-October) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 
Section VI: Effectiveness of Program  

Note to Investigators: Ask only SEWA Members 

Q602 Have participated in the Digital Financial Literacy Trainings (1=Yes; 2=No) 

a 

Category 1 Training (Introduction to the purpose and subject of the 

training; The importance of money; Importance of savings 

Savings interest and methods; Advantages and connections of saving in a 

bank; Importance of Financial Planning; Life cycle and economic need; 

Investment - Simple Understanding and Importance; Credit (Loan) – Simple 

Understanding and Importance; Pension – Simple Understanding and 

Importance; Insurance – Simple Understanding and Importance;  KYC; 

Working method of doing financial transaction in a bank; Identification and 

use of mobile phones 

1 Yes 

2 No  

b 

Category 2 Training (Introduction to digital financial transactions; 

Advantages of digital service; Devices/Equipment used in Digital Service - 

A Brief Introduction; Digital devices, applications and their uses; A simple 

understanding of the Internet; Digital banking and transaction types; In 

depth understanding of ATM / Debit Card; Other Uses of Debit Card - Point 

of Sale (POS); Other Uses of Debit Card - E-Commerce (E-Com); credit card; 

Micro ATM; A.E.P.S. (AEPS); U.S.S.D; Passbook Printing; Cash Deposit 

Machine) 

1 Yes 

2 No  

c 

Category 3 Training (Internet Banking and Mobile Banking - Understanding 

and Difference; IMPS; Easy understanding of UPI and BHIM app; Simple 

understanding of mobile wallet; Digital Application / Platform (PAYTM); 

NACH- National Automated Clearing House; Mandate; NEFT / RTGS; BBPS 

(Indian Bill Payment System); SMS Service – Missed Call; Digital Application 

/ Platform (GOOGLE PAY); Digital Application / Platform (Phone Pe) 

1 Yes 

2 No  

Q603 How would you rate the trainings (overall) 

1 Good 

2 Average 

3 Not Good 

99 NA 

 

Q604 

What has been the 

benefit from the 

training 

A Operating the Mobile Phone 

B 
Personal Documentation Strengthened – PAN Card, 

Esharam Card Applied for to get benefit 

C KYC with Bank 

D ATM Card Applied for 

E Started withdrawing money from ATM 



F 

Using Digital Wallet – Google Pay (GPay); BHIM App; 

PayTM, etc (For Recharge/ Electricity bill/Money 

transfer/Payments 

99 NA 

Q605 
How did the program help you in tackling 

the COVID Pandemic 

A Face Natural Calamities 

B Education for children 

C Learned to operate mobile phone 

D For Online payments 

E Any Other 

Q606 
Do you know about COVID Crisis Number 

(SEWA Sahayata Number) 

1 Yes 

2 No→ Go to Q613 

Q607 Have you called this number 
1 Yes 

2 No → Go to Q609 

Q608 If yes, why have you called them 

Q609 
Did you get any response from the SEWA Sahayata 

Kendra Number 

1 Yes 

2 No → Go to Q613 

Q610 
If yes, how long did it take them to respond to your 

queries? 

1 Immediate – within a day 

2 Took one week 

3 More than one week 

4 Any Other 

Q611 Were you satisfied with their (SEWA) response? 
1 Yes → Go to Q613 

2 No 

Q612 If no, what did you do  

Q613 
Did you get any COVID-related messages 

from SEWA 

1 Yes  

2 No→ Go to Q701 

Q614 How did these messages help you 

1 Got Correct information 

2 Kept income afloat 

3 
Give us Access to 

doctors/counsellors 

Section VII: Access to Core SEWA Services 
1=At least twice a day; 2=Once a day; 3=Once or twice a week; 4=Once or twice a month; 

5=Rarely/No (Note: Don’t read out options) 
Q701.1 Do you include grains in your diet? 1 2 3 4 5 
Q701.2 Do you include pulses in your diet? 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.3 
Do you include vegetables/green Leafy vegetables in 

your diet? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.4 Do you include dairy products in your diet 1 2 3 4 5 
Q701.5 Do you include Eggs/non-vegetarian in your diet 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.6 

Where do you buy your food grains 

and other items?  

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

A Local Grocer 

B Rudi ben/ Online website App 

C Saved from own harvest 

D Any Other (specify) ________ 



Q702.1 

Does each family member have appropriate clothes for all the 

different seasons in the year 
Yes No 

Summer 1 2 

Winter 1 2 

Monsoon 1 2 

School Uniforms 1 2 99 

Q702.2 

If No, then who in the family doesn’t 

have those clothes?  

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

A Self  

B Adult Men 

C Other Adult women 

D Female Children  

E Male Children  

Q702.3 

How much money is spent on 

clothing in a year in the family?  

 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

1 Less than Rs. 1000 

2 Rs. 1000-3000 

3 Rs. 3000-5000 

4 More than Rs. 5000 

Q703.1 

Type of House 

 

(Note: Observe and note) 

1 Kaccha 

2 Semi-pucca 

3 Pucca 

Q703.2 Ownership status of this house 

1 Owned 

2 Rented 

3 Any Other (specify) ____________ 

Q703.3 

Facilities available in the house 

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Read out options) 

A Clean water 

B Toilet in use 

C Drainage 

D Electricity 

Q703.4 

Type of cooking mechanism used by 

household?  

 

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Read out options) 

A Chullah  

B Bio gas 

C LPG  

D Electric Stove 

E Solar Chullah 

F Any other (specify) 

Q703.5 

Do you have any of the Products shown below 

Product 1=Yes; 2=No 
If No, Do they aspire to use 

1=Yes; 2=No; 99=NA 

If no, go to next product 

a Solar Lantern 1 2 1 2 99 

b Hariyali Chulah 1 2 1 2 99 

c Solar Cooker 1 2 1 2 99 

d Solar Heater 1 2 1 2 99 

e High Intensity Solar Torch 1 2 1 2 99 

f Any other ___________ 1 2 1 2 99 

Q704.1 
1 Nothing → Go to 704.3 

2 Less than Rs. 1000 



How much was spent on an average on 

treatment of common illness in the 

family in the last one year 

 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

3 Rs. 1000-3000 

4 Rs. 3000-5000 

5 More than Rs. 5000 

Q704.2 

How did you manage the above expenses 

for common illnesses?  

 

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

A From Household Expenses 

B From Savings 

C Borrowed from friends/Relatives 

D Borrowed from SHG 

E Borrowed from local moneylender 

F Had Insurance 

G Any Other (specify) __________ 

99 NA 

Q704.3 

How much was spent on an average on 

other illness in the family in the last one 

year 

 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

1 Nothing → Go to 705.1 

2 Less than Rs. 1000 

3 Rs. 1000-3000 

4 Rs. 3000-5000 

5 More than Rs. 5000 

Q704.4 

How did you manage the expense on the 

other illnesses?  

 

(Multiple choice) 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

A From Savings 

B Borrowed from friends/Relatives 

C Borrowed from SHG 

D Borrowed from local moneylender 

E Had Insurance 

F Any Other (specify) __________ 

99 NA 

Q705.1 

How many members of your family are literate (Note: Ask about those who have had 

formal education) (Note: Give the number – write 0 if none) 

Adult women [     ] [     ] 

Adult men [     ] [     ] 

Girls  [     ] [     ] 

Boys [     ] [     ] 

Q705.2 
Have any of your children dropped out of school or 

never gone to school? 

1 Yes 

2 No → go to 706.1 

Q705.3 
Reasons for your children dropping out of or never going to school  

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

 Boys (A)  Girls (B) 

1 Difficulty in reaching school  1 Difficulty in reaching school  
2 School is far  2 School is far  
3 Could not afford school fees 3 Could not afford school fees 

4 Not good in studies 4 Not good in studies 

5 Teaching was not good  5 There was no toilet with water 

6 Parents/elders did not want  6 Teaching was not good  



7 Illness  7 Parents/elders did not want  

8 Marriage fixed  8 Illness  
9 Responsibilities at home 9 Marriage fixed  

10 Taking care of younger siblings  10 Responsibilities at home 

11 Not interested in studies 11 Taking care of younger siblings  
12 Started working 12 Not interested in studies 

13 
Lack of Facilities for Online classes during 

COVID lockdown 
13 

Lack of Facilities for Online classes 

during COVID lockdown 

14 Decreased income due to covid 14 Started working 

15 Any other (specify) ______________ 15 Decreased income due to covid 

99 NA 16 Any other (specify) ____________ 

  99 NA 

Q706.1 Which schemes are you aware of and benefited from  

 *1=Yes; 2=No; **1= Through SEWA 2= No one; 3=Any Other (specify) 

  Aware* Benefitted* Who helped** 

1 Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

2 MGNREGA 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

3 
Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas 

Yojana 
1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

4 Drip Irrigation Scheme 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

5 Janani Yojana 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

6 Ujjwala Yojana 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

7 Kanya Samriddhi Yojana 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

8 
Any other (specify) 

______________ 
1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

Q706.2 

If No, then reasons for not 

benefitting (Multiple Choice) 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

 

A Did not have information 

B Was told was not eligible 

C Did not have documentation 

D Rejected/Waitlisted 

E Any other (specify); 

99 NA 

Q707 
Did you receive any of the training 

you had aspired for 

1 Yes  

2 No → END 

Q708 

If yes, what training did you 

receive that you aspired for  

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

 

A Skill building 

B Energy Conservation 

C Sustainable Agriculture 

D Credit and Savings 

E Any Other (specify) ____ 

99 NA 

Q709 
If no, what training you have not 

received that you aspired for 

A Skill building 

B Energy Conservation 

C Sustainable Agriculture 

D Credit and Savings 



E Any Other (specify) ____ 

99 NA 

Q710 Have the training you have received helped you  1 Yes 

 

  



સમંતિ 
નમસ્િે બેન! કેમ છો? 
હ  ં____ છ ંઅને હ  ંVoxPopuli થી છ,ં જે આ સરે્વક્ષણ કરર્વા માટે SEWA સાથે સહયોગ કરિી સસં્થા છે. 
છેલ્લા 3 ર્વર્ષો મા ંસેર્વાએ એર્વા મહહલા સેર્વા સભ્યો સાથે કામ કર્ ું છે કે જેમની પાસે આજીતર્વકા સ ધારર્વા અને 
પોિાની આર્વકમા ંર્વધારો કરર્વા માટે હાલના બજારની જરૂહરયાિ સાથે િાલમેલ જાળર્વી રાખર્વા  માટે નાણાકીય 
લેર્વડ દેર્વળ અને /નાણાકીય સાક્ષરિા ના ઉચ્ચ સ્િરના લાભ મેળર્વર્વા માટે ડીજીટલ મોબાઈલ ટેકનોલોજી 
સ ધીની પહોચ અને ક્ષમિાનો અભાર્વ છે. પ્રોજેક્ટ શરૂ થયો િે પહલેા ંઅમે એક સરે્વક્ષણ (બેઝલાઇન) કયો હિો 
જેના દ્વારા નાણાકીય વ્યર્વહાર માટે હડજજટલ મોબાઇલ ટેક્નૉલૉજીના ઉપયોગન  ંસ્િર જાણર્વા માટે અમે કદાચ 
િમારી પાસે આવ્યા હોઈશ .ં હરે્વ ત્રણ ર્વર્ષષ પછી અમે ગ જરાિ, રાજસ્થાન, ર્ પી, બબહાર, આસામ અને મેઘાલય 
જેર્વા છ રાજ્યોમા ંSEWA દ્વારા િમારી અને અન્ય મહહલા SEWA સભ્યો સાથે પ્રોજેક્ટની અસર અને કાયષને 
જાણર્વા માગંીએ છીએ.. 
આ અભ્યાસમા ંિમારી સહભાબગિા સપંણૂષપણે સ્રૈ્વચ્ચ્છક છે, અને િમે કોઈપણ સમયે િમને કોઈપણ દંડ/કારણ  
તર્વના િમારી ભાગીદારી અથર્વા માહહિી  પાછી ખેંચી શકો છો. િમારા ભાગ લેર્વા અથર્વા ભાગ ન લેર્વાના 
તનણષયથી સેર્વા સાથેના િમારા સબધંો ને કોઈ અસર થશે નહહ. (નોંધ: બિન-SEWA સભ્યોને આ જણાવશો 
નહીં). િમે કોઈપણ ચોક્કસ પ્રશ્નનો જર્વાબ આપર્વાનો ઇનકાર કરી શકો છો. િમારા દ્વારા આપર્વામા ંઆરે્વલી 
માહહિી સપંણૂષ રીિે ગ પ્િ રાખર્વામા ંઆર્વશે. અને આ ડેટા કોઈપણ વ્યક્ક્િગિ રીિે ઓળખી ન શકાય િેર્વી 
માહહિી તર્વના SMS પર ઈલેક્રોતનક સ્ર્વરૂપમા ંસગં્રહહિ કરર્વામા ંઆર્વશે. અને આ ડેટા કોઈપણ વ્યક્ક્િગિ 
રીિે ઓળખી ન શકાય િેર્વી માહહિી તર્વના ફરી થી અન્ય સશોધકો માટે ઉપલબ્ધ કરાર્વર્વામા ંઆર્વી શકે છે.  
આ અભ્યાસમા ંભાગ લેર્વા માટે િમારો લગભગ એક કલાક જેટલો સમય લાગશે. જો આ અભ્યાસ તર્વશે કોઈ 
પ્રશ્ન હોય, િો િમને િેનો જર્વાબ આપર્વામા ંઆર્વશે. 
 જો િમને આ અભ્યાસ તર્વશે કોઈ પ્રશ્નો હોય, િો કૃપા કરીને િમારા SEWA ના સ્થાતનક કાયષકિાષ/ આગેર્વાનનો 
સપંકષ કરો, જે િમને સશંોધન ટીમ સાથે સપંકષમા ંરાખશે. 
જો િમે આ અભ્યાસમા ંભાગ લેર્વા માટે સમંિ હોર્વ િો કૃપા કરીને સહી કરો (અથર્વા િમારા જમણા અંગઠૂાની 
છાપ મકૂો) _________________ 

 

ક્રમાાંક પ્રશ્ન જવાિ 

Section I: સામાન્ય માહહતી  
નોંધ: પ્ર100 થી પ્ર105 પછૂવા નહીં – માહહતી મજુિ નોંધ કરો  
 માહહતીલેનાર નુાં નામ    
Q100 ઉત્તરદાિા નબંર (સબૂચમાથંી નોંધ)   
Q106 ઉત્તરદાિાન  ંનામ   

Q101 
રાજ્ય  
 

1 ગ જરાિ  
2 રાજસ્થાન  
3 ઉત્તર પ્રદેશ  
4 બબહાર  
5 આસામ  
6 મેઘાલય  



Q102 જીલ્લો 

1 અમદાર્વાદ  
2 આણદં / ખેડા 
3 અરર્વલ્લી 
4 છોટા ઉદેપ ર 

5 ગાધંીનગર 

6 કચ્છ 

7 મહસેાણા 
8 પાટણ 

9 સ રેન્રનગર 

10 બબકાનેર 

11 ડ ગંરપ ર 

12 બારાબકંી 
13 રાયબરેલી 
14 લખનૌ 
15 ભાગલપ ર 

16 પટના 
17 સોનીિપ ર 

18 રી-ભોઇ 

Q103a ગામ:   
Q103b મ્ર્ તનતસપલ કોપોરેશન/ર્વોડષ: 99 NA 

Q104 ગામનો પ્રકાર 1 SEWA ગામ 
2 Control ગામ 

Q105 ઉત્તરદાિાન  ંસ્થાન જીપીએસ  
a લેહટટય ટ:   
b લોંજીટય ટ:  

   
Q107 સરનામ :ં  
Q108 સપંકષ નબંર  

Q109 શ  ંિમારી પાસે આધારકાડષ છે? 
1 હા 
2 ના 

Q110 ઉંમર 

ર્વાસ્િતર્વક ઉમર લખો: [                   ] 
1 18-25 ર્વર્ષષ 
2 26-35 ર્વર્ષષ 
3 36-50 ર્વર્ષષ  
4 51-60 ર્વર્ષષ 
5 60 ર્વર્ષષ થી ર્વધારે  

Q111 તશક્ષણ    

1 અભણ 

2 
લખિા ર્વાચંિા ંઆર્વડે છે પણ કોઈ ઔપચાહરક 
તશક્ષણ નથી  

3 પ્રાથતમક 



4 માધ્યતમક 

5 ઉચ્ચિર માધ્યતમક 
6 SSC/HSC  

7 પ્રોફેશનલ કોસષ 
8 સ્નાિક 

9 અન સ્નાિક 

10 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ____________ 

Q112 

નોંધ: દરેક ભાષા માટે દરેક ઓપ્શન પછુવો – જેમ કે – તમે ગજુરાતી િોલી, વાાંચી; લખી શકો છો; ગજુરાતી માાં 
આંકડા વાાંચી અને લખી શકો છો... એજ રીતે િીજી ભાષા માટે પછૂવ ુાં (નોંધ: તેમને અંકો સાથ ેકાડડ િતાવો - તેઓને 
કેવી રીતે વાાંચવુાં તે ખિર છે કે નહીં તેની ખાતરી કરવા માટે) 
ભાષાની કુશળતા (1 = િોલો; 2 = વાાંચો; 3 = લખો; 4 = અંક વાાંચો; 5 = અંકો લખો) 

a ગ જરાિી 1 2 3 4 5 
b હહન્દી 1 2 3 4 5 
c આસામી 1 2 3 4 5 
d ખાસી (મેઘાલય) 1 2 3 4 5 
e અંગ્રેજી      
Section II: સસં્થાઓમા ંસભ્યપદ અને નાણાકીય ઉત્પાદનો/સેર્વાઓની ઍક્સેસ: 

કોઈપણ સાંસ્થામાાં સભ્યપદ 
1= હા; 
2=ના 

ક્યારથી સભ્ય  હાલનો હોદ્દો 

(જો કોઈ પણ સર્વાલ મા ંના હોય િો આગલા સર્વાલ પર જ્ )ં 

Q201 
સ્ર્વ સહાય જૂથ/બચિ મડંળ (સખી મડંળ) સેર્વા 
તસર્વાય  

1 2   

Q202 સ્ર્વ-સહાય જૂથ/બચિ મડંળ (SEWA) 1 2   

Q203 સેર્વા  1 2   

Q204 દૂધ સહકારી મડંળી  1 2   

Q205 પચંાયિ 1 2   

Q206 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 1 2   

Q207 

િમે િમારી બચિ ક્ા ંકરો છો? 

 
 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) (નોંધ: પહલેા તેઓને કહવેા દો કે 
તેઓ ક્યાાં િચત કરે છે ત્યાર િાદ વવકલ્પોની યાદી 
વાાંચી પષુ્ટટ કરો) 

A બેંક 

B સ્ર્વ-સહાય જૂથ/બચિ મડંળ (SEWA) 

C સ્ર્વ સહાય જૂથ/બચિ મડંળ (સખી) 
D પોસ્ટ ઓફીસ 

E અનૌપચાહરક જૂથ (બચટ ફંડ) 
F રોકડ (ઘરે) 
G અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

H બચિ નથી કરિા 

Q208 

િમાર ં બેંક ખાત   ંછે? 
(કેર્વા પ્રકાર ન  ંખાત   ંછે) 
(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ)(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો 
વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 

A ના → Go to 213 

B હા - વ્યક્ક્િગિ ખાત   ં
C હા - સરં્ ક્િ ખાત   ં(પહરર્વારના પ ર ર્ષ સભ્ય સાથે) 
D હા - સરં્ ક્િ ખાત   ં(પહરર્વારના સ્ત્રી સભ્ય સાથે) 
99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં



 
Q209 

જો બેંક મા ંબચિ િો બકઁ નો પ્રકાર  

 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ)(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા 
નહીં) 

A રાષ્રીયકૃિ બેંક 

B સહકારી બેંક 

C ખાનગી બેંક  
D ગ્રામીણ બેંક 
E પ્રાદેતશક બેંક 
F સ્મોલ ફાઇનાન્સ બેંક 
G સેર્વા બેંક  
99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q210 

િમે િમાર ં બેન્ક ખાત   ંર્વાપરો છો? 

 
(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) (નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા 
નહીં) 

A ના → Go to 212 

B હા  – પોિે 

C હા , પહરર્વાર/તમત્રો ના સહાય થી  
D હા - બેંક સાથી ની સહાય થી  
E હા -અનૌપચાહરક એજન્ટ ની સહાય થી 
F અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q211 
જો હા િો િેને શેના માટે ર્વાપરો છો? 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) (નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા) 
 

A બચિ  

B 
સરકારી સબતસડી મેળર્વર્વા માટે/ સરકારી 
યોજના નો લાભ મેળર્વર્વા માટે 

C ઉપાડ 

D બહારગામ થી કમાઈને મોકલેલી રકમ 

E ચ કર્વણીઓ 

F પૈસા મેળર્વર્વા માટે  
99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q212 

જો ના િો કેમ નહીં? 
(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) (નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા 
નહીં) 

A મને ખબર નથી કે કેર્વી રીિે 

B 
કેમ િે મને દેખાત   ંનથી. રોકડ મારા માટે કામ 
કરે છે 

C બેંકની શાખા ખબૂ જ દૂર છે 

D બેંકમા ંજર્વા માટે સમય માગંી લે છે 

E બેંક સ્ટાફન  ંખરાબ ર્વિષન 

F બેંકમા ંકેશની ઉપલબ્ધિા નથી 
G બેંક સાથીનો સહકાર મળે િેમ નથી  
H મારી પાસે KYC માટે જરૂરી દસ્િારે્વજો નથી 
I અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q213 
િમે અથર્વા િમારા પહરર્વારના કોઈએ ર્વીમો ક્ઢાવ્યો 
છે? 

1 હા  
2 ના → Go to 215 

Q214 જો હા, િો કયા પ્રકારનો  ર્વીમો લેર્વામા ંઆવ્યો છે  

A જીર્વન ર્વીમો 
B િબીબી ર્વીમો 
C પાક ર્વીમો 



(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) (નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા) 
(નોંધ: MAA અને આર્ ષ્માન કાડષને િબીબી ર્વીમામા ં
શામેલ કરર્વામા ંઆર્વશે) 

D હર્વામાન ર્વીમો 
E રેક્ટર ર્વીમો  
F અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q215 

215. જો ના, િો કેમ? 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) 

(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી 
સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 

A હ  ંર્વીમા તર્વશે સમજિી/ જાણિી નથી 
B આ ર્વીમા ઉત્પાદનો સ ધી કેર્વી રીિે પહોચ  ંિે ખબર નથી 
C મને તર્વશ્વાસ નથી કે મને ચ કર્વણી થશે 

D દાર્વાની પ્રહિયા ખબૂ જ જહટલ/મ શ્કેલ છે 
E પ્રીતમયમ ચકૂર્વર્વાન  ંપોસાય િેમ નથી 
F અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q216 
છેલ્લા ર્વર્ષષમા ંિમે અથર્વા પહરવારના કોઈએ કોઈ 
લોન/તધરાણ/ઉછીના લીધા છે? 

1 હા 
2 ના → Go to 220 

Q217 

જો હા, િમે કોની પાસેથી લોન લીધી છે? 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) (નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા 
નહીં) 

A બેંક(SBI) 

B બેંક (કોઈ અન્ય) 
C સ્ર્વ-સહાય જૂથ/બચિ મડંળ (SEWA) 

D સ્ર્વ સહાય જૂથ/બચિ મડંળ (સખી મડંળ) 
E SEWA જજલ્લા એસોતસએશન 

F સેર્વા બેંક 

G સ્થાતનક નાણાધીરનાર 

H માઇિો ફાઇનાન્સ કંપનીઓ 
I ફાયનાન્સ કંપનીઓ (NBFCs) 
J સ્થાતનક રે્વપારી 
K સ્થાતનક દ કાનદાર 
L તમત્રો  
M સબંધંી  
N અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q218 
કેટલા મહહનાની લોન હિી? (જો હફક્સ ના હોય િો 
00 લખ્  ં) 

 [     ] [     ] મહહના   
99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q219 

લોન/તધરાણ લેર્વાના કારણો  
 
(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ)(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા 
નહીં) 

A ઘરના ખચષની પતૂિિ કરર્વી 
B િબીબી કટોકટી 
C બાળકોન  ંતશક્ષણ 

D ખેિી માટે  
E ધધંા માટે  
F સામાજજક જર્વાબદારીઓ  
G આર્વાસ લોન 
H ર્વાહન લોન 
I અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 



99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q220 

જો ના, િો પાછલા ર્વર્ષષમા ંલોન કેમ લેર્વામા ંઆર્વી ન 
હિી? 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) 

A જરૂર ન હિી 
B મેળર્વર્વામા ંમ શ્કેલી 
C ચ કર્વ્  ંપોસાય િેમ નથી 
D વ્યાજ દર ર્વધારે છે 

E લોન અરજી નકારી 
F ખબૂ દસ્િારે્વજીકરણ 

G પ્રહિયા જાણિા ન હિા 
99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં

Section III: ICT અને હડજજટલ તૈયારી/સાક્ષરતાની ઍક્સેસ અને એક્સપોઝર 

Q301 
ઉત્તરદાિા અને િેના પહરર્વારમા ંઆઇસીટીનો ઉપયોગ 
અને માબલકી(1=હા; 2=ના) 

માબલકી  ઉત્તરદાતા દ્વારા વપરાશ 

a ડેસ્કટોપ પી.સી 1 2 1 2 

b લેપટોપ  1 2 1 2 

c ટેબલેટ  1 2 1 2 

d સ્માટષફોન  1 2 1 2 

e સાદો મોબાઈલ ફોન  1 2 1 2 

Q302 શ  ંિમારી પાસે િમારો પોિાનો મોબાઈલ ફોન છે? 1 હા 
2 ના → Go to Q304 

Q303 જો હા, િો િમારી પાસે કયા પ્રકારનો ફોન છે?   
1 બેબઝક હફચર ફોન – ઈન્ટરનેટ તસર્વાય  

2 બેબઝક હફચર ફોન -ઈન્ટરનેટ સાથે  
3 સ્માટષફોન 

99 NA 

Q304 
િમારી પાસે ઈન્ટરનેટ કનેક્શન છે? 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) 

A ના → Go to 306 

B હા - પોિાન  ંકનેક્શન છે 

C હા – પહરર્વારમા ંકોઈન  ંકનેક્શન 

D હા – અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

Q305 
િમે કયા ઉપકરણો પર ઇન્ટરનેટનો ઉપયોગ કરો છો? 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) (નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા) 

A મોબાઈલ ફોન 

B ડેસ્કટોપ પી.સી 
C લેપટોપ  
D ટેબલેટ  
99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q306 િમે સહાય તર્વના અને સહાયિાથી બેઝીક મોબાઇલની કઈ સ તર્વધાઓનો ઉપયોગ કરો છો? 
1=સહાય વવના; 2= સહાયતાથી; 3=વાપરતા   

1 મોબાઈલન  ંલોક ખોલ્  ં 1 2 3 

2 આરે્વ િે ફોન લેર્વો 1 2 3 

3 ફોન કરર્વો  અને  1 2 3 

4 SMS ર્વાચંર્વો 1 2 3 

5 SMS મોકલર્વો 1 2 3 

6 કોન્ટેક્ટ ફોલ્ડરમા ંનામ/ન/ંસરનામ  ંસેર્વ કર્  ં 1 2 3 



7 ફોન સાઇલ્ન્િ પર મકૂર્વો  1 2 3 

8 કંઈ નહીં 1 2 3   

Q307 
િમે સહાય તર્વના અને સહાયિાથી સ્માટષફોનની કઈ સ તર્વધાઓનો ઉપયોગ કરો છો? 

1=સહાય વવના; 2= સહાયતાથી; 3=વાપરતા   

1 મોબાઈલન  ંલોક ખોલ્  ં 1 2 3 

2 આરે્વ િે ફોન લેર્વો 1 2 3 

3 ફોન કરર્વો 1 2 3 

4 તર્વડીયો કોલ કરર્વો  1 2 3 

5 SMS ર્વાચંર્વો 1 2 3 

6 SMS મોકલર્વો 1 2 3 

7 કોન્ટેક્ટ ફોલ્ડરમા ંનામ/ન/ંસરનામ  ંસેર્વ કર્  ં 1 2 3 

8 ફોન સાઇલેન્ટ પર મકૂર્વો  1 2 3 

9 ઇન્ટરેક્ક્ટર્વ ર્વોઇસ હરસ્પોન્સ તસસ્ટમનો ઉપયોગ કરર્વો  1 2 3 

10 રે્વબ આધાહરિ એચ્પ્લકેશન જેમ કે: 1 2 3 

a ફેસબ ક 1 2 3 

b ર્વોટ્સેપ 1 2 3 

c ર્  ટય બ 1 2 3 

d અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 1 2 3 

e કંઈ નહીં 1 2 3 

Q308 

મોબાઇલના જ દા -જ દા સર્વલિોને ર્વાપરર્વામા ંિમે    
િમારી જાણકારી અને કૌશલ્ય ને કેર્વી રીિે માપો છો ? 

(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 

1 ખરાબ 

2 ઠીક 

3 ઘણ  ંસાર ં 
4 ઉત્તમ 

Section IV: હડજજટલ નાણાકીય સેવાઓ/ઉત્પાદનોની ઍક્સેસ અને ઉપયોગ 

Q401 

િમે સહાય તર્વના અને સહાયિાથી સ્માટષફોનની કઈ સ તર્વધાઓનો ઉપયોગ કરો છો? 

નોંધ: જ્યારે ઉત્તરદાતાઓ ‘એ’ માાં કોઈ વવકલ્પને બચહ્નિત કરે છે ત્યારે તે ‘િી’ માાં બચહ્નિત કરી શકાતા નથી 
1=સહાય વવના; 2= સહાયતાથી; 3=વાપરતા    

1 બેંહકિંગ  1 2 3 
2 બીલોની ચ કર્વણી (સ્પષ્ટ) 1 2 3 
3 નાણા મોકલર્વા/મેળર્વર્વા  1 2 3 
4 ખરીદી 1 2 3 
5 હટહકટ ખરીદી (રેલરે્વ, મરૂ્વી હોલ, ર્વગેરે) 1 2 3 
6 બબઝનેસ/કામ માટે  1 2 3 

7 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 1 2 3 

8 કંઈ નહીં 1 2 3 

Q402 શ  ંમોબાઇલ આ માટે ર્વપરાય છે: હા  ના  
1 બબઝનેસ -  સપ્લાયસષ , ગ્રાહકો, ક્લાઈન્ટો સાથે સપંકષ  1 2 

2 બજાર અને ભાર્વની માહહિી મેળર્વર્વા  1 2 

3 ખેિી માટે બજારની માહહિી  1 2 



4 કૃતર્ષ માટે હર્વામાનની માહહિી મેળર્વર્વા 1 2 

5 નર્વી કૃતર્ષ પદ્ધતિઓ શીખર્વા 1 2 

6 કૃતર્ષમા ંનર્વીનિાઓ/નર્વા પ્રયોગો તર્વશે શીખર્વા  1 2 

7 દૂધ/અન્ય જીર્વન જરૂહરયાિ ર્વસ્ત  ઓ અને સેર્વાઓ ની બજાર માહહિી 1 2 

8 બબન-ખેિીના ઉત્પાદનો ની બજાર માહહિી 1 2 

9 ચ કર્વણી માટે પછૂ પરચ 1 2 

10 સામાન અને સેર્વાઓન  ંપહરર્વહન 1 2 

11 તર્વતર્વધ સ્ત્રોિ માથંી ભાર્વોની ખાત્રી/િપાસ કરર્વી 1 2 

12 જે લોકો સાથે હ  ંકામ કર ં છ એમની સાથે યોજના અને સકંલન કરર્વા  1 2 

13 બાળકોના શાળાના પ્રોજેક્ટ્સ માટે   

14 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 1 2 

Q403 

પાછલા મહહનામા ંિમે નીચેનામાથંી કેટલા હડજજટલ લેર્વડદેર્વડ  કયાષ? 

1 બેન્ક રાન્સફર (NEFT, RTGS, IMPS) [     ] [     ] 

2 અન્ય મોબાઇલ બેક્ન્કિંગ લેર્વડદેર્વડ [     ] [     ] 

3 ડેબબટ કાડષ [     ] [     ] 

4 િેડીટ કાડષ  [     ] [     ] 

5 
મોબાઇલ ર્વૉલેટ દ્વારા ચ કર્વણી (પે-ટીએમ,ફોન-પે,ગ ગલ પે) (ભીમ 
એપ) [     ] [     ] 

6 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________  [     ] [     ] 

Q404 

િમે એક મહહનામા ંકેટલા નેટ બેક્ન્કિંગ રાઝંેક્શન કરો છો? 

 
(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાાંભળવા નહીં) 

1 એક પણ નહીં  
2 1-5 

3 6-10 

4 10 થી ર્વધારે  

Q405 
િમે નીચેના કેશલેસ રાન્ઝેક્શન તર્વરે્ષ જાણો છે 
અને ગયા ર્વરે્ષ િે કયાષ છે 

કેવી રીતે કરવુાં તે જાણો 
છો ગયા વષડ કર્ુું છે   

હા  ના  હા  ના  
1 ડેબબટ કાડષ 1 2 1 2 

2 િેડીટ કાડષ  1 2 1 2 

3 બેન્ક રાન્સફર (NEFT, RTGS, IMPS) 1 2 1 2 

4 પેટીએમ 1 2 1 2 

5 GPay (જીપે) 1 2 1 2 

6 Bhim (ભીમ) 1 2 1 2 

7 UPI (ર્ .પી.આઈ)  1 2 1 2 

8 EWallet (ઇ-ર્વૉલેટ) (અન્ય-ઉ.દા.-Mobikwik) 1 2 1 2 

9 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 1 2 1 2 

10 ઉપર્ ષક્િમાથંી કોઈ નહહ 1 2 1 2 

Q406 કેશલેસ રાન્ઝેક્શનને કરર્વામા ંકોઈ મ શ્કેલી 
1 હા  
2 ના → Go to  408 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 
Q407 A જાગતૃિ / જાણકારીનો અભાર્વ 



જો હા, િો પછી કયા પ્રકારની મ શ્કેલી? 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ)(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી 
સાાંભળવા નહીં) 

B ક શળિાનો અભાર્વ 

C ઉપલબ્ધિાનો અભાર્વ 

D હાડષરે્વરનો અભાર્વ (ફોન / કમ્પ્ર્ ટર) 
E કનેક્ક્ટતર્વટીનો અભાર્વ 

F તર્વશ્વાસના મ દ્દાઓ (નાણાકીય છેિરતપિંડી ભય) 
G રોકડ પર તનભષર  
H અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 

Q408 

િમે કોઈપણ નાણાકીય હડજજટલ સાક્ષરિા 
અને જાગતૃિ કાયષિમોમા ંભાગ લીધો છે? 

 (ઈન્ટરનેટ દ્વારા-ફોન દ્વારા પૈસાની લેર્વડ 
દેર્વળ તર્વરે્ષ ની િમને કોઈ િાલીમ મળી 
છે- અલગ અલગ એપ્લીકેશન દ્વારા પૈસા 
રાન્સફર કરી શકાય િેના તર્વરે્ષ ની કોઈ 
િાલીમ મળી છે) 
(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) (જો જવાિ ના હોય તો 
વવકલ્પો વાાંચો નહીં) 

A ના  
B હા – સેર્વા બેન્ક / સેર્વા ના પ્રોગ્રામ્સ 

C હા - અન્ય બેંકો/આરબીઆઈ સાક્ષરિા કાયષિમો 
D હા - હદગીધન મેળાઓ 

E હા - સામાન્ય સેર્વા કેન્રો (સીએસસી) 
F હડજજટલ જાગતૃિ કાયષિમો 

G 

હા - અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) _____________ 

Section V: કુટુાંિની સામાજજક-આવથિક વવગતો 

Q501 

એક જ રસોડે જમિા ંહોય િેર્વા પહરર્વારના ક લ સભ્યો 
Note:  પહરવારના તે સભ્યોને શામેલ કરો જેઓ ઉત્તરદાતાના રસોડામાાં 
જમે  છે 

[     ] [     ] 

Q502 

છોકરીઓ  છોકરાઓ  
અન્ય 
હકશોરીઓ  

અન્ય હકશોર પ ખ્િ સ્ત્રી પ ખ્િ પ રૂર્ષ   

A (0-6) b (0-6) c (7-18) d (7-18)  e (18થી ર્વધ ) f (18થી ર્વધ ) 
      

Q503 

આતથિક પ્ર્તૃત્તમા ંસકંળાયલે પહરર્વારના ક લ સભ્યોની સખં્યા 
નોંધ: સભ્યો જે પગારદાર આથીક કામ માાં સાંકળાયેલા હોય. જે બિન 
આવથિક પ્રવવૃત્તઓ માાં જોડાયા હોય તેમને ધ્યાનમાાં લેવાની નથી 

[     ] [     ] 

Q504 ક ટ ંબની આશરે ર્વાતર્ષિક આર્વક કેટલી છે? Rs. _________ 

Q505 

આતથિક પ્ર્તૃત્તમા ંરોકાયેલા પહરર્વારના સભ્યોનો વ્યર્વસાય 

વ્યર્વસાય  કુટુાંિ આ પ્રવવૃત્તમાાં સાંકળાયેલ  છે ઉત્તરદાતા આ પ્રવવૃત્તમાાં સાંકળાયેલ  છે 

1=Yes; 2=No 1=Yes; 2=No; 99=NA 

1 પોિાની ખેિી  1 2 1 2 99 

2 પશ પાલન 1 2 1 2 99 

3 ખેિ મજૂર 1 2 1 2 99 

4 અન્ય ઘરે બેઠા કામ  1 2 1 2 99 

5 છૂટક મજૂરી  1 2 1 2 99 

6 નોકરી 1 2 1 2 99 

7 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ______ 1 2 1 2 99 

Q506  ઘરની મ ખ્ય તમલકિો શ  ંછે અને િેની માબલકી કોની છે  ? 



વમલકત 

(જો ના, તો પછીની સાંપવત્ત પર 
જાઓ) 

(1= હા; 2=ના) 
કોની માબલકી 

(1 = સ્ત્રી-પોતે; 2 = સ્ત્રી (અન્ય) 3 = પરુુષ; 4 =િાંને; 99= 
લાગ ુનથી પડત ુાં) 

a ખેિી લાયક જમીન 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

b રહઠેાણ 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

c દ કાન 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

d પશ ધન    / મરઘા 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

e 
ર્વાહનો  (મોટરગાડીઓ, ટ -વ્હીલસષ, 
તર્વગેરે) 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

f ખેિીના ં ઓજાર   1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

g 
તસિંચાઇની સપંતત્ત (છંટકાર્વ/ટપક 
તસિંચાઈ) 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

h અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

નોંધ: જમીન માટે ઉપયોગમાાં લેવા માટેન ુાં માપ વવઘા / બિઘામાાં હોવ ુાં જોઈએ. દરેક રાજ્યમાાં બિઘામાાં રૂપાાંતર વવવવધ દરે છે.  
Q507 કૃતર્ષ જમીન - માબલકીની (તર્વઘમા)ં [     ] [     ] 

Q508 
કૃતર્ષ જમીન ભાગીયા  - ગયા ર્વરે્ષ 

(તર્વઘમા)ં [     ] [     ] 

Q509 
કૃતર્ષ જમીન લીઝ પર - ગયા ર્વરે્ષ 
(તર્વઘમા)ં [     ] [     ] 

Q510 

ગયા સીઝનમા ંભાગે કરેલ/પોિાના 
માબલકીની કેટલી ખેિીની જમીનમા ં
ર્વારે્વિર અને તસિંચાઇ કરર્વામા ંઆર્વી 
હિી? (તર્વઘમા)ં (99=NA) 

ખેિી કરી હિી તસિંચાઇ કરેલ 

રર્વી (ઓક્ટોબર-માચષ) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

ઉનાળો (માચષ-જૂન) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

ખરીફ (જ લાઈ-ઓક્ટોબર) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

Section VI: પ્રોગ્રામની અસરકારકતા (તપાસકતાડઓ માટે નોંધ: ફક્ત SEWA સભ્યોને જ પછૂો) 

Q601 
શ  ંિમે SEWA ના પ્રોગ્રામનો હહસ્સો છો જેથી િમને નાણાકીય વ્યર્વહાર માટે હડજજટલ 
મીહડયાનો ઉપયોગ કરર્વામા ંમદદ મળે 

1 હા 

2 ના→ Go to Q606 

Q602 િમે હડજજટલ નાણાકીય સાક્ષરિા માટે િાલીમમા ંભાગ લીધો છે? (1=હા; 2=ના)   

a 
 

શે્રણી 1 િાલીમ (િાલીમના હતે   અને તર્વર્ષયનો પહરચય; પૈસાન  ં મહત્ર્વ; બચિન  ં
મહત્ર્વ 
બચિન  ંવ્યાજ અને પદ્ધતિઓ; બેંકમા ંબચિ કરર્વાના ફાયદા અને જોડાણો; નાણાકીય 
આયોજનન  ંમહત્ર્વ; જીર્વન ચિ અને આતથિક જરૂહરયાિ; રોકાણ - સરળ સમજણ અને 
મહત્ર્વ; િેહડટ (લોન) - સરળ સમજણ અને મહત્ર્વ; પેન્શન - સરળ સમજણ અને 
મહત્ર્વ; ર્વીમો - સરળ સમજણ અને મહત્ર્વ; કેર્વાયસી; બેંકમા ંનાણાકીય વ્યર્વહાર 
કરર્વાની કાયષ પદ્ધતિ; મોબાઈલ ફોનની ઓળખ અને ઉપયોગ 

1 હા 

2 ના 

b 
શે્રણી 2  િાલીમ (હડજજટલ નાણાકીય વ્યર્વહારોનો પહરચય; હડજજટલ સેર્વાના ફાયદા; 
હડજજટલ સેર્વામા ં ર્વપરાિા ઉપકરણો- સબંક્ષપ્િ પહરચય; હડજજટલ ઉપકરણો, 1 હા 



એચ્પ્લકેશન્સ અને િેમના ઉપયોગો; ઈન્ટરનેટની સરળ સમજ; હડજજટલ બેક્ન્કિંગ 
અને વ્યર્વહારના પ્રકારો; ઊંડાણમા ંATM/ડેબબટ કાડષની સમજ; ડેબબટ કાડષના અન્ય 
ઉપયોગો - પોઈન્ટ ઓફ સેલ (POS); ડેબબટ કાડષના અન્ય ઉપયોગો - ઈ-કોમસષ 
(ઈ-કોમ); િેહડટ કાડષ; માઇિો એટીએમ; A.E.P.S (AEPS); U.S.S.D; પાસબ ક તપ્રન્ટીંગ 
કેશ હડપોઝીટ મશીન) 

2 ના 

c 

શે્રણી 3 િાલીમ (ઇન્ટરનેટ બેંહકિંગ અને મોબાઇલ બેંહકિંગ - સમજણ અને િફાર્વિ; 

IMPS; UPI અને BHIM એચ્પ્લકેશનની સરળ સમજ; મોબાઇલ ર્વૉલેટની સરળ 
સમજ; હડજજટલ એચ્પ્લકેશન / પ્લેટફોમષ (PAYTM); NACH- નેશનલ ઓટોમેટેડ 
ચ્ક્લયહરિંગ હાઉસ; આદેશ; NEFT / RTGS ; BBPS (ભારિીય બબલ પેમેન્ટ તસસ્ટમ); 
SMS સેર્વા - તમસ્ડ કૉલ; હડજજટલ એચ્પ્લકેશન / પ્લેટફોમષ (GOOGLE PAY); હડજજટલ 
એચ્પ્લકેશન / પ્લેટફોમષ (ફોન પી) 

1 હા 

2 ના 

Q603 િમે િાલીમને કેર્વી રીિે રેટ કરશો? (એકંદરે) 

1 સાર ં 
2 સરેરાશ 

3 સાર ં નથી 
99 NA 

Q604 િાલીમથી શ  ંફાયદો થયો? (મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) 

A મોબાઈલ ફોન કેર્વી રીિે ર્વાપરર્વો  

B 
વ્યક્ક્િગિ દસ્િારે્વજીકરણ મજબિૂ - લાભ મેળર્વર્વા માટે 
પાન કાડષ, ઈ શ્રમ કાડષ માટે અરજી કરેલ છે 

C બેંક સાથે KYC 

D એટીએમ કાડષ માટે અરજી કરી 
E એટીએમમાથંી પૈસા ઉપાડર્વાન  ંશરૂ કર્ ું 

F 

હડજજટલ ર્વૉલેટનો ઉપયોગ કરર્વો – Google Pay 

(GPay); ભીમ એપ; PayTM, ર્વગેરે (હરચાર્જ/ર્વીજળી 
બબલ/મની રાન્સફર/ચ કર્વણીઓ માટે 

99 NA 

Q605 
કોતર્વડ રોગચાળાને પહોંચી ર્વળર્વામા ં પ્રોગ્રામે 
િમને કેર્વી રીિે મદદ કરી? (મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) 

A ક દરિી આફિોનો સામનો કરર્વા  
B બાળકો માટે તશક્ષણ 

C મોબાઈલ ફોન ર્વાપરિા શીખ્યા 
D ઓનલાઈન પેમેન્ટ માટે 

E અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) _____________ 

Q606 
શ  ંિમે કોતર્વડ િાઈતસસ નબંર (SEWA સહાયિા 
નબંર) તર્વશે જાણો છો?  

1 હા 
2 ના→ Go to Q613 

Q607 શ  ંિમે આ નબંર પર ફોન કયો છે? 
1 હા 
2 ના→ Go to Q609 

Q608 જો હા, િો િમે િેમને શા માટે ફોન કયો હિો? 

 
 
 

Q609 
શ  ંિમને SEWA સહાયિા કેન્ર નબંર પરથી કોઈ 
જર્વાબ મળ્યો છે? 

1 હા 
2 ના→ Go to Q613 

Q610 1 િાત્કાબલક – એક હદર્વસની અંદર 



જો હા, િો િેમને િમારા પ્રશ્નોના જર્વાબ 
આપર્વામા ંકેટલો સમય લાગ્યો? 

2 એક અઠર્વાહડર્  ં
3 એક અઠર્વાહડયા કરિા ંર્વધ  
4 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) _____________ 

Q611 શ  ંિમે િેમના (SEWA) જર્વાબથી સતં  ષ્ટ છો? 
1 હા→ Go to Q613 
2 ના 

Q612 જો ના, િો િમે શ  ંકર્ ું?  

Q613 
શ  ં િમને SEWA િરફથી કોઈ કોર્વીડ સબંતંધિ 
સદેંશા મળ્યા છે? 

1 હા 
2 ના→ Go to Q701 

Q614 આ સદેંશાઓ િમને કેર્વી રીિે મદદરૂપ થયા? 

1 સાચી માહહિી મળી  
2 આર્વક ચાલ  રાખી 
3 ડોકટરો/કાઉન્સીલરો સ ધી પહોંચ 

Section VII: કોર સેવાઓની ઍક્સેસ 

1 = હદવસમાાં ઓછામાાં ઓછા િે વાર; 2 = હદવસમાાં એકવાર; 3 = અઠવાહડયામાાં એક કે િે વાર; 4 = મહહનામાાં એક કે િે વાર; 

5 = ભાગ્યે જ / નહીં 
Q701.1 શ  ંિમે િમારા આહારમા ંઅનાજનો સમારે્વશ કરો છો? 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.2 શ  ંિમે િમારા આહારમા ંકઠોળનો સમારે્વશ કરો છો? 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.3 
શ  ંિમે િમારા આહારમા ંશાકભાજી/લીલા શાકભાજીનો સમારે્વશ 
કરો છો? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.4 શ  ંિમે િમારા આહારમા ંડેરી ઉત્પાદનોનો સમારે્વશ કરો છો 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.5 શ  ંિમે િમારા આહારમા ંઇંડા/ માસંાહારી ખોરાક શામેલ કરો છો  1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.6 
િમે િમાર  અનાજ અને અન્ય ર્વસ્ત  ઓ ક્ાથંી ખરીદો છો?  

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ)(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 

A સ્થાતનક કહરયાણા ર્વાળા 
B રૂડી બેન / ર ડી રે્વબસાઇટ 

C પોિાની લણણીથી સાચરે્વલ 

D અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

Q702.1 
શ  ંક ટ ંબના દરેક સભ્ય પાસે ર્વર્ષષમા ંતર્વતર્વધ ઋત ઓ માટે 
યોગ્ય કપડા ંછે? 

હા ના 

a ઉનાળો 1 2 

b તશયાળો 1 2 

c ચોમાસ  1 2 

d શાળા ગણરે્વશ 1 2  99 

Q702.2 
જો ના, િો પછી ક ટ ંબમા ંકોના પાસે િે કપડા ંનથી? 

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ)(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાાંભળવા નહીં) 

A પોિે  
B પ ખ્િ પ ર ર્ષો 
C અન્ય પ ખ્િ સ્ત્રીઓ 

D છોકરીઓ  
E છોકરો  

Q702.3 

પહરર્વારમા ંએક ર્વર્ષષમા ંકપડા ંપર કેટલા પૈસા ખચષર્વામા ં
આરે્વ છે? 

(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 

1 Rs. 1000 થી ઓછ ં 
2 Rs. 1000-3000 

3 Rs. 3000-5000 

4 Rs. 5000 થી ર્વધારે  
Q703.1 ઘરનો પ્રકાર  1 કાચ  ં 



 
(નોંધ: અર્વલોકન અને નોંધ) 

2 અડધ  ંપાક  
3 પાક ં 

Q703.2 આ ઘરની માબલકી 
1 માબલકીન  ંમકાન  
2 ભાડાન  ંમકાન  
3 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

Q703.3 
મકાનમા ંકઈ સ તર્વધાઓ ઉપલબ્ધ છે  

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ)(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા) 

A સાફ પાણી 
B ર્વપરાશ મા ંહોય િે્  ંશૌચાલય 

C ગટર-વ્યર્વસ્થા 
D ર્વીજળી 

Q703.4 

પહરર્વાર મા ંર્વપરાયેલ રસોઈ કરર્વાની પદ્ધતિનો પ્રકાર? 

 
(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ)(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા) 

A ચલૂો  
B બાયોગેસ 

C એલ.પી.જી. 

D ઇલેક્રીક સ્ટોર્વ  
E સોલાર ચલૂ્હા  
F અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

Q703.5 શ  ંિમારી પાસે નીચે બિારે્વલ કોઈપણ ઉત્પાદનો છે? 

 ઉત્પાદનો  1 = હા; 2 = ના જો ના, તો શુાં તેઓ ઉપયોગ કરવાની ઇચ્છા 
રાખ ેછે 1 = હા; 2 = ના; 99=લાગ ુનથી પડત ુાં  

 જો ના હોય િો, આગલા ઉત્પાદન પર જાઓ  

a સોલર ફાનસ (સોલાર બત્તી) 1 2 1 2 99 

b હહરયાળી ચલૂ્હા 1 2 1 2 99 

c સોલર કૂકર 1 2 1 2 99 

d સોલર હીટર 1 2 1 2 99 

e હાઈ ઇન્ટેક્ન્સટી સોલર ટોચષ 1 2 1 2 99 

f અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 1 2 1 2 99 

Q704.1 

છેલ્લા એક ર્વર્ષષમા ંક ટ ંબની સાદી/સામાન્ય  માદંગીમા ંસરેરાશ કેટલો ખચષ 
થયો?  
(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 

1 કાઈં નહીં → Go to 704.3 

2 Rs. 1000 થી ઓછ ં 
3 Rs. 1000-3000 
4 Rs. 3000-5000 

5 Rs. 5000 થી ર્વધારે  

Q704.2 

િમે સાદી માદંગી માટેનો ખચષ કેર્વી રીિે કયો?  

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ)(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા 
નહીં) 

A ઘર ખચષ માથી  
B બચિમાથંી 
C તમત્રો/સબંધંીઓ પાસેથી ઉધાર લીધેલ 

D સ્ર્વ-સહાય જૂથમાથંી ઉધાર લીધેલ છે 

E સ્થાતનક નાણાધીરનાર પાસેથી ઉછીના લીધેલા 
F ર્વીમો હિો 
G અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં

Q704.3 
છેલ્લા એક ર્વર્ષષમા ંક ટ ંબની અન્ય માદંગીમા ંસરેરાશ 
કેટલો ખચષ થયો?  

1 કાઈં નહીં → Go to 705.1 

2 Rs. 1000 થી ઓછ ં 



(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 3 Rs. 1000-3000 
4 Rs. 3000-5000 

5 Rs. 5000 થી ર્વધારે  

Q704.4 

િમે અન્ય માદંગી માટેનો ખચષ કેર્વી રીિે કયો?  

(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) 

(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 

A બચિમાથંી 
B તમત્રો/સબંધંીઓ પાસેથી ઉધાર લીધેલ 

C સ્ર્વ-સહાય જૂથમાથંી ઉધાર લીધેલ છે 

D સ્થાતનક નાણાધીરનાર પાસેથી ઉછીના લીધેલા 
E ર્વીમો હિો 
F અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

99 NA 

Q705.1 

િમારા ક ટ ંબના કેટલા સભ્યો સાક્ષર છે (નોંધ: જેમણે ઔપચાહરક વશક્ષણ લીધુાં હોય તેમના વવશે પછૂો) (નોંધ: 
નાંિર આપો - ન હોય તો 0 લખો) 

પ ખ્િ સ્ત્રીઓ [     ] [     ] 

પ ખ્િ પ ર ર્ષો [     ] [     ] 

છોકરીઓ [     ] [     ] 

છોકરાઓ [     ] [     ] 

Q705.2 
શ  ંિમારા કોઈ પણ બાળકો ક્ારે તનશાળે નથી 
ગયા કે ર્વચ્ચે થી છોડી દીધી છે? 

1 હા  
2 ના → go to 706.1 

Q705.3 
શાળા છોડી દેર્વા અથર્વા કદી નહીં જર્વાના કારણો  (નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાાંભળવા નહીં) 

છોકરાઓ (a)  છોકરીઓ (b) 

1 શાળા સ ધી પહોંચર્વામા ંમ શ્કેલી 1 શાળા સ ધી પહોંચર્વામા ંમ શ્કેલી 
2 શાળા દૂર છે 2 શાળા દૂર છે 

3 શાળા ફી પોસાર્વી શક્ા નહીં 3 શાળા ફી પોસાર્વી શક્ા નહીં 
4 ભણર્વામા ંસારા નથી 4 ભણર્વામા ંસારા નથી 
5 ભણાર્વર્વાન  ંસાર ં નહોત   ં 5 શાળામા ંશૌચાલય નથી – કે િેમા ંપાણી નથી  
6 માિાતપિા / ર્વડીલો ઇચ્છિા ન હિા 6 ભણાર્વર્વાન  ંસાર ં નહોત   ં
7 માદંગી 7 માિાતપિા/ ર્વડીલો ઇચ્છિા ન હિા 
8 લગ્ન નક્કી 8 માદંગી 
9 ઘરે જર્વાબદારીઓ 9 લગ્ન નક્કી 

10 નાના ભાઈ-બહનેોની સભંાળ રાખર્વી 10 ઘરે જર્વાબદારીઓ 

11 ભણર્વામા ંરસ નથી 11 નાના ભાઈ-બહનેોની સભંાળ રાખર્વી 
12 કામ શરૂ કર્ ું 12 ભણર્વામા ંરસ નથી 

13 
કોતર્વડ લોકડાઉન દરતમયાન ઓનલાઈન ર્વગો 
માટેની સ તર્વધાઓનો અભાર્વ 13 

કોતર્વડ લોકડાઉન દરતમયાન ઓનલાઈન ર્વગો માટેની 
સ તર્વધાઓનો અભાર્વ 

14 કોતર્વડને કારણે આર્વકમા ંઘટાડો 14 કામ શરૂ કર્ ું 
15 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 15 કોતર્વડને કારણે આર્વકમા ંઘટાડો 
99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં 16 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

  99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં

Q706.1 
િમે કઈ યોજનાઓથી ર્વાકેફ છો અને કયા યોજનાઓનો લાભ લીધો છે  
*1=હા; 2=ના;**1= સેર્વા દ્વારા 2= કોઈ નહીં; 3=અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) 



  વાકેફ* લાભ થયો* કોણે મદદ કરી* 
1 પ્રધાનમતં્રી ફાસલ બબમા યોજના 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

2 
મહાત્મા ગાધંી રાષ્રીય ગ્રામીણ રોજગાર 
ગેરંટી યોજના (મનરેગા) 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

3 પ્રધાનમતં્રી ગ્રામ આર્વાસ યોજના 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

4 ટપક તસિંચાઇ યોજના 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

5 જનની યોજના 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

6 ઉજ્જર્વલા યોજના 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

7 કન્યા સમદૃ્ધદ્ધ યોજના 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

8 અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

Q706.
2 

જો ના, િો પછી કારણો  
(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) 

(નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 

A માહહિી નહોિી 
B કહરે્વામા ંઆવ્ર્  ંહત   ંલાયક ન હિી 
C પરૂિા દસ્િારે્વજ નથી 
D નામજૂંર/પ્રિીક્ષા સબૂચબદ્ધ 

E અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 
99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં

Q707 
શ  ંિમને SEWA િરફથી કોઈ ક શળિા ર્વધારર્વા માટે િાલીમ 
મળી છે? 

1 હા 
2 ના ➟ પરૂ ં  

Q708 

જો હા, િો િમે કઈ િાલીમ પ્રાપ્િ કરી જેના માટે િમે ઈચ્છિા 
હિા(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) 

 (નોંધ: વવકલ્પો વાાંચી સાંભળાવવા નહીં) 
 

A ક શળિા ર્વધારર્વા  
B ઊજાષ સરંક્ષણ 

C ટકાઉ કૃતર્ષ 

D તધરાણ અને બચિ 

E અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ___________ 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં

709 

જો ના, િો િમે કઈ િાલીમ પ્રાપ્િ કરી નથી જેની િમે ઈચ્છા 
ધરાર્વિા હિા 
(મલ્ટીપલ ચોઇસ) 

 

A કૌશલ્ય તનમાષણ 
B ઊજાષ સરંક્ષણ 
C ટકાઉ કૃતર્ષ 
D તધરાણ અને બચિ 
E કોઈપણ અન્ય (સ્પષ્ટ કરો) ____ 

99 લાગ  નથી પડત  ં

710 િમે જે િાલીમ પ્રાપ્િ કરી છે િે િમને મદદ કરે છે? 
1 હા 
2 ના 

  



सहमति 

नमस्ते बहन! कैसे है आप?  
मैं __________ हूं और मैं VoxPopuli से हूं, जो सरे्वक्षण करने के लिए SEWA के साथ सहयोग करने र्वािा सूंगठन है। 

लिछिे 3 र्वर्षों में सेर्वा ने मलहिा सेर्वा सदस्ोूं के साथ काम लकया है, लजनके िास अिनी आजीलर्वका में सुधार करने और 

अिनी आय बढाने के लिए मौजूदा बाजार की आर्वश्यकताओूं के साथ तािमेि रखने के लिए लर्वत्तीय िेनदेन और लर्वत्तीय 

साक्षरता के उच्च स्तर के  िाभ के लिए लिलजटि मोबाइि टेक्नोिॉजीज तक िहूंच और क्षमता की कमी है। 

प्रोजेक्ट  शुरू होने से िहिे हमने एक सरे्वक्षण (बेसिाइन) लकया था और लर्वत्तीय िेनदेन के लिए लिलजटि मोबाइि 

टेक्नोिॉजीज के उियोग के स्तर का िता िगाने के लिए हम आिके िास आये होूंगे। अब तीन साि बाद हम गुजरात, 

राजस्थान, यूिी, लबहार, असम और मेघािय जैसे छह राज्ोूं में सेर्वा द्वारा आिके और सेर्वा की अन्य मलहिा सदस्ोूं के साथ 

प्रोजेक्ट के प्रभार्व और लकए गए कायय का िता िगाना चाहते हैं। 

इस अध्ययन में आिकी भागीदारी लर्वशुद्ध रूि से सै्वच्छिक है, और आि लबना लकसी दूंि/कारन के लकसी भी समय अिनी 

भागीदारी या मालहती  र्वािस िे सकते हैं। आिके भाग िेने या न िेने के लनणयय से सेर्वा के साथ सूंबूंध प्रभालर्वत नही ूं होूंगे। 

(नोट: इसे गैर-सेवा सदस्ोों को न बताएों )। आि लकसी लर्वशेर्ष प्रश्न का उत्तर देने से इनकार कर सकते हैं। आिका िेटा 

िूरी तरह गोिनीय रखा जाएगा। यह िेटा लकसीभी  व्यच्छिगत िहचान र्वािी जानकारी के लबना एसएमएस िर इिेक्टर ॉलनक 

रूि में सूंग्रहीत लकया जाएगा।  यह िेटा लिर से लबना लकसी व्यच्छिगत िहचान और जानकारी के अन्य शोधकतायओूं के लिए 

उििब्ध कराया जा सकता है। इस अध्ययन में आिकी भागीदारी में िगभग एक घूंटे का समय िगेगा। यलद अध्ययन के बारे 

में आिके कोई प्रश्न हैं, तो आिको  उनका उत्तर लदया जाएगा। 

यलद अध्ययन के बारे में आिके कोई प्रश्न हैं, तो कृिया सेर्वा के अिने स्थानीय काययकताय/आगेर्वान से सूंिकय  करें , जो आिको 

सूंशोधन टीम  के सूंिकय  में रखेंगे। 

यलद आि इस अध्ययन में भाग िेने के लिए सहमत हैं तो कृिया हस्ताक्षर करें  (या अिने दालहने अूंगूठे का लनशान िगाएूं ) 

_______________________________ 

क्रम ांक प्रश्न उत्तर 

Section I: स म न्य ज नक री 
ज ांचकि ा के लिए नोट: Q100  से Q105 - पूर्ा सूचन  के अनुस र नोट करें और पूछे नहीां 
 अन्वेषक का नाम   

  
1 पुराने उत्तरदाता 
2 नए उत्तरदाता  

Q100 उत्तरदाता संख्या (सूची से नोट करे)   
Q106 नाम   

Q101 राज्य 

1 गुजरात 

2 राजस्थान 

3 उत्तर प्रदेश 

4 बबहार 

5 असाम 

6 मेघालय 

Q102 जजल्हा 
1 अहमदाबाद 

2 आणंद/खेडा 



3 अरावली 
4 छोटा उदेपुर 

5 गांधीनगर 

6 कच्छ 

7 महेसाना 
8 पाटन 

9 सुरेंद्रनगर 

10 बबकानेर 

11 डंुगरपुर 

12 बाराबंकी 
13 रैबरेली 
14 लखनऊ 

15 भागलपुर 

16 पटना 
17 सोननतपुर 

18 री-भोई 

Q103a गााँव:    
Q103b नगर ननगम / वाडड:  99 NA 

Q104 गााँव का प्रकार 
1 सेवा गााँव 
2 ननयंत्रण गााँव 

Q105 उत्तरदाताका जीपीएस स्थान:  

a अक्ांश  

b रेखांश  

Q107 पता:  

Q108 संपकड  नंबर:  

Q109 क्या आपके पास आधार काडड है? 
1 हााँ 
2 नही 

Q110 उम्र  

वास्तववक आयु ललखें: [                   ] 
1 18-25 वषड 
2 26-35 वषड 
3 36-50 वषड 
4 51-60 वषड 
5 60 वषड से ज्यादा 

Q111 लशक्ा  1 अलशक्षक्त 



2 
पढ़-ललख सकते हैं (औपचाररक 
लशक्ा नहीं) 

3 प्राथलमक 

4 उच्च माध्यलमक 

5 दसवीं / बारहवीं 
6 व्यावसानयक लशक्ा 
7 स्नातक (ग्रेजुएट) 
8 अनुस्नातक (पोस्ट ग्रेजुएट) 

9 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

Q112 

भाषा प्रवीणता (1=बात; 2=वाचन; 3=लेखन, 4=अंकों का वाचन; 5=अंक लेखन) 
नोट: प्रत्येक भ ष  के लिए प्रत्येक वर्कल्प के लिए अिग से पूछें  - उद  .: क्य  
आप हहांदी में बोि सकिे हैं;  पढ़ सकिे हैं; लिख सकि ेहैं; अांक पढ़ सकि ेहैं; अांक 
लिखें .... और इसी िरह अन्य भ ष ओां के लिए 

नोट: उन्हें अांकों के स थ क र्ा हदख एां - यह पुष्टट करने के लिए कक क्य  र् ेउन्हें 
पढ़न  ज निे हैं) 

a गुजराती 1 2 3 4 5 

b हहदंी 1 2 3 4 5 

c असामी 1 2 3 4 5 

d मेघालयी की प्रादेलशक भाषा  1 2 3 4 5 

e अंग्रेजी 1 2 3 4 5 

Section II: संस्थानों की सदस्यता और ववत्तीय उत्पादों/सेवाओं तक पहंुच: 

ककसी सांस्थ  को सदस्यि  1=ह ाँ; 2=नहीां सदस्य कब 
से  

मौजूद  पद 

यहद नहीं तो अगले प्रश्न पर जाएं 

Q201 
(बचत मंडल) सखी मंडल (सेवा 
के आलावा) 

1 2   

Q202 SHG सेवा के (बचत मंडल) 1 2   

Q203 सेवा 1 2   

Q204 दधू सहकारी मंडली  1 2   

Q205 पंचायत 1 2   

Q206 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  1 2   

Q207 

आप आपका बचत कहााँ करते हो? 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: पहिे उन्हें यह बि ने दें कक 
र्े बचि कह ाँ करिे है और किर वर्कल्पों को 
पढ़ पुष्टट कररए) 

A बैंक 

B 
SHG (सेवा) बचत 
मंडल) 

C 
SHG (अन्य) बचत 
मंडल) 

D पोस्ट ऑफिस 



E 
अनौपचाररक 

समूह  )िण्ड चीट (  

F नकद (घर में) 
G अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

H बचत नहीं करते 

Q208 

क्या आपके पास बैंक खाता है 

(ककस प्रक र क  ख ि ) 
(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

A नही → Go to 213 

B 
हााँ - वैयजक्तक 

खाता 

C 
हााँ - संयुक्त A/c 
(पुरुष के साथ) 

D 
हााँ - संयुक्त A/c 
(महहला के साथ) 

E लागू नही ं

Q209 

यहद आपके पास बैंक खाता है तो बैंक का प्रकार 
है 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

A राष्रीयकृत बैंक 

B सहकारी बैंक 

C ग्रामीण बैंक 

D क्ेत्रीय बैंक 
E स्मॉल िाइनेंस बैंक 
F ननजी बैंक 
G सेवा बैंक 

99 लागू नही ं

Q210 

क्या आप अपने बैंक खाते का उपयोग करते हैं 
 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

A नही → Go to 212 

B हााँ – स्वयं 

C 

हााँ, पररवार / 
दोस्तों से 
सहायता से  

D 
हााँ, बैंक साथथन के 
माध्यम से 

E 

हााँ, अनौपचाररक 
एजेंट के माध्यम 
से 

F अन्य (स्पष्ट करे) 
99 लागू नही ं

211 

यहद हााँ, तो आप एसे फकसके ललए उपयोग करते 
हैं? 

 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: वर्कल्प पढ़ें) 

A बचत 

B 

सरकारी सजससडी 
का लाभ उठाने के 
ललए 

C ननकास 



D भेजा हुआ धन 

E भुगतान 

99 लागू नही ं

Q212 

अगर नहीं, तो क्यों नहीं? 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) 

(नोट: वर्कल्प नहीां पढ़ें) 

A 
मैं नहीं जानता फक 
कैसे 

B 

मैं नहीं देख रहा हूाँ 
- क्यों। कैश ठीक 
काम करता है 

C 
बैंक की शाखा 
बहुत दरू है 

D 
बैंक जाने में समय 
लगता है 

E 

बैंक कमडचाररयों 
का अयोग्य 
वतडन 

F 
पैसों की 
अनुपलसधता 

G 
बैंक साथी तक 
कोई पहंुच नहीं है 

H 

मेरे पास KYC के 
ललए आवश्यक 
दस्तावेज नहीं हैं 

I अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं

Q213 घर में आप का या फकसी और का बीमा है? 
1 हााँ 
2 नहीं → Go to 215 

Q214 

अगर हााँ, तो फकस प्रकार का है? 

 

(नोट: वर्कल्प पढ़ें) (नोट: MAA और आयुष्मान 
काडड को मेडडकल इंश्योरेंस में शालमल करे) 

A जीवन बीमा  

B मेडडकल इन्शुरन्स 

C क्रॉप इन्शुरन्स 

D हवामान इन्शुरन्स 

E रेक्टर बबमा 
F अन्य (स्पष्ट करे) 

99 लागू नही ं

Q215 

अगर नहीं, तो क्यों? 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) 

(नोट: वर्कल्प नहीां पढ़ें) 

A 
मुझे बीमा के बारे में समझ / 
जानकारी नहीं है 

B 
नहीं जानते फक इन बीमा 
उत्पादों तक कैसे पहंुचा जाए 



C 
मुझे ववश्वास नहीं है फक 
मुझे पेआउट लमलेगा 

D 
क्लेम की प्रफक्रया बहुत 
जहटल/मुजश्कल है 

E 
प्रीलमयम का भुगतान नहीं 
कर सकता 

F अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं

Q216 
वपछले साल घर के फकसी व्यक्तीने लोन/ 
ऋण/उधार ललया था? 

1 हााँ 
2 नहीं → Go to 220 

Q217 

अगर हााँ, तो आपने फकससे कजाड ललया 
था? 

 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: वर्कल्प नहीां पढ़ें) 

A बैंक (SBI) 

B बैंक (कोई अन्य) 
C SHG (सेवा) बचत मंडल  

D SHG (अन्य) बचत मंडल 

E सेवा (जजल्हा संघ) 
F सेवा बैंक 

G लोकल मनी लेंडर 

H माइक्रो िाइनेंस कंपननयााँ 
I ववत्तीय कंपननयााँ (NBFCs) 
J स्थानीय व्यापारी 
K स्थानीय दकुानदार 
L दोस्तों स े
M ररश्तेदार 

N अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं

Q218 
कजाड ललया उसकी अवथध क्या थी 
(यहद फिक्स नाही हे तो 00 ललखे ) 

 [     ] [     ] महीने 

99 लागू नही ं

Q219 

कजाड लेने का कारण क्या था? 

 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: वर्कल्प नहीां पढ़ें) 

A घर के काम के ललए 

B दवाई की जरुरत 

C बच्चों की लशक्ा 
D खेती के ललए 

E व्यापार के ललए 

F सामाजजक जजम्मेदारी के ललए 

G आवास ऋण 
H वाहन ऋण 
I अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं



Q220 
अगर नहीं तो वपछले साल कजड 
क्यों नहीं ललया (बहुवर्कल्पी)  

A आवश्यकता नहीं थी 
B प्राप्त करन ेमें कहठनाई होती है 
C चुकाने में असमथड 
D सयाज दर ज्यादा है 
E ऋण आवेदन अस्वीकृत 
F बहुत अथधक दस्तावेज 
G कायडववथध नहीं जानत ेथे 
99 लागू नही ं

Section III: आईसीटी और डडजजटल तैयारी/साक्रता तक पहंुच और एक्सपोजर 

301 
पररवारकी माललकी और उत्तरदाता द्वारा आईसीटी 
का उपयोग  

माललकी  उत्तरदाता द्वारा उपयोग 

(1= हााँ; 2= नहीं) 
a डेस्क कंप्यूटर 1 2 1 2 

b लैपटॉप 1 2 1 2 

c टेबलेट 1 2 1 2 

d मोबाइल फ़ोन (स्माटडिोन) 1 2 1 2 

e मोबाइल फ़ोन (सादा िोन) 1 2 1 2 

Q302 
क्या आपके पास ववशेष रूप से अपना खुद का 
मोबाइल िोन है 

1 हााँ 
2 नहीं → Go to 304 

Q303 यहद हां, तो आपके पास फकस प्रकार का िोन है 

1 बेलसक िीचर िोन -इंटरनेट बगैर 
2 बेलसक िीचर िोन -इंटरनेट के साथ  
3 स्माटडिोन 

99 लागू नही ं

Q304 आप इन्टरनेट का उपयोग करते हो? (बहुवर्कल्पी) 

A नही → Go to 306 

B हााँ - खुद का कनेक्शन 

C हााँ - पररवार का कनेक्शन 

D हााँ - अन्य (स्पष्ट करे) 

Q305 

आप फकन उपकरणों पर इंटरनेट एक्सेस करते हैं? 

 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: वर्कल्प पढ़ें) 

A मोबाइल  

B डेस्कटॉप 

C लैपटॉप 

D टेबलेट 

99 लागू नही ं

Q306 
आप सादे मोबाइल के फकस ववशेषताओं का उपयोग सहायता या बबना सहायता के करते है? 

(नोट: वर्कल्प पढ़ें) 
सहायता के बबना सहायता के साथ 

1 हैंडसेट का लोक खोलना  1 Unlocking handset 

2 कॉल लेना  2 Receiving Calls 



3 कॉल करना (शाजसदक) 3 Making calls (voice) 

4 SMS पढ़ना 4 Reading SMS 

5 SMS भेजना  5 Sending SMS 

6 नाम/नं सेव करना  6 Saving Name/Nos.  

7 साइलेंट मोड पर रखने के ललए 7 Muting (keeping on silent mode) 

8 कोई नहीं 8 None 

Q307 स्माटड िोन की फकस ववशेषताओ ंका उपयोग सहायता या बबना सहायता करत ेहै? 

सहायता के बबना सहायता के साथ 

1 हैंडसेट का लोक खोलना  1 हैंडसेट का लोक खोलना  

2 कॉल लेना  2 कॉल लेना  

3 कॉल करना (शाजसदक) 3 कॉल करना (शाजसदक) 
4 कॉल करना (वीडडयो) 4 कॉल करना (वीडडयो) 
5 SMS पढ़ना 5 SMS पढ़ना 
6 SMS भेजना  6 SMS भेजना  

7 नाम/नं सेव करना  7 नाम/नं सेव करना  

8 साइलेंट मोड पर रखने के ललए 8 साइलेंट मोड पर रखने के ललए 

9 
इंटरएजक्टव वॉयस ररस्पांस लसस्टम 
का उपयोग करना 

9 
इंटरएजक्टव वॉयस ररस्पांस लसस्टम का उपयोग 
करना 

10 वेब-आधाररत एप जैसे: 10 वेब-आधाररत एप जैसे: 
a  िेसबुक a  िेसबुक 

b व्हाट्सएप b व्हाट्सएप 

c यु ट्यूब c यु ट्यूब 

d अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  d अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  3 

e कुछ नही e कुछ नही 3 

Q308 

आप मोबाइल की ववलभन्न 
ववशेषताओं के बारे में अपने ज्ञान 
और कौशल का आकलन कैसे करते 
हैं? 

(नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

1 कुछ ख़ास नहीं 
2 साधारण 

3 अच्छा 

4 उत्तम 

Section IV: डडजजटल ववत्तीय सेवाओं/उत्पादों तक पहंुच और उपयोग 

Q401 आप स्माटड फ़ोन की फकस ववशषेताओं का उपयोग सहायता या बबना सहायता करते है? 

सह यि  के बबन  सह यि  के स थ 

1 बैंफकंग 1 बैंफकंग 
2 बील का भुगतान 2 बील का भुगतान 

3 पैसे लमलना और भेजना  3 पैसे लमलना और भेजना  

4 खरीदारी 4 खरीदारी 
5 हटकट बुफकंग )रेल्वे , हवाईजहाज,बस ( 5 हटकट बुफकंग )रेल्वे , हवाईजहाज,बस ( 
6 व्यापार / कायड के ललए 6 व्यापार / कायड के ललए 

7 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  7 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  



8 कुछ नहीं 8 कुछ नहीं 
Q402 आप मोबाइल फकसके ललए इस्तमाल करते है हााँ नहीं 

1 व्यवसाय और वैयजक्तक संपकड  )ग्राहक, उपभोक्ता ( 1 2 

2 बाजार और फकमतों की जानकारी 1 2 

3 कृवष के ललए बाजार की जानकारी तक पहुाँचना 1 2 

4 कृवष के ललए मौसम की जानकारी का उपयोग करने के ललए 1 2 

5 नई कृवष पद्धनतयों को सीखने के ललए 1 2 

6 
कृवष में नवाचारों के बारे में जानने के ललए -नई तकनीक लशखने के 
ललए  

1 2 

7 दधू पर बाजार की जानकारी और सेवाएं 1 2 

8 गैर -कृवष  वस्तुओं पर बाजार की जानकारी 1 2 

9 भुगतान हो रहा है के नहीं उसकी जांच  1 2 

10 माल और सेवाओं का पररवहन 1 2 

11 ववलभन्न स्त्रोतों से कीमतों की जांच 1 2 

12 लोग जजनके साथ काम करे है उनके साथ योजना और समन्वय 1 2 

13 बच्चों की स्कूल प्रोजेक्ट के ललए 1 2 

14 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  1 2 

Q403 

वपछले महीने में 
आपने 
ननम्नललखखत में 
से फकतने 
डडजजटल लेनदेन 
फकए? 

 
 

1 NEFT / RTGS / IMPS लेनदेन  [     ] [     ] 

2 
अन्य मोबाइल बैंफकंग लेनदेन (बेंक की एप 
द्वारा) 

[     ] [     ] 

3 डेबबट काडड [     ] [     ] 

4 के्रडडट काडड [     ] [     ] 

5 
मोबाइल वॉलेट के माध्यम से भुगतान 
(गुगलपे,पेटीएम,्िोन-पे) (भीम एप) 

[     ] [     ] 

6 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  [     ] [     ] 

Q404 

एक महीने में फकतनी बार नेट 
बैंफकंग करते हो? 

(नोट: वर्कल्प नहीां पढ़ें) 

1 एक बार भी नही ं
2 १ से ५ बार 

3 ६ से १० बार 

  4 १० से ज्यादा बार 

Q405 

इनमें से कौन सा कैशलेस 
रांजेक्शन आप जानते हैं और 
वपछले साल फकया था 

ज निे हैं वपछिे स ि ककय  थ  

  हााँ न
ही हााँ नही 

1 डेबबट काडड 1 2 1 2 
2 के्रडडट काडड 1 2 1 2 
3 बैंक रान्सिर (NEFT, RTGS, IMPS) 1 2 1 2 
4 पे -टीएम  1 2 1 2 



5 जी पे 1 2 1 2 
6 भीम 1 2 1 2 
7 युपीआय 1 2 1 2 

8 
ई वॉलेट (कोई अन्य –उ.दा. 
Mobikwik) 

1 2 1 2 

9 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  1 2 1 2 
10 इसमें से कुछ नही 1 2 1 2 

Q406 
कैशलेस लेनदेन  करते समय कोई समस्या आती 
है? 

1 हााँ 
2 नही → Go to  408 

99 लागू नही ं

Q407 

अगर हााँ तो फकस तरह की समस्या आती है? 

 

(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: वर्कल्प नहीां पढ़ें) 

A जानकारी का अभाव 

B कौशल की कमी 
C उपलसधता का अभाव 

D फ़ोन या कंप्यूटर का आभाव 

E संपकड  का आभाव 

F ववत्तीय धोखाधडी का डर 

G नकद पर भरोसा 
H अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं

Q408 

क्या आपने फकसी ववत्तीय साक्रता कायडक्रम में 
सहभाग ललया है?  

(क्या आपने इंटरनेट पर पैसे रांसिर करने के 
बारे में कोई प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया है - िोन पर - 
ववलभन्न अनुप्रयोगों के माध्यम से पैसे रांसिर 
करने के बारे में कोई प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया है) 
(बहुवर्कल्पी) (नोट: वर्कल्प नहीां पढ़ें अगर जर् ब 
‘न ’ है) 

A नही 
B हााँ – सेवा बैंक / सेवा के कायडक्रम 

C 
हााँ  – अन्य बैंक / RBI साक्रता 
कायडक्रम 

D हााँ – हदथगधन मेला 
E हााँ – सावडजननक सेवा कें द्र (CSCs) 

F हााँ – डडजजटल जागनृत कायडक्रम 

G हााँ – अन्य (स्पष्ट करे) 
Section V: Socio-Economic Details of Family 

Q501 
पररवार के सदस्यों की कुल सखं्या? नोट: उन पररर् र के सदस्यों को 
श लमि करें जो प्रतिर् दी की रसोई मे ख िे हैं [     ] [     ] 

Q502 
लडफकयां(0-6) लडके(0-6) 

लडफकयां 
(7-18) 

लडके (7-

18) 
वयस्क 
महहला 

वयस्क पुरुष 

a b c d e f 
      

Q503 

आथथडक गनतववथधयों में संलग्न पररवार के सदस्यों की 
कुल संख्या 
नोट: यह ां आर्थाक गतिवर्र्ियों क  मििब उन िोगों से है 
जह ां पररर् र के सदस्यों को क म करने के लिए पैसे लमििे हैं 

[     ] [     ] 



(पुरुष, महहि एां, बच्चे श लमि हैं)। अर्ैितनक आर्थाक 
गतिवर्र्ियों को श मेि नहीां करन  है 

504 पररवार की कुल घरेलू आय (वावषडक) क्या है Rs. ___________ 

505 
आथथडक गनतववथधयों में लगे पररवार के सदस्यों के व्यवसाय 

व्यर्स य पररर् र श मेि  उत्तरद ि  शमेि 

  1=ह ाँ; 2=नही 1=ह ाँ; 2=नही; 99= लागू नही ं
1 खुद के खेत पर कृवष 1 2 1 2 99 

2 पशुपालन 1 2 1 2 99 

3 कृवष श्रम 1 2 1 2 99 

4 अन्य गहृ आधाररत काम  1 2 1 2 99 

5 मैनुअल कैजुअल लेबर 1 2 1 2 99 

6 नौकरी 1 2 1 2 99 

7 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  1 2 1 2 99 

Q506 

घर की मुख्य संपवत्त क्या हैं? कौन संपवत्त का माललक है 

सांपवत्त 1=ह ाँ; 2=नही 
म लिकी 

(1= खुद महहला; 2= महहला  )अन्य(  3= 
पुरुष; 4= दोनों; 99=लाग ूनही)ं 

 यहद नहीं, तो अगले संपवत्त पर जाएं  

a खेती की जमीन 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

b घर 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

c दकुान 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

d पशु उद्योग 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

e वाहन 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

f कृवष औजार 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

g 
लसचंाई की संपवत्त 
(िव्वारा/डिप लसचंाई) 

1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

h अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

नोट: भूलम के लिए उपयोग की ज ने र् िी म प वर्घ  / बीघ  में होनी च हहए। प्रत्येक र ज्य में बीघ  में 
रूप ांिरण अिग-अिग दरों पर होि  है। 

Q507 कृवष भूलम – खुदकी माललकी की (ववघा में) [     ] [     ] 

Q508 कृवष भूलम भागीदारी म े- वपछले साल (बीघा में) [     ] [     ] 

Q509 कृवष भूलम लीज पर - वपछले साल (ववघा में) [     ] [     ] 

Q510 

वपछले िसलो मे फकतनी कृवष योग्य भूलम थी 
जजस पर  भागीदारी म े/ खुदकी जमीन पर जुटाई 
हुई और जो लसथंचत थी? (99=NA) 

जुती हुई लसथंचत 

रबी )माचड-अक्टूबर (  [     ] [     

] 
[     ] [     ] 



गरमी  )जून-माचड(  [     ] [     

] 
[     ] [     ] 

खरीि )अक्टूबर-जुलाई(  [     ] [     

] 
[     ] [     ] 

Section VI: क याक्रम की प्रभ र्शीिि   
जांचकताडओं के ललए नोट: केवल सेवा सदस्यों से पूछें  

Q602 आपने डडजजटल ववत्तीय साक्रता के ललए फकन प्रलशक्णों में भाग ललया है 

a 
 

श्रृंखला 1 प्रलशक्ण (प्रलशक्ण के उद्देश्य और ववषय का पररचय; धन का महत्व; बचत 
का महत्व 

बचत सयाज और तरीके; बैंक में बचत के लाभ और कनेक्शन; ववत्तीय ननयोजन का 
महत्व; जीवन चक्र और आथथडक आवश्यकता; ननवेश - आसान समझ और महत्व; के्रडडट 
(ऋण) - आसान समझ और महत्व; पेंशन - आसान समझ और महत्व; बीमा - सरल 
समझ और महत्व; केवाईसी; बैंक में ववत्तीय लेनदेन की कायड पद्धनत; मोबाइल िोन की 
पहचान और उपयोग 

1 हााँ 

2 नही 

b 

श्रृंखला  2 प्रलशक्ण (डडजजटल ववत्तीय लेनदेन का पररचय; डडजजटल सेवाओं के लाभ; 

डडजजटल सेवाओं में प्रयुक्त उपकरण-संक्षक्प्त पररचय; डडजजटल उपकरण, अनुप्रयोग और 
उनके उपयोग; इंटरनेट की बुननयादी समझ; डडजजटल बैंफकंग और लेनदेन के प्रकार; 

एटीएम की गहन समझ /डेबबट काडड डेबबट काडड के अन्य उपयोग - प्वाइंट ऑि सेल 
(पीओएस) डेबबट काडड के अन्य उपयोग - ई-कॉमसड (ई-कॉम); के्रडडट काडड; माइक्रो 
एटीएम; ए.ई.पी.एस (एईपीएस); यूएसएसडी; पासबुक वप्रहंटगं कैश डडपॉजजट मशीन ) 

1 हााँ 

2 नही 

c 

श्रृंखला 3 प्रलशक्ण (इंटरनेट बैंफकंग और मोबाइल बैंफकंग - समझ और अंतर; IMPS; 

UPI और BHIM एजप्लकेशन की सरल समझ; मोबाइल वॉलेट की सरल समझ; डडजजटल 
एजप्लकेशन / प्लेटफ़ॉमड (PAYTM); NACH- नेशनल ऑटोमेटेड जक्लयररगं हाउस; 

अथधदेश; NEFT / RTGS ;बीबीपीएस (इंडडयन बबल पेमेंट लसस्टम); एसएमएस सेवा - 
लमस्ड कॉल; डडजजटल एप्लीकेशन/प्लेटिॉमड (गूगल पे); डडजजटल एप्लीकेशन/प्लेटिॉमड 
(िोन पी) 

1 हााँ 

2 नही 

Q603 
आप प्रलशक्ण का मूल्यांकन कैसे करेंगे (कुल 
लमलाकर) 

1 अच्छा 
2 औसत 

3 अच्छा नही 
99 NA 

Q604 प्रलशक्ण से क्या लाभ हुआ है (FGD में भी) A मोबाइल िोन का संचालन/उपयोग  



 

B 
व्यजक्तगत दस्तावेजीकरण को मजबूत फकया गया 
- लाभ प्राप्त करन ेके ललए पनै काडड, ई-श्रम काडड 
के ललए आवेदन फकया गया 

C बैंक के साथ  KYC 
D ATM काडड के ललए आवेदन फकया 
E ATM स ेपैसे ननकालने लग े

F 
डडजजटल वॉलेट का उपयोग करना - Google Pay 

(GPay); भीम ऐप; PayTM, आहद (ररचाजड/बबजली 
बबल/मनी रांसिर/पेमेंट के ललए 

99 NA 

Q605 
कायडक्रम ने आपको कोववड महामारी से 
ननपटने में कैसे मदद की 

A प्राकृनतक आपदाओं का सामना करने में  
B बच्चो के ललए लशक्ा 
C मोबाइल चलाना सीखा 
D ऑनलाइन भुगतान के ललए 
E अन्य 

Q606 
क्या आप कोववड क्राइलसस नंबर (सेवा 
सहायता नंबर) के बारे में जानते हैं 

1 हााँ 
2 नही→ Go to  Q613 

Q607 क्या आपने इस नंबर पर कॉल फकया है 
1 हााँ 
2 नही → Go to  Q609 

Q608 अगर हां तो आपने उन्हें क्यों बात करी थी? 

 

 

 

 

Q609 
क्या आपको सेवा सहायता कें द्र के नंबर से 
कोई जवाब लमला 

1 Yes 
2 No → Go to Q613 

Q610 
यहद हां, तो उन्हें आपके प्रश्नों का उत्तर देने 
में फकतना समय लगा? 

1 तत्काल - एक हदन के भीतर 
2 एक सप्ताह का समय ललया 
3 एक सप्ताह से अथधक 
4 अन्य 

Q611 

 

क्या आप उनकी (सेवा) प्रनतफक्रया से संतुष्ट 
थे? 

1 हााँ  → Go to Q613 
2 नही 

Q612 नहीं तो आपने क्या फकया  

Q613 
क्या आपको सेवा से कोई COVID संबंथधत 
संदेश लमला 

1 हााँ 
2 नही→ Go to Q701 

Q614 इन संदेशों ने आपकी फकस प्रकार मदद की 1 सही सूचना 



 

2 आय बचाए रखी 
3 डॉक्टरों/परामशडदाताओं तक पहंुच 

Section VII: कोर सेवा सेवाओं तक पहंुच 

1 = हदन में कम स ेकम दो ब र; 2 = हदन में एक ब र; 3 = सप्ि ह में एक य  दो ब र; 4 = महीने में एक य  दो ब र; 5 

= श यद ही कभी / नहीां (नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 
Q701.1 क्या आप अनाज को अपने आहार में शालमल करते हैं? 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.2 क्या आप अपने आहार में दालों को शालमल करते हैं? 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.3 
क्या आप अपने आहार में सजसजयों / हरी पत्तेदार सजसजयों 
को शालमल करते हैं? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.4 क्या आप अपने आहार में डेयरी उत्पादों को शालमल करते हैं 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.5 क्या आप अपने आहार में अंडे / मांसाहार शालमल करते हैं 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.6 

आप अपने खाद्यान्न और अन्य वस्तुओं को कहां से खरीदते 
हैं?  

(बहुववकल्पी) (नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

A स्थानीय फकराने का सामान 

B रुडी बेन / ऑनलाइन वेबसाइट 

C खुद की िसल से बचाया 
D अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

Q702.1 

क्या प्रत्येक पररवार के सदस्य के पास वषड में सभी ववलभन्न मौसमों के ललए 
उपयुक्त कपडे हैं 

हााँ नही 

गमी 1 2 

सदी/जाडा 1 2 

वषाड काल 1 2 

स्कूल यूनीिॉमड 1 2  99 

Q702.2 
यहद नहीं, तो पररवार में फकसके पास कपडे नहीं हैं?  

(बहुववकल्पी) (नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

A स्वयं 
B वयस्क पुरुष 

C अन्य वयस्क महहलाएं 
D महहला बच्चे 

E पुरुष बच्चे 

Q702.3 
पररवार में एक वषड में कपडों पर फकतना पैसा खचड होता है? 

(नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

1 रु॰ 1000 से कम 

2 रु॰ 1000-3000 

3 रु॰ 3000-5000 

4 रु॰ 5000से अथधक 

Q703.1 घर का प्रकार  

1 कच्चा  

2 आधा पक्का  

3 पक्का  

Q703.2 यह घर खुदका है; फकराए का के और कुछ? 1 खुदका  



 

2 फकराए पर 

3 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

Q703.3 

घर में उपलसध सुववधाएं 
 

(बहुववकल्पी) (नोट: ववकल्प पढ़ें) 

A साि पानी 
B उपयोग में हो ऐसा शौचालय 

C नाललयों-मोररयों की व्यवस्था 
D बबजली 

Q703.4 

खाना पकाने के ललए आपके घर मे क्या उपयोग 
फकया जाता है?  

 

(बहुववकल्पी) 
(नोट: ववकल्प पढ़ें) 

A चुल्लाह 

B बायो गैस 

C रसोई गैस 

D बबजली चूल्हा 
E सोलर चूल्हा 
F अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

Q703.5 क्या आपके पास नीचे हदखाया गया कोई भी उत्पाद है 

 उत्प द 
1=ह ाँ; 
2=नही 

यहद नहीां, िो क्य  र्े उपयोग करने की आक ांक्ष  
रखिे हैं  (1=ह ाँ; 2=नही; 99= लागू नहीं) 

 यहद नहीं, तो अगले उत्पाद पर जाएाँ 
a सौर लालटेन (सोलर बत्ती) 1 2 1 2 99 

b हररयाली चुल्लाह 1 2 1 2 99 

c सोलर कुकर 1 2 1 2 99 

d सोलर हीटर 1 2 1 2 99 

e उच्च तीव्रता सोलर मशाल 1 2 1 2 99 

f अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  1 2 1 2 99 

Q704.1 

वपछले एक साल में पररवार में समान्य बीमारी पर 
औसतन फकतना खचड फकया गया था 
 

(नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

1 कुछ भी नही ं→ Go to 704.3 

2 रु॰ 1000 से कम 

3 रु॰ 1000-3000 

4 रु॰ 3000-5000 

5 रु॰ 5000से अथधक 

Q704.2 

आपने समान्य बीमारी के इलाज के ललए पैसे का प्रबंधन 
कैसे फकया? 

 

(बहुववकल्पी) (नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

A घर खचड से  

B बचत से 
C दोस्तों / ररश्तेदारों से उधार ललया गया 
D SHG से उधार ललया गया 
E स्थानीय साहूकार से उधार ललया 
F बीमा था 
G अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं
1 कुछ भी नही ं→ Go to 705.1 



Q704. 

3 

वपछले एक साल में पररवार में अन्य बीमारी पर औसतन 
फकतना खचड फकया गया था 
 

(नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

2 रु॰ 1000 से कम 

3 रु॰ 1000-3000 

4 रु॰ 3000-5000 

5 रु॰ 5000से अथधक 

Q704. 

4 

आपने अन्य बीमारी के इलाज के ललए पैसे का प्रबंधन 
कैसे फकया? 

 

(बहुववकल्पी) 
(नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 

A बचत से 
B दोस्तों / ररश्तेदारों से उधार ललया गया 
C SHG से उधार ललया गया 
D स्थानीय साहूकार से उधार ललया 
E बीमा था 
F अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं

Q705.1 

आपके पररवार के फकतने सदस्य साक्र हैं (नोट: उन िोगों के ब रे में पूछें  ष्जनके प स औपच ररक लशक्ष  
है)  (नोट: सांख्य  दें - 0 लिखें यहद कोई नहीां) 

वयस्क महहलाएं [     ] [     ] 

वयस्क पुरुष [     ] [     ] 

लडफकयााँ [     ] [     ] 

लडके [     ] [     ] 

Q705.2 
क्या आपका कोई बच्चा स्कूल से बाहर हो गया है या कभी 
स्कूल नहीं गया है? 

1 हााँ  

2 नहीं → go to 706.1 

Q705.3 

अपने बच्चों के स्कूल छोडने या कभी न जाने के कारण 

(नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 
िड़के (A)  िड़ककय ाँ (B) 

1 स्कूल पहंुचने में कहठनाई 1 स्कूल पहंुचने में कहठनाई 

2 स्कूल दरू है 2 स्कूल दरू है 

3 स्कूल की िीस नहीं दे सकते थे 3 स्कूल की िीस नहीं दे सकते थे 

4 पढ़ाई में अच्छा नहीं हूाँ  4 पढ़ाई में अच्छी नहीं हूाँ  

5 पढ़ाने का तरीका अच्छा नहीं था  5 पानी के साथ शौचालय नहीं था 
6 माता-वपता / बुजुगड नहीं चाहते थे 6 पढ़ाने का तरीका अच्छा नहीं था  

7 बीमारी 7 माता-वपता / बुजुगड नहीं चाहते थे 

8 वववाह तय हो गया 8 बीमारी 
9 घर की  जजम्मेदाररयां 9 वववाह तय हो गया 

10 छोटे भाई-बहनों की देखभाल करना 10 घर की  जजम्मेदाररयां 
11 पढ़ाई में रुथच नहीं 11 छोटे भाई-बहनों की देखभाल करना 
12 काम करना प्रारम्भ कर हदया 12 पढ़ाई में रुथच नहीं 

13 
कोववड लॉकडाउन के दौरान ऑनलाइन कक्ाओं के ललए 
सुववधाओं का अभाव 

13 
कोववड लॉकडाउन के दौरान ऑनलाइन 
कक्ाओं के ललए सुववधाओं का अभाव 

14 कोववड के कारण आय में कमी 14 काम करना प्रारम्भ कर हदया 
15 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे) 15 कोववड के कारण आय में कमी 



 

99 लागू नहीं 16 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

 99 लागू नही ं

Q706.1 

आप फकन योजनाओं के बारे में जानते हैं और उनसे लाभाजन्वत हुए हैं 
*1=हां; 2=नहीं; **1= सेवा के माध्यम से 2= कोई नहीं; 3=अन्य (ननहदडष्ट करें) 

 ज गरूक* ि भ ष्न्र्ि* ककसने मदद की** 

1 प्रधानमंत्री िसल बीमा योजना 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

2 नरेगा  1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

3 प्रधानमंत्री ग्राम आवास योजना 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

4 डिप इररगेशन स्कीम 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

5 जननी योजना 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

6 उज्ज्वला योजना 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

7 कन्या समदृ्थध योजना 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

8 अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

Q706.2 

यहद नहीं, तो लाभ न होने के कारण   

 

(बहुववकल्पी) (नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 
 

A जानकारी नहीं थी 
B बताया गया था योग्यता नहीं था 
C जरूरी कागज-पत्री उपलसध नहीं 
D अस्वीकृत / प्रतीक्ा सूची 
E अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं

Q707 
क्या आप SEWA से कोई और प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त करने की 
इच्छा रखते हैं 

1 हााँ  
2 नही → सम प्ि  

Q708 

यहद हां, तो आपने कौन-सा प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया जजसके 

ललए आप इच्छुक थे? 

(नोट: ववकल्प नहीं पढ़ें) 
 

A कौशल ववकास 

B ऊजाड सरंक्ण 

C हटकाऊ कृवष 

D के्रडडट और बचत 

E अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं

Q709 
यहद नहीं, तो आपको कौन सा प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त नहीं हुआ 
है जजसकी आप आकांक्ा रखते थे 

A कौशल ववकास 
B ऊजाड सरंक्ण 
C हटकाऊ कृवष 
D के्रडडट और बचत 
E अन्य (स्पष्ट करे)  

99 लागू नही ं

Q710 
क्या आपने जो प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया है, वह आपकी मदद 
करता है 

1 हााँ  
2 नहीं  



সন্মতি 

  

নমস্কাৰ বাইদেউ ! আদ ানাৰ কি খবৰ?  

 

মমাৰ নাম ___________। মই __________আৰু মই ভক্স   ুলী (Vox Populi) সংগঠনৰ  ৰা আকিম া। 

আমাৰ সংগঠদন মসৱাৰ সসদে সিদ াকগো িকৰ এি গদৱষণা িকৰ আদ । ম াৱা 3 ব ৰে মসৱাদ়ে মকিলা 

মসৱা   সেসযসিলৰ সসদে িাম িকৰ আকিম   াৰ ওচৰে কবত্তী়ে মলনদেন িকৰবৰ বাদব কিজিদেল 

মমাবাইল প্ৰ ুজি আৰু উন্নে কবত্তী়ে সাক্ষৰোৰ  ৰা  াব  ৰা সুকবধাৰ অভাৱ আদ  আৰু  াৰ ফলে 

মেেঁওদলাদি বেতমানৰ বিাৰ সভযোৰ সসদে কমলাই চকল কনিৰ িীকৱিা আৰু উ ািতনৰ প্ৰগকে িৰাে 

কবফল সিদ । এই প্ৰিল্পৰ আৰম্ভণিৰ আগদেই আকম প্ৰাথণিক স্তৰৰ গদৱষণা  (দবচলাইন ) সম্পুি ণ 

কণৰছ া আৰু আজিও আকম কবত্তী়ে মলনদেনৰ বাদব কিজিদেল মমাবাইল প্ৰ ুজিৰ বযৱিাৰৰ হাৰ িাকনবৰ 

বাছবই আদ ানাৰ ওচৰলল আকিদ া। এণিয়া কেকন ব ৰৰ ক  ে আকম প্ৰিল্পদোৰ প্ৰভাৱ আৰু গুিৰাে, 

ৰািস্থান, উত্তৰ প্ৰদেশ, কবিাৰ, অসম আৰু মমঘাল়েৰ েদৰ  খন ৰািযে আদ ানাৰ আৰু অনযানয 

মকিলা মসৱা   (SEWA) সেসযসিলৰ সসদে মসৱাদ়ে িৰা কাৰ্ ণকলাপৰ কবষদ়ে িাকনব কবচাদৰা। 

 

এই অধয়েনে আদ ানাৰ অংশগ্ৰিণ সম্পূণ ত ইচ্ছা সন্মে আৰু আ ুকন কবচাকৰদল ক দিাদনা সম়েদে আদ ানাৰ 

অংশগ্ৰিণ আৰু আদ ানাৰ েথ্য মিাদনা ওিৰ মনাদিাৱালি উঠাই ল'ব  াকৰব। আদ ানাৰ অংশগ্ৰিণ িৰা বা 

নিৰাৰ কসদ্ধান্তৰ দ্বাৰা মসৱা  -ৰ সসদে আদ ানাৰ সম্পিত ককাছ াপ্ৰকাছৰ প্ৰভাকৱে নি'ব।  (দোিা   এই কথা 

মসৱাৰ সেসয ক াছহাৱা কলাকসকলক নি'ব )। আ ুকন কনকবচাকৰদল মিাদনা প্ৰশ্ন উত্তৰ কনকে়োলিও থ্াকিব  াদৰ। 

আদ ানাৰ েথ্য সম্পূণ ত মগা নী়ে সি থ্াকিব। আদ ানাৰ েথ্যসমূি সবেুযকেি ভাছৱ ৰখা হ’ব আৰু বািণাৰ 

(SMS)-ৰ িণৰয়ছি কসইসিহূক মিাদনা বযজিগে  কৰচ়ে অকবিদন ক াপছ  ৰখা ি'ব। এই েথ্যসমূি অনয 

গদৱষিি ল ছিা আছলাচ া কৰা হ’ব পাছৰ, ণকন্তু কিছ  কণৰছলও ককাছ া ধৰিৰ পণৰচয়ৰ বযৱহাৰ 

 কৰাককছহ কে়ো ি'ব। এই অধয়েনে আদ ানাৰ অংশগ্ৰিণৰ বাছব প্ৰা়ে ১ ঘণ্টা সিয় লাণ ব।   কে আদ ানাৰ 

মিাদনা প্ৰশ্ন থ্াদি , িাৰ উত্তছৰা আদ ানাি কে়ো ি'ব।  

 

 কে এই অধয়েনৰ কবষদ়ে আদ ানাৰ মিাদনা প্ৰশ্ন থ্াদি মেকে়ো ি'মল আ ুকন আছপা াৰ স্থা ীয় মসৱা  -ৰ 

(SEWA) ৰ মিাদনা িম তচাৰীি সুকধদলই মেওেঁদলাদি গদৱষি দলৰ সসদে আদ ানাৰ ম াগাদ াগ িৰাই কেব।  

 

 কে আ ুকন অংগ্ৰিণ িকৰব কবচাদৰ েলে আদ ানাৰ চিী িৰি।  (নি'মল আদ ানাৰ মসা েঁ-িােৰ বুঢা আঙুকলদৰ 

টে  চিী কণৰব পাছৰ) 

     

 

নং. প্ৰশ্ন উত্তৰ  

শাখা I: সাধাৰণ েথ্য 

সংগ্ৰিিাৰীলল মোিা: প্ৰ  ১০০- ১০৫ললদি – আগেী়ো েথ্য অনুসকৰ প্ৰশ্ন নুসুকধব আৰু মোিা নবনাব   

অনুসন্ধানিাৰীৰ নাম 

 মবচলাইন/নেুন উত্তৰোো 1  ুৰণা উত্তৰোো 

  2 নেুন উত্তৰোো 

Q100 উত্তৰোো নম্বৰ (োকলিাৰ  ৰা মোিা)    

Q106 উত্তৰোোৰ নামে   

Q101 ৰািয 

1 গুিৰাে 

2 ৰািস্থান 

3 উত্তৰ প্ৰদেশ 

4 কবিাৰ 



5 অসম 

6 মমঘাল়ে  

Q102 জিলা 

1 আিদমোবাে 

2 আনন্দ্ / মখঢা 

3 আৰাভকল 

4 ম াো উদে ুৰ 

5 গান্ধী নগৰ 

6 িুে্  

7 মমিচ্ানা 

8  াোন 

9 সুদৰন্দ্ৰ নগৰ 

10 কবিাদনৰ 

11 েুংগা ুৰ 

12 বাৰাবাংকি 

13 ৰবদৰকল 

14 লদণৌ 

15 ভাগল ুৰ  

16  ােনা 

17 মশাকণে ুৰ 

18 কৰ-লভ 

Q103a গাওেঁ   

Q103b ম ৌৰ কনগম / ৱািত 99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q104 গা েঁৱৰ প্ৰিাৰ 
1 

স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা 

 (এচ ই িকউউ এ  - SEWA) গা েঁও 

2 Control Village 

Q105 উত্তৰোোৰ জিক এ  অৱস্থান   

a অক্ষাংশ:   

b দ্ৰাকঘমাংশ:  

Q107 টঠিনা:   

Q108 সংদ াগ নম্বৰ:   

Q109 আদ ানাৰ আধাৰ িািত আদ দন?  
1 আদ  

2 নাই 

Q110 ব়েস 

সটঠি ব়েস কলখি: [                   ] 

1 ১৮-২৫ ব ৰ 

2 ২৬-৩৫ ব ৰ 

3 ৩৬-৫০ ব ৰ 

4 ৫১-৬০ ব ৰ 

5 ৬০ ব ৰেলি মবক  

  

Q111 কশক্ষা 1 কশকক্ষে 



2 
 কঢব/কলকখব  াদৰ (দিাদনা আনুষ্ঠাকনি 

কশক্ষা নাই) 

3 প্ৰাথ্কমি 

4 উচ্চেৰ মাধযকমি 

5 

মাধযকমি কবেযাল়েৰ প্ৰমাণ ত্ৰ 

(এ  এ  কচ )/উচ্চেৰ মাধযকমি প্ৰমাণ ত্ৰ 

(এইচ এ  কচ ) 

6 বৃকত্তমুখী/দ  াোৰী কশক্ষা 

7 স্নােি  

8 স্নােদিাত্তৰ 

9 অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

Q112 

ভাষাৰ েক্ষো (1=ি’ব  াদৰ; 2= কঢব  াদৰ; 3=কলকখব  াদৰ; 4=সংখযা  কঢব  াদৰ; 5=সংখযা কলকখব 

 াদৰ) 

মোিা: প্ৰকেদো ভাষাৰ বাদব প্ৰকেদো কবিল্পৰ কবষদ়ে  থৃ্িলি মসাধি– উোিৰণ স্বৰূদ   আ ুকন 

গুিৰােীে িথ্া  াকেব  ামৰমন; গুিৰােীে  কঢব  ামৰমন; গুিৰােীে কলকখব  ামৰমন; গুিৰােীে 

সংখযা  কঢব  ামৰমন;; গুিৰােীে সংখযা কলকখব  ামৰমন    আৰু এদিেদৰ আন ভাষাদবাৰৰ বাদবও সুকধব 

মোিা  সিদলাদি সংখযাবম াৰ কলখা থ্িা িািতখন মেখুৱাব – মেওেঁদলাদি মসইদবাৰ মিদনেদৰ  কঢব 

লাদগ কনজিে িকৰবলল)  

a গুিৰােী 1 2 3 4 5 

b কিন্দী 1 2 3 4 5 

c অসমী়ো 1 2 3 4 5 

d খাচী 1 2 3 4 5 

e ইংৰািী 1 2 3 4 5 

শাখা II: প্ৰকেষ্ঠানসমূিলল সেসয়েো আৰু কবত্তী়ে সামগ্ৰী/দসৱাৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ: 

 ক দিাদনা প্ৰকেষ্ঠানলল সেসয়েো 1=ি়ে; 2=নি়ে 
মেকে়োৰ  ৰা  

সেসয 
বেতমানৰ  েবী 

  কে নি়ে,  ৰৱেী প্ৰশ্নলল  াওি  

Q201 
আত্মসিা়েি মগাে SHG (সখী মণ্ডল 

ম ািনা) 
1 2   

Q202 
আত্মসিা়েি মগাে SHG  (স্ব-কনদ়োজিে 

মকিলা সংস্থা মসৱা  - SEWA) 
1 2   

Q203 স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা (মসৱা - SEWA) 1 2   

Q204 েুগ্ধ সমবা়ে  1 2   

Q205  ঞ্চা়েে 1 2   

Q206 অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 1 2   

Q207 

 কে ি়ে, আ ুকন আদ ানাৰ সঞ্চ়ে 

ি'ে িদৰ? 

 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা  প্ৰথ্দম মেওেঁদলািি ি'ে 

সঞ্চ়ে িদৰ ি'ব কে়েি আৰু 

A মবংি 

B 
আত্মসিা়েি মগাে SHG (স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা 

(মসৱা- SEWA)) 

C আত্মসিা়েি মগাে SHG (আনদবাৰ) 

D িািঘৰ 

E অনানুষ্ঠাকনি মগাে ( কচে ফাণ্ড) 



কবিল্পদবাৰৰ লগে কমলাই চাই 

কনজিে িৰি)  

 

F নগে ধন (ঘৰে) 

G অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

H সঞ্চ়ে নিদৰ 

Q208 

আদ ানাৰ মবংি এিাউন্ট 

আদ দন? 

 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A নি়ে → 213  াওি 

B ি়ে – বযজিগে এিাউন্ট  

C ি়ে -  ুেী়ো এিাউন্ট ( কৰ়োলৰ  ুৰুষ সেসযৰ লগে) 

D ি়ে - ুেী়ো এিাউন্ট ( কৰ়োলৰ মকিলা সেসযৰ লগে) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q209 

আদ ানাৰ  কে মবংিএিাউন্ট 

আদ  মেদন্ত মিদন ধৰণৰ মবংিে 

আদ  

 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A ৰাষ্ট্ৰী়ে মবংি 

B সমবা়ে মবংি 

C গ্ৰামীণ মবংি 

D আঞ্চকলি মবংি 

E কু্ষদ্ৰ কবত্তী়ে মবংি 

F বযজিগে মবংি 

G স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা (মসৱা  - SEWA) মবংি 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q210 

আ ুকন আদ ানাৰ মবংি এিাউন্ট 

বযৱিাৰ িদৰদন? 

 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A নি়ে → 212 সল  াব 

B ি়ে – মই কনদি 

C ি়ে, বন্ধু/আত্মী়ে মানুিৰ সিা়েে 

D ি়ে, মবংি সিা়েিৰ সিা়েে 

E ি়ে, অনানুষ্ঠাকনি এদিন্টৰ সিা়েে 

F অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q211 

 কে ি়ে, আ ুকন োি কিিৰ বাদব 

বযৱিাৰ িদৰ?  

 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A সঞ্চ়েৰ বাদব 

B চৰিাৰী সািা য লাভ িকৰবলল 

C  ইচা উকল়োবৰ বাদব   

D  ইচা  টঠ়োবৰ বাদব 

E  কৰদশাধ িকৰবৰ বাদব 

F  ইচা  াবলল 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q212 

 কে নি়ে, কি়ে?  

 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A মই নািাদনা মিদনলি 

B কি়ে নািাদনা। নগে ধদন ভালেদৰ িাম িদৰ 

C মবংিৰ ব্ৰাঞ্চ বহুে েুৰে 

D মবংিলল ম াৱাদো সম়ে সাদ ক্ষ 

E 
মবংি মবংিৰ কবষ়োসিদল মমাৰ সসদে মব়ো আচৰণ 

িদৰ 

F মবংিে প্ৰাদ়েই নগে ধন নাথ্াদি 

G মবংি সিা়েিৰ সসদে প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ নাই 

H 
মিৱাইকচৰ (KYC) বাদব মমাৰ ওচৰে প্ৰদ়োিনী়ে 

নকথ্ ত্ৰ নাই  



I অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q213 

আ ুকন বা আদ ানাৰ  কৰ়োলৰ 

মিাদনাবাই মিাদনা বীমা সলদ  

মনকি 

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে → 215 সল  াওি 

Q214 

 কে সলদ , মিদনধৰনৰ বীমা 

সলদ ? 

 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ শুনাব)) 

(মোিা  কচকিৎসা বীমাে এম এ এ ( 

MAA) আৰু আ়ুেষ্মান িািত 

অন্তভুতি িকৰব লাকগব) 

A িীৱন বীমা  

B কচকিৎসা বীমা 

C শসয বীমা 

D বেৰ বীমা 

E মেিেৰ বীমা 

F অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q215 

 কে নি়ে, কি়ে?  

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A মই বীমাৰ কবষদ়ে নািাদনা/বুজি না াও 

B বীমা মসৱা সমূি মিদনেদৰ  াব  াকৰ মই নািাদনা 

C  ইচা ঘূৰাই  াম বুকল মই নাভাদবা 

D োবী  (Claim) প্ৰজি়ো অকে িটেল 

E কপ্ৰকম়োম  কৰদশাধ িকৰব মনাৱাকৰ 

F অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q216 

ম াৱা ব ৰে আ ুকন বা  কৰ়োলৰ 

মিাদনাবাই মিাদনা ঋণ সলদ  

মনকি? 

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে → 220 সল  াব 

Q217 

 কে ি়ে, আ ুকন িাৰ  ৰা ঋণ 

সলদ ?  

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A মবংি (SBI) 

B মবংি (অনয ক দিাদনা) 

C 
আত্মসিা়েি মগাে SHG (স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা 

মসৱা  - SEWA)) 

D আত্মসিা়েি মগাে SHG ((অনয ক দিাদনা) 

E স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা (মসৱা- SEWA) জিলা সংস্থা 

F স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা (মসৱা- SEWA) মবংি 

G স্থানী়ে ঋণ োো 

H মাইি' ফাইদনন্স/কু্ষদ্ৰ কবত্তী়ে মিাম্পানী 

I কবত্তী়ে মিাম্পানী (NBFCs) 

J স্থানী়ে বযৱসা়েী 

K স্থানী়ে মোিানী 

L বন্ধু 

M আত্মী়ে 

N অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q218 ঋণৰ মযাে কিমান আক ল  
 মাি [     ] [     ]  

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 



(মোিা   কে মযাে টঠি িৰা নাই 

মেদন্ত 00 কলখি)   

Q219 ঋণৰ িাৰণ 

A ঘৰুৱা বয়ে  ূৰণ িৰা 

B কচকিৎসা িৰুৰী অৱস্থা 

C কশশুৰ কশক্ষা 

D িৃকষৰ বাদব 

E বযৱসা়েৰ বাদব 

F সামাজিি ো়েবদ্ধোৰ বাদব 

G গৃি ঋণ 

H গাড়ী ঋণ 

I অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q220 

 কে নি়ে, ম াৱা ব ৰে কি়ে 

মিাদনা ঋণ মলাৱা নাক ল (এিাকধি 

কবিল্প) 

 

A েৰিাৰ মিাৱা নাক ল 

B ঋণ  াবলল অসুকবধা সিক ল 

C  কৰদশাধ িকৰবসল অসামথ্ তি আক ল 

D সুেৰ িাৰ মবক  আক ল 

E ঋণৰ আদবেন নািচ িৰা সিক ল 

F6 অেযাকধি নকথ্ ত্ৰ ্ৰ েৰিাৰ 

G7 প্ৰজি়োদো নািাকনক ল 

9999 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

শাখা III: আইকচটে আৰু কিজিদেল েৎ ৰো/সাক্ষৰোৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ আৰু ধাৰণা 

Q301 
উত্তৰোোৰ দ্বাৰা ঘৰুৱা মাকলিীস্বত্ব আৰু আইকচটেৰ 

বযৱিাৰ (1=ি়ে; 2=নি়ে) 
মাকলিীস্বত্ব 

উত্তৰোোৰ দ্বাৰা 

বযৱিাৰ 

a মিস্ক িম্পম্পউোৰ 1 2 1 2 

b মল ে  1 2 1 2 

c মেবদলে 1 2 1 2 

d মমাবাইল মফান (স্মােত মফান) 1 2 1 2 

e মমাবাইল মফান  (সাধাৰণ মফান) 1 2 1 2 

Q302 
আদ ানাৰ এিদচটে়োভাদৱ আদ ানাৰ কনিা 

ম'বাইল মফান আদ  মনকি 

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে → Q304 সল  াব 

Q303 
 কে আদ , আদ ানাৰ মিদন ধৰণৰ মফান 

আদ ? 

1 সাধাৰণ মফান – ইন্টাৰদনে নাই 

2 সাধাৰণ মফান – ইন্টাৰদনে আদ  

3 (স্মােত মফান) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q304 

আদ ানাৰ ওচৰে ইন্টাৰদনে আদ দন 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

 

A নি়ে → 306 সল  াব 

B ি়ে – কনিৰ সংদ াগ আদ  

C ি়ে –  কৰ়োলৰ সংদ াগ আদ  

D 
ি়ে – অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ 

িৰি) 

Q305 A ম’বাইল মফান 



আ ুকন মিানদবাৰ কিভাইচ/ ন্ত্ৰে ইণ্টাৰদনে 

বযৱিাৰ িদৰ?  

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ শুনাব) 

B মিক্সে  

C মল ে  

D মেবদলে 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q306 সিা়ে অকবিদন আৰু সিা়ে সল আ ুকন সাধাৰণ ম'বাইলৰ মিানদবাৰ সুকবধা বযৱিাৰ িদৰ? 

 1= সিা়ে মনাদলাৱালি; 2= সিা়ে সল; 3=বযৱিাৰ নিদৰ;  

1 মিণ্ডদ েদো মখালা 1 2 3 

2 িল আকিদল ধৰা 1 2 3 

3 মফান িৰা (voice) 1 2 3 

4 বােতা  ঢা 1 2 3 

5 বােতা  টঠওৱা 1 2 3 

6 নম্বৰ/মান মচভ িৰা  1 2 3 

7 কমউটেং (নীৰৱ মমািে ৰখা/কনৰৱ িকৰ ৰখা) 1 2 3 

8 এদিা নিদৰ   1 2 3 

Q307 সিা়ে অকবিদন আৰু সিা়ে সল আ ুকন স্মােতদফান ম'বাইলৰ মিানদবাৰ সুকবধা বযৱিাৰ িদৰ? 

1= সিা়ে মনাদলাৱালি; 2= সিা়ে সল; 3=বযৱিাৰ নিদৰ;   

1 মিণ্ডদ েদো মখালা 1 2 3 

2 িল আকিদল ধৰা 1 2 3 

3 মফান িৰা (voice) 1 2 3 

4 কভকিঅ িল িৰা ' 1 2 3 

5 বােতা  ঢা 1 2 3 

6 বােতা  টঠওৱা 1 2 3 

7 নম্বৰ/মান মচভ িৰা  1 2 3 

8 কমউটেং (নীৰৱ মমািে ৰখা/কনৰৱ িকৰ ৰখা) 1 2 3 

9 
ইন্টাদৰকিভ ভইচ সেঁিাকৰ প্ৰণালী/িদথ্া িথ্ন বযৱস্থা 

(IVRS) 
1 2 3 

10 মৱব-আধাকৰে একিদিচন ম দন:  1 2 3 

a মফচবুি 1 2 3 

b মিাৱাে্  এ  1 2 3 

c ইউ-টেউব 1 2 3 

11 অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 1 2 3 

12 এদিা নি়ে 1 2 3 

Q308 

আ ুকন মমাবাইলৰ কবকভন্ন সবকশষ্টযৰ কবষদ়ে 

আদ ানাৰ জ্ঞান আৰু েক্ষো/দিৌশল 

মিদনেদৰ মূলযা়েন িকৰব? 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

1 মব়ো 

2 মধযমী়ো  

3 ভাল 

4 বহুে ভাল 

শাখা IV: কবত্তী়ে কিজিদেল মসৱা/সামগ্ৰীৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ আৰু বযৱিাৰ 

Q401 
সিা়ে অকবিদন আৰু সিা়ে সল আ ুকন স্মােতদফান ম'বাইলৰ মিানদবাৰ সুকবধা বযৱিাৰ িদৰ? 

মোিা   কে উত্তৰোোই ি-কবিল্প বাক  ল়ে, মেওেঁ  ুনৰ কব- কবিল্প বাক ব মনাৱাকৰব 

1= সিা়ে মনাদলাৱালি; 2= সিা়ে সল; 3=বযৱিাৰ নিদৰ; 



1 মবংকিং (দবংিৰ মসৱা) 1 2 3 

2 কবল  কৰদশাধ িকৰবৰ বাদব 1 2 3 

3  ইচা ল’বলল/ টঠ়োবলল 1 2 3 

4 শ্বক ং/বিাৰ িকৰবলল 1 2 3 

5 
টেিে ি়ে িকৰবলল  (দৰলদৱ, এ়োৰলাইন, 

বা ) 
1 2 3 

6 বযৱসা়ে/িামৰ বাদব 1 2 3 

7 অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 1 2 3 

8 মিাদনাদো নি়ে 1 2 3 

Q402 ম'বাইলদো আৰু অনয কিবা িামৰ বাদব বযৱিাৰ িৰা ি়ে মনকি  ি়ে নি়ে 

1 বযৱসা়ে সম্পিী়ে গ্ৰািি, ক্লাদ়েন্তৰ সসদে ম াগাদ াগ/সম্পিত আকে 1 2 

2 বিাৰ আৰু মূলযৰ কবষদ়ে েথ্য আিৰণৰ বাদব 1 2 

3 িৃকষৰ বাদব বিাৰৰ েথ্য লাভ িকৰবলল 1 2 

4 িৃকষৰ বাদব বেৰৰ েথ্য লাভ িকৰবলল 1 2 

5 নেুন িৃকষ  দ্ধকে কশকিবলল 1 2 

6 নেুন িৃকষ  দ্ধকে কশকিবৰ বাদব 1 2 

7 েুগ্ধিাে/ শুধনৰ সামগ্ৰীৰ কবষদ়ে বিাৰৰ েথ্য ল’বৰ বাদব 1 2 

8 অনা-িৃকষিাে সামগ্ৰীৰ ও ৰে বিাৰৰ েথ্য (িস্তকশল্প ইেযাকে) 1 2 

9  কৰদশাধৰ খকে়োন ৰাকখবলল 1 2 

10 সামগ্ৰী আৰু মসৱাৰ  কৰবিন 1 2 

11 কবকভন্ন উৎসৰ  ৰা মূলয/েৰ-োম  ৰীক্ষা/কনজিে িৰ া 1 2 

12 আ ুকন িাম িৰা মলািসিলৰ সসদে  কৰিল্পনা আৰু সমন্ব়ে ৰক্ষা িৰা 1 2 

13 সন্তানৰ কবেযাল়ে প্ৰিল্পৰ বাদব 1 2 

14 অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 1 2 

Q403 

আগৰ মািে 

আ ুকন কনম্নকলকখে 

কিমানো 

কিজিদেল 

মলনদেন িকৰক ল? 

 

 

1 NEFT / RTGS / IMPS মলন-দেন   [     ] [     ] 

2 মবদলগ মমাবাইল মবংকিং মলন-দেন  [     ] [     ] 

3 মিকবে িািত [     ] [     ] 

4 মিকিে িািত [     ] [     ] 

5 
ম'বাইল ৱাদলেৰ িকৰ়েদে  কৰদশাধ (দ -টেএম, 

মফান-দ , জি-দ ) (ভীম এ ) 
[     ] [     ] 

6 অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) [     ] [     ] 

Q404 
আ ুকন এমািে কিমান বাৰ মনে মবংকিং িদৰ? 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

1 এবাদৰা নিদৰ 

2 1-5 

3 6-10 

4 10 বাৰেলি মবক  

Q405 

এই নগেকবিীন মলনদেনদবাৰৰ মিানদোৰ 

কবষদ়ে আ ুকন িাদন আৰু ম াৱা ব ৰ 

বযৱিাৰ িকৰক ল 

মিদনলি বযৱিাৰ িদৰ িাদন  
ম াৱা এব ৰে বযৱিাৰ 

 ্িকৰদ   

ি়ে নি়ে ি়ে নি়ে 

1 মিকবে িািত 1 2 1 2 

2 মিকিে িািত 1 2 1 2 



3 মবংি োন্স্ফাৰ (NEFT, RTGS, IMPS) 1 2 1 2 

4 ম ’টেএম (PayTM) 1 2 1 2 

5 জিদ ’(GPay) 1 2 1 2 

6 কভম (Bhim) 1 2 1 2 

7 ইউক আই(UPI) 1 2 1 2 

8 
 (ই ৱাদলে) (আন ক দিাদনা ম দন- মকবিুইি) 

(E Wallet) (Any other -Ex. Mobikwik) 
1 2 1 2 

9 অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 1 2 1 2 

10 ও ৰৰ এোও নি়ে 1 2 1 2 

Q406 
নগেকবিীন মলনদেন িৰাে ক দিাদনা 

অসুকবধা সিদ  মনকি 

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে → 408 সল  াব 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q407 

 কে ি়ে, মেদন্ত মিদন ধৰণৰ অসুকবধা?  

 (এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A সিাগো/জ্ঞানৰ অভাৱ 

B েক্ষোৰ অভাৱ 

C সিিলভয নি়ে 

D িাি্তদবৰ নাই  (ম’বাইল/িম্পম্পউোৰ) 

E সংদ াগৰ অভাৱ 

F কবশ্বাসৰ সমসযা ( কবত্তী়ে প্ৰৱঞ্চনাৰ ভ়ে) 

G নগে ধনৰ ও ৰে কনভতৰশীলো 

H অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q408 

আ ুকন মিাদনা কবত্ত সম্পিী়ে কিজিদেল 

সাক্ষৰো আৰু সিাগো িা তসূচীে 

অংশগ্ৰিণ িকৰদ  মনকি?  

 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা:  কে উত্তৰ নি়ে বুকল ি়ে মেকে়ো 

কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব  

A নি়ে 

B 

ি়ে – স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা (মসৱা- 

SEWA) মবংি/স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা 

 (এচ ই িকউউ এ  - SEWA) –ৰ মসৱাসমূি 

C 
ি়ে – অনযানয মবংি/আৰকবআই সাক্ষৰো 

িা তসূচী 

D ি়ে – কেজিধন মমলা 

E ি়ে – িমন চাকভতচ মচন্টাৰ (CSCs)  

F ি়ে – কিজিদেল িাগৃকে িা তসূচী 

G অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

শাখা V:  কৰ়োলৰ আথ্ ত-সামাজিি কবৱৰণ 

Q501 

 কৰ়োলৰ সেসযৰ মুঠ সংখযা  

মোিা  উত্তৰোোৰ সসদে এদিলদগ  ািঘৰ বযৱিাৰ িৰা সিদলাদি  কৰ়োলৰ সেসয 

কিচাদ  অন্তভুতি িৰি 

[     ] [     ] 

Q502 

ম াৱালী (0-6) ল’ৰা (0-6) 
ম াৱালী (7-

18) 
ল’ৰা (7-18) 

প্ৰাপ্ত ব়েস্ক 

মকিলা 

প্ৰাপ্ত ব়েস্ক 

 ুৰুষ 

a b c d e f 

      

Q503 
অথ্ তলনকেি িা তযে কনদ়োজিে  কৰ়োলৰ সেসযৰ মঠু সংখযা 

[     ] [     ] 



মোিা  ই়োে অথ্ তলনকেি িা ত ্ ৰ অথ্ ত সিদ  মসইদবাৰ িা ত ্   'ে  কৰ়োলৰ 

সেসযসিদল িামৰ বাবে অথ্ ত লাভ িদৰ ( ুৰুষ, মকিলা, কশশু অন্তভুতি)। 

অলবেকনি/কবনা মবেনৰ অথ্ তলনকেি িা ত ্ ি ই়োে অন্তভুতি িকৰব নালাদগ 

Q504 শেিৰা কিচা ে  কৰ়োলৰ বাকষ তি উ ািতন কিমান Rs. ________ 

Q505 

অথ্ তলনকেি িা ত ্ ে কনদ়োজিে  কৰ়োলৰ সেসযসিলৰ িীকৱিা 

িীকৱিা 

এই িা ত ্ সমূিে কনদ়োজিে 

 কৰ়োল 
এই িা তে কনদ়োজিে উত্তৰোো 

1=ি়ে; 2=নি়ে 
1=ি়ে; 2=নি়ে; 99= প্ৰদ ািয 

নি়ে 

1 কনিা মাটেে িৰা মখকে 1 2 1 2 99 

2  শু ালন 1 2 1 2 99 

3 িৃকষ শ্ৰকমি 1 2 1 2 99 

4 অনযানয গৃি-আধাকৰে িাম 1 2 1 2 99 

5 অনযানয শ্ৰম 1 2 1 2 99 

6 চািকৰ 1 2 1 2 99 

7 
অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি 

উদেখ িৰি) 
1 2 1 2 99 

Q506 

 কৰ়োলৰ মুখয সম্পকত্তদবাৰ কি? সম্পকত্তৰ মাকলিীস্বত্ব িাৰ ওচৰে আদ ? 

সম্পকত্ত (1=ি়ে; 2=নি়ে) 

(1=মকিলা-কনিৰ ওচৰে; 2= 

অনযমকিলা  3= ুৰুষ; 

4=েুদ়োিন; 99=প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে) 

   িাৰ মাকলিীস্বত্ব 

a মখকে মাটে 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

b বাসগৃ্ি 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

c মোিান 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

d  শুধন/ঘৰচী়ো চৰাই 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

e গাড়ী (েুচিী়ো/চাকৰচুিী়ো) 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

f িৃকষ সেঁিকুল  1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

g িলকসঞ্চন সেঁিকুল 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

h অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

মোিা  ভূকমৰ বাদব বযৱিাৰ িকৰব লগা মিাখ কবঘাে ি'ব লাকগব। প্ৰকেখন ৰািযে কবঘালল ৰূ ান্তৰ িাৰ মবদলগ 

মবদলগ ি়ে। 

Q507 মখকে মাটে – মাকলিানাধীন ( কবঘাে) [     ] [     ] 

Q508 আকধ িৰা মখকে মাটে – ম াৱা ব ৰ ( কবঘাে) [     ] [     ] 

Q509 বন্ধিে মলাৱা মখকে মাটে – ম াৱা ব ৰ ( কবঘাে) [     ] [     ] 

Q510 

ম াৱা ব ৰে কনিা/আকধে মলাৱা মখকেৰ কিমান মাটেে মখকে িৰা 

ি’ল/িলকসঞ্চন িৰা ি’ল 
মখকে িৰা ি’ল 

িলকসঞ্চন 

িৰা ি’ল 

ৰকব (অদিাবৰ-মাচত) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

গ্ৰীষ্ম (মাচত-িনূ) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

খকৰফ (িলুাই-অদিাবৰ) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

শাখা VI: িা তসূচীৰ িা তিৰীো 



অনুসন্ধানিাৰীসিললল মোিা  মিৱল মসৱা  [স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা (এচ ই িকউউ এ  - SEWA)] সেসযসিলি 

মসাধি 

Q602 কবত্ত সম্পিী়ে কিজিদেল সাক্ষৰো প্ৰকশক্ষণে অংশগ্ৰিণ িকৰদ  (1=ি়ে; 2=নি়ে) 

a 

মশ্ৰণী 1  প্ৰকশক্ষণ (প্ৰকশক্ষণৰ উদেশয আৰু কবষ়েৰ সসদে  কৰচ়ে; ধনৰ গুৰুত্ব; সঞ্চ়েৰ 

গুৰুত্ব; সঞ্চ়েৰ সূে আৰু  দ্ধকে; মবঙ্ক এোে সঞ্চ়ে িৰাৰ সুকবধা আৰু সংদ াগ; কবত্তী়ে 

 কৰিল্পনাৰ গুৰুত্ব; িীৱন চি আৰু অথ্ তলনকেি প্ৰদ়োিনী়েো; কবকনদ়োগ - সৰল 

বুিাবুজি আৰু গুৰুত্ব; মিকিে (ঋণ) – সৰল বুিাবুজি আৰু গুৰুত্ব; ম ঞ্চন – সৰল 

বুিাবুজি আৰু গুৰুত্ব; বীমা – সৰল বুিাবুজি আৰু গুৰুত্ব;  মিৱাইকচ; মবঙ্ক এোে কবত্তী়ে 

মলনদেন িৰাৰ  দ্ধকে; মমাবাইল মফান কচনাি িৰণ আৰু বযৱিাৰ  

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে 

b 

কবত্ত সম্পিী়ে কিজিদেল মলনদেনৰ  কৰচ়ে; কিজিদেল মসৱাৰ সুকবধা; কিজিদেল মসৱাে 

বযৱহৃে কিভাইচ/সেঁিকুল - এি চমু  কৰচ়ে; কিজিদেল কিভাইচ, একিদিচন আৰু মসইদবাৰৰ 

বযৱিাৰ; ইণ্টাৰদনেৰ কবষদ়ে এি সৰল বুিাবুজি; কিজিদেল মবজঙ্কং আৰু মলনদেনৰ প্ৰিাৰ; 

এটেএম/দিকবে িািতৰ গভীৰ বুিাবুজি; মিকবে িািতৰ অনযানয বযৱিাৰ -  ইণ্ট অফ মচল 

 ( ক  ও এ  ); মিকবে িািতৰ অনযানয বযৱিাৰ - ই-িমাচত (ই-িম); মিকিে িািত; মাইি' 

এটেএম; এ ই ক  এ   (এই ই ক  এ  );U.S.S.D ,  া বুি কপ্ৰকণ্টং; নগে েিা িমা িৰা  ন্ত্ৰ 

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে 

c 

মশ্ৰণী 3 প্ৰকশক্ষণ (ইণ্টাৰদনে মবজঙ্কং আৰু ম'বাইল মবজঙ্কং - বুিাবুজি আৰু  াথ্ তিয; 

আইএমক এ ; ইউ ক  আই  আৰু ভীম এ ি সিিসি বুিা; ম'বাইল ৱাদলেৰ কবষদ়ে বুিা; 

কিজিদেল একিদিচন / মিেফম ত (দ টেএম); এন এ কচ এইচ  - ৰাষ্ট্ৰী়ে স্ব়েংজি়ে কক্ল়োকৰং 

িাউচ; আদেশ; এনইএফটে / আৰটেজিএ ; কব কব ক  এ   (ভাৰেী়ে কবল  কৰদশাধ প্ৰণালী); 

এ  এম এ   মসৱা – কম িল; কিজিদেল একিদিচন / মিেফম ত (গুগল ম ); কিজিদেল 

একিদিচন / মিেফম ত (দফান ম )  

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে 

Q603 
আ ুকন প্ৰকশক্ষণদবাৰি মিদনেদৰ মূলযাঙ্কন 

িকৰব (সামকগ্ৰিভাদৱ) 

1 ভাল 

2 মধযমী়ো 

3 ভাল নি়ে 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q604 প্ৰকশক্ষণৰ  ৰা কি লাভ সিদ  

A ম'বাইল মফান অ াদৰটেং িৰা  

B 

বযজিগে নকথ্ ত্ৰ শজিশালী িৰা সিদ  – 

চৰিাৰী লাভ  াবৰ বাদব ম ন িািত, ই-শ্ৰম 

িািত  াবলল আদবেন িৰা সিদ  

C মবংিে KYC িৰা সিদ  

D ATM িািতৰ বাদব আদবেন িৰা সিদ  

E ATM –ৰ  ৰা স চা উকল়োদ  

F 

Using Digital Wallet – Google Pay 

(GPay); BHIM App; PayTM, etc (For 

Recharge/ Electricity bill/Money 

transfer/Payments কিজিদেল ৱাদলে 

বযৱিাৰ িকৰম  – গুগল ম  ( জিদ ); ভীম এ ; 

ম টেএম ইেযাকে ( কৰচািত/ কবেুযে কবল/ধন 

স্থানান্তৰ/ কৰদশাধৰ বাদব) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q605 
মিাকভি মিামাৰীৰ লগে মমািাকবলা িৰাে এই 

িা তসূচীম়ে আদ ানাি মিদনেদৰ সিা়ে িকৰক ল 

A প্ৰািৃকেি েুদ তাগৰ সনু্মখীন মিাৱাে 

B সন্তানৰ কশক্ষাৰ মক্ষত্ৰে 



C ম’বাইল মফান বযৱিাৰ িকৰবলল কশিা 

D অনলাইন ধনৰ মলন – মেন িৰা 

E অনয ক দিাদনা  

Q606 

আ ুকন মিাকভি সংিে সিা়েৰ নম্বৰৰ কবষদ়ে 

িাদনদন নম্বৰৰ কবষদ়ে িাদনদন) (SEWA) সিা়ে 

নম্বৰ 

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে → Q613 সল  াব 

Q607 আ ুকন এই নম্বৰে িল িকৰদ দন?  
1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে → Q609 সল  াব 

Q608 
 কে িকৰদ  কি়ে িকৰক দল?  

 

Q609 

আ ুকন স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থা 

 (এচ ই িকউউ এ  - SEWA) -ৰ  ৰা মিাদনা 

সেঁিাকৰ বা সিা়ে মিন্দ্ৰ নম্বৰ  াইক লদন? 

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে → Q613  সল  াব 

Q610 
 কে ি়ে, মেওেঁদলািি আদ ানাৰ প্ৰশ্নৰ সিা েঁকৰ 

কেবসল কিমান সম়ে লাকগক ল? 

1 োৎক্ষকণি – একেনৰ কভেৰে 

2 এসপ্তাি লাকগল 

3 এসপ্তািেলি মবকচ লাকগল 

4 অনয ক দিাদনা  

Q611 
মসৱাৰ সিা েঁকৰৰ  প্ৰকে  আ ুকন সন্তুষ্ট আক ল 

মন?  

1 Yes → Q613  সল  াব 

2 নি়ে 

Q612  কে নি়ে, মেদন্ত আ ুকন কি িকৰদল?  

 

 

 

Q613 

আ ুকন স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থাৰ 

 (এচ ই িকউউ এ  - SEWA )  ৰা কিবা 

মিাকভি সম্পিী়ে মমদচি/বােতা  াইক দল 

মনকি? 

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে → Q701  সল  াব 

Q614 
এই বােতাদবাদৰ আদ ানাি মিদনেদৰ সিা়ে 

িকৰদল 

১ সটঠি েথ্য লাভ িকৰদ  

2 উ ািতন সজি়ে িকৰ ৰাকখদ  

3 
আমাি কচকিৎসি/ ৰামশ তোোৰ সসদে 

প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ 

শাখা VII: স্ব-কনদ়োজিে মকিলা সংস্থাৰ (এচ ই িকউউ এ  - SEWA ) মূল মসৱাসমূিৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ   

1=কেনে িদমও েুবাৰ; 2=কেনে এবাৰ; 3=সপ্তািে এবাৰ বা েুবাৰ; 4=মািে এবাৰ বা েুবাৰ; 5=খুব িম ি়ে/নি়ে 

(মোিা: কবিল্পদবাৰ  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

Q701.

1 
আ ুকন আদ ানাৰ খােযে শসয অন্তভুতি িদৰ মন? 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.

2 
আ ুকন আদ ানাৰ খােযে মািিােী়ে শসয অন্তভুতি িদৰ মন? 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.

3 

আ ুকন আদ ানাৰ খােযে  াচকল/মসউিী়ো শাি- াচকল অন্তভুতি 

িদৰ মন? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.

4 
আ ুকন আদ ানাৰ খােযে েুগ্ধিাে সামগ্ৰী অন্তভুতি িদৰ মন? 1 2 3 4 5 



Q701.

5 

আ ুকন আদ ানাৰ খােযে িণী/আকমষ িােী়ে সামগ্ৰী অন্তভুতি 

িদৰ মন? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.

6 

আ ুকন আদ ানাৰ খােয শসয আৰু অনযানয সামগ্ৰী ি'ে 

ি়ে িদৰ?  

(একাতিক তিকল্প) 

(ট াকা: তিকল্পবিাৰ পত়ি নুশুনাি) 

A স্থানী়ে মোিান 

B 
ৰুকি মবন/ অনলাইন মৱব াইে 

এ  

C 
কনদি িৰা মখকেৰ শসযৰ  ৰা 

মথ্াৱা 

D 
অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ 

িৰি) 

Q702.

1 

 কৰ়োলৰ প্ৰকেিন সেসযৰ ওচৰে ব ৰদোৰ কবকভন্ন ঋেুৰ 

সিদলা সম়েদে ক কন্ধব  ৰালি উ  ুি িাদ াৰ আদ  

মন? 

ি়ে নি়ে 

গ্ৰীষ্মিাল 1 2 

শীেিাল  1 2 

মমৌচুমী 1 2 

সু্কল ইউকনফম ত 1 2 সু্কল ইউকনফম ত 

Q702.

2 

 কে নাই, মেদন্ত  কৰ়োলে িাৰ বাদব মসইদবাৰ িাদ াৰ 

নাই?  

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পদবাৰ  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A কনিৰ  

B প্ৰাপ্ত ব়েস্ক  ুৰুষ 

C আন প্ৰাপ্ত ব়েস্ক মকিলা 

D ম াৱালী কশশু 

E ল’ৰা কশশু 

Q702.

3 

 কৰ়োলদোে এব ৰে িাদ াৰৰ বাদব কিমান েিা খৰচ 

িৰা ি়ে? 

(মোিা: কবিল্পদবাৰ  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

1 ১০০০ েিােলি িম 

2 ১০০০-৩০০০ েিা 

3 ৩০০০-৫০০০ েিা 

4 ৫০০০ –েিােলি মবক  

Q703.

1 

ঘৰৰ প্ৰিাৰ 

(মোিা:   তদবক্ষণ িৰি আৰু মন িকৰব) 

1 মিচা ঘৰ 

2 আধা  িা ঘৰ 

3  িা ঘৰ 

Q703.

2 
এই ঘৰৰ মাকলিীস্বত্বৰ কস্থকে 

1 কনিা ঘৰ 

2 ভাড়া ঘৰ 

3 
অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ 

িৰি) 

Q703.

3 

ঘৰে উ লব্ধ থ্িা সুকবধাসমূি (এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A  কৰষ্কাৰ  ানী 

B বযৱিাৰ িকৰ থ্িা মশৌচাগাৰ 

C নলা-নেতমা 

D কবিলুী  

Q703.

4 

ঘৰে বযৱিাৰ মিাৱা ৰন্ধন প্ৰণালীৰ প্ৰিাৰ?  

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পদবাৰ  ঢি) 

A মচৌিা 

B সিৱ মগ  

C এলক জি/LPG 

D সবেুযকেি মষ্টাভ 

E মসৌৰ মচৌিা 



F 
অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ 

িৰি) 

Q703.

5 
আদ ানাৰ ওচৰে েলে মেখুওৱা মিাদনা সামগ্ৰী আদ  মনকি 

 
সামগ্ৰী 

1=ি়ে; 

2=নি়ে 

 কে নাই, মেওেঁদলাদি 

বযৱিাৰ িকৰবলল ইচ্ছা 

িদৰ মনকি  

1=ি়ে; 2=নি়ে; 

99=প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

 কে নাই,  ৰৱেী সামগ্ৰীলল  াওি 

a মসৌৰ লাইে 1 2 1 2 99 

b মসউি মচৌিা (Hariyali Chulah) 1 2 1 2 99 

c মসৌৰ িুিাৰ 1 2 1 2 99 

d মসৌৰ কিোৰ 1 2 1 2 99 

e উচ্চ েীব্ৰোৰ মসৌৰ েচত 1 2 1 2 99 

f অনয ক দিাদনা  1 2 1 2 99 

Q704.

1 

ম াৱা এব ৰে  কৰ়োলৰ সাধাৰণ মৰাগৰ 

কচকিৎসাৰ বাদব গদড় কিমান খৰচ িৰা 

সিক ল (মোিা: কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

1 এদিা খৰচ মিাৱা নাই → 704.3  সল  াব 

2 1000 েিােলি িম 

3 1000-3000 েিা 

4 3000-5000 েিা 

5 5000 েিােলি মবক  

Q704.

2 

সাধাৰণ মৰাগৰ বাদব আ ুকন ও দৰাি খৰচ 

মবাৰ মিদনেদৰ বিন িকৰদল 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পদবাৰ  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A ঘৰুৱা বয়েৰ  ৰা 

B সঞ্চ়েৰ  ৰা 

C বন্ধু/আত্মী়েৰ  ৰা ধাৰ মলাৱা সিদ  

D 
আত্ম-সিা়েি মগােৰ (SHG )  ৰা ধাৰ/ঋণ 

মলাৱা সিক ল।  

E স্থানী়ে ঋণোোৰ  ৰা ধাৰ মলাৱা সিক ল। 

F বীমা িদৰাৱা আক ল  

G অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q704.

3 

ম াৱা এব ৰে  কৰ়োলৰ অনয ানয মৰাগৰ 

কচকিৎসাৰ বাদব গদড় কিমান খৰচ িৰা 

সিক ল (মোিা: কবিল্পদবাৰ  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

1 এদিা খৰচ মিাৱা নাই → 705.1  সল  াব 

2 1000 েিােলি িম 

3 1000-3000 েিা 

4 3000-5000 েিা 

5 5000 েিােলি মবক  

Q704.

4 

আ ুকন আন মৰাগৰ বাবে মিাৱা খৰচ সমূি 

মিদনেদৰ বিন িকৰক ল? 

(এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা: কবিল্পদবাৰ  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A সঞ্চ়েৰ  ৰা 

B আত্ম়ে/বন্ধুৰ  ৰা ধাৰলল সল 

C আত্ম-সিা়েি মগােৰ (SHG )  ৰা ধাৰ/ঋণ সল  

D স্থানী়ে ঋণোোৰ  ৰা ধাৰ সল 

E বীমা িদৰাৱা আক ল  



F অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q705.

1 

আদ ানাৰ  কৰ়োলৰ কিমানিন সেসয কশকক্ষে (মোিা: আনুষ্ঠাকনি কশক্ষা থ্িা সিলৰ কবষদ়ে সুকধব)  

(মোিা: নম্বৰদো কেব –  কে এদিা নি়ে মেদন্ত 0 কলখি) 

  [     ] [     ] 

 প্ৰাপ্ত-ব়েস্ক মকিলা [     ] [     ] 

 প্ৰাপ্ত-ব়েস্ক  ুৰুষ [     ] [     ] 

 ম াৱালী [     ] [     ] 

Q705.

2 

আদ ানাৰ মিাদনা সন্তাদন কবেযাল়ে একৰদল 

মনকি বা মিাদনা সন্তাদন মিকে়োও 

কবেযাল়েলল মনাদ াৱালি আদ  মনকি? 

1 ি়ে 

  2 নি়ে → 706.1  সল  াব 

Q705.

3 
আদ ানাৰ সন্তাদন কবেযাল়ে একৰ কে়ো বা মিকে়োও মনাদ াৱাৰ িাৰণ (মোিা: কবিল্পদবাৰ  কঢ কনকেব) 

 ল’ৰা (ি)  ম াৱালী (খ) 

1 কবেযাল়েলল অিা-দ াৱাে অসুকবধা 1 কবেযাল়েলল অিা-দ াৱাে অসুকবধা 

2 কবেযাল়েলল েুৰত্ব মবক  2 কবেযাল়েলল েুৰত্ব মবক  

3 কবেযাল়েৰ মাচুল বিন িকৰব মনাৱাকৰদল 3 
কবেযাল়েৰ মাচুল বিন িকৰব 

মনাৱাকৰদল 

4  ঢা শুনাে/অধয়েনে ভাল নি়ে 4  ঢা শুনাে/অধয়েনে ভাল নি়ে 

5 কশক্ষাোন ভাল নাক ল 5 
কশক্ষানুষ্ঠানে মিাদনা মখাৱা  ানীৰ 

লগদে মশৌচাগাৰ নাক ল 

6 ক েৃ-মােৃ/অকভভাৱদি কবচৰা নাক ল 6 কশক্ষাোন ভাল নাক ল 

7 অসুস্থো 7 
ক েৃ-মােৃ/অকভভাৱদি কবচৰা 

নাক ল 

8 কব়ো টঠি সিক ল 8 অসুস্থো 

9 ঘৰুৱা দ্বাক়েত্ব 9 কব়ো টঠি সিক ল 

10 সৰু ভাই-ভনীৰ  ত্ন মলাৱা 10 ঘৰুৱা দ্বাক়েত্ব 

11 অধয়েনে আগ্ৰিী নি়ে 11 সৰু ভাই-ভনীৰ  ত্ন মলাৱা 

12 িাম িৰা আৰম্ভ িকৰদল 12 অধয়েনে আগ্ৰিী নি়ে 

13 
মিাকভিৰ সম়েে অনলাইন মশ্ৰণীৰ বাদব সুকবধাৰ অভাৱ 

লিিাউন 
13 

মিাকভিৰ সম়েে অনলাইন 

মশ্ৰণীৰ বাদব সুকবধাৰ অভাৱ 

লিিাউন 

14 মিাকভিৰ ফলে উ ািতন হ্ৰাস সিদ  14 িাম িৰা আৰম্ভ িকৰদল 

15 
অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

15 
মিাকভিৰ ফলে উ ািতন হ্ৰাস 

সিদ  

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 16 
অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ 

িৰি) 

  99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q706.

1 
মিানদবাৰ আেঁচকনৰ কবষদ়ে আ ুকন অৱগে আৰু োৰ  ৰা লাভাকন্বে সিদ  



 *1=ি়ে; 2=নি়ে; **1= Through SEWA 2= নি়ে one; 3=আন ক দিাদনা (উদেখ িকৰব) ____ 

  অৱগে/জ্ঞাে লাভাকন্বে মিাদন সিা়ে িকৰদল 

1 প্ৰধানমন্ত্ৰী ফ ল বীমা ম ািনা 1 2 1 2 1 2 

2 
মিাত্মা গান্ধী ৰাষ্ট্ৰী়ে গ্ৰাময কন ুজি 

আইন (MGNREGA) 
1 2 1 2 1 2 

3 প্ৰধানমন্ত্ৰী গ্ৰাম আৱাস ম ািনা 1 2 1 2 1 2 

4 জি  িলকসঞ্চন আেঁচকন 1 2 1 2 1 2 

5 িননী ম ািনা 1 2 1 2 1 2 

6 উজ্জ্বলা ম ািনা 1 2 1 2 1 2 

7 িনযা সমৃজদ্ধ ম ািনা 1 2 1 2 1 2 

8 
অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ 

িৰি) 
1 2 1 2 1 2 

Q706.

2 

 কে নি়ে, মেদন্ত লাভাকন্বে মনাদিাৱাৰ িাৰণ  

 (এিাকধি কবিল্প) 

(মোিা  কবিল্পসমূি  কঢ নুশুনাব) 

A েথ্য নাক ল 

B মিাৱা সিক ল ম  ম াগয নি়ে 

C লাগকে়োল নকথ্- ত্ৰ নাক ল 

D 
প্ৰেযাখযান িৰা সিক ল/অদ ক্ষাৰ োকলিাে 

অন্তভুতি 

E অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q707 
আ ুকন ইচ্ছা িৰা কিবা প্ৰকশক্ষণ লাভ 

িকৰদ দন? 

1 ি়ে 

2 নি়ে → মশষ 

Q708 
 কে ি়ে, আ ুকন ইচ্ছা িৰা কি প্ৰকশক্ষণ লাভ 

িকৰদ   

A েক্ষো কনম তাণ 

B শজি সংৰক্ষণ 

C বিনক্ষম িৃকষ 

D মিকিে আৰু মচকভংচ 

E অনয ক দিাদনা ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q709 
 কে নি়ে, আ ুকন ইচ্ছা িৰা কি প্ৰকশক্ষণ 

লাভ িৰা নাই  

A েক্ষো কনম তাণ 

B শজি সংৰক্ষণ 

C বিনক্ষম িৃকষ 

D মিকিে আৰু মচকভংচ 

E অনয ক দিাদনা  ( কনকেতষ্টসি উদেখ িৰি) 

99 প্ৰদ ািয নি়ে 

Q710 
আ ুকন লাভ িৰা প্ৰকশক্ষদণ আদ ানাি সিা়ে িকৰদ  

মন 

1 ি়ে  

2 নি়ে 

 

  



Consent 

Khublei  iaphi baroh? 

Nga kyrteng ________. Ngi wan Vox Populi, ka seng kaba lah iasnoh kti lang bad ka SEWA 

ban leh iaka survey. 

Ha ki 3 snem ba lah dep, Ka SEWA ka la trei bad ki kynthei kiba dei ki dkhot jong ka SEWA 

kiba ym lah kot bor ne ym don jingnang ban pyndonkam ia ki digital mobile technologies 

na ka bynta ka die ka thied bad ban ioh jingmyntoi na ka jingtip shaphang ka rukom khaii 

pateng jong ka juk kaba mynta khnang ban kan nangkiew ka rukom kamai. Shwa ban sdang 

ka project, ngi lah pyndep ka baseline survey bad tharai ngi la ju wan shaphi ban wan wad 

jingtip shaphang ka jingnang jong phi ha ka ban pyndonkam ia ki digital mobile 

technologies na ka bynta ka siew ka tda. Mynta, hadien 3 snem ngi kwah tip ba lada ka 

project bad ki kam jong ka SEWA ki iarap ne em ia ki kynthei bad ki dkhot jong ka ha 6 tylli 

ki jylla kum ka Gujarat, Rajasthan, UP, Bihar, Assam and Meghalaya. 

Ka jingshimbynta jong phi kan long thik da ka mon sngewbha jong phi. Phi lah ban withdraw  ne ki data 

jongphi hakano kano ka por khlem da bun penalty ia phi. Phim donkam ban jubab lut ki jingkylli, ki 

data jongphi yn buh confidential. Ka jingshim bynta jong phi ka long tang  shi kynta (1). lada phi don 

kano kano ka jingkylli halor kane ka research  yn jubab ia ki jingkylli jongphi. 

Lada don jingkylli halor kane ka jingpule sngewbha ban contact ia ki nongtrei SEWA ki ba lah ban 

pynpoi ia phi sha ka research team. 

Lada phi lah sngewthuh ka jingshimbynta jong phi sngewbha sign _____________ (or put right 

thumb print) 

 

_________________ 

 

No. Question Answer 

Section I: General Information 

Note: to Investigator : Q100 to Q105 – Ym donkam Kylli. 

Investigator’s Name:  

 Baseline/New Respondent 
1 Old respondent 

2 New respondant 

Q100 Respondent No. (Note from the List)   

Q106 Kyrteng    

Q101 State 

1 Gujarat 

2 Rajasthan 

3 Uttar Pradesh 

4 Bihar 

5 Assam 

6 Meghalaya  

QQ102 District 

1 Ahmedabad 

2 Anand/kheda 

3 Aravalli 

4 Chhota Udepur 



5 Gandhinagar 

6 Kutch 

7 Mehsana 

8 Patan 

9 Surendranagar 

10 Bikaner 

11 Dungarpur 

12 Barabanki 

13 Raebareli 

14 Lucknow 

15 Bhagalpur  

16 Patna 

17 Sonitpur 

18 Ri-Bhoi 

99 NA 

Q103a Village:  

Q103b Municipal Corporation/ward:   

Q104 
Type of Village:  

1 SEWA village 

 2 Control village 

Q105 GPS Location of Respondent  

a Lattitude:  

b Langitude:  

Q107 Jaka Shong:  

Q108 Contact number:  

Q109 Phi la don card Adhaar? 1 Haiod 2 Em 

Q110 
Snem  

a. Thoh ka snem bala dap  

Write actual age: [                                   ] 

1 18-25 snem 

2 26-35 snem 

3 36-50 snem 

4 51-60 snem  

5 La palat ka 60 snem  

Q111 
Education / Ha Ka 

jingpule  

1 Bym pat ju leit skul 

2 Nang ban thoh bad pule  (no formal education) 

3 Ba lah pule primary  

4 Lah pule haduh class X  

5 Lah thoh matric  

6 Shu pule da ki professional course  

7 Ba lah graduate  

8 Ba la leh post graduate  

9 Da kiwei ki daw pynshai ____________ 

Q112 

Language Proficiency (1=Speak; 2=Read; 3=Write; 4=Read Numerals; 5=Write Numerals) 

Note: Kylli kam dei ban long kumjuh na ki jait ktien baroh. e.g Phi nang kren khasi , thoh khasi bad 

kren khasi  kumjuh ha kiwei ruh ki jait ktien. 



Note; Pyni ia ki  Numeral card ban confirm ba ki nang ban pule.  

a Gujarati 1 2 3 4 5 

b Hindi 1 2 3 4 5 

c Assamese 1 2 3 4 5 

d Khasi 1 2 3 4 5 

e English 1 2 3 4 5 

Section II: Membership to Institutions and Access to Financial Products/Services: 

Membership to any Institution 1=Yes; 2=No Member since Current Designation 

Lada  Em  kylli noh  da ki jingkylli harum   

Q201 SHG (Ka group ki kynthei) 1 2   

Q202 SHG (SEWA) / Self help group  1 2   

Q203 SEWA 1 2   

Q204 Milk Cooperative / Jaka Ai dud  1 2   

Q205 Panchayat /  Na shnong  1 2   

Q206 Any Other (specify) _________ 1 2   

 

Q207 

Hangno phi ju kynshew pisa? 

 

Ki jingshem babun(note: kylli shwa haei ki 

kyshew  pisa nangta sa confirm na ki options) 

A Bank 

B SHG (SEWA) 

C SHG (other) 

D Post Office 

E Informal Group (Chit fund) 

F Cash (at home) 

G Da kiwei ki daw pynshai ____________ 

H Do not save 

Q208 

Phi don account ha bank? 

 

Ki jingshem babunNote: wat pule ki option 

A No → Go to 213 

B Yes - Individual Account 

C Yes -Joint A/c (with Male FM) 

D Yes -Joint A/c (with female FM) 

99 NA 

Q209 

Ka kyrteng jong ka bank ba phi don account? 

 

Ki jingshem babunNote: wat pule iaki option 

A Nationalised Bank 

B Cooperative Bank 

C Rural Bank 

D Regional Bank 

E Small Finance Bank 

F Private Bank 

G SEWA Bank  

99 NA 

Q210 

Phi pyndonkam barabor iaka account jong 

phi? 

 

Ki jingshem babunNote: wat pule ki option 

A Em  → Go to 212 

B Haoid  – da lade  

C Haoid, da ka jingiarap ki ba ha ing bad paralok  

D Haoid  , lyngba ka Saathi Bank  

E Haoid , lyngba ki agent  

F Da kiwei ki daw pynshai __________ 



99 NA 

Q211 

Lada haiod: kylli ki pyndonkam nakabynta 

kaei? 

 

Ki jingshem babun(Note: Pule ki option) 

A Savings / Ba kynshew  

B Ban ioh subsidy naka sorkar  

C Ban sei pisa  

D Ne ba la shu ioh   

E Ban siew pisa  

99 NA 

F To get money  

Q212 

Lada em, balei kim pyndonkam ia ka 

account jong phi? 

 

(Ki jingshem babun)(Note: wat pule ki option) 

A Ngam tip kumno  

B Ngim donkam ngi pyndonkam tang ka pisa 

C Ka bank ba jngai 

D Ban bam por ka kam leit bank 

E Ki nongtrei bank ki kren khor palat 

F Ka bank kam ju don pisa 

G Ym don re bad ka bank Saathi 

H Ngam lah pynbiang ki kot ki sla ba pan ka bank 

I Da kiwei ki daw pynshai ____________ 

99 NA 

Q213 
Ladon mano mano na ing jong phi ba la 

buh insurance? 

1 Hoiod  

2 Em→ Go to 215 

Q214 

Hoiod : Phi thep haei 

 

(Ki jingshem babun)(Note: Pule ki option) 

(Note:ka card MAA bad Ayushman ru lah ban 

shim lang kum ka medical insurance ) 

A Ka Insurance ia lade  

B Ka Insurance da pang  

C Ka Insurance ban rep  

D Ka Insurance naka bynta ki aiom  

E Ka Tractor Insurance 

F Da kiwei ki daw pynshai ____________ 

99 NA 

Q215 

Lada Em . Balei? 

 

Ki jingshem babun(Note: 

Wat pule ki option) 

A Ngam tip eiei shaphang ka insurance 

B Ngim tip ia ka jingdonkam ka insurance 

C Ngam Shahniah ban ioh biang ia ka jingsiew na ka insurance 

D Kaba i kyllaiń ka kam pan pisa na insurance 

E Ym sngew lah ban siew ia ka bai bnai insurance (premium) 

F Da kiwei ki daw pynshai 

99 NA 

Q216 
Ha kane ka snem ba lah dep, Phi la ju shim ram  lane 

mano mano na ing la ju shim ram?  

1 Hoiod  

2 Em→ Go to 220 

Q217 

Lada Hoiod . Naei phi shim ram? 

 

Ki jingshem babun 

(Note: Wat pule ki option) 

A Na Bank SBI 

B Kano kano ka Bank 

C Na ka SHG (SEWA) 

D Na ka SHG jong kiwei  

E Naka SEWA District Association 

F Naka SEWA Bank 

G Naki nongai ram ha shnong  



H Micro Finance Co 

I Finance Companies (NBFCs) 

J Nongkhaii ha shnong 

K Nongdie dukan ha shnong 

L Paralok  

M Bahaing  

N Da kiwei ki daw pynshai ____________ 

99 NA 

Q218 
Katno snem ka ram jong phi? (Lada khlem 

buh por ia ka ram thoh 00) 
[     ] [     ]Bnai  99 NA 

Q219 

Balei phi hap shim ram? 
 

 

 

Ki jingshem babun 

(Note: Wat pule ki option) 

 

 

 

 

 

A Na ka bynta ka jingdonkam haing 

B Namar bapang 

C Nakabynta ka skul ki khun 

D Naka bynta ka rep ka riang 

E Naka bynta ban pynroi ia kam kamai pisa 

F Naka bynta ka imlang sahlang 

G Ban shna ing 

H Ban thied kali 

I Da kiwei ki daw pynshai___________ 

99 NA 

Q220 

Lada ka jubab kadei em, balei phi khlem 

donkam ban shim ram ha ka snem ba lah 

dep? 

A Khlem donkam 

B Jynjar ban ioh ram 

C Ym sngewlah ban siew  

D Ka sut ka heh palat 

E Shah kyntait applikeshon shim ram 

F 
Ki bun palat jingdonkam pynbiang kot sla na ka 

bynta ban shim ram 

G Ngam tip kumno ban apply ban shim ram 

99 NA 

 

Section III: Access and Exposure to ICT  and Digital Readiness/Literacy 

Q301 
Ka longing balah pyndonkam ia ki ICT(1=Hoiod; 

2=Em) 
Jinglong trai  Ba shu pyndonkam  

a Desk Computer 1 2 1 2 

b Laptop 1 2 1 2 

c Tablet 1 2 1 2 

d Mobile Phone (Smart phone) 1 2 1 2 

e Mobile Phone (Feature phone) 1 2 1 2 

Q302 Phi don mobile lajong? 
1 Haoid 

2 Em – jingkylli 304 

Q303 
L ada haoid, Ka phone ba kumno phi don?  
(Ki jingshem babun) Note:Pule ia ki Option 

1 Ka phone ba rit ba khlem internet 

2 Ka phone ba rit bad ka internet 



3 Smart phone 

99 NA 

Q304 Phi ioh pyndonkam internet?  

A EM -> Go to Q306 
B Haoid, Connection lajong 
C Haoid, ki leh connection ha ing 
D Haoid, da kawei ka jubab  

Q305 Phi pyn donkam internet da kaei? 

A Mobile phone 

B Desktop 

C Laptop 

D Tablet 

99 NA 

Q306 
Ha kapor ba phi pyndomkam ia ka basic mobile phone, kano ka bynta kaba phi donkam jingiarap 

bad kano ka bynta phim donkam jingiarap? 

1= Without Assistance; 2= With Assistance; 3=Do not use;   

1 Unlocking handset /pynlip ka phone  1 2 3 

2 Receiving calls  / ban shim iaka call  1 2 3 

3 
Making calls (voice ) ban iakren ha 

phone  
1 

2 3 

4 Reading SMS/ ban ia pule is ki sms  1 2 3 

5 Sending SMS / ban phah sms  1 2 3 

6 Saving Name / ban save u number  1 2 3 

7 Muting (ban buh ha silent mode )  1 2 3 

8 none 1 2 3 

Q307 

Ha kapor ba phi pyndomkam ia ka Smartphone, kano ka bynta kaba phi donkam jingiarap bad kano 

ka bynta phim donkam jingiarap? 

1= Without Assistance; 2= With Assistance; 3=Do not use;  

1 Unlocking handset /pynlip ka phone  1 2 3 

2 Receiving calls  / ban shim iaka call  1 2 3 

3 Making calls (voice ) ban iakren ha phone  1 2 3 

4 Making call (video)  1 2 3 

5 Reading SMS/ ban ia pule ia kisms  1 2 3 

6 Sending SMS / ban phah sms  1 2 3 

7 Saving Name /ban save u number  1 2 3 

8 Muting (ban buh ha silent mode )  1 2 3 

9 
Kumno ban iakren ne pyndonkam ia ki  

Voice respond system  (IVRS) 
1 

2 3 

10 
Kumno ban leh web-based application 

harum: 
1 

2 3 

a Kumno Ban leh Facebook  1 2 3 

b Kumno Ban leh Watsapp  1 2 3 

c Kumno ban leh You Tube  1 2 3 

11 Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai 1 2 3 

12 None 1 2 3 



 

Q308 

Kumno phin thew ialade haka jingnang 

pyndokam mobile jong phi?  

 
( Note: wat pule ia ki options) 

1 Poor/bym nang 

2 Average/ Shu biang  

3 Good /Ba nang 

4 Excellent / ba nang bha 

Section IV: Access and use of Digital Financial Services/Products 

QQ40

1 

Ha kapor ba phi pyndomkam ia ka Smartphone, kano ka bynta kaba phi donkam jingiarap bad kano 

ka bynta phim donkam jingiarap? 

Note : Lada ka jubab kadei ha option A, ym lah ba tick ia kaba dei ha option B ruh. 

1= Without Assistance; 2= With Assistance; 3=Do not use;    

1 Banking / Ban leh kam bank  1 2 3 

2 Payment of Bills / Ban siew bill 1 2 3 

3 
Sending/Receiving Money / Ban ioh ne 

phah pisa  
1 2 3 

4 Shopping /  Ban leh online shopping  1 2 3 

5 
Ban thied ticket jong ka train , bus , 

airplane na phone  
1 2 3 

6 
Ban pyndonkam naka bynta ka business 

ne ha ki kam  
1 2 3 

7 Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai 1 2 3 

8 None 1 2 3 

Q402 Phi pyndonkam ia ka mobile na ka bynta kine harum: Hoiod  Em  

1 
Ka jingiadei  / ki phone number na ka bynta ka business jongphi – supplier , 

consumer , client etc  
1 2 

2 Ban tip shaphag ka iew bad ka dor ki mar ki mata  1 2 

3 Ba tip ia ka iew jong ki mar rep mar riang  1 2 

4 Ban peit ka jinglong ka suin bneng na ka bynta ka rep ka riang 1 2 

5 Ban pule shaphang ki rukom rep riang ba thymmai 1 2 

6 Ban tip shaphang ki rukom rep jong ka juk ba thymmai   1 2 

7 Ban tip ia ka iew jong ka dud bad ia ki jingri  1 2 

8 Ban tip ia ka iew jong ki tiar ba shna hi da ki kti (handicrafts) 1 2 

9 Ban khmih bniah ia ka jingsiew  1 2 

10 ban rah ki jingdie jingthied  1 2 

11 Ban pynthikna ki dor nakiwei ki nongkitkam 1 2 

12 Ban ia plan bad snohkti bad ki briew ba iadei kam  1 2 

13 Naka bynta ka project skul ki khun  1 2 

14 Da don da kiwei ki jingdonkam  1 2 

Q403 

Katno sien ki 

transactions la leh na 

ka phone jong phi ha u 

bnai ba lah dep? 

1  Lada ioh NEFT / RTGS / IMPS  [     ] [     ] 

2 Ne ioh na kiwei ki bank   [     ] [     ] 

3 Da kaba pyndonkam iaka ATM jongphi   [     ] [     ] 

4 
Da kaba shu leh da ka card ba ioh ram na 

bank  
[     ] [     ] 



 

 

5 
Phi la ju siew na ka mobile wallet (Pay-tm, 

Phone-Pe, G-pay) (Bhim App) 
[     ] [     ] 

6 Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai [     ] [     ] 

Q404 

Katno sien  phi lah pyndonkam banking 

transactions ha ka shibnai?  

 

(Note: Wat pule ki option) 

1 None 

2 1-5 

3 6-10 

4 Palat ka 10 

Q405 

Kino na kine harum, ka jing bym 

pyndonkam kot pisa (cashless 

transaction) kaba phi tip bad lah 

pyndonkam ha ka snem ba lah dep? 

tip kumno ban leh phi la ju leh mynshemsnem 

haiod Em haiod Em 

1 Debit Card  1 2 1 2 

2 Credit Card 1 2 1 2 

3 Bank transfer (NEFT, RTGS, IMPS) 1 2 1 2 

4 PayTM 1 2 1 2 

5 GPay 1 2 1 2 

6 Bhim 1 2 1 2 

7 UPI 1 2 1 2 

8 E Wallet (Any other -Ex. Mobikwik) 1 2 1 2 

9 Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai 1 2 1 2 

10 None of the above 1 2 1 2 

Q406 
Phi don kino kino ki jingeh ban leh 

cashless transaction? 

1 haiod 

2 Em → Go to Q408 

99 NA 

Q407 

Lada Hoiod? Ki jingeh ba kumno? 

 

 

 

(Ki jingshem babun) 

Note : Wat pule ia  ki option 

A Bym da tip bha 

B Bym nang 

C Bym don 

D Bym don ki tiar 

E Bym don network 

F Bym sngewlah shaniah (Fear of frauds) 

G Ka jingshahniah ha ka kot Pisa 

H Da don da kiwei ki jingeh 

99 NA 

Q408 

Phi la ju shim bynta hakano kano ki 

Awareness programme shaphang ka 

Financial digital literacy? 

 

 

(Ki jingshem babun) 

Note : Wat pule ia  ki option 

A Em 

B Hoiod  – SEWA Bank/SEWA’s Programs 

C 
Hoiod  – Da kiwei ki banks/RBI Literacy 

Programs 

D Hoiod  – Ha digidhan melas  

E 
Hoiod  – jong ka  Common Service Centres 

(CSCs)  

F Hoiod – Na ka Digital Jagriti Programs 

G Hoiod  – Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai _________ 

Section V: Socio-Economic Details of Family 



Q501 Katno ngut ia don shi ing 
Note : Kynthup lang bad  kito ki ba dang ia shet lang ha ing 

[     ] [     ] 

Q502 

Kynthei  (0-6) Shynrang  (0-6) Kynthei Samla  (7-18) 
Shynrang samla    

(7-18) 
Longkmie  Longkpa  

a B c d e f 

      

Q503 

Katno ngut ki briew ba kamai na ing? 
 
Note: Economic Activities here mean those where the family members 
get money for work done (men, women, children included). Unpaid 
economic activities are not to be considered –  
Note: Shim tang ia kito ki ba la kamai 

[     ] [     ] 

Q504 Khein kyllum lang, Katno ka longing jongphi ka ioh kamai ha ka shisnem Rs. ___________ 

Q505 

Ka kam ba kumno ba ki ia trei 

Ka kam ba ki trei 
Ki longing ba ia 

shimbynta hakine harum 

Ki ba shimbynta hakine ha 

rum da kaba wai 

  1=Yes; 2=No 1=Yes; 2=No; 99=NA 

1 Ba rep ha jaka lajong 1 2 1 2 99 

2 Ba ri jingri 1 2 1 2 99 

3 Ba leit bylla jaka rep kiwei 1 2 1 2 99 

4 Kiwei rukom kamai na ing 1 2 1 2 99 

5 Ba shu trei nong sngi 1 2 1 2 99 

6 Leit trei Office 1 2 1 2 99 

7 Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai 1 2 1 2 99 

Q506 

Kiei ki assets (tiar tar ba lah ban khein kum ka spah) ba don ha ing bad mano ba long trai ia ki 

Asset (1=Yes; 2=No) 

Jinglongtrai  

(1=Kynthei ialade -; 2=Kynthei(kiwei) 3= 

Shynrang ; 4=Baroh Ar ; 99=NA) 

 Lada Em Leit noh sha ki jingkylli babud  

a Jaka Rep  1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

b Tang ka ing sah  1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

c Dukan 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

d Ki jingri  1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

e 
Kali  (ar shaka , 3 shaka, ne saw 

shaka) 
1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

f 
Ki tiar/machine ba pyndonkam 

ha ba rep 
1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

g Ki tiar ba ai um ban rep  1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

h Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai 1 2 1 2 3 4 99 

Note : Ka jingthew jong ki jaka badon hapoh Vigha /Bigha ki la lah ban iapher ha kiwei ki jylla. 

Q507 Jaka Rep lajong (ka rukom thew Vigha) [     ] [     ] 

Q508 
Jaka rep kiwei ba shu siew da ki mar rep (Hapoh vigha ) – ha u snem ba 

lah dep 
[     ] [     ] 

Q509 Jaka rep ba shu wai snem - ha u snem ba lah dep [     ] [     ] 



Q510 

Katno ka jingthew ka jaka (owned/shared cropped) ba phi rep 

bad lah ai um ha ka aiom ba lah dep? 
Por Thung  Por Sara  

Rabi (Oct-March) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

Summer (March-June) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

Kharif (July-October) [     ] [     ] [     ] [     ] 

Section VI: Ka jingmyntoi ka programme (Note to Investigators: ask only SEWA members) 

Q60

2 
Phi la ju shim bynta ha ka training shaphang Digital Financial Literacy? (1 – Haoid; 2 - Em) 

a 

Category 1 Training (Introduction to the purpose and subject of the training; 
The importance of money; Importance of savings 
Savings interest and methods; Advantages and connections of saving in a 

bank; Importance of Financial Planning; Life cycle and economic need; 

Investment - Simple Understanding and Importance; Credit (Loan) – Simple 

Understanding and Importance; Pension – Simple Understanding and 

Importance; Insurance – Simple Understanding and Importance;  KYC; 

Working method of doing financial transaction in a bank; Identification and 

use of mobile phones 

1 Yes 

2 No 

b 

Category 2 Training (Introduction to digital financial transactions; Advantages 

of digital service; Devices/Equipment used in Digital Service - A Brief 

Introduction; Digital devices, applications and their uses; A simple 

understanding of the Internet; Digital banking and transaction types; In depth 

understanding of ATM / Debit Card; Other Uses of Debit Card - Point of Sale 

(POS); Other Uses of Debit Card - E-Commerce (E-Com); credit card; Micro 

ATM; A.E.P.S. (AEPS); U.S.S.D; Passbook Printing; Cash Deposit Machine) 

1 Yes 

2 No 

c 

Category 3 Training (Internet Banking and Mobile Banking - Understanding 

and Difference; IMPS; Easy understanding of UPI and BHIM app; Simple 

understanding of mobile wallet; Digital Application / Platform (PAYTM); 

NACH- National Automated Clearing House; Mandate; NEFT / RTGS; BBPS 

(Indian Bill Payment System); SMS Service – Missed Call; Digital Application / 

Platform (GOOGLE PAY); Digital Application / Platform (Phone Pe) 

1 Yes 

2 No 

Q603 Phi sngew kumno ka training? 

1 Ka bha 

2 Ka shu biang 

3 Kam bha eiei 

99 NA 

Q604 Phi la ioh jingmyntoi aiu na ka training?  

A Ban pyndonkam ia ka mobile 

B 
La thep aplikeshe na ka bynta PAN 

Card, Esharam CARD bad kiwei de 

C KYC bad ka bank 

D La apply ATM card 

E La sdang sei pisa na ATM 

F 
Lah pyndonkam Digital Wallet – Google 

Pay (GPay); BHIM App; PayTM, etc (For 



Recharge/ Electricity bill/Money 

transfer/Payments 

99 NA 

Q605 
Ha kano ka rukom ka prokram ka la iarap iaphi 

ha ka khlam COVID? 

A Ka jingpynsniew ka mariang 

B Ban pyn pule iaki khun 

C La nang ban pyndonkam phone 

D Ban siew pisa online 

E Kiwei Kiwei De 

Q606 
Phi tip shaphang u COVID Crisis Number (SEWA 

Sahayata Number) 

1 Haoid 

2 Em → Go to Q613 

Q607 Phi lah ju phone ia une number? 
1 Haoid 

2 Em → Go to Q609 

Q608 

Lada haoid, kaei ka daw ba phi poi phone ha uto number? 

 

 

Q609 Phi ioh jubab eiei na ka SEWA Sahayata Kendra Number 
1 Yes 

2 No→ Go to 613 

Q610 Lada haoid, katno ka shim por ba kin ai jubab iaphi? 

1 Hapoh shisngi 

2 Shi taiew 

3 Palat ka shitaiew 

4 Kiwei Kiwei 

Q611 Phi sngewhun ia ka jingiarap ba ai na SEWA? 
1 Yes →Go to Q613 

2 No 

Q612 Lada em, phi leh kumno pat?  

Q613 
Phi ioh khubor (message) shaphang COVID na 

SEWA? 

1 Haoid 

2 Em - Go to Q701 

Q614 
Ha kano ka rukom kine ki khubor (message) ki 

iarap iaphi? 

1 Ioh jingtip ba pura 

2 Ka iarap ban pynneh ia ka kamai 

3 
Ban ioh jingiarap jong ki 

doctor/counsellors 

Section VII: Ban ioh jingiarap na ka SEWA (Access to Core SEWA Services) 

1= 2sien shisngi ; 2= tang shisien shisngi ; 3= shisien ne arsien ha ka shi taiew ; 4= shisien ne arsien ha ka shi 

bnai ; 5= ha teng teng/Em (Note: Wat pule ia ki options) 

Q701.1 
Phi ju kynthup ha ka jingbam ba man ka sngi jong phi 

ia u khaw ne atta ? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.2 
Phi ju kynthup ha ka jingbam ba man ka sngi jong phi 

ia u dai ne kynja shana? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.3 
Phi ju kynthup ha ka jingbam ba man ka sngi jong phi 

ia ki jhur ba shet ne bam im? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.4 

Phi ju kynthup ha ka jingbam ba man ka sngi jong phi 

ia ka dud/paneer/makhon/kino kino ki jingbam ba ioh 

na ka dud? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.5 Phi ia bam doh / pylleng man ka sngi? 1 2 3 4 5 

Q701.6 Nangno phi thied ia ki mar bam ha ing? A Dukan Shnong 



(Note: Wat pule ia ki options) B Rudi ben/ Online website app 

C Na ka ba rep hia 

D Da kawei ka jubab 

Q702.1 

 Phi ia don jain ba biang ban phong kat kum ka aiom?  Haoid Em 

Lyiur 1 2 

Tlang 1 2 

Por Slap 1 2 

Skul uniform 1 2 99 NA 

Q702.2 
Lada em, mano na ing phi bym biang ki jain phong? 

(Wat pule ia ki options) 

A Ialade 

B Riew Rangbah 

C Kynthei rangbah  

D Ki khun kynthei  

E Ki khun shynrang 

Q702.3 

Katno phi ju pynlut ha ka jain phong na ka bynta ka ing 

ka sem ha ka shisnem? 

 

(Note: Don’t read out options) 

1 Hapoh Rs. 1000 

2 Rs. 1000-3000 

3 Rs. 3000-5000 

4 More than Rs. 5000 

Q703.1 
Ki rukomshna ing ba kumno?  
 

(Note: Da peit bniah bad sa thoh) 

1 ing Phlang  

2 
Shiteng ing phlang-shiteng 

cement 

3 ing bha  

Q703.2 ka jinglong trai ia ka ing 

1 Ing lajong 

2 Shongwai  

3 Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai 

Q703.3 

Ki jingdonkam ba la don ha ing? 

 

 

(Note: pule iaki option ) 

A Um Khuid 

B Ka painkhana 

C Nala 

D ka light 

Q703.4 

Phi pyndonkam da kaei ban shet? 

 

(Ki jingshem babun)  

(Note: pule iaki option) 

A Chullah  

B Bio gas 

C LPG  

D Electric Stove 

E Solar chawla 

F Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai 

Q703.5 Phi don ne em ia ki tiar bala buh harum 

 Tiar ba pyndonkam  
1=Haiod ; 

2=Em  

Lada ym don , Hato ki kwah pyndonkam 1=Haiod ; 2= 

Em ; 99=NA 

 
Lada Em leit noh sha kiwei ki 

jingdonkam  
 

a 
Lantern ba shu charge da 

ka sngi (Solar Lantern) 
1 2 1 2 99 

b Da ka Chawla  1 2 1 2 99 



c 
Da u cooker ba shu 

charge ha ka sngi  
1 2 1 2 99 

d 
Jingtiew um ba shu 

charge da ka sngi  
1 2 1 2 99 

e Da ki kor solar ba khlain   1 2 1 2 99 

f Da kiwei ki jubab pynshai 1 2 1 2 99 

Q704.1 

Katno ka jinglut na ka bynta ka dawai dashin 

na ka bynta ka baiong khlieh, pynhiar 

(common illness) ha ing haka shisnem? 

 

Note : Wat pule ki option 

1 Em  → Go to 704.3 

2 Ba duna iaka Rs. 1000 

3 Rs. 1000-3000 

4 Rs. 3000-5000 

5 Ba la palat ka Rs. 5000 

Q704.2 

Ha kano ka rukom phi lah ban pynbiang ia ka 

bai dawai dashin na ka bynta ki jingpang 

baiong khlieh, pynhiar (common illness)?  

 

 

(Ki jingshem babun) 

(Note : Wat pule ki option) 

A 
Na ka pisa ba lah mang ban pynlut ha 

iing 

B Na ka pisa kynshew 

C shu pan ram na ki paralok/bahaing 

D Shu pan ram na SHG 

E Shu pan ram na ki nongairam ha shnong 

F La don insurance 

G Da kiwei ki Jubab pynshai 

99 NA 

Q704.3 

Katno ka jinglut  ha u snem ba lah dep ha ing 

ha sem na ka bynta ka dawai dashin jong 

kiwei pat ki jingpang? 

 

Note : Wat pule ki option 

1 Em→ Go to 705.1 

2 Ba duna iaka Rs. 1000 

3 Rs. 1000-3000 

4 Rs. 3000-5000 

5 Ba la palat ka Rs. 5000 

Q704.4 

Ha kano ka rukom phi lah ban pynbiang ia ka 

bai dawai dashin na ka bynta ki jingpang ba 

kham jur 

 

 

(Ki jingshem babun) 

Note : Wat pule ki option 

A la kynshew lypa 

B shu pan ram na ki paralok/bahaing 

C Shu pan ram na SHG 

D Shu pan ram na ki nongairam ha shnong 

E La don insurance 

F Da kiwei ki daw pynshai 

99 NA 

Q705.1 

Katno ngut na iing jongphi ba la ia nang ia stad .  

Note:Kylli katno ngut la leit skul. Thoh u number 0 lada ym don jingpule 

Kynthei ba la Rangbah [     ] [     ] 

Rangbah Shynrang [     ] [     ] 

Khynnah Kynthei  [     ] [     ] 

Khynnah Shynrang [     ] [     ] 

Q705.2 Phi don ki khun ba la pep skul ne bym pat ju leit skul ? 
1 Haoid 

2 Em → go to 706.1 

Q705.3 

Kaei ka daw ba ki hap ban pep skul noh ne bym ioh leit skul 

(Note : Wat pule ki option) 

Shynrang (A)  Kynthei (B) 



1 Don ka jingeh ban leit skul  1 Don ka jingeh ban leit skul  

2 jngai palat ka skul  2 jngai palat ka skul  

3 Bym lah kyrshan bai skul 3 Bym lah kyrshan bai skul 

4 Bym lah bha ka jingpule 4 Bym lah bha ka jingpule 

5 Ka jinghikai ka bym biang  5 Ka Painkhanna kam biang um 

6  Bym shah na iing  6 Ka jinghikai ka bym biang  

7 Ba don jingpang ha ka met bym lah leit skul  7  Bym shah na iing  

8 Ba la don lok  8 
Ba don jingpang ha ka met bym lah leit 
skul  

9 Ba hap kyrshan lang ha iing  9 Ba la don lok  

10 Ba hap peit para  10 Ba hap kyrshan lang ha iing  

11 Bym kwah ban pule shuh  11 Ba hap peit para  

12 La sdang ban bylla 12 Bym kwah ban pule shuh  

13 
Kam biang bha ka rukom hikai por COVID 
Lockdown 

13 
Kam biang bha ka rukom hikai por 
COVID Lockdown 

14 Lah duna jingioh bylla por COVID 14 La sdang ban trei kam 

15 lada don da kiwei pat ki daw,batai shai 15 Lah duna jingioh bylla por COVID 

99 NA 16 lada don da kiwei pat ki daw  

  99 NA 

Q706.1 
Ki scheme aiu ba phi ia tip bad lah ioh jingmyntoi ha shnong jongphi? 

*1=Yes; 2=No; **1= Through SEWA 2= No one; 3=Any Other (specify) 

  Ba tip 
Ba lah jingioh 

myntoi 
Mano ba iarap 

1 Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

2 MGNREGA 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

3 Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

4 Drip Irrigation Scheme 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

5 Janani Yojana 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

6 Ujjwala Yojana 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

7 Kanya Samriddhi Yojana 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

8 da don dakiwei ki daw 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 

Q706.2 

Lada Em ! Ka daw bym ioh jingmyntoi  

(Ki jingshem babun) 

(Note: wat pule ia ki options) 

 

A Bym don jingtip eiei 

B La ong bym dei iangi 

C Bym don kot sla 

D Shah kyntait/dang ap 

E da don dakiwei ki daw 

99 NA 

Q707 

Phi la ioh ki training kiba phi Kwah ban 

shim bynta bad ki training jong ka 

SEWA? 

1 Haoid 

2 Em → END 

Q708 

Lada Haiod, Kum kino ki jait training 

phi lah ioh?  

(Note: wat pule ia ki options) 

 

A Iaki Skill building  

B Kumno ban pyndonkam tyngkai ia ka light 

C Da ka rep ka riang ba iarap ia ka mariang 

D Shim ram bad kumno ban kynshew  



E Don da kiwei ki daw 

99 NA 

Q709 
Lada Em, kum kino ki kynja training ba 

phi khlem ioh kiba phi la kwah? 

A Iaki Skill building  

B Kumno ban pyndonkam tyngkai ia ka light 

C Da ka rep ka riang ba iarap ia ka mariang 

D Shim ram bad kumno ban kynshew  

E Don da kiwei ki daw 

99 NA 

Q710 
Ka training ka ba phi la ioh, ka iarap ne 

em iaphi? 

1 Haoid 

2 Em 
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Introduction and Warm up 

Hello everyone! My name is ____________. We are coming from VoxPopuli, an organization 

collaborating with SEWA to conduct a Survey.  

In the last 3 years SEWA has worked with women SEWA members who lack access and capacity to 

access digital mobile technologies for financial transactions and benefits from higher levels of 

financial literacy to keep pace with current market requirements to improve their livelihoods and 

increase their incomes. Before the project started we had conduced a survey (baseline) and we 

may have come to you for the same to find out the level of usage of the digital mobile technologies 

for financial transaction. Now after three years we want to find out the impact of the project and 

the work that has been done by SEWA with you and other women SEWA members in six states like 

Gujarat, Rajasthan, UP, Bihar, Assam and Meghalaya.  

First and foremost I would like to thank you all for sparing your valuable time to come and 
talk to us today.  

Please remember there are no right or wrong answers – just your opinions and ideas, how 

you feel about certain matters related to digital financial literacy and access to it. I would 

request each of you to participate. Your views, ideas and feelings are very important for 

us. I would like to reiterate my promise that all information provided by you today and 

the identities will be treated in strict confidence. 

This session will take about two hours. I would request you to kindly participate in the discussions 

till the end. May we then begin with a brief introduction of each one of you?  

Details about Family  

Socio-Economic Conditions of the Community 

Ask the group to give a brief socio-economic profile of the village –  

1. What is the social structure of the community,  

2. What are the main, secondary and tertiary occupations of the people of the village? They 

should also share the types of business in which the villagers are engaged.  

3. How much land is irrigated overall in the village? Is electricity available for farming?  if yes how 

many farmers and their profile – large, medium and small farmers; how many of them are 

women farmers?  

4. What are the various sources of drinking water in the village? What are the various sources of 

water for other needs? How far do they have to travel to collect this water? Whose 

responsibility is it to collect water if it is away from home? How much time is spent if collecting 

water? Do you have to pay for drinking and other water? If yes,  how much? 

5. The general education status of men and women in the village. Where is the nearest school 

and till what class? Do all boys and girls go to school? If they don’t then the reasons – 

separately for boys and girls? Is there drop out of boys and girls and reasons for it? Status of 

transition from primary to secondary 



6. How many Anganwadis are there in the village? / their location by hamlets? Is there any section 

of the village community that is unable to benefit fully from the Aanganwadi? What are the 

reasons for the same? 

7. Is there a PHC in the village – if not, how far is it? In case of routine illness in the family who do 

the villagers generally approach? What time is the doctor available? Does the ANM visit the 

village regularly? What more facilities do you think should be available for addressing the 

health needs in the village? Is 108 (ambulance) services available in the village? How is it. What 

are the government schemes related to health that they are accessing.  

8. Which government schemes are you aware that has benefitted the people of the village? Who 

has helped you in applying for the schemes? If people are not benefiting from various schemes 

then what are the reasons behind it? 

9. Has anyone or anyone of you received any training related to skill building; energy 

conservation; sustainable agriculture or credit and savings. Would you like any more training? 

Reasons for not attending (if they say that they have not attended any such training) 

10. How have the trainings helped you  

Familiarity with SEWA and its Services 

1. Do you or your family avail any of the core SEWA services? If yes, which? How useful has 

the service been in terms of improvement of the household economy? financial literacy, 

women empowerment, access to services, etc. (let the respondents elaborate)? 

2. Is there a need for any additional services you would like from SEWA? If yes, what services 

3. Are you familiar with any new SEWA services that were offered during the COVID pandemic 

in 2020 / 2021 and may have been continued hence? 

4. Has SEWA helped you access new opportunities/knowledge which have positively affected 

your livelihood? 

5. Do farmers visit the Jankari and Sanshodhan Kendra of SEWA for agriculture information?  

6. Have the farmers received and/or read SMSs for the same? (Assess separately for women 

and men) 

7. Are you aware of any government incentives or schemes to promote entrepreneurship 

among women or for women empowerment? If yes, which incentives/schemes are you 

aware of?  

8. Who has made you aware of these government incentives and schemes 

Impact on family income in recent years especially in 2022 compared to 2018 

1. What has changed over the last 3 years (barring the lockdown period of 2020-21) in the way 

you conduct business, undertake financial transaction and use digital devices and services 

a. What are the main reasons for such change 

b. Are the changes seen uniformly across all segments of the village community, or 

have some groups changed more than others? Who and why? 

2. What has been the nature of changes in women’s use of digital devices and services? 

a. What are the main reasons for such changes? 

b. Have some women benefitted more than others? Why? 

c. Are young girls and boys also affected by the same? How? 

3. Can you cite examples of the economic benefits (income gains) resulting from the use of 

digital financial services by women and men? Have there been any other benefits, e.g., 



access to information, weather forecast, etc., that are being used more after the 

programme? 

Digital Readiness and Capacity Building 

Ask the group about access and usage of Smartphone; digital devices, 3G/4G connectivity, access 

to Wi-Fi, access to and usage of Internet 

1. What is the extent of access and usage of phones in the village among men, women and youth 

(boys and girls) (even children nowadays, especially post-COVID, for studies/to watch 

cartoons??)? Who uses them and for what purposes? What are the types of phones generally 

used by the different groups? Are there any social restrictions on women and/or girls (or any 

other group) in the use of phones? (Seek community/caste-specific responses)? 

2. What are the various digital devices that the group is familiar with – like computer, laptop, 

tablet, Smartphone, etc 

3. If the group is aware and familiar about the digital devices, ask – how long have you been 

using these? Who introduced you to them? Were you given any training? If yes, then who 

provided the training, where and when? 

4. What kind of connectivity do they have – 3G/4G/5G? What is the quality of connectivity? Are 

you able to easily access internet and/or common apps like Facebook, WhatsApp, etc. 

5. Do they have access to Wi-Fi and do they use the Internet – which group in the village uses it 

and what do they use it for? On which devices do they access the Internet?  

6. How familiar are the women with this technology – using a mobile and also the internet? 

7. Has there been any special orientation or training done for women by anyone on how to use 

the mobile phone/ internet/ any phone-based apps? How many women in the village and how 

many girls would have undergone such training? Who provided the training? Has there been 

peer-to-peer learning too? What percentage women would have learned from peers or other 

members in the family? Did any of the trained women help other women or family members 

in learning? 

Digital Literacy and Financial Literacy Levels 

1. What is the mobile phone generally used for by men; women and young people?  

2. Do you have your own smart phone? (If No, ask question 3)  

3. Do you think smart phones and digital services are useful?  Will you purchase a smart phone 

for your own use in the near future? 

4. How do you (as a group) assess your knowledge and skills about various features of the 

mobile? 

5. What do you find difficult to use in the phone and what (features) are you comfortable using?  

Note: If they don’t mention banking, etc then ask: Is it used for Banking; payment of bills; 

sending/receiving money/ UPI payments; shopping; purchase of tickets or for business. Who 

uses it – men, women or young people? 

6. Have they received any training in the use of digital devices for financial transactions? If yes, 

which organisation provided the training and when? Was the training adequate or did they 

need additional support to get started/ continue using the service? 

7. How many transactions do you do digitally generally? Do you use digital modes for your 

financial interactions with SEWA? 



8. Would you like any follow-up trainings? If yes, please suggest what training? Buffaloes  

Access to and Use of Digital and Non-Digital Financial Products/Services 

1. What are the saving habits of the group and of the village as a whole? Do women also save? If 

they do, then where and how? Do they have access to a bank nearby?  

2. Do they have SHGs or microfinance institutions? How many SHGs are there in the village and 

what are the nature of activities they are involved in? What percentage of women are 

members of SHGs? 

3. Generally, who do you approach when you need a loan? What is the loan size (amount), the 

interest that you are charged, and other terms (such as collateral, duration, etc.? 

4. What type of financial institutions and services do you have access to?  

5. Do they go to the bank for their transactions? What is the distance of nearest available bank 

branch from your village? What is the cost that they incur in each visit to the bank? Do they 

travel alone or with another member/ family? 

6. Are there any Bank Saathis in the village that you have access to? What is the nature of services 

or support received from them? Which Bank/s are they linked with? 

7. Is there an ATM in or near your village? what is the distance of the ATM from your village? 

8. What kind of account do the men and women have in the bank? 

9. How do they do payments, withdrawal, remittances in a bank? How do they access the 

services – in person; net banking or phone banking? Do they do it by themselves or other 

family member does it for them or they do it with someone’s assistance or they do it through 

an agent? 

10. Device (s) used for Phone or net-banking facility?  

11. Check if they are familiar with ATM, PayTM, GPay, PhonePe, BHIM, UPI, E-Wallet, etc. Do they 

do any cashless transactions? Do they face any difficulties in cashless transactions/ have any 

reservations about them? What precautions do they take while doing digital financial 

transactions?   

12. Do you feel the need for (further) training in the use of mobile phone for using Non-Financial 

Services (such as …making a call, writing SMS, using Social media, etc) 

13. Have they received any such training in the last 1 or 2 years 

14. Do you feel the need for training in the use of mobile phone for using Financial 

Products/Services (such as …NEFT transaction; Paytm. Gpay, UPI payments)? Have you 

received any such training? 

15. Have you or another family member received any training in the use of digital financial 

products and/or services (such as…using ATM card for withdrawal of cash; debit/credit card 

transaction; etc) 

16. Have any of you received training on using the phone/digital payments for business activities? 

17. Who helped you to learn about digital payments? 

18. Have you received training/ information on financial literacy (Hint: DFLT)? 

Access and Awareness 

1. Are you aware of any government incentives or schemes to promote entrepreneurship 

among women? If yes, which incentives/schemes are you aware of?  

2. Have anyone you know or you received training/ information on entrepreneurship 

development (EDP)? 



3. Has the training made any difference in how you or anyone you know do business? 

4. Who has made you aware of these government incentives and schemes? 

5. Have you or anyone else in your family participated in any financial digital literacy and 

awareness programmes? Who conducted this programme? What was learnt in these 

programmes? 

6. Is there a common Services Centre (CSC) in the area?  

7. Is there a common Services Centre (CSC) in the area/village or nearby? Where? What services 

do you avail there, if any? 

Effectiveness of Program 

1. Have you been part of the program of SEWA to help you use the digital media for financial 

transaction? 

2. Which trainings have you participated in for Digital Financial Literacy? How was the training 

overall? What have been the benefits of the training? 

3. How did the program help you in tackling the COVID Pandemic?  

4. Did you get any COVID related messages from SEWA? 

5. Do you know about COVID Crisis Number (SEWA Sahayata Number)?  

6. Do you have any issues in terms of the trainings provided?  (Issues could include not enough 

training, needs more hand holding support, trouble shooting, etc.) 

COVID Repercussions 

1. How did COVID affect the life of the men, women, youth and children of your village 

2. How did you cope with your day to day needs? 

3. How did you manage your livelihood and other expenses? 

4. Did COVID force you to start using digital Apps for making and receiving payments 

5. How did you learn to do that? 

6. Did you receive any training for that from anyone? 

7. Who gave you such training and what all was taught in it? 

8. How comfortable were the women in using the technology? 

9. Who was the most comfortable in using the technology? 
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પર્િચય અને વોમગ અપ 

દરેકને હલેો! માર ં નામ ____________. અમે સરે્વક્ષણ કરર્વા માટે SEWA સાથે સહયોગ કરિી સસં્થા VoxPopuli 
િરફથી આર્વી રહ્યા છીએ. છેલ્લા 3 ર્વર્ષો મા ંસેર્વાએ એર્વા મહહલા સેર્વા સભ્યો સાથે કામ કર્ ું છે કે જેમની પાસે 
આજીતર્વકા સ ધારર્વા અને પોિાની આર્વકમા ંર્વધારો કરર્વા માટે હાલના બજારની જરૂહરયાિ સાથે િાલમેલ જાળર્વી 
રાખર્વા  માટે નાણાકીય લેર્વડ દેર્વળ અને /નાણાકીય સાક્ષરિા ના ઉચ્ચ સ્િરના લાભ મેળર્વર્વા માટે ડીજીટલ 
મોબાઈલ ટેકનોલોજી સ ધીની પહોચ અને ક્ષમિાનો અભાર્વ છે. પ્રોજેક્ટ શરૂ થયો િે પહલેા ંઅમે એક સરે્વક્ષણ 
(બેઝલાઇન) કયો હિો જેના દ્વારા નાણાકીય વ્યર્વહાર માટે હડજજટલ મોબાઇલ ટેક્નૉલૉજીના ઉપયોગન  ંસ્િર જાણર્વા 
માટે અમે કદાચ િમારી પાસે આવ્યા હોઈશ .ં હરે્વ ત્રણ ર્વર્ષષ પછી અમે ગ જરાિ, રાજસ્થાન, ર્ પી, બબહાર, આસામ 

અને મેઘાલય જેર્વા છ રાજ્યોમા ંSEWA દ્વારા િમારી અને અન્ય મહહલા SEWA સભ્યો સાથે પ્રોજેક્ટની અસર અને 
કાયષને જાણર્વા માગંીએ છીએ.. 
સૌ પ્રથમ,  હ  ંઆજે અમારી સાથે આર્વીને ર્વાિ કરર્વા માટે િમારો હકિંમિી સમય ફાળર્વર્વા બદલ િમારો આભાર 
માન  ંછ.ં 
કૃપા કરીને યાદ રાખો કે કોઈ સાચા કે ખોટા જર્વાબો નથી - ફક્િ િમારા મિંવ્યો અને તર્વચારો, િમે હડજજટલ 
નાણાકીય સાક્ષરિા અને િેની ઍક્સેસ સબંતંધિ કેટલીક બાબિો તર્વશે કે્  ંઅન ભર્વો છો. હ  ંિમને દરેકને ભાગ લેર્વા 
તર્વનિંી કરીશ. િમારા તર્વચારો અને લાગણીઓ અમારા માટે ખબૂ જ મહત્ર્વપણૂષ છે. હ  ંમારી ર્વાિ ને  પ નરાર્વતિિિ 
કરર્વા માગં  છ ંકે આજે િમારા દ્વારા આપર્વામા ંઆરે્વલી િમામ માહહિી અને ઓળખને ગ પ્િ રાખર્વામા ં આર્વશે. 
આ ર્વાિચીિ લગભગ બે કલાક સ ધી ચાલશે.. હ  ંિમને અંિ સ ધી ચચાષમા ંભાગ લેર્વા તર્વનિંી કરીશ. િો શ  ંઅમે 
િમારા દરેકના ટૂંકા  પહરચય સાથે શરૂ કરી શકીએ? 
 
કુટુાંિ વવશે વવગતો 
સમદુાયની સામાજજક-આવથિક પહરસ્સ્થવત 
જૂથને ગામની સબંક્ષપ્િ સામાજજક-આતથિક રૂપરેખા આપર્વા માટે કહો – 
1. સમ દાયન  ંસામાજજક માળખ  ંશ  ંછે, 
2.  ગામના લોકોનો મ ખ્ય, ગૌણ અને તિૃીય વ્યર્વસાય શ  ંછે? િેઓએ િે વ્યર્વસાયના પ્રકારો પણ શેર કરર્વા 

જોઈએ જેમા ંગ્રામજનો રોકાયેલા છે. 
3. ગામમા ંએકંદરે કેટલી જમીન તસિંચાઈ છે? શ  ંખેિી માટે ર્વીજળી ઉપલબ્ધ છે? જો હા િો કેટલા ખેડૂિો અને 

િેમની પ્રોફાઇલ - મોટા, મધ્યમ અને નાના ખેડૂિો; િેમાથંી કેટલી મહહલા ખેડૂિો છે? 
4. ગામમા ંપીર્વાના પાણીના તર્વતર્વધ સ્ત્રોિ કયા છે? અન્ય જરૂહરયાિો માટે પાણીના તર્વતર્વધ સ્ત્રોિો શ  ંછે? આ 

પાણી એકઠ ં કરર્વા માટે િેઓએ કેટલી દૂર સ ધી મ સાફરી કરર્વી પડે છે? જો િે ઘરથી દૂર હોય િો પાણી 



એકતત્રિ કરર્વાની જર્વાબદારી કોની છે? પાણી એકતત્રિ કરર્વામા ંકેટલો સમય પસાર થાય છે? શ  ંિમારે 
પીર્વાના અને અન્ય પાણી માટે પૈસા ચકૂર્વર્વા પડે છે? જો હા, િો કેટલા? 

5. ગામમા ંપ ર ર્ષો અને સ્ત્રીઓની સામાન્ય તશક્ષણની ક્સ્થતિ. સૌથી નજીકની શાળા ક્ા ંછે અને કયા ર્વગષ સ ધી 
છે? શ  ંબધા છોકરાઓ અને છોકરીઓ શાળાએ જાય છે? જો ના, િો િેના કારણો - છોકરાઓ અને છોકરીઓ 
માટે અલગથી. છોકરાઓ અને છોકરીઓના ડ્રોપ આઉટ થાય િો િેના કારણો? પ્રાથતમકથી માધ્યતમકમા ં
સિંમણની ક્સ્થતિ 

6. ગામમા ંકેટલી આંગણર્વાડીઓ છે? / િે ક્ા ંક્સ્થિ છે? શ  ંગામડાના સમ દાયનો કોઈ એર્વો ર્વગષ છે જે 
આંગણર્વાડીનો સપંણૂષ લાભ મેળર્વી શકિો નથી? એના ંકારણો શ  ંછે? 

7. શ  ંગામમા ંકોઈ PHC છે - જો નથી, િો િે કેટલ  ંદૂર છે? પહરર્વારમા ંતનયતમિ બીમારીના હકસ્સામા ં
ગ્રામજનો સામાન્ય રીિે કોનો સપંકષ કરે છે? ડૉક્ટર કયા સમયે ઉપલબ્ધ છે? શ  ંANM તનયતમિપણે ગામની 
મ લાકાિ લે છે? િમારા મિે ગામમા ંઆરોગ્યની જરૂહરયાિોને પહોંચી ર્વળર્વા ર્વધ  કઈ સ તર્વધાઓ ઉપલબ્ધ 
હોર્વી જોઈએ? શ  ંગામમા ં108 (એમ્બ્ર્ લન્સ) સેર્વાઓ ઉપલબ્ધ છે? િે કેર્વી રીિે છે. આરોગ્યને લગિી 
સરકારની કઈ કઈ યોજનાઓ છે જેનો િેઓ ઉપયોગ કરી રહ્યા છે. 

8. િમે કઈ સરકારી યોજનાઓથી ર્વાકેફ છો જેનાથી ગામના લોકોને ફાયદો થયો છે? યોજનાઓ માટે અરજી 
કરર્વામા ંિમને કોણે મદદ કરી છે? જો લોકોને તર્વતર્વધ યોજનાઓનો લાભ મળિો નથી િો િેની પાછળના 
કારણો શ  ંછે? 

9.  શ  ંિમારામાથંી કોઈએ કૌશલ્ય તનમાષણને લગિી કોઈ િાલીમ લીધી છે; ઊજાષ સરંક્ષણ; ટકાઉ કૃતર્ષ અથર્વા 
િેહડટ અને બચિ. શ  ંિમે ર્વધ  િાલીમ લેર્વા માગંો છો?  (જો િેઓ કહ ેકે િેઓએ આર્વી કોઈ િાલીમમા ં
હાજરી આપી નથી) હાજરી ન આપર્વાના કારણો 

10. આ િાલીમો એ િમને કેર્વી રીિે મદદ કરી છે  

SEWA અને તેની સેવાઓ સાથે પહરબચતતા 

1. શ  ંિમે અથર્વા િમારા પહરર્વાર માથંી કોઈએ SEWAની મ ખ્ય સેર્વાઓનો લાભ લીધો છે? જો હા, િો કઈ? 
િે  સેર્વા ઘરના અથષિતં્રમા ંસ ધારો કરર્વા માટે કેટલી ઉપયોગી થઈ છે? નાણાકીય સાક્ષરિા, મહહલા 
સશક્ક્િકરણ, સેર્વાઓની પહોચ  ર્વગેરે. (તર્વગિર્વાર જણાર્વર્વા દો) 

2. શ  ંિમને SEWA િરફથી કોઈ ર્વધારાની સેર્વાઓની જરૂર છે? જો હા, િો કઈ સેર્વાઓ 
3. શ  ંિમે SEWA ની કોઈપણ નર્વી સેર્વા થી પહરબચિ છો, જે િમને 2020 / 2021 મા ંકોતર્વડ રોગચાળા 

દરતમયાન આપર્વામા ંઆર્વી હિી  જે અને જે અત્યારે પણ ચાલ  રાખર્વામા ંઆર્વી હશે? 
4. શ  ંSEWA એ િમને નર્વી િકો/જ્ઞાન મેળર્વર્વામા ંમદદ કરી છે, જેણે િમારી આજીતર્વકા પર સારી અસર કરી 

હોય? 
5. શ  ંખેડૂિો ખેિીર્વાડીની  માહહિી માટે SEWA ના જાણકારી  અને સશંોધન કેન્રની મ લાકાિ લે છે? 
6. શ  ંખેડૂિોને િેના માટે SMS પ્રાપ્િ થયા છે અને/અથર્વા ર્વાચં્યા છે? (સ્ત્રીઓ અને પ ર ર્ષો માટે અલગથી 

પછૂપરછ કરો) 
7. શ  ંિમે મહહલાઓમા ંઉદ્યોગસાહતસકિાને પ્રોત્સાહન આપર્વા અથર્વા મહહલા સશક્ક્િકરણ માટે કોઈપણ 

સરકારી પ્રોત્સાહનો અથર્વા યોજનાઓથી ર્વાકેફ છો? જો હા, િો િમે કયા પ્રોત્સાહનો / યોજનાઓથી ર્વાકેફ 
છો? 

8. આ સરકારી પ્રોત્સાહનો અને યોજનાઓ તર્વશે િમને કોણે માહહિગાર કયાષ છે/જાણકારી આપી છે 

2018ની સરખામણીમાાં તાજેતરના વષોમાાં ખાસ કરીને 2022માાં કુટુાંિની આવક પર અસર 



1. છેલ્લા 3 ર્વર્ષષમા ં(2020-21ના લોકડાઉન સમયગાળાને બાદ કરિા)ં િમે જે રીિે વ્યર્વસાય કરો છો, 
નાણાકીય વ્યર્વહાર કરો છો અને હડજજટલ ઉપકરણો અને સેર્વાઓનો ઉપયોગ કરો છો િેમા ંશ  ંબદલાર્વ 
આવ્યો છે 

a. આર્વા પહરર્વિષનના મ ખ્ય કારણો શ  ંછે 
b. શ  ંગ્રામ્ય સમ દાયના િમામ તર્વસ્િારોમા ંએકસરખા ફેરફારો જોર્વા મળે છે, અથર્વા કેટલાક જૂથો 

અન્ય/બીજા જૂથ કરિા ર્વધ  બદલાયા છે? કોણ અને શા માટે? 
2. હડજજટલ ઉપકરણો અને સેર્વાઓના ઉપયોગમા ંમહહલાઓમા ં ફેરફારોન  ંસ્ર્વરૂપ શ  ંછે? 

a. આર્વા ફેરફારોના મ ખ્ય કારણો શ  ંછે? 
b. શ  ંકેટલીક સ્ત્રીઓને અન્ય કરિા ંર્વધ  ફાયદો થયો છે? શા માટે? 
c. શ  ંર્ ર્વાન છોકરીઓ અને છોકરાઓ પણ િેનાથી પ્રભાતર્વિ છે? કેર્વી રીિે? 

3. શ  ંિમે મહહલાઓ અને પ ર ર્ષો દ્વારા હડજજટલ નાણાકીય સેર્વાઓના ઉપયોગથી થિા આતથિક લાભો (આર્વકના 
લાભો) ના ઉદાહરણો જણાર્વી શકો છો? શ  ંત્યા ંકોઈ અન્ય લાભો છે, જેમ કે, માહહિીની પહોચ, હર્વામાનની 
આગાહી ર્વગેરે, જેનો પ્રોગ્રામ પછી ર્વધ  ઉપયોગ થઈ રહ્યો છે? 

હડજજટલ રેડીનેસ અને કેપવેસટી બિલ્ડીંગ 
સ્માટષફોનના ર્વપરાશ અને ઉપયોગ તર્વશે જૂથને પછૂો; હડજજટલ ઉપકરણો, 3G/4G કનેક્ક્ટતર્વટી, Wi-Fi 
સ ધીની પહોચ, ઇન્ટરનેટની પહોચ  અને ઉપયોગ 

1. ગામમા ંપ રૂર્ષો, સ્ત્રીઓ અને ર્ ર્વાનો (છોકરાઓ અને છોકરીઓ) ર્વચ્ચે ફોનની પહોચ  અને ઉપયોગની હદ 
કેટલી છે? (આજકાલના બાળકો પણ, ખાસ કરીને કોતર્વડ પછી, અભ્યાસ માટે/કાટૂષન જોર્વા માટે??)? કોણ 
િેનો ઉપયોગ કરે છે અને કયા હતે  ઓ માટે? સામાન્ય રીિે તર્વતર્વધ જૂથો દ્વારા કયા પ્રકારના ફોનનો ઉપયોગ 
કરર્વામા ંઆરે્વ છે? શ  ંફોનના ઉપયોગમા ંમહહલાઓ અને/અથર્વા છોકરીઓ (અથર્વા અન્ય કોઈ જૂથ) પર કોઈ 
સામાજજક પ્રતિબધંો છે? (સમ દાય/જાતિ-તર્વતશષ્ટ જર્વાબો જોઈએ છે)? 

2. જૂથ કયા હડજજટલ ઉપકરણોથી પહરબચિ છે - જેમ કે કમ્પ્ર્ ટર, લેપટોપ, ટેબ્લેટ, સ્માટષફોન, ર્વગેરે 
3. જો જૂથ હડજજટલ ઉપકરણો તર્વશે ર્વાકેફ અને પહરબચિ હોય, િો પછૂો – િમે કેટલા સમયથી આનો ઉપયોગ 

કરી રહ્યા ંછો? િેમની સાથે િમારો પહરચય કોણે કરાવ્યો? શ  ંિમને કોઈ િાલીમ આપર્વામા ંઆર્વી હિી? 
જો હા, િો િાલીમ કોણે, ક્ા ંઅને ક્ારે આપી? 

4. િેમની પાસે કેર્વા પ્રકારની કનેક્ક્ટતર્વટી છે – 3G/4G/5G? કનેક્ક્ટતર્વટીની ગ ણર્વત્તા શ  ંછે? શ  ંિમે 
સરળિાથી ઈન્ટરનેટ અને/અથર્વા ફેસબ ક, ર્વોટ્સએપ ર્વગેરે જેર્વી સામાન્ય એપ્સ ર્વાપરી શકો છો? 

5. શ  ંિેમની પાસે ર્વાઈ-ફાઈની પહોચ  છે અને શ  ંિેઓ ઈન્ટરનેટનો ઉપયોગ કરે છે - ગામન  ંકર્  ંજૂથ િેનો 
ઉપયોગ કરે છે અને િેઓ િેનો ઉપયોગ શેના માટે કરે છે? િેઓ કયા ઉપકરણો પર ઇન્ટરનેટ ચાલ   કરે 
છે? 

6. મહહલાઓ આ ટેક્નોલોજીથી કેટલી પહરબચિ છે – મોબાઈલ અને ઈન્ટરનેટનો પણ ઉપયોગ કરે છે? 
7. શ  ંમોબાઈલ ફોન/ઈન્ટરનેટ/કોઈપણ ફોન-આધાહરિ એપ્સનો ઉપયોગ કેર્વી રીિે કરર્વો િે અંગે કોઈ વ્યક્ક્િ 

દ્વારા મહહલાઓ માટે કોઈ તર્વશેર્ષ િાલીમ આપર્વામા ંઆર્વી છે? ગામની કેટલી સ્ત્રીઓ અને કેટલી છોકરીઓએ 
આર્વી િાલીમ લીધી હશે? િાલીમ કોણે આપી? શ  ંસરખે સરખા લોકો ર્વચ્ચે શીખ્ -ંશીખર્વાડ્  ં(આપ-લે) 
થર્  ં છે? સાથીદારો અથર્વા ક ટ ંબના અન્ય સભ્યો પાસેથી કેટલા ટકા સ્ત્રીઓ શીખી હશે? શ  ં પ્રતશબક્ષિ 
મહહલાઓમાથંી કોઈએ અન્ય મહહલાઓ કે પહરર્વારના સભ્યોને શીખર્વામા ંમદદ કરી છે? 



હડજજટલ સાક્ષરતા અને નાણાકીય સાક્ષરતા સ્તર 
1. પ ર ર્ષો, સ્ત્રીઓ અને ર્ ર્વાન લોકો દ્વારા સામાન્ય રીિે મોબાઇલ ફોનનો ઉપયોગ શેના માટે થાય છે? 
2. શ  ંિમારી પાસે િમારો પોિાનો સ્માટષ  ફોન છે? (જો ના, પ્રશ્ન 3 પછૂો) 
3. શ  ંિમને લાગે છે કે સ્માટષ ફોન અને હડજજટલ સેર્વાઓ ઉપયોગી છે? શ  ંિમે નજીકના ભતર્વષ્યમા ંિમારા 

પોિાના ઉપયોગ માટે સ્માટષ ફોન ખરીદશો? 
4. િમે (એક જૂથ િરીકે) મોબાઇલની તર્વતર્વધ તર્વશેર્ષિાઓ તર્વશે િમારા જ્ઞાન અને કૌશલ્યન  ંમલૂ્યાકંન કેર્વી રીિે 

કરશો? 
5. િમને ફોનમા ંશ  ંર્વાપર્  ંઅઘર ં લાગે છે અને કઇ (સ તર્વધાઓ) ર્વાપરર્વામા ંિમને સરળ લાગે છે? 

નોંધ: જો િેઓ બેંહકિંગ ર્વગેરેનો ઉલ્લેખ કરિા નથી, િો પછૂો: શ  ંિેનો (ફોનનો) ઉપયોગ બેંહકિંગ માટે થાય છે; 
બબલની ચ કર્વણી; નાણા/ંર્ પીઆઈ પેમેન્ટ મોકલર્વા/પ્રાપ્િ કરર્વા; ખરીદી; હટહકટની ખરીદી અથર્વા વ્યર્વસાય 
માટે. કોણ િેનો ઉપયોગ કરે છે - પ ર ર્ષો, સ્ત્રીઓ અથર્વા ર્ ર્વાન લોકો? 

6. શ  ંિેઓએ નાણાકીય વ્યર્વહારો માટે હડજજટલ ઉપકરણોના ઉપયોગની કોઈ િાલીમ લીધી છે? જો હા, િો કઈ 
સસં્થાએ િાલીમ અને ક્ારે આપી? શ  ંિાલીમ પયાષપ્િ હિી અથર્વા િેમને સેર્વાનો ઉપયોગ શરૂ કરર્વા/ ચાલ  
રાખર્વા માટે ર્વધારાના ટેકાની જરૂર હિી? 

7. િમે સામાન્ય રીિે કેટલા હડજજટલ વ્યર્વહારો કરો છો? શ  ંિમે SEWA સાથે િમારી નાણાકીય વ્યર્વહાર  માટે 
હડજજટલ મોડ્સનો ઉપયોગ કરો છો? 

8. શ  ંિમે કોઈ ફોલો-અપ િાલીમ ઈચ્છો છો? જો હા, િો કૃપા કરીને કઈ િાલીમ િે સચૂર્વો 
 
હડજજટલ અને નોન-હડજજટલ નાણાકીય ઉત્પાદનો/સેવાઓની પહોચ અને ઉપયોગ 
1. જૂથ અને સમગ્ર ગામની બચિની આદિો શ  ંછે? શ  ંસ્ત્રીઓ પણ બચારે્વ છે? જો િેઓ કરે છે, િો પછી ક્ા ં

અને કેર્વી રીિે? શ  ંિેમની પાસે નજીકની બેંકની પહોચ છે? 
2. શ  ંિેમની ત્યા ં SHG અથર્વા માઇિોફાઇનાન્સ સસં્થાઓ છે? ગામમા ંકેટલા સ્ર્વસહાય જૂથો છે અને િેઓ કઈ 

પ્ર્તૃત્તઓમા ંસામેલ છે? સ્ર્વસહાય જૂથોની કેટલા ટકા સ્ત્રીઓ સભ્યો છે? 
3. સામાન્ય રીિે, જ્યારે િમને લોનની જરૂર હોય ત્યારે િમે કોનો સપંકષ કરો છો? લોનન  ંકદ (રકમ), િમારી 

પાસેથી ર્વસલૂર્વામા ંઆરે્વલ  ંવ્યાજ અને અન્ય શરિો (જેમ કે જામીનગીરી, સમયગાળો, ર્વગેરે) શ  ંછે? 
4. િમને કયા પ્રકારની નાણાકીય સસં્થાઓ અને સેર્વાઓની પહોચ છે? 
5. શ  ંિેઓ િેમના વ્યર્વહારો માટે બેંકમા ંજાય છે? િમારા ગામથી નજીકની ઉપલબ્ધ બેંક શાખાન  ંઅંિર કેટલ  ં

છે? બેંકની દરેક મ લાકાિમા ંિેમને કેટલો ખચષ થાય છે? શ  ંિેઓ એકલા મ સાફરી કરે છે કે અન્ય 
સભ્ય/પહરર્વાર સાથે? 

6. શ  ંગામમા ંકોઈ બેંક સાથીઓ છે જેની િમને પહોચ છે? િેમની પાસેથી મળિી સેર્વાઓ અથર્વા સમથષનન  ં
સ્ર્વરૂપ શ  ંછે? િેઓ કઈ બેંક/ઓ સાથે જોડાયેલા છે? 

7. શ  ંિમારા ગામમા ંકે િેની નજીક કોઈ ATM છે? િમારા ગામથી એટીએમન  ંઅંિર કેટલ  ંછે? 
8. બેંકમા ંપ ર ર્ષો અને સ્ત્રીઓન  ંકેર્વા પ્રકારન  ંખાત   ંછે? 
9. િેઓ બેંકમા ંપેમેન્ટ, ઉપાડ, રેતમટન્સ કેર્વી રીિે કરે છે? િેઓ કેર્વી રીિે સેર્વાઓનો ઉપયોગ કરે છે - 

રૂબરૂમા;ં નેટ બેક્ન્કિંગ કે ફોન બેક્ન્કિંગ? શ  ંિેઓ િે જાિે કરે છે અથર્વા પહરર્વારના અન્ય સભ્ય િેમના માટે 
કરે છે અથર્વા િેઓ કોઈની સહાયથી કરે છે અથર્વા િેઓ કોઈ એજન્ટ દ્વારા કરે છે? 

10. ફોન અથર્વા નેટ-બેંહકિંગ સ તર્વધા માટે ઉપયોગમા ંલેર્વાિા ઉપકરણ (ઓ)? 



11. િપાસો કે શ  ંિેઓ ATM, PayTM, GPay, PhonePe, BHIM, UPI, E-Wallet ર્વગેરેથી પહરબચિ છે. શ  ં
િેઓ કોઈ કેશલેસ વ્યર્વહારો કરે છે? શ  ંિેઓને કેશલેસ રાન્ઝેક્શનમા ં(પૈસા ર્વગરની લેર્વાદ-દેર્વડ) કોઈ 
મ શ્કેલીઓનો સામનો કરર્વો પડે છે/િેમના તર્વશે કોઈ શકંા છે? હડજજટલ નાણાકીય વ્યર્વહારો કરિી ર્વખિે 
િેઓ શ  ંસાર્વચેિી રાખે છે? 

12. શ  ંિમને બબન-નાણાકીય સેર્વાઓ (જેમ કે …કોલ કરર્વા, SMS લખર્વા, સોતશયલ મીહડયાનો ઉપયોગ ર્વગેરે) 
નો ઉપયોગ કરર્વા માટે મોબાઈલ ફોનના ઉપયોગ માટે (ર્વધ ) િાલીમની જરૂર લાગે છે? 

13. છેલ્લા એક-બે ર્વર્ષષ મા ંશ  ંિેમને આની કોઈ િાલીમ આપર્વામા ંઆર્વી છે  
14. શ  ંિમને નાણાકીય ઉત્પાદનો/સેર્વાઓ (જેમ કે …NEFT રાન્ઝેક્શન; Paytm. Gpay, UPI ચ કર્વણીઓ) નો 

ઉપયોગ કરર્વા માટે મોબાઇલ ફોનના ઉપયોગની િાલીમની જરૂર લાગે છે? શ  ંિમને આર્વી કોઈ િાલીમ 
આપર્વામા ંઆર્વી છે? 

15. શ  ંિમે અથર્વા ક ટ ંબના અન્ય સભ્યએ હડજજટલ નાણાકીય ઉત્પાદનો અને/અથર્વા સેર્વાઓના ઉપયોગની કોઈ 
િાલીમ લીધી છે (જેમ કે... રોકડ ઉપાડર્વા માટે ATM કાડષનો ઉપયોગ; ડેબબટ/િેહડટ કાડષ વ્યર્વહાર; ર્વગેરે) 

16. શ  ંિમારામાથંી કોઈએ વ્યર્વસાતયક પ્ર્તૃત્તઓ માટે ફોન/હડજજટલ ચકૂર્વણીનો ઉપયોગ કરર્વાની િાલીમ લીધી 
છે? 

17. હડજજટલ પેમેન્ટ તર્વશે જાણર્વામા ંિમને કોણે મદદ કરી? 
18. શ  ંિમે નાણાકીય સાક્ષરિા (સકેંિ: DFLT) પર િાલીમ/માહહિી પ્રાપ્િ કરી છે? 

પહોચ અને જાગવૃત 
1. શ  ં િમે મહહલાઓમા ં ઉદ્યોગસાહતસકિાને પ્રોત્સાહન આપર્વા માટેના કોઈપણ સરકારી પ્રોત્સાહનો અથર્વા 

યોજનાઓથી ર્વાકેફ છો? જો હા, િો િમે કયા પ્રોત્સાહનો/યોજનાઓથી ર્વાકેફ છો? 
2. શ  ંિમે કોઈને ઓળખો છો અથર્વા િમને એન્ટરતપ્રન્યોરશીપ  ડેર્વલપમેન્ટ (EDP) પર િાલીમ/ માહહિી મળી  

છે? 
3. શ  ંિમે જાણો છો કે િમને અથર્વા બીજા કોઈને િાલીમ દ્વારા  પોિાના વ્યર્વસાય મા ંકઈ ફરક પડયો હોય? 
4. આ સરકારી પ્રોત્સાહનો અને યોજનાઓ તર્વશે િમને કોણે માહહિગાર કયાષ છે? 
5. શ  ંિમે અથર્વા િમારા પહરર્વારમા ંઅન્ય કોઈએ કોઈપણ નાણાકીય હડજજટલ સાક્ષરિા અને જાગતૃિ કાયષિમોમા ં

ભાગ લીધો છે? આ કાયષિમ કોણે કરાવ્યો? આ કાયષિમોમા ંશ  ંશીખર્વા મળ્ર્ ?ં 
6. શ  ંઆ તર્વસ્િારમા ંકોઈ સામાન્ય સેર્વા કેન્ર (CSC) છે? 
7. શ  ંઆ તર્વસ્િારમા/ંગામમા ંકે નજીકમા ંકોઈ સામાન્ય સેર્વા કેન્ર (CSC) છે? ક્ા?ં િમે ત્યા ંકઈ સેર્વાઓનો 

લાભ લો છો, જો કોઈ હોય િો? 
કાયડક્રમની અસરકારકતા 
1. શ  ંિમે નાણાકીય વ્યર્વહાર માટે હડજજટલ મીહડયાનો ઉપયોગ કરર્વામા ંમદદ કરર્વા માટે SEWA ના 

કાયષિમનો ભાગ બન્યા છો? 
2. િમે હડજજટલ નાણાકીય સાક્ષરિા માટે કઈ િાલીમમા ંભાગ લીધો છે? એકંદરે િાલીમ કેર્વી રહી? િાલીમના 

ફાયદા શ  ંછે? 
3. કોતર્વડ રોગચાળાનો સામનો કરર્વામા ંકાયષિમે િમને કેર્વી રીિે મદદ કરી? 
4. શ  ંિમને SEWA િરફથી કોઈ COVID સબંતંધિ સદેંશા મળ્યા છે? 
5. શ  ંિમે કોતર્વડ િાઈતસસ નબંર (SEWA સહાયિા નબંર) તર્વશે જાણો છો? 



6. શ  ંિમને આપર્વામા ંઆર્વિી િાલીમના સદંભષમા ંકોઈ સમસ્યા છે? (સમસ્યાઓમા ંપરૂિી િાલીમ ન હોર્વી, 
ર્વધ  હને્ડ હોક્લ્ડિંગ સપોટષની જરૂર છે, મ શ્કેલી તનર્વારણ ર્વગેરેનો સમારે્વશ થઈ શકે છે.) 
કોવવડની અસરો 

1. િમારા ગામના પ ર ર્ષો, સ્ત્રીઓ, ર્ ર્વાનો અને બાળકોના જીર્વન પર કોતર્વડની કેર્વી અસર પડી? 
2. િમે િમારી રોજજિંદી જરૂહરયાિોનો સામનો કેર્વી રીિે કયો? 
3. િમે િમારી આજીતર્વકા અને અન્ય ખચાષઓન  ંસચંાલન કેર્વી રીિે કર્ ું? 
4. શ  ંCOVID એ િમને ચ કર્વણી કરર્વા અને પ્રાપ્િ કરર્વા માટે હડજજટલ એચ્પ્લકેશન્સનો ઉપયોગ કરર્વાન  ંશરૂ 
કરર્વા દબાણ કર્ ું? 
5. િમે િે કરર્વાન  ંકેર્વી રીિે શીખ્યા? 
6. શ  ંિમે િેના માટે કોઈની પાસેથી કોઈ િાલીમ લીધી છે? 
7. િમને આર્વી િાલીમ કોણે આપી અને િેમા ંશ  ંશીખર્વર્વામા ંઆવ્ર્ ?ં 
8. ટેક્નોલોજીનો ઉપયોગ કરર્વામા ંમહહલાઓ કેટલી ખ શાલ/ઉત્સાહી હિી? 
9. ટેક્નોલોજીનો ઉપયોગ કરર્વામા ંસૌથી ર્વધ  ખ શાલ/ઉત્સાહી કોણ હત  ?ં 
 
 

एांर्ि इन सर्े और इम्पैक्ट असेसमेंट 
एिजीर्ी हदश तनदेश 

2023 
पररचय और र् मा अप 
सभी को नमस्कार! मेरा नाम ____________ है। हम वोक्सपोपुली से आ रहे हैं, जो सवेक्ण करने के ललए 
सेवा के साथ सहयोग कर रही एक संस्था है। 
वपछले 3 वषों में सेवा ने महहला सेवा सदस्यों के साथ काम फकया है, जजनके पास अपनी आजीववका में सुधार 
करने और अपनी आय बढ़ाने के ललए मौजूदा बाजार की आवश्यकताओं के साथ तालमेल रखने के ललए ववत्तीय 
लेनदेन और ववत्तीय साक्रता के उच्च स्तर के  लाभ के ललए डडजजटल मोबाइल टेक्नोलॉजीज तक पहंुच और 
क्मता की कमी है। प्रोजेक्ट  शुरू होने से पहले हमने एक सवेक्ण (बेसलाइन) फकया था और ववत्तीय लेनदेन के 
ललए डडजजटल मोबाइल टेक्नोलॉजीज के उपयोग के स्तर का पता लगाने के ललए हम आपके पास आये होंगे। अब 
तीन साल बाद हम गुजरात, राजस्थान, यूपी, बबहार, असम और मेघालय जैस ेछह राज्यों में सेवा द्वारा आपके 
और सेवा की अन्य महहला सदस्यों के साथ प्रोजेक्ट के प्रभाव और फकए गए कायड का पता लगाना चाहते हैं। 
सबसे पहले मैं आप सभी को अपना बहुमूल्य समय देने और आज हमारे साथ बात करने के ललए धन्यवाद 
देना चाहता हंू। 
कृपया याद रखें फक कोई सही या गलत उत्तर नहीं हैं - केवल आपकी राय और ववचार जानना चाहते हे की, 
आप डडजजटल ववत्तीय साक्रता और उस तक पहंुच से संबंथधत कुछ मामलों के बारे में कैसा महसूस करते हैं। 
मैं आप में से प्रत्येक से भाग लेने का अनुरोध करंूगा/करुाँगी। आपके ववचार, और भावनाएं हमारे ललए बहुत 
महत्वपूणड हैं। मैं अपनी बात को फिरसे दोहराना चाहता हंू/चाहती हु फक आज आपके द्वारा प्रदान की गई सभी 
जानकारी और पहचान को पूरी तरह गोपनीय रखा जाएगा। 
यह बातचीत करीब दो घंटे की होगी। मैं आपसे अंत तक चचाड में भाग लेने का अनुरोध करंूगा/करुाँगी। तो क्या 
हम आप सभी के संक्षक्प्त पररचय के साथ शुरु कर सकते हैं? 
समुद य की स म ष्जक-आर्थाक पररष्स्थतिय ाँ 
गांव का एक संक्षक्प्त सामाजजक-आथथडक प्रोिाइल बनाने के ललए एक समूह – 



1. समुदाय की सामाजजक संरचना क्या है, 
2. गााँव के लोगों के मुख्य, द्ववतीय और ततृीय व्यवसाय कौन से हैं? उन्हें उस प्रकार के व्यवसाय को भी 

बताना चाहहए जजसमे गाव के और लोग भी जुडे हुए हे। 
3. गााँव में कुल फकतनी भूलम लसथंचत है? क्या खेती के ललए बबजली उपलसध है? यहद हां, तो फकतने फकसान 

हे और उनकी जानकारी - बडे, मध्यम और छोटे फकसान; इनमें से फकतनी महहला फकसान हैं? 
4. गााँव में पीने के पानी के ववलभन्न स्रोत कौन से हैं? अन्य जरूरतों के ललए पानी के ववलभन्न स्रोत क्या 

हैं? इस पानी को भरने के ललए उन्हें फकतनी दरू जाना पडता है? अगर घर से दरू है तो पानी भरन ेकी 
जजम्मेदारी फकसकी है? पानी भरन े में फकतना समय लगता है? क्या आपको पीने और अन्य पानी के 
ललए पेसे चुकाने पडते हे? यहद हां, तो फकतना ? 

5. गााँव में पुरुषों और महहलाओं की सामान्य लशक्ा की जस्थनत। नजदीक में  स्कूल कहााँ है और फकस कक्ा 
तक है? क्या सभी लडके और लडफकयां स्कूल जाते हैं? यहद वे नहीं जाते हैं तो कारण – (लडकों और 
लडफकयों के ललए अलग-अलग) क्या लडके और लडफकयों का िाप आउट है तो इसके क्या कारण हैं? 
प्राथलमक से माध्यलमक में संक्रमण की जस्थनत 

6. गांव में फकतनी आंगनबाडी हैं? वो कहा पर जस्थत हे? क्या ग्राम समुदाय का कोई वगड एसा हे जजसको 
फकसी आंगनवाडी से कोई भी  लाभ नहीं हुआ?  इसके क्या कारण हैं? 

7. क्या गांव में पीएचसी है- अगर नहीं तो फकतनी दरू है? पररवार में ननयलमत बीमारी के मामले में ग्रामीण 
आमतौर पर फकससे संपकड  करते हैं? डॉक्टर फकतने बजे उपलसध होता है? क्या एएनएम ननयलमत रूप से 
गांव आती हैं? आपके ववचार में गााँव में स्वास््य संबंधी आवश्यकताओं को पूरा करने के ललए और कौन-
सी सुववधाएाँ उपलसध होनी चाहहए? क्या गांव में 108 (एम्बलुेंस) सेवाए ंउपलसध हैं? कैसा है। स्वास््य से 
जुडी कौन-कौन सी सरकारी योजनाएं हैं, जजनका वे लाभ उठा रहे हैं। 

8. आप कौन सी सरकारी योजनाओं के बारे में जानते हैं जजससे गांव के लोगों को लाभ लमला है? योजनाओं 
के ललए आवेदन करने में आपकी मदद फकसने की? अगर लोगों को ववलभन्न योजनाओं का लाभ नहीं 
लमल रहा है तो इसके पीछे क्या कारण हैं? 

9. क्या आप में से फकसी ने कौशल ननमाडण से संबंथधत कोई प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया है; उजाड संरक्ण; हटकाऊ 
कृवष या ऋण और बचत। क्या आप और प्रलशक्ण लेना चाहेंगे? भाग न लेने के कारण (यहद वे कहते हैं 
फक उन्होंने ऐसे फकसी प्रलशक्ण में भाग नहीं ललया है) 

10. प्रलशक्ण ने आपकी फकस प्रकार सहायता की है 
 
सेर्  और इसकी सेर् ओां से पररर्चि 

1. क्या आप या आपका पररवार सेवा की फकसी सेवा का लाभ उठाते हैं? यहद हााँ, तो कौन सा? 
घरेलू अथडव्यवस्था में सुधार की दृजष्ट से यह सेवा फकतनी उपयोगी रही है? ववत्तीय साक्रता, 
महहला सशजक्तकरण, सेवाओं तक पहंुच आहद (उत्तरदाताओं को ववस्तार से बताने दे)? 

2. क्या आपको सेवा से फकसी और  सेवा की आवश्यकता है? यहद हां, तो कौन सी सेवाएं 
3. क्या आप सेवा की फकसी नई सेवा से पररथचत हैं, जो 2020/2021 में COVID महामारी के 

दौरान शुरू की गई थी और उसे जारी रखा गया हो? 
4. क्या SEWA ने आपको नए अवसरों/ज्ञान तक पहुाँचने में मदद की है जजसने आपकी आजीववका 

को बढाया हो 
5. क्या फकसान खेती संबंधी जानकारी के ललए सेवा के जनकारी और संशोधन कें द्र जाते हैं? 



6. क्या फकसानों को इसके ललए SMS लमले और/या पढे़? (महहलाओं और पुरुषों के ललए अलग-अलग 
पूछताछ करें) 

7. क्या आप महहलाओं के बीच उद्यमशीलता को बढ़ावा देने या महहला सशजक्तकरण के ललए फकसी 
सरकारी प्रोत्साहन या योजना के बारे में जानते हैं? यहद हां, तो फकन प्रोत्साहनों/ योजनाओं के बारे 
में आप जानते हैं? 

8. फकसीने आपको इन सरकारी प्रोत्साहनों और योजनाओं के बारे में जानकारी दी हे? 
 
2018 की िुिन  में ह ि के र्षों में वर्शेष रूप से 2022 में प ररर् ररक आय पर प्रभ र् 
 

1. वपछले 3 वषों में (2020-21 की लॉकडाउन अवथध को छोडकर) आपके व्यवसाय करने, ववत्तीय लेन-देन 
करने और डडजजटल उपकरणों और सेवाओं का उपयोग करने के तरीके में क्या बदलाव आया है? 
a. ऐसे बदलाव के मुख्य कारण क्या हैं 
b. क्या पररवतडन ग्राम समुदाय के सभी वगों में समान रूप स ेदेखे गए हैं, या कुछ समूह दसूरों की 

तुलना में अथधक बदल गए हैं? कौन और क्यों? 
2. डडजजटल उपकरणों और सेवाओं के महहलाओं के उपयोग में  कुछ पररवतडन हुआ हे?  

a. ऐसे पररवतडनों के मुख्य कारण क्या हैं? 
b. क्या कुछ महहलाओं को दसूरों की तुलना में ज्यादा लाभ हुआ है?? क्यों? 
c. क्या युवा लडफकयां और लडके भी इससे प्रभाववत होते हैं? कैसे? 

3. क्या आप महहलाओं और पुरुषों द्वारा डडजजटल ववत्तीय सेवाओं के उपयोग से होने वाले आथथडक लाभ 
(आय लाभ) के उदाहरण दे सकते हैं? क्या कोई अन्य लाभ हैं, जैसे जानकारी तक पहंुच, मौसम 
पूवाडनुमान आहद, जजनका उपयोग कायडक्रम के बाद अथधक फकया जा रहा है? 

डर्ष्जटि िैय री और क्षमि  तनम ाण 
लोगो को स्माटडिोन की पहंुच और उपयोग के बारे में पूछें ; डडजजटल उपकरण, 3जी/4जी कनेजक्टववटी, 
वाई-िाई तक पहंुच, इंटरनेट तक पहंुच और उपयोग.  

1. गांव में पुरुषों, महहलाओं और युवाओं (लडकों और लडफकयों) (यहां तक फक आजकल बच्चे भी, खासकर 
कोववड के बाद, पढ़ाई/काटूडन देखने के ललए) के बीच िोन की पहंुच और उपयोग की सीमा क्या है??) उनका 
उपयोग कौन और फकस उद्देश्य से करता है? ववलभन्न समूहों द्वारा आमतौर पर फकस प्रकार के िोन का 
उपयोग फकया जाता है? क्या िोन के उपयोग में महहलाओं और/या लडफकयों (या फकसी अन्य समूह) पर 
कोई सामाजजक प्रनतबंध हैं? (समुदाय/जानत-ववलशष्ट प्रनतफक्रयाओं की तलाश करें)? 

2. वे कौन से ववलभन्न डडजजटल उपकरण हैं जजनसे समूह पररथचत है - जैसे कंप्यूटर, लैपटॉप, टैबलेट, 
स्माटडिोन, आहद 

3. यहद समूह डडजजटल उपकरणों के बारे में जागरूक और पररथचत है, तो पूछें  - आप इनका उपयोग फकतने 
समय से कर रहे हैं? आपको वो फकसने लशखाया? क्या आपको कोई प्रलशक्ण हदया गया था? यहद हााँ, तो 
प्रलशक्ण फकसने, कहााँ और कब हदया था? 

4.  उनके पास फकस प्रकार की कनेजक्टववटी है - 3G/4G/5G? कनेजक्टववटी की गुणवत्ता क्या है? क्या आप 
आसानी से इंटरनेट और आम ऐप जैसे िेसबुक, व्हाट्सएप आहद का उपयोग कर सकते हे? 



5. क्या उनके पास वाई-िाई की सुववधा है और क्या वे इंटरनेट का उपयोग करते हैं - गााँव में कौन सा समूह 
इसका उपयोग करता है और वे इसका उपयोग फकस ललए करते हैं? वे फकन उपकरणों पर इंटरनेट का 
उपयोग करते हैं? 

6. महहलाएं इस तकनीक से फकतनी पररथचत हैं - मोबाइल और इंटरनेट का भी उपयोग करती हैं? 
7. क्या फकसी ने महहलाओं के ललए मोबाइल िोन/इंटरनेट/फकसी िोन-आधाररत ऐप का उपयोग करने के बारे 

में कोई ववशेष प्रलशक्ण हदया है? गांव में फकतनी महहलाओं और फकतनी लडफकयों ने इस तरह का 
प्रलशक्ण ललया होगा? प्रलशक्ण फकसने प्रदान फकया? क्या पीयर-टू-पीयर लननिंग भी हुई है? महहलाओं ने 
अपने साथथयों या पररवार के अन्य सदस्यों से फकतने प्रनतशत सीखा होगा? क्या फकसी प्रलशक्षक्त महहला ने 
सीखने में अन्य महहलाओं या पररवार के सदस्यों की मदद की? 

डर्ष्जटि स क्षरि  और वर्त्तीय स क्षरि  स्िर 
1. आमतौर पर पुरुषों; महहलाएं और युवा लोग द्वारा मोबाइल िोन का उपयोग फकस ललए होता  है? 
2. क्या आपके पास अपना स्माटड िोन है? (यहद नहीं, तो प्रश्न 3 पूछें ) 
3. क्या आपको लगता है फक स्माटड िोन और डडजजटल सेवाएं उपयोगी हैं? क्या आप नजदीक के  भववष्य 

में अपने स्वयं के उपयोग के ललए एक स्माटड िोन खरीदेंगे? 
4. आप (एक समूह के रूप में) मोबाइल की ववलभन्न ववशेषताओं के बारे में अपने ज्ञान और कौशल का 

आकलन फकस प्रकार करते हैं? 
5. आपको िोन में फकस चीज (िीचसड) का इस्तेमाल करना मुजश्कल लगता है और आपको कोनसे 

(िीचसड) का इस्तेमाल करने में आसानी हैं? 
नोट: यहद वे बैंफकंग आहद का उल्लेख नहीं करते हैं, तो पूछें : क्या यह बैंफकंग के ललए उपयोग फकया 
जाता है; बबलों का भुगतान; पैसे/यूपीआई भुगतान, पेसे भेजना/प्राप्त करना; खरीदारी; हटकटों की खरीद 
या व्यापार के ललए। इसका उपयोग कौन करता है - पुरुष, महहलाएं या युवा? 

6. क्या उन्होंने ववत्तीय लेन-देन के ललए डडजजटल उपकरणों के उपयोग में कोई प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया है? 
यहद हााँ, तो फकस संस्था ने प्रलशक्ण हदया और कब? क्या प्रलशक्ण पयाडप्त था या उन्हें सवेा का उपयोग 
शुरू करने/जारी रखने के ललए अनतररक्त सहायता की आवश्यकता थी? 

7. आम तौर पर आप डडजजटल रूप से फकतने लेन-देन करते हैं? क्या आप सेवा के साथ अपने ववत्तीय 
व्यवहारों के ललए डडजजटल माध्यमों का उपयोग करते हैं? 

8. क्या आप कोई िॉलो-अप प्रलशक्ण चाहेंगे? यहद हााँ, तो कृपया बताएं फक कौन-सा प्रलशक्ण है? 
डर्ष्जटि और गैर-डर्ष्जटि वर्त्तीय उत्प दों/सेर् ओां िक पहुांच और उनक  उपयोग 

1. समूह और पूरे गांव की बचत की आदतें क्या हैं? क्या महहलाएं भी बचत करती हैं? अगर करती हैं तो 
कहां और कैसे? क्या वो पास के फकसी बैंक तक जा सकती है? 

2. क्या उनके पास स्वयं सहायता समूह या माइक्रोिाइनेंस संस्थान हैं? गााँव में फकतने स्वयं सहायता समूह 
हैं और वे फकस प्रकार की गनतववथधयों में शालमल हैं? फकतने प्रनतशत महहलाएं SHG की सदस्य हैं? 

3. आम तौर पर, जब आपको लोन की आवश्यकता होती है तो आप फकससे संपकड  करते हैं? लोन का 
आकार (रालश), आपसे ललया जाने वाला सयाज और अन्य शतें (जैसे जालमनथगरी, अवथध, आहद) क्या 
हैं? 

4. फकस प्रकार के ववत्तीय संस्थानों और सेवाओं तक आपकी पहंुच है? 



5. क्या वे अपने लेन-देन के ललए बैंक जाते हैं? आपके गांव स ेननकटतम उपलसध बैंक शाखा की दरूी 
फकतनी है? बैंक तक के प्रत्येक सफ़र में उन्हें फकतना खचड करना पडता है? क्या वे अकेले या फकसी 
अन्य सदस्य/पररवार के साथ आते जाते हैं? 

6. क्या गांव में कोई बैंक साथी है जजससे आप संपकड  कर सकते हैं? उनसे प्राप्त होने वाली सेवाओं या 
समथडन की प्रकृनत क्या है? वे फकस बैंक से जुडे हैं? 

7. क्या आपके गांव में या उसके आस-पास कोई एटीएम है? आपके गांव से एटीएम की दरूी फकतनी है? 
8. बैंक में पुरुषों और महहलाओं का खाता फकस प्रकार का होता है? 
9. वे बैंक में भुगतान, ननकासी, प्रेषण कैसे करते हैं? वे सेवाओं तक कैसे पहुाँचते हैं - व्यजक्तगत रूप से; 

नेट बैंफकंग या िोन बैंफकंग? क्या वे इसे स्वयं करते हैं या पररवार के अन्य सदस्य उनके ललए करते हैं 
या वे इसे फकसी की सहायता से करते हैं या वे फकसी एजेंट के माध्यम से करते हैं? 

10. िोन या नेट-बैंफकंग सुववधा के ललए उपयोग फकए जाने वाल ेडीवाईसीस? 
11. जांचें फक क्या वे एटीएम, पेटीएम, जीपे, िोनपे, भीम, यूपीआई, ई-वॉलेट आहद से पररथचत हैं। क्या वे 

कोई कैशलेस लेनदेन करते हैं? क्या उन्हें कैशलेस लेन-देन में फकसी कहठनाई का सामना करना पडता 
है/उनके बारे में कोई आपवत्त है? डडजजटल ववत्तीय लेनदेन करते समय वे क्या सावधाननयां बरतते हैं? 

12. क्या आप गैर-ववत्तीय सेवाओं (जैसे ... कॉल करना, एसएमएस ललखना, सोशल मीडडया का उपयोग 
करना, आहद) का उपयोग करने के ललए मोबाइल िोन के उपयोग में प्रलशक्ण की आवश्यकता महसूस 
करते हैं? 

13. क्या उन्होंने वपछले 1 या 2 साल में ऐसा कोई प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया है 
14. क्या आप ववत्तीय उत्पादों/सेवाओं (जैसे ...एनईएिटी लेनदेन; पेटीएम, जीपीए, यूपीआई भुगतान) का 

उपयोग करने के ललए मोबाइल िोन के उपयोग में प्रलशक्ण की आवश्यकता महसूस करते हैं? क्या 
आपने ऐसा कोई प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया है? 

15. क्या आपने या पररवार के फकसी अन्य सदस्य ने डडजजटल ववत्तीय उत्पादों और/या सेवाओ ंके उपयोग में 
कोई प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया है (जैसे ... नकद ननकासी के ललए एटीएम काडड का उपयोग करना; डेबबट/के्रडडट 
काडड लेनदेन; आहद) 

16. क्या आप में से फकसी ने व्यावसानयक गनतववथधयों के ललए िोन/डडजजटल भुगतान का उपयोग करने का 
प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया है? 

17. आपको डडजजटल भुगतान के बारे में जानने में फकसने मदद की? 
18. क्या आपने ववत्तीय साक्रता पर प्रलशक्ण/जानकारी प्राप्त की है (संकेत: डीएिएलटी)? 

पहुांच और ज गरूकि  
1. क्या आप महहलाओं के बीच उद्यमशीलता को बढ़ावा देने के ललए फकसी सरकारी प्रोत्साहन या योजना 

के बारे में जानते हैं? यहद हां, तो फकन प्रोत्साहनों/योजनाओं के बारे में आप जानते हैं? 
2. क्या कोई ऐसा है जजसे आप जानते हैं या आपने उद्यमशीलता ववकास (ईडीपी) पर प्रलशक्ण/सूचना प्राप्त 

की है? 
3. क्या इस प्रलशक्ण से आपके या आपके फकसी पररथचत को व्यवसाय करने के तरीके में कोई बदलाव 

आया है? 
4. फकसने आपको इन सरकारी प्रोत्साहनों और योजनाओं के बारे में जानकारी दी है? 
5. क्या आपने या आपके पररवार में फकसी और ने फकसी ववत्तीय डडजजटल साक्रता और जागरूकता कायडक्रम 

में भाग ललया है? इस कायडक्रम का संचालन फकसने फकया? इन कायडक्रमों से क्या सीखा? 



6. क्या आपके क्ेत्र में एक सामान्य सेवा कें द्र (सीएससी) है? 
7. क्या आपके क्ेत्र/गााँव में या आस-पास कोई सामान्य सेवा कें द्र (CSC) है? कहााँ? आप वहां से फकन 

सेवाओं का लाभ उठाते हैं, यहद कोई हो? 
क याक्रम की प्रभ र्शीिि  
1. अब आप ववत्तीय लेनदेन के ललए डडजजटल मीडडया का उपयोग करने में मदद करने के ललए सेवा के कायडक्रम 

का हहस्सा हैं? 
2. डडजजटल ववत्तीय साक्रता के ललए आपने फकन प्रलशक्णों में भाग ललया है? मैं आपको प्रलशक्ण चौगा था? 

अब प्रलशक्ण से क्या लाभ? 
3. क्या कायडक्रम ने आपको कोववड महामारी से ननपटने में मदद की? 
4. क्या आपको सेवा से कोववड संबंधी अन्य संदेश लमले? 
5. क्या आप कोववड क्राइलसस नंबर (सेवा सहायता नंबर) के बारे में जानते हैं? 
6. प्रदान फकए गए प्रलशक्णों के संदभड में क्या आपको कोई समस्या है? (समस्याओं में पयाडप्त प्रलशक्ण न 

होना, अथधक हाथ पकडने वाले समथडन की आवश्यकता, समस्या ननवारण, आहद शालमल हो सकते हैं।) 
COVID क  प्रभ र् 
1. आपके गांव के पुरुषों, महहलाओं, युवाओं और बच्चों के जीवन पर कोववड का क्या प्रभाव पडा है? 
2. आपने अपनी रोजमराड की जरूरतों को कैसे पूरा फकया? 
3. आपने अपनी आजीववका और अन्य खचों का प्रबंधन कैसे फकया? 
4. क्या कोववड ने आपको पैसे का भुगतान करने और प्राप्त करने के ललए डडजजटल ऐप का उपयोग शुरू 

करने के ललए मजबूर फकया? 
5. आपने ऐसा करना कैसे सीखा? 
6. क्या आपने इसके ललए फकसी से कोई प्रलशक्ण प्राप्त फकया? 
7. आपको ऐसा प्रलशक्ण फकसने हदया और इसमें क्या-क्या लसखाया गया? 
8. महहलाएं तकनीक का इस्तेमाल करने में फकतनी सहज थीं? 
9. कनीक का उपयोग करने में सबसे अथधक सहज कौन था? 

 

অতিম অিযয়ন আৰু প্ৰভাৱৰ মূল্যায়ন 

এফজিতি (FGD) তনবদেশনা 

২০২৩ 

পতৰচয় 

সিদলাদি নমস্কাৰ! মমাৰ নাম ___________। আকম ভক্স   ুলী (Vox Populi) সংগঠনৰ  ৰা আকিম া ক  

মসৱাৰ সসদে এি গদৱষণা িৰাৰ উদেশযদৰ সিদ াগ িকৰদ ।  

ম াৱা 3 ব ৰে মসৱাই মেওেঁদলািৰ মকিলা সেসযসিলৰ সসদে িাম িকৰ আকিম   াৰ ওচৰে কবত্তী়ে 

মলনদেন িকৰবৰ বাদব কিজিদেল মমাবাইল প্ৰ ুজি আৰু উন্নে কবত্তী়ে সাক্ষৰোৰ  ৰা  াব  ৰা সুকবধাৰ 

অভাৱ আদ  আৰু  াৰ ফলে মেেঁওদলাদি বেতমানৰ বিাৰ সভযোৰ সসদে কমলাই চকল কনিৰ িীকৱিা 

আৰু উ ািতনৰ প্ৰগকে িৰাে কবফল সিদ । এই প্ৰিল্পৰ আৰম্ভকণৰ আগদেই আকম প্ৰাথ্কমি স্তৰৰ 

গদৱষণা  (দবচলাইন ) সম্পণু ত িকৰদ া আৰু আজিও আকম কবত্তী়ে মলনদেনৰ বাদব কিজিদেল মমাবাইল 

প্ৰ ুজিৰ বযৱিাৰৰ িাৰ িাকনবৰ বাদবই আদ ানাৰ ওচৰলল আকিদ া। একে়ো কেকন ব ৰৰ ক  ে আকম 

প্ৰিল্পদোৰ প্ৰভাৱ আৰু গুিৰাে, ৰািস্থান, উত্তৰ প্ৰদেশ, কবিাৰ, অসম আৰু মমঘাল়েৰ েদৰ  খন 



ৰািযে আদ ানাৰ আৰু মসৱাৰ অনযানয মকিলা সেসযসিলৰ সসদে মসৱাই িৰা িা তিলা ৰ কবষদ়ে 

িাকনব কবচাদৰা। 

সব তপ্ৰথ্দম মই আদ ানাদলাি সিদলাদি ধনযবাে িনাইদ া ম  আজি আদ ানাদলািৰ মূলযৱান 

সম়ে  সল আমাৰ সসদে িথ্া  াকেবলল আকিদ । 

অনুগ্ৰি িকৰ মনে ৰাকখব ম  ই়োে মিাদনা শুদ্ধ বা ভুল উত্তৰ নাই – মিৱল আদ ানাৰ মোমে 

আৰু ধাৰণা, কিজিদেল কবত্তী়ে সাক্ষৰো আৰু ই়োলল প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ সম্পিী়ে কি ুমান 

কবষ়েৰ কবষদ়ে আ ুকন মিদন অনুভৱ িদৰ। মই আদ ানাদলাি প্ৰদেযিদি অংশগ্ৰিণ 

িকৰবলল অনুদৰাধ িকৰদ া। আছপা াৰ দৃটষ্টভংগী, ধাৰণা আৰু অনুভূকে আমাৰ বাদব অকে 

গুৰুত্ব ূণ ত। মই  ুনৰ আদ ানাদলািি আশ্বাস কেব খুজিদ া ম  আজি আ ুকন প্ৰোন িৰা 

সিদলা েথ্য আৰু  কৰচ়েি অকে মগা নী়েোৰ সসদে বযৱিাৰ িৰা ি'ব। 

এই আদলাচনাৰ বাদব  প্ৰা়ে েুঘণ্টা সম়ে লাকগব। মই আদ ানাদলাি সিদলাদি অনুগ্ৰি িকৰ মশষললদি 

আদলাচনাে অংশগ্ৰিণ িকৰবলল অনুদৰাধ িকৰদ া। মেকে়ো ি’মল আকম আদ ানাদলাি প্ৰদেযিদৰ চমু  কৰচ়েৰ 

সসদে আৰম্ভ িকৰব  াদৰাদন? 

 কৰ়োলৰ কবষদ়ে কবৱৰণ 

সম্প্ৰদায়ৰ আৰ্ ে-সামাজিক তিতি 

মগােদোি গাওেঁখনৰ কবষদ়ে এি চমু আথ্ ত-সামাজিি বণ তনা কেবলল ি’ব – 

1. সমািৰ সামাজিি গা েঁথ্কন মিদনধৰণৰ 

2. গাওেঁখনৰ মলািসিলৰ মুখয, মগৌণ আৰু েৃেী়ে   তা়েৰ বৃকত্তদবাৰ কি কি? মেওেঁদলাদি গাওেঁবাসীসিদল মিদন 

ধৰণৰ বযৱসা়েে িকড়ে সি আদ  মসইদবাদৰা বণ তনা িৰা উকচে। 

3. গাওেঁখনে সামকগ্ৰিভাদৱ কিমান  কৰমাণৰ মাটেে িলকসঞ্চন িৰা ি়ে? িৃকষৰ বাদব কবেুযৎ ম াগান আদ  

মন?  কে আদ  কিমানিন িৃষিৰ আৰু মেওেঁদলাি মিান মশ্ৰণীৰ িৃষি – িাঙৰ, মিলী়ো মন কু্ষদ্ৰ িৃষি? 

মেওেঁদলািৰ কিমানগৰািী মকিলা িৃষি ি়ে? 

4. গাওেঁখনে মখাৱা  ানীৰ উৎসসমূি কি কি? অনযানয প্ৰদ়োিনী়েোৰ বাদব আৱশযিী়ে  ানীৰ উৎসদবাৰ কি 

কি? এই  ানী সংগ্ৰি িকৰবলল মেওেঁদলাি কিমান েূৰ  াব লগা ি়ে? ঘৰৰ  ৰা আেঁেৰে থ্াকিদল  ানী সংগ্ৰি 

িৰাদো িাৰ োক়েত্ব?  ানী সংগ্ৰি িৰাৰ বাদব কিমান সম়ে খৰচ ি়ে? আ ুকন মখাৱা  ানী আৰু অনযানয 

 ানীৰ বাদব মূলয  কৰদশাধ িকৰব লগা ি়ে মনকি?  কে ি়ে, কিমান? 

5. গাওেঁখনে  ুৰুষ আৰু মকিলাৰ কশক্ষাৰ সাধাৰণ কস্থকে। আোইেলি ওচৰৰ কবেযাল়েখন ি'ে আৰু মসই 

কবেযাল়েে মিান মশ্ৰণীললদি  ঢাৰ সুকবধা আদ ? সিদলা ল'ৰা আৰু ম াৱালী সু্কললল  া়ে মন?  কে না া়ে, 

মেদন্ত োৰ িাৰণদবাৰ কি কি (ল'ৰা আৰু ম াৱালীৰ বাদব  ৃথ্দি)? োে ল'ৰা আৰু ম াৱালীদ়ে কবেযাল়ে একৰ 

কেদ  মনকি - োৰ িাৰণদবাৰ কি কি? প্ৰাথ্কমিৰ  ৰা মাধযকমি কশক্ষালল  কৰৱেতনৰ কস্থকে মিদনিুৱা? 

6. গাওেঁখনে মিইো অংগনৱাড়ী মিন্দ্ৰ আদ ? / বসকেস্থল অনু া়েী মেওেঁদলািৰ অৱস্থান? গাওেঁ সম্প্ৰো়েৰ 

মিাদনা অংশ এদনিুৱা আদ  মনকি ক  অংগনৱাড়ীৰ  ৰা সম্পূণ তৰূদ  লাভাকন্বে ি'বলল অক্ষম সিদ ? োৰ 

িাৰণদবাৰ কি কি? 

7. গাওেঁখনে প্ৰাথ্কমি স্বাস্থয মিন্দ্ৰ (PHC) আদ  মন –  কে নাই কিমান েূৰে আদ ?  কৰ়োলৰ কন়েমী়ো মৰাগৰ 

মক্ষত্ৰে গাওেঁবাসীদ়ে সাধাৰণদে িাৰ ওচৰলল  া়ে? কচকিৎসি িন কিমান সম়ে ম াৱা  া়ে? ANM 

কন়েমী়োলি গাওেঁখনলল  া়েদন? গাওেঁখনৰ স্বাস্থযৰ প্ৰদ়োিনী়েোদবাৰ সমাধান িৰাৰ বাদব আৰু কি কি সুকবধা 

উ লব্ধ মিাৱা উকচে বুকল আ ুকন ভাদব? গাওেঁখনে ১০৮ (এমু্বদলন্স) মসৱা উ লব্ধ ি়ে মন? এই সুকবধা 

মিদনিুৱা? স্বাস্থয সম্পিী়ে মিানদবাৰ চৰিাৰী আচকনৰ সুকবধা মেওেঁদলাদি লাভ িকৰদ ?  



8. মিানদবাৰ চৰিাৰী আেঁচকনদ়ে গাওেঁখনৰ মলািসিলি উ িৃে িকৰদ  বুকল আ ুকন অৱগে? আেঁচকনসমূিৰ 

বাদব আদবেন িৰাে মিাদন আদ ানাি সিা়ে িকৰদ ?  কে মানুদি কবকভন্ন আেঁচকনৰ  ৰা লাভাকন্বে নি়ে 

মেদন্ত োৰ িাৰণদবাৰ কি কি? 

9. মিাদনা বযজি বা আদ ানাদলািৰ মিাদনাবাই েক্ষো কনম তাণ সম্পিী়ে মিাদনা প্ৰকশক্ষণ লাভ িকৰদ  মন; 

শজি সংৰক্ষণ; বিনক্ষম িৃকষ বা ঋণ আৰু সঞ্চ়ে কবষ়েৰ। আ ুকন আৰু মিাদনা প্ৰকশক্ষণ কবচাদৰ মনকি? 

প্ৰকক্ষক্ষণ মিন্দ্ৰে উ কস্থে মনাদিাৱাৰ িাৰণ ( কে মেওেঁদলাদি ি়ে ম  মেওেঁদলাদি এদন মিাদনা প্ৰকশক্ষণে 

উ কস্থে মিাৱা নাই) 

10. প্ৰকক্ষক্ষণদবাদৰ মিদনেদৰ সিা়ে িকৰদ ?  

টসৱা আৰু টসৱাৰ সুতিিা সমূহৰ সসবি পতৰতচতি 

1. আপুতন িা আবপানাৰ পতৰয়াবল্ টসৱাৰ টকাবনা মূল্ সুতিিা ল্াভ কবৰ টনতক? যতদ কবৰ, টকান 

সমূহ সুতিিা? ঘৰৰ আতৰ্ েক অৱিা উন্নতিৰ টেত্ৰি এই সুতিিাসমূহ তকমান ফল্প্ৰসূ সহবে? 

তিত্তীয় সােৰিা, মতহল্া সৱল্ীকৰণ, টসৱাপ্ৰাতি ইিযাতদ। (উত্তৰদািাসকল্ক িণ েনা কতৰিলল্ 

তদয়ক)?  

2. আপুতন টসৱাৰ পৰা টকাবনা অতিতৰক্ত সুতিিা তিচাবৰ টনতক? যতদ তিচাবৰ টকবনিৰণৰ সুতিিাৰ 

প্ৰবয়ািন?  

3. আপুতন ২০২০/২০২১ চনি টকাতভি মহামাৰীৰ সময়ি টসৱাই আগিব়িাৱা টকাবনা নিুন 

সুতিিাৰ সসবি পতৰতচি টনতক আৰু তযব া হয়ব া অিযাহি ৰখা সহবে? 

4. টসৱাই আবপানাক নিুন সুবযাগ/জ্ঞান ল্াভ কৰাি সহায় কতৰবে টনতক তয আবপানাৰ 

িীতৱকাি ইতিিাচক প্ৰভাৱ টপল্াইবে?  

5. িৃষিসিদল িৃকষৰ লগে িকড়ে েথ্যৰ বাদব মসৱাৰ িনিাৰী আৰু সংদশাধন মিন্দ্ৰলল  া়ে মন? 

6. িৃষিসিদল ই়োৰ বাদব এ .এম.এ . লাভ িদৰদন/বা মসইদবাৰ  কঢ চাইদন? (মকিলা আৰু  ুৰুষৰ বাদব 

 ৃথ্দি মূলযাঙ্কন িকৰব) 

7. আ ুকন মকিলাসিলৰ মািে উদেযাগীো বৃজদ্ধ িকৰবলল বা মকিলা সৱলীিৰণৰ বাদব মিাদনা চৰিাৰী 

উেগকন বা আেঁচকনৰ কবষদ়ে অৱগে ি়ে মন?  কে ি়ে, আ ুকন মিানদবাৰ ইনদচকণ্টভ/আেঁচকনৰ কবষদ়ে 

অৱগে? 

8. এই চৰিাৰী উেগকন আৰু আেঁচকনদবাৰৰ কবষদ়ে িনাে মিাদন আদ ানাি সিা়ে িকৰদ ? 

টশহিীয়া িেৰবিাৰি পতৰয়াল্ৰ উপািেনৰ ওপৰি প্ৰভাৱ, তিবশষলক ২০১৮ ৰ িুল্নাি ২০২২ চনি 

1. আ ুকন বযৱসা়ে িৰা, কবত্তী়ে মলনদেন িৰা আৰু কিজিদেল কিভাইচ আৰু মসৱা বযৱিাৰ িৰাে ম াৱা 

৩ ব ৰে কি কি  কৰৱেতন সিদ  (২০২০-২১ ৰ লিিাউনৰ সমদ াৱা বাে কে)। 

a. এদন  কৰৱেতনৰ মুখয িাৰণদবাৰ কি 

b. গাওেঁ সম্প্ৰো়েৰ সিদলা খণ্ডদে  কৰৱেতনদবাৰ সমানভাদৱ মেখা সগদ , মন কি ুমান মগােৰ 

আনেলি অকধি  কৰৱেতন সিদ ? মিান আৰু কি়ে?  

4. মকিলাৰ কিজিদেল সেঁিকুল আৰু মসৱাৰ বযৱিাৰে কি ধৰণৰ  কৰৱেতন মেখা সগদ ? 

a. এদন  কৰৱেতনৰ মুখয িাৰণদবাৰ কি? 

5. কিদশাৰ ম াৱালী আৰু ল'ৰাদবাদৰা ই়োৰ দ্বাৰা প্ৰভাকৱে সিদ  মনকি?  কে সিদ , কিমান?  

6. মকিলা আৰু  ুৰুষৰ দ্বাৰা কিজিদেল কবত্তী়ে মসৱা বযৱিাৰ িৰাৰ ফলে মিাৱা অথ্ তলনকেি লাভালাভৰ 

(উ ািতন লাভ) উোিৰণ কেব  াকৰবদন? আন মিাদনা ধৰণৰ লাভালাভ সিদ  মনকি, ম দন েথ্য লাভ 

িৰা, বেৰৰ আগিাননী লাভ িৰা ইেযাকে, ক দবাৰ সুকবধা িা তসূচীৰ ক  ে অকধি বযৱিাৰ িৰা সিদ ? 

তিজিব ল্ িৎপৰিা আৰু েমিা তনম োণ 



স্মােতদফানৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ আৰু বযৱিাৰ; কিজিদেল কিভাইচ, 3জি/4জি সংদ াগ, ৱাই-ফাইৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ, 

ইণ্টাৰদনেৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ আৰু বযৱিাৰৰ কবষদ়ে মগােদোি মসাধি  

1. অধয়েন িৰাৰ বাদব/িােুতন মচাৱাৰ বাদব  ুৰুষ, মকিলা আৰু  ুৱেী সিলৰ (আনকি আজিিাকল 

কশশুসিদলা, কবদশষলি মিাকভিৰ ক  ে) মািে গাওেঁখনে মফানৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ আৰু বযৱিাৰৰ  কৰমাণ 

কিমান? মসইদবাৰ মিাদন বযৱিাৰ িদৰ আৰু কি িামৰ/উদেশযৰ বাদব? কবকভন্ন মগােৰ দ্বাৰা সাধাৰণদে কি 

প্ৰিাৰৰ মফান বযৱিাৰ িৰা ি়ে? মফান বযৱিাৰৰ মক্ষত্ৰে মকিলা আৰু/বা ম াৱালীৰ (বা আন মিাদনা মগাে) 

ও ৰে মিাদনা সামাজিি প্ৰকেবন্ধিো আদ  মনকি? (সম্প্ৰো়ে/িাকে-কনকেতষ্ট সেঁিাকৰ কবচাৰি)? 

2. মগােদোদৱ  কৰকচে কবকভন্ন কিজিদেল কিভাইচদবাৰ কি কি – ম দন িম্পম্পউোৰ, মল ে , মেবদলে, 

স্মােতদফান ইেযাকে?  

3.  কে মগােদো কিজিদেল কিভাইচদবাৰৰ কবষদ়ে অৱগে আৰু মসইদবাৰৰ লগে  কৰকচে, মেদন্ত মেওেঁদলািি 

সুকধব – আ ুকন এইদবাৰ কিমান কেন ধকৰ বযৱিাৰ িকৰ আদ ? আদ ানাি এইদবাৰৰ সসদে মিাদন  কৰচ়ে 

িৰাই কেক ল? আদ ানাি মিাদনা প্ৰকশক্ষণ কে়ো সিক ল মনকি?  কে ি়ে, মেদন্ত মিাদন প্ৰকশক্ষণ কেক ল, 

ি'ে আৰু মিকে়ো? 

4. মেওেঁদলািৰ মিদন ধৰণৰ সংদ াগ আদ  – 3জি/4জি/5জি? সংদ াগৰ মানেণ্ড মিদনিুৱা? আ ুকন সিদি 

ইণ্টাৰদনে আৰু/বা সাধাৰণ এ ্ ম দন মফচবুি, মিাৱাে এ  আকে বযৱিাৰ িাদন মন?  

5. মেওেঁদলািৰ ৱাই-ফাইৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ আদ  মনকি আৰু মেওেঁদলাদি ইণ্টাৰদনে বযৱিাৰ িদৰ মনকি – 

গাওেঁখনৰ মিানদো মগাদে ই়োি বযৱিাৰ িদৰ আৰু মেওেঁদলাদি ই়োি কিিৰ বাদব বযৱিাৰ িদৰ? মিানদবাৰ 

কিভাইচে মেওেঁদলাদি ইণ্টাৰদনে বযৱিাৰ িদৰ?  

6. মেওেঁদলািৰ ৱাই-ফাইৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ আদ  মন আৰু মেওেঁদলাদি ইণ্টাৰদনে বযৱিাৰ িদৰ মন – গাওেঁখনৰ 

মিানমবাৰ মগাদে ই়োি বযৱিাৰ িদৰ আৰু কিিৰ বাদব? মিানদবাৰ কিভাইচে মেওেঁদলাদি ইণ্টাৰদনে 

বযৱিাৰ িদৰ?  ... 

7. এই প্ৰ ুজিৰ সসদে মকিলাসিল কিমান  কৰকচে – মমাবাইল আৰু লগদে ইণ্টাৰদনে বযৱিাৰ িৰাৰ লগে,   

মমাবাইল মফান/ ইণ্টাৰদনে/ মিাদনা মফান-আধাকৰে এ  ্ মিদনেদৰ বযৱিাৰ িকৰব লাদগ মসই কবষদ়ে 

মিাদনাবাই মকিলাসিলৰ বাদব মিাদনা কবদশষ প্ৰকশক্ষণ িকৰদ  মনকি? গাওেঁখনৰ কিমানগৰািী মকিলা আৰু 

কিমানিনী ম াৱালীদ়ে এদন প্ৰকশক্ষণ ল'মলদিেঁদেন? মিাদন প্ৰকশক্ষণ প্ৰোন িকৰক ল? লগৰী়ো/সিিমীৰ 

 ৰা কশিা সিদ  মনকি? মকিলাসিদল  কৰ়োলৰ সেসয বা আন লগৰী়ো/সিিমীৰ ৰা কিমান শোংশ 

কশকিদলদিেঁদেন? মিাদনা প্ৰকশকক্ষে মকিলাই আন মকিলা বা  কৰ়োলৰ সেসযসিলি কশিাে সিা়ে িকৰক ল 

মনকি?  

 

তিজিব ল্ সােৰিা আৰু তিত্তীয় সােৰিাৰ স্তৰ 

1.  ুৰুষ, মকিলা আৰু  ুৱ প্ৰিন্মৰ মলািসিদল মমাবাইল মফান কিিৰ বাদব সাধাৰণদে বযৱিাৰ িদৰ?  

2. আদ ানাৰ কনিৰ স্মােত মফান আদ দন? ( কে নাই, ৩নং প্ৰশ্ন  সুকধব) 

3. আ ুকন ভাদৱদন ম  স্মােত মফান আৰু কিজিদেল মসৱাসমূি উ িাৰী ি়ে? আ ুকন আদ ানাৰ বযজিগে 

বযৱিাৰৰ বাদব ভকৱষযদে এো স্মােত মফান কিকনব মন?  

4. আ ুকন (এো মগাে কিচাদ ) ম'বাইলৰ কবকভন্ন সবকশষ্টযৰ কবষদ়ে আদ ানাৰ জ্ঞান আৰু েক্ষোি মিদনেদৰ 

মূলযা়েন িকৰব? 

5. মফানদোে কি বযৱিাৰ িকৰবলল আ ুকন িটঠন অনুভৱ িদৰ আৰু কি (সুকবধা) বযৱিাৰ িকৰবলল আ ুকন  

আৰামো়েি অনুভৱ িদৰ ?  

মোিা:  কে মেওেঁদলাদি মবজঙ্কং আকেৰ িথ্া উদেখ নিদৰ মেদনি'মল সুকধব: মবজঙ্কংৰ বাদব   কবল  কৰদশাধ; 

েিা মপ্ৰৰণ িৰা( টঠওৱা)/প্ৰাপ্ত িৰা/ ইউ.ক .আই. (UPI)  কৰদশাধ/মলনদেন; বিাৰ িৰা; টেিে কিনা বা 

বযৱসা়েৰ বাদব বযৱিাৰ িৰা ি়ে মন নাই ? ই়োি মিাদন বযৱিাৰ িদৰ –  ুৰুষ, মকিলা বা  ুৱি? 



6. কবত্তী়ে মলদনদেনৰ বাদব মেওেঁদলাদি মিাদনা প্ৰকক্ষক্ষণ লাভ িকৰক ল মনকি?  কে িকৰক দল, মিান সংগঠদন 

মসই প্ৰকক্ষক্ষণ প্ৰোন িকৰক ল আৰু মিকে়ো? প্ৰকক্ষক্ষণদো উ  ুি আক ল মন? মেওেঁদলািি এই মসৱাসমূি 

বযৱিাৰ িৰা আৰম্ভ িকৰবলল বা বযৱিাৰ িকৰ থ্াকিবলল অকেকৰি সমথ্ তনৰ প্ৰদ়োিন সিক ল মনকি? 

7. সাধাৰনদে আ ুকন কিমান বাৰ কিজিদেল মলন-দেন িদৰ? আ ুকন মসৱাৰ সসদে আদ ানাৰ কবত্তী়ে মলন-

মেনৰ বাদব কিজিদেল মসৱা বযৱিাৰ িদৰ মনকি?  

8. আ ুকন মিাদনা অনুৱেী প্ৰকশক্ষণ কবচাদৰ মনকি?  কে কবচাদৰ, অনুগ্ৰি িকৰ কি প্ৰকশক্ষণ লাদগ োৰ  ৰামশ ত 

কে়েি? 

তিজিব ল্ আৰু অনা-তিজিব ল্ তিত্তীয় সামগ্ৰী/টসৱাৰ প্ৰবৱশাতিকাৰ আৰু িযৱহাৰ 

1. মগােদোৰ আৰু সামকগ্ৰিভাদৱ গাওেঁখনৰ সঞ্চ়েৰ অভযাসদবাৰ মিদনধৰণৰ? মকিলাসিদলও সঞ্চ়ে িদৰ 

মনকি?  কে িদৰ, মেদন্ত ি'ে আৰু মিদনলি? মেওেঁদলািৰ ওচৰৰ মবংিৰ লগে প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ/দ াগাদ াগ 

আদ  মন? 

2. মেওেঁদলািৰ আত্মসিা়েি মগাে (SHG)/কু্ষদ্ৰ কবত্তী়ে প্ৰকেস্থান আদ দন? গা েঁৱে কিমান আত্মসিা়েি মগাে 

(SHG) আদ  আৰু মসইদবাৰ মিদনধৰণৰ িা তিলা ৰ লগে িকড়ে? কিমান শোংশ মকিলা আত্মসিা়েি 

মগােৰ (SHG) সেসয ি়ে?  

3. সাধাৰণদে, আদ ানাি ঋণৰ প্ৰদ়োিন ি'মল আ ুকন িাৰ ওচৰলল  া়ে? ঋণৰ আিাৰ ( কৰমাণ), আদ ানাৰ 

 ৰা মলাৱা সূেৰ  কৰমাণ, আৰু অনযানয চেতাৱলী (ম দন িামান/বন্ধি ৰখা, মযাে/সম়ে ইেযাকে) কিমান? 

4. আদ ানাৰ মিদন ধৰণৰ কবত্তী়ে প্ৰকেষ্ঠান আৰু মসৱাৰ সসদে প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ  আদ ?  

5. মেওেঁদলাদি মেওেঁদলািৰ মলনদেনৰ বাদব মবংিলল  া়ে মনকি? আদ ানাৰ গা েঁৱৰ  ৰা আোইেলি ওচৰৰ 

মবংি শাখালল েূৰত্ব কিমান? মবংিলল ম াৱাে প্ৰকেবাৰদে মেওেঁদলাদি কিমান খৰচ িকৰব লগা ি়ে? 

মেওেঁদলাদি অিদল বা  কৰ়োলৰ আন সেসযৰ সসদে মবংিলল অিা-ম াৱা িদৰ মনকি? 

6. গাওেঁখনে এদন মিাদনা মবংি সাকথ্ আদ  মনকি  'ে আদ ানাৰ প্ৰদৱশাকধিাৰ আদ ? মেওেঁদলািৰ  ৰা লাভ 

িৰা মসৱা বা সমথ্ তন সমূি মিদনিুৱা? মসইদবাৰ মিান মবঙ্কৰ লগে িকড়ে?  

7. আদ ানাদলািৰ গা েঁৱে বা গা েঁৱৰ ওচৰে ATM আদ দন? গা েঁৱৰ  ৰা ATM –সল কিমান েুৰ?  

8. মবংিে  ুৰুষ আৰু মকিলা সিলৰ মিদন ধৰনৰ এিাউন্ট আদ ? 

9. মেওেঁদলাদি মবঙ্কে েিাৰ মলন-মেন/ কৰদশাধ, েিা উকলওৱা, মপ্ৰৰণ িৰা আকে মিদনেদৰ িদৰ? 

মেওেঁদলাদি এই সুকবধাদবাৰ মিদনেদৰ লাভ িদৰ – বযজিগেভাদৱ; মনে মবজঙ্কং মন মফান মবজঙ্কংৰ িকৰ়েদে? 

মেওেঁদলাদি এইদবাৰ কনদি িদৰ মন  কৰ়োলৰ আন সেসযই মেওেঁদলািৰ বাদব িকৰ কেদ়ে বা মেওেঁদলাদি 

িাদৰাবাৰ সিা়ে সল িদৰ মন মেওেঁদলাদি মিাদনা এদিণ্টৰ িকৰ়েদে িদৰ? 

10. মফান বা মনে মবজঙ্কংৰ বাদব মেেঁওদলাদি মিদন ধৰণৰ কিভাইচ/সিকুল/ ন্ত্ৰ বযৱিাৰ িদৰ? 

11. এ.টে.এম., ম টেএম, জি.ম ., মফানদ , ভীম, ইউ.ক .আই., ই-ৱাদলে আকেৰ সসদে মেেঁ ওদলাি  কৰকচে 

ি়ে মন নি়ে  ৰীক্ষা িৰি। মেওেঁদলাদি মিাদনা নগেকবিীন মলনদেন িদৰ মনকি? মেওেঁদলাদি নগেকবিীন 

মলনদেন িদৰাদে মিাদনা অসুকবধাৰ সনু্মখীন ি়ে মনকি/ মসইদবাৰৰ তিষবয় কিবা ধাৰণা আদ  মনকি? 

কিজিদেল কবত্তী়ে মলনদেন িদৰাদে মেওেঁদলাদি মিদন ধৰণৰ সাৱধানো অৱলম্বন িদৰ?    

12. অ া-ণবত্তীয় কসৱা বযৱহাৰ কৰাৰ বাছব কিাবাইল ক া  বযৱহাৰৰ ওপৰি  (অণধক ) প্ৰণিক্ষিৰ 

প্ৰছয়াি ীয়িা আছ  বুণল আপুণ  অ ুভৱ কছৰ ক ণক  (ছৰ্ছ  . . . কল কৰা , এ  .এি .এ  . ণলখা , 

সািাজিক িাধযি বযৱহাৰ কৰা ইিযাণদ ) 

13. ম াৱা ১ বা ২ ব ৰে মেেঁ ওদলাদি মেদনধৰণৰ কিবা প্ৰকক্ষক্ষণ লাভ িকৰক দল মনকি?  

14. আপুণ  ণবত্তীয় সািগ্ৰী/ছসৱা বযৱহাৰ কৰাৰ বাছব কিাবাইল ক া  বযৱহাৰৰ ওপৰি প্ৰণিক্ষিৰ 

প্ৰছয়াি ীয়িা আছ  বুণল অ ুভৱ কছৰ ক ণক  (ছৰ্ছ  . . . এ ইএ টি কল ছদ  ; কপটিএি , জিছপ , 

ইউ .ণপ .আই . পণৰছিাধ )? আপুণ  কিছ কুৱা ককাছ া প্ৰণিক্ষি লাভ কণৰছ  ক ণক ?  



15. আপুণ  বা পণৰয়ালৰ আ  ককাছ া সদসযই ণিজিছিল ণবত্তীয় সািগ্ৰী আৰু/বা কসৱাৰ বযৱহাৰৰ 

ওপৰি ককাছ া প্ৰণিক্ষি ললছ  ক ণক  (ছৰ্ছ  . . .   দ ধ  উণলওৱাৰ বাছব এটিএি কািণ বযৱহাৰ 

কৰা ; কিণবি/ছেণিি কািণৰ কল ছদ  ; ইিযাণদ ) 

16. বযৱসাণয়ক কাৰ্ ণ-কলাপৰ বাছব ক া /ণিজিছিলৰ দ্বাৰা পণৰছিাধ কণৰবকল ককছ কক বযৱহাৰ কছৰ 

িাৰ ওপৰি আছপা াছলাকৰ ককাছ াবাই প্ৰণিক্ষি লাভ কণৰছ  ক ণক ? 

17. ণিজিছিল পণৰছিাধৰ ণবষছয় ণিণকবকল ককাছ  আছপা াক সহায় কণৰণ ল ?  

18. আপুণ  ণবত্তীয় সাক্ষৰিাৰ ওপৰি প্ৰণিক্ষি/িথয লাভ কণৰছ  ক ণক  (ইণিি : ণিএ এলটি/ Hint: 

DFLT)? 

প্ৰবৱশাতিকাৰ আৰু সিাগিা 

1. িণহলাসকলৰ িািি উছদযা ৰ প্ৰচাৰৰ বাছব আপুণ  ককাছ া চৰকাৰী উদ ণ  বা আচঁণ ৰ ণবষছয় 

অৱ ি ি়ে ক ণক ? ৰ্ণদ হয় , আপুণ  ককা ছবাৰ উদ ণ  (ই ছচণিভ)/আচঁণ ৰ ণবষছয় অৱ ি ? 

2. আপুণ  ি া বা আপুণ  ণ ছিই উছদযা  ণবকািৰ  (ইণিণপ - EDP ) ওপৰি প্ৰণিক্ষি/ িথয লাভ 

কণৰছ  ক ণক ? 

3. এছ  প্ৰণিক্ষছি আপুণ  ণ ছিই বা আপুণ  ি া আ  ককাছ াবাই আ ছি ককছ দছৰ বযৱসায় কছৰ 

িাি  ককাছ া পাথ ণকয আণ ছ  ক ণক ?  

4. এই চৰকাৰী উদ ণ  আৰু আচঁণ ছবাৰৰ ণবষছয় ককাছ  আছপা াক সিা  কণৰছ  ?  

5. আপুণ  বা আছপা াৰ পণৰয়ালৰ আ  ককাছ াবাই ককাছ া ণবত্তীয় ণিজিছিল সাক্ষৰিা আৰু 

সিা িা কাৰ্ ণসচূীি অংিগ্ৰহি কণৰছ  ক ণক ? এই কাৰ্ ণসচূী ককাছ  পণৰচাল া কণৰণ ল ? এই 

কাৰ্ ণসচূীসিহূি ণক ণিণকণ ল ?  

6. মসই অঞ্চলে মিাদনা িমন চাকভতচ মচন্টাৰ  ( ণচ .এ  .ণচ . - CSC ) আছ  ক ণক?  

7. কসই অঞ্চল/ াওঁ বা ওচৰি ককাছ া িমন চাকভতচ মচন্টাৰ  ( ণচ .এ  .ণচ . - CSC ) আছ  ক ণক ? ৰ্ণদ 

আছ  , ক 'ি ? আপুণ  িাি ণক ণক কসৱা লাভ কছৰ ? 

 

 

কাৰ্ ণসচূীৰ কাৰ্ ণকৰীিা 

1. আপুণ  ণবত্তীয় কল ছদ ৰ বাছব ণিজিছিল িাধযি বযৱহাৰ কৰাি সহায় কণৰবকল কসৱাৰ ককাছ া 

কাৰ্ ণসচূীি অংি লহছ  ক ণক ? 

2. ণিজিছিল ণবত্তীয় সাক্ষৰিাৰ বাছব আপুণ  ককা ছবাৰ প্ৰণিক্ষিি অংিগ্ৰহি কণৰছ  ? 

সািণগ্ৰকভাছৱ প্ৰণিক্ষি ককছ কুৱা আণ ল ? প্ৰণিক্ষিৰ উপকাৰীিা সিূহ ণক ণক আণ ল ? 

3. মিাকভি মিামাৰীৰ লগে  ুেঁজিবলল মসই িা ত-িলাদ  আদ ানাি মিদনেদৰ সিা়ে িকৰদল?  

4. মসৱাৰ  ৰা আ ুকন মিাদনা মিাকভি সম্পিী়ে বােতা  াইক দল মনকি?  

5. আপুণ  ককাণভি সংকি  ম্বৰ  (ছসৱাৰ সহায়  ম্বৰ ) ৰ ণবষছয় িাছ ছ  ? 

6. প্ৰদা  কৰা প্ৰণিক্ষিৰ ণবষছয় আছপা াৰ ককাছ া সিসযা/অণভছৰ্া  আছ  ক ণক ?  (সিসযাছবাৰি 

অন্তভভ ণক্ত থাণকব পাছৰ প্ৰণিক্ষি পৰ্ ণাপ্ত ক াছহাৱা , অণধক সহায়/সিথ ণ ৰ প্ৰছয়াি  , সিসযা 

সমাধানৰ উ া়ে ইিযাণদ ) 

 

ক োভিড প্ৰভিক্ৰিযো 

1. আদ ানাদলািৰ গা েঁৱৰ  ুৰুষ, মকিলা,  ুৱি আৰু কশশুৰ ও ৰে মিাকভদি মিদনেদৰ প্ৰভাৱ ম লাইক ল?  

2. আপুণ  আছপা াৰ লদ জি  প্ৰছয়াি ীয়িাৰ লসছি ককছ দছৰ কিাকাণবলা কণৰণ ল ? 

3. আপুণ  আছপা াৰ িীণৱকা আৰু অ যা য খৰচ ককছ দছৰ পণৰচাল া কণৰছল ? 



4. ককাণভছি আছপা াক িকা পণৰছিাধ কৰা আৰু িকা ল ’বৰ বাছব ণিজিছিল এপ্ বযৱহাৰ কণৰবকল 

বাধয কণৰছল ক ণক ? 

5. আ ুকন মসইদবাৰ িকৰবলল মিদনলি কশকিদল?  

6. মসইদবাৰ িকৰবলল আ ুকন িাদৰাবাৰ  ৰা মিাদনা প্ৰকক্ষক্ষণ  াইক দল মনকি?  

7. ককাছ  আছপা াক মসই প্ৰণিক্ষি ণদণ ল আৰু োে কি ণক ণিছকাৱা লহণ ল ? 

8. িণহলাসকছল প্ৰৰ্ুজক্ত বযৱহাৰ কৰাি ণকিা  স্বাচ্ছিযছবাধ অ ুভৱ কণৰণ ল ?  (িণহলাসকলৰ বাদব 

প্ৰৰ্ুজক্ত বযৱহাৰ কৰামো ণকিা  সিি আণ ল ? ) 

9. প্ৰৰ্ুজক্ত বযৱহাৰ কৰাি ককামন আিাইিকক স্বাচ্ছিযছবাধ অ ুভৱ আণ ল ?  / প্ৰৰ্ুজক্ত বযৱহাৰ কৰামো 

িাৰ বাদব আিাইিকক সিি আণ ল ?   

 

 

  



Endline Survey and Impact Assessment 

FGD Guideline 

Ka jingpynithuh ban phi wan naei .  

Khublei ia phi baroh! Nga kyrteng I ____________. Ngi wan Vox Populi, ka seng kaba lah 

iasnoh kti lang bad ka SEWA ban leh iaka survey. 

 

Ha ki 3 snem ba lah dep, Ka SEWA ka la trei bad ki kynthei kiba dei ki dkhot jong ka SEWA 

kiba ym lah kot bor ne ym don jingnang ban pyndonkam ia ki digital mobile technologies 

na ka bynta ka die ka thied bad ban ioh jingmyntoi na ka jingtip shaphang ka rukom khaii 

pateng jong ka juk kaba mynta khnang ban kan nangkiew ka rukom kamai. Shwa ban sdang 

ka project, ngi lah pyndep ka baseline survey bad tharai ngi la ju wan shaphi ban wan wad 

jingtip shaphang ka jingnang jong phi ha ka ban pyndonkam ia ki digital mobile 

technologies na ka bynta ka siew ka tda. Mynta, hadien 3 snem ngi kwah tip ba lada ka 

project bad ki kam jong ka SEWA ki iarap ne em ia ki kynthei bad ki dkhot jong ka ha 6 tylli 

ki jylla kum ka Gujarat, Rajasthan, UP, Bihar, Assam and Meghalaya. 

Nyngkong eh nga ai khublei ia phi ba phi lah pynlait por khnang ban iakren bad ngi mynta 
ka sngi. 

To Kynmaw bym  ju don kata ka jubab badei ne balait – shu ai tang ka jingmut jong phi ba 
kumno phi sngew ha kaba iadei bad ka Digital financial literacy bad kumno ban 
pyndonkam ia kane ka jingtip. Nga kyrpad iwei ia iwei ban ia shim bynta lang. Ka rukom 
pyrkhat jong phi (views), ki jingtip jong phi, bad ki jingsngew jongphi ki long kiba donkam 
iangi. Nga kwah ban ban biang ia kaei kaba ngi la kular nyngkong, ba iakaei iakaei kaba 
ngi iakren mynta ka sngi kin long confidential bad ki kyrteng jongphi kin nym paw pyrthei.   

Kane ka prokram kalah ban shim por kumno kumno 2kynta, te la kyrpad ia phi baroh ban 
iashim bynta hangne haduh ban da kut ka session. To ngin ia sdang ia ka prokram da kaba 
ia ithuh ithaw iwei iwei, ngi kyrpad ba phin iathuh kyrteng jong phi bad shaphang ka ing 
ka sem.   

Socio-Economic Conditions of the Community 

Kylli ia ki nongshim bynta ba kin iathuh lyngkot shaphang ka rukom im bad ka jingioh 

jingkot ka Shnong jong ki.  

11. Kumno ka rukom long (social structure) ka imlang sahlang ha kane ka shnong.  

12. Da kumno phi iakamai, ka rukom kamai bad ka rukom bylla jong ki nongshong Shnong 

ha ka shnong jong phi? Ki dei ruh ban batai ia ki jait kam jong ki nongshong shnong.  

13. Katno ka jingthew ki jaka ba lah ai um ban rep ha shnong? haba rep phi la pyndonkam 

da ka light ne kumno? Lada Haiod katno ngut ki don ki nongrep – kiba rep bun, kiba 

shu rep kat ban biang, kiba rep malu mala; katno ngut na ki kidei ki kynthei? 

14. Ka um ba dih ka wan naei ha shnong jongphi? Iathuh shaphang kiwei ki tyllong um ba 

pyndomkam na ka bynta kiwei ki jingdonkam ha ing? Katno jing jngai ka jaka tong Um? 

Ka kamram jong no ban leit tong Um lada ka kham jngai na iing? Katno ka shim por 

tang ban leit tong Um? Phi hap ban siew naka bynta ka Um? Lada Hoiod katno phi hap 

ban siew shi iing?  



15. Ka jingnang jingstad jong ki Shynrang bad Kynthei hapoh shnong baroh kawei ?Haei 

kadon ka skul bajan na shnong bad kala don haduh klass aiu ? Baroh ki khynnah 

shynrang ban kynthei ki ia leit skul? Lada kim leit na kaei ka daw –la ka jong naka bynta 

ki kynthei bad synrang ? Don ba khlem leit skul shuh naki kynthei ne shynrang bad 

balei? Katno ngut don Baroh kiba la pass primary shaduh secondary.  

16. Katno tylli ki nongtrei  Anganwadis ki don ha Shnong ne dong ? Don ne em ki 

nongshong Shnong kiba um ioh bha ia ka jingiarap ki Aanganwadi? Kaei ka daw? 

 

17. Ladon PHC ne em ha shnong jong phi – Lada ym don kylli ka jing jngai ka PHC? SHano 

phi  leit ban phah sumar lada pang bad hangno ki ju leit wad jingsumar? Katno Baje ki 

don Doctor? Ki ANM ki ju wan sha shnong man la ka por? Haduh Katno phi tharai baka 

shnong ka donkam haba iadei ban ka koit ka khiah? Phi ia ioh jingmyntoi na ka 108 ne 

em ha shnong? Ka scheme sorkar aiu ba phi la ia ioh ha ka shnong jong phi ba iadei 

shaphang ka koit ka khiah? 

18. Kino ki scheme sorkar kaba phi tip bad lah ioh jingmyntoi ki nongshong Shnong? Mano 

ba iarap iaphi ban apply ia kine ki scheme? Lada kim ioh ia ki scheme, iathuh ia ka daw. 

19. Hato don naphi ba la ioh training shaphang ka skill building, ban pydonkam tyngkai iaka 

light (energy conservation), ka rukom rep bym pynjulor iaka mariang lane shaphang ka 

shim ram bad kynshew pisa? Phi kwah training shuh? Iathuh iaka daw balei ba phi khlem 

shim bynta ha ki training. 

20. Ha kano ka rukom ki iarap kine ki training iaphi? 

Phi don jingtip shaphang ka SEWA bad ka rukom pyntrei jong ka . 

1. Ladon mano mano na ing jong phi ne maphi ba la tip shaphang ki jingmyntoi ka core 

SEWA? Lada haiod – Kaei? Haduh katno phi la ioh jing myntoi ha ka liang ban pynkiew 

iaka jingioh jingem ka longing jongphi? Jingtip shaphang ka rukom pyniaid pisa, ban 

pynkiew ia ki kynthei, ban ioh pyndonkam ia ki lad ba ai ka SEWA ( ailad ba i respondent 

in batai bniah)? 

2. Phi kwah sa da kiwei ki jingmyntoi na SEWA? Lada Haoid – sa kiba kumno bad naka 

bynta kaei?   

3. Phi la ju iohsngew ne tip shaphang ki jingiarap ba ai ka SEWA ha por khlam COVID ha  u 

snem 2020/2021 bad ka dang lah ban iai bteng haduh mynta? 

4. Hato ka SEWA ka lah iarap iaphi ban ioh pyndonkam ia ki lad ba thymmai/ki jingnang 

kiban lah ban kyntiew ia ka kamai jongphi? 

5. Ki nongrep ki ju leit sha Jankari and Sanshodhan Kendra of SEWA for agriculture 

information?  

6. Ki nongrep ki lah ju ioh ne em ki message khubhor shaphang katei ka ba la ong halor? 

(Ka long kumjuh ia ki kynthei bad shynrang) 

7. Hato phi tip shaphang ki scheme sorkar ban pynkyntiew ka seng kam lajong ia ki 

kynthei lane kano kano ka scheme ban kyntiew ia ka kyrdan ki kynthei? Lada haoid, 

kino kita ki scheme  ba phi tip? 

8. Mano ba pynbna iakine ki scheme sorkar? 



Ka  jingktah ia ka kamai kajih ha ki snem ba lah dep khamtam ha u snem 2022 lada ia nujor 

bad u snem 2018 

7. Kaei kaba lah kylla ha ki 3 snem ba lah dep (ynnai khein ia ka lockd0wn 2020-21) ha 

ka rukom ba phi pyniaid ia kam khaii lajong, ka rukom pyniaid pisa bad ka 

jingpyndonkam ia ki tiar juk thymmai (digital devices and services). 

a. Kaei ka daw ia kum kine ki jingkylla 

b. Hato kane ka jingkylla ka long kumjuh ha Shnong ne don ki seng kiba la kylla 

kham bun lada ia nujor bad kiwei? Mano kita bad balei?  

8. Kaei ka jingkylla jong ki kynthei ha ka rukom pyndonkam ki tiar thymmai (digital 

devices and services) jong ka juk mynta? 

a. Kaei ka daw ba kongsan ha kane ka jingkylla? 

b. Don ki kynthei ki ioh jingmyntoi kham bun ban ia kiwei? Balei? 

c. Hato ka jingkylla ka wan lang ha ki khynnah shynrang bad kynthei ruh? Ha 

kano ka rukom? 

9. Phi long ban ai nuksa ha ka liang ka jingmyntoi ha ka kamai kajih naduh ba 

pyndonkam ia ki digital financial services da ki kynthei bad shynrang? Hato don 

kiwei kiwei de ki jingmyntoi kum ka lad ban ioh jingtip, ka jingbatai shaphang ka 

jinglong suinbneng bad kiwei kiwei de, ki ba lah pyndonkam kham bun hadien ka 

prokram? 

Digital Readiness and Capacity Building – Ka jinglong ba lah pynkhreh ha ka liang ka digital 

bad ka training shaphang jong ka. 

Kylli iaki ladaki lah pyndonkam smartphone; ki tiar didital, 3G/4G connection, la ioh WI_FI, 

bad ban pyndonkam iaka internet. 

8. Haduh katno ki la pyndonkam i aka phone ha shnong naduh ki Longkmei , Longkpa ,Ki 

Samla hapdeng ki khynnah kynthei ban shynrang (kynthup lang ia ki khyllung, 

khamtam hadien COVID, na ka bynta ka jingpule ne ban peit cartoon)? Mano ba kham 

pyndonkam bha iaka phone? Kum kiei ki jait phone ki ba pyndonkam bha ki groups? 

Hato don jingpyrkhing ia ki kynthei/samla kynthei ne kiwei ki jait bynriew ban 

pyndonkam phone? (Twad jingmut shaphang ka jingpeit shiliang iakiwei ki 

jaitbynriew)? 

9. Kiei kiei ki digital devices ba phi ia tip – kum ka computer, laptop, tablet, Smartphone, 

etc 

10. Hato phi ia tip shaphang ki digital devices, kylli- naduh mynno phi lah pyndonkam? 

Mano ba batai?  Phi la ju ioh training? Lada haoid, mano ba ai training, hangno bad 

mynno? 

11. Phi don internet connection da kaei – ka 3G/4G/5G ba phi pyndonkam mynta? Ka iaid 

bha ne em ka network hangne ha shnong bad phi suk ne em ban ple ia ki apps kum ki 

Facebook, WhatsApp, etc. ?  



12. Phi ia ioh Wi-Fi ne em bad phi ju pyndonkam ne em iaka internet? Ki group aiu ba 

pyndonkam ia ka internet ha shnong jongphi bad naka bynta kaei? Ki pyndonkam da 

kaei ban ioh internet?  

13. Haduh Katno ka kynthei ha shnong ka la nang ne tip ban pyndonkam ia ka mobile 

phone ban ban leh internet ?  

14. Hato la ju don ka training ba kyrpang na ka bynta ki kynthei ban nang pyndonkam ia ki 

mobile phone/ internet/ kino kio phone-based apps?Katno ngut ki kynthei ne khynnah 

kynthei ki ba lah ioh training? Mano ba ai training? Hato phi ia hikai iwei ia iwei ne ia 

kiba haing? Don ne em na kito kiba lah ioh training ba kin hikai kylla ia kiwei kiwei ki 

kynthei ban nang pyndonkam phone? 

Digital Literacy and Financial Literacy Levels 

9. Ka phone ka ba kumno ba pyndonkam bha da ki shynrang, kynthei bad ki khynnah 

samla?  

10. Phi don smart phone lajong? (Lada em, kylli question 3) 

11. Phi pyrkhat kumno shaphang ki smart phones bad digital services?  Phin thied smart 

phone na ka bynta ka jingdonkam lajong hadien habud?  

12. Phi kum ka group, hato thew ialade ka long kumno ka jingtip jingnang jong phi ha ka 

ban pyndonkam mobile?  

13.  Kiei ki jingeh ba phi shem haba pyndonkam iaka mobile phone bad kaei kaba suk bha 

ia phi?  

Note: Lada kim iathuh eiei shaphang ka bank ; etc te kylli lada ki pyndonkam ban siew bills 

, phah bad received messages ne ba ki leh online shopping ne la pyndonkam ban thied 

ticket kum iaka train etc ba ki la pyndonkam da ka phone? Bad mano ba kham pyndonkam 

bha - ki Rangbah , ne ki kynnah samla ne ki longkmei .  

14. Ki la ju ioh training eiei ban pyndonkam ia ki  tiar digital naka bynta ka liang pisa ? 

Lada Hoiod ; mano ba la wan ai training ia ki ? Ka organisation aiu ? Ka biang ne em 

ka training ne phi donkam jingkyrshan shuh ban sdang pyndonkam iaki digital 

service? 

15. Katno sien phi siew phi tda da kaba pyndonkam digital service? Phi pyndonkam da 

ki tiar digital ban siew ne ioh pisa na SEWA? 

16. Hato phi donkam training ban kham pynskhem shuh shuh ia ka jingtip jong phi? Lada 

haoid kum kiei ki jait training? 

Access to Digital and Non Digital Financial Products/Services 

19. Kaei ka rukom kynshew  jong ki phi ha shnong baroh kawei ? Ki kynthei ki kynshew 

ne em ? Lada ki kynshew kylli haei ki kynshew bad kumno? Ki don bank account ne 

em haba jan na shnong ? 



20. Phi don ki SHG ne ki  micro finance office hajan ? Katno tylli ki SHGs ki don ha Shnong 

bad kum ki jait kam aiu ki leh? Katno percent ki kynthei ki dei member ha kine ki 

SHG? 

21. Phi Ju leit shano lada phi donkam ram? Katno phi ioh loan bad phi siew katno ka sut, 

ne donkam ban buh bynda eiei, katno snem phi hap siew bad kiwei kiwei ki jingiakut 

ha ka por shim ram? 

22. Kum kiei ki office phi ju leit ba iadei ha ka liang ka pisa?  

23. Phi ju leit sei pisa na bank? katno ka jingjngai naka shnong kadon ka bank? Katno phi 

hap pynlut ban leit sha bank? Phi leit marwei ne bad ki bahaing? 

24. Ki don ka Saathi bank ba phi don jingtip ha shnong jong phi? Kum kiei ki jingiarap ne 

jingkyrshan phi ioh na ki? Ki iasnoh kti bad ka bank aiu? 

25. La don ATM ne em ha shnong ne hajan shnong jong phi bad katno ka jingjngai ka 

don ka ATM?  

26. Ki account aiu ki don ki kynthei bad shynrang ha ki bank? 

27. Kumno phi siew ia ki bills jongphi, seiPisa, ne kano kano ka jingdonkam ba iadei bad 

ka bank? Kumno phi leh shimet da ka net banking ne ka phone banking? Phi leh hi 

ne da ka jingiarap ki ba ha iing ne ki agent?  

28. Phi pyndonkam da ka phone ne da kaei ban leh net banking?  

29. Peit lada ki la tip ban pyndonkam ATM.PAYTM, EWallet, kumta terter . ki la tip 

shaphang ka cashless transaction bad ki la ju don jingeh ne em ne ki sngew artatien 

ban pyndonkam ? Phi phikir kumno ha ka por kaba phi leh digital financial transactions?   

30. Phi donkam ne em ia ki training ban kham tip shuh shuh kumno ban pyndonkam iaka 

phone jongphi na ka bynta ban phone, thoh SMS, pyndonkam Social media, etc) 

31. Ladon mano mano naphi ba laju ioh training ha kine ki snem balah dep.   

32. Phi donkam training na ka bynta ban pyndonkam phone ban ioh ia ki Financial 

Products/Services (kum ki…NEFT transaction; Paytm. Gpay, UPI payments)? Phi la ju 

ioh kum kine ki jait training? 

33. Hato phi ne na ing jong phi, la ju ioh training ha ka liang digital financial products bad/or 

services (kum ban pyndonkam ATM card ban sei pisa; ne pyndonkam debit/credit card 

por siew tda; etc) 

34. Have any of you received training on using the phone/digital payments for business 

activities? 

35. Phi la ju ioh training eiei ban pyndonkam phone/digital payments na ka bynta ka siew 

tda ka dukan phi? 

36. Phi la ju ioh training ne jingtip  shaphang Digital Financial Literacy?  

Access and Awareness 

8.  Phi la bna shaphang ki scheme bad injcentive ba ai ka sorkar naka bynta ki kynthei ban 

seng kam lade? Lada Hoiod, Ki incentives aiu bad scheme aiu ba ki la tip?  

9. Phi la tip ia ki scheme baa i ka sorkar nakabynta ban kyntiew iaka kynthei? Lada Hoiod, 

Ki incentives aiu bad scheme aiu ba ki la tip? 



10. Ladon napdeng jongphi ba la shim bynta ka kano kano ka awareness program halor ki 

financial digital literacy? Mano Ba ai awareness? Ban phi la sngewthuh haduh katno n 

akata ka awareness program?  

11. La don Common Service Center hangne ha shnong Jong phi? Haei? Ki jingiarap ba 

kumno phi ioh? 

Effectiveness of Program – Ka jingmyntoi ka prokram 

7. Phi la ju shim bynta ha ki prokram ka SEWA ban ioh jingiarap ha liang ban pyndonkam ia ki 

digital media na ka bynta ka siew ka tda? 

8. Kano training Digital Financial Literacy phi lah shim bynta? Kumno ka long ka training? Kiei ki 

jingmyntoi na ka training? 

9. Kumno ka program ka iarap iaphi ha ka por khlam COVID?  

10. Phi ioh khubor shaphang COVID na ka SEWA? 

11. Phi tip shaphang u COVID Crisis Number (SEWA Sahayata Number)?  

12. Phi don eiei ban ong shaphang ki training ba lah dep ai (tang ka training kam pat dap 

donkam nong pyni lynti, trouble shooting, etc.) 

Ka jingktah jong COVID  

10. Ha kano ka rukom ka lah ktah ka khlam COVID ia ka jingim jong shynrang, kynthei, 

samla bad khynnah ha Shnong jong phi?  

11. Ha kano ka rukom phi leh na ka bynta ki jingdonkam ba man ka sngi?  

12. Phi leh kumno ka kamai kajih bad ka kamai kajih?  

13. Hato dei ka daw COVID ba phi la sdang pyndonkam digital Apps ban siew ban tda? 

14. Kumno phi nang? 

15. Phi ioh training nangno nangno na ka bynta ban pyndonkam ki digital app?  

16. Mano ba ai training bad lah hikai aiu?  

17. Ki kynthei ki sngewsuk ne em ban pyndonkam ia kine ki technology? 

18. Mano ba sngewsuk bha ban pyndonkam iakine ki technology? 
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Annexure – V: Detailed Tables – Gujarat    
 
Table No. A-2.3.1: Overall Occupation in which Families are Engaged 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Agriculture on own farm 718 (62.3) 88 (68.2) 24 (8.0) 106 (50.2) 109 (89.3) 83 (69.2) 

Animal Husbandry 658 (57.1) 74 (57.4) 93 (31.0) 72 (34.1) 111 (91.0) 105 (87.5) 

Manual Labour 558 (48.4) 57 (44.2) 187 (62.3) 75 (35.5) 76 (62.3) 86 (71.7) 

Agriculture Labour 573 (49.7) 27 (20.9) 129 (43.0) 68 (32.2) 91 (74.6) 48 (40.0) 

Job 391 (33.9) 51 (39.5) 49 (16.3) 80 (37.9) 11 (9.0) 15 (12.5) 

Other Home-based work 121 (10.5) 26 (20.2) 55 (18.3) 58 (27.5) 74 (60.7) 54 (45.0) 

Shop - - 26 (8.7) 31 (14.7) - - 

Own Business 4 (.3) 25 (19.4) 1 (.3) 3 (1.4) - 18 (15.0) 

Driver 13 (1.1) 3 (2.3) 1 (.3) 6 (2.8) 1 (.8) - 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Agriculture on own farm 253 (66.6) 50 (83.3) 18 (19.6) 12 (13.0) 35 (79.5) 35 (83.3) 

Animal Husbandry 218 (57.4) 43 (71.7) 31 (33.7) 8 (8.7) 39 (88.6) 39 (92.9) 

Agriculture Labour 229 (60.3) 18 (30.0) 46 (50.0) 8 (8.7) 37 (84.1) 24 (57.1) 

Other Home-based work 18 (4.7) 3 (5.0) 23 (25.0) 37 (40.2) 25 (56.8) 16 (38.1) 

Manual Causal Labour 235 (61.8) 44 (73.3) 64 (69.6) 59 (64.1) 33 (75.0) 29 (69.0) 

Job 92 (24.2) 9 (15.0) 16 (17.4) 24 (26.1) - 5 (11.9) 

Own Business 3 (.8) 11 (18.3) - 3 (3.3) - 3 (7.1) 

Driver - 1 (1.7) - - - - 

Tea plantation worker - - - - 5 (11.4) - 

Shop - - 4 (4.3) 17 (18.5) - - 
Figures in parenthesis are percentages 

Table No. A-2.3.2: Overall Occupation of Respondents 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=106 N=122 N=120 

Animal Husbandry 658 (57.1) 74 (57.4) 89 (29.7) 72 (34.1) 111 (91.0) 105 (87.5) 

Agriculture on own farm 648 (56.3) 62 (48.1) 19 (6.3) 98 (46.4) 103 (84.4) 68 (56.7) 

Manual Labour 492 (42.7) 23 (17.8) 67 (22.3) 58 (27.5) 54 (44.3) 48 (40.0) 

Agriculture Labour 544 (47.2) 24 (18.6) 119 (39.7) 68 (32.2) 83 (68.0) 41 (34.2) 

Other Home-based work 108 (9.4) 18 (14.0) 42 (14.0) 53 (25.1) 66 (54.1) 37 (30.8) 

Own Business 1 (.1) 8 (6.2) - - - 14 (11.7) 

Job 116 (10.1) 15 (11.6) 26 (8.7) 69 (32.7) 5 (4.1) 4 (3.3) 

Shop - - 26 (8.7) 31 (14.7)   - 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Animal Husbandry 218 (57.4) 43 (71.7) 30 (32.6) 8 (8.7) 39 (88.6) 39 (92.9) 

Agriculture on own farm 234 (61.6) 41 (68.3) 12 (13.0) 11 (12.0) 34 (77.3) 26 (61.9) 

Agriculture Labour 219 (57.6) 16 (26.7) 40 (43.5) 8 (8.7) 35 (79.5) 18 (42.9) 

Manual Labour 212 (55.8) 22 (36.7) 21 (22.8) 57 (62.0) 29 (65.9) 9 (21.4) 

Other Home-based work 14 (3.7) 2 (3.3) 15 (16.3) 36 (39.1) 25 (56.8) 9 (21.4) 

Job 19 (5.0) 1 (1.7) 4 (4.3) 23 (25.0) - 2 (4.8) 

Own Business - - - - - 2 (4.8) 



Tea plantation worker - - - - 3 (6.8) - 

Shop - - 4 (4.3) 17 (18.5)   - 
Figures in parenthesis are percentages 

Table No. A-2.3.3: Main Assets of Household 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Residential House 1073 (93.1) 126 (97.7) 267 (89.0) 189 (89.6) 112 (91.8) 116 (96.7) 

Vehicles 878 (76.2) 84 (65.1) 45 (15.0) 86 (40.8) 45 (36.9) 43 (35.8) 

Agricultural land 729 (63.3) 101 (78.3) 24 (8.0) 106 (50.2) 116 (95.1) 80 (66.7) 

Livestock/Poultry 658 (57.1) 74 (57.4) 93 (31.0) 72 (34.1) 111 (91.0) 105 (87.5) 

Agricultural implements 317 (27.5) 63 (48.8) 63 (21.0) 140 (66.4) 29 (23.8) 48 (40.0) 

Assets of Irrigation 184 (16.0) 6 (4.7) 15 (5.0) 71 (33.6) 15 (12.3) 17 (14.2) 

Shop 74 (6.4) 22 (17.1) 24 (8.0) 26 (12.3) 17 (13.9) 26 (21.7) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Residential House 353 (92.9) 60 (100.0) 79 (85.9) 53 (57.6) 33 (75.0) 42 (100.0) 

Vehicles 265 (69.7) 22 (36.7) 20 (21.7) 16 (17.4) 4 (9.1) 17 (40.5) 

Agricultural land 257 (67.6) 54 (90.0) 18 (19.6) 12 (13.0) 34 (77.3) 36 (85.7) 

Livestock/Poultry 218 (57.4) 43 (71.7) 31 (33.7) 8 (8.7) 39 (88.6) 39 (92.9) 

Agricultural implements 110 (28.9) 41 (68.3) 20 (21.7) 34 (37.0) 7 (15.9) 19 (45.2) 

Assets of Irrigation 62 (16.3) 3 (5.0) - 3 (3.3) 4 (9.1) 4 (9.5) 

Shop 18 (4.7) 6 (10.0) 4 (4.3) 16 (17.4) 1 (2.3) 9 (21.4) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.3.4: Ownership Status of Assets of Household 

Agricultural Land Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA  N=729 N=101 N=24 N=106 N=116 N=80 

Female self 19 (2.6) 6 (5.9) 2 (8.3) 5 (4.7) 9 (7.8) 33 (41.3) 

Female (other) 12 (1.6) 6 (5.9) 2 (8.3) 10 (9.4) 3 (2.6) - 

Male 692 (94.9) 87 (86.1) 20 (83.3) 89 (84.0) 70 (60.3) 24 (30.0) 

Both 6 (.8) 2 (2.0)   2 (1.9) 34 (29.3) 23 (28.8) 

Control  N=257 N=54 N=18 N=12 N=34 N=36 

Female- self 3 (1.2) - 1 (5.6) - 1 (2.9) 19 (52.8) 

Female (other) 2 (.8) 3 (5.6) - 1 (8.3) - 1 (2.8) 

Male 252 (98.1) 51 (94.4) 17 (94.4) 11 (91.7) 20 (58.8) 10 (27.8) 

Both - - - - 13 (38.2) 6 (16.7) 

Residential House Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA  N=1073 N=126 N=267 N=189 N=112 N=116 

Female self 41 (3.8) 6 (4.8) 53 (19.9) 17 (9.0) 9 (8.0) 49 (42.2) 

Female (other) 17 (1.6) 6 (4.8) 36 (13.5) 32 (16.9) 3 (2.7) - 

Male 1002 (93.4) 113 (89.7) 168 (62.9) 132 (69.8) 60 (53.6) 28 (24.1) 

Both 13 (1.2) 1 (.8) 10 (3.7) 8 (4.2) 40 (35.7) 39 (33.6) 

Control  N=353 N=60 N=79 N=53 N=33 N=42 

Female- self 8 (2.3) - 23 (29.1) 4 (7.5) 1 (3.0) 31 (73.8) 

Female (other) 7 (2.0) 3 (5.0) 3 (3.8) 6 (11.3) - - 

Male 336 (95.2) 57 (95.0) 50 (63.3) 42 (79.2) 15 (45.5) 2 (4.8) 

Both 2 (.6) - 3 (3.8) 1 (1.9) 17 (51.5) 9 (21.4) 

Shop Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA  N=74 N=22 N=24 N=26 N=17 N=26 



Female self 3 (4.1) 1 (4.5) 3 (12.5) 3 (11.5) 5 (29.4) 15 (57.7) 

Female (other) 1 (1.4) 2 (9.1) 4 (16.7) 5 (19.2) 1 (5.9) - 

Male 67 (90.5) 19 (86.4) 15 (62.5) 18 (69.2) 9 (52.9) 1 (3.8) 

Both 3 (4.1) - 2 (8.3) - 2 (11.8) 10 (38.5) 

Control  N=18 N=60 N=4 N=16 N=1 N=9 

Female- self 1 (5.6) - - 1 (6.3) - 3 (33.3) 

Female (other) - - - - 1 (100.0) - 

Male 17 (94.4) 6 (100.0) 3 (75.0) 15 (93.8) - - 

Both - - 1 (25.0) - - 6 (66.7) 

Livestock Poultry Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA  N=658 N=74 N=93 N=72 N=111 N=105 

Female self 40 (6.1) 1 (1.4) 28 (30.1) 6 (8.3) 28 (25.2) 43 (41.0) 

Female (other) 17 (2.6)   38 (40.9) 28 (38.9) 2 (1.8) 3 (2.9) 

Male 581 (88.3) 72 (97.3) 18 (19.4) 30 (41.7) 66 (59.5) 18 (17.1) 

Both 20 (3.0) 1 (1.4) 9 (9.7) 8 (11.1) 15 (13.5) 41 (39.0) 

Control  N=218 N=43 N=31 N=8 N=39 N=39 

Female- self 8 (3.7) - 1 (3.2) 1 (12.5) 13 (33.3) 28 (71.8) 

Female (other) 5 (2.3) - 14 (45.2) 4 (50.0) - - 

Male 201 (92.2) 43 (100.0) 9 (29.0) 2 (25.0) 21 (53.8) 2 (5.1) 

Both 4 (1.8) - 7 (22.6) 1 (12.5) 5 (12.8) 9 (23.1) 

Vehicles Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA  N=878 N=84 N=45 N=86 N=45 N=43 

Female self 5 (.6) - 2 (4.4) 3 (3.5) 2 (4.4) 11 (25.6) 

Female (other) 3 (.3) 2 (2.4) - 1 (1.2) 1 (2.2) - 

Male 861 (98.1) 81 (96.4) 42 (93.3) 81 (94.2) 41 (91.1) 15 (34.9) 

Both 9 (1.0) 1 (1.2) 1 (2.2) 1 (1.2) 1 (2.2) 17 (39.5) 

Control  N=265 N=22 N=20 N=16 N=4 N=17 

Female- self 1 (.4) - - 1 (6.3) - 9 (52.9) 

Female (other) 1 (.4) - - 1 (6.3) -   

Male 263 (99.2) 22 (100.0) 20 (100.0) 13 (81.3) 4 (100.0) 4 (23.5) 

Both - - - 1 (6.3) - 4 (23.5) 

Agricultural Implements Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA  N=317 N=63 N=63 N=140 N=29 N=48 

Female self 6 (1.9) 2 (3.2) 16 (25.4) 10 (7.1) 2 (6.9) 20 (41.7) 

Female (other) 2 (.6) 1 (1.6) 3 (4.8) 8 (5.7) 1 (3.4) - 

Male 305 (96.2) 59 (93.7) 26 (41.3) 98 (70.0) 26 (89.7) 4 (8.3) 

Both 4 (1.3) 1 (1.6) 18 (28.6) 24 (17.1) - 24 (50.0) 

Control  N=110 N=41 N=20 N=34 N=7 N=19 

Female- self 1 (.9) - 3 (15.0) 12 (35.3) - 8 (42.1) 

Female (other) 1 (.9) 1 (2.4) - 2 (5.9) - - 

Male 108 (98.2) 39 (95.1) 6 (30.0) 19 (55.9) 5 (71.4) - 

Both - 1 (2.4) 11 (55.0) 1 (2.9) 2 (28.6) 11 (57.9) 

Assets of Irrigation Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA  N=184 N=6 N=15 N=71 N=15 N=17 

Female self 2 (1.1) - 2 (13.3) 1 (1.4) - 12 (70.6) 

Female (other) - - 1 (6.7) 6 (8.5) 1 (6.7) - 



Male 181 (98.4) 6 (100.0) 12 (80.0) 46 (64.8) 14 (93.3) 1 (5.9) 

Both 1 (.5) - - 18 (25.4) - 4 (23.5) 

Control  N=62 N=3 N=0 N=34 N=4 N=4 

Female- self - - - - - 3 (75.0) 

Female (other) 1 (1.6) - - - - - 

Male 61 (98.4) 3 (100.0) - 2 (66.7) 4 (100.0) - 

Both - - - 1 (33.3) - 1 (25.0) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages  



Table No. A-2.3.5: Type of Houses 

  SEWA Control 

  N Kaccha Semi-pucca Pucca N Kaccha Semi-pucca Pucca 

Gujarat 1152 134 (11.6) 289 (25.1) 729 (63.3) 380 58 (15.3) 106 (27.9) 216 (56.8) 

Rajasthan 129 7 (5.4) 17 (13.2) 105 (81.4) 60 16 (26.7) 11 (18.3) 33 (55.0) 

Bihar 300 84 (28.0) 102 (34.0) 114 (38.0) 92 24 (26.1) 34 (37.0) 34 (37.0) 

UP 211 20 (9.5) 38 (18.0) 153 (72.5) 92 45 (48.9) 12 (13.0) 35 (38.0) 

Assam 122 52 (42.6) 43 (35.2) 27 (22.1) 44 8 (18.2) 11 (25.0) 25 (56.8) 

Meghalaya 120 22 (18.3) 79 (65.8) 19 (15.8) 42 5 (11.9) 31 (73.8) 6 (14.3) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.3.6: Overall Availability of Facilities 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Clean Water 1117 (97.0) 118 (91.5) 265 (88.3) 208 (98.6) 116 (95.1) 117 (97.5) 

Electricity 1131 (98.2) 129 (100.0) 294 (98.0) 188 (89.1) 78 (63.9) 107 (89.2) 

Toilet 986 (85.6) 105 (81.4) 153 (51.0) 166 (78.7) 115 (94.3) 118 (98.3) 

Drainage 580 (50.3) 78 (60.5) 170 (56.7) 173 (82.0) 92 (75.4) 94 (78.3) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Clean Water 355 (93.4) 53 (88.3) 85 (92.4) 90 (97.8) 44 (100.0) 40 (95.2) 

Electricity 378 (99.5) 60 (100.0) 91 (98.9) 58 (63.0) 34 (77.3) 41 (97.6) 

Toilet 256 (67.4) 19 (31.7) 40 (43.5) 47 (51.1) 43 (97.7) 41 (97.6) 

Drainage 163 (42.9) 10 (16.7) 32 (34.8) 48 (52.2) 32 (72.7) 38 (90.5) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 
 

Table No. A-2.4.1: Duration of Membership to Institutions 
 Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

< than 1 year 3 (0.3) 1 (0.7) - - 1 (.8) - 

1-5 years 640 (55.6) 74 (57.4) 168 (56.0) 189 (89.6) 46 (37.7) 59 (49.2) 

6-10 years 282 (24.5) 45 (34.9) 88 (29.4) 19 (9.0) 43 (35.2) 43 (35.8) 

11-15 years 123 (10.7) 2 (1.6) 36 (12.0) 3 (1.4) 28 (23.0) 12 (10.0) 

16-20 years 56 (4.9) 7 (5.5) - - 3 (2.5) 4 (3.3) 

20+ years 48 (4.2) - - - 1 (.8) 1 (.8) 

No Reply - - 3 (1.0) - - - 

Don't remember - - - - - 1 (.8) 

SHG (SEWA) 

SEWA N=725 N=25 N=35 N=41 N=80 N=115 

< than 1 year 15 (2.1) 1 (4.0) - - 1 (1.3) 1 (.9) 

1-5 years 241 (33.2) 12 (48.0) 28 (80.0) 32 (78.0) 19 (23.8) 47 (40.9) 

6-10 years 233 (32.1) 11 (44.0) 6 (17.2) 9 (22.0) 30 (37.5) 44 (38.3) 

11-15 years 130 (17.9) - - - 27 (33.8) 14 (12.2) 

16-20 years 52 (7.2) - 1 (2.9) - 2 (2.5) 6 (5.2) 

20+ years 54 (7.4) 1 (4.0) - - 1 (1.3) 2 (1.7) 

Don't remember - - - - - 1 (.9) 

Control N=19 N=3   N=1  

< than 1 year - - - - - - 

1-5 years 17 (89.5) 3 (100) - - - - 

6-10 years 1 (5.3) - - - 1 (100) - 

11-15 years 1 (5.3) - - - - - 



16-20 years - - - - - - 

20+ years - - - - - - 

Milk Cooperative 

SEWA N=268    N=2  

1-5 years 76 (28.4) - - - 1 (50.0) - 

6-10 years 51 (19.0) - - - - - 

11-15 years 28 (10.4) - - - 1 (50.0) - 

16-20 years 17 (6.3) - - - - - 

20+ years 20 (7.5) - - - - - 

Permanent 76 (28.4) - - - - - 

Control N=54      

1-5 years 13 (24.1) - - - - - 

6-10 years 9 (16.7) - - - - - 

11-15 years 3 (5.6) - - - - - 

16-20 years 2 (3.7) - - - - - 

20+ years 1 (1.9) - - - - - 

Permanent 31 (57.4) - - - - - 

SHG (Sakhi Mandal) 

SEWA N=237 N=28 N=62 N=17 N=99 N=118 

< than 1 year 7 (3.0) - -    

1-5 years 125 (52.7) 16 (57.1) 46 (74.2) 15 (88.2) 23 (23.2) 21 (17.8) 

6-10 years 60 (25.3) 9 (32.1) 15 (24.2) 2 (11.8) 47 (47.5) 85 (72.0) 

11-15 years 33 (13.9) 3 (10.7) 1 (1.6) - 18 (18.2) 4 (3.4) 

16-20 years 9 (3.8) - - - 8 (8.1) 6 (5.1) 

20+ years 3 (1.3) - - - 3 (3.0) 2 (1.7) 

Control N=87 N=8 N=28  N=18 N=41 

< than 1 year 9 (10.3) 1 (14.3) - - - - 

1-5 years 46 (52.9) 5 (62.5) 22 (78.6) - 14 (77.8) 32 (78.0) 

6-10 years 12 (13.8) 2 (25.0) 6 (21.5) - 4 (22.2) 8 (19.5) 

11-15 years 14 (16.1) - - - - - 

16-20 years 2 (2.3) - - - - 1 (2.4) 

20+ years 4 (4.6) - - - - - 

Panchayat 

SEWA N=16 N=1 N=1 N=1 N=3 N=10 

1-5 years 11 (73.3) 1 (100)  1 (100) 1 (33.3) 8 (80.0) 

6-10 years 3 (20.0) - 1 (100) - 2 (66.7) 1 (10.0) 

11-15 years 1 (6.7) - - - - - 

16-20 years - - - - - 1 (10.0) 

20+ years - - - - - - 

Control N=3  N=1   N=3 

1-5 years 1 (33.3) - 1 (100) - - - 

6-10 years - - - - - 1 (33.3) 

11-15 years 1 (33.3) - - - - 1 (33.3) 

16-20 years 1 (33.3) - - - - - 

20+ years      1 (33.3) 

Women's Wing 

 - - - - - N=45 

No Reply - - - - - 45 (100) 

Farmers Group 

 - - - - N=1 N=8 

No Reply - - - - 1 (100) 8 (100) 

PG (Producer Group) 

 - - - - - N=11 



 

Table No. A-2.4.2: Designation in Institution 

No Reply - - - - - 11 (100) 

 Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Member 1130 (98.1) 125 (96.9) 295 (98.4) 202 (95.7) 120 (98.4) 114 (95.0) 

President 8 (0.7) 1 (0.8) - - 1 (.8) 1 (.8) 

Leader 12 (1.0) - 5 (1.7) 4 (1.9) - - 

Master Trainer - 3 (2.4) - - 1 (.8) 1 (.8) 

BC - - - 1 (.5) - - 

Rudiben - - - 4 (1.9) - - 

Secretary - - - - - 2 (1.7) 

Treasurer - - - - - 1 (.8) 

Don't Remember - - - - - 1 (.8) 

SHG (SEWA) 

SEWA N=725 N=25 N=35 N=41 N=81 N=115 

Member 683 (94.2) 20 (80.0) 28 (80.0) 32 (78.0) 79 (98.8) 101 (87.8) 

President 8 (1.1) 2 (8.0) 4 (11.4) 5 (12.2) - 5 (4.3) 

Deputy President 13 (1.8) - - - - - 

Leader 11 (1.5) - - - - - 

Secretary 10 (1.4) 1 (4.0) - - - 6 (5.2) 

Book Keeper - 1 (4.0) - - - - 

Treasurer - 1 (4.0) 3 (8.5) 4 (9.8) - 2 (1.7) 

Master Trainer - - - - 1 (1.3) - 

Don't Remember - - - - - 1 (.9) 

Control N=19 N=3 - - N=1 - 

Member 19 (100) 2 (66.7) - - 1 (100) - 

President - 1 (33.3) - - - - 

Deputy President - - - - - - 

Leader - - - - - - 

Milk Cooperative 

SEWA N=268    N=2  

Member 267 (99.6) - - - 1 (50.0) - 

Leader 1 (0.4) - - - - - 

President - - - - 1 (50.0) - 

Control N=54 - - - - - 

Member 54 (100) - - - - - 

SHG (Sakhi Mandal) 

SEWA N=237 N=28 N=62 N=17 N=99 N=118 

Member 206 (86.9) 19 (67.9) 56 (90.3) 12 (70.6) 72 (72.7) 80 (67.8) 

President 18 (7.6) - 4 (6.5) 4 (23.5) 12 (12.1) 12 (10.2) 

Deputy President 2 (0.8) - - - - - 

Leader 11 (4.6) - - - - - 

Deputy Leader - - - -   

Secretary - 4 (14.3) - - 9 (9.1) 19 (16.1) 

Book Keeper - 2 (7.1) - - 6 (6.1) 1 (.8) 

Treasurer - 1 (3.5) 2 (3.2) 1 (5.9) - 6 (5.1) 

Control N=56 N=8 N=28  N=18 N=41 

Member 47 (83.9) 5 (62.5) 27 (96.5) - 17 (94.4) 22 (53.7) 

President 3 (5.4) 1 (12.5) - - - 9 (22.0) 

Deputy President 2 (3.6) - - - - - 

Leader 3 (5.4) - - - - - 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figures in 

Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.5.1: Overall Savings done by Respondents  

SEWA 
Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Bank 932 (80.9) 122 (94.6) 265 (88.3) 193 (91.5) 120 (98.4) 120 (100.0) 

SHG (SEWA) 725 (62.9) 25 (19.3) 35 (11.7) 21 (10.0) 80 (65.6) 115 (98.8) 

SHG (other) 237 (20.6) 28 (21.7) 65 (20.7) 11 (5.2) 99 (81.1) 118 (98.3) 

Post Office 30 (2.6) 4 (3.1) 6 (2.0) 11 (5.2) 6 (4.9) 1 (.8) 

Informal Group (Chit fund) 1 (.1) - - - - - 

Cash (at home) 189 (16.4) 36 (27.9) 77 (25.7) 114 (54.0) 5 (4.1) 106 (88.3) 

Do not save 50 (4.3) 4 (3.1) 4 (1.3) 3 (1.4) - - 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Bank 271 (71.3) 45 (75.0) 85 (92.4) 66 (71.7) 42 (95.5) 39 (92.9) 

SHG (SEWA) 22 (5.8) 3 (5.0) - - 1 (2.3) 13 (31.0) 

SHG (other) 56 (14.7) 8 (13.3) 28 (30.5) - 18 (409) 41 (97.6) 

Post Office 10 (2.6) - - - 2 (4.5) 2 (4.8) 

Cash (at home) 95 (25.0) 22 (36.7) 48 (52.2) 64 (69.6) 2 (4.5) 34 (81.0) 

Do not save 48 (12.6) 8 (13.3) 1 (1.1) 4 (4.3) - - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.5.2: Overall Type of Bank Account of Respondents 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Have Bank Account 1112 (96.5) 126 (97.7) 287 (95.7) 199 (94.3) 121 (99.2) 120 (100) 

Don't have Bank Account 40 (3.5) 3 (2.3) 13 (4.3) 12 (5.7) 1 (.8) - 

Deputy Leader 1 (1.8) - - - - - 

Secretary - 1 (12.5) - - 1 (5.6) 8 (19.5) 

Treasurer - - 1 (3.5) - - 1 (2.4) 

Book Keeper - - - - - 1 (2.4) 

Panchayat 

SEWA N=14 N=1 N=1 N=1 N=3 N=10 

Member 12 (85.7) 1 (100) 1 (100) 1 (100) 1 (33.3) 10 (100) 

Sarpanch 1 (7.1) - - - - - 

Deputy Sarpanch 1 (7.1) - - - - - 

Secretary 1 (7.1) - - - 1 (33.3) - 

President - - - - 1 (33.3) - 

Control N=3 - N=1 - - N=3 

Member 2 (66.7) - 1 (100) - - 3 (100) 

Sarpanch - - - - - - 

Deputy Sarpanch 1 (33.3) - - - - - 

Secretary - - - - - - 

Women's Wing 

SEWA - - - - - N=45 

No Reply - - - - - 45 (100) 

Farmers Group 

 - - - - N=1 N=8 

No Reply - - - - 1 (100) 8 (100) 

PG (Producer Group) 

SEWA - - - - - N=9 

No Reply - - - - - 9 (100) 

Control - - - - - N=2 

No Reply - - - - - 2 (100) 



Type of Account N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Individual Account 1015 (88.1) 125 (96.9) 282 (94.0) 194 (91.9) 121 (99.2) 120 (100) 

Joint A/c (with Male FM) 137 (11.9) 2 (1.6) 4 (1.3) 13 (6.2) - 1 (.8) 

Joint A/c (with female FM) 1 (.1) - 3 (1.0) 11 (5.2) - 3 (2.5) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Have Bank Account 335 (88.2) 60 (100) 90 (97.8) 81 (88.0) 43 (97.7) 40 (95.2) 

Don't have Bank Account 45 (11.8) - 2 (2.2) 11 (12.0) 1 (2.3) 2 (4.8) 

Type of Account N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Individual Account 322 (84.7) 60 (100) 88 (95.7) 76 (82.6) 43 (97.7) 40 (95.2) 

Joint A/c (with Male FM) 22 (5.8) 1 (1.7) 3 (3.3) 6 (6.5) 1 (2.3) - 

Joint A/c (with female FM) 1 (.3) - - - - - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages  
Table No. A-2.5.3: Overall - Type of Bank 

SEWA 
Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

N=1112 N=126 N=287 N=199 N=121 N=120 

Nationalised Bank 855 (76.9) 9 (7.1) 133 (46.3) 145 (72.9) 114 (94.2) 105 (87.5) 

Cooperative Bank 215 (19.3) 9 (7.1) 48 (16.7) 1 (.5) - 1 (.8) 

Rural Bank 15 (1.3) 63 (50.0) 24 (8.4) 35 (17.6) 11 (9.1) 71 (59.2) 

Regional Bank 57 (5.1) 51 (40.5) 1 (.3) 12 (6.0) - - 

 Small Finance Bank - - 3 (1.0) 6 (3.0) - - 

Private Bank - 1 (.8) 90 (31.4) 18 (9.0) - - 

SEWA Bank 109 (9.8) 6 (4.8) 2 (.7) 7 (3.5) - - 

Control N=335 N=60 N=90 N=81 N=43 N=40 

Nationalised Bank 254 (76.0) 7 (11.7) 49 (54.4) 72 (88.9) 35 (81.4) 24 (60.0) 

Cooperative Bank 67 (20.0) - 15 (16.7) 1 (1.2) - - 

Rural Bank 7 (2.1) 33 (55.0) 9 (10.0) 1 (1.2) 9 (20.9) 29 (72.5) 

Regional Bank 15 (4.5) 23 (38.3) 1 (1.1) 0 - - 

Private Bank - - 17 (18.9) 8 (9.9) - - 

SEWA Bank 1 (.3) - - - - - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.5.4: Overall How Respondents Use Bank Account 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1112 N=126 N=287 N=199 N=121 N=120 

Don't Use Bank Account 11 (1.0) - 2 (.7) 1 (.5) 2 (1.70) - 

Use By Myself 862 (77.5) 121 (96.0) 233 (81.2) 170 (85.4) 109 (90.1) 103 (85.8) 

Assistance from family/friends 334 (30.0) 10 (7.9) 145 (50.5) 43 (21.6) 20 (16.5) 18 (15.0) 

Through Bank Saathi 61 (5.5) 1 (.8) 110 (38.3) 9 (4.5) 6 (5.0) 18 (15.0) 

Through Informal Agent 1 (.1) - 7 (2.4) 6 (3.0) 2 (1.7) 1 (.8) 

Control N=335 N=60 N=90 N=81 N=43 N=40 

Don't Use Bank Account 1 (.3) - - 1 (1.2) - - 

Assistance from family/friends 89 (26.6) 12 (20.0) 71 (78.9) 20 (24.7) 18 (41.9) 8 (20.0) 

Use By Myself 272 (81.2) 57 (95.0) 56 (62.2) 65 (80.2) 37 (86.0) 37 (92.5) 

Through Bank Saathi 11 (3.3) - 45 (50.0) 7 (8.6) 3 (7.0) 5 (12.5) 

Through Informal Agent - - 3 (3.3) 1 (1.2) - - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.5.5: Overall Uses of Bank Account 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1101 N=126 N=285 N=198 N=119 N=120 

Savings 1025 (93.1) 122 (96.8) 261 (91.6) 194 (98.0) 118 (99.2) 120 (100.0) 

Withdrawals 722 (65.6) 89 (70.6) 229 (80.4) 153 (77.3) 99 (83.2) 119 (99.2) 



Avail government subsidies 320 (29.1) 17 (13.5) 64 (22.5) 70 (35.4) 95 (79.8) 85 (70.8) 

Payments 213 (19.3) 58 (46.0) 97 (34.0) 46 (23.2) 64 (53.8) 19 (15.8) 

Remittances 7 (.6) 34 (27.0) 103 (36.1) 74 (37.4) 40 (33.6) 1 (.8) 

To get money 298 (27.1) 73 (57.9) 130 (45.6) 87 (43.9) 29 (24.4) 85 (70.8) 

Control N=334 N=60 N=90 N=80 N=43 N=40 

Savings 309 (92.5) 42 (70.0) 86 (95.6) 79 (98.8) 43 (100.0) 39 (97.5) 

Withdrawals 224 (67.1) 55 (91.7) 77 (85.6) 53 (66.3) 30 (69.8) 40 (100.0) 

Avail government subsidies 70 (21.0) - 19 (21.1) 45 (56.3) 29 (67.4) 19 (47.5) 

Payments 71 (21.3) 19 (31.7) 39 (43.3) 19 (23.8) 21 (48.8) 6 (15.0) 

Remittances 9 (2.7) 9 (15.0) 25 (27.8) 40 (50.0) 11 (25.6) - 

To get money 81 (24.3) 51 (85.0) 39 (43.3) 42 (52.5) 10 (23.3) 33 (82.5) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.5.6: Insurance Taken out By Respondents’ Family 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Insurance Taken Out 604 (52.4) 109 (84.5) 128 (42.7) 70 (33.2) 44 (36.1) 106 (88.3) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Insurance Taken Out 110 (28.9) 46 (76.7) 39 (42.4) 15 (16.3) 5 (11.4) 36 (85.7) 

SEWA             

Type of Insurance N=604 N=109 N=128 N=70 N=44 N=106 

Medical Insurance 372 (61.6) 103 (94.5) 100 (78.1) 12 (17.1) 7 (15.9) 81 (76.4) 

Life Insurance 326 (54.0) 44 (40.4) 45 (35.2) 66 (94.3) 39 (88.6) 87 (82.1) 

Crop Insurance 6 (1.0) 3 (2.8) - - 1 (2.3) - 

Weather Insurance - - 6 (4.7) - - - 

Accident Insurance - 1 (.9) - - - 31 (29.2) 

Tractor Insurance 13 (2.2) - - - - - 

Vehicle Insurance 6 (1.0) 1 (.9) - 2 (2.9) 1 (2.3)   

Pension 1 (.2)           
Control             

Type of Insurance N=110 N=46 N=39 N=15 N=5 N=36 

Medical Insurance 60 (54.5) 46 (100.0) 37 (94.9) 2 (13.3) - 24 (66.7) 

Life Insurance 66 (60.0) 8 (17.4) 5 (12.8) 14 (93.3) 5 (100.0) 18 (50.0) 

Weather Insurance - - 1 (2.6) - - - 

Vehicle Insurance 1 (.9) - - - - - 

Accident Insurance           3 (8.3) 

Pension - - - - - 2 (5.6) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.5.7: Reasons for not taking out Insurance 
  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=548 N=20 N=172 N=141 N=78 N=14 

Don't understand 395 (72.1) 15 (75.0) 128 (74.4) 88 (62.4) 43 (55.1) 10 (71.4) 

Don't know how to access 32 (5.8) - 65 (37.8) 24 (17.0) 19 (24.4) 1 (7.1) 

Don't believe that getting a payout 105 (19.2) - 12 (7.0) 26 (18.4) 19 (24.4) 4 (28.6) 

Claim process is very complicated 41 (7.5) - 14 (8.1) 24 (17.0) 12 (15.4) 5 (35.7) 

Cannot afford to pay the premium 183 (33.4) 5 (25.0) 44 (25.6) 66 (46.8) 33 (42.3) 4 (28.6) 

No insurance required 8 (1.5) 1 (5.0)   4 (2.8) - 4 (28.6) 

Control N=270 N=14 N=53 N=77 N=39 N=6 

Don't understand 202 (74.8) - 37 (69.8) 47 (61.0) 22 (56.4) 3 (50.0) 

Don't know how to access 20 (7.4) - 21 (39.6) 15 (19.5) 17 (43.6) 1 (16.7) 

Don't believe that getting a payout 60 (22.2) - 2 (3.8) 17 (22.1) 11 (28.2) 1 (16.7) 

Claim process is very complicated 21 (7.8) - 1 (1.9) 23 (29.9) 4 (10.3) - 

Cannot afford to pay the premium 73 (27.0) 2 (14.3) 25 (47.2) 58 (75.3) 18 (46.2) - 

No insurance required 2 (.7) - - - - 2 (33.3) 



Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. 2.5.8: Details of Loan taken in last one year by Respondents’ Family 

  SEWA N Control N 

Gujarat 397 (34.5) 1152 66 (17.4) 379 

Rajasthan 34 (26.4) 129 18 (30.0) 60 

Bihar 74 (24.7) 300 31 (33.7) 92 

Uttar Pradesh 65 (30.8) 211 10 (10.9) 92 

Assam 65 (53.3) 122 13 (29.5) 44 

Meghalaya 57 (47.5) 120 30 (71.4) 42 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.5.9: Overall Source of Loan 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=397 N=34 N=74 N=65 N=65 N=57 

Bank (SBI) 36 (9.1) - 2 (2.7) 1 (1.5) 8 (12.3) 33 (57.9) 

Bank (any other) 86 (21.7) 9 (26.5) 13 (17.6) 15 (23.1) 2 (3.1) 15 (26.3) 

SHG (SEWA) 100 (25.2) 1 (2.9) 11 (14.9) 9 (13.8) 1 (1.5) 17 (29.8) 

SHG (other) 18 (4.5) 8 (23.5) 22 (29.7) 14 (21.5) 46 (70.8) 24 (42.1) 

SEWA District Association 9 (2.3) - - - - - 

SEWA Bank 55 (13.9) - 2 (2.7) 2 (3.1) - - 

Local Money Lender 4 (1.0) 1 (2.9) 1 (1.4) - - - 

Micro Finance Companies 38 (9.6) 13 (38.2) 17 (23.0) 4 (6.2) 13 (20.0) - 

Finance Companies (NBFCs) 32 (8.1) - - - 1 (1.5) - 

Local Trader 2 (.5) - 7 (9.5) 3 (4.6) - - 

Local Shopkeeper 1 (.3) - 1 (1.4) - - - 

Friends 41 (10.3) 1 (2.9) 1 (1.4) 8 (12.3) - 4 (7.0) 

Relatives 48 (12.1) 2 (5.9) 6 (8.1) 19 (29.2) - 3 (5.3) 

Control N=66 N=18 N=31 N=10 N=13 N=30 

 Bank (SBI) 9 (13.6) - 2 (6.5) - 1 (7.7) 15 (50.0) 

Bank (any other) 22 (33.3) 5 (27.8) 3 (9.7) 1 (10.0) - 10 (33.3) 

SHG (SEWA) 1 (1.5) - - - - - 

SHG (other) 5 (7.6) 3 (16.7) 13 (41.9) 1 (10.0) 12 (92.3) 12 (40.0) 

SEWA District Association - - - - - - 

Local Money Lender 5 (7.6) 1 (5.6) - 2 (20.0) - - 

Micro Finance Companies 9 (13.6) 1 (5.6) - 1 (10.0) 2 (15.4) - 

Finance Companies (NBFCs) 8 (12.1) - - - - - 

Local Trader 1 (1.5) - 2 (6.5) - - - 

Local Shopkeeper 4 (6.1) 2 (11.1) - 1 (10.0) - - 

Friends 8 (12.1) 2 (11.1) 8 (25.8) 1 (10.0) - 3 (10.0) 

Relatives 10 (15.2) 5 (27.8) 10 (32.3) 4 (40.0) - 3 (10.0) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.5.10: Overall Purpose of Loan 
  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=397 N=34 N=74 N=65 N=65 N=57 

Household expenses 131 (33.0) 11 (32.4) 20 (27.0) 22 (33.8) 37 (56.9) - 

Medical Emergency 38 (9.6) 3 (8.8) 20 (27.0) 27 (41.5) 5 (7.7) 1 (1.8) 

Children’ Education 8 (2.0) 5 (14.7) 3 (4.1) 4 (6.2) 8 (12.3) 2 (3.5) 

Agriculture 104 (26.2) 5 (14.7) 13 (17.6) 9 (13.8) 5 (7.7) 21 (36.8) 

Business 85 (21.4) 2 (5.9) 11 (14.9) 12 (18.5) 21 (32.3) 31 (54.4) 

Social responsibilities 45 (11.3) 3 (8.8) 19 (25.7) 7 (10.8) - - 

Housing loan 30 (7.6) 11 (32.4) 4 (5.4) 5 (7.7) 2 (3.1) 8 (14.0) 

Vehicle loan 14 (3.5) 1 (2.9) - 4 (6.2) 2 (3.1) - 

Pay off Debts - 1 (2.9) - - - - 

 Animal Husbandry & Poultry Farming 8 (2.0) - - - - 2 (3.5) 



Control N=66 N=18 N=31 N=10 N=13 N=30 

Household expenses 29 (43.9) 8 (44.4) 19 (61.3) 6 (60.0) 10 (76.9) 2 (6.7) 

Medical Emergency 1 (1.5) 3 (16.7) - - 3 (23.1) 1 (3.3) 

Children Education 1 (1.5) - - - 3 (23.1) 2 (6.7) 

For agriculture 4 (6.1) 4 (22.2) - - 1 (7.7) 17 (56.7) 

For business 19 (28.8) - - - 3 (23.1) 9 (30.0) 

For social responsibilities 6 (9.1) 3 (16.7) - - - 2 (6.7) 

Housing loan 1 (1.5) 3 (16.7) - - - 2 (6.7) 

Vehicle loan 3 (4.5) - - - - - 

Pay off Debts - - - - - - 

 Animal Husbandry & Poultry Farming 5 (7.6) 1 (5.6) - - - 3 (10.0) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.6.1: Overall Household Ownership of ICTs 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Desk Computer 12 (1.0) 1 (0.8) 1 (.3) 20 (9.5) 1 (.8) 4 (3.3) 

Laptop 24 (2.1) 13 (10.1) 11 (3.7) 21 (10.0) 2 (1.6) 9 (7.5) 

Tablet 36 (3.1) 13 (10.1) 2 (.7) 21 (10.0) 2 (1.6) 7 (5.8) 

Smart phone 1002 (87.0) 119 (92.2) 217 (72.3) 157 (74.4) 80 (65.6) 87 (72.5) 

Feature phone 695 (60.3) 85 (65.9) 219 (73.0) 149 (70.6) 88 (72.1) 52 (43.3) 

Both (S-F) 579 (50.3) 76 (58.9) 154 (51.3) 103 (48.8) 64 (52.5) 31 (25.8) 

None (S-F) 34 (3.0) 1 (.8) 18 (6.0) 8 (3.8) 18 (14.8) 12 (10.0) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Desk Computer - 1 (1.7) - - - - 

Laptop 6 (1.6) 2 (3.3) 1 (1.1) - - 4 (9.5) 

Tablet - - - - - 3 (7.1) 

Smart phone 313 (82.4) 46 (76.7) 51 (55.4) 65 (70.7) 22 (50.0) 28 (66.7) 

Feature phone 213 (56.1) 49 (81.7) 65 (70.7) 41 (44.6) 20 (45.5) 15 (35.7) 

Both (S-F) 161 (42.4) 35 (58.3) 32 (34.8) 26 (28.3) 12 (27.3) 5 (11.9) 

None (S-F) 15 (3.9) - 8 (8.7) 12 (13.0) 14 (31.8) 4 (9.5) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.6.2: Overall Use of ICTs by Respondents 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Desk Computer 9 (.8) 5 (3.9) 1 (.3) 22 (10.4) 5 (4.1) 2 (1.7) 

Laptop 14 (1.2) 10 (7.8) 6 (2.0) 23 (10.9) 5 (4.1) 5 (4.2) 

Tablet 28 (2.4) 10 (7.8) 2 (.7) 22 (10.4) 8 (6.6) 5 (4.2) 

Smart phone 634 (55.0) 84 (65.1) 168 (56.0) 145 (68.7) 62 (50.8) 65 (54.2) 

Feature phone 561 (48.7) 46 (35.7) 192 (64.0) 133 (63.0) 75 (61.5) 38 (31.7) 

Both (S-F) 579 (50.3) 13 (10.1) 107 (35.7) 84 (39.8) 44 (36.1) 10 (8.3) 

None (S-F) 34 (3.0) 12 (9.3) 47 (15.7) 17 (8.1) 29 (23.8) 27 (22.5) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Desk Computer 3 (.8) - - - - - 

Laptop 5 (1.3) 1 (1.7) - - - 1 (2.4) 

Tablet 2 (.5) - - - - 3 (7.1) 

Smart phone 184 (48.4) 16 (26.7) 29 (31.5) 63 (68.5) 14 (31.8) 18 (42.9) 

Feature phone 150 (39.5) 31 (51.7) 52 (56.5) 38 (41.3) 17 (38.6) 10 (23.8) 

Both (S-F) 161 (42.4) 6 (10.0) 21 (22.8) 23 (25.0) 8 (18.2) - 

None (S-F) 15 (3.9) 19 (31.7) 71 (77.2) 14 (15.2) 21 (47.7) 14 (33.3) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.6.3: Overall Exclusive Phone Used by Respondent 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 



Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.6.4: Access to Internet by Respondents 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Have Access 548 (47.6) 85 (65.9) 128 (42.7) 136 (64.5) 63 (51.6) 77 (64.2) 

Don't have Access 604 (52.4) 44 (34.1) 172 (57.3) 75 (35.5) 59 (48.4) 43 (35.8) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Have Access 179 (47.1) 16 (26.7) 12 (13.0) 58 (63.0) 12 (27.3) 32 (76.2) 

Don't have Access 201 (52.9) 44 (73.3) 80 (87.0) 34 (37.0) 32 (72.7) 10 (23.8) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.6.5: Type of Internet Connection  

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=548 N=85 N=128 N=136 N=63 N=77 

Own connection 476 (86.9) 84 (98.8) 92 (71.9) 94 (69.1) 61 (96.8) 75 (97.4) 

Family Connection 80 (14.6) 1 (1.2) 53 (41.4) 58 (42.6) 16 (0.3) 3 (3.9) 

Control N=179 N=16 N=12 N=58 N=12 N=32 

Own connection 149 (83.2) 16 (100.0) 9 (75.0) 32 (55.2) 11 (91.7) 30 (93.8) 

Family Connection 31 (17.3) - 4 (33.3) 31 (53.4) 5 (45.5) 4 (12.5) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.6.6: Devices on which Internet is accessed by Respondents 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=548 N=85 N=128 N=136 N=63 N=77 

Mobile Phone 548 (100.0) 85 (100.0) 126 (98.4) 136 (100.0) 63 (100.0) 77 (100.0) 

Desktop 2 (.4) - - 6 (4.4) - 1 (1.3) 

Laptop 7 (1.3) 5 (5.9) 3 (2.3) 12 (8.8) - 4 (5.2) 

Tablet 12 (2.2) 5 (5.9) 1 (.8) 8 (5.9) 3 (4.8) 3 (3.9) 

Control N=179 N=16 N=12 N=58 N=12 N=32 

Mobile Phone 179 (100.0) 16 (100.0) 12 (100.0) 58 (100.0) 12 (100.0) 31 (100.0) 

Laptop 2 (1.1) 1 (6.3) - - - 1 (3.1) 

Tablet - - - - - 2 (6.3) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

     Table No. A-2.7.1: Features of Basic Mobile Used With/Without Assistance 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

Unlocking Handset 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 713 (61.9) 119 (92.2) 203 (67.7) 150 (71.1) 92 (75.4) 46 (38.3) 

With Assistance 171 (14.8) 5 (3.9) 36 (12.0) 13 (6.2) 8 (6.6) 2 (1.7) 

Do not use 268 (23.3) 5 (3.9) 61 (20.3) 48 (22.7) 22 (18.0) 72 (60.0) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 185 (48.7) 39 (65.0) 51 (55.4) 44 (47.8) 20 (45.5) 17 (40.5) 

With Assistance 83 (21.8) 6 (10.0) 11 (12.0) 10 (10.9) 1 (2.3) 1 (2.4) 

Has Own Phone 596 (51.7) 107 (82.9) 158 (52.7) 147 (69.7) 76 (62.3) 88 (73.3) 

Type of Phone N=596 N=107 N=158 N=147 N=76 N=88 

Feature phone without Internet 213 (35.7) 25 (23.4) 80 (50.6) 48 (32.7) 38 (50.0) 27 (30.7) 

Feature Phone with Internet 94 (15.8) 2 (1.9) 8 (5.1) 20 (13.6) 20 (26.3) 4 (4.5) 

Smartphone 324 (54.4) 80 (74.8) 78 (49.4) 97 (66.0) 47 (61.8) 62 (70.5) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Has Own Phone 150 (39.5) 34 (56.7) 37 (40.2) 43 (46.7) 16 (36.4) 26 (61.9) 

Type of Phone N=150 N=34 N=37 N=43 N=16 N=26 

Feature phone without Internet 46 (30.7) 23 (67.6) 28 (75.7) 13 (30.2) 10 (62.5) 5 (19.2) 

Feature Phone with Internet 21 (14.0) 2 (5.9) 3 (8.1) 5 (11.6) 7 (43.8) 5 (19.2) 

Smartphone 86 (57.3) 11 (32.4) 7 (18.9) 32 (74.4) 9 (56.3) 16 (61.5) 



Do not use 112 (29.5) 15 (25.0) 30 (32.6) 38 (41.3) 23 (52.3) 24 (57.1) 

Receiving Calls 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 916 (79.5) 126 (97.7) 234 (78.0) 164 (77.7) 106 (86.9) 54 (45.0) 

With Assistance 79 (6.9) - 27 (9.0) 13 (6.2) 2 (1.6) 1 (.8) 

Do not use 157 (13.6) 3 (2.3) 39 (13.0) 34 (16.1) 14 (11.5) 65 (54.2) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 271 (71.3) 52 (86.7) 58 (63.0) 54 (58.7) 22 (50.0) 18 (42.9) 

With Assistance 38 (10.0) 2 (3.3) 19 (20.7) 10 (10.9) 1 (2.3) - 

Do not use 71 (18.7) 6 (10.0) 15 (16.3) 28 (30.4) 21 (47.7) 24 (57.1) 

Making voice calls 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 766 (66.5) 116 (89.9) 159 (53.0) 158 (74.9) 84 (68.9) 52 (43.3) 

With Assistance 137 (11.9) 5 (3.9) 48 (16.0) 14 (6.6) 5 (4.1) 2 (1.7) 

Do not use 249 (21.6) 8 (6.2) 93 (31.0) 39 (18.5) 33 (27.0) 66 (55.0) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 212 (55.8) 40 (66.7) 43 (46.7) 47 (51.1) 16 (36.4) 17 (40.5) 

With Assistance 70 (18.4) 6 (10.0) 22 (23.9) 12 (13.0) 1 (2.3) 1 (2.4) 

Do not use 98 (25.8) 14 (23.3) 27 (29.3) 33 (35.9) 27 (61.4) 24 (57.1) 

Reading SMS 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 453 (39.3) 93 (72.1) 97 (32.3) 102 (48.3) 69 (56.6) 34 (28.3) 

With Assistance 170 (14.8) 5 (3.9) 36 (12.0) 24 (11.4) 3 (2.5) 14 (11.7) 

Do not use 529 (45.9) 31 (24.0) 167 (55.7) 85 (40.3) 50 (41.0) 72 (60.0) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 123 (32.4) 24 (40.0) 20 (21.7) 19 (20.7) 10 (22.7) 16 (38.1) 

With Assistance 63 (16.6) 1 (1.7) 10 (10.9) 12 (13.0) - 1 (2.4) 

Do not use 194 (51.1) 35 (58.3) 62 (67.4) 61 (66.3) 34 (77.3) 25 (59.5) 

Sending SMS 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 413 (35.9) 87 (67.4) 81 (27.0) 87 (41.2) 63 (51.6) 32 (26.7) 

With Assistance 183 (15.9) 11 (8.5) 44 (14.7) 28 (13.3) 6 (4.9) 15 (12.5) 

Do not use 556 (48.3) 31 (24.0) 175 (58.3) 96 (45.5) 53 (43.4) 73 (60.8) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 113 (29.7) 21 (35.0) 17 (18.5) 19 (20.7) 10 (22.7) 15 (35.7) 

With Assistance 64 (16.8) 3 (5.0) 14 (15.2) 12 (13.0) - 2 (4.8) 

Do not use 203 (53.4) 36 (60.0) 61 (66.3) 61 (66.3) 34 (77.3) 25 (59.5) 

Saving Name/Nos. 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 427 (37.1) 93 (72.1) 103 (34.3) 99 (46.9) 68 (55.7) 34 (28.3) 

With Assistance 186 (16.1) 10 (7.8) 52 (17.3) 27 (12.8) 10 (8.2) 17 (14.2) 

Do not use 539 (46.8) 26 (20.2) 145 (48.3) 85 (40.3) 44 (36.1) 69 (57.5) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 110 (28.9) 24 (40.0) 20 (21.7) 25 (27.2) 13 (29.5) 16 (38.1) 

With Assistance 59 (15.5) 2 (3.3) 19 (20.7) 11 (12.0) 1 (2.3) 2 (4.8) 

Do not use 211 (55.5) 34 (56.7) 53 (57.6) 56 (60.9) 30 (68.2) 24 (57.1) 

Muting 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 462 (40.1) 96 (74.4) 109 (36.3) 102 (48.3) 66 (54.1) 31 (25.8) 

With Assistance 183 (15.9) 9 (7.0) 42 (14.0) 25 (11.8) 8 (6.6) 16 (13.3) 

Do not use 507 (44.0) 24 (18.6) 149 (49.7) 84 (39.8) 48 (39.3) 73 (60.8) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 115 (30.3) 26 (43.3) 20 (21.7) 23 (25.0) 12 (27.3) 15 (35.7) 



With Assistance 72 (18.9) 5 (8.3) 16 (17.4) 6 (6.5) - 2 (4.8) 

Do not use 193 (50.8) 29 (48.3) 56 (60.9) 63 (68.5) 32 (72.7) 25 (59.5) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

    Table No. A-2.7.2: Features of Smartphone Used With/Without Assistance 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

Unlocking Handset 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 624 (54.2) 101 (78.3) 148 (49.3) 135 (64.0) 73 (59.8) 64 (53.3) 

With Assistance 190 (16.5) 5 (3.9) 39 (13.0) 16 (7.6) 7 (5.7) 5 (4.2) 

Do not use 338 (29.3) 23 (17.8) 113 (37.7) 60 (28.4) 42 (34.4) 51 (42.5) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 163 (42.9) 22 (36.7) 24 (26.1) 40 (43.5) 15 (34.1) 20 (47.6) 

With Assistance 84 (22.1) 2 (3.3) 15 (16.3) 15 (16.3) 3 (6.8) - 

Do not use 133 (35.0) 36 (60.0) 53 (57.6) 37 (40.2) 26 (59.1) 22 (52.4) 

Receiving Calls 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 813 (70.6) 116 (89.9) 180 (60.0) 148 (70.1) 86 (70.5) 73 (60.8) 

With Assistance 120 (10.4) 3 (2.3) 40 (13.3) 16 (7.6) 4 (3.3) 4 (3.3) 

Do not use 219 (19.0) 10 (7.8) 80 (26.7) 47 (22.3) 32 (26.2) 43 (35.8) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 233 (61.3) 34 (56.7) 36 (39.1) 55 (59.8) 18 (40.9) 20 (47.6) 

With Assistance 58 (15.3) 1 (1.7) 18 (19.6) 15 (16.3) 3 (6.8) - 

Do not use 89 (23.4) 25 (41.7) 38 (41.3) 22 (23.9) 23 (52.3) 22 (52.4) 

Making voice calls 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 687 (59.6) 104 (80.6) 118 (39.3) 139 (65.9) 66 (54.1) 70 (58.3) 

With Assistance 170 (14.8) 5 (3.9) 47 (15.7) 17 (8.1) 9 (7.4) 6 (5.0) 

Do not use 295 (25.6) 20 (15.5) 135 (45.0) 55 (26.1) 47 (38.5) 44 (36.7) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 193 (50.8) 24 (40.0) 23 (25.0) 50 (54.3) 12 (27.3) 21 (50.0) 

With Assistance 77 (20.3) 1 (1.7) 20 (21.7) 9 (9.8) 2 (4.5) - 

 Do not use 110 (28.9) 35 (58.3) 49 (53.3) 33 (35.9) 30 (68.2) 21 (50.0) 

Making Video call 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 485 (42.1) 89 (69.0) 90 (30.0) 105 (49.8) 58 (47.5) 57 (47.5) 

With Assistance 206 (17.9) 8 (6.2) 26 (8.7) 21 (10.0) 12 (9.8) 6 (5.0) 

Do not use 461 (40.0) 32 (24.8) 184 (61.3) 85 (40.3) 52 (42.6) 57 (47.5) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 135 (35.5) 1 (30.0)8 15 (16.3) 24 (26.1) 10 (22.7) 18 (42.9) 

With Assistance 66 (17.4) 2 (3.3) 5 (5.4) 10 (10.9) 5 (11.4) 1 (2.4) 

Do not use 179 (47.1) 40 (66.7) 72 (78.3) 58 (63.0) 29 (65.9) 23 (54.8) 

Reading SMS 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 426 (37.0) 84 (65.1) 75 (25.0) 93 (44.1) 58 (47.5) 60 (50.0) 

With Assistance 153 (13.3) 11 (8.5) 33 (11.0) 27 (12.8) 6 (4.9) 7 (5.8) 

Do not use 573 (49.7) 34 (26.4) 192 (64.0) 91 (43.1) 58 (47.5) 53 (44.2) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 122 (32.1) 16 (26.7) 12 (13.0) 22 (23.9) 9 (20.5) 20 (47.6) 

With Assistance 50 (13.2) 2 (3.3) 8 (8.7) 10 (10.9) 2 (4.5) - 

Do not use 208 (54.7) 42 (70.0) 72 (78.3) 60 (65.2) 33 (75.0) 22 (52.4) 

Sending SMS 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 



Without Assistance 398 (34.5) 85 (65.9) 88 (29.3) 100 (47.4) 52 (42.6) 56 (46.7) 

With Assistance 155 (13.5) 9 (7.0) 39 (13.0) 25 (11.8) 7 (5.7) 9 (7.5) 

Do not use 599 (52.0) 35 (27.1) 173 (57.7) 86 (40.8) 63 (51.6) 55 (45.8) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 115 (30.3) 16 (26.7) 11 (12.0) 20 (21.7) 9 (20.5) 17 (40.5) 

With Assistance 53 (13.9) 1 (1.7) 10 (10.9) 12 (13.0) 2 (4.5) 1 (2.4) 

Do not use 212 (55.8) 43 (71.7) 71 (77.2) 60 (65.2) 33 (75.0) 24 (57.1) 

Saving Name/Nos. 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 398 (34.5) 85 (65.9) 75 (25.0) 93 (44.1) 52 (42.6) 56 (46.7) 

With Assistance 155 (13.5) 9 (7.0) 33 (11.0) 27 (12.8) 7 (5.7) 9 (7.5) 

Do not use 599 (52.0) 35 (27.1) 192 (64.0) 91 (43.1) 63 (51.6) 55 (45.8) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 115 (30.3) 16 (26.7) 12 (13.0) 22 (23.9) 9 (20.5) 17 (40.5) 

With Assistance 53 (13.9) 1 (1.7) 8 (8.7) 10 (10.9) 2 (4.5) 1 (2.4) 

Do not use 212 (55.8) 43 (71.7) 72 (78.3) 60 (65.2) 33 (75.0) 24 (57.1) 

Muting (keeping on silent mode) 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 450 (39.1) 90 (69.8) 95 (31.7) 112 (53.1) 54 (44.3) 60 (50.0) 

With Assistance 163 (14.1) 6 (4.7) 33 (11.0) 19 (9.0) 8 (6.6) 9 (7.5) 

Do not use 539 (46.8) 33 (25.6) 172 (57.3) 80 (37.9) 60 (49.2) 51 (42.5) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 116 (30.5) 17 (28.3) 13 (14.1) 22 (23.9) 9 (20.5) 18 (42.9) 

With Assistance 76 (20.0) 2 (3.3) 9 (9.8) 9 (9.8) 2 (4.5) 1 (2.4) 

Do not use 188 (49.5) 41 (68.3) 70 (76.1) 61 (66.3) 33 (75.0) 23 (54.8) 

Interactive voice response system (IVRS) 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 289 (25.1) 80 (62.0) 69 (23.0) 94 (44.5) 30 (24.6) 44 (36.7) 

With Assistance 132 (11.5) 13 (10.1) 21 (7.0) 18 (8.5) 12 (9.8) 10 (8.3) 

Do not use 731 (63.5) 36 (27.9) 210 (70.0) 99 (46.9) 80 (65.6) 66 (55.0) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 67 (17.6) 14 (23.3) 5 (5.4) 34 (37.0) 5 (11.4) 14 (33.3) 

With Assistance 50 (13.2) 2 (3.3) 6 (6.5) 6 (6.5) 2 (4.5) 4 (9.5) 

Do not use 263 (69.2) 44 (73.3) 81 (88.0) 52 (56.5) 37 (84.1) 24 (57.1) 

Facebook 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 307 (26.6) 58 (45.0) 95 (31.7) 89 (42.2) 53 (43.4) 27 (22.5) 

With Assistance 104 (9.0) 14 (10.9) 18 (6.0) 11 (5.2) 6 (4.9) 4 (3.3) 

Do not use 741 (64.3) 57 (44.2) 187 (62.3) 111 (52.6) 63 (51.6) 89 (74.2) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 66 (17.4) 12 (20.0) 10 (10.9) 19 (20.7) 10 (22.7) 8 (19.0) 

With Assistance 47 (12.4) 3 (5.0) 5 (5.4) 11 (12.0) 3 (6.8) 1 (2.4) 

Do not use 267 (70.3) 45 (75.0) 77 (83.7) 62 (67.4) 31 (70.5) 33 (78.6) 

WhatsApp 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 400 (34.7) 94 (72.9) 104 (34.7) 110 (52.1) 32 (26.2) 53 (44.2) 

With Assistance 138 (12.0) 3 (2.3) 17 (5.7) 12 (5.7) 2 (1.6) 7 (5.8) 

Do not use 614 (53.3) 32 (24.8) 179 (59.7) 89 (42.2) 88 (72.1) 60 (50.0) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 100 (26.3) 17 (28.3) 12 (13.0) 27 (29.3) 4 (9.1) 16 (38.1) 

With Assistance 61 (16.1) 1 (1.7) 7 (7.6) 14 (15.2) 2 (4.5) 1 (2.4) 

Do not use 219 (57.6) 42 (70.0) 73 (79.3) 51 (55.4) 38 (86.4) 25 (59.5) 

YouTube 



SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 422 (36.6) 90 (69.8) 113 (37.7) 116 (55.0) 22 (18.0) 59 (49.2) 

With Assistance 162 (14.1) 5 (3.9) 17 (5.7) 19 (9.0) 2 (1.6) 7 (5.8) 

Do not use 568 (49.3) 34 (26.4) 170 (56.7) 76 (36.0) 98 (80.3) 54 (45.0) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 97 (25.5) 18 (30.0) 14 (15.2) 37 (40.2) 1 (2.3) 18 (42.9) 

With Assistance 71 (18.7) 1 (1.7) 9 (9.8) 20 (21.7) 1 (2.3) 2 (4.8) 

Do not use 212 (55.8) 41 (68.3) 69 (75.0) 35 (38.0) 42 (95.5) 22 (52.4) 

Instagram 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 20 (1.7) 32 (24.8) 18 (6.0) 22 (10.4) 6 (4.9) 11 (9.2) 

With Assistance 1132 (98.3) 97 (75.2) 282 (94.0) 189 (89.6) 116 (95.1) 109 (90.8) 

Do not use N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Control 2 (.5) 6 (10.0) 2 (2.2) 2 (2.2) - 4 (9.5) 

Do not use 378 (99.5) 54 (90.0) 90 (97.8) 90 (97.8) 44 (100) 38 (90.5) 

Snapchat 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 12 (1.0) 2 (1.6) 7 (2.3) 4 (1.9) - - 

With Assistance 1140 (99.0) 127 (98.4) 293 (97.7) 207 (98.1) 122 (100) 120 (100) 

Do not use N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Control - 1 (1.7) - - - - 

Do not use 380 (100) 59 (98.3) 92 (100) 92 (100) 44 (100) 42 (100) 

Shopping 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 1 (.1) 4 (3.1) 6 (2.0) 1 (.5) - 4 (3.3) 

Do not use 1151 (99.9) 125 (96.9) 294 (98.0) 210 (99.5) 122 (100) 116 (96.7) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance - - - - - 1 (2.4) 

Do not use 380 (100) 60 (100) 92 (100) 92 (100) 44 (100) 41 (97.6) 

Google 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance - - 1 (.3) 6 (2.8) - - 

Do not use 1152 (100) 129 (100) 299 (99.7) 205 (97.2) 122 (100) 120 (100) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance - - - 2 (2.2) - - 

Do not use 380 (100) 60 (100) 92 (100) 90 (97.8) 44 (100) 42 (100) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

   Table No. A-2.7.3.: Smartphone Used With/Without Assistance 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

With/Without Assistance 383 (33.2) 47 (36.4) 101 (33.7) 65 (30.8) 32 (26.2) 47 (39.2) 

Do Not Use 769 (66.8) 82 (63.6) 199 (66.3) 146 (69.2) 90 (73.8) 73 (60.8) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

With/Without Assistance 106 (27.9) 4 (6.7) 7 (7.6) 9 (9.8) 6 (13.6) 5 (11.9) 

Do Not Use 274 (72.1) 56 (93.3) 85 (92.4) 83 (90.2) 38 (86.4) 37 (88.1) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.7.4: Own Assessment on Use of Mobile  

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Poor 86 (7.5) 9 (.7) 118 (39.3) 48 (22.7) 38 (31.1) 16 (13.3) 

Average 509 (44.2) 46 (35.7) 64 (21.3) 36 (17.1) 29 (23.8) 40 (33.3) 

Good 453 (39.3) 63 (48.8) 98 (32.7) 97 (46.0) 45 (36.9) 59 (49.2) 



Excellent 104 (0.9) 11 (8.5) 20 (6.7) 30 (14.2) 10 (8.2) 5 (4.2) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Poor 38 (10.0) 28 (46.7) 37 (40.2) 52 (56.5) 30 (68.2) 6 (14.3) 

Average 200 (52.6) 20 (33.3) 36 (39.1) 18 (19.6) 7 (15.9) 23 (54.8) 

Good 105 (27.6) 12 (20.0) 16 (17.4) 20 (21.7) 7 (15.9) 13 (31.0) 

Excellent 37 (9.7) - 3 (3.3) 2 (2.2) - - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

     Table No. A-2.8.1: Features of Smartphone Used With/Without Assistance 

 Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

Banking 

SEWA Village N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 145 (12.6) 14 (10.9) 18 (6.0) 29 (13.7) 13 (10.7) 9 (7.5) 

With Assistance 166 (14.4) 3 (2.3) 38 (12.7) 4 (1.9) 2 (1.6) 4 (3.3) 

Do not use 841 (73.0) 112 (86.8) 244 (81.3) 178 (84.4) 107 (87.7) 107 (89.2) 

Control Village N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 38 (10.0) 1 (1.7) 1 (1.1) 2 (2.2) 2 (4.5) 2 (4.8) 

With Assistance 57 (15.0) - 1 (1.1) 1 (1.1) 1 (2.3) - 

Do not use 285 (75.0) 59 (98.3) 9 (97.8)0 89 (96.7) 41 (93.2) 40 (95.2) 

Payment of Bills 

SEWA Village N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 106 (9.2) 26 (20.2) 23 (7.7) 26 (12.3) 7 (5.7) 15 (12.5) 

With Assistance 138 (12.0) 5 (3.9) 34 (11.3) 6 (2.8) 2 (1.6) 5 (4.2) 

Do not use 908 (78.8) 98 (76.0) 243 (81.0) 179 (84.8) 113 (92.6) 100 (83.3) 

Control Village N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 26 (6.8) 1 (1.7) - 3 (3.3) - 3 (7.1) 

With Assistance 33 (8.7) 1 (1.7) 2 (2.2) 1 (1.1) - - 

Do not use 321 (84.5) 58 (96.7) 90 (97.8) 88 (95.7) 44 (100.0) 39 (92.9) 

Sending/Receiving Money 

SEWA Village N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 135 (11.7) 34 (26.4) 34 (11.3) 30 (14.2) 9 (7.4) 18 (15.0) 

With Assistance 140 (12.2) 7 (5.4) 41 (13.7) 12 (5.7) 3 (2.5) 5 (4.2) 

Do not use 877 (76.1) 88 (68.2) 225 (75.0) 169 (80.1) 110 (90.2) 97 (80.8) 

Control Village N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 33 (8.7) 2 (3.3) - 5 (5.4) - 3 (7.1) 

With Assistance 35 (9.2) - 1 (1.1) 1 (1.1) - - 

Do not use 312 (82.1) 58 (96.7) 91 (98.9) 86 (93.5) 44 (100.0) 39 (92.9) 

Shopping 

SEWA Village N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 134 (11.6) 37 (28.7) 47 (15.7) 51 (24.2) 22 (18.0) 7 (5.8) 

With Assistance 104 (9.0) 5 (3.9) 39 (13.0) 7 (3.3) 4 (3.3) 4 (3.3) 

Do not use 914 (79.3) 87 (67.4) 214 (71.3) 153 (72.5) 96 (78.7) 109 (90.8) 

Control Village N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 33 (8.7) 2 (3.3) 2 (2.2) 6 (6.5) 2 (4.5) 1 (2.4) 

With Assistance 24 (6.3) 1 (1.7) 4 (4.3) 1 (1.1) 1 (2.3) - 

Do not use 323 (85.0) 57 (95.0) 86 (93.5) 85 (92.4) 41 (93.2) 41 (97.6) 

Purchase of tickets (railway, airlines, bus) 

SEWA Village N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 58 (5.0) 12 (9.3) 6 (2.0) 18 (8.5) 1 (.8) - 
With Assistance 81 (7.0) 4 (3.1) 19 (6.3) 7 (3.3) 2 (1.6) 3 (2.5) 

Do not use 1013 (87.9) 113 (87.6) 275 (91.7) 186 (88.2) 119 (97.5) 117 (97.5) 

Control Village N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 14 (3.7) - - 1 (1.1) - - 



With Assistance 17 (4.5) 1 (1.7) 1 (1.1) 1 (1.1) - - 

Do not use 349 (91.8) 59 (98.3) 91 (98.9) 90 (97.8) 44 (100.0) 42 (100.0) 

Business/Work 

SEWA Village N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance 44 (3.8) 21 (16.3) 14 (4.7) 9 (4.3) 4 (3.3) 35 (29.2) 

With Assistance 72 (6.3) 2 (1.6) 16 (5.3) 2 (.9)   1 (.8) 

Do not use 1036 (89.9) 106 (82.2) 270 (90.0) 200 (94.8) 118 (96.7) 84 (70.0) 

Control Village N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance 10 (2.6) - 1 (1.1) - - 3 (7.1) 

With Assistance 13 (3.4) 1 (1.7) 1 (1.1) 1 (1.1) - - 

Do not use 357 (93.9) 59 (98.3) 90 (97.8) 91 (98.9) 44 (100.0) 39 (92.9) 

Operate NREGA ID 

SEWA Village N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Without Assistance - - - - - - 

With Assistance 5 (.4) 1 (.8) - - - 3 (2.5) 

Do not use 1147 (99.6) 128 (99.2) - - 122 (100.0) 117 (97.5) 

Control Village N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Without Assistance - 1 (1.7) - - - - 

With Assistance 1 (.3) - - - - - 

Do not use 379 (99.7) 59 (98.3) 92 (100.0) 92 (100.0) 44 (100.0) 42 (100.0) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

 



  Table No. A-2.8.2: Other Uses of Mobile 

  
Gujar

at 
Rajast
han 

Bihar UP 
Assa

m 
Meghal
aya 

SEWA 
N=115

2 
N=129 

N=30
0 

N=21
1 

N=12
2 

N=120 

Relationship/contacts related to business – 
suppliers, consumers, clients etc. 

168 
(14.6) 

62 
(48.1) 

94 
(31.3) 

43 
(20.4) 

17 
(13.9) 

85 
(70.8) 

To access market and price information 
190 

(16.5) 
27 

(20.9) 
39 

(13.0) 
65 

(30.8) 
15 

(12.3) 
60 

(50.0) 

To access market information for agriculture 
185 

(16.1) 
4 (3.1) 

14 
(4.7) 

31 
(14.7) 

13 
(10.7) 

26 
(21.7) 

To access weather information for agriculture 
144 

(12.5) 
9 (7.0) 

19 
(6.3) 

30 
(14.2) 

8 
(6.6) 

17 
(14.2) 

To learn new agricultural practices 
135 

(11.7) 
5 (3.9) 

21 
(7.0) 

40 
(19.0) 

10 
(8.2) 

18 
(15.0) 

To Learn about innovations in agriculture 
112 
(9.7) 

2 (1.6) 
13 

(4.3) 
29 

(13.7) 
14 

(11.5) 
12 

(10.0) 

Market information on milk//livelihood products 
services 

359 
(31.2) 

1 (.8) 
7 

(2.3) 
50 

(23.7) 
8 

(6.6) 
17 

(14.2) 

Market information on non-farm goods (handicrafts, 
etc.) 

112 
(9.7) 

17 
(13.2) 

11 
(3.7) 

41 
(19.4) 

8 
(6.6) 

34 
(28.3) 

To follow-up on payment 
197 

(17.1) 
15 

(11.6) 
18 

(6.0) 
40 

(19.0) 
6 

(4.9) 
11 (9.2) 

Transport of goods and services 
185 

(16.1) 
2 (1.6) 

16 
(5.3) 

34 
(16.1) 

6 
(4.9) 

55 
(45.8) 

Check/Confirm, Prices from Various sources 
127 

(11.0) 
5 (3.9) 

12 
(4.0) 

57 
(27.0) 

7 
(5.7) 

49 
(40.8) 

Plan and Coordinate with people you work with 
377 

(32.7) 
13 

(10.1) 
46 

(15.3) 
56 

(26.5) 
6 

(4.9) 
60 

(50.0) 

For children’s school projects 
241 

(20.9) 
- 

24 
(8.0) 

86 
(40.8) 

- - 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Relationship/contacts related to business – 
suppliers, consumers, clients etc. 

33 
(8.7) 

30 
(50.0) 

21 
(22.8) 

18 
(19.6) 

- 
18 

(42.9) 

To access market and price information 
28 

(7.4) 
- 

2 
(2.2) 

13 
(14.1) 

- 
15 

(35.7) 

To access market information for agriculture 
39 

(10.3) 
- 

1 
(1.1) 

7 
(7.6) 

- 4 (9.5) 

To access weather information for agriculture 
32 

(8.4) 
- 

1 
(1.1) 

7 
(7.6) 

- 7 (16.7) 

To learn new agricultural practices 
16 

(4.2) 
- 

2 
(2.2) 

16 
(17.4) 

- 4 (9.5) 

To Learn about innovations in agriculture 
16 

(4.2) 
- - 

8 
(8.7) 

- 4 (9.5) 

Market information on milk//livelihood products 
services 

92 
(24.3) 

- - 
11 

(12.0) 
- 6 (14.3) 

Market information on non-farm goods (handicrafts, 
etc.) 

14 
(3.7) 

1 (1.7) - 
3 

(3.3) 
- 7 (16.7) 

To follow-up on payment 
38 

(10.0) 
1 (1.7) 

1 
(1.1) 

6 
(6.5) 

- - 

Transport of goods and services 
31 

(8.2) 
- - 

13 
(14.1) 

- 
12 

(28.6) 



Check/Confirm, Prices from Various sources 
18 

(4.7) 
- 

1 
(1.1) 

11 
(12.0) 

- 
10 

(23.8) 

Plan and Coordinate with people you work with 
87 

(22.9) 
1 (1.7) 

4 
(4.3) 

31 
(33.7) 

- 9 (21.4) 

For children’s school projects 
70 

(18.4) 
- 

2 
(2.2) 

20 
(21.7) 

- - 

Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages       



Table No. A-2.8.3: Number of Net banking transactions done in a month 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

None 819 (71.1) 108 (83.7) 269 (89.7) 158 (74.9) 94 (77.0) 92 (76.7) 

1-5 297 (25.8) 14 (10.9) 31 (10.9) 53 (25.1) 16 (13.1) 21 (17.5) 

6-10 32 (2.8) 3 (2.3) - - 3 (2.5) 2 (1.7) 

More than 10 4 (.3) 4 (3.1) - - 9 (7.4) 5 (4.2) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

None 293 (77.1) 59 (98.3) 90 (97.8) 83 (90.2) 32 (72.7) 37 (88.1) 

1-5 84 (22.1) 1 (1.7) 2 (2.2) 9 (9.8) 11 (25.0) 5 (11.9) 

6-10 1 (.3) - - - - - 

More than 10 2 (.5) - - - 1 (2.3) - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

   Table No. A-2.8.4: Number of Digital Transactions in Previous Month 

SEWA Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

  N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

NEFT / RTGS / IMPS  

None 947 (82.2) 126 (97.7) 296 (98.7) 201 (95.3) 120 (98.4) 108 (90.0) 

One 58 (5.0) - 1 (.3) 4 (1.9) 2 (1.6) 9 (7.5) 

Two 98 (8.5) 3 (2.3) 1 (.3) 5 (2.4) - - 

Three 37 (3.2) - 1 (.3) 1 (.5) - 2 (1.7) 

Four 6 (.5) - - - - - 

Five and more 6 (.5) - 1 (.3) - - 1 (.8) 

Other Mobile Banking  

None 1077 (93.5) 123 (95.3) 296 (98.7) 196 (92.9) 117 (95.9) 110 (91.7) 

One 19 (1.6) 2 (1.6) 2 (.7) 4 (1.9) 2 (1.6) 4 (3.3) 

Two 24 (2.1) 2 (1.6) 1 (.3) 8 (3.8) - 2 (1.7) 

Three 20 (1.7) - - - 2 (1.6) 1 (.8) 

Four 3 (.3) 1 (.8) - 2 (.9) - - 

Five and More 8 (.7) 1 (.8) 1 (.3) 1 (.5) 1 (.8) 3 (2.5) 

Above Ten 1 (.1) - - - - - 

Debit Card  

None 929 (80.6) 110 (85.3) 292 (97.3) 180 (85.3) 80 (65.6) 83 (69.2) 

One 110 (9.5) 4 (3.1) 2 (.7) 10 (4.7) 16 (13.1) 17 (14.2) 

Two 71 (6.2) 8 (6.2) 4 (.4) 11 (5.2) 12 (9.8) 5 (4.2) 

Three 28 (2.4) 3 (2.3) - 1 (.5) 6 (4.9) 9 (7.5) 

Four 7 (.6) 3 (2.3) 1 (.3) 3 (1.4) 1 (.8) 2 (1.7) 

Five and More 7 (.6) 1 (.8) 1 (.3) 6 (2.8) 7 (5.7) 3 (2.5) 

Above Ten - - - - - 1 (.8) 

Credit Card  

None 1145 (99.4) 118 (91.5) 299 (99.7) 206 (97.6) 121 (99.2) 118 (98.3) 

One 4 (.3) 2 (1.6) 1 (.3) 2 (.9) 1 (0.8) 1 (.8) 

Two 2 (.2) 2 (1.6) - 3 (1.4)   - 

Three - 2 (1.6) - -   1 (.8) 

Four - 1 (.8) - -   - 

Five and more             

Mobile Wallets 

None 1037 (90.0) 101 (78.3) 285 (95.0) 183 (86.7) 114 (93.4) 104 (86.7) 

One 25 (2.2) 1 (.8) 4 (1.3) 7 (3.3) 1 (.8) 4 (3.3) 

Two 29 (2.5) 6 (4.7) 3 (1.0) 9 (4.3) 4 (3.3) 2 (1.7) 

Three 22 (1.9) 2 (1.6) 3 (1.0) - 2 (1.6) 1 (.8) 

Four 18 (1.6) 6 (4.7) 2 (.7) 2 (.9) - 1 (.8) 



Five and more 21 (1.8) 7 (5.4) 3 (1.0) 10 (4.7) 1 (.8) 7 (5.8) 

Above Ten - 6 (4.7) - - - 1 (.8) 

E Mitra- bank sakhi -Aadhar card 

None - 124 (96.1) - - - - 

One - 5 (3.9) - - - - 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

NEFT / RTGS / IMPS  

None 319 (83.9) 60 (100.0) 92 (100) 90 (97.8) 44 (100.0) 40 (95.2) 

One 25 (6.6) - - - - 2 (4.8) 

Two 24 (6.3) - - 2 (2.2) - - 

Three 5 (1.3) - - - - - 

Four 2 (.5) - - - - - 

Five and more 5 (1.3) - - - - - 

Other Mobile Banking  

None 370 (97.4) 60 (100.0) 92 (100) 92 (100) 44 (100.0) 42 (100.0) 

One 1 (.3) - - - - - 

Two 2 (.5) - - - - - 

Three 3 (.8) - - - - - 

Four 2 (.5) - - - - - 

Five and more 2 (.5) - - - - - 

Debit cards 

None 338 (88.9) 59 (98.3) 92 (100) 92 (100) 37 (84.1) 33 (78.6) 

One 24 (6.3) - - - 4 (9.1) 4 (9.5) 

Two 10 (2.6) - - - 1 (2.3) 2 (4.8) 

Three 5 (1.3) - - - - 1 (2.4) 

Four 1 (.3) - - - - - 

Five and more 2 (.5) 1 (1.7) - - 2 (4.5) 1 (2.4) 

Above Ten - - - - - 1 (2.4) 

Credit cards 

None 378 (99.5) 60 (100.0) 92 (100) 92 (100) 44 (100.0) 42 (100.0) 

One 1 (.3) - - - - - 

Three 1 (.3) - - - - - 

Mobile wallets 

None 358 (94.2) 59 (98.3) 92 (100) 89 (96.7) 44 (100.0) 39 (92.9) 

One 4 (1.1) - - 1 (1.1) - 1 (2.4) 

Two 5 (1.3) - - - - 1 (2.4) 

Three 8 (2.1) - - 1 (1.1) - - 

Four 1 (.3) 1 (1.7) - - - - 

Five and more 4 (1.1) - - 1 (1.1) - 1 (2.4) 

Above Ten - - - - - - 

E Mitra- bank sakhi -Aadhar card 

None - 54 (90.0) - - - - 

One - 6 (10.0) - - - - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

    Table No. A-2.8.5: Respondents Know About Cashless Transactions 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Debit Card 736 (63.9) 93 (72.1) 84 (28.0) 136 (64.5) 59 (48.4) 69 (57.5) 

GPay 425 (36.9) 71 (55.0) 9 (3.0) 25 (11.8) 21 (17.2) 32 (26.7) 

Bank transfer  353 (30.6) 24 (18.6) 76 (25.3) 97 (46.0) 5 (4.1) 14 (11.7) 

PayTM 418 (36.3) 68 (52.7) 12 (4.0) 25 (11.8) 15 (12.3) 30 (25.0) 

Credit Card 204 (17.7) 46 (35.7) 80 (26.7) 97 (46.0) 7 (5.7) 6 (5.0) 



Bhim 275 (23.9) 29 (22.5) 11 (3.7) 23 (10.9) 5 (4.1) 7 (5.8) 

UPI 232 (20.1) 32 (24.8) 11 (3.7) 21 (10.0) 5 (4.1) 22 (18.3) 

E-Wallet 152 (13.2) 53 (41.1) - 11 (5.2) 1 (0.8) 4 (3.3) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Debit Card 204 (53.7) 27 (45.0) 22 (23.9) 59 (64.1) 18 (40.9) 17 (40.5) 

PayTM 111 (29.2) 7 (11.7) - 3 (3.3) 4 (9.1) 3 (7.1) 

GPay 102 (26.8) 8 (13.3) - 2 (2.2) 4 (9.1) 6 (14.3) 

Credit Card 60 (15.8) 5 (8.3) 15 (16.3) 12 (13.0) 1 (2.3) - 

Bank transfer   101 (26.6) 3 (5.0) 19 (20.7) 33 (35.9) - 2 (4.8) 

Bhim 51 (13.4) 1 (1.7) - 2 (2.2) - - 

EWallet 23 (6.1) 10 (16.7) - 1 (1.1) - - 

UPI 37 (9.7) 1 (1.7) - 2 (2.2) - 3 (7.1) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

  Table No. A-2.8.6: Overall Cashless Transactions Done by Respondents in last year 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Debit Card 305 (26.5) 32 (24.8) 23 (7.7) 47 (22.3) 49 (40.2) 46 (38.3) 

Bank transfer 208 (18.1) 11 (8.5) 26 (8.7) 24 (11.4) 3 (2.5) 10 (8.3) 

GPay 122 (10.6) 27 (20.9) 9 (3.0) 18 (8.5) 14 (11.5) 15 (12.5) 

PayTM 90 (7.8) 19 (14.7) 11 (3.7) 21 (10.0) 9 (7.4) 13 (10.8) 

Bhim 30 (2.6) 8 (6.2) 11 (3.7) 5 (2.4) 2 (1.6) - 

Credit Card 15 (1.3) 15 (11.6) 6 (2.0) 5 (2.4) 3 (2.5) 3 (2.5) 

UPI 31 (2.7) 8 (6.2) - 2 (0.9) 3 (2.5) 2 (1.7) 

EWallet 17 (1.5) 20 (15.5) - 4 (1.9) - 2 (1.7) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Debit Card 53 (14.0) 2 (3.3) 2 (2.2) 3 (3.3) 8 (18.2) 8 (19.0) 

Credit Card 1 (0.3) 1 (1.7) - - - - 

Bank transfer 55 (14.5) - 10 (10.9) 6 (6.5) - 1 (2.4) 

PayTM 17 (4.5) 1 (1.7) - 3 (3.3) - 1 (2.4) 

GPay 20 (5.3) 1 (1.7) - - - 4 (9.5) 

EWallet 1 (0.3) 2 (3.3) - - - - 

Bhim 5 (1.3) 1 (1.7) - - - - 

UPI 3 (0.8) 1 (1.7) - - - - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 
 

    Table No. A-2.8.7: Knowledge about Cashless Transactions (Number) 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

None 334 (29.0) 29 (22.5) 156 (52.0) 64 (30.3) 57 (46.7) 50 (41.7) 

One 262 (22.7) 23 (17.8) 75 (25.0) 29 (13.7) 43 (35.2) 27 (22.5) 

Two 130 (11.3) 7 (5.4) 28 (9.3) 42 (19.9) 7 (5.7) 11 (9.2) 

Three 95 (8.2) 6 (4.7) 28 (9.3) 52 (24.6) 8 (6.6) 10 (8.3) 

Four 84 (7.3) 17 (13.2) 4 (1.3) 2 (0.9) 2 (1.6) 9 (7.5) 

Five 63 (5.5) 19 (14.7) 4 (1.3) 2 (0.9) 3 (2.5) 10 (8.3) 

Six 47 (4.1) 9 (7.0) 3 (1.0) 1 (0.5) - 2 (1.7) 

Seven 41 (3.6) 7 (5.4) 2 (0.7) 10 (4.7) 2 (1.6) 1 (.8) 

Eight 96 (8.3) 12 (9.3) - 9 (4.3) - - 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

None 144 (37.9) 30 (50.0) 58 (63.0) 30 (32.6) 26 (59.1) 24 (57.1) 

One 85 (22.4) 16 (26.7) 19 (20.7) 28 (30.4) 13 (29.5) 11 (26.2) 

Two 43 (11.3) 6 (10.0) 8 (8.7) 24 (26.1) 2 (4.5) 4 (9.5) 

Three 33 (8.7) 2 (3.3) 7 (7.6) 8 (8.7) 2 (4.5) - 



Four 27 (7.1) 2 (3.3) - - 1 (2.3) 3 (7.1) 

Five 17 (4.5) 2 (3.3) - -   - 
Six 8 (2.1) 1 (1.7) - -     

Seven 6 (1.6) 1 (1.7) - 1 (1.1)     

Eight 17 (4.5) -   1 (1.1)     
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.8.8: Cashless Transactions Done in Last year (Number)  

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

None 704(61.1) 80(62.0) 253 (84.3) 146 (69.2) 67 (54.9) 72 (60.0) 

One 275(23.9) 17(13.2) 31 (10.3) 39 (18.5) 41 (33.6) 25 (20.8) 

Two 78(6.8) 9(7.0) 5 (1.7) 9 (4.3) 6 (4.9) 12 (10.0) 

Three 39(3.4) 10(7.8) 4 (1.3) 7 (3.3) 4 (3.3) 4 (3.3) 

Four 30(2.6) 4(3.1) 4 (1.3) 6 (2.8) 2 (1.6) 5 (4.2) 

Five 12(1.0) 1(.8) 1 (0.3) 2 (0.9) 2 (1.6) 2 (1.7) 

Six 8(.7) 2(1.6) 2 (0.7) -     

Seven 6(.5) 5(3.9)   2 (0.9)     

Eight   1(.8)         

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

None 284(74.7) 54(90.0) 81 (88.0) 81 (89.0) 36 (81.8) 33 (78.6) 

One 67(17.6) 4(6.7) 10 (10.9) 8 (8.8) 8 (18.2) 6 (14.3) 

Two 15(3.9) 1(1.7) 1 (1.1) 2 (2.2)   2 (4.8) 

Three 5(1.3) - - -   - 
Four 5(1.3) - - -   1 (2.4) 

Five 2(.5) - - -   - 
Six 1(.3) 1(1.7) - -     

Seven 1(.3) - - -     
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages           

Table No. A-2.8.9: Respondents have Difficulty Accessing Cashless Transactions 

  SEWA N Control N 

Gujarat 657 (57.0) 1152 229 (60.3) 380 

Rajasthan 51 (39.5) 129 32 (53.3) 60 

Bihar 234 (78.0) 300 85 (92.4) 92 

Uttar Pradesh 95 (45.0) 211 49 (53.3) 92 

Assam 72 (59.0) 122 31 (70.5) 44 

Meghalaya 61 (50.8) 120 29 (69.0) 42 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

  Table No. A-2.8.10: Overall Type of Difficulties Faced while Accessing Cashless Transactions 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=657 N=51 N=234 N=95 N=72 N=61 

Lack of awareness/knowledge 400 (60.9) 12 (23.5) 201 (85.9) 61 (64.2) 39 (54.2) 29 (47.5) 

Lack of Skills 291 (44.3) 7 (13.7) 216 (92.3) 71 (74.7) 38 (52.8) 30 (49.2) 

Lack of availability 71 (10.8) 3 (5.9) 34 (14.5) 39 (41.1) 19 (26.4) - 

Lack of hardware 3 (.5) - - 7 (7.4) 16 (22.2) - 

Lack of Connectivity 3 (.5) 1 (2.0) 33 (14.1) 42 (44.2) 4 (5.6) 3 (4.9) 

Trust issues 192 (29.2) 35 (68.6) 3 (1.3) 13 (13.7) 6 (8.3) 28 (45.9) 

Reliance on cash 59 (9.0) 3 (5.9) 1 (.4) 12 (12.6) 4 (5.6) - 

Control N=229 N=32 N=85 N=49 N=31 N=29 

Lack of awareness/knowledge 148 (64.6) 12 (37.5) 71 (83.5) 35 (71.4) 17 (54.8) 18 (62.1) 

Lack of Skills 100 (43.7) 12 (37.5) 85 (100.0) 35 (71.4) 14 (45.2) 18 (62.1) 



Lack of availability 19 (8.3) - 17 (20.0) 28 (57.1) 10 (32.3) - 

Lack of hardware - - 3 (3.5) 16 (32.7) 6 (19.4) - 

Lack of Connectivity 4 (1.7) - 2 (2.4) 8 (16.3) 2 (6.5) - 

Trust issues 65 (28.4) 21 (65.6) 1 (1.2) 10 (20.4) 5 (16.1) 11 (37.9) 

Reliance on cash 15 (6.6) 1 (3.1) 1 (1.2) 17 (34.7) 3 (9.7) - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

   Table No. A-2.8.11: Participation in Financial Digital Literacy and Awareness Programs 
  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N= 129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N= 120 

SEWA Bank/SEWA’s Programs 1152 (100.0) 129 (100.0) 300 (100.0) 211 (100.0) 122 (100.0) 120 (100.0) 

Digital Jagriti Programs 338 (29.3) 8 (6.2) 29 (9.7) 57 (27.0) 6 (4.9) - 

Common Service Centres (CSCs) 169 (14.7) 1 (.8) 26 (8.7) 6 (2.8) 1 (.8) - 

Digidhan Melas 31 (2.7) - - 3 (1.4) 2 (1.6) - 

Other banks/RBI Literacy Programs 57 (4.9) 7 (5.4) 1 (.3) 4 (1.9) 3 (2.5) - 

Control N=380 N= 60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N= 42 

NO 304 (80.0) 53 (88.3) 73 (79.3) 67 (72.8) 31 (70.5) 18 (42.9) 

SEWA Bank/SEWA’s Programs 35 (9.2) - 19 (20.7) 21 (22.8) 3 (6.8) 10 (23.8) 

Digital Jagriti Programs 7 (1.8) - - 2 (2.2) 6 (13.6) - 

Common Service Centres (CSCs) 6 (1.6) - 1 (1.1) 2 (2.2) - - 

Digidhan Melas - - - - - - 

Other banks/RBI Literacy Programs 7 (1.8) 7 (11.7) - - - 2 (4.8) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.9.1: Overall Frequency of Inclusion of various items in Diet 

 Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Grains 

At least twice a day 1140(99.0) 127(98.4) 271(90.3) 196(92.9) 74(60.7) 115(95.8) 

Once a day 12(1.0) 1(.8) 29(9.7) 15(7.1) 48(39.3) 5(4.2) 

Once or twice a week - 1(.8) - - - 1(.1) 

Pulses 

At least twice a day 177(15.4) 6(4.7) 112(37.3) 110(52.1) 25(20.5) 87(72.5) 

Once a day 324(28.1) 64(49.6) 125(41.7) 83(39.3) 77(63.1) 30(25.0) 

Once or twice a week 591(51.3) 55(42.6) 60(20.0) 17(8.1) 18(14.8) 2(1.7) 

Once or twice a month 52(4.5) 4(3.1) 3(1.0) 1(.5) - 1(.8) 

Rarely/No 8(.7) - - - 2(1.6) - 

Vegetables /Green Leafy vegetables 

At least twice a day 821(71.3) 21(16.3) 202(67.3) 129(61.1) 34(27.9) 86(71.7) 

Once a day 305(26.5) 96(74.4) 98(32.7) 82(38.9) 41(33.6) 18(15.0) 

Once or twice a week 19(1.6) 11(8.5) - - 45(36.9) 16(13.3) 

Once or twice a month 3(.3) 1(.8) - - 2(1.6) - 

Rarely/No 4(.3) - - - - - 

Dairy Products 

At least twice a day 903(78.4) 56(43.4) 63(21.0) 88(41.7) 18(14.8) 8(6.7) 

Once a day 196(17.0) 49(38.0) 41(13.7) 89(42.2) 36(29.5) 23(19.2) 

Once or twice a week 23(2.0) 22(17.1) 51(17.0) 21(10.0) 56(45.9) 33(27.5) 

Once or twice a month 4(.3) 2(1.6) 76(25.3) 9(4.3) 7(5.7) 13(10.8) 

Rarely/No 26(2.3) - 69(23.0) 4(1.9) 5(4.1) 43(35.8) 

Eggs/non-vegetarian items 

At least twice a day 20(1.7) - - - - 20(16.7) 

Once a day 10(.9) - 45(15.0) 12(5.7) 12(9.8) 65(54.2) 

Once or twice a week 66(5.7) - 192(64.0) 20(9.5) 101(82.8) 28(23.3) 

Once or twice a month 102(8.9) 4(3.1) 50(16.7) 56(26.5) 8(6.6) 5(4.2) 

Rarely/No 954(82.8) 125(96.9) 13(4.3) 123(58.3) 1(.8) 2(1.7) 



Control 
Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Grains 

At least twice a day 371(97.6) 60(100.0) 72(78.3) 76(82.6) 22(50.0) 42(100.0) 

Once a day 5(1.3) - 20(21.7) 16(17.4) 22(50.0) - 

Once or twice a week 4(1.1) - - - - 4(.8) 

Pulses 

At least twice a day 53(13.9) 1(1.7) 23(25.0) 37(40.2) 10(22.7) 36(85.7) 

Once a day 125(32.9) 29(48.3) 52(56.5) 50(54.3) 27(61.4) 4(9.5) 

Once or twice a week 183(48.2) 29(48.3) 17(18.5) 5(5.4) 6(13.6) 2(4.8) 

Once or twice a month 16(4.2) 1(1.7) - - 1(2.3) - 

Rarely/No 3(.8) - - - - - 

Vegetables /Green Leafy vegetables 

At least twice a day 228(60.0) 13(21.7) 59(64.1) 36(39.1) 11(25.0) 35(83.3) 

Once a day 133(35.0) 40(66.7) 33(35.9) 56(60.9) 13(29.5) 5(11.9) 

Once or twice a week 17(4.5) 7(11.7) - - 19(43.2) 2(4.8) 

Once or twice a month 1(.3) - - - 1(2.3) - 

Rarely/No 1(.3) - - - - - 

Dairy Products 

At least twice a day 272(71.6) 23(38.3) 9(9.8) 27(29.3) 1(2.3) 1(2.4) 

Once a day 79(20.8) 22(36.7) 15(16.3) 28(30.4) 3(6.8) 2(4.8) 

Once or twice a week 13(3.4) 15(25.0) 25(27.2) 11(12.0) 24(54.5) 8(19.0) 

Once or twice a month 2(.5) - 13(14.1) 26(28.3) 6(13.6) 9(21.4) 

Rarely/No 14(3.7) - 30(32.6) - 10(22.7) 22(52.4) 

Eggs/non-vegetarian items 

At least twice a day 1(.3) - - - - 2(4.8) 

Once a day 1(.3) - 1(1.1) 2(2.2) - 15(35.7) 

Once or twice a week 18(4.7) 4(6.7) 63(68.5) 5(5.4) 37(84.1) 24(57.1) 

Once or twice a month 30(7.9) 11(18.3) 25(27.2) 45(48.9) 7(15.9) - 

Rarely/No 330(86.8) 45(75.0) 3(3.3) 40(43.5) - 1(2.4) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages        

Table No. A-2.9.2: Sources for Buying Food grains and other items 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Local Grocer 1056 (91.7) 123 (95.3) 300 (100) 211 (100) 121 (99.2) 113 (94.2) 

Rudi ben/ Online website App 330 (28.6) 53 (41.1) - 38 (18.0) - - 

Saved from own harvest 539 (46.8) 83 (64.3) 35 (11.7) 85 (40.3) 109 (89.3) 23 (19.2) 

Mall 3 (.3) - - - - - 

Market 1 (.1) - - - - 53 (44.2) 

Nearby Town 3 (.3) - - - - 46 (38.3) 

Online 2 (.2) - - - - - 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Local Grocer 365 (96.1) 60 (100) 92 (100) 92 (100) 44 (100) 40 (95.2) 

Rudi ben/ Online website App 8 (2.1) - - 4 (4.3) - - 

Saved from own harvest 195 (51.3) 57 (95.0) 13 (14.1) 12 (13.0) 33 (75.0) 22 (52.4) 

Market - - - - - 18 (42.9) 

Nearby Town 8 (2.1) - - - - 10 (23.8) 
Figures in parenthesis are percentages 

Table No. A-2.9.3: Family having Appropriate Clothing 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 



Summer 1151 (99.9) 129 (100) 300 (100) 210 (99.5) 122 (100) 120 (100) 

Winter 1141 (99.0) 129 (100) 298 (99.3) 209 (99.1) 122 (100) 120 (100) 

Monsoon 989 (85.9) 126 (97.7) 206 (68.7) 204 (96.7) 122 (100) 120 (100) 

School Uniform 
N=707 N=92 N=300 N=211 N=109 N=115 

699 (98.9) 92 (100) 202 (67.3) 175 (82.9) 109 (100) 114 (99.1) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Summer 380 (100) 60 (100) 92 (100) 92 (100) 44 (100) 42 (100) 

Winter 378 (99.5) 60 (100) 92 (100) 90 (97.8) 44 (100) 42 (100) 

Monsoon 328 (86.3) 58 (96.7) 65 (70.7) 89 (96.7) 44 (100) 42 (100) 

School Uniform 
N=202 N=39 N=92 N=92 N=37 N=40 

201 (99.5) 39 (100) 65 (70.7) 57 (62.0) 36 (97.3) 40 (100) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.9.4: Overall Family Members not having Appropriate Clothing 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=170 N=3 N=107 N=11 N=0 N=1 

Self 157 (92.4) 2 (66.7) 76 (71.0) 4 (36.4) - 1 (100) 

Adult Men 15 (8.8) 3 (100) 72 (67.3) 5 (45.5) - - 

Adult Women 10 (5.9) 2 (66.7) 35 (32.7) 11 (100) - - 

Female Children 25 (14.7) - 39 (36.4) 5 (45.5) - 1 (100) 

Male Children 11 (6.5) - 39 (36.4) 3 (27.3) - - 

Control N=54 N=2 N=27 N=6 N=1 N=0 

Self 49 (90.7) 1 (50.0) 23 (85.2) 3 (50.0) - - 

Adult Men 4 (7.4) 2 (100) 23 (85.2) 1 (16.7) - - 

Other Adult women 6 (11.1) - 2 (7.4) 6 (100) - - 

Female Children 2 (3.7) 1 (50.0) 8 (29.6) 3 (50.0) 1 (100) - 

Male Children 2 (3.7) 1 (50.0) 7 (25.9) 1 (16.7) 1 (100) - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 
 

Table No. A-2.9.5: Overall Spent on Clothing in a year 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Less than Rs. 1000 29 (2.5) 2 (1.6) 11 (3.7) 5 (2.4) - - 

Rs. 1000-3000 226 (19.6) 12 (9.3) 60 (20.0) 38 (18.0) 5 (4.1) 6 (5.0) 

Rs. 3000-5000 399 (34.6) 44 (34.1) 105 (35.0) 70 (33.2) 21 (17.2) 12 (10.0) 

More than Rs. 5000 498 (43.2) 71 (55.0) 124 (41.3) 98 (46.4) 96 (78.7) 100 (83.3) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Less than Rs. 1000 17 (4.5) - 7 (7.6) 24 (26.1) - - 

Rs. 1000-3000 96 (25.3) 9 (15.0) 9 (9.8) 21 (22.8) 2 (4.5) - 

Rs. 3000-5000 151 (39.7) 28 (46.7) 33 (35.9) 38 (41.3) 18 (40.9) 4 (9.5) 

More than Rs. 5000 116 (30.5) 23 (38.3) 43 (46.7) 9 (9.8) 24 (54.5) 38 (90.5) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 



Table No. A-2.9.6: Overall – Have and Aspiration to Use Environmentally Friendly Products 
  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 
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Table No. A-2.9.7: Average Spending on Common Illness last year 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Nothing 154 (13.4) 10 (7.8) - 3 (1.4) 1 (.8) 3 (2.5) 

Less than Rs. 1000 91 (7.9) 29 (22.5) 63 (21.0) 81 (38.4) 6 (4.9) 12 (10.0) 

Rs. 1000-3000 306 (26.6) 46 (35.7) 61 (20.3) 70 (33.2) 11 (9.0) 20 (16.7) 

Rs. 3000-5000 332 (28.8) 27 (20.9) 79 (26.3) 28 (13.3) 17 (13.9) 23 (19.2) 

More than Rs. 5000 269 (23.4) 17 (13.2) 97 (32.3) 29 (13.7) 87 (71.3) 62 (51.7) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Nothing 56 (14.7) - - 8 (8.7) 1 (2.3) - 

Less than Rs. 1000 37 (9.7) 14 (23.3) 25 (27.2) 63 (68.5) 2 (4.5) - 

Rs. 1000-3000 107 (28.2) 22 (36.7) 22 (23.9) 13 (14.1) 2 (4.5) 2 (4.8) 

Rs. 3000-5000 117 (30.8) 11 (18.3) 25 (27.2) 3 (3.3) 17 (38.6) 10 (23.8) 

More than Rs. 5000 63 (16.6) 13 (21.7) 20 (21.7) 5 (5.4) 22 (50.0) 30 (71.4) 
 Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 
                                                                            

Table No. A-2.9.8: Source of Spending on Other Illness last year 
  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=998 N=119 N=300 N=208 N=121 N=117 

From Household Expenses 774 (77.6) 47 (39.5) 239 (79.7) 137 (65.9) 104 (86.0) 82 (70.1) 

From Savings 580 (58.1) 92 (77.3) 235 (78.3) 158 (76.0) 106 (87.6) 88 (75.2) 

Borrowed from friends/Relatives 179 (17.9) 10 (8.4) 66 (22.0) 13 (6.3) 18 (14.9) 4 (3.4) 

Borrowed from SHG 11 (1.1) 2 (1.7) 9 (3.0) - 11 (9.1) 12 (10.3) 

Borrowed from local moneylender 21 (2.1) - 24 (8.0) 1 (.5) 7 (5.8) 1 (.9) 

Had Insurance 1 (.1) - 1 (.3) - - 16 (13.7) 

Control N=324 N=60 N=92 N=84 N=43 N=42 

From Household Expenses 259 (79.9) 27 (45.0) 78 (84.8) 64 (76.2) 39 (90.7) 23 (54.8) 

From Savings 173 (53.4) 46 (76.7) 82 (89.1) 65 (77.4) 39 (90.7) 30 (71.4) 

Borrowed from friends/Relatives 56 (17.3) 1 (1.7) 9 (9.8) 2 (2.4) 2 (4.7) 6 (14.3) 

Borrowed from SHG - - 1 (1.1) 1 (1.2) 1 (2.3) 5 (11.9) 

Borrowed from local moneylender 8 (2.5) - 3 (3.3) 1 (1.2) - - 

Had Insurance - - - - - 3 (7.1) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.9.9: Average Spending on Other Illness last year 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Nothing 466 (40.5) 48 (37.2) 78 (26.0) 98 (46.4) 16 (13.1) 18 (15.0) 

Less than Rs. 1000 37 (3.2) 12 (9.3) 9 (3.0) 4 (1.9) 4 (3.3) - 

Rs. 1000-3000 54 (4.7) 21 (16.3) 33 (11.0) 3 (1.4) 6 (4.9) 4 (3.3) 

Rs. 3000-5000 171 (14.8) 23 (17.8) 31 (10.3) 5 (2.4) 22 (18.0) 3 (2.5) 

More than Rs. 5000 424 (36.8) 25 (19.4) 149 (49.7) 101 (47.9) 74 (60.7) 95 (79.2) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Nothing 173 (45.5) 17 (28.3) 32 (34.8) 57 (62.0) 2 (4.5) 9 (21.4) 

Less than Rs. 1000 17 (4.5) 5 (8.3) 1 (1.1) 2 (2.2) 1 (2.3) - 

Rs. 1000-3000 25 (6.6) 6 (10.0) 5 (5.4) 3 (3.3) 4 (9.1) - 

Rs. 3000-5000 62 (16.3) 12 (20.0) 18 (19.6) 2 (2.2) 17 (38.6) - 

More than Rs. 5000 103 (27.1) 20 (33.3) 36 (39.1) 28 (30.4) 20 (45.5) 33 (78.6) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.9.10: Source of Finance to meet Expenses on Other Illness last year 
  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 



SEWA N=686 N=81 N=222 N=113 N=106 N=102 

From Savings 508 (74.1) 70 (86.4) 194 (87.4) 95 (84.1) 104 (98.1) 97 (95.1) 

From friends/Relatives 255 (37.2) 13 (16.0) 139 (62.6) 61 (54.0) 52 (49.1) 48 (47.1) 

Borrowed from SHG 31 (4.5) 3 (3.7) 28 (12.6) 12 (10.6) 22 (20.8) 34 (33.3) 

Borrowed from local moneylender 46 (6.7) - 41 (18.5) 7 (6.2) 7 (6.6) 4 (3.9) 

Had Insurance 8 (1.2) - 1 (.5) 1 (.9) 1 (.9) 31 (30.4) 

Control N=207 N=43 N=60 N=35 N=42 N=33 

From Savings 162 (78.3) 36 (83.7) 52 (86.7) 31 (88.6) 42 (100.0) 31 (93.9) 

From friends/Relatives 77 (37.2) 1 (2.3) 48 (80.0) 22 (62.9) 18 (42.9) 20 (60.6) 

Borrowed from SHG 3 (1.4) - 8 (13.3) 1 (2.9) 2 (4.8) 11 (33.3) 

Borrowed from local moneylender 6 (2.9) 2 (4.7) 5 (8.3) - - 2 (6.1) 

Had Insurance - - - 4 (11.4) - 11 (33.3) 

 



Table No. A-2.9.11: Reasons for BOYS Dropping Out or Never Attending School 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=38 N=4 N=40 N=15 N=2 N=30 

Difficulty in reaching school 2 (5.3) - 1 (2.5) 1 (6.7) - - 

School is far 5 (13.2) - - - - - 

Could not afford school fees 2 (5.3) 1 (25.0) 9 (22.5) 13 (86.7) - 9 (30.0) 

Not good in studies 10 (26.3) 1 (25.0) 11 (25.0) 1 (6.7) - 4 (13.3) 

Teaching was not good 8 (21.1) 1 (25.0) - - - - 

Illness 1 (2.6) - - 2 (13.3) - 1 (3.3) 

Marriage fixed - - 2 (5.0) - - 8 (26.7) 

Responsibilities at home 11 (28.9) 1 (25.0) 10 (25.0) 1 (6.7) 1 (50.0) - 

Taking care of younger siblings 1 (2.6) - 2 (5.0) - - - 

Not interested in studies 5 (13.2) 1 (25.0) 14 (35.0) 1 (6.7) - 13 (43.3) 

Started working - 2 (50.0) 1 (2.5) 1 (6.7) - - 

Decreased income due to covid - - - - - 1 (3.3) 

Control N=13 N=4 N=3 N=12 N=4 N=14 

Difficulty in reaching school 1 (7.7) - - 3 (25.0) 1 (25.0) - 

School is far - - - 6 (50.0) 1 (25.0) - 

Could not afford school fees 2 (15.4) - - 10 (83.3)  1 (7.1) 

Not good in studies 4 (30.8) - 1 (33.3) 2 (16.7) 1 (25.0) - 

Teaching was not good - - - 3 (25.0) - - 

Illness 2 (15.4) - - 2 (16.7) 1 (25.0) 3 (21.4) 

Marriage fixed - - - - - 6 (42.9) 

Responsibilities at home 6 (46.2) 2 (50.0) 1 (33.3) 5 (41.7) 1 (25.0) 1 (7.1) 

Taking care of younger siblings 1 (7.7) - - - - - 

Not interested in studies 1 (7.7) 1 (25.0) - - 1 (25.0) 3 (21.4) 

Started working - 1 (25.0) 1 (33.3) 1 (8.3) 1 (25.0) 1 (7.1) 

Lack of Facilities for Online classes during COVID lockdown 1 (7.7) 1 (25.0) - - - - 

Decreased income due to covid - - 1 (33.3) 4 (33.3) - 1 (3.3) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.9.12: Reasons for GIRLS Dropping Out or Never Attending School 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

SEWA N=38 N=4 N=40 N=11 N=2 N=30 



Difficulty in reaching school 5 (13.2)  - 2 (18.2) - - 

School is far 4 (10.5) - - - - - 

Could not afford school fees 8 (21.1) - 7 (17.5) 10 (90.9) - 3 (10.0) 

Not good in studies 11 (28.9) - 7 (17.5) 1 (9.1) - 3 (10.0) 

There was no toilet with water 1 (2.6) - - - - - 

Teaching was not good 5 (13.2) - - - - - 

Parents/elders did not want 1 (2.6) - 1 (2.5) - - - 

Illness - - 2 (5.0) 1 (9.1) - 1 (3.3) 

Marriage fixed - 1 (25.0) 4 (10.0)  - 5 (16.7) 

Responsibilities at home 11 (28.9) 1 (25.0) 8 (20.0) 1 (9.1) - 1 (3.3) 

Taking care of younger siblings 1 (2.6) - 2 (5.0) - -  

Not interested in studies 5 (13.2) 1 (25.0) 4 (16.0) 2 (18.2) - 10 (33.3) 

Lack of Facilities for Online classes during COVID lockdown - 1 (25.0) -  - 1 (3.3) 

Started working - - - - - 1 (3.3) 

Decreased income due to covid - - 1 (4.0) - - 1 (3.3) 

Control N=13 N=4 N=3 N=10 N=4 N=14 

Difficulty in reaching school - - - 6 (60.0) 1 (25.0) - 

School is far 1 (7.7) -  5 (50.0) - - 

Could not afford school fees 2 (15.4) - - 9 (90.0) - - 

Not good in studies 6 (46.2) 1 (25.0) - 1 (10.0) 1 (25.0) 1 (7.1) 

There was no toilet with water - - - - - - 

Teaching was not good - - - 1 (10.0) - - 

Parents/elders did not want - - - - - - 

Illness 2 (15.4) - - 1 (10.0) - - 

Marriage fixed - - - - - 7 (50.0) 

Responsibilities at home 3 (23.1) 2 (50.0) 1 (33.3) 3 (30.0) 2 (50.0) - 

Taking care of younger siblings - 1 (25.0) - 1 (10.0) - - 

Not interested in studies - 3 (75.0) 1 (33.3) 1 (10.0) 1 (25.0) 4 (28.6) 

Lack of Facilities for Online classes during COVID lockdown - - - - - - 

Started working 1 (7.7) 1 (25.0) - 1 (10.0) - - 

Decreased income due to covid 1 (7.7) - - 3 (30.0) - - 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

Table No. A-2.9.13: Overall Awareness about Various Schemes 

  Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 



SEWA N=1152 N=129 N=300 N=211 N=122 N=120 

Ujjwala Yojana 1023 (88.8) 118 (91.5) 164 (54.7) 203 (96.2) 93 (76.2) 90 (75.0) 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana 851 (73.9) 116 (89.9) 229 (76.3) 195 (92.4) 80 (65.6) 66 (55.0) 

Janani Yojana 837 (72.7) 111 (86.0) 170 (56.7) 173 (82.0) 58 (47.5) 4 (3.3) 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 632 (54.9) 102 (79.1) 100 (33.3) 158 (74.9) 67 (54.9) 45 (37.5) 

MGNREGA 623 (54.1) 107 (82.9) 196 (65.3) 186 (88.2) 96 (78.7) 118 (98.3) 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana 550 (47.7) 82 (63.6) 107 (35.7) 164 (77.7) 59 (48.4) 2 (1.7) 

Drip Irrigation Scheme 579 (50.3) 36 (27.9) 2 (.7) 84 (39.8) 30 (24.6) 3 (2.5) 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan  (toilet) 2 (.2) 3 (2.3) - 9 (4.3) - 7 (5.8) 

Atal Pension Scheme 1 (.1) - - 2 (.9) - 1 (.8) 

Widow Pension 1 (.1) - 2 (.7) 2 (.9) - - 

Jal Jeevan Mission  (JJM) - - - - - 21 (17.5) 

Control N=380 N=60 N=92 N=92 N=44 N=42 

Ujjwala Yojana 318 (83.7) 58 (96.7) 62 (67.4) 89 (96.7) 30 (68.2) 22 (52.4) 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana 246 (64.7) 57 (95.0) 76 (82.6) 85 (92.4) 25 (56.8) 20 (47.6) 

Janani Yojana 233 (61.3) 59 (98.3) 53 (57.6) 74 (80.4) 12 (27.3) 1 (2.4) 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 177 (46.6) - 27 (29.3) 76 (82.6) - - 

MGNREGA 200 (52.6) 60 (100.0) 58 (63.0) 78 (84.8) 38 (86.4) 42 (100.0) 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana 171 (45.0) 35 (58.3) 16 (17.4) 56 (60.9) 16 (36.4) - 

Drip Irrigation Scheme 192 (50.5) 19 (31.7) - 18 (19.6) 1 (2.3) 2 (4.8) 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (toilet) - 3 (5.0) - 1 (1.1) - 6 (14.3) 

Widow Pension 2 (.5) - - - - - 

Table No. A-2.9.14: Schemes Respondents have Overall Benefitted from 

SEWA Gujarat Rajasthan Bihar UP Assam Meghalaya 

Ujjwala Yojana 
N=1023 N=118 N=164 N=203 N=93 N=90 

686 (67.1) 59 (50.0) 78 (47.6) 96 (47.3) 72 (77.4) 82 (91.1) 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 
N=632 N=102 N=100 N=158 N=67 N=45 

100 (15.8) 31 (30.4) 10 (10.0) 40 (25.3) 32 (47.8) 37 (82.2) 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana 
N=851 N=116 N=229 N=195 N=80 N=66 

181 (21.3) 46 (39.7) 96 (41.9) 19 (9.7) 41 (51.3) 50 (75.8) 

Janani Yojana 
N=837 N=111 N=170 N=173 N=58 N=4 

242 (28.9) 33 (29.7) 51 (30.0) 28 (16.2) 24 (41.4) 2 (50.0) 

MGNREGA N=623 N=107 N=196 N=186 N=96 N=118 



177 (28.4) 70 (65.4) 53 (27.0) 19 (10.2) 83 (86.5) 117 (99.2) 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana 
N=550 N=82 N=107 N=164 N=59 N=2 

38 (6.9) 9 (11.0) 29 (27.1) 8 (4.9) 21 (35.6) 2 (100.0) 

Drip Irrigation Scheme 
N=579 N=36 N=2 N=84 N=30 N=1 

33 (5.7) - - 2 (2.4) 9 (30.0) 1 (33.3) 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (toilet) 
N=2 N=3 - N=9 - N=7 

2 (100) 3 (100.0) - 9 (100) - 7 (100) 

Widow Pension 
N=1 - N=2 N=2 - - 

1 (100) - 2 (100) 2 (100) - - 

Atal Pension Scheme 
- - - N=2 - N=1 

- - - 2 (100) - 1 (100) 

Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) 
- - - - - N=21 

- -   - 4 (19.0) 

Control N=318 - N=62 N=89 N=30 N=22 

Ujjwala Yojana 215 (67.6) - 35 (56.5) 35 (39.3) 23 (76.7) 15 (68.2) 

  N=177 N=48 N=27 N=76 N=19 N=14 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 15 (8.5) 8 (16.7) 6 (22.2) 5 (6.6) 12 (63.2) 12 (85.7) 

  N=246 N=57 N=76 N=85 N=25 N=20 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana 25 (10.2) 6 (10.5) 41 (53.9) 8 (9.4) 17 (68.0) 14 (70.0) 

  N=233 N=59 N=53 N=74 N=12 N=1 

Janani Yojana 29 (12.4) 14 (23.7) 21 (39.6) 5 (6.8) 9 (75.0) 1 (100) 

  N=200 N=60 N=58 N=78 N=38 N=42 

MGNREGA 35 (17.5) 33 (55.0) 16 (27.6) - 34 (89.5) 42 (100) 

  N=171 N=35 N=16 N=56 N=16 - 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana 2 (1.2) - - 1 (1.8) 8 (50.0) - 

  N=192 N=19 - N=18 N=1 N=2 

Drip Irrigation Scheme 8 (4.2) - -  1 (100) 2 (100) 

  - N=3 - N=1 - N=6 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (toilet) - - - 1 (100) - 6 (100) 

  N=2 - N=2 N=2 - - 

Widow Pension 2 (100) - 2 (100) 2 (100) - - 

  - - - - - N=1 

Atal Pension Scheme - - - - - 1 (100) 
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 



Table No. A-2.9.15: Who Helped Respondents Benefit from Schemes  
SEWA Gujarat  Rajasthan Bihar  UP Assam Meghalaya 

Ujjwala Yojana N=686 N=59 N=78 N=96 N=72 N=82 

Through SEWA 144 (21.0) 2 (3.4) 28 (35.9) 12 (12.5) 36 (50.0) - 

No one 51 (7.4) 53 (89.8) 20 (25.6) 28 (29.2) 27 (37.5) - 

Any Other (specify) 491 (71.6) 4 (6.8) 30 (38.5) 56 (58.3) 9 (12.5) 82 (100) 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana N=100 N=31 N=10 N=40 N=32 N=37 

Through SEWA 20 (20.0) 2 (6.5) 2 (20.0) 8 (20.0) 13 (40.6) - 

No one 7 (7.0) 25 (80.6) 6 (60.0) 11 (27.5) 17 (53.1) - 

Any Other (specify) 73 (73.0) 4 (12.9) 2 (20.0) 21 (52.5) 2 (6.3) 37 (100) 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana N=181 N=46 N=96 N=19 N=41 N=50 

Through SEWA 24 (13.3) 1 (2.2) 46 (47.9) 2 (10.5) 18 (43.9) - 

No one 10 (5.5) 38 (82.6) 26 (27.1) 6 (31.6) 17 (41.5) - 

Any Other (specify) 147 (81.2) 7 (15.2) 24 (25.0) 11 (57.9) 6 (14.6) 50 (100) 

Janani Yojana N=242 N=33 N=51 N=28 N=24 N=2 

Through SEWA 44 (18.2) 4 (12.1) 17 (33.3) 3 (10.7) 6 (25.0) - 

No one 12 (5.0) 24 (72.7) 18 (35.3) 9 (32.1) 14 (58.3) - 

Any Other (specify) 186 (76.9) 5 (15.2) 16 (31.4) 16 (57.1) 4 (16.7) 2 (100) 

MGNREGA N=177 N=70 N=53 N=19 N=83 N=117 

Through SEWA 34 (19.2) 3 (4.3) 32 (60.4) 3 (15.8) 49 (59.0) - 

No one 23 (13.0) 65 (92.9) 14 (26.4) 3 (15.8) 25 (30.1) - 

Any Other (specify) 120 (67.8) 2 (2.9) 7 (13.2) 13 (68.4) 9 (10.8) 117 (100) 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana N=38 N=9 N=29 N=8 N=21 N=2 

Through SEWA 10 (26.3) 1 (11.1) 7 (24.1) 4 (50.0) 7 (33.3) - 

No one 7 (18.4) 8 (88.9) 13 (44.8) 2 (25.0) 11 (52.4) - 

Any Other (specify) 21 (55.3) - 9 (31.0) 2 (25.0) 3 (14.3) 2 (100) 

Drip Irrigation Scheme N=33 - - N=2 N=9   

Through SEWA 6 (18.2)       4 (44.4)   

No one 5 (15.2) - - 2 (100) 4 (44.4)   

Any Other   22 (66.7)       1 (11.1)   
SBM N=2 N=3 - - - N=7 

No one 1 (50.0) 3 (100) - - - 7 (100) 

Any Other (specify) 1 (50.0)           

Widow Pension N=1           



No one 1 (100)           

Atal Pension Scheme   - N=2 N=2 - N=1 

No one   - 1 (50.0) 1 (50.0) - 1 (100) 

Any Other (specify)   - 1 (50.0) 1 (50.0) -   

Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) -       - N=4 

No one -       - 4 (100) 

Scholarship - - - N=2     

Any Other (specify) - - - 2 (100)     

PDS - - - N=9     

No one - - - 6 (66.7)     
Control Gujarat  Rajasthan Bihar  UP Assam Meghalaya 

Ujjwala Yojana N=215 N=17 N=35 N=35 N=23 N=15 

Through SEWA 31 (14.4) - 2 (5.7) - 5 (21.7) - 

No one 21 (9.8) 17 (100) 16 (45.7) 5 (14.3) 7 (30.4) - 

Any Other (specify) 163 (75.8) - 17 (48.6) 30 (85.7) 11 (47.8) 15 (100) 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana N=15 N=8 N=6 N=5 N=12 N=12 

Through SEWA 6 (40.0) - - - 2 (16.7) - 

No one - 8(100) - - 6 (50.0) - 

Any Other (specify) 9 (60.0) - 6 (100) 5 (100) 4 (33.3) 12 (100) 

Pradhan Mantri Gram Aawas Yojana N=25 N=6 N=41 N=8 N=17 N=14 

Through SEWA 1 (4.0) - 7 (17.1) - 2 (11.8) - 

No one 2 (8.0) 5 (83.3) 14 (34.1) 1 (12.5) 6 (35.3) - 

Any Other (specify) 22 (88.0) 1 (16.7) 20 (48.8) 7 (87.5) 9 (52.9) 14 (100) 

Janani Yojana N=29 N=14 N=21 N=5 N=9 N=1 

Through SEWA 2 (6.9) - - - 1 (11.1) - 

No one 2 (6.9) 14(100) 6 (28.6) - 4 (44.4) - 

Any Other (specify) 25 (86.2) - 15 (71.4) 5 (100) 4 (44.4) 1 (100) 

MGNREGA N=35 N=33 N=16 N=0 N=34 N=42 

Through SEWA 1 (2.9) - 5 (31.3) - 9 (26.5) - 

No one 1 (2.9) 33 (100) 2 (112.5) - 12 (35.3) - 

Any Other (specify) 33 (94.3) - 9 (56.3) - 13 (38.2) 42 (100) 

Kanya Samriddhi Yojana N=2 N=   N=1 N=8   

Through SEWA   - - - 2 (25.0) - 



No one   - - 1 (100) 2 (25.0) - 

Any Other (specify) 2 (100) - - - 4 (50.0) - 

Drip Irrigation Scheme N=8 - - N=   N=2 

Through SEWA - - - -   - 

No one 3 (37.5)         - 

Any Other   5 (62.5)         2 (100) 

SBM   - - - - N=6 

 No one   - - - - 6 (100) 

Widow Pension N=2           

No one 2 (100)           

PDS - - - N=1     

No one - - - 1 (100)     
Figures in Parenthesis are Percentages 

 

 


